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PREFACE -: *

The United States Air Force Summer Faculty Research Program (USAF-SFRP) 0,'* !

is a program designed to introduce university, college, and technical

institute faculty members to Air Force research. This is accomplished by

the faculty members being selected on - nationally advertised competitive

basis for a ten-week assignment during the summer intersession period to

perform research at Air Force laboratories/centers. Each assignment is in a

subject area and at an Air Force facility mutually agreed upon by the -

faculty members and the Air Force. In addition to compensation, travel and

cost of living allowances are also paid. The USAF-SFRP is sponsored by the

Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Air Force Systems Command, United

States Air Force, and is conducted by the Southeastern Center for Electrical

Engineering.

The specific objectives of the 1983 USAF-SFRP are:

(1) To provide a productive means for Scientists and Engineers holding ..* -...-

Ph.D. degrees to participate in research at the Air Force Weapons

Laboratory. ' -, '."

(2) To stimulate continuing professional association among the

Scholars and their professional peers in the Air Force.

(3) To further the research objectives of the United States Air Force;

and

(4) To enhance the research productivity and capabilities of

Scientists and Engineers especially as these relate to Air Force *-..-,

technical interests.

During the summer of 1983, 101 faculty members participated. These . .

researchers were assigned to 25 USAF laboratories/centers across the

country. This two volume document is a compilation of the final reports

written by the assigned faculty members about their summer research

efforts.
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Albany, NY 12309 Qnmhr Mt ai
(518) 457-4930 Asige :-i

Dr..... . Daniel Barr Degree: h.D,,,. .,ecria Enginering ,,~
Assistant-• ', - - ", , ,..'.,,- . ." Professor'. '. , -".". -""". '..1978.." "-'- - - ' S..-..-.:
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THE FEASIBILITY OF RECORDING

ATMOSPHERIC INTERFEROGRAMS 0 0

by

Richard Anderson

ABSTRACT "

A survey of the literature indicates that atmospheric interfero- V

grams were recorded and have been used to verify certain aspects of the --

"- theory of turbulence. Self-referencing interferograms have not been

recorded. They could be used in reproduction to produce distorted

wavefronts. The intent of the research was to record self-referencing
interferograms under conditions of various degrees of turbulence.

The amount of turbulence would be measured at certain points along

the laser beam propagation path, so Cn2 will be known for each inter-

- .. ferogram.

After some initial experim -tation it is evident that a Mach-

Zehnder will be difficult to align and presents fringe visibility prob-

lems. A Smartt interferometer is an alternate instrument for the re-

cording of self-referencing interferograms. Problems related with its

use are discussed in this paper. Also, an alternate interferometer is

discussed.
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.'. ' I. INTRODUCTION:.-"-'"-.-

When a light beam traverses a turbulent atmosphere, it suffers

distortions produced by random refractive-index variations. These

variations produce fluctuations in the phase of the optical signal

sensed by a detector. This has detrimental effects on the resolution

of the imaging system. This has importance in optical image quality

in photography, in optical conmunications, and in optical tracking

systems.

Atmospheric turbulence has been characterized over a horizontal

path by the magnitude of the refractive index structure parameter C
n ~ ~

Some investigators define the degree of turbulence in terms of Cn2n

instead of Cn. An integrated Cn can be measured over a path using

a scintillation measuring system.1'2 Alternately, Cn may be measured

at discrete points along the propagation path of a laser beam by using

temperature measuring microprobes.3 The temperature measurements IW
yield point values of the temperature structure parameter CT which

can be converted to C with a knowledge of the atmosphere pressure, .- 
"

temperature, and the laser wavelength.4

Above a flat field with nearly uniform vegetation, turbulence

can be characterized as a break up of the air into patches with a

lower size limit t and an upper limit L . The cross section of the
0 0 ,.

laser beam will be filled with patches of varying size. Depending

upon the degree of turbulence, the patches may vary from meters to

millimeters in diameter. The path size will be important in deter-

mining our spatial frequency of the interference fringe and in de-

fining a self-referencing aperture diameter.

Turbulence has been characterized by the measured value of

Cn .  The exact boundaries between weak, moderate, and strong tur-

bulence are not well defined. The values in reference (5) will be

used to define turbulence.
reviewoftheliterature-l"',..5 11

A review of the literature on interferometric measurements of

turbulence is of value to this experiment, even though, these inter-

- ferograms were not self-referencing. These experiments demonstrate

photographic exposure times and the degree turbulence to produce
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blurring. These experiments give an idea of the spatial frequency of

the fringes required for different turbulence and indicate the size

of lasers needed in these experiments.

The self-referencing interferograms will be recorded and the

phase interferogram will be replayed 1 produce a distorted laser

beam which can be used in laboratory e~periments. If these inter-

ferograms are correlated with field C measurements, in replay dis-
n

torted laser beams corresponding to different degi.ees of turbulence

can be produced.

II. OBJECTIVES: "" " " "

The principal objective of this research will be to produce inter-

"* ferograms which may be used in reproduction to produce an aberrated

- or distorted laser beam. This distorted beam may be used in other

laboratory experiments. Each interferogram will be correlated with

field measurements for the amount of turbulence. In this way, each

interferogram may be used to produce a distorted beam corresponding

to various degrees of turbulence.

The second objective will be to determine the most satisfactory

method of recording the interferograms. They shall be self-referencing

interferograms and they have never previously been produced.

Interferograms of this type may be recorded using different ex-

perimental arrangements and these techniques must be evaluated.

Virtually none of the experimental parameters are known to produce

these interferograms.

III. IMPORTANT THEORY:

The refractive index structure parameter Cn will be evaluated

from temperature differences measured by microprobe resistance

thermometers placed near the laser beam path. The temperature meas- -'

urements with the microprobes allows the evaluation of the temperature

structure parameter which is defined as

1-5
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2
2 <(T 2-T 1  >ave 1r--Or" - -/2C T 0 < r < L 0r >(

r

where r is the distance between the probes, v is general equal to 2/3,

and [. is the laser beam path lengLh. AlHo r Ls greiter than th. .'rvs.cl
zone size of the laser light, r > )2 is

ze sz _ / <(T 2 T1  >ave a reason-

ably long time average of the square of the measured temperature dif-

ferences. The refractive index structure parameter C is defined as -.
2 n

< (n 2 -nl) > "'_"-o" 1/2
C2 2/3 ave, < r < L, r > (XL) /2  (2)

r

where nI and n2 are the indices at two points a distance r apart per-

pendicular to the propagation direction of the laser beam and
2

<(n2-nl) > is a time average of the square of the difference of

indices. The index of refraction of air can be related to the atmos-

pheric pressure, mean air temperature, and laser wavelength
4

n - I + (77.6 P/T) (I + .00753/X2) x 10- 6 (3)

As a result, the temperature and refractive index structure parameters

are related to each other

2 2 2 -6 2
C - [77.6 P/T (1 + 0.00753/X2) x 10 1 CT (4)

In order to observe interference fringes between two partially

coherent beams of light with an interferometer it is necessary to con-

sider fringe visibility.12  In the experiment the laser source has a

definite bandwidth and is called a quasimonochromatic source. P1 and '.

P2 are two sources at distances sI and s2 from a point Q where they .k -

interfere. The field at the point Q is

E(C,t) f E(Plt-sl, c  + E(P2 ,t-s 2 /d

P2.

Figure 1. Two Source Interference.
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* The time averaged intensity is

<1()>= I1 (Q)> + <12(Q)> +2R 12 (6

Nwhere the first and second terms are the intensity at Q produced by

source P1 and P2 and the last terms are the complex conjugates of each .

other and are the real part of the mutual intensity function so

<E(P ,-S 1 1  E*(P1 'iIs J1 (Q)

<E(P 2 9t-s 2 /c E*(P 29t-s 2/ 1> 2 (Q (7)

<E(P11 t-s 1 /, E* (P 2 9 t-s2/c )> <E(P1,t+t) E*(P 2 9t)> = 1 2 (-L) ~.

In the equation above T (0 (8-s)/c and r 1 2 (T) is defined by the

equation

r (T)JTECPlt+T) E*(P2,t) dt <E(P1 ,t+t) E*(P2,t)> (8

-T

The normalized mutual intensity function is ~-4

T

jim It E(P 1 ,t-[-) E*(P ,tdt (9)
11 22-T

V/r 11 (0) r 22 (0)

where y1 2 (t) has a value from 0 to 1. Also r11 (O) is

ri 1 (0) I limn2 E(Pi ,t)E*(P1 ,t)dt = E(P1 ,t)E*( 1 ,t)- .(O 10)

-- T

wlie re 00) (i)s Lte pliase d iIIerence.

* The visibility of the interference fringes is
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- <i(Q)> - <•(Q)>
V 1()> + (13))

max min

The maximum and minimum intensity depends on the phase angle difference,

where Cos -equals +1 and -1, s0

the visibility is* 0

V [< 1(Q) 2 -<(Q)>in 1 2  J "  -
- V = <I (Q)>+< ,>i (14) O

In the proposed experiment, using interferometers of various '

design, the incident atmospherically distorted wavefront is divided so

a small portion of this wavefront can be isolated. This portion of

the beam may directly interfere or may be expanded and collimated

before it interferes with the total original atmospherically distorted

wavefront. Since a small portion of the incident beam interferes with ,.,

the total distorted beam, this portion is the reference for the inter-

ferogram, so the interferogram is self-referencing. The visibility

will depend directly upon the intensity of the interfering beams and

on the spatial coherence of the partial wavefront. ~
In this discussion two points (1) and (2) are separated a di(-

tance r1  in the plane of the aperture which selects the portion of

the wavefront used for self-referencing. There will be a difference
in the average index of refraction and phase for light has traveled

through the turbulent atmosphere from the laser transmitter to the

points (1) and (2) in the aperture. In turbulence theory a quantity

called the phase structure function is

D =<f A
2 e0> t4

* "2-01) >av' o0 12< L_1 (15)

where r1  lies within the subrange of turbulence. Tatarski13 and
14Lutomirski and Yura have related the phase structure function to

the refractive index structure parameter. Their equations within the

subrange of turbulence have slightly different forms and are

D 2.91k C~ r L (16)
nr 1 2  ''
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or D= 2.91k2 C 2r 5 /3L [1-0.8 (2r 12/L 1/3 (17)

where k = 2T/X and L is the laser beam path length. These equations 6 .

hold for plane waves which is the form of our wavefront at the tele-

scope. At very small scales r12 << t the relation is
12 0

I)= 3.44k 2. 2 2 I, e -1/3 (18) -

For a Gaussian beam shape the normalized mutual coherence function is

Y1 2 (r 1 2 ,L)=exp[- D w(r 1 2 ,L] =exp[- (D +De)] =exp[- D 1]exp[- Dp], (19)

where D (rl2,L) = D (r 2 cL) + D(rI2 Q,L), D is the phase structure

function, and D is the log-amplitude structure function. At large

L and/or strong turbulence Dt saturates and this is the scintillation

saturation region so D 1 ; D (rcL) = D (rL)
and2 ,L (rr (20-)

and Cr12 cL) = exp [-112 D (rc.L)] (20)

The length r12t = (Xz) I /2 is the correlation length and rc is the

coherence length, which can be evaluated from equation (20).

The equations in the last paragraph assume a nearly parallel

laser beam has been transmitted through a turbulent atmosphere. De-

pending upon the amount of turbulence, it may have or not have under-

gone beam spreading and this beam is collected directly by the inter-

ferometer and rc is a distance between two points in the collected

beam. In our experiment the laser beam slightly diverges and the

telescopic system reduces the image size by 1/10th.

Z The size of the aperture through which light passes depends upon

our definition of coherence. Some investigators define a coherent
2 1/2

patch when < - > changes by w, others when y12 equals li/e,
15 2. or 0.88. This means D may be taken as n , 2, or 0.256. Assuming a

" value for L, C and X, it is possible to calculate values of r by
nP

accepting a coherence definition for D.
A review of the literature on interferometric turbulence meas-

urements indicates that the spatial frequency of the fringes must

1-9
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exceed lI/ °  This will be the criterion accepted in this experiment.

The spatial frequency of the fringes is determined by the inter-

ferometer and is

f 2eA, (21)

where 6 is the angle of intersection of the interfering beams. - _

IV. DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENT:

The major facility to be used is the lm Cassegrain telescope

equipped with a coelostat at the RADC/Verona site. The telescope

may receive light along a nearly horizontal path from a laser trans-

mitter in small buildings at approximately 0.3, 0.6, and 2km from the

receiver. The laser transmitter may be a triple etalon tuned dye

laser of approximately 5 to 10 watts average power and bandwidth and

coherence length at 500nm of 3.6 G~z and 8.3cm or an etalon prism tuned

argon or krypton ion laser which can radiate near a watt in each dis-

crete lasing line. High power ion lasers have a bandwidth of t 22 MHz

and a coherence length of 7m. The bandwidth of the ion laser is meas-

ured using a Fabry-Perot interferometer. In the case of dye laser,

hardened Fabry-Perot mirrors are required and the nominal operating

-.. wavelength, A , must be measured using a separate apparatus. 
16

The transmitter is mounted on an optical bench on a concrete plat-

form. A beam expander produces a slightly divergent wavefront which

syimi trically fills the lm plane mirror of the coelostat. The trans-

mitter laser is approximately 1.5m above a flat horizontal field

covered with grass from 0.6 to 1.2m tall. The coelostat mirror is

approximately 12m above the field.

The coelostat directs the collected beam vertically into the lm

Cassegrain telescope. The back focal length and f number of the tele-

scope remains constant by changing the position of the secondary mir-

ror, even though finite distant obj .... are observed. The f number of

the telescope is f/18. The light from the telescope is collimated

using a reflective optics collimator. This collimator produces a 10cm
-*.- beam which is deflected by a 450 mirror into the interferometer. .

-.. - .
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One type of interferometer which will be used to produce inter-

ferograms is the Smartt interferometer. 17 A Smartt interferometer

has a f-number of f/2 while the telescope is f/18. The collimated

beam is focused using a corrected f/2 lens upon the point-diffraction

film. The Smartt interferometer consists of a thin partially trans-

parent non-scattering film placed on an optical flat. A precise, very

small circular aperture is present in this coating. The quality of . -

the image formed by the telescope system viewing through a turbulent

atmosphere is controlled by the turbulence and without turbulence de-

pends on the alignment of the telescope and associated optics. In
S.%.. . - , ,

this experiment the f/2 lens will probably dominate the aberrations

of the optical system which gives a central spot of radius R = 2.44A.
The aberrated light is focused to a blur spot and the smallest

blur spot is the circle of least confusion. The precise aperture is .-.-
moved by micrometer screws and is placed in the center of this circle.

Light is diffracted by the aperture producing a large central Airy

pattern while the remainder of the beam passes through the semitrans-

parent film where it is attenuated and it has all the phase distor-

tions of the atmosphere and optics. In the Smartt interferometer the
plate may be moved along the optic axis or in a direction perpendicu-

lar to it by micrometer drives. When the precise aperture is on the - -
optic axis and slightly displaced from the circle of least confusion,

circular fringe patterns are observed in the central Airy ring pattern,

since diffracted light from the aperture and the beam diverging through

the semi-transparent film interfere. When the precise aperture is

moved laterally to the optic axis with the fine adjustment drive,
straight line fringes are observed on a plane surface placed perpen-

dicular to the optic axis. The system is equivalent to the interfer-

ence pattern produced by two point sources of light and straight line

fringes are observed except for the atmospheric distortion of the

fringes. The size of the precise aperture is not known sc it is im-
possible to correlate this aperture size to the coherence patch in the
atmosphere. As a result, the degree of coherence of the self-refer- " '-
encing wavefront produced by the aperture cannot be calculated.

.5. : ".... -
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The lateral displacement of the aperture should not be greater

than the radius of the Airy central spot produced by the f/2 lens. . .

This assures that adequate energy is still focused on the aperture

and fringes can still be observed. In our experiment at a wavelength. . -.

- 500nm this corresponds to a lateral displacement of 1.22 x 10 3mm.

The literature1 8 on the interferometer indicates that the instrument ' 7.

has a minimum back focal length of 2mm. This indicates that a lens

projects the interference pattern on a ground glass or the fringes

may be photographed with a camera focused at infinity. Using this

minimum focal length, the spatial frequency of the fringes is 1.22

fringes/mm.

The subspace of turbulence extends from t measured in milli-
0

meters to L° in meters. If one wishes to use the interferograms in..-....-""'-

playback to produce a distorted laser beam, the fringe frequency,

f > i/.o , must be greater than 1 fringe per mm. The telescope system

collects light in a lm aperture and it emerges in a 10cm aperture.

This means linear dimensions are reduced by 0.1 and areas by 0.01. As

a result, the interferometer should have a spatial frequency f > 10

fringes per mm. The Smartt interferometer will only be able to record -I

on the interferogram details of turbulence where Z > 1cm. This is
0

adequate for the case of weak turbulence.

In reproduction of the distorted laser beam it will be necessary

to separate the reference beam from the phase information beam. For

the Smartt interferometer they have an angular separation of 0.61 x

-410 radians. Assuming the full 10cm incident beam is used, this

will place severe conditions in separating the beams in the reproduc- . . .

tion. Separation occurs at ' 170m.

In optics a spatial coherence occurs where the term exp [- D .

= 0.88 or D = 0.256. Using the simplified theory of Tatarski1  given

in equation (16) for path lengths of 0.3, 0.6, and 2km for weak, mod-

crate, and strong turbulence, the coherence lengths are evaluated.

They are shown in Table 1 where r' is the unreduced coherence radius,

r is the reduced radius, A is the reduced coherence area, and A/A.. /.c c c
is the ratio of the reference beam area to the unrestricted beam area.

1-12
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* Table 1. Coherence Lengths, Areas and Area Ratios

*Path Length Turbulence rV r A A /A
L(km) 2 -/2 C C C c total

Cn (M ) (cm) (cm) (CM) 2

0.3 6.4x101  12.00 1.20 4.52 5.76x102

0.6 6.4x101  7.88 .38xl0 1  1.90 l.49x10 J

*2.0 6.4x101  3.83 3.83x10 4.61x10 5.87x10
-15123

0.3 1.6x10 1.73 1.73x101  9.40x102  l.20x10l* .

*0.6 1.6xl0 1.14 1.14x10 4.08x10 5.19x10
-15 -1 -2 - 3 -4 .-

*2.0 l.6x10 5.55x10 5.55x10 9.68x10 1.23x10
0. 13 -2 -3 -4 2.0l-603 2.5x10 8.37x10 8.37x10 2.20x10 2801

-13 -2 3 56
0.6 2.5xl0 5.51x10 5.51x103  9.54x105  l.21x106 7

*2.0 2.5x101  2.68x102  2.68x103  2.26x105  2.88x107  %

As the light travels through the telesccIe, there are ten ref lec-

tions of light with losses at each. Assuming 90% reflectivity the

amount of light at the output is 1/3 the incident input. This seems ...

to agree with observations of Dr. Jerry Knopp. As a result, all of

the light should be collected and used.

If a Mark-Zehnder interferometer is used to record the interfero-

grams, it will be of conventional design and to utilize the full beam, -

so 15cm mirrors and beam splitters are required. They should have a '

* surface flatness of X/20. The self-referencing apreture should be.

placed in the cross arm and aperture sizes, rct are given in Table 1.

Turbulence measurements will be made at points along the optical path
3

using resistance thermometer microprobes. The beam from the aperture
*must be expanded and collimated to the incident beam size using a cor- .-

rec ted optical telescope. The aperture and telescope must have x and

y translational motions transverse to the beam and must be rotatable ~ S '

* through small angles about a central axis. The aperture must be

- aligned with the beam expander to avoid pronounced coma and astigma-

tism and the collimator must give a plane wavefront to avoid a circu- .-

lar fringe pattern.
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The intensity of the self-referencing and full size distorted

beams are controlled by the coatings on the beam splitters. The first

N beam splitter should have a high reflection coating on the first sur-

face and an antireflecting coating on the second surface designed for

the wavelength used in the experiment. The ratio of the aperture area

to total beam area is indicative of the division of energy in both arms

of the interferometer. For good visibility these intensities should

be nearly equal. If s wave polarized radiation is used and this polari- %" %

zation is maintained in the atmosphere and optics, beam splitters at 450

angle of incidence can be designed with 99.99% reflective coatings and *.'
99% antireflective coatings for a wavelength X 0 If weak and moder-

ate turbulence are studied, different beam splitters must be used. The

first surface of the first beam splitter must have reflectivities from

90% to 99.9% and its second surface must have an AR coating with a

transmission of 99%. The second beam splitter should have AR coatings

on both surfaces of about 90% transmission. Since different beam

splitters must be used depending upon the amount of turbulence, this

will present frequent alignment problems.

In the earlier discussion it was assumed that the lower limit of

the size of the subspace of turbulence was imm and this required re-

solving 40 fringes/-n. The resolution of high and low contrast

Plus X and Tr X film are 125 lines/mm, 50 lines/m and 100 lines/mm

and 50 lines/mm, respectively. Their speed (ASA) are 125 and 400, .

respectively. All of these films are at least 100 times faster than

the best holographic film (Agfa Geavert IOE56). If one assumes the

flashlamp pumped dye laser was used as the transmitter and an ideal

pulse energy of 0.1 joules was obtained at some known wavelength X ,

09
then on a 10cm diameter circle in the film plane approximately 2.5 x

4 210 ergs/cm could be delivered using an ideal unrestricted Mach-

Zehnder. In measuring weak and moderate turbulence the aperture and
-2 -4 2

beam splitters attenuate the beam from 10 to 10 so 2.5 x 10 to

25 erg/cm 2 are delivered at the film plane. These films can be ex-

posed with n 0.1 erg/cm 2 so some attenuation may be needed.

1-14
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If a spatial frequency of fringes of 4 0 /mm is specified at

500 nm, the beams intersect at an angle of 1 x 107
2 radians. In re-

production the distorted beam may be resolved from the reference beam

in a distance of 10m. As a result, both reproduction problems

and availability of film of proper resolution seem ideal.

The limiting conditions on the Mach-Zehnder will be the produc-

tion of the beam splitters with various specified coatings. Also .

there will be severe alignment problems. From my limited experience,

the self-referencing Mach-Zehnder will be difficult to align. Figure 2 .- .

is a sketch of the Mach-Zehnder.

,od'.,,3 -. '.':.

Figure 2. Mach-Zehnder Interferometer. Figure 3. Special Interferometer. i ''-'".

An alternate interferometer is sketched in Figure 3. The lens ""

will be a diverging lens with an aspheric surface to correct for"-.---.

spherical aberration. The spatial frequency of the fringes is changed ......

by making small changes in the angle B 45 + AB and f = 2AO/X. The ,.'..-..'

intensity of the beams is controlled by the transmittance (99%) of the -. O :l.

antireflecting dielectric coatings placed on the beam splitter. The 'ft,.,..,-

*reference aperture must be a compromise for it is controlled by the ,f.,-....'.

hole placed in the beam splitter. So, only weak turbulence can be . '. ."...

studied with an aperture of about 1cm diameter. The beam splitter has f

a 15cm diameter. ., .,".

l - 15 """" " "

ft ..ft ... f

. . . . . . . . . . ft - . ft

ft. ft. .... t.ft.f°,.

" v v . : . ' . . . . . ' " " " ." : . . ft . . . . ' ' . . .' ft " ..ft ". . . .. . ..' . '.. ' t . . . .-
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There will be stringent design conditions placed on the lens-

mirror beam expander and collimator for the self-referencing beam.

Again the nature of the fringes is effected by this alignment, but it

should be possible to permanently align it and the beam splitter can

be rotated through small angles and tilted to produce the desired • .

fringe spacing and pattern. It should be an improvement over the

Mach-Zehnder where the aperture-expander-collimator and two totally

reflecting mirrors must be aligned and tilted to produce the desired

pattern.

This interferometer can only be used with the ion lasers with

coherence length of several meters, since the total optical path

through the telescope system must be less than the coherence length

of the laser. The optical path length difference between the refer-

ence beam passing through the telescope and that reflected from the

beam splitter is greater than the coherence length of the dye laser
( 10cm).

The fringes are equally spaced and can be adjusted for a density

of 40 to 50/mm. Any phase difference between the self-referencing

beam and the beam reflected from a given position on the beam splitter

appears as a distortion in the fringe. This is the same as observed

with the Mach-Zehnder. Since only a beam splitter with antireflection

coatings can be used to control beam intensities, only weak turbulence

conditions may be studied with the interferometer.

It must be mentioned that a camera shuttered argon or krypton ion

laser must be used in the place of the flashlamp pumped dye laser.

This laser emits discrete lines with improved bandwidth. The output

power of an etalon-prism tuned laser's output is 60%21 of the simple

prism tuned laser. Certain lines for the 18W laser may have outputs

of 2.4 watts and after losses in the telescope 0.8 watt reaches the
-3

interferometer. For exposure times of 10 sec and with an attenua-

tion for weak turbulence of 10- 2 about 80 ergs reach the 10cm diameter

exposed area on the film. An exposure of 1 erg/cm is incident on the

film plane which is 10 times more than required to expose Plus X or

Tri X film.

. -... S•
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

This study indicates that the experiment is entirely feasible.

The problem is much more complicated than originally proposed and will , .

' require careful study and design. Several optical components must be

special ordered and the design carefully specified.

. Either an ion laser or dye laser may be ased. The ion laser has

improved bandwidth and this allows variations in the design of the

. interferometer. With exposures of 1/1000 sec weak turbulence can be

" studied using the ion laser. With exposures of 1/100 sec, the ion

laser may be used to study moderate turbulence.

Many additional changes and recomuendations are contained in the

report. This report is a feasibility study which evaluates and points

.2 out problems related to recording self-referencing interferograms by

three techniques. .. "

*- It appears that the Mach-Zehnder or a special interferometer can

be used to achieve self-referencedinterferograms. Inadequate infor-

mation is available on the Smartt interferometer to completely evalu- . .

ate it but it may be used in weak turbulence where t > cm. .
0

T,.o-" 
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TESTING THE REPRESENTATIVENESS OF THE SUPPLY DATA PAhNK

by

Richard W. Andrews
and

Frederick J. Gentner

ABSTRACT

The objective of this project was to investigate the representativeness

of the Air Force Supply Data Bank (SDB) with respect to the Air Force Standard

Base Supply System (SBSS). As a working definition of representativeness, we

*require that a sample include at least one unit from each stratum. In addi-

tion, a sample should be balanced. That is, the sample mean and standard

deviation should be close to the population mean and standard deviation on all

test variables. By interviewing Air Force management, familiar with the SBSS,

78 supply test variables were subjectively selected. A statistic B, which

measures closeness was used to compare alternative data banks.

The statistical methodology was accomplished by writing and executing two

FORTRAN programs, BASEREP and BCOMP. BASEREP tests the representativeness of

a SDB by random generating 100 alternative SDB's with the same coverage and

comparing their values of B. BCOMP enables sensitivity analysis to be per-

formed on the values of B. -- "

Two SDB's are considered, one with 12 bases and one with 6 bases. Both

of these have the same coverage. The SDB with 6 bases is better balanced for

11 of the 12 months tested. By using BCOMP the bases and the test variables

that cause balancing problems are determined.

It is recommended that the 6 base SDB be augmented with one additional

base so as to cover the entire Air Force, and that any data bank be tested

monthly for representativeness.
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I. Introduction

The Air Force Logistics Management Center (AFLMC) maintains the Air Force

Transaction History and Stock Control Data Bank (Supply Data Bank).
1  The pur-

pose of maintaining the Supply Data Bank (SDB) is to provide data for stockage

policy analysis. The SDB consists of extensive stock number supply records

from 12 bases. These 12 bases were chosen so that six of the major commands

are represented. Table 1 provides a list of the twelve participants and their

corresponding commands.

Table 1

Stock Control Data Bank Participants

Base Name Corresponding Command

* Minot Strategic Air Command (SAC)

Langley Tactical Air Command (TAC)

* England Tactical Air Command (TAC)

* Little Rock Military Airlift Command (MAC)

Dover Military Airlift Command (MAC)

* Randolph Air Training Command (ATC)

* Upper Heyford U.S. Air Force Europe (USAFE)

Bitburg U.S. Air Force Europe (USAFE)

Bentwaters U.S. Air Force Europe (USAFE)

Clark Pacific Air Force (PACAF)

* Kunsan Pacific Air Force (PACAF)

CIRF (Kadena) Pacific Air Force (PACAF)

The choice of bases to include in the data bank did not take into account .-

base level supply characteristics. The purpose of this project is to address

the representativeness of this data bank with respect to the Air Force Standard ._',

Base Supply System (SBSS). Aggregate supply data at the base level is avail-

able for all bases through the monthly M32 reports. It is appropriate to

require that the bases in the SDB should be representative with respect to this

monthly data. The quantities chosen from the M32 report for the purpose of- .. -. .

testing the representativeness of the data bank are referred to as the supply

test variables.
- . .-:-:-'-.~.'-. . -
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When choosing a sample from a population of items, there is a multitude

of designs that can be used to obtain the selection. Sometimes a random sampl-

i ing design is appropriate and sometimes it is more appropriate to use a pur-

posive selection. In the case of choosing the bases to be in the SDB, a pur- . ...

posive selection was used within the six major commands that are represented.
2

Regardless of the manner in which the sample is selected, it is appro- 0 O

priate to test the resulting sample for representativeness. 3 ,4  Since the

supply data bank is a selection of 12 bases from all Air Force bases, the

representativeness of that data bank will be investigated. Because of the

large volume of data in the SDB, the AFLMC is considering using 6 of the 12 SDB . -

bases for some of their analyses. The 6 bases under consideration are desig- .-> -"--"--

nated with an asterisk in Table 1. Notice that the use of these 6 bases will ""- '- .

still provide representation for the same 6 major commands. The representa- . . .

tiveness of these 6 bases will also be investigated.

In Section Il the objective of this research is explicitly stated. The

supply data bank and associated supply variables are discussed in Section III.

Section IV gives a working definition of representativeness and cites the ',

appropriate literature. In Section V the statistical methodology used in this

investigation is described. The results of the research are given in Section

-VI. S-'S .. :-:,,.

Recommendations are given in the last section in two areas. First, " .,.

specific recommendations concerning the existing data bank are given. Second, : "

recommendations concerning the use of the data bank in future studies are

stated.

.4 2-5
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I II. Objectives of Research Effort '

The three objectives of this project are:

(1) to develop and present the methodology to test the representative-

ness of a subset of Air Force bases with respect to SBSS charac-

teristics,

(2) to make a statement concerning the representativeness of SDB(12),

the Supply Data Bank with all 12 bases, and

(3) to compare the representativeness of SDB(6), the Supply Data

,- -. ..

Bank with just 6 bases with SDB(12). U.

1% In order to accomplish these objectives five steps had to be completed.

1) The principle investigators had to become familiar with the Standard P. p

Base Supply System. This was accomplished by reading and studying parts of

Air Force Manual1 67-1, Volume 11, Part 2 and by having extensive discussions

with supply personnel at the Air Force Logistics Management Center. In addi-

* tion, the principle investigators interviewed supply personnel at Maxwell Air

Force Base and Eglin Air Force Base. The purpose of those interviews was to

identify important base level supply characteristics. 2) The supply test

variables had to be chosen and classified. In Section III the choice of these

test variables is discussed. 3) The supply test variable data had to be

* acquired and converted for use with the testing system. This time consuming

and onerous task is briefly discussed in Section 111. 4) The statistical _toy~

methodology had to be researched, developed, and programmed. A description of

the methodology is given in Section V. The calculations were accomplished by

using two FORTRAN programs: BASEREP and ECOMP. Documentation for these two

programs are contained in a supplemental report. 5 5) The results of the com-

. -'-

puter runs had to be evaluated with respect to their impact on representative-

................................................
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III. Standard Base Supply System Data

The Air Force SBSS keeps detailed records on every supply transaction. %.;'. .

Every base keeps an item record file, a detail record file, a repair cycle -

record file and a transar-tion file. For i complete description of the copious

details contained in these files see U.S.A.F. Manual I 67-1, Vol. II, Part 2.

Twelve bases have been designated to participate in the Supply Data Bank main-

tained by AFIMC. Each of these 12 bases send a monthly record dump of the corn-

" plete transaction file to AFLMC. In addition each of these 12 bases send to

AFLMC a semi-annual record dump of the item record, detail record, and repair .

cycle record files.

. Table 2 gives the reader an appreciation of the amount of supply data

available in the SDB. This data is stock number specific, that is each record

*.. is identified by a stock number. The record dumps are loaded from tape to : - *,....

disc packs on the AFLMC computer system in a ms ner that makes them available -' ,-

for stockage policy analysis.
6

Table 2

Supply Data Bank (12 participating bases)

Frequency Approximate Average Number of Fields
Data Type of Dump Number of Records per Base in Each Record

Transaction Monthly 126,000 34

Item Record Semi-Annual 65,000 52 ' . -

Detail Record Semi-Annual 122,000 25

Repair Cycle Semi-Annual 8,000 56
Record

In order to test for representativeness with respect to the SBSS, base ....

level supply test variables must be specified. Furthermore, the values of

these base level supply variables must be available for the period of interest.

2-7
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Through discussions and interviews with personnel knowledgeable in the SBSS, -

78 supply test variables were identified. The values of these variables are

available monthly from the M32 reports. 1 "-"- .,,,

Table 3 gives a list of the 78 supply test variables that were chosen.

These specific variables were subjectively chosen so that the important base

- . supply characteristics are captured. By using these variables the differences

and similarities between bases with respect to the supply system can be

analyzed. In Table 3 these 78 variables are classified into 16 categories.

Magnetic tapes consisting of 23 of the 44 pages of the M32 report were

obtained from the Air Force Data Systems Design Center. Each of the 12 months
: .- ~-....-

consisted of several seven-track tapes. These seven-track tapes were obtained

from the Univac 1050 computing system. For each month the seven-track tapes

were converted to a nine-track tape compatible with IBM type systems.

This conversion program was written in Assembler language. For each base

and for each month, 115 numbers were extracted from the nine-track tapes

through the use of a COBOL program. This is the data set which provides the . '

input into the programs BASEREP and BCOiP. A more detailed explanation is "

contained in the documentation.
5

IV. Representativeness

In a series of four articles, Kruskal and Mosteller 4'7 ,8 ,9 discuss

thoroughly the use of the terms "representative sample" and "representative

sampling." They state that the use of these terms has spawned nine categories

of meanings. They provide evidence that these terms are often used without

being explicitly defined. For this report, two of their categories are com- -O 0-1V

bined to provide a working definition of representativeness.

First, for a sample to be representative it must provide coverage of the

' population. In addition, the sample should in some way be a miniature version wow.-

2-8
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Table 3

Supply Test Variables
(By Category) . 0

Category 1: Measures of Size Category 2: Activity Measures (Con't)

Number of Items Records - Overall Total Overall Requisitions - Dollar
Total (Repair Cycle) Value Total

Number of Item Records - Overall Total
(EOQ) Category 3: Effectiveness Measures

Number of Item Records Overall Total Recoverable Issue Effectiveness
(Equipment in Stock)

EOQ Issue Effectiveness
Dollar Value On-Hand Balance - Overall
Total (Repair Cycle) Recoverable Stockage Effectiveness

Dollar Value On-Hand Balance - Overall EOQ Stockage Effectiveness
Total (EOQ) Recoverable Release Effectiveness

Dollar Value On-Hand Balance -Overall
Total (Equipment in Stock) EOQ Release Effectiveness *.

Total Item Records with Requisition

" Category 2: Activity Measures Objective, Zero Accessible Assets -

Overall Total .

Total Transactions (Supplies)

. Total Transactions (Equipment) Category 4: MICAP

• Total Issues (Supplies) Total Number MICAP Cause Code A

Total Issues (Equipment) Total Number MICAP Cause Code B

Total Due-Outs (Supplies) Total Number MICAP %
Total All Other Causes

Total Due-Outs (Equipment)
Total Number Deletes

Total Receipts (Supplies) Delete Code 0

. Total Receipts (Equipment) Total Number Deletes
Delete Code 9

Total DOR - Recoverable
Total Number Deletes

. Total DOR - EOQ Total All Other Codes

Total DOR Equipment "'O"-,*
Category 5: Repair Cycle Information

* Total Overall Requisitions -Total

Number Average RCT for Total RTS
Total All Organizations

2-9
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Table 3 (Con't)

Category 5: Repair Cycle Information Category 9: Funding Mix(Con' t) J-",'"
Percent of Total Item Records with - ..

Average RCT for Total NRTS Requisition Objective - System
Total All Organizations Support Division 7 ,O

Average RCT for Total Condemned Percent of Total Item Records with
Total All Organizations Requisition Objective - General

Support Division

Average AWP for RTS
Total All Organizations

Category 10: Bench Stock O
Average AWP for NRTS
Total All Organizations Bench Stock Line Items Authorized

Total of Overall Summary
Average AWP for Condemned
Total All Organizations Bench Stock Line Items Due Out -.

Total of Overall Summary
Total Units: RTS
Total All Organizations Bench Stock Issues and DOR Totals

Total Units: NRTS
Total All Organizations Category 11: Excess

Total Units: Condemned Dollar Value Excess Supplies
Total All Organizations General Support Division

Dollar Value Excess Supplies " -
Category 6: EOQ/Recoverable Mix System Support Division .. '%

EOQ Line Items Requested As a Percent Dollar Value Excess Supplies
of Total EOQ and Recoverable Non-Stock Fund 'S

Dollar Value Excess Equipment

Category 7: Urgency Mix General Support Division

Line Items Requested, Urgency Need B Dollar Value Excess Equipment
As a Percent of Overall Total Non-Stock Fund . 4s.

Line Items Requested, Urgency Need C Total Excess Detail Records
As a Percent of Overall Total

Category 12: Special level
Category 8: Priority Mix .

Total Number of Item Records with i14

Total Overall Requisitions Special Level - Repair Cycle
Priority Group II As a Percent of Total

Total Number of Item Records with
Total Overall Requisitions Special Level - EOQ

%I Priority Group III As a Percent of Total

2-10
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Table 3 (Con't)

Category 12: Special levels (Can't) Category 16: Inventory Accuracy
Con't

Total Number of Item Records with

Special Level - Equipment in Stock Accuracy Percent of Units Cmlt

Special Level, Date of Last Demand > 365 Accuracy Percent of Units - Special

Accuracy Percent of Item Records
Category 13: Minimum Level Sampled

Overall Total Number of Details
Justification 0-Life Cycle Ret

Overall Total Number of Details
Justification A ISSL/FOSSL

Overall Total Number of Details
-. Justification - All Others

Total GSD Minimum Level Dollar Value

category 14: WRSK/MSK

* Total WRSK Transactions

Total~~- Tyeo eal S

Total Type of Details - MSK

Category 15: Receipts on Time

Tota Prorit Grup 1- Prcen onTim

Total Priority Group 1 - Percent on Time ~

-. Total Priority Group 2 -Percent on Time

Category 16: Inventory Accuracy

Total Line Items Counted -Complete

* Total Line Items Counted -Special

Total Line Items Counted -Identity Change

Total Line Items In lot

2-11 . $
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of the population. It is necessary that both of these components be explicitly

defined so that the SDB is testable with respect to the definition of

representativeness..

* - --..-

The Kruskal and Mosteller definition of coverage will be used: "A sample

containing at least one item from each stratum of a partition of the population0

is said to cover it for that partition." This definition of coverage will be

used as one of the two components of representativeness. Therefore, if a

representative sample is required, it can only be representative with respecttheenio

to the collection of stratum that have at least one item in the sample. This

has immediate impact on the mDB. Obviously, the 12 bases were chosen so that

each of 6 major commands had at least one base included. Therefore, at best,

the sDB can only be representative of the subset of the entire Air Force which

component of representativeness. In a strict definition of a balanced sample,

* the sample moments must be equal to the corresponding population moments for

all test variables. This is an overly restrictive rqie ntwhen one is

working with 78 test variables. In this report we provide the miniature con-

cept by stating that a sample is balanced if the sample mean and sample

standard deviation are close to the corresponding population mean and popula - ..

tion standard deviation of the test variables. In the next section the statis-

tic that measures closeness is defined. Its value is compared with the same

statistic for other samples that provide the same coverage.

V. Statistical Methodology

ompoThe two purposes of this section are (1) to define a statistic which

measures the balance of the data bank with respect to the population of inter-

est and (2) to provide a methodology which evaluates the computed statistic. .-

2-12 '
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Let Xij - the value of the ith supply test variable for the jth base

(i 1 ,2,...,78; j - 1,2,...,N). The population mean and variance of the ith

supply test variable are given by:

Xi(P )  N - x , :- :
* ~ ~ J 1 P -N

i i 0 " 6::I

2 .-.1  
- 2

" and Si(P) -1) -lXl j - . "'::

Let n be the number of bases in the data bank. For this study n will be

either 12 or 6. Let D represent the subset of the integers from 1 to N that .

correspond to the bases in the supply data bank. The data bank mean and vari- .-.-.

ance of the ith test variable are given by: .... "

X1(D) - j xDi tfA

and S (D) - (X,- X,(D)), "..

The statistic that is proposed to measure balance is designated B and given

by:

78 Xi(P) - Xi(D) 2 2(P) (

i-l Xj(P)

The following points should be noted concerning the statistic B. Divid-

ing by Xi(P) and Si(P) indicates that the statistic B measures the difference

between the moments relative to the population. This feature will allow com-

parison between computed B values. Note that the difference in means and dif-

ference in standard deviations are equally weighted. Also note that the

relative differences are squared. This allows both a positive and a negative

difference to contribute to an increase in B. Finally, note that if a data .

bank is perfectly balanced with respect to its mean and standard deviation on

all test variables, then the computed value of B would be zero. Smaller -

values of B indicate a better balanced data bank. . .

2-13
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The statistic B can be calculated for each of the two proposed data banks

and for each of the 12 months. What methodology should be used to evaluate

these computed B values? For each month and for each of the two proposed data

banks, 100 other data banks with the same coverage properties were randomly .-. .

generated. That is, each of the major commands that are represented in the

proposed data bank have identically the same number of representatives in each

of the randomly chosen data banks.

For each of the 100 generated data banks, a B value is calculated. A

count is made of the number of times that the value of B for the proposed data

bank is smaller than the random data bank value of B. This count measures how "-' -

well the SDB is balanced with respect to others with the same coverage. "''"'.

VI. Results and Conclusions

By executing the program BASEREP the statistical methodology yields the

results given in Table 4. "

Table 4 --.- '.

Counts For Which Supply Data Bank Is Better Balanced
(Out of 100)

Month SDB (12 bases) SDB (6 bases)

April, 1982 19 94
May, 1982 46 88

June, 1982 33 96
July, 1982 37 85 ,

August, 1982 46 93 7 Ap

September, 1982 32 97
October, 1982 10 99
November, 1982 23 80
December, 1982 58 93
January, 1983 16 5
February, 1983 56 96 '6
March, 1983 86 95 .

Out of the 100 replications the count is given as to how many times the . .-

SDB being tested had a smaller B value than the randomly selected SDB. An
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explanation on how to interpret this count is as follows: By calculating 100

B-values from stratified random samples, the analysis has estimated the sampl-

ing distribution of B. In hypothesis testing the user specifies an acceptable " / -

size of the type I error. This is done based on the user's awareness of the

context of the test. In a similar manner the acceptable count will depend on - O

the context of this test of representativeness.

In many statistical tests of this type, a size of the type I error is set

at 5 or 10 percent. This would indicate that a SDB was acceptable for any

count larger than 5 or 10. Because the sampling distribution is being esti-

mated, a more stringent 20 percent size of the type I error is suggested.

Therefore, one should require at least a count of 20 before accepting a SDB as

balanced. However, if the user wishes this criteria to be even more stringent, -.

a larger count can be required. The counts in the 80's and 90's in Table 4 .-..

indicate exceptionally well balanced SDB's.

Three conclusions are obvious from Table 4. 1) For several of the months

the SDB(12) is not well balanced. 2) In all but one month the SDB(6) is better

balanced than the SDB(12). This will be further explained below. 3) The

variability in the monthly counts indicate that any SDB should be checked for

balance each month. 
'- "

There are two questions that arise from Table 4 that need to be investi-

gated. First, why is SDB(6) better balanced than SDB(12)? To investigate this

question a special analysis was executed for the month of October, 1982. That

month produced a low count of 10 for SDB(12) and a high count of 99 for SDB(6).

To investigate this situation each of the 12 bases in SDB(12) were elimi-

mated from the data bank one at a time. A value of B was calculated for each

resulting SDB(1I). These B values are given in Table 5. In a similar manner,
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the SDB(6) was augmented with one base from the 6 eliminated bas-_,. These B

values were calculated by using BCOMP. The results are given in Table 5.

Table 5

Investigation of the Difference in SDB(12) and SDB(6), October 1982

SDB B-Value SDB B-Value

All 12 23.01 6 only 14.78
Excluding Randolph 28.04 Augmented by Dover 22. 17*
Excluding Little Rock 26.88 Augmented by Langley 14.52
Excluding Dover 20.56* Augmented by CIRF (Kadena) 17.69
Excluding Minot 26.04 Augmented by Clark 27.58*
Excluding Langley 25.07 Augmented by Bitburg 18.31
Excluding England 28.22 Augmented by Bentwaters 15.22
Excluding CIRF (Kadena) 24.31
Excluding Clark 17.86*
Excluding Konsan 25.68
Excluding Upper Heyford 25.49
Excluding Bitburg 25.24
Excluding Bentwaters 25.50

As can be seen the B value for SDB(12) is reduced the most when Dover and

Clark are excluded. Likewise, the B value for SDB(6) is increased the most

when Dover and Clark are included. This indicates that these two bases

, ...- -

strongly degraded the balance of SDB(12) for October 1982.

The second question that arises from Table 4 is: Why is the count for the

SDB(6) in January, 1983 so low? To investigate this question each one of the

6 bases were eliminated in turn and then each one of the variable categories

were eliminated in turn. The resulting B values as computed by BCOMP are

given in Table 6.
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Table 6

Investigation of Low Count for SDB (6), January, 1983

4= . 4 .

Base Investigation Variable Investigation (All 6 bases) .' -

SDB B-Value Variable Categories B-Value . .

All 16 149.24

All 6 149.24 Excluding Cat. 1 148.41 O 0

Excluding Cat. 2 146.42
Excluding Randolph 211.47 Excluding Cat. 3 148.18

Excluding Cat. 4 148.02
Excluding Little Rock 205.92 Excluding Cat. 5 13.27 - .

Excluding Cat. 6 149.19
Excluding Minot 208.46 Excluding Cat. 7 148.78

Excluding Cat. 8 149.18
Excluding England 206.03 Excluding Cat. 9 149.00

Excluding Cat. 10 148.19
Excluding Kunsan 208.74 Excluding Cat. II 147.74

Excluding Cat. 12 148.74
Excluding Upper Heyford 20.67 Excluding Cat. 13 148.74

Excluding Cat. 14 148.81
Excluding Cat. 15 148.89
Excluding Cat. 16 147.08

" % =' a '

It is obvious from Table 6 that the Repair Cycle data (Category 5) from -..

Upper Heyford is strongly degrading the balance of SDB(6) for the month of

January, 1983. This type of investigative analysis with the B values gives

insight into which bases should be used in the SDB and in which months they

should be used.

The resulting B values for all randomly generated data banks of size 6 for

January, 1983 were observed. The lowest value of B was 14.69 compared to

149.24 for SDB(6). This lowest value came from a databank consisting of the

following bases: Randolph, Hurlburt, Vandenberg, Langley, Kunsan, and -

Alconbury. The methodology of this report is not an optimizing procedure;

however, the B values may suggest a data bank which is better balanced.

VIII. Recommendations

The first three recommendations pertain to the use of the Supply Data Bank

as presently configured. The last two recommenda Aons are suggestions for

follow-on research. 'O..
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1) Based on the analysis in this report we would recommend using the

SDB(6) in lieu of the SDB(12). One should be aware that a balanced SDB with

12 bases is better than a balanced SDB with 6 bases, but the monthly counts on. --

SDB(12) as indicated by Table 4 suggest it is not as consistently balanced as

SDB(6). Furthermore the use of any SDB should be done with caution. Even

though SDB(6) is clearly balanced for 11 of the 12 tested months, it severely

lacks balance in January, 1983.

2) Based on the principle of coverage, SDBC6) covers only the 97 bases in

the 6 major commands listed in Table 1. There are 7 other major commands which

have a total of 19 bases. If those 19 bases can be considered to be homogene-2:

ous with respect to the SBSS then I recommend forming a single stratum out of

those 19 bases. Then one base from that stratum could be added to SDB(6). The * - .~

choice of this base should be made by calculating B values. This scheme would

provide coverage for the entire Air Force.

3) Any supply data bank that is used should be tested for balance each

month. Any irregularity should be investigated before that data is used for

* stockage policy analysis.

- .4) Because of the immense volume of data in any SDB, subsasipling within

* bases will be necessary for most analysis questions. The subsampling should

be designed in a manner so that the resulting estimates can be evaluated.

The statistical concepts of bias and minimum variance should be considered in

the design. The estimated variance of the estimators will have to include both

the first and second stage sampling variation. Because of the purposive selec- *-

tion of the bases, the first stage variation will have to be evaluated via a- 9

superpopulat ion model.

5) Important supply descriptive statistics only available from the SDB

* -. . . . . .. . .,.. .
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estimates of population parameters. The associated precision of these esti-

mates should be calculated by considering the two stages of variation

.% mentioned above.
%. A
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INTELLIGENT CONTROLLER FOR SPACE EXPERIME~NTS 0

by

Francesco L. Bacchialoni

ABSTRACT

Thii document reports the investigation on operational requirements and

-~ architecture of an intelligent controller designed to support AFGL

scientific experiments in space. This controller is designed to minimize ,.*.>

the workload of the operator, by testing automatically various subsystems

of the experiment hardware, and conducting the experiment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

'V.. In recent years scientific experiments in space have become a frequent

event, and it is reasonable to expect an ever increasing occurrence of

them, considering the unique advantages of space for many types of

scientific experiments.

'J.

The space vehicles mostly used for flights into the space near the earth

are the Sounding Rockets and the Space Transportation System (STS), and

it is anticipated that STS-based experiments will become common in the

near future.

The scientific experiments flown in space have become rather elaborate

and it is expected that more and more complicated ones will be attempted

in the near future. These experiments obviously require a very careful

organization and planning, and extensive pre-flight testing. This is

.-I..,.- .,,

usually done by human operators, who carefully follow detailed pre-f light

assembly and test procedures. The experiment itself is eventually run

in flight by an appropriate automatic sequencer.

An intelligent controller can greatly help the operator(s) in testing the

scientific experiment hardware and in running the experiment. Important

functions that the controller should perform are:

1. Test the hardware for proper operation, and check the results

against pre-set values. Issue comprehensive results and detailed diagnos-.

ties, as deemed necessary.

2. Run the experiment, possibly in an adaptive fashion, keeping in

account the results of the test.

Se3. Perform appropriate data processing to reduce the amount of data to

be stored or transmitted.

3-,
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The present study involves considerations on an intelligent controller

specifically designed for AFGL experiments flown on sounding rockets

and on the Space Transportation System. "

II. OBJECTIVES .

The main objective of this project was to investigate functional character- . -

istics and realization of an experimental intelligent controller, to be ..

utilized in connection with AFGL space experiments. .

Detailed objectives of this investigation were: .-.

1. Selection of the actions that the controller is expected to take. A.. _ %

, "2. Preliminary hardware architecture of a first generation controller.

3. Preliminary software considerations for the same.

III. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

* ", The structure of both hardware and software of an intelligent controller

capable of executing tests and running experiments may range from simple

to extremely complicated. The establishment of its functional character-

istics and specs is rather similar to the establishment of management ...

procedures, therefore, it is based mostly on engineering judgment and not

particularly on scientific determination.

As a starting point, it seems reasonable to develop the intelligent con-

troller as an item supplementary to the existing manually operated control

and test hardware used in connection with the sounding rockets, leaving the

development of a controller specifically designed for STS-based experiments

to a later time, with the anticipation that it will not be substantially

different from that designed for sounding rocket experiments. This con-

troller should work independently, but should not prevent or interfere with

3-5
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the hardware tests as they are presently conducted. For this first m

generation controller, the operational scenario is assumed as follows: . -.

1. The different subsystems of the scientific experiment hardware

are assembled on the sounding rocket and tested as usual by human . -

operators, using remote control from the blockhouse, through hardwired

connections. These tests are performed when useful, and if necessary

. repeated several times during the assembly of the experiment hardware to -

be flown.

2. After all the instruments are assembled and ready to be launched, -

the operator may activate the intelligent controller for an automatic test. "-

The test controller performs sequentially several specific tests and com-

pares the results with stored (ROM) values, eventually sending a comprehen-

sive diagnostic message to the blockhouse. This automatic test may be

repeated several times.

3. The system operator activates the experiment controller, which-

operates as a sequencer designed to direct the particular experiment

on board at that time. This experiment run may be repeated several times,

like the automatic test, but independently from it. .

Figure 1 indicates in a comprehensive block diagram the relations among the

htman operator, the intelligent controller and the scientific experiment.

IV. CONTROLLER SPECIFICATIONS

The usual method of design for microprocessor controlled systems is an

iterative procedure starting from the functional specifications and going

through a process of hardware/software selection and considerations. The

performance of the first tentative design is then estimated and checked

against the original specs, and the entire design process is possibly

repeated one or more times until the final result is considered satisfactory.

Notice that this loop is closed through the original specs which may be

modified in this process, to accommodate hardware/software constraints.

3-6
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A few (fuzzy) specifications of our controller can be established rather O

quickly, since the background reasoning is quite simple. Here they are: -

1. Power consumption should be as small as possible. This dictates

the adoption of low-power integrated cir'uits, which almost invariably

means CHOS technology. -. " '

2. The same basic controller should be adaptable to different scienti- "-

fic experiments. This fact strongly recommends a modular structure, where

hardware "modules", specifically designed for individual experiments and

subsystems are inserted into the basic controller configuration. Con-

troller software should also be organized in modular form.

3. Processor size. Selection of an 8-bit processor appears to be 9.

adequate, at least for the design of a first generation controller.

" Several CMOS 8-bit processors are presently available, while 16-bit CMOS

processors will become available in the near future. These will be con- .... -...

- sidered at a later time, when there will be accumulated experience on the "

operation of a controller based on an 8-bit processor.

- 4. Communications with subsystems. Due to the complexity of the

overall configuration of the scientific experiment hardware and the con-

troller itself, both serial and parallel communications links should be '-

available. . .

5. Speed of operation. Speed of all the existing processors is con-

sidered adequate, since it seems that high speed is not strictly necessary "

for the controller. This estimate may have to be revised at a later date

when the actual detail design is implemented.

6. Reliability. Since the controller is going to direct the experi-

ment, its reliability is extremely important. This point is not examined,.

in this document, but clearly must be considered later. Different tech- ... -.-

niques can be adopted to enhance the final reliability of the controller,

but the inherent complications are beyond the scope of this investigation. "

a-.
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V. HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE

The hardware architecture has been established keeping in mind the factors

of flexibility to accommodate different experiments, and modularity as

-. " , - -i' 4" ' ... °

means to obtain flexibility.

4..O

The envisioned design separates three functions that the intelligent con-

troller is expected to accomplish. They are:"0

1. Health test of the various subsystems of the experiment hardware.

2. Experiment execution.

3. Data processing.

In reference to Figure 1, the test controller and the experiment controller

are shown as separate blocks, while the "data processor" is assumed to be

implemented as a "subsystem", therefore is not otherwise indicated.

Some consideration was given to the idea of adopting separate hardware for

the test controller and the experiment controller. This leads to duplica-

* tion of most hardware, which for this design is undesirable; therefore

this configuration was discarded.

The adopted design utilizes common hardware for the test controller and the

experiment controller, and the different functions are going to be provided

by different software.

The controller design centers around an 8-bit CMO0S microprocessor,

with memory up to 64 Kbytes, parallel I/0, serial I/0, and interface for

the MIL-STD-1553B serial bus. Memory and 1/o address maps may be tentatively ... -
S.-

. established, and they are shown in Figure 2. It is clear that at each
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subsystem location there must be an appropriate interface capable of commu-

nicating with the central controller. At this point it is also clear that

these interfaces have to be rather complex to be able to perform all the

necessary operations.

Figure 3 shows a simplified block diagram of the hardware architecture of

* the controller. In order to have maximum convenience for the software

* design, many controller operations are to be executed through interrupts,

requested by the human operator or by the subsystems.

The RS-232C serial I/0, the parallel [/0 and the MIL-STD-1553B I/0 are

to be implemented as three separate modules which may or may not all be

present in any specific experiment. Since the I/0 speed is relatively

slow, no Direct Memory Access (114A) has been provided.

Several microprocessors have been considered, all 8-bit and CMOS. They

' are listed here: G-65SCXXX (family), 1802, 80C85, NSC 800, S6809. Selec-

tion of the NSC 800 has been based on its architecture, interrupt handling

and instruction set, which are all very similar to those of the Z-80. This

-.'. offers flexibility in the design and possible expansion of the related

hardware and software modules.

Selection of memory and peripheral chips has been done somewhat arbitrarily,

keeping in mind our background rules of low power and modularity of realiza-

tion. As Interrupt Controller, the type 82C59 has been adopted. It can be

programmed to handle masking and priority on eight interrupt request lines,

and it also supplies "pointers" to the CPU. It can be programmed accessing ' .

it as a parallel I/0 port. If more than eight interrupts are later desired,

"- . three additional ones can be handled directly by the processor; if even more

-' are desired (up to 64), additional 82C59's may be added to the system.

Figure 4 shows a section of the controller including the microprocessor

.- and up to 64 Kbytes of memory. It is clear that the memory size can be

"*'. easily adjusted by varying the number of chips, without basically changing

3-9
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the architecture. Also, RAM may be easily exchanged with ROM and vice versa,

if desired. A possible variation of the memory design consists in replacing

the entire memory hardware with one of the newly developed nonvolatile RAM

modules (ex.: NVRD64, which is a 64K x 8 module). Notice that DRA has been 0 "

excluded from the design, therefore, there is no provision for floating the

system busses. Notice also that only some significant connections have been

drawn, and that the I/0 address decoder and interfaces are not shown.

VI. INTERRUPT SYSTEM

,.%

The following interrupts are planned to request these system operations:

A. Requests CPU to check initialization of all subsystems.

B. Requests CPU to read from any subsystem.

C. Requests CPU to write to any subsystem.

D. Requests CPU to execute Test.

E. Requests CPU to execute Experiment.

F. Requests CPU to stop and be available to repeat any action

With the adoption of the 82C59 Programmable Interrupt Controller, these

six interrupts can be easily handled, and additional ones accommodated, if

later desired. Masking and priority setting by software allows to have a

reduced number of hard wire interrupt request lines between the sub-

systems and the controller, obviously simplyfing wiring.

The interrupts related to the action taken by the human operator, that is

"Start Test", "Start Experiment" and "Stop" must be requested through

separate lines, in order to allow a high degree of freedom in deciding the

,.* . .. -0
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action. It seems reasonable, for these three interrupts, to assign highest

priority to "Stop", second highest to "Start Test" and lowest to "Start -

Experiment", so that if three or two actions are asked at the same time by •

mistake, the controller will stop or execute a test but not execute the

experiment.

VII. FLOW CHARTS OF OPERATIONS

Before proceeding to the design of various interfaces, it is useful to O

collect and show on flow charts all the actions that the test controller

is expected to exercise. Figures 5 and 6 show these flow charts. Notice

that handshaking through interrupts is used throughout.

First action of the human operator is to turn on power, by means of an

on/off switch dedicated to the controller and subsystem interfaces. This

action must also activate automatic initialization of the controller and

subsystems. Initialization is applied to all the subsystems by means of

a hard wired connection carrying an appropriate control signal (RESET IN,

active low). Each interface goes through its own initialization procedure

and then issues an interrupt request on a hardware line, common to all the

interfaces (OR gates). It is sufficient that one interface issue an

interrupt request to activate the handshaking; if the processor does not -

receive an interrupt request before completing execution of "Timeout 1"-

then a message to this extent is stored and a diagnostic message is issued ,. .
.. *~ A.. -. "% . ,,

to the blockhouse. When power is on, initialization may be requested again

by the operator, but during the initialization procedure, the operator

cannot request any other action: the switches provided to start Test or

Experiment or to Stop are deactivated by software.

After initialization is completed, the operator may select "Ftart Test",

"Start ExperimenL" or "Stop". If by mistake he requests more than one .

action, the previously indicated interrupt priorities will take care of

it and allow only one action. -

31--O
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The interrupt request for Test activates the D vector address and there

an appropriate routine takes care of testing sequentially each of the sub-

systems. Subsystem identification and data are read by the processor using

interrupt handshaking. Notice that depending upon the particular

subsystem, the "Test Program for Subsystem N" (See Figure 6) may involve

activating other subsystems, also. Finally, the processor evaluates the

collected data and issues a diagnostic message.

It is clear that the detailed hardware and software design will have to be

custom made for each experiment. It seems at this time that the specialized

design for the hardware part of the system will be considerably easier

than that of the software.

In the case of experiments flown up to now on sounding rockets, the

successive steps of the experiment have been controlled in each case by

an automatic sequencer, which operates by closing or opening switches wired

into the different subsystems. The subsystems are turned on and off at

certain times, without any consideration given to their data or health

conditions. For really complicated, long-lasting and expensive experiments,

it may be useful to modify the experiment step sequence according to signals

issued by the experimental hardware, obtained from measured values and

subsystem health. This envisioned adaptive operation clearly has an

enormous potential for improving the execution of automatically run experi-

ments. The price is greatly increased operational complexity, including the .-..

risk of system instability.

At this point, our engineering judgment is that to keep things relatively "

simple, the adaptive feature should not be included into the design of our

first generation controller. It may be gradually introduced into subsequent

designs, after having gained experience step by step. Therefore, our

experiment controller software will consist of an "open loop" sequencer, .* _

similar in action to the ones used up to now. The program to run the

experiment is started only by the operator requesting the interrupt E,
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which directs the CPU to run the experiment. If necessary, during critical

parts of the Test or Experiment program execution, the interrupt F (Stop) may

"" be disabled by software masking, in order to prevent the operator from

- stopping the procedure at a critical point.

As indicated previously, reliability of operation is extremely important.

No special consideration has been given to it for this first generation con-

troller, therefore it remains one of the items to be reconsidered for a

second generation controller.

VIII. TYPICAL SUBSYSTEM INTERFACE

Each subsystem interface must perform the following duties: t.t ? .

1. Initialization of the local hardware, requested by the controller.

2. Receive bytes from the controller. Format may be parallel or serial

(RS 232C or MIL-STD-1553B).

3. Transmit bytes to the controller. Format may again be parallel or

serial (RS 232C or MIL-STD-1553B).

4. Recognize the bytes received from the controller as parts of a

command program.

5. Issue command bytes to a local decoder designed to issue command

* signals to the local hardware.

. 6. Read data bytes from the local hardware.

7. Handle signals for communications with the controller. .

Hardware design of a typical subsystem innterface is illustrated in

3-13
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simplifiled form in Figure 7, where serial communications (RS 232C) have

been assumed.

First action of each subsystem interface is to confirm completed initial-

ization: local processor initializes all hardware then sends out "initial-

ization completed" byte to UART and Interrupt (A) request to CPU (by way

of RTS pin of UART). Controller CPU selects interfaces, one by one,

sequentially, using subsystem command decoder (which does not appear in the

central controller block diagram). Signal applied to each UART is CTS

(Clear to Send).

When the controller CPU wants to send a byte to a specific subsystem, an

interrupt request is applied to that subsystem processor (coming from the

.*.-. ]T]]]]']'-

* - central controller command decoder). The subsystem processor responds

through the local command decoder, issuing an interrupt request to the

central controller (only Interrrupt C should be enabled).

IX. SOFTWARE CONSIDERATIONS

Only some general remarks can be made here, since the development of the -%-

controller software is definitely a long and intricate process, beyond the

time limits of this project.

*= .*' .

"'-." Software for our intelligent controller should be organized in modular form,". '

tas previously indicated, in order to simplify debugging and to allow rel-

atively easy insertion of additional new modules and/or replacement of exist- , ' -

* .ing modules. The starting point should be a detailed flow chart of the desired

operation and a set of detailed flow charts of the related modules. Usual

programming techniques are to be used, including the use of a microprocessor

"development system". *, 5

Software for the subsystem interfaces is going to be definitely simpler than

that of the controller. This software may also be subdivided into modules,

7
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for easy debugging. Same design techniques apply here, and again the use of

a development system is considered extremely helpful. -.. ,

X. RECOMME-DATIONS

S Continued effort is necessary to reach the point where a prototype intelligent

*controller can be built.

In particular, the following subjects should be carefully considered and

completed:

.f Interface between main controller and subsystem interfaces

-a Subsystem interfaces

-- Reliability

-- Software 
'

SoThis paper reports the preliminary study concepts and begins to develop the

Sphardware architecture. The remaining steps should be executed and eventually

the whole design reconsidered from the beginning and modified if necessary. . .

This design loop should be repeated several times until the res ..

sidered satisfactory.
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Human Operator0 0

Diagnostic Power Reset Start. Stop Start
Display on/off all

Tes Experiment
CotolrController

Controle

Scientific Experiment

I j Control
Subsystem Interfacean1

1 1 Data

I. I Subsystem Interface .,

FIGURE 1. COMPREHENSIVE BLOCK DIAGRAM OF INTELLIGENT CONTROLLER 20
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Memory Map

Decimal Address Bus
Address

A15  A11  A0

0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

* ROM

4095 0 0 0 0 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4096 0 00 10 0 00 000 00 0 00

RAM

8191 0 00 11 11l1 11 11 11 11
8192 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

RAM
65535 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I '-1:::

I/0 Address Map

Decimal Address Bus
Address

A1 S A7  A
0s 7 0

00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Parallel I/0
63 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Serial I/0 "..

127 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

128 0 00 0 000 0 100 00 00 0

MIL-STD-1553B

2550 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

FIGURE 2. POSSIBLE MEMORY AND I/0 ADDRESS MAPS
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Interrupt Requests

Interrupt
Cotroller

ROM Micro

Processor

IInterface 0 Control Bus

I Internal
Control Interface Parallel Data

I and

Data

BusI
Interface Serial Data

IInterface - bwMILSTD-15S3B

FIGURE 3. SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM OF INTELLIGENT CONTROLLER
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GnrlHrwr =RstInterrupt Request--
and tartfrom any Subsystem

IHrdWare Bhable InterruptsA

Timeot I hable Interrupts
(B and C only)

Read Initialization

Enable Interrupt Interrupt F Request
from Operator

FIGURE 5. SKELETON FLOW CHART OF SOFTWARE/HARDWARE ACTIVITIES
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Interrupt D Request
frnOperator

D

N =number of Subsystems

Isu Testrup Prga RequeB

for Subsystem N

Timou NRead Subsystem

Store Result Read Subsystem

Interrupt E Request
from Operator

Issue Experiment Commands
to all Subsystems

FIGURE 6. SKELETON FLOW CHART OF SOFTWARE/HARDWARE ACTIVITIES
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INFRARED EARTHLIMB EMISSION LINESHAPES

AS SIGNATURES OF ATMOSPHERIC PARAMETERS

by

Pradip M. Bakshi

ABSTRACT

S-" The relationship of infrared earthlimb emission lineshapes to

atmospheric parameters is investigated. An analytical treatment is

developed for the calculation of emission lineshapes for isolated

lines, including Doppler, collisional and self-absorption effects, in a

planetary atmosphere viewed in the limb as a function of tangent

*" " height. The line spectral radiance is shown to be represented by a

product of two factors, the first a weighted average of the ratio of

the upper to lower level populations of the emitter and the second a

simple function of the total absorption along the line of sight. The

analytical forms, with suitable approximations, (i) make more

transparent the relationship between various features of the spectral

lineshapes and the underlying atmospheric parameters, and (ii) enable

one to infer many important features of the lineshape with considerable

saving in computing time as compared to direct numerical integration of

the radiation transport equation.

'.°.5MIR
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I. INTRODUCTION

Infrared airglow has been the subject of a number of recent

studiesi- 3. A comprehensive review of this rapidly changing field,

with special emphasis on current advances at Air Force Geophysics

Laboratory, has been given by Sharma4 .

The observations of the infrared airglow are made from rockets 5- 8,

or satellites 9. Of particular interest are the earthlimb observations

such as those from the SPI&E rocket, 6. The limb-looking observations

offer specific advantages over zenith-looking experiments. The line of

sight can be varied by changing the telescope angle, and one can select

a day, a twilight or a night line of sight. By increasing the tangent

height (the distance of closest approach of the line of sight to the

earth's surface), large path lengths can be sampled and the limb exper-

iments can thus detect emissions which might be missed in the zenith

experiments. Also, the limb-viewing allows one to select the altitude

dependence of the volume probed, and the observed line profiles taken

at different tangent heights contain detailed, though indirect, infor-

nation about the density and temperature variations of the observed

species.

The theoretical analysis addresses the problem of predicting the

emission lineshape for isolated lines, including the Doppler,

collisional and self-absorption effects, and taking into consideration

the effects of variations in the atmospheric conditions along the line

of sight which spans a wide range of altitudes for earthlimb observa-

tions. A computer program had been developed at AFGL10 to obtain the

emission lineshapes as a function of the tangent height for given

4-4
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atmospheric parameter profiles. The program uses as input atmospheric

parameter profiles, given as functions of altitude, and achieves a

numerical integration of the radiation transport equation to determine . ,

the emission lineshape for various lines of sight characterized by

different tangent heights.

Specific calculations were carried out for the CO2 (01101+00001)

• ~~.%. '" , S

vibrational transition for tangent heights ranging through the meso- .

sphere and the lower thermosphere, and using either the Doppler or the

Voigt line profile. The resultant radiance profiles displayed the

following characteristics: (1) The intensity at the line center was

almost constant, independent of the tangent height. (2) They all ex-

hibit a maximum at about three Doppler widths away from the line

center. (3) Beyond the maximum, they all fall off rapidly for the

Doppler profile, but develop a wing for the Voigt profile. (4) The - 3

integrated radiances for individual lines show qualitatively different

behaviors for the Doppler and the Voigt profiles. The former leads to

almost constant values of the integrated radiance for all except very -

weak lines. The Voigt profile calculation matches the Doppler result

for weaker lines, but shows correlation with the line strength for the

stronger lines.

My contribution during the Summer Program was the development of

an alternative analytical approach for the calculation of the earthlimb

emission lineshapes. These analytical forms already enable us to
*. %.. "..

achieve a qualitative understanding of the salient features of the . -

radiance profiles, and additional refinements and extensions may pro-

vide a complete quantitative description, with considerable saving in

4-5
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computing time as compared to the earlier numerical approach.

The main objectives of the program are described in Section II.

The mathematical development is given in Section III. The main

analytical approximations are presented in Section IV, and their

implications discussed in Section V. Two other areas were also the

subject of a preliminary investigation during the Sumer Program; these

are mentioned in Section VI. Finally, the recommendations for future

work are presented in Section VII.

* II. OBJECTIVES

The main objective was t.k develop an analytical formula for the

earthlimb spectral radiance which exhibits in a compact form the

essential role played by the various atmospheric parameter

distributions in the formation of the spectral line profile.

Additional goals were to examine the possibility of simplifying the

analytical expression for specific spectral domains such as the central

region or the wing region and to gain insights about the relationship ..

between the lineshape and the atmospheric parameters. A longer range

objective would be to develop, using these analytical relations, an ."

inversion technique for the determination of atmospheric parameter

profiles from the observations of spectral radiances of various lines

at various tangent heights. One can also expect the analytical

approach to offer significant computational advantages.

4.-
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III. PATH SPECTRAL RADIANCE

The limb radiance Iv at a frequency interval v from the line :.

center is given by

A -fkog(v,z(s')) n (z(s'))ds'
I V " 4 ds g(v,z(s)) nu(z(s))e sk1)

where A is the Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission, ko is the

integrated absorption coefficient, nj(z) and nu(z) are the densities of

the lower and upper state at altitude z, and the integrals are

performed over s, the distance along the line of sight as measured from

the tangent point. The function g (vz) is the normalized lineshape

function,

f g(v,z) dv 1. (2)

One can choose g to be a Lorentzian, Doppler or Voigt profile.

Introducing the ratio of the upper and lower level densities "...-'

nu (z)* ~)- (3) '...
R(z) n.t(z) "'

we can rewrite eq. (1) in the form

Iv " 4--- -7 ds R(z(s)) F(v,s), *4"-'14
(4)

where

-7 ds' f (v,s')

" F(v, s) - f(v,s) e s (5) ",

and

f(v,s) - kog (vz(s)) nL(z(s)). (6)

We note that F is always a positive quantity, and is easily integrable,

f F (v,s) ds I - e - k(V), (7)

4.-'.4-7 .,.
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in term of the total absorption along the line of sight,

k(v) k O f do gv,z(a))n (z(a)).
-- (8)

We can then express the limb radiance as

A
Iv = P 4Ik -e-k(v)), (9)

where, J ds R(z(s)) F(v,s)

R d o F (v,s) (10)

is an averaged R with the positive measure F. Eq. (9) is the central

analytical result of this work, which reduces the task of computing Iv

to simply evaluating the total absorption k(v) and finding the weighted

average of the density ratio along the line of sight. Various approxi-

mations or simplifications are now feasible, depending on the domain of

interest.

IV. ANALYTICAL APPROXIMATIONS

For thick lines, the line center is characterized by k >1, and

S eq. (9) reduces to -

I A <R>.Iv 4wk

The average <0 can be estimated by applying the method of steepest

descent to evaluate the numerator in eq. (10),

<R> - R (z(so)) - R (zo), (12) "._-

where so, the location along the line of sight where F achieves its

peak value, is given by

4-8 
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df _2

ds f (13)

As we move away from the line center, so moves closer to the tangent

point, and z moves towards the tangent height. Thus variation of Iv

near the center reflects the variation of R with altitude. .. *

The wing region is characterized by little or no absorption, k<<l -

and F + f, so that

f ds g nu Z

<R>wing = ds g n du

For the Doppler profile, there are no pronounced wings due to the ,

fast Gaussian decline of g(v). For the Voigt profile, when the

Lorentzian width aL << aD the Doppler width, one can show that g is

separable,

QL(Z(s)) B(v)
g(V)- -(t5)

t V2

where
2 4

3 aD  15 a.
B(v) 1 +- - +- -+... . (16)2 4 -

2 v 2 4 v4

This separability renders <R>wing in (14) almost independent of v,

fds al B nu  fdsQL(z(s)) nu (z(s))
<R>wing, Voigt = Jds al B nt Jds aLLz(s)J nt(z(s)) (17)

where in the last step we ignore the slight dependence of B on z(s)

through QD(z). We also note that k can be expressed as

ko ko

k(v) - - fds B aLnt , - fds aLn* .  (18)
2 2

WV WV
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These results allow us to provide an explicit result for the spectral

radiance in the wing region,

vVoiV t 2A fds aL nu + O(v-
4 ), (19) *1

4w,"

where the higher order terms can be developed systematically in an

inverse power series in v.

This brief discussion illustrates only some of the techniques, and

some of the results of the analytical approach. More detailed results

are to be presented" at the AGU meeting in December 1983 (the abstract 'I-

is reproduced in the References). A journal article is also currently

" under preparation 12 .

V. IMPLICATIONS

We now discuss the implications of the analytical results of the

preceding two sections. Eq. (9) provides a convenient, exact procedure

for calculating the spectral radiance IV in terms of the atmospheric

parameters. k depends on the lower level density profile of the

emitter and on the lineshape function g. The latter depends on the

pressure profile through the Lorentzian width aL . The ratio R reflects

the vibrational temperature. k and <R> can be computed from eqs. (8)

and (10), and together they provide the spectral radiance Iv as a

function of frequency. Evaluating Iv in this fashion, for each

frequency, would entail almost the same amount of computation as a

direct numerical integration of the transport equation. -

The advantage of the analytical approach arises by noting that the

4-10
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structure of eq. (9) makes it unnecessary to evaluate k when it is

significantly larger than one; the factor containing k then simply

drops out in eq. (9). For thick lines, this implies that the region

near the line center requires the evaluation of <R> alone. At the

other end, in the wings, the asymptotic result eq. (17) shows the

'4 independence of <R> from v; <R>wing is easily evaluated by simple

quadratures involving only the Lorentzian width, and the upper and

lower level density profiles. Even k(v) has a very simple form, eq.

(18) and the lead term in eq. (19) for IV in the wing involves only a

simnple quadrature involving the Lorentzian width and the density

profile of the upper level population of the emitter. These features

",,e -.. -.-. ,

provide a very significant computational advantage, without any

noticeable loss of accuracy. The lineshape at 70km tangent height was

'4. evaluated in this fashion from eq. (9), using eq. (12) for approximat-

ing WR in the central region, using eq. (17) for WR in the wing

region and evaluating k by eq. (18). The resulting line profile was

found to be in remarkable agreement with the computer generated exact

profile.

At the line center, eq. (9), along with eq. (12) explains the a

relative independence of the radiance from tangent height. The

effective altitude zo which determines KR>, and thus 10, is where the

function F attains its peak. It can be shown from eq. (13) that zo is

a rather slowly varying function of the tangent height of the line of

sight. Thus KR and 10 do not vary much with variation in tangent

height. This analysis provides an explanation for item (1) noted in

p ha..
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the Introduction. The other features of the line profiles noted in the

Introduction can also be explained by extending the analysis given in

the previous two sections. The details are to be reported in a journal

article currently under preparation12 . We indicate here in section

VII some of the analytical extensions and generalizations that should

be undertaken to achieve a complete quantitive description of the

spectral line profiles with considerable saving in cow. L-g time as

compared to the earlier numerical approach.

..

VI. OTHER TOPICS

Investigation of two other topics was also initiated during the

Summer Program. (1) An assessment of the current theory of beam plasma

discharge and its applicability to the Excede observations and the

Labcede experimental results. (2) Examination of the role of the

radial expansion of the post-laser-burst plasma in the Linus

experiment. An "Initial Charge Separation" model was proposed.

However, detailed calculations remain to be carried out.

Both these topics will be pursued further if appropriate resources

become available.

VII. RECOIMENDATIONS

The analytical results developed in Sections III and IV provide a

"* convenient and useful representation for the spectral radiance. It

would be worthwhile to further pursue this approach along the following

lines:

4-12
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1. The analytical result, eq. (9), with further approximations and O

refinements, offers the possibility of achieving a quantitative agree-

ment with the computer calculations for the emission lineshape. We

would like to complete this program and develop simple approximations 0

in various parameter domains that maie this approach sufficiently

accurate (to within 5 or 10% of the exact results).

2. The wing region can now be calculated fairly accurately by the .

methods described in section II with considerable saving in computing

time. We propose to refine the calculation of <R> in the vicinity of

the line center by expanding R inside the integral sign in a Taylor

series. This leads to a moments description,

R= o + aR + bRo +

in terms Ro = R (zo ) and derivatives of R wit'- respect to the altitude.

Preliminary results indicate that adding the first two muments provides

good agreement with the exact results.

3. After developing adequate techniques for an accurate determination

of the lineshape for a given tangent height, we propose to develop

interpolation formulas based on the smooth variation of functions like -

ZOO a and b (in item 2 above) as functions of tangent height. Since

the same atmospheric parameter profiles play a role in determining the

analytical forms for different tangent heights, it is reasonable to ex-

pect a slow and smooth variation in zo, a, b, etc. Then it would be

possible to study the lineshape at two tangent heights and be able to

predict the profiles for all intervening tangent heights by interpola-

t ion.

4. We would then like to predict the integrated radiances in terms of

4-13
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the given atmospheric parameter profiles by using the analytical forms.

S. Finally, one should consider the inversion problem, using the

analytical tools developed above. The objective would be to predict

the atmospheric parameter profiles from the observed lineshapes at :i
different tangent heights.
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Ref. 11: ABSTRACT for the AGU Meeting, December 1983

Relationship of Infrared Earthlimb Emission Lineshape
To Atmospheric Parameters

M. BULLITT (AFGL, Hanscom AFB, Mass. 01731)
P. BAKSHI* (Boston College, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02167)
R.H. PICARD (AFGL, Hanscom AFB, Mass. 01731)
R.D. SHARMA (AFGL, Hanscom AFB, Mass. 01731)

We calculate the emission lineshape for isolated lines,
including self absorption, in a planetary atmosphere
viewed in the limb as a function of tangent height. A
general numerical and analytical treatment is developed
and is illustrated through the case of the CO2 v2(0110 + 0000) vibrational transition in the earthlimb

for tangent heights ranging through the mesosphere and
the lower thermosphere. The lineshape can be altered
dramatically from that of an optically thin Voigt line,
and for some tangent heights the relative importance of
the Doppler center portion of the line and of the
Lorentzian line wings can be reversed, so that nearly
the entire measured line intensity is due to the
Lorentzian wings. We examine the dependence of the
line and band profiles on the characteristics of the
radiative transfer process and on atmospheric parame-
ters, such as the translational and vibrational temper-
atures and the emitter density. The analytical expres-
sion for the line spectral radiance has the form IV
W (-exp[-K(v)]), where W3. is a weighted average of
the ratio of the upper to lower level populations of
the emitter and K(v) is the total absorption along the
line-of-sight. In the wings, the variation is primari-
ly due to K(v) while in the central region it is prima-
rily governed by R). The analytical forms enable one
to calculate all the important features of the self-
absorbed line and agree remarkably well with the more
time-intensive numerical integration of the radiation
transport equation.

*Supported by AFOSR/SCEEE Summer Faculty Research
Program.
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AN EVALUATION OF A CANTILEVER BEAM SOLID STATE ACCELEROMETER

by

Daniel W. Barr

ABSTRACT

Solid state accelerometers produced in a batch process are

characterized for potential application in Safe and Arming and Fuzing

systems. The devices sense positive and negative accelerations by

monitoring stress in an etched silicon beam which bends with G loading.

The stress is detected by resistors diffused in the beam whose values

change with stress due to the piezoresistive effect. The device uses a

bridge configuration of resistors placed to enhance sensitivity. Eight

devices representative of the process are tested and reveal the

acceleration detection sensitivity is linear and averages

8.x105 volts/G for a 10 volt bridge bias between -100 and +100 G.

Acceleration sensitivity shows degradation with time. Transverse

sensitivity is directional and does not exceed 8 percent of major axis

sensitivity. The devices show offset voltages due to slight bridge

imbalance which are temperature dependent. Mechanically the beams behave

as second order systems subject to a resonant mode which is excited by

impulsive loading. Beam resonances range from 1180 to 5319 hertz and

show damping ratios from 3.1 XI0 to 1.57X10 2 . The accelerometer in its

present form is not suited for application in safe and arming and fuzing

system due to low sensitivity, temperature dependent offset,

susceptibility to resonance induced by mechanical shook and time

dependent sensitivity drift. Proposed design changes which enhance the

applicability of the device include the use of Ion Implantation and a

fully active bridge structure. Time dependent sensitivity drift and

variance in the temperature coefficients of the resistors in the bridge

remain the primary limitations of the cantilever beam solid state

accelerometer. 5-2
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I. INTRODUCTION: On 18 January 1QR1 the Air Force Armament Laboratory

at Eglin Air Force Base awarded a contract to Insouth Microelectronics,

Inc. of Auburn, Alabama, to produce 100 solid state accelerometers. The

accelerometers were ultimately intended for use in safe and arming and

fuzing systems.

Several accelerometers representative of the technological approach

were available for testing. These devices were produced as an offshoot

of an Army solid state accelerometer contract. Due to my background in

solid state device fabrication and testing work at Harry Diamond

Laboratories on electronic fuzing packages I was given the assignment of

charaoterizing the accelerometers for potential use in safe and arming .---.

and fuzing systems.

During the 10-week period a trip was made to Insouth where final

approaches to Insouth's accelerometer design were reviewed. On the basis

of this information comments on each approach were made in this report.

The ultimate objective of my assignment was to provide third party

feedback on two topics. Were beam type accelerometers acceptable ..- ,

telemetry devices in the safe and arming and fuzing environment, and was .

Insouth's design approach sound?

Section III summarizes the visit to Insouth which provides a history

of the accelerometer design and a review of the four nw design

approaches. After this section the results of the characterization are

reported for device design SAC R.

--.
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II. OBJECTIVES: The objective of' this research effort is the evaluation

of solid state accelerometers for potential application in safe and 'V

* arming and fuzing systems. The areas examined are:

1. Acceleration Detec ti on Sensitivity.

2. Temperature Effects.

~.Mechanical Tmpulse Response.

I.Effects of Mechanical Stress ~

'5. Design Considerations.

5-5S
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III. INSOUTH DESIGN AND FABRICATION: In June 1981 a trip was taken to ]
Insouth icroelectronics, Inc., in Auburn, Alabama, for the purpose of

p ddiscussing the solid state accelerometer design and fahrication

procedure.

APPROACH

The approach to acceleration detection in the silicon based devices
produced by Insouth remains using diffused piezoresistive sensors in a

bridge configuration to sense stress in a preferentially etched beam. A

top view of the accelerometer is shown in Fig. 1. The cantilever beam is

outlined by a dark U shaped border formed bv an etch from the top to

bottom side of the wafer that defines the length and width of the beam.

The beam is attached to the silicon chip on the left where four resistors

are diffused. The two resistors on the beam sense stress as the beam

bends and the remaining two complete a bridge circuit. The resistors on

the beam alternte position around the bridge with those off the beam to

double the output caused by A/f changes in the stressed resistors on the

beam.

To date Insouth has produced A designs (SACI-SAC6) with sensitivities

ranging from IXIO-  to 60,000 G's. Early devices revealed three

potential problem areas. First, uniformity of the beam thickness across -mod

a given wafer was a function of thickness variations in the original
A. ,

silicon wafer. Next, slight variation in resistors composing the bridge

caused a device offset voltage which may hamper direct coupled

operations. Finally, the resistors which compose the bridge had -..

different temperature coefficients. That caused the output voltage of

the accelerometer to change with temperature.

5-6
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BEAM THICKNESS

Beam thickness is an important processing parameter for it effects

device sensitivity and the natural resonant frequency of the

accelerometer. Thin beams maximize sensitivity but lower resonant

frequency. As the beam becomes thicker, sensitivity decreases as

resonant frequency increases. Application dictates optimum beam

thickness which is controlled by etch duration during processing.

Uniformity of beam thickness across a given wafer is a function of front

to rear side parallelism. Wafer surface variation of 25 microns can

affect accelerometer sensitivity and resonant frequency by a factor of 5

across the wafer.

OFFSET VOLTAGE AND TEMPERATURE EFFECTS

Offset voltage and temperature effects in the accelerometer output

are dependent on the conduction mechanisms of the resistors composing

the bridge circuit. The ideal bridge is composed of resistors which are --

equal in value over the usable temperature range. Designs SAC 1 - SAC 6
4"

all used resistors emplaced by a gaseous diffusion process. This process

produces devices showing offsets which exceed output at 100 G's by as

much as 100 percent as seen in Table 1. This is primarily due to lack of

precise control of doping profiles across the wafer. Resistive variation

with temperature is not well understood and involves an interplay of such

factors as carrier mobility and concentration, lattice uniformity, doping

profile, and crystal defect density. All of these factors are

interdependent in at best a nonlinear fashion.1

5-7 . -
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Carrier concentration and doping profiles can be more closely

controlled using Ion Implantation rather than gaseous diffusion. This

control is particularly pronounced where sheet resistivities in excess of

500 ohms/square are desired with assurance of repeatability. Design data

supplied by Insouth indicates that the ratio of temperature coefficient

to piezoresistive sensitivity is optimum at a surface concentration of

approximately 10 atoms/cc. This high level of implanted tons and the

associated defect damage may influence carrier mobility and piezo- , -

resistive strain coefficient to the point that optimum surface

concentration will require empirical evaluation.' If concentrations of

10 atoms/cc do optimize the temperature-sensitivity ratio this level of

doping will decrease sheet resistivity by a factor of approximately .

over the current design. As sheet resistivity decreases, the bridge

resistance will fall requiring increased bias potential to raise the

output signal level of the accelerometer. With increased bias potential

and lower device impedance, power requirements will increase to

the point that V /R self-heating my become a new vroblem to contend

with.

SAC 7 - SAC 10 DESIGN

In order to improve performance Insouth has designed four new

accelerometers:

1. Half Active, Full Bridge, with Trimming Resistors - Single

Beam Support.

2. Full Active, Full Bridge - Double Beam Support.

5-8



.. Full Active, Full Bridge, Double Beam Suport with Stress , .0

Concentrators.

4. Half Active, Full t ridge with Trimming Resistors - Single

Beam Support with Stress Concentrators.

These designs incorporated four new concepts; the full active bridge,

double beam support, trimming resistors and stress concentrators. The

projected performance benefits and potential processing problems

associated with each change follow.

% FULL ACTIVE BRIDGE

SP.

The present design places two of the bridge resistors on the beam to

sense longitudinal stress and two off the beam which serve as a

reference. The full active bridge will utilize the transverse

piezoresistive coefficient of the beam by placing the resistors which

were off the beam onto the beam positioned to sense transverse stress.

The piezoresistive coefficient for the longitudinal orientation is

opposite in magnitude to the transverse direction, thus this approach

should increase the accelerometer output for a given bias. This

technique should not introduce any processing problems for diffused and

implanted resistors have successfullv been placed on the beam's surface.

The sensitivity of the accelerometer to torsional loads will increase -.

with the addition of the transverse strain sensors.

5-9
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DOUBLE BEAM SUPPORT

A double supported beam is a more stable configuration than a beam

with a single support. Doubling the support to the beam will increase

the natural resonant frequency of the device and lessen its sensitivity.

Sensitivity may be increased by loading the beam center with a small mass

but would lower the resonant frequency. Widening the beam at the center

of its length to accommodate loading will increase the devices's

sensitivity to torsional forces. This device is a more rugged device

than the single support beam. A limited range of excursion obviates the

mechanical stops which prevent beam destruction in the single support

arrangement.

TRIMMING RESISTORS

Offset voltage in the designs SAC I - SAC 6 arises due to sight

differences in the values of the resistors composing the bridge.

Trimming resistors added in series to each leg of the bridge will allow

compensation of slight bridge imbalance. This technique is accomplished

by placing trimming resistors which are shorted with a fuze link in the
J.

bridge. The trimming resistance is added by blowing the fuze links with Z

the energy supplied by laser light. Conceptually, this idea is sound.

In order to obtain precise nulls a wider range of values of trimmi,'-v

resistors may be necessary and the nulling process will be time

consuming.

5-10
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STRESS CONCENTRATORS

In an effort to increase the sensitivity of the accelerometers, small

V grooves are etched in the resistors on the beam which localize stress

in the implanted resistor. This localized stress should cause an

increased change in resistance when compared to resistors without the V

grooves.

V grooves etched in silicon have a depth equal to 70 percent of the . -

surface width. Ion implantation produces annealed junction depths of"

about a micron. Thus, the photolithographic process must produce window

widths less than 1.4 microns or the implanted resistors will be

physically severed by the V grooves. Photolithographic masking and

etching processes are not well controlled below 1.r microns. Small

variations in depth of the V groove will produce great changes in the

bridge leg resistance as the semiconductor junction is approached. This

process is likely to introduce offset voltage oroblems that trimming

resistors could not compensate. The V groove process would he better

applied to resistors formed by diffusion techniques where junction depths __._

can approach two microns. -,

IV. DEVICE CHARACTERIZATION (SAC 9):

ACCELERATION SENSING

The device output response to major axis acceleration was tested by

placing the devices in a centrifuge. The accelerometers were mounted

with the major axis in line with centrifugal acceleration and the G loads

5-11
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varied by changing the angular velocity of the rotating arm. The bridge

was biased at 10 volts and the output signal was amDlified 100 times by

circuitry mounted on the rotating arm next to the accelerometers. A

digital multimeter indicated the amplified output outside of the
centrifuge.

The accelerometers detect both positive and negative G loads as seen

in Fig. 2 where output Is plotted against load. The ma.jor axis "j

sensitivities of several devices to static G loads is shown in Table 1.

These sensitivities are between 60 and 90 percent lower than those

reported by Insouth using a shake table. This may indicate an aging

effect in the accelerometers in that the tests were made over two years

apart. Device 050782-64 was manufactured 6 months after the other

accelerometers. Its sensitivity is nearly twice that of accelerometers

with similar beam resonances.

On accelerometer was also tested for major axis sensitivitv on a

shake table. The G load was changed by setting the displacement and

varying the frequency of vibration. The G load was monitored using a

comercial accelerometer.

Figure I shows the accelerometer output spectrum for frequencies from

200 to 2000 hertz for 20, 50, and 100 G loads. This range of frequencies

is seen in the fuzing environment and the data indicates that the output ?

for the devices as packaged is nonlinear with respect to frequency well

below resonance; 41i04 hertz in this case. The sharp peaks in the data

may be caused by resonances occurring in the package and not in the

accelerometer. This may also account for differences in the shake table

and centrifuge sensitivity results. No unpackaged devices were available

for testing.

5-12
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At 450 hertz the device sensitivity was calculated to he

5.X10-  Volts/G. This is 71 percent less than Insouth's shake table

result.

ACCELEROMETER TRANSVERSE SENSITIVITY

The accelerometers are most sensitive to acceleration sensed along

the major axis which is perpendicular to the broad faces of the beam.

The beam sensitivity perpendicular to the major axis is defined as the

minor axis or transverse sensitivity. Minor axis sensitivity can hamper

fuzing applications where the environment contains off-axis accelerations

caused by spin, vibration, and concussion. Due to the beams asymmetry

four directions of minor axis sensitivity exist; two are perpendicular to

length and two are perpendicular to the width of the beam. In order to

compare directional sensitivity, a transverse sensitivitv coefficient is

defined as the ratio of the minor axis sensitivity divided by the major

axis sensitivity.

To evaluate the transverse sensitivity of the accelerometer it was

mounted in the centrifuge so the normal component of the angular

.4 acceleration acted along the minor axis. Tangential acceleration effects

ms were minimized by stablizing the centrifuge's angular velocity as data

points were taken and mounting the devices with the major axis

perpendicular to the direction of rotation. In this position, the major

5-13
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axis was sensing 1 G. The devices were placed in each of the 4 positions ii
of the minor axis and data points were taken in each of the positions ,.

from 0 to 100 G's. Table 2 summarizes the results of these

measurements.

Transverse Transverse Sensitivity
Sensitivity Coefficient

Device Position (Volts/G) (Volts/G)

-4
(Major Axis Sensitivity - 1.14X10 " )

' 9.2 X 10- 6  8.1X10-2 ..

--- LIZI 9.2 X 10- 6 8.1 X 10 - 2

Fl ~ .92 X 10- 3.03 x lo-

3.92 X 10 7  3.43 X 10 3

p ACCELEROMETER TRANSVERSE SENSITIVITY (DEVICE # 12098100)

TABLE 2

This data indicates the greatest transverse sensitivity occurs with

loading perpendicular to the width of the beam and represents 8 percent

of the major axis sensitivity. Off axis acceleration should be oriented

perpendicular to the length of the beam to minimize transverse effects. -"w,

5-1. 4
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EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE ON OFFSET VOLTAGE

The semiconductor resistors composing the bridge are not linear with

respect to temperature as seen in Fig. U. Here the resistance of a

single element of the bridge is measured using a digital multimeter as 7-

temperature is varied. The parabolic shape is primarily due to changes

in the mobility of the carriers with temperature. The offset voltage of'

the bridge biased at 10 volts appears nearly linear with temperature as

seen in Fig. 5. It is felt that this near linear behavior is due to a

compensating effect of individual temperature coefficients of the hridge

resistors which masks the expected parabolic shape. This change in

offset over the range of temperatures plotted represents 2.ri times the

acceleration signal at 100 G's. This bridge (090782-64) contained no

temperature compensation circuitry.

In an effort to improve temperature effects, Insouth placed a thin

film resistor in parallel with a resistor in the bridge and another in

series with the bridge. Due to the difference in the resistive

temperature coef'icients of the diffused and thin fi]m resistors a

temperature compensation of sorts is effected. Total of'fset over the -0-.

to +40C temperature range is still comparable to the magnitude of the ..-

acceleration signal at 100 G's in these devices. The offset with respect ,

to temperature in the compensated device is shown in Fig. . -

.
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ACCELEROMETER RESPONSE TO MECHANICAL IMPULSES

Accelerometers used in fuzing applications are prone to mechanical .1
shook. Solid state accelerometers using piezoresistive sensors on a beam

are particularly sensitive to mechanical impulses which excite the beam

to oscillate at its resonant frequency. Mechanical shook transmitted to

the beam can cause the detected signal to be obscured by the device . .

output during the resonant transient.

In order to test the effects of mechanical impulses on the devices

they were tapped with a plastic rod and the amplified output signal was

recorded on a digital storage scope. Figure 7 shows the output of an

accelerometer amplified 100 times immediately following an impulse to the

top of the package. This signal is of the form:

Vout(t) = Vmax e- t sin(ut + J)

where Voutt Device output voltage wrt time

Bias voltage = + 10 volts

Vmax x Maximum induced voltage

a Damping coefficient = damping ration X natural radian

frequency

(A) = Radian frequency of damped beam resonance

= phase constant

5-1.
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This equation represents the response of an underdamped second order

dynamic system. The damping ratios (actual damping/critcal damping) of

the accelerometers ranged from 1.q1X10 - to 1.7X10- . Damping ratios in

this range alter the damped frequency of oscillation negligibly compared

to the natural resonant frequencv of the beam. Thus, the frequency of

the signal caused by tapping is an accurate indication of the natural

resonant frequency of the device. Figure 8 is an expanded segment of

Fig. 7 from 6.2 to 26 milliseconds. The period of the wave is 0.A17

-4 milliseconds indicating a resonant beam frequency of 1A20 hertz. •-..

In the equation Vmax is proportional to the maximum beam displacement

caused by the impulse. Tapping the package with the end of a 6 gram

plastic rod moving at approximately ?0cm/sec produced peak voltages

ranging from 11 to 17 millivolts using 10 volts of bias. Given the

detection sensitivities this represents a peak load of 100 - SOO G's.

The damping ratios and resonant frequencies of the accelerometers are

shown in Table 1. The transient signal is attenuated by qQ percent in

the device with the smallest damping coefficient in I64 milliseconds.

Resonant frequencies range from 1180 to in excess of 9000 hertz. The.1I
phase constant J3 is used in the equation to synchronize the mechanical

impulse occurrence to the initial maximum induced voltage in the

accelerometer.

f.. A
%9
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EFFECTS OF MECHANICAL STRESS ON ACCELEROMTER OUTPUT 2
The accelerometer output signal is affected by mechanical stresses .- .

which cause voltage levels that are superimposed on the acceleration

induced output of the device. These stresses are a function of device

mounting configuration, package rigidity and abrupt temperature cycling.

All of these factors influence potential device application and dictate

operating environment.

In the routine handling of the accelerometers, it was noted that

finger pressure applied perpendicular to the broad faces of the

accelerometer package caused the output voltage of the device to change

as such as 100 percent. To investigate this phenomenon the devices were

placed on a triple-beam balance with a stationary pointed rod positioned

at the geometric center and perpendicular to the hroad face of the

accelerometer package. The devices were loaded by balancing the beam

with the devices in place then moving the weights on the beam to the

desired load. The amplified output of the device was monitored using a

digital multimeter.

In this load test the side of the devices labeled with the MEC logo p'...

was referenced as the top and the opposite side as the bottom. This

labeling was consistent with the position of the output wires on all

devices.

The test revealed the device output is relatively constant for loads

applied to the top side of the devices. The output variation was less

than 3 percent for loads to r00 grams. When the load was applied to the

bottom side the output was a linear function of the load from 0 to 900

5-18
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grams as seen in Fig. Q. Sensitivities were between .OlmV/gram and

.028mV/gram. This data is presented in Table 1. The data Is consistent

with the device mounting on the bottom side of the package where stresses

developed in the package are coupled tc the accelerometer which acts like

a load cell.

In the process of studying the sensitivity of the offset voltage to

temperature the devices were abruptly cycled from room temperature (2.9

C) to an ice bath (0°C). During this ahrupt temperature change it was

noted that imediately following the immersion of the devices in the ice

bath that the offset voltage first increased for a few seconds and then

decreased as expected. This initial increase is attrihuted to stresses ""

in the accelerometer caused by it coupling to the ceramic substrate and

metal package. Figure 10 shows this phenomenon as the device output N,

voltage is plotted as a function of time following an abrupt immersion in

an ice bath from a room temperature ambient.
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V. RECOMMIENDATIONS: The solid state accelerometer in its present formi

(SAC S) is not well suited for low G sensing applications In safe and

arming or fuzing systems requiring a direct coupled outout. The device

operation is hampered by low sensitivity, temperature dependent offset,I susceptibility to resonance induced by mechanical shock and time

dependent sensitivity drift. Temperature dependence of the offset may he

improved by electronic support circuitry; although due to the complex

variation of resistance with temperature in the bridge elements this

circuitry would require calibration for each accelerometer. Of the new

designs the full active bridge without stress concentrators holds promise

of increased sensitivity although temperature dependent offset will

remain a problem.

41 The new designs which use ion implanted resistors will be a valuable

tool in evaluating the piezoresistivity of implanted semiconductor

layers. Devices with increased sensitivity and resonances above 2000

hertz could be used in an AC coupled mode for applications where sensing

durations are less than several seconds.

Time dependent sensitivity drift and variance in the temperature

4of the resistors in the bridge remain the primary limitations of the

.°+

cantilever beam solid state accelerometer. Further research in these

-" -'%1

areas is audvis. srqil adietculdotu. h eie.-..
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The Gas Heating Phase in Electrical Breakdown

Ernesto Barreto
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Albany, NY 12222

Abstract

This report focuses attention on the neglected gas heating stage

associated with a spark. A brief review is followed by summaries of

recent experimental and theoretical investigations. It is shown that

in all cases gas heating is preceded by the formation of a weakly ionized

plasma. The transformation to a strongly ionized gas requires additional

ionization that can be associated with several different physical processes:

In small gaps (1 3.0 mm) with metal electrodes, the influx of electrons

from a cathode spot with at least a single cell is responsible for gas

heating. In longer gaps (1 to 3 cm) highly luminous ionization waves are

produced. These can be reflected at the electrodes and increase the degree

of ionization. They are well known but not clearly explained in longer .U

discharges. This stage is followed by the formation of hot filaments

-. either at the electrodes or in mid gap. These seem to be associated with

the onset of effective ion-electron interactions. In large surface dis-

charges ("u 1.0 m) the glow and hot channel behind it constitute a stable

propagating unit that seems to be controlled by three body electron-ion -

recombination. The properties of these gliding discharges are similar

to those of lightning leaders. In all cases there is strong evidence to ,. 5*,

support the concept of fluid dynamic effects associated with the hot "

electron population in the weakly ionized gas. Thus the propagation of

stable discontinuities, either strong (shocks) or weak, is shown to be

possible.

Work supported by the Office of Naval Research, the Wright Patterson
Air Force Aeronautical Laboratories and the Air Force Office of
Scientific Research.
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I. Introduction j
Traditional practical problems associated with the formation of sparks

have been ignitions in coal mines and the damage produced by lightning.

However, there has been recently an increase in the need to know the

behavior and to improve our understanding of high pressure gas discharges

as well as those through solids and liquids. The reasons are associated

with a progressively increasing use of insulating plastic materials, the

favorable economics of high voltage transmission lines, costly accidents

on ships,1 aircraft, spacecraft2 and power lasers, 3 the high efficiency

and need for electrostatic precipitators, the increasing sensitivity of

micro-electronic circuits to electromagnetic noise and, far more costly,

the actual destruction of computer components by the ability of even small

sparks to concentrate gigantic energy densities and destroy small regions

in a microcircuit.

The number of papers, books and conference proceedings regarding

breakdown has, of course, also increased at a fast rate. This is not

only because of the need to know but also because recording equipment

with better than nanosecond time resolution and fast computers capable

of handling complicated equations have become common place. Of necessity

most of the work deals with specific problems for which a solution is de-

sired: how to stop ignitions in a super tanker, punctures in a charged

dielectric, the suppression of large voltage surges induced by lightning

on power lines, the loss of satellites, etc. Each particular problem is

interesting and contributes a little to the basic understanding of small

" and large sparks. Nevertheless, what has become clearly evident is our

meager knowledge of basic processes in the latter stages of electrical

breakdown. In particular, our lack of understanding of the change from
weakly to strongly ionized gases that is usually accompanied by the obser- i .

vation of fast luminous waves and leads to gas heating and the collapse

of high voltage differences. This report will first review some basic

problems and then indicate how our work and tha- at several other lab-

oratories contribute to the complicated experiment on gliding discharges

at the Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales (ONERA).

6-3 7*
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II. Some Basic Problems

4'=.

From the start the concept of an electron avalanche was known to be

deficient to explain a discharge that does not require externally produced

electrons and is therefore self-sustained. Thus, Townsend himself intro-

duced the need for an additional ionization process not directly related

to the production of new electrons by their collision with neutral atoms

or molecules. He thought that positive ions would ionize neutral molecules

and introduced his secondary coefficient for ionization. This coefficient

has remained in the literature but its physical significance has been shifted

to more realistic ionization associated with ionized, excited or metastable

molecules interacting and liberating electrons at a surface or in the gas.

The current of a self-sustained discharge, I, can be expressed in terms

of the distance it travels, x, and or primary a, and secondary y, Townsend

coefficients.

I-I e x [a -y(e" -)] - - I eOx [i -yeax -

The denominator of this equation incorporates the factor (1 - ex)"

axThus when yea - 1 the current becomes mathematically infinite. Townsend

used this condition to define electrical breakdown. Experimentally it

is associated with the upcurving in a straight line plot of the logarithm

of the current discharge plotted vs distance. In air at atmospheric pres-

sure and in a uniform field,5 the current at this stage is of the order
-10

of 10 A, very much smaller than currents of the order of 10 A at which

gas heating actually begins and the discharge starts to change into a

stable arc. Thus if gas heating and Townsend's breakdown are taken to

be equivalent the same physical process is extrapolated by eleven orders

of magnitude.

At low pressure the upcurving of the curve is associated with the
ax

onset of a steady cold glow discharge, and the condition ye 1 1 merely

indicates the start of the transition to a different steady discharge

mode. Likewise at high pressures and low overvoltages the same condition

seems to indicate that there is a transient glow that latter changes into

an arc. However, the beauty of avalanches and the simplicity of the math-

ematical argument have carried Townsend's definition of breakdown into

modern reviews.6  If by dielectric breakdown we understand the actual
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collapse of the applied voltage and the transformation to a hot gaseous

conductor across the electrodes the concept is not correct. This was

evident from the start because avalanches and their associated secondary

ionization were explicitly excluded from an explanation of the glow-to-arc

transition. Nevertheless, glows were and are usually considered to be

electrical breakdown. I
Using cloud chambers it was soon realized that when avalanches reach

a critical amplification (i08 in N2 at 300 Torr) the space charge fielda2

produced by a large difference in velocity between electrons and ions is

more effective than that due to the applied voltage for the purpose of ". "

propagating ionization into the neutral gas. Thus, streamers develop

that travel faster than the drift velocity of the electrons. Whether or

not these streamers should be considered to be conducting or dielectric

has been a source of controversy which until recently had little direct

experimental support. For instance, one of the best established models

(Dawson - Winn)8 assumes a significant separation of charge at the head

of the streamer while actual recent measurements indicate that the medium

is a weakly ionized gas and consequently the region of charge separation

is limited to distances of the order of the Debye length. Initially it

was believed that in gas mixtures impurities (e.g. 02) could be ionized

by radiation from the decay of excited molecules. Thus, strategically

located seed electrons could be placed just ahead of the high field region "--,

at the tip of the propagating streamer. At the present moment this view

has been challenged by a multitude of competitive processes with the

result that there is no uncontested mechanism responsible for the seed ,--

electrons required for the propagation of positive streamers.'

The existence of negative (anode directed) streamers in corona ,

discharges has never been clearly demonstrated. By contrast and, somewhat

as a surprise, in uniform fields of the order of 2.0 cm in length it has

"- been established that both positive and negative streamers are present,

and that the negative streamer travels faster." This is probably because

* it goes back into a region that is already ionized by the critical avalanche

that produced the space charge which launched the streamer. This fact seems..

to support the concept that streamers should be considered as conductors.

Accordingly, it should be noted that if a negative streamer reaches the

,. .*..6-5
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anode when the positive is still traveling, the latter accelerates.12 This - 1
indicates an interaction between the cathode and the tip of the positive

4 6
streamer at a speed very high compared to the streamer velocity (10 - 10

m/sec).

Regardless of small differences in interpretation, pioneering work

by Wagner 12 and Thol1 11 in Germany using hydrogen in a uniform field and

by Marode13 in France using positive point-to-plane geometry in air, has

proven that, contrary to what was expected, the crossing of a gap by

streamers does not immediately involve the formation of a hot channel.

Instead as previously noted, a transient glow stage sets in. For a given

configuration the duration of the glow stage decreases as the overvoltages

increases and as we will see it may completely disappear. In molecular .

gases (N2, 02, H2 ) the electron temperature is of the order of 1-4 eV

limited by the onset of vibrational excitation of the molecules. The

112 _ 15 -3number density of electrons in a streamer is between 10 10 cm

Consequently the total energy stored in all electrons is a ;mall fraction

of the thermal energy of the neutrals and the gas remains cold. This is

strikingly demonstrated by the fact that pure corona discharges do not

ignite combustible hydrocarbon mixtures.1 4 In order to heat the neutrals,

the number density of electrons has to increase to values about 1017 cm 3.

At this number the collision frequency between electrons becomes just as

large as that between electrons and heavy particles which include a small
-2

(10' ) fraction of ions. However, these have very large Coulomb cros-

sections and a real thermodynamic equilibrium with identical particle

temperatures is produced in times of the order of 5-10 nsec. The manner

in which the electron density increases and whether or not the phenomenon .*,..-.'*

is controlled by the electrodes is not always clear and will be discussed

more in detail in this report. What is certain is that the weakly ionized

plasma collapses, and that, if sufficient energy is available, the hot

plasma produced increases its degree of ionization by at least a factor

of ten to values as high as 1018 to 1019 electrons/cm
3 in air. Metal

from the cathode evaporates which may provide atoms with a lower ioniza-

tion potential. Thus the discharge changes to a hot arc whose potential

difference is only of the order of the ionization potential of the vapor

atoms and whose current is limited by the power supply used.
15  The
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discharge sooner or later interacts with electrodes particularly the cathode

and becomes affected by metallic properties.

In long positive point-to-plane sparks in air, leaders are produced .

that exhibit a bluish glowing fan traveling ahead of a bright white region

that emits continuum radiation. By contrast, the radiation from the fan

is made exclusively of discrete molecular lines thus indicating a low

degree of ionization and a high electric field. This radiation is the 7

same as that observed in a streamer or the positive column of a glow

discharge. Thus it is assumed that they are all the same physical process,

namely ionization by collision of electrons accelerated in an electric .'.

field. Clearly the transformation from a weakly to a strongly ionized

gas in a leader takes place without the direct influence of nearby metal

electrodes. Leaders have been analyzed in terms of two basic models.

Kekez and Savic16 consider the head of the leader to be a very hot small 2.%

region in complete local thermodynamic equilibrium. A shock wave is pro-

duced that overtakes the incoming high energy electrons in 'the glowing fan

and the leader head regenerates itself by effective Coulomb interactions

between the incoming electrons and the hot plasma. The other theory by

Gallimberti17 considers that many negative ions are produced in the

glowing region. Electrons are produced by detachment due to Joule heating

in the convergent part of the fan. Thus detached electrons rapidly flow

to the positive electrode and leave a net poditive charge that starts a

new corona fan and leads to the formation of a propagating stem whose

temperature is of the order of the value required to detach electrons

from negative ions (% 2.0 x 10
3 K). Regardless of the actual leader

mechanism we want to point out that they have definitely thermally hot

channels as evidenced by Schlieren photographs.'
s Also, that they travel

at speeds of the order of 104 m/sec which are smaller than the speed of

streamers. . *. .

In steady glow discharges there is a large variety of waves that .-

propagate from anode or cathode and produce standing or slowly moving

luminous striations that exhibit potential differences of the order of

the ionization potential of the gas. These waves may be self-excited r .

in direct current discharges. They are more pronounced in molecular gases

and are associated with spatial resonances of the electron gas in the

6-7
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discharge. Typically they are not associated with gas heating and the

collapse of the glow stage. They have been successfully analyzed using

linearized t odels and have been called ionization waves. There is a large

body of literature concerning these waves and we refer the interested

reader to a review by Gascarden'9 and a book by Franklin.2" What should

be noted is that these waves clearly exhibit the ability of a glow to

sustain wave propagation associated with the electrons.

In all high pressure discharges there are also fast luminous pulses

that travel along the discharge channel but, in contrast to the waves

just mentioned, are definitely associated with increasing the degree of

ionization in the discharge. The late Professor Loeb indicated that these

waves are responsible for maintaining a stepped leader conducting for the

time between steps and that they should share the same physics as the

lightning leaders.2 1 He proposed that they should all be called ionization

waves of potential gradient and indicated that even streamers corresponded

to one form of these waves. His model of propagation was based on photo-

ionization and avalanches. Quite in contrast R.G. Fowler 2 has been,

for a long time,proposing the idea that non-linear fluid waves can propa-

gate through the electrons in a gas. Also that with sufficient overvoltage -"

ionization waves may even propagate into a neutral gas as it is actually -..-

observed in long tubes at low pressure. In other words it is possible to

*,'e have a strong discontinuity that ionizes the *as and can move at speeds ' :-

that range between 105 and 10 m/sec.

III. Objective .7.

The purpose of the simplistic review just presented is to note that

gas heating by electrical discharges at high pressures, together with its

associated flash of luminosity (the spark), is a transient phenomenon RAI

that occurs after the electrons in the discharge are sufficient in number

to be strongly affected by Coulomb interactions. As recently noted in

independently prepared reviews by Marode2 3 and by the author, it seems

that at low overvoltages (< 35%) there is always a transition to a weakly

ionized plasma that is basically no different from a glow discharge.

This fact seems to be independent of actual pressure, gas composition and

electrode geometry. Thus before heating occurs the electrons in a discharge

.O9
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are sufficient in number to act as an independent high temperature fluid

that is not in equilibrium with neutrals or ions. Consequently, the con-

cept of Townsend breakdown using a Paschen curve merely indicates a change

to a new short-lived (10 -10 sec) stage in the discharge that is
nevertheless much longer than the time required for electrons to establish

-12random properties by colliding with neutrals. (% 10 sec). The change

to a glow may irreversibly lead to gas heating but has little to do with B
the processes that produce it. Heating comes about as an intrinsic

thermodynamic instability in the plasma which is known to occur at a well

defined critical degree of ionization"I 12 -2 3 -2 4 (\ 10- 2 in air corresponding
-A to ' 1017 electron/cm at atmospheric pressure). What precisely brings

about the increase in electron density to produce a spark is not clear and

may be different under different experimental conditions. For instance,

a small spark is definitely strongly affected by metallic properties of

the electrodes but it is not clear that this interaction plays a major role

in longer sparks and it must be ruled out in discharges that involve only

dielectrics (e.g. lightning). A gas may heat up .ithout evidence of space

waves as the result of a subsonic expansion of electrons from a cathode
25,26spot into the pre-breakdown glow. However, if the electrons can be

regarded as a fluid then it is possible for strong hydrodynamic discon- V-4

tinuities to exist. They will effectively increase the ionization in the

gas. It is even conceivable that a strong shqck wave may change the gas

from neutral (instead of weakly ionized) to strongly ionized. This seems

to be what happens at very high pressure or overvoltages. In all cases,

it is clear that the final increase in Ionization comes about by isotropic

inelastic collisions of electrons with neutrals and not directly by the

acceleration of individual electrons in the direction of the applied

field. Note that this is basically the same criteria as that postulated

by Loeb to explain the formation of ionizing waves of potential gradient. i - 4

He pointed out that these waves are produced whenever the accumulation

of electrons exceeds their ability to diffuse in the gas.

IV. Some Recent Experiments

In the process of clarifying the physics of ignitions we have been

able to show I  that a minimum ignition energy, that is to say, the minimum

amount of energy required to heat a gaseous mixture to combustion temperature,

6-9
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is associated with the ability of the spark to produce electron densities
17 - 3 -4

of 10 cm . The energies involved are 1-2 x 10 J. Our small sparks

are produced in gaps that are smaller than those required to produce . .

an avalanche of critical size. Consequently, no streamers are produced.

Instead the discharge expands over the cathode by photoemission for a
-7

time period of 2-5 x 10 sec. It fills a cylinder of diameter comparable

to gap separation with a glow discharge. Then, very suddenly, in times .'6

of the order of 5 to 50 nsec practically all of the stored electrical

energy goes into the gas, the current reaches a peak value of ,, 10A and

the voltage completely collapses. Thus, in a sense, we have isolated the

simplest possible manner in which the glow-to-arc transition takes place:

the available energy is just sufficient to heat the gas, there are no
24

streamers and there is a glow stage that precedes the gas heating event. 28.

It was soon established that gas heating was directly associated

with the formation of a cathode spot as suggested by Cobine2 7 as early

as 1938 (see e.g. review by Lutz 28). A direct confirmatiod of this fact

can be obtained by covering the cathode with a thin dielectric material

(e.g. a Mylar sheet, or Polaroid coating). It is observed that the onset

of ionization occurs at exactly the same electric field as without the

dielectric. However, positive ions from the glow rapidly accumulate on

the surface and reduce the field in the gap. No cathode spots are produced

"- and no spark occurs. Only when the dielectric has accumulated sufficient

charge to sustain a large surface streamer discharge does a spark take

place. This, of course, requires energies much larger than the amount

required to heat the gas with two metal electrodes. The surface streamer

.*. discharge seems to replace the cathode spot.'4

Even a very carefully cleaned and polished electrode of any metal,

including the noble metals, is always coated by a very thin oxide layer

that may be patchy or continuous and varies in thickness from 5 to 500 nm.2 -

The reason is that the equilibrium vapor pressure of 02 over a metal
-10

surface is of the order of 10 Torr. Thus, unless very extraordinary

care is taken a metal surface always incorporates a dielectric oxide layer.

V., (A fact familiar to people that try to measure work functions). The fact

is that the surface of a metal with its associated dielectric coating

constitutes a very good capacitor. Some of the theories concerning the

6-10
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formation of a cathode spot explicitly include changes in this oxide layer.3

However, the physics of this process is probably in worse shape than that

of gaseous breakdown because some of the leading scientists in the field , 6
have used convincing arguments to claim that, even conceptually, we

simply do not comprehend what happens. Experimentally it is accepted

that a cathode spot starts with a process of cold field emission and that

it incorporates a characteristic smallest unit of surface known as a

Kesaev cell (1-2 pm). We have been able to relate the gas heating event

at minimum energy with the formation of at least a single Kesaev cell.

Thus it is experimentally clear that gas heating in small gaps is con-

P trolled by events that take place at the cathode. If the electrons in

the glow constitute-a weakly ionized gas then it is possible for them to

interact with those emitted from the cathode spot in such a way that the

electron temperature increases and the ionization reaches the critical

value for gas heating. We have shown that this is indeed the case and

that the interaction is compatible with the ability of electrons to behave

like an independent fluid. 25 Experiments in N2 clearly exhibit a region

of ionization that is shaped like a cone with its apex at the cathode spot.

The angle of luminosity is of the order of 250. This is about an order
34.of magnitude larger than the cone of a typical avalanche, but exactly of

the right size to represent a region of turbulent mixing in a submerged

electron jet.26  (This angle is unique for all fluids). 32 The picture

that emerges is then that of electrons from the cathode spot being in-

jected into a weakly ionized glow and producing electron turbulent mixing.

This raises the electron temperature and produces further ionization.

If this is the case there should exist a needle shaped inviscid core region

"" in the jet that extends from the cathode into the gap. We have obtained

" photographs that clearly exhibit the existence of this inviscid core

region. Not only that, but it has been shown that increasing the capacity

results in periodic structures that can be calculated as the characteristic

shock structure of an underexpanded supersonic jet. 2 6  The point being

made is that we have good evidence to demonstrate subsonic and supersonic

behavior with reference to the electron acoustic velocity (% 7 x 105 m/sec

in N at atmospheric pressure assuming T n 1.5 ev). As the gap length
2 e

is increased it becomes less evident that the discharge and final gas

heating may be controlled by the electrodes.

6-11
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A particularly clear experiment was reported by Stritzke, Sander and3 3

Raether in 1977. 3 3 (Contrary to most of the previous work by Wagner,

Tholl and Koppitz in Professor Raether's group this paper is published

in English). They consider breakdown in N2 at 300 Torr with 20% over-

voltage in a 2 cm uniform field gap, and take into account the fact that

N2 is not a hydrogen like atom as far as spectroscopic studies are concerned.

About 100 electrons are released from the cathode by a UV flash and start '

an avalanche whose luminosity becomes recordable before it reaches its

critical amplification of 108 at 14 mm from the cathode in 90 nsec.

(See Fig. 1 taken from their publication). Then anode and cathode dir-

ected streamers propagate from the region where the avalanche becomes

critical. They bridge the gap at 140 nsec.

Starting at 130 nsec three luminous waves are recorded. The first

one follows the cathode directed streamer channel even before the latter

reaches the metal surface. The speed of these waves is recorded as 0.5, *-.

1.8 and 3.6 x 10 m/sec. The circuit current shows a rapid increase as

soon as wave propagation starts. It is noted that the luminosity in the
channel starts to increase rapidly as soon as the streamers reach the

electrodes and that the rate at which it grows increases from exp (1.5)

in 2.5 nsec to exp (3.0) in the same time interval but after the passage

of one wave. Thus, the increasing speed of the waves may be associated

with higher conductivity. The luminosity during the wave propagation

stage is exclusively from molecular N2 line emission. (T >> T ) and2e n
the current growth is accelerated much more than in the avalanche-streamer

stage. When the current reaches about 10 A a region 2 mm behind the critical

avalanche (at the "neck" of Allen and Phillips3" cloud chamber experiments)

becomes thermalized in a few nanoseconds as evidenced by the emission of

continuum radiation. Then a hot thermalized plasma propagates towards

anode and cathode. The current keeps growing to 1800 A when it becomes

limited by the circuit. There are three things we must note about this

outstanding paper. First, that gas heating starts at the same current

( 10 A) as what we measure in smaller gaps without streamers. In fact

this current value does not change by changing the overvoltage even though

the whole current growth is accelerated. As noted, the time between the bridging

of the electrodes by the discharge and thermalization decreases rapidly

6-12- .- j
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with overvoltage. Secondly, it must be noted that even in a relatively

small gap (2 cm) waves of ionization reflect from either electrode as

was originally noted in much larger gaps. Note that they travel in weakly

ionized channels, and are more effective for ionization than avalanches

or streamers. Thirdly, that a thermalized region propagates from a

midgap region toward both electrodes at speeds comparable to those of ,. -

the ionizing waves in the weakly ionized gas stage. The paper makes no

reference to metal lines or cathode evaporation although it probably - 0

-" does occur. For instance Wiese and Augis" s start to see traces of metal

lines at the surface of a gold cathode at 60 nsec in a discharge in

Argon at 1 atm. Thus there is evidence of some cathode activity early

in the discharge, but in all cases it is clear that the gas gets hot

before ionization of metal vapor starts to become effective in the gap.

In fact, Stritzke computes an increase in pressure by a factor of 25 in just

a few nanoseconds, which is comparable with the time at which we measure

a spark to become hot without streamers. It must be emphasized that

only electron motion can account for these times,'and that even though

a streamer stage is produced, it is not clear that the electrodes do not

play a significant role.

In positive point-to-plane gaps of 1-2 cm the streamer is produced

in a region with a field much higher than that in a uniform geometry

configuration. However, once produced the streamer travels in a region

of comparatively negligible electric field. It has been shown that in

air they can travel for a small distance even in a field free region.36

Also that they propagate 37 for distances of the order of one meter with

a field small compared to that required to start ionization in a uniform

field (% 7 vs 30 kV/cm). Once they cross a 1 to 2 cm gap streamers lead

to a spark with a delay time that decreases with their amplitude. 3 The

circuit current during this delay stage is negligible compared to that

when the streamer is traveling. After a pause, current again grows very

rapidly, as in uniform fields. Bastien and Marodee have proposed an

explanation for the breakdown process based on the assumption that excited

molecules transfer their energy to the neutrals. This transfer together

with some Joule heating leads to a small but rapid gas heating of the

channel (a few 100's -K) with the net result that the density decreases
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and the E/n value increases in a cylindrical region outlined by the primary-."

streamer. Consequently, intensified ionization takes place and the spark

issues. This model neglects the shielding of the field that would occur if

the streamer can be considered to be a good conductor and any possible

interaction with the electrodes. It assumes that there is sufficient

energy on the excited states to be comparable to the neutral gas thermal

energy.

In the past few years the problem has been intensively studied exper-

"2'. imentally at the Universite de Pau-Adour by Dupuy, Gilbert and their

associates. 3 9 They have incorporated a Schlieren system together with up-
-'s

to-date instrumentation to record different stages in the transformation

to a spark in positive point-to-plane geometries of the order of 1-2 cm.

The Schlieren system does not record the density decrease predicted by

Bastien and Marode. Instead, it seems that the channel gets very hot and

at high pressure before it even starts to expand. This, of course, agrees

with Stritzke's observation in uniform fields. They have also observed

that before the collapse of the voltage there exists a stage in the dis-

charge characterized by the formation of "filaments." These propagate
"-'. from both anode and cathode into the gap and are thermalized. Thus the

sequence of events is listed as follows: streamers, cathode activity and
.. cathodic return front, anodic channel or secondary streamer, filaments

4 and spark. We refer the reader to the publications listed as reference

39 for details. There are however some results of these studies that

are particularly pertinent. The discharge does not become hot without

activity at the electrodes. The anode directed wave has a speed between

0.7 and 5 x 106 m/sec. Its length of travel increases with capacity that

determines whether or not the wave dies or crosses the whole gap. This

is exactly the same as for our inviscid core jet lengths. It is important

to emphasize an, as yet, unreported fact (Dupuy personal communication,

1983): A cathode directed secondary streamer and the wave from cathode

to anode have luminous fronts that meet but pass through each other without

any significant change in their propagation characteristics. This is a

basic property of solitary waves in fluids. Finally, the spark channel

is related to a critical charge density and consequently a critical energy
-3 eytth*'"< which is determined to be 0.15 x 10 J and corresponds precisely to the
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minimum energy required to heat the gas in our small sparks without streamers.

The nature of the filaments is not clear. Dupuy, et al. suggest that they

may be the same as leaders in long sparks. But they may also be associated

with the thermalized channels observed by Stritzke to propagate toward

the electrodes from the initial region of thermalization behind the critical

avalanche as well as to the thermalized Lnviscid cores from our cathode

spots.

The main purpose of reviewing all this experimental work is to demon-
strate that in small sparks, just as in large sparks, the final ionization

stages that lead to a collapse in the applied voltage are also always

associated with the formation of luminous waves. Under many different

circumstances these waves propagate at speeds of the order of 10 m/sec

which is very close to the electron-acoustic velocity (5 kT e/3m e)

It makes no difference if the discharge is preceded by streamers or by

successive avalanches. In fact, Koppitz40 has shown that by enhancing

photoemission using a Cul cathode coating the luminous wave fronts are

no longer filamentary. Nevertheless he measures about the same velocity
(106 m/sec).

In small gaps it is clear that the electrons that produce the voltage

collapse are supplied from the outside of a region that is a weakly ionized

plasma. The electrons have maxwellian distributions fm /m << ee/Ven <<
obey an ideal gas law and can be described as collision dominated.

-1- -I-""
( v>>e ; V >> Ce Ve where t and L are typical time and length dimen-

sions, Ce is the average electron thermal speed and vei is the collision
frequency with ions; Vei v).

V. Theoretical Approaches

As indicated Fowler 2 and his students have proposed that it is

possible for non-linear effects to produce a strong shock-like wave in

the electrons. This can propagate as a strong discontinuity into a neutral

gas. Thus, he assumes the existence of a step like time independent

solution for the system of equations of conservation of mass momentum

and energy together with Poisson's equation. He assumes that the electron

pressure gradient is the driving force. Consequently, the wave may prop-

agate in or against the direction of the electric field. This has been
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experimentally known for a long time (nu 1920). In contrast to this point

of view Albright and Tidman and Klimbeil, et al. have proposed the

propagation of a wave driven primarily by a strong electric field (%- 107 -"'

v/m in air) into a neutral gas. Photoionization and constant electron

temperature are considered to be important for the propagation of this wave.

Since our experiments wi.th small sparks demonstrate that most of the

electrons that heat the gas are injected into the spark gap by processes

occurring at the electrodes. we can consider the possibility of wave prop-

agation into a weakly ionized gas with the additional restriction that

the source term in the mass conservation equation is small compared to

4.3all other terms. Thus the weakly ionized gas provides the low pressure

electron gas and those coming from the cathode are so numerous that their

flux outweighs the ionization taken place. This is in accordance to the -- '"

fact that inelastic collision frequencies are very small compared to their

elastic counterpart (vN << Ve « Ve). The Vlasov-awl syte o

equations (collision term in Boltzman's equation equal to zero) can be

written as a single non-linear matrix equation. When linearized about

an initial steady state this equation yields, formally, a standard dis-

persion equation for the propagation of plane waves proportional to

exp[± (kx-wt)) for each matrix component (electron density, fluid velocity,

temperature and electric field).

"S'.

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
W c k + W c (2v/X) +ne/Em withc -(kT/3m)

p e 0oe e e

2
The group velocity if given by (aw/3k) - c (k/w). Thus plane waves prop-

agate provided [c2k 2 + W 2 (2,f v ) 2 is a real number. That is either
2 p en

n > (c m /e )(2w v ) or A < (c/v ). Consequently there is a critical
o e en en

density or wavelength for propagation that depends on the average electron

neutral collision frequency. Using suitable values for air (v " 1012 sec-
1 )

en *.

it can be shown that waves propagate at either a density lower than the

critical thermalization value or for wavelengths of the order of the thick-

ness of the oxide layer at the cathode. (This is, of course, what is K ".

experimentally confirmed by the shock wave pattern on the inviscid core

structure in the electron turbulent jet experiments).26  Asano44 has shown

that even for a thermally conducting viscous fluid with electron neutral

collisions there are changes in attenuation of the waves but not in the
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reference electron acoustic speed. Consequently, the whole Vlasov-Maxwell j
system of equations was, again, considered more in detail. 

5 The importance

of each force term in the momentum equation can be assessed by normalizing

the equations and comparing the coefficieuts in front of each term. The

equations are not linearized so that the formation of discontinuities due

to the presence of small but finite non-linear terms remains in the math-

ematical description. It can be formally shown that for a characteristic

propagation velocity of 1 106 m/sec the driving force term is always, as

expected, the electron pressure gradient. The values required for the

characteristic time are compatible with the electron-neutral collision

frequency that determines their distribution but not with the much smaller

ion-electron interaction that determines their thermalization time. The

problem needs further clarification because it is associated with the

V well known divergency of crossections for Coulomb forces and the possibility
of multiple interaction between electrons. Nevertheless, it is possible

to show that the weakly ionized plasma is a suitable media for the propa-

gation of fluid waves with an amplitude that is either stepped (shocks), .-

S-shaped (satisfy Burger's equation) or even that of a soliton (satisfy

non-linear Schrddinger or Korteveg-de-Vries equation). This is, again,

as expected from the experimental section.

While we were concerned with analytic mathematical solutions to

support the possibility of wave propagation in weakly ionized gases,

I. Abbas and P. Bayle, at the Universitd Paul Sabatier in Toulouse,

put numbers into the same system of equations and prepared what the author

considers the best hydrodynamic description of the spatio-temporal evolu-

tion of density momentum and energy in an electrical discharge. The

mathematical formulation includes source terms, thermal and density

diffusion, all interactions of electrons with heavy particles and the -

fact that electrons are not necessarily in equilibrium with the electric

field.

By taking into account the finite life time of excited molecules ..

it is shown that photolonization is not an important mechanism for the

propagation of fast ionizing waves (^u 106 m/sec) at high pressures. In

dense nitrogen (p > 50 Torr) the ionization wave due to photoionization

is shown to lag behind the electron collision ionization wave. Thus
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irrespective of their actual ability to ionize, photons are emitted too

late. A computer solution shows that some of the electrons in the shock .1

front can actually become precursors traveling ahead of the actual front.

This is due to thermal diffusion. It is shown that the shock zone cannot

be the same as that in a regular shock in a neutral gas. Instead an electron

shock is divided into two different regions separated by an electron pressure .' II_

maximum. This separation is tied down to the absence of anbipolar diffusion

that in turn limits the analysis to relatively small electron densities.

Nevertheless, it is shown that the two regions comprising a shock are not

transient in nature and can be maintained as a propagating structure. Thus, - -

basically, our work is in agreement with that of Bayle and both are in

support of the model proposed by Fowler. As far as space waves of ioniza-

tion are concerned, the often quoted important role of photoionization does

not seem to be justified for dense gases (This is not the situation for

streamers in gas mixtures). The papers of Abbas and Bayle, like the MV

paper by Stritzke3  in the experimental section, must be carefully read

by all people interested in high pressure discharges.

The research at Toulouse is also tied to experimental results. Thus,

a theory has been developed by P. Bayle, M. Bayle and E. Morales"7 to inter-

pret streak camera records. It has been shown that the variations in optical

density in a film can be used to evaluate the electric field and the elec-

tron density. G. Caumes48 has prepared a thesis (Doctorate de 3 bme Cycle

to appear in J. Appl. Phys., D. 1983), in which streak pictures from dis-

charges in N2 -02 mixtures are systematically analyzed using a computer

to store the data. The results provide a clear record of the propagation

of space waves of ionization. Typically a small perturbation in electric

field or electron number density is followed in steps of 0.04 nsec. It

is clearly shown that in times of the order of 0.4 nsec and distances *

of about 0.2 cm an initial small disturbance grows to be a propagating

electric field or electron density maximum. (Note, the speed is about

5 x 106 m/sec). The front is followed by oscillations that look very

much like those in collisionless shocks (See Fig. 2 taken for Caumes thesis).

VI. The ONERA Experiment

A large Lucite plate, typically 2 mm thick, is placed in contact

with a long (1.05 m), narrow (15 mm), flat (5 mm) grounded metal strip.
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- Both the Lucite plate and its attached long narrow electrode are supported

perpendicular to the floor. Facing the plate on the side opposite to the

grounded electrode there is a vertical row of metal points that constitute -.

a comb-like structure (See Fig. 3). These points are not in contact with

the dielectric but instead are attached Lo a motor and a high voltage

supply. They can move back and forth horizontally in front of the dielectric

plate. Thus corona discharges charge the surface of the dielectric until 1.0

enough charge is accumulated to stop the air discharge. Above the level "' ".

of the tip of the grounded electrode there is a metal half sphere (% 3 cm

diameter) that rests on the charged surface. It is supported by a rod

that goes through the lucite and is connected to one end of a pressurized

spark gap. The other side of this gap goes to the long grounded electrode

through an induction current measuring device. After the surface is

charged and the corona has stopped, the metal comb is removed to one

side and the pressure lowered in the pressurized spark gap. A spark is

produced that grounds the floating metal hemisphere located at the top of

the system. Consequently, a highly overvolted discharge starts over the

surface of the charged dielectric. If the surface voltage is high enough

this discharge will reach the region directly over the metal grounded strip.

Then a bright spark is produced that travels in a straight path following

the region of high charge density determined by the metal strip. This is

the gliding spark. Straight line propagation and a predetermined location

provide ideal conditions for experimental studies. In addition, the speed

of propagation varies between 0.6 and 2.8 x 106 m/sec and spectroscopic

analysis shows that this is fast enough to guarantee that any changes in

the dielectric due to the heat produced by the discharge occur after the

front has passed over the region where such a change takes place. Thus

the spark front is exclusively an air discharge that thermalizes and

becomes very hot ( 2.4 x 104 0K) without the influence of metallic

properties or the control provided by the impedance of an external power

supply. The currents produced are in the range of 20 to 120 A therefore,

the processes taking place may be closely related to the leaders in

lightning. We are happy to see a lower velocity limit that is very .

close to the reference electron acoustic speed. The discharge has been

described in publications by Larigaldie, et al.,4 9 who emphasize a pre-

liminary model for the physical mechanisms, and by Borgade and Hartmann
50
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who performed an initial spectroscopic study of a narrow 
region at half

the length of the spark (1.05/2 m). Both Larigaldie and Hartmann are . .

continuing their investigation beyond these preliminary studies. An

internal ONERA report was prepared by Larigaldie
5' and a new one is in

preparation by Larigaldie and Lagage.

What can be described as an ideal experimental situation namely a

sequential display of all processes leading to the formation of a high

current hot channel, not affected by electrodes or external circuit 
has

proven to be also a display of our ignorance concerning what is going 
on.

It is therefore, appropriate to describe a little more in detail some of

the experimental results. Discharges that propagate over a positively

charged dielectric are called negative discharges and those over a nega-

tive dielectric positive discharges. One important finding is that these

two types of discharges are completely different in character.'
9 Positive

discharges exhibit strong current oscillations that become stronger 
as the

charge on the surface (corona voltage) irncreasesr they also exhibit 
strong

luminous bands (like striations) behind the traveling front. Streak pic-

tures show that they travel always in steps. Negative discharges exhibit

smooth current traces, and there are no repetitive luminous regions 
behind

the traveling front. They are also initially stepped but above a critical

voltage travel continuously over the dielectric. Their velocity decreases

as they travel over the surface but this has not been carefully 
measured.

The marked difference is obviously associated with the 
direction in which

electrons travel and seems to support Hemmati
5 2 that negative discharges

(proforce waves) are always strong electron shocks. As noted, most of

the ONERA effort has been concerned with negative 
discharges. Hence,

unless specifically noted we will assume this is 
the case.

K plot of the current value at the start of propagation 
of the

gliding spark, I, versus the voltage of the 
corona points, V., provides

aparabolic curve I 'l V 2 Since V is much higher than the corona

threshold value ( 5 kV) it can be assumed that it is also the starting

surface voltage V. It is then assumed that the voltage seen by the

propagating tip at any other location is the same as that extrapolated

from the Io vs V0 plot using the current that 
is measured when the dis-

charge goes over the point in question. With this assumption and a spark
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velocity, v , measured to be linearly proportional to V0, it is possible
S

•
S 0.

to calculate the change in resistance and voltage per unit length alongL..

the discharge channel. The analysis4 9 considers all the current flowing

in the channel to be produced in a corona brush region ahead of the fil-

amentary discharge. The channel has an ohmic resistance proportional to "

its length which is responsible for the decrease in current as the dis-

charge elongates. The corona brush discharges the capacitor below its

surface and feeds the current into a hot channel behind it. The exper-

imental current traces can be reproduced through calculation using V0

and v
5

The same picture of a corona brush leading to a hot channel is

supported by spectroscopic observations made by Borgade and Hartmann5 0

along the axis of the discharge. They observe a region 23 mm long where

only N2 molecular line radiation is recorded. The rotational temperature

*in this region increases gradually to 1500 °K and then very rapidly within

a few nanoseconds jumps to 24,000 *K. At this poi[nt atomic, N, 0 and H F
radiation is observed together with a strong continuum background. Stark

broadening of the hydrogen lines is used to determine a maximum electron -
i017 -3" density of 7.2 x 10 cm . The length of the front associated with molec-

ular radiation (23 mm) seems to be independent of the applied voltage which

for 125 kV corresponds to a time interval of 17 nsec. That is, the time

* changes with voltage but not the spatial dimension of the front. There

seems to be some light before this front but since the spectroscopic

equipment is about 2 m away the nature of this radiation is not clear.

Further along the channel the density and temperature decrease monotonically

to 1.5 x 10 16cm- and , 15,000 OK in a time interval of 800 nsec. It is

pointed out that this is the same variation observed in lightning. During

this last period the intensity of the continuum background decreases and

the present of very strong H and C lines together with CN lines evidence .@,

," evaporation from the dielectric.

A ten nanosecond exposure frames" from an image intensifier located

* as far away as the spectroscopic equipment (-- 2 m) exhibits a brush-like

structure with several filaments that converge into a bright region that

leads through a constriction into a bright stem (% 100 pm). This front *

has lateral dimensions also of the order of 2 cm (See Larigaldie, reference
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49, Fig. 9 or 51, Fig. 1). Because of the molecular radiation the dis-

charge in front of the hot region is considered to be a standard equili-

brium glow discharge. It is not clear where in the converging luminous

fan does the temperature actually increase. However, as noted, the jump

occurs at 1500 OK. At this temperature 0- loses its electron in an I

average time of 2.5 nsec which is compatible with the observed rise time

to 24,000 *K. Conseq.ently, electron detachment is considered to be im- S

portant as in Gallimberti's leaders (See reference 17, p. C7-212).

(It is perhaps worthwhile to note that in times of the order of 10-8 sec

0 is probably the only negative ion that can be obtained because it is

produced through dissociative attachment 02 + e - 0- + 0 and it is unlikely

that there is time for three body reactions to form other negative ions.)

The glow discharge in front of the hot region is considered to have a
6 15 -3

uniform field E 1.3 x 10 V/m, a constant electron density ne = 10 cm

and an electron temperature T 2 x 104 K associated with the barrier
e

produced by vibrational excitation. Thus a current is produced and Joule

heating produces the gradual temperature increast. It can be argued that

since the process is transient such a high field and electron density

are compatible with each other. However, it must be noted that plasma

shielding is not considered.2' For instance, if the electron temperature

4
is of the order of 2 x 10 °K, the shielding distance near a high voltage

region at 125 kV is _ (eV/kT 80 Pm and the time to produce the
- -12.

shielding is (w /2n) 4 x 10 sec. Both values are very small com-
p -8

pared to experimental values of 2 cm and 2 x 10 sec. 0 is the Debye -- -

length and w the plasma frequency).
p

It could be argued that since the actual ionization in the brush

is only along the bright filaments, the actual effective field over the

whole region is higher. At any rate, there seems to be a correlation

between the computed values and those obtained from Toepler's laws.51

This basically indicates that a minimum energy must be deposited in a

glow region before it becomes the hot region of a gliding discharge.

The actual distribution of the electric field may not be important since

only the potential difference and the total length are related to Toepler's --- '-

laws.

If ionization takes place ahead of the hot channel it will have to

occur either through avalanches or through interaction with an isotropic
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electron distribution in the glow discharge region. An avalanche in air

at a field of 4 x 106 V/m becomes critical (n In 10 ) in a distance
e eo

of 4 mm and a time of 20 nsec. In that sam time the spark front would .

have traveled (2 x 106 m/sec)(2 x 108 sec)= 4 cm, which is ten times

the distance required to make a critical avalanche. There is no data

to calculate avalanche growth in a muc'. higher field, but it is known
15 -3that at the critical stage they exhibit electron densities of % 5 x 10 cm

and that the positive ions left behind slow their propagation. 34
, 
,  The

conclusion is that the glow region in front of the hot channel is not

maintained by avalanches. Therefore if ionization takes place in the

glow region it will have to be by interaction of the glow region itself

with the field. Thfs interaction has been postulated by Albright and

Tidman. They have shown that in air there can be an interaction between
7 15 3a very high field (4 x 10 V/m) and a weakly ionized plasma (n 1, 10 cm

e
Te ' 1.7 eV). This tends to produce filamentary channels that propagate

16at speeds of the order of 10 m/sec. The front thickness is of the order

of 10- cm, but since the analysis is based on an energy balance they do

not consider any specific ionization mechanism or gas heating. A follow-on

paper 4 2 considers photoionization as the ionization process, but, as noted,

this can be ruled out based on Bayle's calculations. Thus their work can

account for the filamentary nature of the corona brush but does not consider

the actual ionization process taking place.

Regardless of the actual ionization mechanism in the flow it has

to occur in a time compatible with the observed distance and velocity:
6 -

2 cm and 106 m/sec. That is to say ionization has to occur in times of

the order of 10-8 sec. Irrespective of how the front propagates it is

necessary to consider if it is pos ible to have ionization within the

glow in this short time. The ionization frequency, vit for electrons
with a maxwellian distribution (guaranteed by the condition \e /v >> m /mn )

can be calculated. (See e.g. Abbas and Bayle"6 p. 654 or Larigaldle5' p.29).

Assuming an ionization potential of 16 eV and the ions to be at room

temperature (Te in eV).

11
v 1.66 x 10 T (1 + T /8) exp (-16/T)u I  .66x e  ee"
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From this equation we can calculate the following table:

vi-I/sec 1.8 x 10 - 7  1.0 x 10 - 8  1.7 x 10 - 9  5.2 x10 10

Te/eV 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

It is clear then that within times of 10 sec electrons in a glow of 0

energy larger than 2.0 eV can reproduce each other. It can even be shown

that, as in Gallimberti's leaders, the glow may be in equilibrium with

a dissociative recombination process [e + (XY) + X + Y1 provided
> 21 115 3

ne> 2.1 x 10 cm This is the value used by Albright and Tidman, I t -

Larigaldie and ourselves and corresponds to those actually measured in -

streamers by Wagner and Tholl. It is concluded that a filamentary glow

15 -3
with Te> 2.0 eV and n-> 10 cm is compatible with the glow in the

gliding discharge. But againa maxwellian distribution implies effective

Coulomb shielding and the formation of sheaths.

At this stage the ONERA experiment is necessarily suffering from a

high ratio of interpretation to experimental data. Just the same as in

other sparks, it is not clear how the electrons become sufficient in

number to heat the gas. Bastien and Marode's mechanism of gradual heating L

can be ruled out on a time basis alone. There are no Dupuy's filaments

or our cathode spots to provide the change. A process associated with an

ion acoustic instability has been suggested but we fail to see how this

can arise in a collision dominated gas (Vee << en) . Even if an ion

acoustic wave can be produced, its speed is of the order of 3 x 103 m/sec.

roughly three orders of magnitude slower than the spark velocity. It

could be argued that since the spark velocity has a lower limit that is

comparable to the electron acoustic speed the whole process is associated

with a supersonic electron shock. However, we are not aware of any descrip-

tion actually leading to gas heating and should point out that even though

Fowler has assumed the existence of these shocks their true nature and

indeed their existence is just becoming clear. We would strongly recommend

that electron density measurements be made ahead of the hot region. (In

the A and B periods of Borgade and Hartmann,s0 or the AB and BC of

Larigaldies1 ). An important finding that will be described in forthcoming

publications by Larigaldie is the possibility that gas heating may be
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closely associated with superelastic collisions and three body electron-

electron recombination (e + e + X e + X). This process allows the

neutrals to get hot while supplying energy to the electron gas. This

seems to be the process that leads to a nearly completely ionized gas,

and is compatible with experimental time and temperature changes seen

by the spectroscopic study. Finally it should be noted that there has

been recently a lot of speculation 55' 56 concerning the possibility of

very fast ('\, 500 eV) run-awav electrons in highly overvolted gaps and

in lightning. A gliding discharge could be easily adapted to look for

them, for instance, by placing a sensor just below the Lucite surface.

VII. Conclusions

There is evidence that in all sparks, irrespective of pressure and

geometry, gas heating is preceded by the formation of a glow discharge.

This includes highly overvolted long gaps and surface discharges in which

the glow travels ahead of a hot thermalized region. In all cases, the

glow constitutes a weakly ionized channel with sufficient electron

temperature and density to reduce electrical forces within the region

where it exists. In small sparks the glow fills the whole inter-electrode

region before any gas heating occurs. Then processes associated with

the glow-electrode interface interact with a primarily isotropic dis-

tribution of electrons in the gap. The electron energy increases and

the degree of ionization also increases to the stage where Coulomb inter-

actions with heavy particles (ions) becomes important. The possibility

that gradual heating reduces the gas density and increases the ionization

rate is not supported by experimental evidence. On the other hand, the
interaction of electrons from the cathode with those in the gap, the ..

existence of waves of potential gradient that reflect at the electrodes

and the formation of hot filaments associated with either electrode has

been clearly demonstrated. In long laboratory sparks both the leading

glow and the hot gas region that follow it, propagate at speeds of the

4order of 10 m/sec and involve currents of the order of I A. The transition

from a glow to arc is not understood, as evidenced by mutually exclusive

models based on either shock waves that overtake high energy electrons

or, instead, comparatively low energy electrons undergoing attachment

and detachment. The degree of ionization in the leader is small and full

ionization becomes evident only with the return stroke.
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Highly overvolted discharges over charged dielectrics travel at speeds

of the order of 106 m/sec with currents of 100 A. They involve hot channels

that seem to be fully ionized as indicated by initial spectroscopic studies. 0
Superelastic collisions and three body electron-electron-ion recombination

may play an important role in these discharges that exhibit characteristics

similar to lightning leaders: electron densities, time variation, current

magnitude and speed. This last one is of the order, or slightly higher

-e than the electron-acoustic speed in the weakly ionized plasma ahead of

e the hot region. It suggests the existence of an electron shock. The

"* actual transition from glow to hot channel is again not clear but the

ability of these surface discharges to display all phenomena at a prede-

termined location makes them a powerful experimental tool. The ONERA

sparks are produced using extremely high voltages (" 125 kV). However,

the critical parameter is the charge density and it is also possible to

produce similar discharges using smaller voltages and thinner dielectrics.

This has been demonstrated by Blythe and Carr.
57

It must be stressed that although in all discharges the transition

from a glow to a hot channel is not clearly understood, it most certainly

involves interactions at a degree of ionization where Coulomb forces be-

tween electrons are important. The concept of independent electrons in-

teracting with an electric field is not appropriate at this stage and

must be replaced by that of collective interactions in a plasma fluid.

From a practical point of view a streamer or glow discharge over a

thin dielectric has the possibility of puncturing through and establishing

a cathode or anode activity that may then heat the region above the

dielectric. This is obviously related to the problem of attachment of

discharges to painted, or epoxy covered metal surfaces. There are several

practical examples that can be listed to indicate the importance of

these processes. First is the fact that aircraft seems to be more vul-

nerable to lightning discharges when the plane travels in a positively

charged cloud.5 8  This may be related to the fact that weakly ionized

discharges produce a cathode region from which a strong wave can be

launched. (Only strong electron discontinuities, shocks, are possible .

with negative discharges). Again there is evidence that the process of

dissociative attachment (02 + e 0 0 + 0) produces discontinuities in lasers
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5. and that at atmospheric pressure the disturbance travels at about the

electron-acoustic velocity. There is the problem of surface discharges

over thin dielectrics associated with thermal blankets in satellites.

Balamin, et al. have reproduced satellite conditions and bombarded

with electrons (20keV) a thin (50 wm) Kapton dielectric with an aluminum .

backing. Very strong discharges are produced that follow surface dis-

turbances associated with brushing or rubbing. Discharges can then be

5 0made to follow straight paths. Their average speed is 7.1 x 10 m/sec.

Even A very "clean" surface in the presence of a hot plasma can lead to

the production of cathode spots that contaminate the plasma and interfere

with the operation of a reactor.-"
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Laser-Induced Helium Plasma

.. : by"""

Stanley Bashkin .

ABSTRACT

A spectroscopic study was made of a laser-induced helium plasma. The in-

tensities of several spectral lines were studied as a function of gas pressure

and time subsequent to the initiating laser pulse. The widths of some lines

were measured as a function of time. The information was used to determine

the electron temperature and density as a function of time, and also to iden-

tify certain restrictions on the kinds of transitions which can occur in the

plasma. From the latter, some problems which appear in the literature have

been solved. The essential feature of the solution is that angular momentum

must be conserved, a requirement which limits the final states which can be

formed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the important areas of study by the Optical Physics Research (OPR).' i

branch of the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL) is the emission of optical

and infrared radiation from the upper atmosphere. The radiation arises from

atoms, molecules, and ions of the atmospheric gases, stimulated by the passage

of particles, photons, and man-made objects through that region.

In order to evaluate the kinds of optical/infrared transitions which occur

in the upper atmosphere, OPR has developed apparatus intended to simulate or

otherwise represent the appropriate events. This apparatus includes gas cells

into which electrons or laser light can be injected, and spectrometers/inter-

ferometers for making measurements on the radiations which the electrons or

lasers generate. It is possible to make measurements as a function of type of

gas, gas pressure, injected power, electron energy, and time. This last is

especially useful when the initiating energy source is pulsed.

My own work in the past twenty years or so has been in accelerator-based

atomic physics, with particular emphasis on the light which is radiated when

fast atomic ions are sent through thin foils. This so-called method of "beam-

foil spectroscopy" is my major individual contribution to modern atomic

research. Among other things, it has made possible the measurement of the

radiative lifetimes of excited states in multiply-ionized atoms, and similar '

measurements when the emissions lie in the vacuum ultraviolet. The seventh

international conference on this subject will be held at Oxford in the summer

of 1984. I organized the first and third such conferences, and have served on

the program committees of all the others.
@1

In addition, a colleague (Professor John 0. Stoner, Jr.) and I have pub-

lished four large volumes of energy-level and Grotrian diagrams for all opti-

cal emissions from all stages of ionization for the first 25 chemical elements.
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It was the combination of my laboratory and collative experience in atomic

spectroscopy which led OPR to feel that I could be of assistance in their pro-

gram. At the same time, the problems on which they were working had a certain

appeal to me because there were difficulties in interpreting the spectroscopic

information which had been obtained at OPR or had been published in the open . 2

literature. Those difficulties posed a challenge which I thought was intri-

guing.

The foregoing comity of interests and backgrounds made it reasonable that

I meet the responsibilities of my fellowship at AFGL/OPR.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

In the course of my pre-summer visit, I was shown both published and

unpublished data which Dr. Russell Armstrong of OPR and some external col-

leagues had taken on the time-dependence of the emissions from laser-induced

plasmas in nitrogen, oxygen, and argon. Those data looked to be rather compli-

cated, but the unpublished results suggested to me that there might be some

interesting multiplicity-dependent effects which could be used to interpret the

results. However, because of the complexity of the systems which had been in-

vestigated, I proposed that we try a similar experiment, but on the atomically

simpler gas, helium.

This suggestion was accepted, and Dr. Jonathan Lurie was assigned to work

with me. By the time I arrived for the summer's activities, he had already

taken some preliminary data, which enabled us to refine the experimental tech-

nique for the problem at hand.

On the basis of the early studies, we were able to establish these goals:

1. Measure the spectral emissions in the wavelength range from 350

to 600 nm as a function of gas pressure in the range from 50 to 400 torr.

2. Observe the intensities of certain spectral lines as a function

of time subsequent to the laser pulse.
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3. Determine the electron temperature and density in the plasma as

a function of time and various physical parameters.

4. Study the influence of laser power.

5. Survey the literature on helium plasmas, and interpret our

results in the light of what was already known.

6. Apply our results and the analysis thereof to the development of

further experiments and, of course, to the original work on the atmospheric

gases.

III. APPROACH TO THE OBJECTIVES

Light from a Nd:YAG laser at 1.06 microns was focused into a cell which - --

was filled with helium gas to the desired pressure. This light caused the

helium to enter the plasma phase and emit light of its own. That light was

examined in two different ways. In one, an optical multi-channel analyzer was

used in intervals of 16 nm in order to obtain the emission spectrum. In the

other, the light was brought into a Spex Czerny-Turner scanning monochromator

so that the behavior of individual spectral lines could be examined.

The laser was pulsed with a pulse width of 10 ns and a repetition rate of

100 per sec. This made it possible to follow the intensity of selected spec-

tral lines as a function of time. These measurements constituted the main

thrust of the work, and were made as a function of gas pressure. The most

useful data were obtained in the pressure range between 100 and 400 torr.

In addition, several spectral lines, especially 468.6 nm from the n - 4 to @1

n - 3 transition in He II and 587.5 nm from 2p 3pO - 3d 3D in He I, were

scanned, so as to determine the electron temperature and density as a function

of time.

It quickly developed that this approach was entirely satisfactory, and

excellent data were obtained, permitting us to satisfy the first four goals

mentioned in II. At the same time, goal 5 was met, although the literature on
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He plasmas includes several hundred papers. We were able to study perhaps 50

of the most significant papers. In doing so, it appeared that our experiment

was virtually unique, in that only one or two other authors had reported on 6

the phenomena we found to be interesting. Moreover, the previous work along

these lines was either neglected, as regards fundamental analysis, or confused,

because of inadequate experimental breadth. Hence, we were in the position of

making a significant contribution to the physics of the helium plasma.

The literature also included some puzzles, in that certain cross sections

were found to be zero, the rates of some other reactions unusually small, and

there were apparent contradictions in a number of papers. We were then in the

position of being able to use our findings to clarify all of the foregoing, so

that goal 5 was more than met.

Goal 6 remains to be met, but it is our hope that at least part of it

will be achieved in the course of preparing the results of the summer's work

for publication in a research journal. That writing is now in progress.

IV. NEW OBJECTIVES

The first new objective is to complete a paper describing our work and

submit it to an appropriate scientific journal for publication. The first draft

of such a paper has now been finished, and the second draft is in progress.

The second objective is to take advantage of our experiment so as to -'-

improve the quality and extend the quantity of the data. This can be done, for

example, by modifying the optics, particularly the match of f/numbers between

the collimating lenses and the spectrometer. Such a modification would permit

working at lower pressures and at later times, while still giving good

signal/background data. Another modification that would be helpful is instal-

ling electronics to give digital rather than just analogue output from the

detector.
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A third objective is to repeat the experiment with hydrogen, rather than

helium. It is not clear whether hydrogen or helium is the simpler system as

regards our plasma conditions, but, nonetheless, the extension of the measure- O

ments to hydrogen would give important information regarding the model we

have developed to explain the helium results.

The fourth and final objective is to repeat the experiment with atmo-

spheric gases. Those gases are, of course, of primary interest to AFGL/OPR, but

it seemed sensible to defer their study until the work on helium and hydrogen

was finished. That viewpoint prevails in the light of the summer's experience,

so the investigation of nitrogen and oxygen remains to be carried out.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

a. The most important recommendation is that the new objectives of . *

Section IV be given high priority. The physics is of great interest and the

scientific feasibility of the measurements has been clearly demonstrated. The

main handicap is a shortage of manpower that can be assigned to such work. My . " -

colleague, Dr. Jonathan Lurie of AFGL/OPR, has been given additional responsi- "

bilities, and it is not clear that he could devote adequate time to the plasma

research. On the other hand, the apparatus is relatively simple to use, and my

sugggestion is that two skilled experimenters be brought into the laboratory

as temporary personnel for the purpose of doing this work. I estimate that a

month's hard work by two people could meet at least the second and third of

the new objectives, so it would not be particularly expensive. If SCEEE could

finance such a project, I would be willing to assist in finding the proper

people to deal with this problem.

b. In discussions with Dr. Armstrong and his colleague,

Dr. William Blumberg, it developed that there would be considerable AFGL/OPR

interest in supporting a new project in my home laboratory at the University

of Arizona, and it is my intention to request support from a mini-grant so that
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such a program could be started. This new work would deal with the possibil-

ity that heavy particles - i.e., protons and elements of higher charge - could

generate radiations in the infrared region of the spectrum when passing O

through atmospheric gases. Since protons and helium nuclei with energies in

the neighborhood of I MeV impinge upon the upper atmosphere and participate in

auroral events, there is an obvious application to understanding processes that

take place in that part of the earth.

In order to look at these possibilities, particles from the smaller (2 MV)

of the two Van de Graaff accelerators in my laboratory would be energized to

about 1 MeV and sent into suitable gas targets. Radiations would be analyzed

with a Fabry-Perot interferometer. The accelerator, with all necessary auxil- "

iary apparatus, is available, and Drs. Armstrong and Blumberg have agreed to

lend me an interferometer adequate for exploratory studies. I would be joined

in this endeavor by two Arizona colleagues - Professor Laurence C. McIntyre,

who is highly experienced in both accelerator and atomic experimental work,

and Professor John 0. Stoner, Jr., who is a fine spectroscopist with excellent

experience with interferometers as well as with particle accelerators. Thus

we believe that we would be in a good position as regards the proposed inves-

tigations.

c. Finally, I would urge that the SCEEE program be expanded so as to

enable vigorous prosecution of those researches which appear to be especially

promising. Ten weeks are, after all, rather a short time for completing a

serious task. In those instances where at least a good start has been made, it

would be valuable if SCEEE were to be able to support a major effort to

ensure full exploitation of the potential.
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INVESTIGATION OF LIQUID SLOSHING IN SPIN-STABILIZED SATELLITES

By

Joseph R. Baumgarten

and

Daniel E. Hill

ABSTRACT

Certain configurations of spin-stabilized spacecraft consis-

tently develop a coning or nutating motion during the perigee burn.

This motion consists of sinusoidal oscillations about the pitch and

yaw axes at the same frequency, but with a 90* phase difference. 
The

sloshing of liquid fuel stores is suspected as a source of these

nutations. The moving liquid in its spherical containers has been

modeled as an equivalent pendulum, pivoted with the main body of the

payload, and moving relative to it with rotating constraint. The

equations of motion of the spacecraft with a pendulum system have been

derived. Numerical solution is accomplished on the digital computer.

Comparison is made to flight test data of actual spacecraft.
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I INTRODUCTION

Launchings of several of the STAR 48 Communication Satel- .

lites from the Space Shuttle have consistently resulted in a nutat-

Ing motion of the spacecraft. Flight data from roll, spin, and yaw

axis rate gyros indicate a constant frequency, equal amplitude,

sinusoidal oscillation about the yaw and pitch axis. The vector

combination of these two components of vibration results in a coning

motion of the satellite about its spin axis. The vehicle is spin

stabilized at launch, having a 1 rev/sec spin velocity imparted to it.

After launching from the Shuttle, in the perigee phase of its

orbit, the satellites power assist module (PAM) fires its thruster to
q-_

establish a geosyncronous earth orbit. It is this axial thrust that

gives rise to the coning which predominates after PAM-motor burnout.

Consistently, flight data from rate gyros indicates the steady-state

coning and a 0.5 cps small amplitude disturbance superimposed on the

1 rev/sec spin velocity.

Combustion instabilities in the PAM rocket motor were thought

to be the source of a side force which would induce the coning motion.

In order to investigate the presence of any such combustion instabil-

ities, a STAR 48 motor was fired at the Engine Test Facility, AEDC,

S.j. Arnold Atr Force Station. A test rig having lateral and axial load

cells was utilized, and the rig allowed the PAM to be spun at 1 rev/sec

during the firing. A spectral analysis was completed of the resulting

load cell records obtained during firing. A spectral analysis was corn-

pleted of the resulting load cell records obtained during firing. The

test results indicated no significant forces at the required frequency

(one half cycle per second) and it was concluded that combustion in-

stabilities could not be the source of moments about the principal

axes of the spacecraft which caused coning motion.

Dr. John T. Miller, Sverdrup Technology, Inc., AEDC Group, had

followed the static test of the STAR 48 motor. He completed an analysis
of the payload (the communication satellite), and found that a 55 ft-lb

external ooment pt one half cycle/sec would sustain the coning motion.

8-4
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He suspected that sloshing motion of liquid stores in the vehicle is

the mechanism for creating and sustaining the nutation of the space-

craft. The authors, having had some experience in modeling of slosh-

ing fluids {1,2}* made application through SCEEE for summer support

in order to join in this investigation with Dr. Miller, the AEDC

Research Colleague.

II OBJECTIVES

Certain configurations of spin stabilized spacecraft consis-

tently develop a coning or nutational motion during the launch phase.

This motion consists of sinusoidal oscillations about the pitch and yaw

axes at the same frequency, but with 90* phase difference. The sloshing

of fluid fuel stores is a probable source of these nutations. The object

of this study is to develop the dynamic response equations of an equivalent

*pherical pendulum model of the liquid and container. The pendulum model

would be refined by comparing the numerical solution of the response

equations with flight data from roll, pitch, and yaw gyros. With a

satisfactory model of the structure and its stored liquid, a parametric

study could be completed of the important design parameters which affect

the amplitude and frequency of the nutation.

III THEORY

This investigation has been initiated in order to study the

general piroblem of the dynamic effects of moving parts on the motion of

a spin-stabilized spacecraft. The problem has been formulated from

various points of view by Roberson {3}, Grubin {4, Kane and Sobala {5}.

and Edwards and Kaplan {6. Robinson modeled a rigid main body with an

arbitrary number of moving components. He chose the composite center of

mass of the system as the reference point. This formulation resulted in

time varying moments of inertia and a moving reference point. Grubin

avoided this problem by choosing the vehicle center of mass as the reference

point. He could easily identify the, instantaneous position of the moving

mass with reference to the vehicle. Kane and Sobala investigated the

problem of attitude control through controlled motion of an internal mass

Numbers in brackets designate references
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in the spacecraft. Edwards and Kaplan studied the detumbling of

a spacecraft by the programmed motion of a movable internal mass.

The equations of motion of the spacecraft were derived with the

origin of a coordinate set fixed in the principal coordinates of

the main mass of the spacecraft. Thus, a fixed reference point was

defined at the body center of mass and the instantaneous position

of the movable mass was defined relative to the main mass. This is .

the approach taken here in this present study.

Let a satellite with some even number of semi-spherical fuel

tanks be represented as shown in Figure la. The sloshing fuel can be

represented in this first approximation as a single degree of freedom

pendulum with some equivalent mass oscillating at some identifiable

radius {1,2}. Let the instantaneous angular positions of two dia-

metrically opposite pendulums be given by a and 0. Referring to

Figure lb, let the roll axis spin velocity,64, control the in-

stantaneous orientation of the fuel tanks in the y-z plane, and

O"M G 4 - • If diametrically opposite tanks have instantaneous

relative positions which are 90° out of phase then

o)< 42 3j1C Wf t ,3 gOf.Cs/ 1

" These vectors combine to one unbalanced pendulum having an oscillation

given by ..

-. ('az~ S.~n (wt .. c) (2)

with the forcing frequency given by . Then, referring to Figure lc,

a single equivalent sloshing tank with mass me results, having a slosh-

ing amplitude Y which oscillates at a forcing frequency (4. The in-

stantaneous position of the mass me is given by the coordinates

..-.. , =d &Icos ar (3) "

. .

a.-- "- )---.(
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The oscillating amplitude 2f is assumed to be small and the horizontal

position x essentially constant. Thus

(6)

~ .(e+

'.2 =e;- -. 4jx)cs zt(11)

With this definition of the kinematics of the equivalent pendulum, one

can now proceed to define the dynardic'response of the spacecraft system.

The work of Edwards and Kaplan {6) serves as basis for this analysis.

8-8



The summation of torques with respect to the inertial origin

is given by

(12)0

where H is the angular momentum, s the static moment of the body with

respect to some arbitrary point, and a is the acceleration of that point.

When the reference point is the system center of mass, the second term

of equation (12) disapears and the torque summation becomes

2fr7H(13)

We define the mass ratio of the combination of vehicle mass M and

equivalent fluid pendulum mass me as
kl "e /"i

Aoa =(14)

and the moments of inertia of the spacecraft about the principal body

fixed axes as I, Iy, and Iz. Then, equation (13) yields a set of three

coupled nonlinear differential equations in terms of the vehicle angular

velocities and the pendulum mass position, thus (recalling that the x

position is essentially constant)

(15)

S.
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IV RESULTS

The system is given its initial spin velocity, wx and the

fluid sloshing is given a small amplitude of oscillation y at a forc-

Ing frequency wf. The dynamic response equations of the vehicle have

been programmed for solution on the digital computer and a parametric

study of the physical constants of the vehicle has been initiated. The

phase of the satellite motion being studied here is that which occurs

after the completion of the booster rocket burn. In this phase, the

principal inertias of the spacecraft are constant, the axial thrust is

now zero, and a steady state sloshing can be applied as the sole dynamic

effect on the vehicle.

The digital computer solution of equations (15), (16), and

(17) is shown plotted in Figure 2. The roll axis velocity w is seen pm'

to be initialized at its 1 rev/sec spin velocity. As time advances, a

small amplitude periodic variation in spin velocity of 0.5 Hz is seen

to attain. The pitch and yaw axis velocities w and w are seen to
Z y

develop a steady state amplitude of approximately 50 deg/sec and the

periodic oscillations are seen to be out of phase by 90*.

These results agree reasonably well with Figure 3, the flight

test data from the roll, pitch, and yaw gyros of the RCA-C vehicle launch.

This simple mechanism, an equivalent planar pendulum, satisfactorily

models the effect of the sloshing fuel stores on board the spacecraft.

S 8-10
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V RECOMIENDATIONS

It is recommended that the study of variation of design

parameters be expanded to include the effect of varying fuel levels

in the storage tanks. The assumption of a planar pendulum representa-

tion of the sloshing fluid can be refined; a two degree of freedom

spherical pendulum model can be constructed for the fuel stores.

Having a working mathematical model of the sloshing fluid

in the spacecraft, many design considerations can now be pursued. The

authors plan to propose to AFOSR the investigation of passive control

of the sloshing fluid by means of tank interconnection and by valving.

Models of a control system for amplitude and phase control of tank

sloshing are deemed possible in view of tha success achieved with the

modeling results presented in Figure 2.

These r-sults suggest that further pursuit of the causes for

coning need not be made. Investigation of combustion instabilities

are no longer necessary and redesign of nozzle pins is not indicated

to be necessary. Schemes of baffeling of the fuel tanks and of slosh "

control by porting of tanks should be pursued.

B-13
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Searching for Precursors to Laser-Induced Damage

by

Michael F. Becker .

and

Fred E. Domann

Abstract

Several experimental techniques are investigated to

try to find a precursor to permanent damage caused by

laser radiation. These techniques include charge

emission, neutral particle emission, surface photo-

conductivity, and surface potential measurements. The

techniques are applied to a wide variety of optical

materials: diamond-turned copper, silicon, and various

dielectric films on fused silica substrates. Charge

emission was found to be a useful technique, and its

extension to multi-pulse experiments is recommended.

Neutral particle emission was too insensitive to be

useful. Photoconductivity data were gathered, but an

ultrahigh vacuum system in conjunction with photon bo

cleaning is probably necessary to gather meaningful

data. Suggestions for further investigations are offered,

including a surface potential probe.
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1. Introduction.

In the years that laser-Induced damage has been

studied, two important, fundamental questions still remain

unanswered.1  (1) What microscopic mechanism or mechanisms

lead to laser damage? (2) Is there a reliable (non-

destructive) precursor to laser damage? These two

questions are clearly related, and an understanding of one

will aid In understanding the other. In this summer

research project, we will concentrate on the second

question and seek precursor information In laser damage
a'.

using a variety of new techniques. The study is to be

carried out using a wide variety of samples, and the

results will be correlated with other commonly used

% diagnostics for laser damage.

11. Objectives.

The problem of finding a precursor to laser damage

will be addressed using the following experimental

techniques: (1) charge emission, (2) neutral particle

emission (detected by rapid pressure fluctuations), (3)

surface photoconductivity, and (4) surface potenial

changes. The apparatus for each of these diagnostics is fS.

to be constructed, tested, and applied to as wide a range

9-4 '
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of samples as possible. Ideally, samples should include

metals, semiconductors, insulators, and dielectric thin

films. A description of the apparatus and the experi-

mental results for each of the four diagnostics will be

found in each of the four subsequent sections of this

A.report.

11I. Charge Emission.

The emission of negative charge into vacuum during

*s laser irradiation was the first diagnostic to be studied

in this project. However, we will first describe the

characteristics of the laser system which are common to

all of the experiments which were conducted.

The laser was a Quantel Nd:YAG laser oscillator

amplifier system. The 1.06 micron pulses were 5.07 t 1.0

ns long and were produced by passive Q-switching. The

pulse profiles were measured with a fast vacuum photodiode
-° .- p

and were always smooth Gaussians. After amplification, . -.

the pulses passed through an attenuator consisting of a

rotating half-wave plate and a polarizer. At the sample

location, the laser beam was brought to a focus by a 2 m

focal length lens. The focal plane of the lens was

scanned with a narrow (<50 micron) slit in order to

9-5
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determine the beam spot size on the target. By this

method, the beam radius at the focus was found to be 180

microns. In addition, the beam profiles were reasonably

Gaussian. The laser energy in the focal plane was

measured by an energy meter which sampled part of the

incident beam. This meter was calibrated against a second

meter placed behind the focal plane. Using all the

preceding information, the energy, the energy density

(fluence) , and. the intensity (power/area) of the laser

pulse incident on the sample could be determined for every

laser shot.

A variety of samples were used in these experi-

ments: metals, semiconductors, and dielectrics. Diamond-

turned copper mirrors were tested as being representative

of the best metal optics. Single-crystal silicon wafers
". polished on both sides represented the semiconducting

materials, and fused silica substrates coated with half- I"-

wave thick dielectric coatings represented the wide band-

gap insulators. Two high quality coating materials were

46 tested in these experiments: Ta206 and A12 03 . These

dielectric films were also tested for photoconductivity,

and these experiments will be described in Section V.

op,.
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During the course of the work looking for precursors

to damage, the thresholds for single-pulse damage were !:-,

measured for all of the optics which we tested. These

results are shown in Table I.

Single-Pulse Extremes of

Sample Damage Threshold Damage-No-Damage

Silicon Wafer 1.6 J/cm2  1.1-2.18 J/cm 2

Copper, Diamond- 2.1 3/cm 2  2.0-2.4 3/cm 2

Turned

Cr-26 Film 10.4 J/cm 2  9.8-12.0 J/cm 2

Ta205 Film ~ 10 3/cm 2  9.4-10.8 3/cm 2

A12 03 Film Uncertain 50-125 3/cm 2

Table 1. Single-pulse damage threshold for

all the samples which were tested (except for

the photoconductivity samples, see Section V.)

The main emphasis of this section is on the relation .4

between charged particle emission and laser-induced "

damage. The data were collected by placing the samples in

a vacuum of about 10-6 Torr. A charge collecting wire was

placed about 2 cm above and slightly to the side of the

sample surface. The wire was charged to +1,500 volts

(sufficient to collect all emitted negative charge), and

the negative charge pulses were amplified by an Amptek A-

9-7
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203 and A-206 charge sensitive amplifier chip set. The

sensitivity was calibrated as 1.75 x 1013 volts/coulomb. 7 01

In practice, the ultimate sensitivity was limited by

-~ Induced noise to about 10-1  coulomb, and the dynamic

range was slightly more than two orders of magnitude. The

charge emission waveform was then acquired by the

Tektronics transient recorder and computer. We should

point out that judging whether a sample is damaged or not
-'c-.'

Is a controversial subject. The criterion we used was

that damage occurred if any visible change could be

observed under an optical Normarski microscope at up to

400x.

in general, the results of the charge emission

experiments fell into two categories:

(1) No charge emission is observed until the

material surface is damaged, or

(2) The surface emits charge prior to damage but O

there is no obvious correlation between charge emission

and subsequent damage.

Silicon and the Cr-26 dielectric film fell into category

1, while copper and the remaining dielectrics fell into

9-8
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category 2. For category 1, the quantity of charge

emitted was always so great as to saturate the charge .6

collection electronics.
." . .

Some experiments were conducted in which more than

one pulse was incident on the same site. In this case,

all the materials in category 2 showed a "cleaning" effect

where the charge emission eventually became undetectable

after a sufficient number of pulses of the same energy

were incident on the site. Presumably, this effect is due

to laser cleaning of surface contaminants by evaporation

and ionization. The quantity of charge emitted showed no

correlation with laser energy in all cases except one.

For copper, the charge emission prior to damage was noisy

but shows a monotonic increase with increasing laser

fluence. This result is plotted in Figure 1. Because of

the scatter in the data, there is no way to discriminate

between a power law dependence of emitted charge on

fluence or an inverse exponential dependence. Theoreti-

cally, the former dependence is associated with multi-

photon processes, and the latter is associated with

thermal emission over an energy barrier.

The morphologies of the damaged samples were studied

using Normarski microscopy. In general, there was more

9-9
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information to be gained from the more pure and ordered

materials; i.e., more structure was visible on single-

crystal silicon than on polycrystalline copper or on

glassy dielectrics. Emphasis was placed on near damage

threshold events only.

Typical results showed that the copper formed small

melt pits on damage with no apparent correlation between --

the pits. At higher fluences, more uniform melting

resulted in ripple and diffraction ring formation in

addition to melt pits. Silicon showed a wealth of '.

*information and gave distinctly different results for

single-pulse and multi-pulse damage. For single-pulse

damage, shallow features are formed: grooves, ripples,

and diffraction rings. But for multi-pulse damage, only';V

correlated chains of pits are formed, dnd each chain
always contains more than one pit. This damage morphology ":':

has been observed and models for it discussed for the case

of picosecond laser pulses.2  The high quality dielectric

films damaged in what appear to be circular regions.

These regions are of high contrast under the Normarski. A

limited number of examples of the damage morphologies we

have observed are shown in Figure 2.

9-11
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In conjunction with the experiments on silicon, the

nonlinear absorption of th 1-mm-thick wafers was measured r..

at fluences up to the single-pulse damage threshold. The

data are plotted in Figure 3 such that if two-photon

absorption is present, a linear plot will result. This

effect shows clearly in the figure. Unfortunately, the

sample had very parallel faces, and 1.06 microns fell on

an etalon resonance. If this were not the case, the

nonlinear absorption coefficient could be easily

determined from the slope of the curve.

In summary, we find charge emission to be an

indicator of surface cleanliness only for the first laser

pulse. In some materials, it is a reliable indicator of

the first damage event. Work remains on the significance

of charge emission in the multi-pulse regime.

IV. Neutral Particle Emission.

Neutral particle emission data were collected from one

sample each of copper and silicon. Neutral particles were

detected with a fast ionization guage Model FIG-1, manu-

factured by Beam Dynamics, Inc. The operating principles

of the fast ionization gauge are identical with those of a

standard Bayard-Alpert ionization gauge, but the dimensions . ,_

9-13
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LL
of the fast ionization gauge are significantly smaller,

* thus reducing the ion travel times from the grid region

* (where the ionization occurs) to the collector. The fast-

* ionization gauge was controlled with a Model FC-1 Control

Unit which regulated the emission current (continuously

* adjustable, 5SaA -3KA) and provided a DC voltage output

signal (4EV - 1Y) . The response time of the device was

3us, and the sensitivity was 1 x 105 volt Torr-1 per mA of

* emission current. During these measurements, the emission *-

current was nominally adjusted to 0.5 mA.

Figure 4 shows a typical output that was obtained when

*a copper sample was irradiated with a 3.1 J/cm2 pulse,

which Is well above the single-shot damage threshold for

*copper at 2.1 J/cm2 . The small neutral particle emission

in Figure 4a can be compared to the saturated ion emission

signal shown In Figure 4b. 71,~

Similar results were obtained for neutral particle

emission from silicon.

Th for the small signal was no doubt due to the

*small U le subtended by the fast ionization gauge,
1s

together wltr its small ionization volume (330 mm). Ti

9-15
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diagnostic was deemed too insensitive, based on the above

results, and was not used in subsequent experiments.

.-....-

V. Photoconductivity.

Photoconductivity data were collected for three samples

of A12 03 and one of Ta2 05 . Gold on chromium conducting

strips 0.045 inches wide and 0.1pm thick were vapor-

deposited on top of the dielectric coatings. The sample

was mounted in a ceramic (MACOR by Corning) holder shown in

Figure 5 , and electrical connections to the conducting

strips were made with gold-plated, electromechanical relay

contacts. The conducting strips were deposited such that

four different spacings between strips, called channels, 222---

resulted. These channel widths were 0.08, 1.21, 1.65, and

2.03 mm. Voltages were applied to the conducting strips

such as to produce electric fields from about 5.0 x 104 V/m

to 1.7 x 106 V/m. Charge flowing into the positive

electrode was sensed with the charge amplifier described in

Section III (Charge Emission). The output of the charge

amplifier was sent to the transient digitizer.

Since the noise level of the charge amplifier output

was approximately 0.020 mV and the digitizer saturated at

approximately 2.2 V, the dynamic range of charge detecting

_% I9-17 . .,',"j
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system covered about two orders of magnitude. It turns out

that this range was not adequate to measure the amount of

charge collected as a function of laser radiation for laser

fluences adequate to cause damage. For laser fluences that

resulted in an unsaturated charge collection signal, an

attempt was made to find a functional relationship between -"_

the charge collected and laser fluence. The results for

several samples (A1203 and Ta2 05 ) are shown in Table II.

It was found that these data were uncorrelated on a linear, -

* log-log, or exponential graph.

Laser Fluence 1.97 6.68 7.19 6.12 5.29 4.77 6.61 5.95 S.46 5.76 4.8
(j/cm2) j

Charge Collected 8.7 37.7 100 49.0 12.0113.0 130 77.0 14.3 77.0 44.0

(x1O S coulombs) -..-.

(a)

Laser Fuence 0.58 0.56 O.S5 0.54 0.56 0.58 0.64 0.62
(,/cm2 )

* Charge Collected 8.84 2.0 4.13 1.57 7.4 8.8 9.69 0.713 "

(xl0 14 coulombs) I - -

(b)

Table II. (a) Charge collected versus laser fluence

for A1203  -'' e.

(b) Charge collected versus laser fluence

for Ta2 05
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The data in Table 11 show that for a given laser

"fluence, Ta2 05  conducts charge much more readily than

A1203 , and that for either type of sample the charge .

conduction varied widely from site to site for a given

radiation fluence.

C.."

In fact, for one A12 03 sample (which was irradiated at

1.0 Atm), there was no apparent predamage charge conduc-

tion.

It was also found that for those samples of A12 03 that

were irradiated in a vacuum chamber (P u 2 x 10-6 Torr),

predamage charge collection was readily apparent. This

raises the question of whether the charge collected was

actually due to the photoconductivity or charge emission.

Since no provision was made in the experiment to distin-

guish between the two, one must conclude that either could

have produced the observed signal.

To summarize the photoconductivity experiment then,

several key items should be pointed out: (1) The dynamic

range of the charge collecting instrumentation was too

small to determine if a relationship between collected
C.,%

charge and laser fluence existed; (2) the data were very

92
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site-specific, probably due to surface contaminants; and

(3) some experimental provision should be made to determine

whether the collected charge is due to photoconductivity or

charge emission (see Recommendations).

VI. Electrostatic Probe.

It is possible that the accumulation of surface charge

or surface dipoles or the change in surface potential might

be a precursor to laser damage. An Instrument to measure -.-.

* surface potential was researched, designed, and constructed

during the course of this work. It utilizes a vibrating

capacitor probe to measure surface potential. A recent

method to do this is described in reference 3, and this

type of device is reviewed In reference 4. Surface

potential is sensitive to surface charge, surface dipoles,

and adsorbed impurities. For this reason, it might be

useful in the study of laser damage.

The probe utilizes an electromagnetic drive coil with

a probe tip 1 mm in diameter. The tip may easily be

vibrated from .1 to .25 mm excursion for voltages between 5

and 12 Vrms. A plan view of the probe is shown in Figure

6.

oil 9-21
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At the end of the project, the probe had not been

tested with a laser-damaged sample. The continuation of ).0

this investigation will be treated in Section VII.

VII. Recommendations.

Charge emission has been shown to be a useful

diagnostic in laser damage studies. Some Improvements can *- -!

still be made, and we make the following recommendations:

a. It is recommended, of course, to raise the

saturation level of the charge amplifier so that the

dynamic range well exceeds the level at damage threshold.

b. It is recommended that multi-pulse experiments be

conducted to separate cleaning effects from damage and pre-

damage phenomena.

c. It is recommended that an energy analysis system be

added to the system to facilitate photoelectron or photolon

spectroscopy. Data obtained from such experiments may be

very useful in determining the energetics of laser damage

and lead to useful microscopic models.

9-23
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d. It is recommenmded that a sensitive mass

spectrometer be added to the vacuum chamber to help .

identify the liberated species. The mass spectrometer

would also be useful to determine the cleanliness of the

surface.

It is still uncertain whether surface conductivity

will be a useful diagnostic for laser damage. Because

conductivity is significantly effected by surface

contaminants5  it is recommended that conductivity

measurements similar to those described in Section V be

carried out in a vacuum chamber capable of reaching

pressures well below those achieved with the present

system. To estimate a reasonable background pressure, we
may use the fact that tj is approximately 10 6/p, where

is the time in seconds for one monolayer of a contaminant

to adsorb on an atomically clean surface and P is the

" background pressure In Torr. Thus, for example, if one

assumes a perfectly clean surface in a background pressure

of 10-9 Torr, one monolayer of con-taminants will be

adsorbed in approximately 103 seconds. At these pressures,

a sample could be cleaned via photon desorption while in

the vacuum chamber and afford the experimenter ample time

to collect data.

.... 9-24
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Finally, we recommend that tests using the surface
potential measuring device be conducted as this technique

still looks promising.
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PROPAGATION LOSS IN ELECTROSTATICALLY VARIABLE

SAW DELAY LINES

by

Henry L. Bertoni

ABSTRACT

Variations in SAW time delay due to an applied D.C. electric field has been

*. suggested as a means for achieving the phase shift needed for each radiating -.

element in phased-array antennas. Important device parameters are: 1) insertion

loss, and; 2) sensitivity of delay change to D.C. terminal voltage. These

parameters can be in competition, in that device modifications intended to improve

one parameter may make the other worse. These parameters are considered for the

normal-field configuration, and for the in-plane configuration in which both

D.C. electrodes are on the same surface as the SAW. The in-plane configuration

can have high voltage sensitivity if the electrodes are close together, but dif-

fraction loss for this case is found to be large for long path lengths. Methods

for limiting diffraction loss without reducing voltage sensitivity are investigated.
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n. . . I. Introduction .'O

%.

-'. ". The phase shifters currently used in phased array antennas are typically of .

:'!-'.:. "- .the latching ferrite type. The cost of these phase shifters constitutes a ::'::. .

"-"" ~~significant fraction of the cost of the antenna. Alternative means of achieving--_.".

phase shift that is less expensive is therefore highly desirable. It has been'''--

found that stogD.C. electric fields chnethe time dlyin surface acoustic ::::.-.

"""" ~wave (SAW) devices (1-31. This effect has the potential for providing phase""--
"

": - shift from inexpensive devices fabricated by photolithographic techniques. -

"%: The first configuration of D.C. electrodes to be studied (1,21 employed an

.' .. ,"..

' '-,. electric field normal to surface on which the SAW propagates. The field was-..

:- ~generated by a voltage applied to a metallic film deposited on the surface... .

w Because of the thickness of the piezoelectric crystal plate needed for mechanical

_. :- :.,:

7:.. strength, rather high terminal voltages were needed to achieve significant velocity...-

;' " change. .X-
,Budreau, et.al. 3 proposed the in-plane configuration, in which DC.

. , ~voltage is applied between two electrodes, both deposited on the SAW surface and ',.-

lying on either side of the propagation region. Because the electrode gap can be

made much less than the plate thickness, this configuration can have higher

velocity sensitivity to D.C. terminal voltage. For convenience in fabrication MM".:

the electrodes were in the form of bars approximately 50 SAW wavelengths wide.

phaseAs a result of attenuation in theef il y the electrodes affect the een

SAW dpropagaton as if they were semi-nfnite. Shorting of the R.F. electric

field by the electrodes slows the SAW propagating beneath them. Thus, the SAW

propagates from i nput to output transducer in a high velocity channel or gap

N%

between two sem-nfinte regions of low velocity. This arrangement is opposite

eto that known to act as a wavegude [4,5]. For the long paths needed to achieve .

voltage sensitivity, the high velocity gap mea y have large diffraction loss. This

loss is expected to increase with decreasing gap width.in nwch.

"e I~0-4 " "

v g a e t t l o b d i o S s c

.:::::-" '.,::-: lying::': on.-: either..:-:side.::of.:.the : propaatio region:-:::.:: Becaus the::-: electrode. ga , an be- :-:- :.., .:.:::-:--[ii.., ,-made much.less than the plate thickness..-..-.,:this. configuration-.i.,..-. can........have,.. higher ......-.. ,...-,.,
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II. Objectives of the Research Effort

The purpose of this study is to investigate the tradeoffs between propagation r.i*

loss and voltage sensitivity, and to seek improvements that can be achieved by

modification of the electrode geometry. Transducer bandwidth requirements strongly

favor the high coupling cuts of LiNbO3 , for which the relation between velocity

change and electrostatic field has been obtained experimentally. For this reason,

* we do not consider improvements in voltage sensitivity that might result from

* using other materials.

Consideration is first given to the normal field configuration. It is shown

that raising the electrode slightly off the surface reduces SAW attenuation.

However, voltage sensitivity is decreased.

Diffraction loss for the in-plane configuration is then investigated. Scalar

"e wave theory is used to represent the two dimension SAW propagation. An expression

is derived.for the diffraction loss due to wide electrodes. This expression

confirms the expectation of high loss for long, narrow gaps.

Two methods for reducing diffraction loss are considered. One method employs

electrodes whose width is one half of an appropriately defined wavelength. To

first order, these electrodes are invisible to the SAW, so that the diffraction

loss is nearly that of a free surface.

Another method considered to reduce diffraction loss employs an overlay of

acoustically fast material deposited on top of the electrodes. For sufficiently *-%,S '

thick overlay, the SAW under the electrodes becomes fast as compared to the gap ..--

region, so that the configuration acts as a slot waveguide 4,51. This case ,

involves a mode coupling loss that is independent of gap length, rather than

* diffraction loss. -.. .p.
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III. Basic Device Considerations 

.-..

The performance of electrostatically varied delay lines involves the three

factors, dispersion, insertion 
loss and voltage sensitivity. 

Of the three, 
.

dispersion appears to be the least significant for application to phased array

radar, since serious degredation of the antenna performance occurs only for

velocity-changes greater than about 10% over the operating band. Insertion loss

and voltage sensitivity are critical factors, and changing device parameters to

Improve one factor frequently makes the other worse. .,

The size of the three factors, and some suggestions for improvement are

discussed below for both the normal field and in-plane configurations. ..-

A. Normal-Field Configuration

The normal field configuration 
is shown in Fig. 1, including 

a modified 
%

electrode configuration. This modification employs a top electrode separated
separated

from the surface of the piezoelectric crystal by a distance H. In the usual

-. device, the top electrode consists of a plating of thickness h deposited directly

on the crystal surface (H-0).

1. Dispersion

For thin platings, dispersion is proportional to wh, where o)

is the radian frequency (w =2wf), as discussed in Ref. [6]. A conducting

plating can slow the Rayleigh wave 
as a result of mass loading, over and above 

-

the slowing due to shorting of the piezoelectric field. The slowing due to mass
0

loading by a 600 A thick A0o) plating on LiNbO3 is given by

- 2.03 x 10- (16 1/20 doubly rotated)

AV . ...

{{1 3.142 x 10- 3  (37
° - K)

VR (1) X

10-6 "5-
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where fo - I GHz. It is seen that even for a 1 GHz bandwidth the dispersion is

only a few tenths of a percent, and hence not significant for radar applications.

For the raised electrode configuration (H * 0), no dispersion will occur.

2. Insertion Loss

Insertion loss for the normal field configuration consists of the

transducer and diffraction loss found in any delay line, plus the loss in the

plating for the case H-0. This configuration places no special limit on the

aperture 2b of the interdigital transducers, so that diffraction loss can be made

small by choosing the aperture large enough.

The presence of a film deposited on the crystal will cause loss

that is approximately proportional to f2 . Using a laser probe Davis and Weller

[71 measured attenuation for frequencies in the range 270-730 MHz for At films

0
500, 1000 and 2000 A thick on YZ LiNbO3. Their data for the best films approximately .

fits the expression

a 9. of -00 db/cm (2)
f 60

where h is in Angstroms and fo = I GHz. For comparison, the free surface

attenuation on LiNbO 3 is given in Ref. [81 as

a =2.5 + 0.5dbcm (),

Thus at f - I GHz, a good quality film of thickness 600 A increases the attenuation •-

by 6.5 db/cm.

Using the concept of viscosity of the election gas in metal films, Snider,

et. al. [91, have computed the attenuation due to thin AR films on LiNbO3. For

kh small, the attenuation is proportional to w2h. Scaling their calculations• - -'-V

at 2 GHz leads to the expression

.5 10-8

r. - .,.
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= 13.2 ( db/cm (4)

This attenuation is somewhat greater than the measurements [71 and has a different

power dependence on h. Their calculations do not include loss in the LiNbO3  -

crystal or dissipation in the film due currents generated by the electric field.

In spite of these differences, (2) and (4) give roughly the same attenuation for
0600 A thick films.

Lifting the top electrode off the surface (H 0 0) eliminates the loss due to

mechanical vibration of the electrode material, For H greater than about a ..

Rayleigh wavelength, the currents induced in the electrode, and hence dissipation,

will be negligible. However, this reduction in loss will be accompanied by a

reduction in sensitivity, as discussed below.

3. Voltage Sensitivity

Assume that the change in SAW velocity is due to the electrostatic

bias field Eo present within the crystal. Then, lifting the electrode off the

surface will reduce go, and hence reduce the change in velocity per applied volt.

Since Eo - VDC/(t + EH), where VDC is the applied voltage and e is the relative

dielectric constant normal to the plate, lifting the electrode off the surface

reduces the voltage sensitivity by the factor

t .(5)
t + EH 1 + EH/t

If, H - 5 Va and t - 10 mill - 250 um, then using c = cTx = 84 for LiNbO3

gives the value 0.37 for the factor (5), while a gap H = 10 pm gives the value

0.23. 10-9
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B. In-Plane Field Configuration .1

The in-plane configuration shown in Fig. 2 allows the D.C. bias electrode

to be moved closer together in order to improve voltage sensitivity and to avoid

the dispersion and loss associated with the deposited film of normal-field

configuration [3]. If 2b 4 2a, then the film does not lie in the SAW path, and hence

does not cause dispersion. However, the film does increase diffraction loss,

which may become large as the electrode separation 2b is made small. Diffraction

loss is considered after a preliminary discussion of the effects of geometry on the

voltage sensitivity.

1. Geometrical Effects

The electric field between the electrodes is shown end on Fig. 3.

Because the D.C. electric field is transverse to the saggital plane; it will affect

4.

the SAW velocity through a different combination of crystal constants than in the

normal field configuration. The significance of this change in orientation has

not yet been studied.

In addition to the orientation effect, the geometry of Fig. 3 will

influence the voltage sensitivity through the variation of EX over the range

-a < x < a. A simple expression for EX along the crystal surface is obtained

from the solution for zero thickness electrodes that are semi-infinite in x, and .. -

assuming the principal axes of the crystal to be oriented along the coordinate -

axes of Fig. 3. With these approximations one has 1101

Ex 1 J (6)

,ra /j- (x/a)2

For electrodes of finite thickness h, (6) is not valid for a-x less than about h,

and Ex remains finite as x . a. '.'

-o .
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The effect of the spatial variation of E can be understood from Fig. 2. I 01

Suppose that the transducer width 2b is sufficiently large (or L is sufficiently

small) so that SAW propagation may be taken as being parallel to the z axis.

For each value of x, the SAW velocity VR(x) will be different due to the non-

uniformity of Ex. Thus the phase of the SAW at the output transducer will depend

on x. For small changes in velocity, the phase variation with x is given by

,- 0( ).-- ) I 1-----;;

VR(X) \VR VR J
where VR is the free surface Rayleigh velocity. If A(x) is the SAW amplitude

distribution at the output transducer, the output voltage VRF will be proportional to

ikiL b r -iklLAV(x)/VR 1
VRF c e f IA(x)e I dx (7)

-b .
where

l =w/VR (8)

Assuming that tiV(x) is proportional to Ex of (6), then AVIV can be written

where y is a phenomenological sensitivity parameter. Expression (9) is symmetric

in x, so that assuming A(x) is also symmetric, (7) reduces to

S 2 e ILfA(x) exp V) _....(10)

where

K AVO )(-V 2 (
VK Z a 7"

is the change of velocity along the centerline of the device. I "

10-13 " -' - "
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The change in velocity is obtained experimentally by measuring the change in

phase of the output voltage with applied D.C. bias voltage. As seen from (10),

the change of output phase in fact represents a weighted average of the change in

velocity. Two aspects of the integrand make the central portion of gap between ".

the D.C. electrodes more important in the weighting than the region near the

electrodes(x + a). The first aspect relates to the variation of A(x), while the

second relates to the rapid phase variation as x + a.

In general, A(x) will decrease as the ends of the transducer are approached.

For a > b, as in Fig. 2, the integration does not even approach the edges x = a

of the D.C. electrode. Even if a = b and A(a) is not small, the rapid variation

of phase in the exponential as x + a will cause the integration over neighboring

half periods to cancel. The primary contribution to (10) comes from a range of

x < a for which 1/f(x/a)2 - 1. Thus we may approximate (10) as

~1 L-ik, 1
1,<1 k L AW.-O.

Oc e f/A(x) dx . (12)

-°IZ F 0

Expression (12) indicates that the apparent velocity change is approximately

the value AV(0) along the center line. Thus, the electrode geometry reduces

the voltage sensitivity by 2/ as compared to that of parallel plane electrodes

having the same spacing.

To test the foregoing model, we have plotted the variation of AV(0)/VR in (11)

with gap width 20 in Fig. 4 superimposed on measured values of sensitivity (AV/V

per volt) reported by Budreau, et. al. [31. The amplitude of the computed curve

has been normalized so as to pass through the measured point at 2a = 40 Wa.

The agreement with the measured variation is quite good considering the simplicity

., of the model.
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In the actual devices measured, the transducer aperture 2b was greater than

the separation 2a between the electrodes. The SAW fields propagating beneath the

electrodes would not be affected by the D.C. field in the gap. If these SAW

fields reached the output transducer they would affect the phase of the output

voltage, and hence, the apparent SAW velocity. The accuracy of the simple model

discussed above suggests that these fields do not reach the output transducer,

probably because of attenuation due to the film. Consistent with SAW attenuation

under the film, the normal component of D.C. field between the electrodes and the

ground plane at the bottom of the crystal plate does not seem to have significantly

influenced the measured SAW velocity.

The largest changes in velocity reported in [8] for the in-plane configuration

was about AV/VR 2 x 10- 5 for L 14 mm at a frequency of 900 MHz. For these

values, the phase changes along the center line due to applied D.C. voltage is

klLAV/VR - (0.006)2w. Because the phase change is so small, the variation

of phase with x across the aperture will be less than w, except for x + a. As

a result, little phase cancellation will occur in the integral of (10). Had the

phase change along the center line been close to 2w, then significant phase

cancellation would result in the integration, and one would expect to see marked

variations in the amplitude of the R.F. output voltage with applied D.C. voltage,

and possibly phase reversals.

In the next section we discuss insertion loss due to diffraction. It is

shown that this loss can be reduced by using narrow D.C. electrodes. The model

described above indicates that width of the electrodes does not affect sensitivity,

so that some improvement in loss is possible without sacrificing sensitivity.

2. Diffraction Loss

The D.C. electrodes shown in Fig. 2 for the 5 -plane configuration slow the

SAW propagating beneath them due to piezoelectric shorting and mass loading.
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Because of the slowing, waves propagating parallel to the edge of the electrode -

in the free surface region will be refracted at a finite angle 8c into the

electrode region, as shown in Fig. 2. As a result of this refraction, less energy

will reach the output transducer, and hence path loss will increase.

An integral expression for the diffraction loss due to wide D.C. electrodes

is derived in Appendix A. Because the fields propagating beneath the electrodes

for the case when the transducer aperture (2b) is greater than electrode spacing

(2a) do not seeq to contribute to the output, we have treated the simpler case "

2a > 2b. Using Fourier transform techniques and deforming the path of integration,

It is shown that for electrode spacing wide compared to SAW wavelength, the

diffraction loss DL between the transducers is given by the factor

Lb £in 91b T(Y.- L (13)
DL -r-7fb

V'7

where

*(ra £ . (14)r11 +(fr - ijoS / •:.-

In these expressions nj and K are the wave numbers along x and z, respectively,

of a SAW propagating on the free surface of the piezoelectric crystal. For the

same wavenumber K along z, a SAW propagating in the electroded region has wavenumber .. %

n2. Thus K and n2 may be regarded as functions of nl. Finally, kI is the .

free surface SAW wavenumber for a wave propagating in the z direction. In the

parabolic approximation,

X.. .- 1

fq2 .(1.5)' .£2.= -(2T -' 2 1 ' I (15) -'-'--'
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Here k2 is the plated surface SAW wavenumber for a wave propagating along z

and ai  i-1,2) is related to the anisotropy parameter y -d2V(6)/de2 of

Ref. [11J via4.".

2 1 + Yi (16)

In the case when n = , so that SAW propagation on the plated surface

is the same as the free surface, it is seen from (14) that f(nl) = 1. For

this condition (13) reduces to the ordinary diffraction loss between two uniform

IDT's. If n22 - «2 << ni2, it is argued in Appendix A that for a >> b, (13)

reduces to the value obtain for a free surface, as is to be expected. The

integration in (13) cannot be expressed in terms of tabulated functions, and must

be evaluated numerically.

While numerical integration is in general required to evaluate (13), simple

analytic approximations can be obtained in the free surface case for large L.

Using the approximation

2

it is seen that the exponential will go through rapid variations outside the

range

The rapid variations in turn result in cancellation for the portion of

the integration interval outside of this range. In this range of ni lies within

the central lobe 0 < (j ir/b of (sin nbnb2 hnti ucinmyb

apprximtedby unity. The requirement that the upper limit of the range be less

* than ir/b is equivalent to the far field condition

10-1 % 
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for transducers on a free surface [It] OR

For a free surface f( n)-I so that using (17), DL Of (13) becomes

2b

dc71  (19)

This expression gives the well known fact that diffraction loss varies as /L

for large L.

When the D.C. electrodes are present, it is not simple to approximate DL.

In Appendix C an approximation is derived for case a-b when klb is large and F >3.

,. 'F/'1 . F/B 41( z %L1 -6 i~ (20)

DL ~-e -7 Irf +y

where k ~ Ii/4
zZ /

As an example, ignoring mass loading effects of th~e electrodes, for 37-X LiMb 3 ,

Bib - 1 .23 b/Aj where Al is the wavelength in the direction of propagation

on the free surface. Then

-irF/qI -o.t9,&Ai/b) o.5-3Aqe
-. DL0,811e e + V~/ 1

- ~ If b -10).j and F 50, the term containing the exponential is larger than the

algebraic term, and can even be larger than DL for a free surface.

In order to understand the variation of DL with the parameters L and b, we

have numerically evaluated the integral in (13). The results are plotted in

Fig. 5, together with the diffraction loss for a free surface. For a narrow gap

.°

between the electrodes, the diffraction loss is greater than for a free surface,

and it increases rapidly for F greater than about 5. For wide gaps, the diffraction
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loss can be less than the free surface loss over some range of F. However, for

large F the diffraction loss increases rapidly and becomes greater than the free - 0'

surface loss.

Application of the in-plane field configuration requires narrow gaps 2b for

voltage sensitivity and long paths of propagation L to achieve large changes in

time delay. For this choice of parameters, the use of wide electrodes leads to

an increase in diffraction loss over that of a free surface. In the next section

we consider methods for reducing diffraction loss.

IV. Reduction of Diffraction Loss for the In-Plane Configuration

The measurements of Budreau, et.al.[3) indicate that for the high coupling

cuts of LiNbO 3 , the in-plane configuration suffers from low sensitivity of the

velocity to applied electric field (volts/m), as compared to the normal field

configuration. Since the D.C. bias electrodes can be made much closer for the in-

plane configuration than for the normal field case, the sensitivity to applied

terminal voltage can be made higher. However, bringing the D.C. electrodes closer

together has been seen to increase diffraction loss.

In this section we discuss modifications of the electrodes to reduce this

loss. The first type of modification employs electrodes of narrow width w. The

second employs surface platings in the region jxj> b that stiffen the surface

thereby creating a slot waveguide in the region between the D.C. electrodes.

A. Narrow Electrodes '

Wide electrodes, whose attenuation makes them appear to be semi-infinite,

conduct energy away from the fields in the gap and thereby increase diffraction

" loss, One possible approach to reducing this loss is to use narrow electrodes to

prevent the energy from being lost. Electrodes of finite width w act as AV/V

waveguide. Thus, the field reaching the output transducer will be composed of

10-21 ,,.,
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modes guided by the electrodes, in addition to the unguided fields that are '

similar to the fields on the free surface of a crystal.

The reduction DL in the output voltage due to diffraction loss can be

separated into a component Df representing the effect of the unguided field, and Dg

representing the effect of the guided waves. Thus

DL Df + Dg (21)

Expressions for Df and Dg are derived in Appendix B. Neglecting dissipation of

the guided waves by loss in the electrode platings, IDgI is independent of the

separation L between the transducers, but decreases rapidly with separation 2a

between the electrodes. On the other hand, Df decreases with the ratio L/b2 .

The loss Df due to the unguided fields is given by (13), with f(nl)

replaced by (B-7). Further manipulation of (B-7) yields

f(2)= [Cos 7  'V sin qrj1  + -. (rz,q)si SM 7 rCos 91a]4

4- ~ ~ e~~s q l os~ a 5(t?,/q-5 in t7W 1'i~1}(2
-4." 

"- I
The functional dependence of f(nI) is sufficiently complex that it is

not easily seen how to choose w to optimize Df. For the case when w 0, or the

case when k1 - k2 and al = u2so that n2 - ni , it is easily established

that f(ql) - 1, which is the value for a free surface. The free surface

condition may be approximated for finite w if it is chosen such that

" qZt(O) am r kz- k I v = (23)

Using such half-wave electrodes, f(O) = 1.

1. Half-Wave Electrodes

To evaluate the diffraction loss for electrodes of width w satisfying

. 102.2...
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(23), we observe that the principle contribution to (13) comes from the interval

0 I /b, where ir/b <<~ :,2C1.Thus we may use an approximation

foc f~nj). To develop the approximation we make use of

~ (C1 2  Cie -°O (24)?k k1  +...

For w saisfying (23), to order 2

• ,-. (25)

* Using (24) and (25) in (22), we find that

-C z

(2an wr osgifcatlve theaagtf igvn the princiry contribution to (13).cmsfo h nevl.. ' '-

Neglecting oers of the gprexatthn th efirs f;.-:-

f wik-k + 51' # q O / I (27

When thi expes on f2)o order issbtttdlno(3,te
2 is emi

fal Ts h p eco the de w3lu

C.1

, --I 26) "''"."

-- 0 o + 0". .4)

In (26) we have not approximated sin nl
a or cos nla since for a >> 1, they

Neglecting powers of nj greater than the first •--

When this expression for f(nl) is substituted into (13), the first term in .'"':

second term in (27) gives a correction that is small since the integrand varies

as n, for nisal hsthe prsneof the electrodes will result in ol

a small change in the diffraction loss over that of a free surface.

When the far-field condition (18) is satisfied, (13) can be approximated in

closed form. In this case, the range of nj giving the primary contribution to

the Integral is determined by the exponent, rather than (sin nlb/nlb)
2 .
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Thus we may approximate sin nla n rja and cosnia 1. With these

approximations and the help of (17) we have for a b "

D b ; (28) "f.il -7 -<
For b large compared to w, the correction term in (28) will have only a small

effect on IDLI.

When w satisfies (23), the n 1 mode is at cutoff, and hence gives vanishing . .

contribution to (B-20). Thus we need keep only the n = 0 mode in (B-20) and obtain

+" (____ 'y (-2 Y-kO)L
q b k1  s in yb 4e

/ _y (29)

lX yo, + '

where Yo is decay constant along x of the guided wave fields in the free surface

region, and n2 and K are found from (15) with r1 - iyo.

To estimate the size of IDgrelative to IDfI, we make use of the computations . .

of Ref. 181 for waveguides on Y - Z LiNbO3 . Assuming b = a and that yob > 2, it

is found that -

If wide transducers are used so that F 1 1, then Al << b and IPg<< jDfI. For -

this case the guided wave give only a small contribution to the output voltage. . .

The guided wave may result in some amplitude and phase ripple with frequency

*" since its propagation constant i(Iyo ) is different from ki .

2. Other Electrode Widths

Electrodes that are an integer multiple of the width given by (23) will

also lead to approximations for f(nl) similar to (27). The presence of such

electrodes will therefore only slightly perturb Df from its value for a free
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surface. However, such electrodes will have more modes above cutoff, thereby

complicating the phase and amplitude dependence of Dg with frequency.

The half-wave electrodes result in less diffraction loss because they are to

first order invisible to a SAW propagating along the z axis. One is led to speculate

*: that an improvement in the loss could be achieved if the electrodes reflected

the SAW.back into the gap between the electrodes. Quarter-wave electrodes, having

width half that given by (23), would have the largest reflection coefficient.

Unfortunately, the reflection coefficient is negative, as can be seen from (B-3) for

* - 0 and n2w - w/2 so that reflected waves add destructively with those

still propagating in the gap. This result can also be seen from f(nl) in (22)

If n2(0)w vI/2, then cos n2w 0, sin n2w 1 and for nI small

1(/) cos I-

Because f(nl) depends linearly on ni, the integral in (13) is smaller than

it would be for a free surface.

B. Slot Waveguides

One way to achieve a narrow gap between electrodes, without increasing

the diffraction loss is to plate the electrodes of Fig. 2 with a material such as

AN that stiffens the surface [IJ. If the SAW velocity is th9 reby increased

over the free surface SAW velocity, the gap region will act as a waveguide [q,5Sj.

If the electrode consists of a very thin metalization, then the mechanical

perturbation of the surface will be due only to the film used to stiffen the

surface. To first order for thin platings, the electrical shorting and mechanical

loadings are additive effects. Thus, for thin platings of hexagonal material,

such as AN, with C axis normal to the surface, the wave number k2 under the

plating is [6

10-25
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kx - .k,0

* .. . - .

+ P A_ IV, (30)

Here, V1 is the SAW velocity along z on a free surface, AV/V 1 is the velocity

change due to shorting of the piezoelectric fields. The plating material has "

thickness h, mass density p' and elastic stiffness constants sij in the coordinate -

system where Z is along the C axis. Finally, Vx, Vy and vz are the particle

velocity components at the surface y,,0 of a SAW carrying power along z of P watts

per meter.

Reference JlqJ lists the compliances Cij for ARN. If these are used to

obtain the sij elements as if the material were non-piezoelectric, then I/s66 "

1.10 x 1011 (n/N an81181 12 2) - 1.35 x 101 Cn2/N). Also, p =3.26 x

103 Kg/m 3 so that for the 37-X cut of LiNbO 3 expression (30) becomes

k2 - ki  (31)
-. .0268 - 0.222 h/A 1

It is seen that a layer of thickness h 0.12XI1 is necessary to overcome the

slowing resulting from shorting of the electric field. The first order perturbation

theory leading to (31) may not be accurate for films of this thickness, and a

more accurate computer calculation is required to establish the actual value of h

needed to overcome the slowing due to the conducting film. .'.,"

For thicker platings, the SAW velocity V2 - /k2 will be greater than the

free surface velocity V1 . The highest SAW velocity possible is limited by t I

velocity of the shear wave propagating parallel to the surface. Platings thaL

are thick enough to raise the SAW velocity above the shear wave velocity will

cause the SAW to leak energy into the bulk of the crystal. The slowest of the

two shear waves propagating along x in LiNbO3 has velocity that is 1.022 times

10-26 - .
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Rayleigh velocity on the 37-X cut. Therefore (k 2 -kl)/kj >- 0.022 for the SAW

under the plating to be a bound wave.

The condition necessary for guidance of a wave by a slot waveguide is hnat

''

k2 lie between the shear wavenumber and k. When this condition is satisfied,

the wavenumbers Kn of the propagating waveguide modes lie between kj and k2 , so

that n2 is imaginary and nj is real. The dispersion relation for the guided .

waves of even symmetry about the center line x 0 is '-.-

n2 - inl tan nlb (32)

where nj and n2 are related to Kn via (A-6). Equation (32) may be solved

graphically for nj using the construction of Fig. B-i with subscripts I and 2

interchanged and 2b used for w. Because the transducers are symmetric about the

centerline, only the symmetric (n - 0,2,4 ...) modes need be considered.

The dispersion of slot waveguide modes is discussed in Ref. [4] for the case

of dielectric layers on anisotropic substrates. The presence of the shorting

layer will modify somewhat the dispersion. In any case, the phase velocity

Vn w W/Kn of the guided waves must lie between VI and V2 . Since V2 must be L.. a

less than the shear wave velocity, the difference between Vn and V1 can be no

more than a few percent. As a result, mode dispersion will not be a significant

factor in the application of gap guides to phase shifters for phased array radar.

If two or more modes can propagate, differences in their phase velocities may . '

however produce undesirable amplitude variations with frequency.

The output voltage in the presence of the guide can be obtained by modifying

the analysis of Appendix A. In expression (A-14), the poles of the integrand are

those of the factor

"+Z~~ Pt Iq' an ""-
1 rPe2  1a _ 7-z - afl 7ci (33)

q2h -- tart C
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It is seen from (33) that the poles occur at the roots of the dispersion relation

(32) for the guided waves. Refering to Fig. A-2, the poles associated with the

modes propagating in the positive z direction are located along the real K axis

to the right of the branch point k2 .

When the integration path is deformed around the branch cut through k2 , S

these poles are captured. The output voltage due to the poles is therefore

Z°% -J .-fl +

=O (34) +

V11b- tan5 qa

where the sum is taken over the propagating modes and nl and n2 are evaluated

at the modal wavenumber Kn. Making use of (15) and (32), and normalizing (34)

by the factor (B-9), the contribution to the diffraction loss from the guided

waves is found to be . -

, -- The contribution to the output voltage from the continuous spectrum is--

% ~~represented by the integration around the branch cut originating from k2 in the ".,

<~ plane. Because of the factor (sin ib/ ib)2 , the contribution from the

continuous spectrum will be small if at =
f k2, nlb > ir. With the help of fl-,:]

b c1 2_k 2 2/ 0  > ir(36)

b2 Iq,

Alternatively, for F large, phase cancellation due to the exponential term will" '

make the contribution from the continuous spectrum small. We do not consider

this contribution further.
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Condition (36) also implies that two or more modes of the slot guide are

propagating. As an example, suppose that k2 is 1% smaller than k I. Using

al 0.892 for 37-X LiNbO3 ,

b/k1 1k2 /a = (0.317)Tb/x1  .

A gap 2b slightly larger than 6XI will satisfy (36).

To estimate D of (35) let a-b, clffa 2 and assume that b ii .

Under these conditions the second mode will be at cutoff with n2 0 0, and hence

will give a zero contribution to (35). With the approximation nib w/2 for

the lowest mode gives with the help of (15) .-

l -/° .(k k, J3

The n -0 term in (35) then gives

corresponding to -4.5 dB loss independent of L. For comparison, consider electrodes

that are not stiffened. If 2b = 6X~ and a /lis 250 or greater, then

Thus, a" susatilrduto

F ,7 and the diffraction loss is more than 25 dB.Ths asutnilrecio

*in diffraction loss can be achieved for narrow D.C. electrode spacings by plating

*over the electrodes with a material that stiffens the surface.
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V. Recommendations

In order to compare the various electrode configuration, we consider I GHz

SAW devices on 38-X cut LiNbO 3 . This cut was found to give the highest voltage

sensitivity for both the normal field and in-plane configurations [3J. For the

normal field case, an applied field of I MV/m gives a velocity change AV/V =

1.5 x 10-4 in an L-1.4 cm path. For the in-plane case AV/V 6.2 x 10-6 for

Vj, 12a =I V/m.

Based on the foregoing values, we have computed the D.C. voltage necessary

to produce a change in delay of 1/2 an R.F. cycle (1800 phase shift) at the

output transducer. These values are listed in Table 1 for a 1 GHz SAW. For

the raised electrode, the factor (5) was used in computing VDC.

Propagation loss is also listed in the table. For plated electrode in the

normal field configuration, the loss over free surface attenuation is due to

loss in the film. The transducers are assumed wide enough to make diffraction

loss negligible. For the in-plane configuration, loss represents the asymptotic

forms of DL valid foz transducers that are short enough so that F > 1. In the

case of slot waveguide, the loss represents mode coupling, which depends on 2b,

but is independent of L. The value -5 dB is for 2b : 6X1.

It is seen from Table I that relatively long paths are required to achieve

1/2 cycle delay changes with D.C. voltages under 100V. Propagation loss will be

significant in all configurations. Using slot waveguides with 2b = 10 Om 2.5X1

gives the lowest attenuation.

The foregoing conclusion suggests that slot guide deserves further

consideration as a basis for phase shift devices. It is important to determine

the effect of losses in the metal film and AgN plating on the guided wave

% attenuation. A more rigorous theory must be employed to compute dispersion for

SAW propagation under the plating, including the effects of finite metal thickness

* 10-30
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and the piezoelectric properties of A.N. When computing the dispersion of

modes in the slot waveguide, it may also be necessary to account for effects at

-r the edge of the plating, which are known to be important for gratings. Finally

the use of narrow electrodes may reduce loss and improve confinement. Criteria

for determining the width of the narrow electrodes, and their location with

respect to the edge of the AIN plating, should be developed.
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APPENDIX A: Diffraction Loss Due to D.C. Electrodes

In order to compute the diffraction loss due to the D.C. electrodes in Fig. 2 O

we assume them to be semi-infinite in x and infinite in z. For wide electrodes

that are slightly lossy, as is typically the case, the foregoing assumptions

allow us to accurately model the diffraction loss in the simplest possible

structure. The resulting geometry is shown in Fig. A-i. The electrode separation

2a is assumed to be greater than or equal to the transducer aperture 2b. Finally,

the SAW velocity in the plated region 2 is assumed to be slightly smaller than

that of the free surface region I.

Previous studies [4) have shown that the SAW amplitude can be described by a

potential function P(x,z). For crystal cuts, such as 37 - X LiNbO 3 , that satisfy

the parabolic approximation, away from the sources the potential function in 4

regions J 1, 2 satisfies the wave equation

( . + +ki)9(x,z)=O. - ,. ,
+ ''Z (A-1)

Here k is the wavenumber of the SAW propagating in the z direction and aj, is

related to the anisotropy parameter y - d2 V(C)/dn2 of Ref. [81 via

- C(A-2)

Note that we are concerned with waves propagating primarily along z, with only a

small x variation, so that the parabolic approximation is appropriate.

To find the SAW generated by the transducer, we represent the transducer, we

represent the transducer by a collection of point sources A(x-x')A(z) along

9.. . -° °
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the interval -b < x' < b. For each point source the potential Tg(x,z,x') must

satisfy2
-2::X zx +41 + s = ( 6(Xz) (A-

If we further employ a Fourier integral representation along z, then for time

dependence exp (-iwt)

( , = A,) zb c, ) e' d .. "-,--"
Z;)e)!r (A-4)

The transform 6(x,x',K) satisfies the equation

4Z (6 (x J 9. (A-5)

The solution to (A-5) can be constructed in terms of exponential solutions

exp (+ injx), where

2 2 (A-6)

At the boundaries x = + a we require that 0 and its normal derivative be continuous

[41. As a result, the boundaries can be described by the reflection coefficient

'71 4-

Thus for a > x > x'

3'- + r e-(A-8)
while for -a < x < x'= [ --  (X +a) + _ 11 ,,(X+a) . -,1...

To find the coefficients A and B we return to (A-5), which implies that $ is

continuous at x - x', but that as/x jumps by 1/a,2 . Using these

conditions and solving for A and B gives

10-35
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where

-D r~ 2' 1  (A-1 1)

Substituting this expression into (A-4) gives 'g(x,z;x').

To find the field at the output transducer it is necessary to integrate

lvg(x,z;x') over the aperture -b < x' < b. The output voltage is then found by *..

integrating the field over the output transducer -b < x < b. Thus the output

voltage is
bb

VO Qf (I~,X' dx dx (A-12)

where Q is some constant of proportionality. Interchanging Jphe order of integration

over x', x with that of the integration over < allows us to write

0 (A-13)
b

Substituting from (A-10) for O(X,X';ic) and carrying out the integrations

over x' and x, after some manipulation one obtains

1 (A-14)

Since for nj small

the only pole singularities of the integrant occur at the roots of

z qlcz(A-i16)r eZIl = 60.
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Using (A-7), it can be seen that the integrant in (A-14) is independent of the

sign of nj, so that its only branch points occur at K = + k2 , where n2 -0

N The branch points + k2 in the complex K - plane are indicated in Fig. A-2,

together with the associated branch cuts. The integration path implied in (A-14)

is also indicated. With these cuts. lm n2 > 0 on the top Riemann sheet, and

Re n2 > 0 along the portion of the integration path in the interval -.

-k2 < K < k2. In addition, the branch points K - + kIj of the function nj are

*s indicated in Fig. A-2, along with the associated branch cuts (shown dashed). - -

These cuts are not needed to evaluate (A-14), but will clarify the subsequent discussion.

Taken together, the terms in the curved brackets of (A-14) vanish for JIK +-.

Thus for L > 0, the integration path may be deformed into the upper half plane,

as shown in Fig. A-2. For k2 > k1 , the pole singularities of (A-14) will be of

the leaky wave type, and hence lie on the Riemann sheet for which Im n2 < 0. Such

poles are not intercepted during the deformation indicated in Fig. A-2.

Along the new path, nl is real and the terms in the square brackets of

(A-14) individually vanish as K + i-. Furthermore, the term

[si21, b 6 7OIL

has the same value on both sides of the branch cut, so that its integration over

the deformed path vanishes. Hence we are left with only the first term in the, -.-

square bracket of (A-14).

Now make the change of variable to nl in the integration. Thus

,7 -- V(k;-k 2 ) + ,12 qoz (A"17)
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With this change of variable, (A-14) becomes

- 4- e

where the mapping of the integration path P1 in the complex nj-plane is shown

in Fig. A-3. The branch points + kl/czj of ic are also shown, together with

the branch points + (i/ci1)Ac2
2-k1

2 of the function n2 in (A-I7). With0

the choice of branch cut shown in Fig. A-3, ni2 has the same sign as nj along

the real rnj axis, which is consistent with the sign of n2 along the deformed

integration path in Fig. A-2. Note that for k2inkl, this branch cut disappears.

Also, r' o for this case and (A-18) reduces to the diffraction integral for two

uniform transducers on a free surface, as is to be expected.

To further simplify (A-18), we use (A-7) to show that

~ -~r~i~1d- i~in ~&>cos i~)'i7 2)(A-19)

Along the real wij axis, the real port of (A-19) is an even function while the

imaginary part is odd. Thus, the contribution VOR to (A-18) from the real axis

portion of the path PI is given by

;x L

OR 110-t3911 A0

f - "

let. .. nl -y ... .. ... .. -~, On th rih-hn sid ofth
A2-k .. . . . . . A4.*A

branch cu n2 is postiv real whil on th lef han sid it is negative
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real. Substituting rq iy into (A-19), and making use of the symmetry of n2,

the contribution V01 to (A-18) from the portion of the path along the imaginary

axis can be written

o b SJ~ jy7 q2  Cly±y~ihy~ (A-21)0

where from (A-17)

~= ka~o~2YL(A-22)

In order to understand the dependence of VOR and Vol on the parameters a, b, .

we substitute expressions (A-17) and (A-22) for n2and assume thatk2- <

The two factors in the curved brackets of (A-20) are plotted in Fig. A-4 for the :

easea~b21r/Ac22-kj2 The plot of (sin nib/nb)2 is el e-

* planatory. The plot of the second factor is obtained by approximating ni2 by

wik2- 2a2for nsmall. Then the square bracket term in (A-20)

for ri<< rk2..k2y/c becomes

k2-k 1  (A-23)

which has maxima when nj a is an odd multiple of n/I2, and minima when nia

is a multiple of w.

For n > .k2 -k1 /a, it is seen that n ln ,
1 2

and the square bracket term in (A-20) can be approximated as

±LijZ CosZi}
+ ( A 2 4
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Fig. A-4. Variation of the factors in the integrand of VO
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Because al is close to a2, this factor is seen to have small oscillations

about

LZ ;Z (A-25)

For example, the 37-X cut of LiNbO3 has c1
2 = 0.795 and a2

2  0.687 so that

1/2(c12/,22-1)_M 0.079 and (A-25) has value 0.857.

When the electrode spacing 2a is large compared to the transducer aperture

2b, the period of oscillation w/a of the factor in (A-23) or (A-24) is small

compared to the period of oscillation w/b of (sin nlb/nb)2 . These rapid

oscillations will cancel in the integration of (A-20), with the result that the

integral is close to its value for k2 = kI . In other words, when aY>b the output

voltage is close to that for transducers on a free surface.

For the case a-b, the product of the two factors of Fig. A-4 is sketched in

Fig. A-5. For comparison, we have also sketched dashed in Fig. A-5 the term in

the curved bracket of (A-21) for the same case a-b. The area under dashed the

curve will be smaller than that under the solid curve by a factor proportional to

the ratio of amplitudes of the two curves. This ratio is proportional to

a221[a2(k 2 2-k1 2)]. For the 37-X cut of LiNbO3, this factor is 
(033)(Xi/t)

2

Thus for a wide aperture (a>>l), the contribution

VOI of (A-21) to the total output voltage Vo is small compared to VOR Of (A-20). . ..

Because the principal contribution to the integration in (A-20) comes from

nl < 2w/b << kj, the factor 1/K can be replaced by I/kI. With the

foregoing approximations, the diffraction loss DL due to the electrodes and/or

due to path length L is given by VOR normalized to its value for L=O and kl-k 2 .

Thus A
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,,

DL 2bf (I (A-26) .

Where we have made use of

J b -(A-27)

fso -b)Zd ~ y

While (A-26) was derived using the quadratic approximation for the dispersion

curve, the approximation served primarily to make clear the location of branch

points and branch cuts during the deformation of the integration path. However,

the branch points occur explicitly in (A-26) only via the definition of K and

n2, and not in integration path. This result suggests that if numerically

generated dispersion curves were available for K and n2, (A-26) could be used

for materials for which the quadratic approximation is not valid.

To gain insight into (A-26), we approximate DL for the case of large L and

large a - b. When L is large, the exponential term undergoes rapid phase variation

for nj > w/b, with the result that the contributions to the integral from a

neighboring segments of the nfaxis cancel each other. However, the large first

maximum of the function

S - - /Xi z- q .):

evident in Fig. A-4(b) will significantly influence the value of the integral.

The shape of the maximum suggests an approximation of the form

whih.gve the) c -_ p,/za)Z (A-29)

which gives the correct value of f(w/2a). The coefficient B is found by

requiring that the second derivative of the approximation (A-29) evaluated at

w/2a give the correct value for large a. This requirement leads to

B7 --I-I fl/Z I (A-30)
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The factor nl in (A-29) cancels one power of nj in the factor

(sinnib/nlb)2 in (A-26). The first two terms in the series expansion of

(sinnlb/nl) about w/2b are

ith " Zb'J "(A-31)

With the help of (A-29) and (A-31), the integral in (A-26) for a=b can be written

f (- 1-bL) ei("'")L
DL 2 If-. (A32)

0 .
Because of the large factor B in the denominator of (A-32), the integrand

will be small for nj < 0. Hence we may extend the lower limit to nj . -

If we now use the approximation (17) for K, and carry out a partial fraction

expansion of the Integrand, (A-32) becomes

b d _,, -. ."

TF~c b(12 4 fbl) ' .,a

where F is defined in (18). The integrals in (A-33) can now be evaluated in

closed form.

To evaluate the integrals in (A-33), the paths of integration along the real

nI axis are deformed into paths at 450 to the real axis starting in the second

quadrant of the complex nl plane, and ending in the fourth quadrant. During

the deformation, the pole at(w12 - ib/B)in the second integral is captured,

giving rise to a residue contribution. The integrations along the slant path can .

be expressed in terms of the complementary error function. As a result of this

- evaluation one obtains [IS]

.- .---. --.-

,.-".-.+ ( - i r) e- erfc(-i7) (A-34)

+1
*,. - -i~-\ +I-' / "')e-  er',ct-1r_
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nwhere
8; (A-35)

From (A-30), for a-b it is seen that b/B is proportional to 1/b, and hence

for b large b/B << v/2. Also, for F large, IT±I will be large so that 1131

e erkc(-f T) (A-36)

Using (A-36) in (A-34) and, after combining terms containing the complementary

error function, neglecting b/B compared to w/2 in amplitude terms

* The approximations leading to (A-37) are valid for F greater than about three.

Since b/B << w/2, the first term in (A-37) will be larger than the second for F

less than about (B/b) 2 .
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APPENDIX B: Effects of Finite Width Electrodes , .

Electrodes of finite width w are shown in Fig. 2. Consistent with the

representation of the SAW amplitude in terms of a potential function, as discussed "

in Appendix A, the impedance looking in the x-direction for waves having variation .

exp (iKz) along z is I/nl in the free surface region, and I/n2 in the

plated region. Thus the impedance seen at z = a looking into the finite width I.

plating region can be found from the transmission line analogue for exp (-iAt)

time dependence as

I (ili) - f(i/) r 7. w -- ,.-.(B-1)

The impedance (B-1) reflects waves incident along x with reflection coefficient

_ _Z _ _ (B-2) .

Zrt +(1/n) -

Substituting from (B-1) we obtain

% L-'/ (B-3)

This expression for r may now be used in the integral expression (A-14) for the -

output voltage Vo .

The reflection coefficient appears in (A-14) through the function -- -

f (r1,) = . V .-. .
- + U~Z18 (B-4)

Substituting for r from (B-3), and after suitable manipulation, it is found that

*' - °2ol - z(F' a)t= ' i .2:- -ti tanTr + .

. %(B-5)
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It is seen from (B-5) that f is unchanged by changing the sign of n2. Hence

the branch points at + k2 in Fig. A-2 are not present in the integrand. However, .1

the branch points at + kj are present in f, reflecting the fact that the free-

surface region extends to Ixl -1

The function f will have one or more poles in the segment of the real K axis

between ki and k2. In this segment n2 is real and nj is positive imaginary.

If the original path of integration is deformed as shown in Fig. A-2, then the

portion of the path from ki to k2 and back again to kI will enclose these

poles. Changing the variable of integration to nr results in the path PI

of Fig. A-3 for the integral of (A-18). In the nI plane, the integration

along the real axis gives the contribution from the continuous spectrum to Vo .

portion of from the origin to the point 4 __i /al

and back to the origin encompasses the poles of f, and gives the contribution to Vo
from the guided waves. "":°

1. Ontinuous Spectrum Contribution
*.-" ,"=

To compute the contribution from the continuous spectrum we note that

(sin nib/nlb)2 and K are even functions of nI. Thus only the

symmetric portion of will survive the integration along the real n1 axis.

Define symetrie part f(nl)as '5

T,)= (B-6)

Recalling that n2 is odd function ofn i along the Ren I axis, after

suitable manipulation it can be shown that

Co -z -r 2w(~. jW(irzZ~~
2 - (B-7)

= qv)-) Cos
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The output voltage VOR due to the continuous spectrum is now given by (A-20)

with the term in the square bracket replaced by f(ri1). Thus

~=2Qb $inl~ e(B8

Dividing this expression by

z~2[fsin rb\ ~ e L _ b ;kjL (B-9)

2,~ Q" b b7

J@

normalizes V to the output voltage when the two transducers are close together on

a free surface. The normalized voltage is represented by the symbol Df. Note that ic

in the denominator of (B-8) can be replaced by kl with little error for b-X'.

2. Guided Wave O ntribution

The guided waves decrease exponentially in amplitude for -xl' .. This

delay results from the fact that vt is imaginary at the pole. Substituting niy

into the denominator of in (B-5), and equating it to zero, gives the dispersion

equation of the guided waves as

* v- jb~rL~Z~y(B-10)

t a
The first term in (B-1O) gives the dispersion equation for an isolated strip, tf

while the second term represents the perturbation due to coupling between the

strips [']. If the strips are separated by several wavelengths, the coupling is

small, and hence the guided wave solutions for the pair of strips will be close

to the solutions for an isolated strip.

As a result of the coupling between strips, each mode of the isolated strip

will split into two modes. One mode is symmetric with respect to the centerline

10-50
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x - 0, and the other is antisymmetric. For symmetric transducers, as is assumed

here, only the symmetric mode is excited. Because f(n) describes interactions .. .

in a symmetric structure, its poles are only those of guided waves having even -

symmetry about the centerline.

The modes of an isolated strip have either even or odd symmetry about the 0

center of the strip. Even modes, including the lowest mode, are given mode index

(n - 0,2,4,....), and are solutions of the dispersion equation

Y = 7 f rlj -- (B-11)

The dispersion equation of the odd modes, having mode index (n = 1,3,5 ... , is

tan (B-12)

Insight into these solutions is gained by solving (15) for y = inl in

terms of n2 real. Thus

7 -- C 2 -Z "(B - 13 ) "

The solution to (B-I1) or (B-12) is then given by the intersection of the plot of

the right-hand side of these equations with the plot of the right hand side of

(B-13). Such plots are indicated in Fig. B-i. It is seen that one or more real

solutions for n2 exist depending on the size of - 2 L k'2/a 2 relative to w/w.

,.:_f -, ,,. ....-----. ' _.,*The cutoff frequency for the nth mode is found from the condition

___ *(B-14)

To find the voltage V 01 due to the guided modes let N(nj) be the numerator

of f(nI) in (B-5), and let D(nl) be its denominator. Since the poles are

encircled in the clockwise direction, then the residue contribution is
1 -5
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VO

C, V0  Y ))~yd 1  ~ ~ h Yn (B5

where iYn is the location of the nth pole, and the sum is taken over the poles for

which ni is pure imaginary, corresponding to propagating guided waves.i]

*In order to evaluate (B-15), we approximate the pole location by the solution

of (B-li) or (B-12) for an isolated strip. For the even modes we use (B-10) and

(B-11) t~o obtain

... .. =fan r?
(B-16)

For odd modes, (B-10) and (B-12) give

N(4yr) = zi+ q27/yyr 2 ) e-z-YnA (B-17)

For 2Yna large, the derivative of the term containing the exponential in D~ri1)

will be small, when evaluated at nii - iYn, as compared to the derivatives of

the other term. Neglecting the exponential, it can be shown that at the even

numbered poles (ir 2  ?.)L' 1 1(-a

while at the odd numbered poles

" whsome manipuine findtaty orsodn opopgtnuddwvs

%"

..
ID

"-Usi ~ng = Z. + the p2p e

+.. Yn o42  (B-20)

, = 2 +&y2,/,e-/ 2
' ~~~~~~~~~n Fo(dBoes B I ) a d B I ) g
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where the sum is taken over the propagating modes and n2n is the value of n2

at ril iyn. At cutoff for each mode yn 0, so that the contribution to (B1-20)

from each mode initially increases from zero as frequency increases above its cutoff.
Ynb-

Far enough from cutoff so that 2yna >4, sinh Ynb (1/2)e ,which simplifies the

* evaluation of (B-20). Dividing (B-20) by the factor (B-9) gives the normalized

voltage that has been labeled Dg in Section 11.
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DILEMMAS OF COMBAT PSYCHIATRY: WORLD WAR II

AND VIETNAM

by

Willie A. Bragg
and

Cynthia B. Bragg .. -

ABSTRACT

A review was conducted to investigate issues surrounding combat psychia-

try. The focus of this investigation was to examine the development of combat

psychiatry from the Civil War to Vietnam. Special attention was given to

World War II and Vietnam conflict relative to incidence, diagnosis and treat-

ment of psychiatrir casualties. The results demonstrate the significant

gains made in preventive psychiatry. Recommendations for further study are

oi.lined.
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I. INTRODUCTION

What affects teacher performance and why have they chosen other profes-

* sions? These are just a few of the many questions asked by educators. Stress, " "-. "-

" related to teacher burn-out, has been the focus of much discussion. Attention

has been given to the underlying causes of teacher burn-out. Preventive

measures including programs and workshops have been initiated to address this

syndrome. Educators, more specifically, teachers have complained about heavy " ,.

teaching assignments, large class enrollments, insufficient materials, apa-

thetic administration and lack of parental support as possible reasons for

teacher burn-out. These frustrating situations can, and in many instances, .'.

do affect teacher performance in the classroom. Thus, the teacher's inabil-

ity to adequately carry out classroom responsibilities has been linked to

"teacher burn-out" syndrome.

Similar to the educational community, combat psychiatry has addressed

the issue of stress during war. Simply stated, "soldier burn-out" syndrome

*can be defined as the soldier's inability to perform military duties during

combat situations. Therefore, soldier burn-out is analogous to "teacher burn-

out" in many respects. Several researchers have suggested that environmental .. '

and personality variables affect combat stress breakdown while others infer

that duration and nature of combat significantly influence the disorder.

Although unanswered questions remain, this paper has addressed some issues

surrounding treatment of psychiatric casualties during wartime. -. -
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II. OBJECTIVES '

The primary purpose of this project was to examine the causes of psychi-

atric casualties, symptoms exhibited and treatment procedures utilized during

combat. Special attention was given to World War II and the Vietnam conflict

since these wars differed along several dimensions. No attempt was made to

isolate techniques relative to department (i.e., Army, Navy, Air Force) but

to outline approaches and principles of combat psychiatry. The specific

objectives were as follows:

(1) To present a historical review of combat psychiatry as it relates

to terminology and treatment of psychiatric casualties.

(2) To examine etiology of psychiatric casualties during World War II

and Vietnam conflict.

(3) To isolate symptoms exhibited by servicemen during World War II

and Vietnam conflict.

(4) To review treatment procedures used by military psychiatrists during

World War II and Vietnam conflict.

III. APPROACH

To accomplish the above objectives, a comprehensive review of the litera-

ture was conducted with the assistance of Strughold Aeromedical and Base

Libraries. Documents concerning combat psychiatry from the American Civil

War to Vietnam were collected.

Second, an annotated bibliography was prepared. This involved article

review and summary.
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Third, material relevant to World War LIand Vietnam conflict was

U isolated. This aided in the completion of the final report.

Fourth, all articles concerning combat psychiatry were categorized and

key terms were selected. This procedure was necessary in preparing a comput

erized storage and retrieval program on combat psychiatry.0

A. Historical Review

The Civil War marked the beginning of combat psychiatry. It was

aduring this time that the Union and Confederate Armies attempted to use hospi-

tal ships to evacuate the wounded. Medical attention was given to nonpsychotic

emotional disorders of war, which were classified as "nostalgia." This diag-

nostic term reflected the belief that soldiers were homesick and that they

lacked sufficient character to adjust to the combat situation (1, 2).

Hausman and Rioch (3) also suggested that the term nostalgia adequa-

tely described this disorder. However, they implied that little official

concern was given to psychiatric casualties until William Hammond, who was

Surgeon General of the Union Amy, described the syndrome. They reported the

incidence of nostalgia during the Civil War as 2.34 cases per 1,000 troops in

the first year and 3.3 per 1,000 troops in the second year.

Arthur (4) and Johnson (5) defined combat breakdown during World War

I. They stated that men were constantly exposed to danger, disease, fatigue

and unknown horrors. Thus, the terms "shell shock" and "war neuroses" were

used to describe the large numbers of psychiatric casualties. Implicit in

the terminology was the association of artillery fire with some part of the

brain. Miller (6) reported the incidence of psychiatric casualties as 34 per. -

1,000 troops.
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Salmon emphasized the importance of treatment during World War I.

Principles of treatment included (1) proximity - as close to the battle scene

as possible, (2) immediacy - as soon as possible and (3) expectancy - the

understanding that the psychiatric casualty would return to duty.

The beginning of World War II signaled an abrupt change in policy

concerning the problem of psychiatric casualties. Military personnel felt

that psychiatric problems could be prevented by exclusion. Thus, a massive

screening program was developed to identify persons who were "at risk" or who

showed signs of poor physical stamina and low intelligence. Because the

incidence of psychiatric casualties drastically increased during the war, the

screening program was abandoned and a return to the cardinal principles of

". proximity, immediacy and expectancy were seen (7). The important diagnostic

development during World War II was the change in terminology for psychiatric

casualties. "Exhaustion" rather than war neuroses was used to denote prolonged

or heavy combat exposure. Modifications of exhaustion were used such as

"combat fatigue" and "flying fatigue" (8).

The psychiatric literature on the Korean War demonstrated the con-

tinuation of psychiatric principles utilized during World War II. In addition,

neuropsychiatric teams were established. These treatment procedures were

effectively used until the Vietnam conflict. "Combat exhaustion" was the term .

used to describe psychiatric casualties (9).

During the Vietnam conflict, psychiatrists continued to investigate

the stresses of combat. "Combat fatigue" was applied to Vietnam casualties.

term implied that soldiers with healthy personalities developed this

condition due to extreme stress.

1,W
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On the other hand, "combat neurosis" was applied to those individuals

with long-standing neurotic problems aggravated by combat. Thus, the emergence

of "pseudocombat fatigue" was seen which described men who had a history of

social maladaptiveness. Combat stress was not seen as the primary cause of

breakdown (10). Consequently, combat fatigue and pseudocombat fatigue were

terms used to denote different underlying causes. Although the terms differed,

psychiatric casualties in all major conflicts starting with the Civil War

represented a small percentage of individuals treated. According to De Fazio

(11), the psychiatric casualty rate for all departments was lower for the

Vietnam conflict. Overall, it was 12 per 1,000 as compared to 37 per 1,000

in the Korean War and 101 per 1,000 in World War II (See Table 1).

The causes of psychiatric casualties have made a complete circle
;.'" . "' %~

--. over the past years. Terminology has changed and treatment has been modified

to reflect these changes (See Table 2).

Based on this review, contradictions exist between Vietnam and World

War II. Therefore, the following sections examine the issues surrounding

these two wars with emphasis on incidence, symptoms and treatment of psychiat-

ric casualties.

B. World War II

1. Nature

World War II began in Europe on September 1, 1939. Honoring their

pledge to Poland, Britain and France declared war on Germany September 3, 1939.

Psychiatric casualties were numerous following the Tunisia fighting, the first

large scale land combat of the U.S. Army.
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World War II was a war of movement, with distant objects to be

attained in continual combat. Soldiers fought on land and carried weapons,

.- . ammunition and other supplies on foot. Physical fatigue and emotional stress

• .- was attributed to heavy and prolonged battle. During the latter part of the

war, psychiatric casualties were no longer viewed as "psychoneurosis" but as "

"exhaustion." Consequently, the nature of the war affected symptoms and

dictated treatment (12).

3. Symptoms

Swank and Marchand (13) described American soldiers' reactions

*. before, during and after combat. In addition to self-inflicted wounds, palpi-

tations, abdominal pains, vomiting and backaches were common complaints of

soldiers prior to combat. During the early days of combat, urinary frequency,

intense thirst, sweating, anorexia, fear of eating and being left alone were

' "indicators of early signs of exhaustion. The authors also pointed out that

the onset of exhaustion began to appear between 25 and 30 days of combat.

This condition was marked by more frequent occurrences of fear. The soldier

began to lose conficence in himself and became overcautious, staying close to

his trench. Irritability, memory lapse and sleeplessness became apparent

during mounting states of exhaustion.

Similar to Swank and Marchand's observations, Grinker and

Spiegel (14) examined combat disorders. They grouped cases of psychiatric

casualties into five categories: (1) free anxiety states, (2) phobic states,

(3) conversion states, (4) psychosomatic reactions and (5) depressions.

,-.. li-
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The desire to escape and fear of death was seen by the Germans

as secondary psychological causes of war neuroses. They also reported cases

of extreme depression, apathy and psychosomatic complaints. However, psychi-

atric casualties were rare in the German Army.

Cline and Rath (15) viewed the breakdown of the French Army in

its entirety as a psychiatric casualty. The devastating defeat of the French

by the German Army caused complete disorganization including lack of group

cohesion, leadership and morale.

3. Treatment

As previously mentioned, the development of neuropsychiatry

division was a major advancement for American combat psychiatry. During

World War II, psychiatric teams were established and placed in close proximity

to the fighting. Psychiatric personnel also trained general medical officers.

Mental hygiene consultation services were established in the

continental U.S. placing mental health personnel close to the soldiers being

A

evacuated and treated The units which were established at training camps,

concentrated on perbonnel classification, psychiatric services and consulting

and preventive psychiatry. Implementation of preventive psychiatric princi-

ples included (1) early detection of psychiatric problems of individuals or

groups, (2) early treatment of individuals in area closest to combat situa

tion, (3) avoidance of hospital atmosphere and (4) early return to duty.

The German and French medical personnel also used similar treat-

ment techniques. Psychiatric casualties were given brief periods of rest

ft.........
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C. Vietnam Conflict

1. Nature

The involvement of the United States in Vietnam was a different

kind of experience. U.S. Participation in previous wars had been clearly

understood and supported. However, antiwar demonstrations and political

unrest surrounded the Vietnam conflict. Soldiers began to question the pur-

pose of the war and concentrated on surviving the experience. The uncertainty

of U.S. involvement in Vietnam had deleterious effects on leadership, cohesion -

and morale of the soldiers.

The guerrilla-like warfare made it difficult to distinguish

friend and foe. The possibility of being killed by unseen or unknown enemies

generated mistrust among the soldiers. In addition, vast differences (i.e.,

race, language, culture) existed between the Vietnamese people and American

soldiers (16).

2. Symptoms. .... ....

According to Jones (17) servicemen moved through three phases

during their Vietnam experiences. The arrival period, occurring between --

three weeks and three months was categorized as apprehensive enthusiasm.

Jones related the apprehension to fear of death, separation from family and

expectations of discomfort. Sleepwalking, enuresis and nightmares were signs

exhibited by soldiers. -

Resignation described the middle stage which lasted until one

month before evacuation. Although the soldiers had adjusted to the combat

environment, signs of loneliness, loss of appetite and weight and psychoso-

matic complaints became evident.

11-13
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Greenberg, Pearlman and Gampel (18) also observed symptoms of

Vietnam servicemen. They investigated the sleep patterns of nine combat

fatigued soldiers and concluded that short REM latency and variability of

REM time were directly related to the disorder.

Similar results were shown in the Schosberg's study. Schosberg"

and Benjamin (19) examined sleep patterns of combat fatiguedsoldiers. Their

findings showed that the individuals exhibited REM deficiency, elimination of

Sta:e IV and shorter sleep periods.

Much has been written about the incidence and cause of psychiat-

rc disorders. While Walker and Cavenar (20) and Renner (21) attribute the

inability to detect psychiatric casualties, Hoskos (22) and Tiffany and

Allerton (23) point out the 12-month rotation policy as the primary reason

for few psychiatric casualties during Vietnam. Because symptoms and diagnosis

varied, treatment modifications were made during Vietnam conflict.

3. Treatment

During the early phases of the conflict, combat casualties were
,:.,

treated by the use of phenothiazines and other tranquilizing drugs. Hypno-

therapy and psychotherapy have also been reported as treatment measures.

However, implementation of psychiatric principles (i.e., proximity, immediacy,

expectancy, simplicity, centrality) have proved more beneficial in treating

psychiatric casualties.

IV. RESULTS

The findings of this investigation show that the development of combat

psychiatry is reflected in previous wars. Modifications relative to treatment
...

4- %1
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have had a significant impact on military psychiatry. As diagnosis and

treatment changed, terminology changed.

Various signs of battle breakdown were observed in servicemen during • ""

World War II and Vietnam. They included anorexia, nausea, bedwetting and ..-.

sleep disorders. These symptoms were viewed by psychiatrists as overt mani-

festations of battle fatigue and were treated in several ways.

Extreme stress due to combat was seen as the primary cause of breakdown -

during World War II while uncertainty and adjustment were viewed as reasons

for breakdown during the Vietnam conflict. It is unclear as to the effects

of other variables such as personality and military conditions (e.g., leader-

ship, unit cohesion) on psychiatric casualties. "*

Striking differences were noticed in the number of psychiatric casualties

I%
during World War II and Vietnam. Reasons for these differences are specula- I %5..'*%

tire.

V. RECOMMDATIONS " '

The following recommendations are based on the review of material con- ..

cerning combat psychiatry. ' .

1. It is suggested that military psychiatrists scrutinize the nature of

future wars. This will enable projection of possible symptoms and facilitate

treatment measures. The results of the information gathered may also be

applicable to civilian psychiatry.

2. It is suggested that service personnel be trained in the use of .-

"coping" mechanisms for extreme isolation. Future wars may not foster aspects .' .

of comradery such as group cohesion and support. Therefore, servicemen and I

... .. .
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women must be able to adjust to the war setting in order to effectively

carry out military duties.

3. It is suggested that military personnel be trained to identify and

treat psychiatric casualties. If psychiatric teams are located a distance

from the war zones, "buddy care" may be required to provide temproary treat-

ment.
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EFFECTS OF RADIATIVE HEAT FEEDBACK

ON SOLID ROCKET PROPELLANT COMBUSTION

by

M. Quinn Brewster ~

ABSTRACT

The effects of particle-enhanced radiative heat feedback on steady

and transient combustion of solid propellants is investigated. Radi-

ative influence on the steady-state burn rate, the linearized pressure-

coupled response function and ignition/extinction phenomena are con-

sidered. It is shown that under typical motor conditions although the

radiative flux is usually a small fraction of the total heat flux, the

radiative flux is often preferentially absorbed by particle additives

in the propellant. This results in pre-heating of the particles which

can produce a "g9o-plug" effect at the burning propellant surface

wherein hot particles (inert or reactive) act as ignition sources for

gas-phase chemical reactions. This effect may be profitably exploited

in controlling high-frequency instability. It is also shown that at

low pressures and low burn rates particle radiation can be a controlling

influence in ignition/extinction phenomena. Particularly, the variation

of the lower pressure deflagration limit with particle loading can

be completely accounted for with proper consideration of particle

radiation. Many such observations, often arbitrarily attributed to

catalytic and other effects, may be actually radiative in origin.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

Essentially every effort directed at modelling of solid rocket

propellant combustion, both steady and unsteady, has included the

assumption that radiative heat feedback to the propellant surface may

be neglected. This assumption certainly appears to be justified at

first glance. A simple energy balance made around a small control

volume at the burning propellant surface (Section II.A) indicates that

indeed, under typical motor operating conditions, even the maximum

theoretical black-body radiation is usually a very small fraction of

the total required heat flux. However several physically observed

combustion phenomena which can be linked with the presence or absence I

of particles in the propellant have thus far successfully defied

completely accurate explanation. Foremost among these are the problems

of combustion instability and ignition/extinction. With a realization

of the profound influence the presence or absence of solid or liquid

particles can have on the heat transfer in other combustion systems

(e.g. sooty hydrocarbon flames and metal droplet combustion), this study

was undertaken to investigate the possible role radiative heat transfer

may play in the complex processes controlling solid propellant combus-

tion. An extensive literature search was performed looking for common

threads and forgotten or perhaps overlooked observations and as a result

two potentially significant conclusions were drawn. One involves

particle heat transfer, radiation and the role of particles In sup-

pressing combustion instability, called the "glo-plug" effect and the

other concerns the role of particles and radiation in observed extinc-

tion and ignition of laboratory propellant strands.

12-4
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I.A. Radiative Feedback Versus Conductive

The natures of radiative and conductive heat transport are funda-

mentally so different that a brief mention of these differences will

serve to guide Interpretation of further observations and results.

I.A.I. Spatial Influence: Volume Versus Local Th, il radiation

is described as both energy transported by electromagne waves and by

photons. It can propagate without the presence of a i um (i.e., in

a vacuum). Its effect is a volume effect. That is, s - illy remote

elemental volumes of matter may exchange energy directly by radiation

but only indirectly by conduction (molecular diffusion) through the

intervening medium. The mathematical consequence of this is that

integro-differential equations describe radiative transport and differ-

ential equations describe conductive transport (convection is considered

to be merely fluid motion coupled with conduction). The physical con-

sequence of this for combustion of solid propellants is that a syn-

chronizing mechanism exists for correlating otherwise random events

occurring at spatially remote locations. For example a random increase

in the gas temperature directly above the burning propellant surface,

as might be caused by one or more aluminum particles igniting and

ejecting from the surface, would not be expected to influence the burn

rate significantly except near that one location if conduction alone

were considered. Thus, remotely occurring events would remain unsyn-

chronized (in the absence of any other synchronizing influence).

Radiative transport, however, may serve as a synchronizing mechanism to

correlate random events (see Section III.C).

12-5
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I.A.2. Temporal Influence: Speed of Light Versus Molecular

Diffusion Since radiation travels at the speed of light the usual time

constant associated with transient conduction in a material with finite

thermal capacitance is not present. One consequence of this for burning

propellants is that the increase in the real component of the pressure-

coupled response function associated with the thermal inertia of the

solid at low frequencies and the gas at high frequencies may be

diminished by increasing the fraction of total heat feedback due to

radiation.

I.A.3. Spectrally Selective Absorption And Emission The propaga-

tion of radiation is governed by the optical constants of the medium

(here taken to be the complex refractive index n = n - ik). The real

part n governs the speed of propagation and the imaginary part k (which

can be related to the absorption coefficient ka by ka = =

wavelength in vacuum) governs extinction of the waves by absorption.

Solid materials generally emit and absorb in a continuous fashion with

respect to wavelength with relatively minor variations in the optical

constants. Gases emit and absorb in bands, if at all. One consequence

of this in solid propellant combustion is that a significant portion of .- u

the radiation flux incident on the propellant surface can be absorbed

preferentially by particles in the fuel/oxidizer matrix which itself is

comparatively transparent to radiation In most cases. This can result

in a preferential pre-heating of the particles due to the typically low

thermal conductivity of the surrounding fuel/oxidizer matrix. This @,I

effect can be significant even if the radiant heat feedback is much

smaller in magnitude then the total (conductive) heat flux because the
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particles usually constitute such a small fraction of the total propel-

lant composition. In the case of aluminized propellants the preferen-

tially absorbed radiant flux could likely be sufficient to initiate

combustion of aluminum somewhere below the propellant surface whereupon

further increase in particle temperature would be the result of aluminum

combustion. In either case the appearance of preferentially heated

particles at the propellant surface forms the basis of the "glo-plug"

postulate of suppressing combustion instability (Section III.B.2) which

is felt to be the primary significant result of this study.

I.B. Gas-phase Versus Condensed-phase Characteristics

Accurate description of both gas-phase and condensed-phase is

necessary for complete radiative transport modelling. It will be .,-4

assumed here that radiative transport in the gas-phase is dominated -' S.-

by the continuous (black-body) radiation of the solid or liquid par-

ticles present. This is a reasonable first-approximation, although

the influence of gaseous radiation may certainly be non-negligible

at elevated pressures.

The situation in the solid or condensed phase may be considerably

more complicated. Double-base propellants are largely transparent to

radiation. In fact, early studies [1) on effects of radiation in

double-base propellant combustion were motivated by the problem of

premature ignition below the grain boundary due to absorption of

radiation by particulate impurities. Ammonium perchlorate (AP) is

also transmissive below about 2 microns [2]. Polymeric fuel binders
-. • .

tend to be more absorptive than AP but the absorption occurs in many .-

narrow spectral regions. Furthermore, in composite propellants, mis-
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matches in the refractive index at the boundaries between oxidizer

particles and binder will cause scattering of radiation. Thus the .-.

problem is one of heat transport by combined conduction and radiation

in an inhomogeneous, scattering, absorbing (and possibly emitting)

medium.

The direction of net radiant flux will, in most practical situ-

ations, be from gas-phase to solid. Such will be the case in motor

environments and in laboratory strand experiments when an external

radiant flux is imposed. Thus the effective absorptivity of the solid

and emissivity of the gas will be of primary importance. In the case

of ignition/extinction studies involving propellant strand, however,

the net radiative flux may be either toward or away from the solid.

In either of the latter two cases the usually unimportant effective

emissivity of the propellant must then be considered.

II. STEADY-STATE BURNING

II.A. Simple Energy Balance-Relative Magnitude of Radiative Flux

In this section a simple energy balance will be carried out to ____

indicate the approximate magnitude of the radiative flux compared with

the total heat flux. Consider the model pictured in Fig. 1 with the

solid propellant initially at temperature To approaching the origin

(x 0 0) at the gas-interface with linear mass regression rate m. The

possibility of sensible heat release by condensed-phase chemical reac-

tions, surface phase change, and gas-phase chemical reactions is

indicated by the source/sink terms Qs, Ls, and Qf, respectively (Qs,f >

0: exothermic; Ls > 0: endothermic). Neglecting relatively minor
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enthalpy changes due to the appearance or disappearance of chemical

species (other than the obvious contributions Qs, Ls and Qf) the steady-

state first-law energy balances on control volumes 1, 2 and 3 take the

-following forms:

Gas (cvi): kg (dT/dx)s+ m[Qf -Cp(Tf -Ts)] (1)

Surface (cv2): mLs + k,, (dT/dx)5.. kg (dT/dx)s+ (2)

Solid (cv3): k. (dT/dx)5.. m[Cs(Ts - TO) - Qs] (3)

The resulting total energy balance is

Total: Ls + C5(T5 - TO) =s + Of- Cp(Tf -TS) (4)

where the thermodynamic relation

dLs - (Cp - Cs)dTs (5)

ensures that Tf is independent of Ts. Radiation, if present, would

simply augment the conductive heat flux terms, k(dT/dx). (For more

• , • . -

* details including simple chemistry see [3].)

The magnitude of the heat feedback can be estimated in the followingP

-'way. To, Cs, Cp and Qs + Qf- L are known or can be estimated from

-thermochemical data. Thus Tf can be estimated using Equation (4).

Assuming reasonable values, as follows, the total heat feedback q can

* be estimated from either Equation (2) or (3).

L o o0Qf - 800 cal/g c5 = = 0.33 cal/gK

Ts= 900 K To - 300 K p,, - 1.95 g/cm3

m *p r - 0.195, 1.95, 7.8 g/cm s

*The resulting flame temperature is Tf - 2724 K and the heat fluxes

corresponding to the given burning rates are q - k(dT/dx)s - 20, 200, V, 4

800 cal/cm s. The maximum theoretical black-body radiation at Tf is

t Tf4 c 75 cal/cms which is in the line with more detailed radia-
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tive transfer calculations [4]. Thus the influence of radiation will

be strongest at low pressures and low regression rates. Examination of

equations (1) through (4) reveals the sensitivity of total heat flux to

changes in various parameters. In particular, exothermic sub-surface

chemical reaction (Qs > 0) leads to reduced total heat flux and there-

4. fore increased relative importance of radiative feedback. In connection

with this it is interesting to note that Beckstead [5] has estimated -

that 75% of the total chemical heat release in AP monopropellant flames

occurs in the condensed (liquid) phase due to reaction of ammonia with

perchloric acid.

In the case of aluminized propellants the preceding calculation

using the gas temperature Tf to compute the radiant flux may result

in a significant underestimate of the true value. Particle temperatures

of 2000-2200 K have been indicated as typical of aluminum during combus-

tion in solid propellant oxidizing environments at 1 atm [6-8]. At

higher pressures (50 atm) 4800 K has been reported for the oxide-laden

flame and 3200 K for the particle itself [9]. While the question of

how to determine the effective emissivity of a cloud of burning aluminum

particles is still one of considerable uncertainty if would not be

totally unreasonable to suspect an effective temperature of 3500 K (qr

200 cal/cm2s) at a pressure of 50 atm. (At a vapor pressure of 50 atm

the equilibrium temperature of Al is 3800 K and, if liquid hydrocarbon

droplet combustion studies are any indication, the actual particle

temperature will not be far below that value.)

JI.B. Steady Burn Rate

Theoretical prediction of the steady linear regression rate of

S 12-10
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homogeneous solid propellants without radiative influence is still a

subject of controversy [3]. While most of the burning rate formulae

", have evolved from laminar flame theory [10) some disagreement exists

over the influence of the solid-phase [11, 12]. Nevertheless various

formulae often have surprisingly similar functional forms. Burn rate

modelling for composite propellants is considerably more complex [13]

and therefore not amenable to yielding simple analytical burn rate

expressions. ..

Several studies have attempted to incorporate radiative transfer

into conventional laminar flame theory [14-16]. Rather than dwell on

the differences and similarities of these various models, a simple re-

presentative form, similar to the Ibiricu-Williams [15] and Miller [3] :'.':2

models, will be discussed here for the purpose of clarifying radiative

influence. The semi-analytical-empirical formula

m2  CPv/(A + B/m) (5)
where

A- Cs(T s - T0) - 0s  (6) :

(total heat feedback to solid per unit mass flow)

B a qr,loss (7)

(net radiative heat loss from solid)

C, v * constants (8)

has been found to predict qualitatively, at least, the burning rate

behavior of most homogeneous and composite propellants. For zero .

radiative flux (B a 0) Equation (5) reduces to the usual burn rate %
expression. For B > 0 there Is a net loss of radiation leading to p-.

minimum deflagration pressure P0L (Section IV.A.). For B < 0 there is

a net gain of radiant energy (as from an external source or emission

12-11 .
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from the flame). The form in which the radiation term appears (divided

by m) is an indication of the fact the radiant flux is independent of

the mass burning rate whereas conductive feedback is intimately related

to mass flux. Conductive heat must, in effect, "swim upstream" against

the convective flow to reach the surface and pyrolyze (or vaporize)

reactants which in turn produce the convective flow. The greater the .-.

rate of heat conduction the greater the convective flow which causes

greater resistance to heat conduction, until a steady equilibrium state .

is reached. Radiant energy, on the other hand, "travels for free" so

to speak. Enhancement of the radiant transport rate does not produce

a self-opposing or inhibiting effect, as in conduction. Extension of

this idea from the gas-phase into the solid explains many of the dynamic

burning characteristics of solid propellants exposed to intense radi-

ation fields. It explains, for example, why a propellant burning stably

can be extinguished by sufficiently sudden and strong burst of radiation

exposure. The manner in which radiation appears in (5) (additive with

initial temperature TO) also explains the interpretation of radiation as

merely augmenting To and [15] discusses this point.

Several experimental studies [17-20] have been aimed at investi- --

gating the influence of external radiation (B > 0) on regression rates

of pure AP [17-183, and composite propellants [19-20]. A general result

of these studies is that for large external fluxes the burn rate in-

creases linearly with incident flux. For pure AP the magnitude of m as

well as the constant of proportionality increased as the concentration

of absorbing particles in the sample increased [17]. This observation

is in agreement with Equation (5). Solving Equation (5) for m yields

12-12
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m 8 - B + (B2 + 4A CPv)/ 2J/2A (9)

The asymptotic limit of (9) for B2/4A CPv >> 1 yields,

m = - B/A w (a-ff/A)qincident (10)

which correctly predicts that m increases linearly with qincident for

large incidence with the slope depending on propellant absorptivity.

In [19J, for composite propellants, m increased linearly with

qincident but the slope appeared to be independent of absorptivity

(although m did increase significantly as Oeff did). This is an indica-

tion of the limited usefulness of Equation (5) for composite propel-

lants.

In summary, the effect of incident radiation is to increase burn

rate, whether the source of the radiant energy is external, or chemical

energy released in the flame zone. The case of net radiant loss from

the propellant will be discussed in Section IV.A.

III. UNSTEADY (OSCILLATORY) BURNING

Many aspects of oscillatory burning and combustion instability are

still poorly understood, at best. About all that can be said with cer-

tainty is that in many situations the inclusion of particles in the

propellant acts to suppress pressure-coupled oscillatory burning. The

acoustic theory of viscous damping by the particles cannot account

completely for this behavior [21]. One possible mechanism, which has

not been considered before, for explaining this behavior is enhanced

radiative feedback due to increased solids loading in the gas phase.

The underlying principle being that radiative feedback may to an extent

be de-coupled from pressure oscillations whereas conductive feedback is

12-13
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always pressure-coupled. Enhancement of radiative feedback would then

decrease the magnitude of the real part of the pressure-coupled response

function. This decrease in acoustic gains combined with the associated

increase in acoustic losses due to viscous particle damping may be a

.. more accurate picture of the true influence that adding particles has on

unsteady combustion behavior. in any event, a complete description of

" possible radiative transfer effects must include both gas and solid

phase considerations.

III.A. Gas-Phase Considerations

One of the most significant experimental observations regarding the

ability of particles to suppress unstable (oscillatory) burning is that

. to be effective the particles must be introduced into the motor chamber

through the solid propellant [21]. That the effectiveness of the par-

ticles is associated with their presence near the burning surface was

demonstrated by two experiments involving aluminized propellants and

,. aluminum oxide particles. In the first test it was found that a motor

which could be stabilized by including a certain amount of aluminum in

the propellant could not be stabilized by introducing an equivalent

amount of aluminum oxide particles at the head end [21]. In the second

test, a double-length motor was burned with aluminum being added to

only half of the propellant. With aluminum in the rearward section

that section burned stably and the forward section burned unstably.

With aluminum in the forward section, again that section burned stably

and the rear section burned unstably, in spite of the presence of the

oxide particles in the gas [21).

In connection with this another very important observation made
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with window bomb studies is that those particles which are effective in

suppressing instability also tend to burn (if reactive) or be incandes-

cent (if inert) very near the propellant surface [21,22). Various

explanations have been offered for this. Workers at Rohm and Haas

[23) proposed a mechanism based on alteration of the heat feedback

* by the energy source/sink effect of the particles. Cheung et al. [21)

proposed that catalysis of the combustion reactions by the particles

was responsible. Rudy and 8ain [23) suggested a "pilot-light" theory

.4with physically plausible arguments but no analytical support. An-

* . o~

other possible explanation which was considered in this study is what -

may be called the "cold particle layer" effect. The idea is that in

.4 . 4{!

tthose cases where the particles failed to control instability a layer

of relatively cold particles was radiatively insulating the propellant

surface from the flame, thereby increasing the relative magnitude of

pressure-coupled conductive feedback. Momentum, mass and energy con-

servation indicate that indeed a high concentration of particles with

low velocity and low temperature populate the region close to surface. .

However an analysis of the effective emissivity of such a particle

cloud indicated that for typical particle loadings the magnitude of ..

the effect was too small. The "gbo-plug" concept which was finally

adopted and is presented in Section 111.8.2. is essentially a solid-

phase phenomenon. It extends and adds analytical support to Rudy's.-

Pilot-Light theory. ~..

111.e . Solid-Phase Considerations ds.

ye .. 1. Quasi-Steady Gas. Homogeneous Solid Early attempts to

model instability pointed out that, at least at low frequencies, the
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thermal inertia of the solid-phase was the prominent influence in deter-

mining the pressure-coupled acoustic response (or admittance) function

(24-29). A key result of this type of quasi-steady gas approach for

determining propellant response was that the dependence on frequency w

and burn rate m entered the problem only through the non-dimensional

frequency parameter n - w p. k. /m2 Cs . This means that for a given 2
set of propellant properties and neglecting radiation the response

function is a unique function of n (curve 1. Fig= 2). When radiation

,y. is included burn rate will enter as another independent parameter (as

discussed in Section 11.8) and will cause either an increase (curve 4)

or decrease (curves 2, 3; Fig. 2) in the peak of the response function

according to whether the radiative feedback is pressure-coupled or

de-coupled. The maximum will, however, still occur at the same value

for n for the same propellant properties. Cantrell et al. [28,29] ob-

* **, tained results similar to those of Fig. 2 considering only gaseous
radiation, which is by definition pressure-coupled. The effect of in-

-. depth absorption on response function is similar to that of burn rate.

Thus, for equal amounts of absorbed energy, the case of surface absorp-

tion would correspond to, say, curve 1 (Fig. 2) and that of in-depth

absorption to curve 2. -

III.B.2. Preferential Particle Heating - "Glo-Plug" Effect

Nihlfeith, Baer and Ryan (19) conducted an interesting series of tests

which led to a glaring discrepancy when experimental results were com-

pared with predictions by the homogeneous solid theory of the previous

section. They subjected AP composite propellants to a periodic external

radiant flux and measured the radiant-flux normalized response function
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using combustion recoil. The result was that a frequency shift in the L

response function was observed betweei propellants which were identie.al

except for inclusion of a very small (1 wt.%) amount of carbon black in

one sample, as indicated in Fig. 3. The amplitude shift between curves

I and 2 (Fig. 3) can be accounted for theoretically by the difference

in depth or location of absorption (if not in the amount of absorption

itself). But the frequency shift of the peak cannot be accounted for.

In searching for an answer, the observation noted in Section III.A.

regarding incandescant particles near the burning surface suggested that -" ,.

the assumption of a homogeneous solid be examined. That frequency

enters only through the parameter n and even the form of a itself can

be traced to the unsteady term in the energy equation for the solid,

.(aT./at). Unless the assumption of a homogeneous solid is re-

laxed, and another unsteady term is introduced to account for preferen-

tial absorption of radiation by the particles, op Cp(aTp/aft), frequency "..-

will always enter through the same parameter n and the theory will pre-

dict no frequency shift. Allowing for separate particle and matrix

(oxidizer and binder) energy equations introduces a new time constant,

the magnitude of which will depend on how efficiently the radiant energy

absorbed by the particles can be distributed by conduction to the matrix. !,- +

This would account for the frequency shift in the response function at

low frequencies which was observed in (193.

At high frequencies the effect of preferentially preheated par-

ticles would likely be much different. At high frequencies the thermal " "-

lag of the solid phase is no longer considered to be a controlling ,".

influence. The combustion response must be determined by processes ' -
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with much smaller time constants, such as gas-phase thermal inertia or

chemical kinetics. While the mechanisms invovied in dynamic combustion

response at high frequencies are still very poorly understood the obser-

vation remains that particles which are most effective in controlling

high frequency instability are those which are either incandescent or

burn easily near the surface [21, 22]. The "glo-plug" concept is that

inert particles, preferentially preheated by radiant energy may act as

ignition sources near the surface to stabilize combustion. This is

essentially the same "pilot-light" theory earlier proposed by Rudy [22]

for reactive particles. An analysis of the "glo-plug" concept, which

involves simultaneous solution of the energy and radiative transport

equations in the solid, was carried out. Typical results are presented

in Fig. 4. For 10 pm particles differential temperatures of 300 K can

easily be reached at the propellant surface. The arguments made by

Cheung [21] regarding sufficient particle concentrations near the sur-

face to justify the chemical catalysis postulate can also be made for

the "gbo-plug" postulate.

The complete expression for particle temperature at the surface

%i is somewhat complicated and dependence on the key parameters obscure.

It is therefore useful to consider the expression valid in the limit

fv << 1.
Tp(x = 0) T.(x O) + (Al Oa qr Dp/2k.) (11)

.- '... A1 is a constant related to the reflectivity of the surface, Qa is the

absorption efficiency of the particles, Dp the particle diameter and k."

the thermal conductivity of the matrix. Equation (11) would seem to

indicate the bigger the particles the better for instability control.

However, larger particles means having fewer also, for a given mass
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loading. Therefore there must be an optimum Dp corresponding to a con-

dition somewhere between havitc a few very hot particles and many rela-

tively cool particles. The ideal would be to have as many as possible

with the minimum required ignition temperature.

III.C. Non-Acoustic Oscillatory Burning

The observation has been made by several investigators [30-34] that

certain (usually metallized) propellants can burn with periodic oscilla-

tions independent of acoustic coupling with a cavity. The oscillations

are accompanied always by periodic bright flashes of luminosity and also

by pressure oscillations if burned in a confined cavity. It has also

been observed that the oscillations correlate with the appearance and

disappearance of metal drops on the surface [31]. Undoubtedly the per-

lodicity is related to the time constants of such processes as liquid

metal agglomeration and ejection from the surface. The puzzling point,

* however, is how such random, spatially remote events could become syn- ' "

chronized to produce well-defined, synchronous oscillations. Certainly

pressure oscillations, if burning takes place in a cavity, could be a

synchronizing influence [30]. But the phenomenon can be observed at

atmospheric pressure with a hand-held glass-blowing torch held to alu-

minized AP strands [31). In such a case it is hard to think that pres-

sure oscillations could be strong enough to be a synchronizing mechan-

Ism. Radiative feedback, however, could be. The sudden radiant emis-

sion caused by molten aluminum flowing into the hot flame zone would

be transmitted beyond the immediate vicinity to remote surface loca- U

tions. Moreover that emission would be preferentially absorbed by

solid aluminum particles, enhancing agglomeration and ejection and a
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feedback loop necessary for self-sustained oscillations is established.

Close examination of simultaneous traces of pressure and flame luminos-

ity oscillations also indicates that, although the appearance is gener-

ally simultaneous, radiation oscillations may precede pressure oscilla-
| 0

tions by approximately one cycle. The above sequence of events could

also conceivably occur in a full-scale motor environment, to the detri-

ment of stability, but it is probable that the magnitude of the effect

would be less because of the more intense and more uniform radiation L

field.

IV. IGNITION AND EXTINCTION

Ignition and extinction of solid propellants has been an active

and diverse area of research [35-42]. Many topics could be included

but only one having particularly strong relation to particles and

radiation will be discussed. That is the low pressure deflagration

limit PDL of certain propellants (e.g. pure AP) and the effect of

particle additivies on PDL•

IV.A. Low Pressure Deflagration Limit

The low pressure deflagration limit of certain materials such as

AP had been well-observed and successfully explained theoretically in

1960 by Spalding [41] as being due to radiative energy loss from the hot

surface. Levy and Friedman [17] studied experimentally the influence of

adding "catalyst" particles of copper chromite Cu-0202 to the AP. ,,,ose

results are reproduced in Fig. 5. At low particle concentrations PDL

increases as the volume fraction fv (or weight fraction) of particles is

increased. Probably this Is due to enhanced radiative loss caused by

increasing the effective emissivity of the AP. At an intermediate
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value of particle concentration, PDL begins to decrease and Levy and

Friedman have suggested [17] that this was caused by increasing import-

ance of catalysis in the gas-phase, out-weighing the heat loss effect. 0]

Another explanation, however, which can be analytically justified (at

least approximately) was developed during the course of this study

and follows.

IV.B. A Simple Model

The particles which serve to increase the effective emissivity of

the surface at wt. % < 10-3 also increase the effective emissivity of

the hot gas above the surface. The second effect offsets the first at

higher particle loadings. A straight-forward radiative heat transfer

analysis treating the gas as gray and isothermal, the surface as gray

and diffuse and the surroundings as at zero degrees readily yielded the

net radiative heat loss from the surface as shown in Fig. 6. As par-

ticle loading increases so does the heat loss from the surface. Event-

ually emission by the flame becomes significant enough to reduce the ,

surface heat loss. Differentiating implicitly the approximate burn

rate formula (5) and setting equal to zero yields

PDL.= (-B2/4AC) (12)

or 2/v
PDL - qloss (13)

which correctly predicts the behavior of PDL at larger particle loadings

(v 1). The first conclusion to be drawn from this is not a new one:

Ignition/extinction tests of strands must be interpreted carefully. The

second one is new: particle radiation may be a controlling influence.

V. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Two potentially significant conclusions have been drawn in this """
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study regrading the role particle radiation may play as a controlling

mechanism in solid propellant combustion. The first, the "glo-plug"

concept, applies at high pressures and for conditions typical of actual

motor environments. Even though, under these conditions, it is ques-

tionable that radiative transport is any more than a small fraction of

the total heat feedback to the propellant surface, it has been shown

how preferential absorption of that radiant flux by particles near the

surface may serve to suppress unstable, pressure-coupled oscillatory

burning by preheated particles acting as sources of ignition for the

gas-phase reactions.

The second conclusion applies at low pressures and in laboratory

strand burning experiments. Under these conditions it is very possible

for radiant fluxes to be a large fraction of the propellant surface

heat flux. It has been demonstrated that particle radiation can be a

controlling influence in solid propellant ignition and extinction. Both

emission of radiation by particles in the hot flame zone and absorption

, by particles and matrix in the solid-phase can play determining roles.

Therefore careful consideration should be given to particle-radiation

interaction in attempting to interpret results of laboratory ignition/

extinction experiments.

Further studies should be devoted to re-examining present ideas

concerning both steady and transient solid propellant combustion model-

ling with proper incorporation of particle-radiative heat transfer

effects. Thermal emission from the hot gas zone is significantly

affected by the presence of particles. Selective absorption by par-

ticles in the solid propellant may be a very important effect which
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has been largely ignored. In summary, explanations attributing certain

observations to either catalytic or viscous damping effects by particles

may be incorrect or only partially accurate in their descriptive models.

Further study should be directed toward elucidating the controlling.

influence(s) under any given set of conditions, be it chemical, mechan-

ical, or radiative in nature.
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AIRCREW-RELEVANT MAN-MONKEY ANALOGS FOR

EVALUATION OF CD AGENTS: PITCH AND ALCOHOL

by

L. W. Buckalew

ABSTRACT

With the growing possibility of military personnel encountering

chemical environments in any future conflicts, a major research thrust

exists for the evaluation of CD agents to protect the viability of

military operations. USAF interests are primarily concerned with flight

line operations. The major problem in testing CD agents is their toxic .

nature which, except for a very restrictive range of doses, often

precludes use of human subjects. One solution to this is the use of

non-human primates and extrapolation to humans. However, it becomes

necessary to develop and validate task/performance man-monkey analogs.

This project was devoted to exploring the feasibility of an analog of

relevance to aircrew operations. Within task and testing parameters

imposed by previous USAF CD research using monkeys, a potential task

analog was developed involving the Primate Equilibrium Platform (PEP),

GAT-1, and a compensatory tracking task. This task is equilibrium-based

and uses the pitch plane. Alcohol is suggested as the agent, as it may .-

readily be administered to both humans and monkeys thus facilitating

provision of comparative data. Recommendations reflect on major con-

siderations for continuing efforts to develop and validate this task

analog: standardization of physiological (sensory) modality, use of a

roll plane in combination with pitch, and redefinition of 'equivalent'

drug doses.
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%...u _ __,+',"I. ITRmODUCTION:

Chemical agents, loosely united under the rubric of 'drugs,' have

long been known to man, particularly in medical and recreational con-

texts. The written story of opium is believed to have begun some 6,000

years ago and alcohol has been dated to about 8000 BC. I Salicylates,

as internal analgesics, may be traced back some 2,400 years to the

Greeks, and the hallucinogenic Datura plant containing such agents as

atropine, scopolamine, and hyoscyamine was chronicled in ancient Chi-

nese texts and used by both Greeks and Aztecs. Cannabis has a formal

history dating from 2737 BC. Hence, concern with and use of drugs is

rooted in ancient history.

The modern era of drug history may be tied to several scenarios of

the mid 1800s: invention of the hypodermic, importation of Chinese

railroad workers and their opium habits, morphine addiction during the

Civil War, and the widespread dissemination of patent medicines. These

conditions contributed a sensitizing effect to drug use, abuse, and

needs for regulation. More recently, there appeared three major con-
. "1*.',.

*. tributors to the popularity and interest in drugs: introduction of

psychotherapeutic agents, attention given drug use by youth as a social

phenomenon, and sensitization to drugs used during pregnancy and

carcinogens. With the increasing importance attached to drugs came the

careful regulation of drug development and dissemination.

It has been advanced that a drug, per se, is neither 'good' nor

'bad.' I It is the pattern of a drug's use within a society which de-

termines its value. Some drugs, respecting restrictions on use, serve 1
medicinal needs, though these same drugs can be abused and thus present

a quite different perspective. Similarly, many 'social' drugs used in

moderation serve a recreational function, though too may be abused and

result in socially and personally detrimental effects. While this per-

spective of a drug as a "two-sided coin" seems appropriate for most

drugs, there are chemical agents which defy this analogy. Two such

types are hallucinogens, such as LSD and PCP, and chemical warfare

agents, the mass dissemination of which would be deleterious to the

physiological and/or psychological integrity of an organism. The threat

of chemical (drug) weapons appears very real, accentuated by recent

13-4
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LiL
" reports of field deployment in Central and Southeast Asia. There ap-

* -' pears a growing possibility of military personnel encountering chemi- '"

cal environments in any future conflict, a realization which has

.stimulated concerted research interest. A major defensive/protective

thrust now exists for the evaluation of potential CD agents in order to

preserve the viability of military operations, with USAF particular

concerns for flight line operations. p *.

The discovery of German nerve agent (anticholinesterase) stockpiles

' after World War II rapidly stimulated interest in developing, testing,

. and making available to field forces appropriate pre-treatment or

antidote CD agents. 2 These agents (anticholinergics), such as atro- 17 "

pine, were first studied in organized fashion in the 1950s, with par-

ticular concern for determination of therapeutic doses. 2 Since then,

- considerable research has been conducted, primarily by the British, on

atropine drug effects in humans. Relatively comprehensive overviews of

the pharmacology and pharmacodynamics of anticholinesterases and

anticholinergics are available. 3,4,5 For two anticholinergic CD

agents, atropine and benactyzine, extensive investigations have been

- conducted on their physiological effects,

2,6,7,8,9,10 with particular emphasis on dose effects. Considerably

fewer efforts have been devoted to determining performance effects,

*" both psychomotor and cognitive, of CD agents in humans, though some

research exists. 2,7,11 A review of atropine's physiological and per-

formance effects in humans, with specific concern for USAF interests,

was recently contributed. 12

Due to the toxic nature of CD agents, in vivo human testing is

often precluded, thus necessitating the use of animals to estimate

human performance decrements. Examples of this orientation are re-

flected in previous USAF efforts. 13,14,15 However, while advantageous

*. if not necessary, there are several important problems associated with

' the use of animal subjects in CD research. One problem is the develop-

." ment and validation of animal models for drug effects. A second and

related problem is validating animal performance measures/tasks as

analogs to human behaviors, a consideration further defined by the

necessity to approximate flight line, aircrew operations. Both prob-Hlems must be dealt with, in sequence, to legitimatize animal-man ex-

13-5
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trapolations, and each primary problem has several subroutines. For

example, what animal model is most appropriate for CNS drug effects

and what performance tasks used with an animal model can readily be 0

generalized to human behavior, particularly that related to aircrew

operations?

Animals are frequently used in drug studies because they allow a

degree of control not possible in retrospective or prc'pective human

studies, and animal investigations allow a greater range of tests than

possible with humans. 16 Hence, pre-clinical drug development research

and much medical and psychological research uses animals. The efficacy

of such research is predicated on the validity of specific animal

models, the most prevalent of which involve rodents and primates. As

alcohol is one of the most researched CNS-acting drugs, much of the

debate and discussion about animal models for drug effects has centered

around this chemical agent. 16,1/,18,19,20,21,22 It would appear that,

respecting differences in metabolism and dose equivalency, a rodent

model for alcohol effects seems tenable. Considering an animal model

for CD agent effects, data are accumulating which suggest the efficacy

of non-human primates. 13,14,15,23 A major contribution towards estab-

lishing the validity of a monkey model for CD drug effects was made by

Mattsson and colleagues 24 who reviewed, integrated, and attempted to

equivacate findings of 14 studies using human or monkey subjects, CD

agents, and related tasks. These authors concluded the pr7fitability

of pursuing a non-human primate model for CD agent effects and encour-

aged development of appropriate analogs. While it seems justifiable to

assume the adequacy of both rodent and monkey models for appropriate

drug effects, preference for the latter is encouuraged by the physio-

logical, anatomical, and cognitive similarity of monkeys and humans.

25

The problem of performance function similarity between non-humans

and humans is not so easily dispensed, though consideration of analogs

has been encouraged. 24 Even the selection of tasks differentially

responsive to drug effects is complicated, with important theoretical 0

and operational considerations. 26,27 However, based on the extensive

review by Mattsson and colleagues, 24 there appear several potential

task/performance man-monkey analogs: timing, equilibrium maintenance,
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p..; and reaction time. Of these tasks, equilibrium maintenance is the most

researched for non-human primates, particularly within the context of

CD agent challenge. 13,14,15,28 However, the empirical validation of

man-monkey analog tasks in equilibrium maintenance necessitates ad-

ministration of atropine or benactyzine to humans over a range of

doses, a situation generally precluded by the toxicity of these agents.

Hence, to establish and validate a task/performance man-monkey analog

for evaluation of CD agents, it is necessary to use a less noxious

*drug, though one known to offer an appropriate dose-response effect

for performance decrement. Alcohol (ethanol) appears to satisfy these

requirements.

II. OBJECTIVES:

A need exists for a performance measuring task that is valid with

both humans and animals, yet offers functional implications for flight

line operations and is sensitive to CNS-acting drugs. Based on the

- ~. review of previous testing of CD agents in non-human primates, 24

equilibrium maintenance appears to offer such a task. The comparative 

pharmacology of the vestibular system has extended virtually throughout

the complete vertebrate subphylum. 13 Of the three tasks suggested to

hold promise as potential man-monkey analogs, 24 equilibrium appears

.0 most relevant to USAF interests. The sense of balance, so important in

aviation operations, 15,29,30 involves multiple sensory inputs with

several neurotransmitters implicated as pharmacological substrates. 13

The importance of the vestibular sense to aircrew operations may be

judged by considering associated neural pathways and functions.

Vestibular connections involve the cerebellum and spinal cord (motor

fcontrol and reflexes), medulla (arousal and vital functions such as

nausea and vomiting), the temporal cortex (assumed related to dizzi-

ness), nuclei controlling neck muscles (head position), and cranial

nerve nuclei (eye muscles). 31 Given that (a) the neurochemical and

neuroanatomical systems of equilibrium are similar among primates, (b)

f fthe vestibular sense is important to aircrew operations, (c) a

non-human primate model for drug effects is acceptable, and (d) alco-

J0
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hol challenge is appropriate to CD interests, exploration of a

man-monkey equilibrium task analog using ethanol as a CD-related chal-

lenge appears plausible. •

Previous USAF research 13,14,15 with monkeys indicated equilibrium

processes as sensitive to CD agent (drug) effects. While few research

% efforts have been devoted to alcohol effects on equilibrium in non-

human primates, previous studies 29,32,33,34,35 have found equilib-

rium-related tasks sensitive to alcohol effects in humans. Based on

these studies of both monkeys and humans, a correlatable task/perform-

ance involving a Primate Equilibrium Platform (PEP) for monkeys and

modified General Aviation Trainer (GAT) pitch control function appears

viable. Both the PEP and modified GAT function offer pitch control

performance data directly related to aircrew/flight line operations,

and both tasks have been shown sensitive to CNS-acting drugs.

~ It was the objective of this study to empirically determine the

responsiveness of a modified GAT operation involving pitch control to

ethanol challenge, i.e. differential dose effects reflected in per-

formance decrements. If the GAT pitch task is found adequately sensi-

tive to ethanol in humans, and respecting the similarity of this task

to monkey PEP functions and aircrew operational relevance, the final

step in validating a man-monkey analog for testing CD agents would be

ethanol challenge to monkeys using the PEP task. Determination of the

relationship between human (GAT) and monkey (PEP) performance under

ethanol challenge could support an analog allowing extrapolation from

monkeys under CD agent (atropine, benactyzine) challenge to humans in

an aircrew-relevant function. What follows is a suggested experimental

paradigm for an initial empirical investigation. The Recommendations

-. - section of this report will be devoted to denoting appropriate com-

parative data and discussions of important methodological considera-

tions for future studies.

III. METHODS AND MATERIALS:

a. Subjects

The subjects will be 10-12 male volunteers between 20 and 35

years of age who meet the body size requirements for a Class I flying

* .' physical (AF Regulation 161-43). Basic anthropometric characteristics .* .
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of the sample will be presented in tabular form. All subjects will be

non-rated and all will have prior experience with alcohol. No subjects

who, by interview, acknowledge excessive alcohol histories (more than -

three cocktails or the equivalent per day) will be used and volunteers

will be excluded from service if taking any prescription or OTC drug.

Subjects will not be paid for participation.

b. Apparatus .

The pitch control task, assumed analogous to the PEP (see Fig-

ure 1) task "flown" by monkeys, 14 will involve a Link General Aviation

Trainer (see Figure 2) modified to offer a single dimension (pitch)

compensatory tracking task. Input forcing functions and control stick

dynamics will be matched as closely as possible for the two systems

(PEP and GAT), and the modified GAT-1 placed in an enclosure as with

similar relative dimensions to the PEP enclosures employed in previous

studies. 13,14,15 All GAT-1 instruments will be masked from vision and

windows covered to minimize cues to pitch. An auditory alarm will be

used to alert subjects when GAT attitude is beyond five degrees of

horizontal, a situation functionally similar to the mild electric

shock applied to monkeys when the PEP deviated more than 15 degrees.

It must be noted that, while the PEP operationally allows a deviation

of 30 degrees from true horizontal, the analogous GAT-I function is

restricted to approximately seven degrees deviation. Time-sampled

deviations from individually determined horizontals, defined during

training to obtain a stable performance, will be loaded into a DEC _

PDPII/34 computer. Alcohol solutions, mixed with orange juice, will

involve 190 proof ethanol, and blood-alcohol levels (BALs) will be

measured using a breathalyzer. . -..',

c. Procedure

Each subject will undergo four daily 5-minute training ses-

sions in the modified GAT-I apparatus u a stable performance is

obtained. Such performance is defined as when six consecutive slopes

of adjusted root mean squares (ARMS), regressed against time, are not

significantly different as determined by ANOVA. The derivation of ARMS

as performance metrics has been previously described. 36

. -
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Under a double-blind condition, prepared ethanol solutions inclu-

sive of a placebo treatment will be administered to individual sub-

jects and BALs measured to determine the point at which testing is to •

begin. Given an appropriate BAL, a single 5-minute GAT-1 performance
will be recorded for each subject. A treatment condition design, coun- " +

terbalanced for oronder, will be used so that each subject is tested

under each BAL: 0.0%, 0.03i, 0.06%, and 0.09%. The testing of a sub -

ject under each BAL will be separated by 24 hours to minimize drug

carryover effects. During testing, the BAFB Clinic will be notified as

to the time of testing and BAL ciontin anat icinpubtetadt subjec

will be permitted to drive a motor vehicle with a BAl greater than ....

.05%, as transportation will be furnished if needed. ".-".-ormnc

In both the performance stabilization and drug-testing phases, 
subjects will be instructed to "keep the auditory alarm off" by appro- :': :::

priately manipulating the GAT-1 'stick' to adjust pitch. The modified- ""'

GAT-1 will be driven from the horizontal by a program of input signals . -

determined as appropriate and analogous as possible to that used in"'.--

PEP testing. The same drive program will be used for all performance ......

stabilization trials, drug trials, and over all subjects. Dynamics for ..

this GAT control program are currently being designed under USAF con-

tract.

IV. RESULTS: 2
The nature of the data anticipated should be similar to that gen- Olt

erated by PEP studies. 13,14,15 ARMS (adjusted root mean squares)

reflecting individual performance effects will represent the error of N.

the GAT around its average position, measured in degrees. For each .

subject, this average position constitutes mean deviation from hor- "

zontal, in degrees, during stabilization trials. Hence, for each dose

level of alcohol, a subject's performance will be compared with that

subject's data under control (stabilization) conditions. The inclusion

of a .00% BAL condition test serves as a supplementary control data

point potentially reflective of placebo effects. Data analysis is ex- I " 1

pected to utilize previous reported techniques. 36
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V. RECOMM END ATIONS:

Prior to initiating PEP trials with alcohol challenge to complete

the analog testing, it would be operationally beneficial to compare the

human performance data generated with that of related studies. This

comparison should reflect on the reliability of present data. The

following summary table of appropriate comparative studies involving

alcohol effects on vestibular functions is provided to such end.

STUDY FINDINGS

Thyssen 37 Postural imbalance at BAL .6 mg/ml I
Savolainen 38 Dose dependent effects at .4 and .8 g/kg

- Gilson 33 Effect on tracking performance during whole-body

movement at BAL .027%

Fregly 39 Ataxia effect and performance decrement at BAC 20

mg/100 ml

Evans 40 Impairment in stance stability, linear effect

from 25 ml/70 kg

% Schroeder 41 Effect on tracking during pitch plane motion at 2

ml/kg

There are a number of factors reflected in the literature which

should be carefully considered in future efforts to develop this per-

formance/task analog. These factors have, within limits imposed by

operation under an approved protocol, been taken into account in the

basic design suggested in this report for human testing, and they

should receive appropriate attention relative to the PEP scenario.
4,..

1. Previous PEP studies 13,14,15 have utilized an equilib- ......-. I

rium-based compensatory tracking task involving only the pitch plane.

The proposed methodology for human testing duplicates this condition,

% though there are indications that lateral motion may be more complex

than anterior-posterior sway and hence be more sensitive to alcohol ..-

effects. 42 Alcohol has been noted to produce no effect on tracking

while in the pitch plane in the absence of motion, though the yaw

position did reflect an effect. 41 During motion, alcohol did affect

tracking in both pitch and yaw planes, though absolute error was

greater for pitch plane stimulation. Given findings of human research,
e
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it may be advantageous in future studies involving both the GAT and PEP

to utilize both anterior-posterior (pitch) and lateral (roll) plane

stimulation. I 0
2. From a physiological standpoint, the vestibular system in " ..

primates incorporates two components: subjective vertigo and

nystagmus. 31 These two subsystems operate independently, as the former

responds to eye movement stimulation while the latter utilizes fluid

movement stimulation. Vertigo is often characterized as subjective, as

the organism must learn to interpret sensory input and determine, on

an individual basis, what constitutes a horizontal plane. Hence, there

are two subsystems working collectively to contribute equilibrium -..

maintenance, and each subsystem may .- differentially responsive to

drug challenge. The proposed methodology involving human GAT compensa-

tory tracking attempts to distinguish between the two subsystems and

control for nystagmus by minimizing visual cues as to pitch plane.

Thusly, any resulting alcohol effect, if any, may be directly related

to subjective vertigo. Given the flying mission and the absence of

visual cues associated with nystagmus during high altitude flights,

initial exploration of vertigo functions and drug effects seem most

appropriate. Previous PEP studies 13,14,15 have allowed both vestibular

subsystems to operationally contribute to performance data. It is

important in defining the clarity and reliability of any drug effect

on an equilibrium-based performance task to respect the fact that the

presence or absence of visual stimuli is likely related to any alcohol

effect. 43 Evidence would suggest that visual information (nystagmic)

is very important in counteracting alcohol effects. 44

3. Given standardized task parameters and distinction of sen-

sory system parameters, the problem emerges as to the equivalence of

drug metabolism rates among primates. It has been noted that data from

monkeys and humans are very different. 24 Hence, proportionately equal

drug doses are not necessarily equal in the sense of blood levels of an

agent, time to peak effect, or drug deactivation. The human dose re-

sponse curve is much steeper than in monkeys and humans are much more

sensitive to performance degradation, on a mg/kg basis, than are mon-

keys. 15 Respecting this important difference, care must be exercised

in deriving any man-monkey extrapolation. It would seem appropriate to

13-12
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pursue basic comparative studies as to onset time, length, and deacti-

vation time for agents of interest based on common physiological indi-

ces mediated by CNS systems. This data could be used, on an

agent-by-agent basis, to derive mathematical constants to be applied to

any man-monkey extrapolation. On an interim basis, and for alcohol

studies, it is suggested that instead of relying on administering

proportionately similar doses based on body weight, BAL/BAC levels .

could be time sampled in monkeys and humans and performances keyed to

specific BALs. One caution to this practice is the appreciation that a

breathalizer gives only indirect and approximate measures of BAL. 35

In final analysis, pursuit of man-monkey analogs for the evaluation

of CD agents is a necessity. There is a requirement, in consideration

of data extrapolations, to deal with the problems of task/physiological

function standardization and systemic chemical agent measurement.

Alcohol does appear to offer an opportunity, as an initial model agent,

though measurement of atropine and similar CD agents will necessitate

such procedures as time-based blood analysis. Also, assuming demon-

strable drug effects from CD agents of interest, it is suggested that

such effects be investigated relative to state dependency. Were this

phenomenon substantiated, training for critical aircrew operations

could be expanded to include mild exposure to specific CD agents. Given

such training, it is possible that performance decrements associated .

with prophylactic doses of a CD agent could be reduced/minimized and

thus the operational integrity of a mission be preserved.

.5 13-13
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COMBINED BLAST AND FRAGMENT LOADING

ON REINFORCED CONCRETEby -

Dr. Chester E. Canada and Douglas J. Yovaish

ABS TRACT ":

A preliminary computational procedure is developed to

predict the dynamic response of reinforced concrete to the

combined blastwave and fragment loading arising from the

near-by detonation of a metal-encased high explosive charge.

For the physical models and scaled distances used here, the

predicted shockwave profiles in concrete for cased and

uncased charges are significantly different. The spatial

gradient at the shockfront for a cased charge is relatively

steeper yielding conditions more conducive for spalling.

If spalling occurs, less concrete is available to

resist local shear failure; so, the probability of

perforation is increased. This rationale appears to be

consistent with recent experimental programs which show

concrete spalling and perforation to be significantly

greater for a cased charge than for an uncased charge.
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SYMBOLS

A AREA (IN 2 )

B FRAGMENTATION PARAMETER (LB 1/2 IN -7/6)

E MODULUS OF ELASTIC9ITY (PSI)

H WALL THICKNESS (IN)

L WAVELENGTH (IN)

M MASS DENSITY (LB-S2/IN 4 )

N NUMBER OF FRAGMENTS

P MAXIMUM OVERPRESSURE (PSI)

0 GRUNEISEN'S RATIO

R STANDOFF DISTANCE (FT)

S STRESS (PSI)
T WAVE DURATION (S)

V SPECIFIC VOLUME (IN 4/ (LB-S2 )"-.

W WEIGHT (LB)

Z SCALED DISTANCE (FT/LBI/ 3 )

a EXPONENTIAL DECAY PARAMETER, RADIUS

C SPEED OF SOUND (IN/S)

d DIAMETER (IN)

e SPECIFIC ENERGY

i IMPULSE (PSI-S)

r PRESSURE INTERCEPT (PSI)

k HARDNESS PARAMETER

1 LENGTH (IN)

m MASS (LB-S 2 /IN)

n EXPONENT

p VARIABLE OVERPRESSURE (PSI)

r VARIABLE DISTANCE (IN; FT)

t TIME (s); THICKNESS (IN)

Up PARTICLE VELOCITY (IN/S)

v VELOCITY (IN/S)

x,y DISTANCES ALONG WALL (IN)

z DISTANCE INTO WALL (IN)
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I. INTRODUCTION: This effort addresses the response of

aboveground, blast resistant, reinforced concrete facilities

caused by near-miss detonations of air-delivered bombs. The

structural loading profile that results from a near-miss

detonation generally has a peak pressure substantially higher

and a duration substantially shorter than the corresponding

material strength and natural period of most structures.

A structure located near the source will generally be

subjected to both missle impacts and a highly directional,

transient blast wave. In the high pressure (near-field)

region, blast pressures decay rapidly with distance from the

source. As a result, the blast loading on a specific area of

a structure is highly dependent on the separation of that
element from the source. Often that part of the structure

nearest the source will be subjected to a loading magnitude

capable of causing the localized material failures of

spalling or breaching. Such structures must be examined for

localized shearing responses in addition to the more

conventional overall flexure and shearing modes of response.

H. Hader (1) recently reported an extensive investigation

concerning the effects of bare and steel-cased explosive

charges on reinforced concrete walls. The main conclusion . -

was that cased charges were considerably more effective in - "

causing perforation than bare charges. In fact, the paper

reported that cased charges caused perforations in

reinforced concrete walls at distances up to ten times

larger than bare charges of the same weight. Further, the

wall thickness required to prevent perforation is up to

three times larger for cased than for bare charges.

Empirical curves to predict spalling and perforation for the

two situations were given in the reference. The curves are

reproduced here as Fig 1. Detailed discussions of the results

14-5
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of Ref 1 are contained in Ref 2-4. The increased effectiveness

of a cased charge in causing localized concrete failure is

supported by each of these references.

Various modifications were investigated in Ref 2-4, to

address both shearing and flexural modes of behavior. For

flexure, main reinforcement percentages as low as 0.25% were

found effective. For spalling, all the successful fixes 0
involved some mechanism to decouple the blast wave and

fragments from an unimpeded, direct line-of-sight interaction

with the wall.

The emphasis of this effort will be to develop an

understanding of material and structural responses to combined

fragment and blast loadings. This enhanced understanding of

mechanisms involved should prove useful for choosing among the

possible structural modifications.

II. OBJECTIVE: The objective of this study is to develop a

rationale to predict the combined missile and blast wave

induced loading on a reinforced concrete structure from the

detonation of a nearby, steel-cased, high explosive charge.

Structural and material responses predicted due to this

combined loading will be compared with applicable

experimental results. Subject areas that need refining and

improving will be noted.

III. DISCUSSION: The analysis procedure adopted here is to

separately determine the pressure-time loading profiles for
blast and fragments on the reinforced concrete element. Each

profile has the form

p po(l-t/T)e-at/T. (1)

14-6
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If a = 0, which is the case most often used, the profile is e...

triangular. For the problem under consideration,

simultaneous loading is assumed. The two pressure-time

profiles are simply added linearly to obtain a single wave, of

rather involved geometry for element loading. Response of

the structural element, including spall, local shear, and

flexural modes is determined.
Spalling and local shearing are across-the-plate

phenomena; so, characteristic times will be small relative to

flexural response. A detailed knowledge of the wave profile _-

within the concrete is required for the spall analysis.

Since the peak pressures obviously decay with distance, an

attenuation analysis is necessary. The main steps in the

analysis procedure are featured in the following narrative.

a. LOADING DUE TO BLAST WAVE: The determination of

blast wave loading involves few assumptions and is relatively..

straightforward. Air burst curves for reflected
over-pressure and impulse in Ref. 6. are used in conjunction

with a preliminary modification (7), of a computer program

"REICON" (8) to predict loading. The program "REICON" was

initally written to investigate shear failure in soil-covered

reinforced concrete beams and slabs. The code contains shear ,-

failure criteria based on a critical impulse and an initial, -

critical velocity to cause both edge and localized shear -

failures. Only the localized shear failure mode for a slab

is considered in this effort.

A free-field pressure distribution from a spherical

charge of the form --

p = p(x,y) f(t) (2a)

where p(x,y) = kZ- n (2b) S

and f(t) = (1 -t/T) exp (-at/T) (2c)
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is used in REICON. Free-field pressures from cylindrical

charges are predicted by segmenting the cylinder into

individual charges applying Eq 2 to each segment, and

linearly summing the results. Reflected pressures resulting

from the interaction of the underground, free-field wave with

a concrete wall is approximated in REICON by

p(x,y) = (kZ- n ) (I + R/r) (3a)

where Z = r /3 . (3b)

The curves of Ref 6 are converted herein to predict shocks at

ground level by using an equivalent charge weight. An

equivalent weight factor of 1.3 is recommended in the

reference. The converted curves are both shifted to the

right, and the scaled impulse curve is also shifted upward.

These resulting curves were fit to the form of Eq 3. The

resulting relations for reflected shockwaves at ground level

are

p(x,y) = 5210(Z - 1 .8 1) (1 + R/r) (4a)

and i(x,y) = 0.184 WHE1/ 3 (Z- 1 .8 1 ) (I + R/r) (4b)

with an effective duration

t(x,y) = (a 2 /(e - a + a - 1)) [(3.53E -5) WHE1/ 3j. (4c)

These equations agree with the reference curves for scaled

distances less than about 1.5, but are increasingly in error

for larger scaled distances.

-. b. LOADING DUE TO FRAGMENTS: For this study, the

cylindrical axis of the cased charge is oriented vertically

- .on detonation. A symmetric, cylindrically expanding fragment

distribution of uniform velocity limited to the horizontal

14-8
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direction is assumed. The accuracy of this assumption will

obviously depend on the initial velocity distribution caused

by the detonation geometry. The initial uniform velocity of

the expanding fragments and the resulting decay in velocity

as a function of distance are predicted in Ref 5 as

vo =(2E')1/2[2WHE/(2W c + WHE)]I/2 (Sa)

and v = vO exp ((-1.59 E-3)r/Wfl/
3 ). (Sb)

A view of the assumed situation is shown in Fig 2. For

purposes of this study the wall will be divided into sectors

of constant height (1) width (t) (as shown in Fig. 3). The

average velocity normal to the surface of the wall in sector

j is approximately

Vnj vj[SIN~j - SIN~jI/(Oj -Oj-) (6)

where vj is obtained from Eq 5. The weight of the median

fragment and the number of fragments striking sector j are "*--.

predicted from the Mott Theory (6) as
.......

Wf [Btc 5/6dcl/ 3 (l + tc/dc)(ln.5)] 2  (7)

V. and Nj = NT.((Oj -Oj-I)/27r) (8a)

with NT = ((ln 0.5)2/2) Wc/Wf. (8b)

Unless otherwise specified, parameters in REICON/SPALL

default to these for TNT.

The impulse imparted to the wall in sector j equals:

'fj = mjvnj/Aj (9a) - - -

where mj = (Wc/g)(Oj -j-l)/2Tr (9b)
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and A= T(l) (9c)

The average spacing between median fragments in sector j is -

xfj = (Aj/Aij)I/ 2 . (10)

The depth of penetration of a fragment with median weight

in sector j is (6)

Zfj = (5.61E_8)k'(5000/f'c)I/2Wf0' 4 (vnj)l .8  (11)

where k'= 0.7 for mild steel, and k'= 1.0 for armor piercing

steel. The impulse specified in Eq 9 is deposited in the

* wall over this depth Zfj. If the fragment velocity is almost

constant over most of its penetration into the wall, then the

• .interaction time for deposition of the impulse is

tfj = zfj/Vnj (12)

* This interaction time is the assumed duration of the

*" resulting shock wave of magnitude and form

pfj = (ifj/tfj)[a 2/(e-a + a-l)] (13)

The shock wave emanating from a single fragment impact

would exhibit a spherical expansion. The peak pressure at
the shock front would decay approximately as the inverse of

the distance from a reference volume of radius a (9). For the

- situation of several fragments striking an area, the

, individual shock waves will interfere to both spall concrete

-'. from the front face and eventually form a planar shock front

propagating into the wall. The depth of spall for a given

. region on the front face is assumed equal to the average

depth of fragment penetration for that region.

F14-10
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The model used to predict pressures propagating into the

wall assumes that the energy of striking fragment is

deposited in a characteristic volume equal to the equivalent . .

spherical volume of a median fragment. This reference volume
is situated at the terminal location of the fragment Zf. A
spherically expanding wave emanates from this characteristic

volume. The pressure in this wave decays inversely with

propagation distance until it has traveled a distance equal

to the fragment spacing at which time a plane wave is formed.

The pressure when a plane wave finally forms is

Pfj= (a/xfj) Pfj (INITIAL) (14)

where Pfj (INITIAL) is the value in Eq 13.

Further attenuation of this wave, since it is now

considered a plane wave, proceeds by hydrodynamic

attenuation as discussed below.

c. HYDRODYNAMIC ATTENUATION: Obviously, the peak pressure

at the shock front reduces in magnitude as a function of

propagation distance. Quite often this decay process is

ignored for design considerations and the wave applied at the

back face is simply equated with the wave applied to the

front face. This approximation appears adequate for plane

waves, possessing a long wavelength relative to the

propagation distance of int, rest. However, for non-planar

waves or waves with short lengths, decay processes become

significant. Attentuation as a function of geometrical

divergence is considered for non-planar waves. Pressure

decay due to hydrodynamic attenuation is considered for

planar shocks of short wavelength. Obviously, as discussed

below, further work is needed in this area to improve

prediction accuracies.

14-11
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Hydrodynamic attenuation arises because the sum of the

particle velocity and local speed of sound behind a shock

front exceed the velocity of the front. Consequently, '

disturbances behind the front overtake it, resulting in

pressure reductions as a function of propagation distance.

Fig 4 shows the physical situation. The decrease in

pressure as a function of distance for the assumed elastic 0

behavior is

Dp/Dz = -dp/dz [up + c)/c o -1] (15)

with the parameters defined in Fig 4. An expansion equation

of state is required to evaluate the local speed of sound c,

which is highly dependent on the physical expansion process

along the release isentrope. Many isentropic equations-of-

state have been proposed to describe characteristics peculiar

to a material. In the high pressure region, concrete
obviously undergoes some irreversible crushing. A completely

accurate description of the attenuation process would dictate

the use of an isentrope sensitive to this irreversible

crushing (10). Significant attentuations would be predicted

for those regions involving severe concrete crushing. For

the first order approximation intended here, it will be

assumed, however, that most of the concrete material remains

in the elastic phase. A Mie-Gruneisen equation-of-state is

assumed, namely

e = (p + E )V/Q (lb) .

where Q is the Gruneisen ratio. Data for the Grumeisen ratio

of concrete are quite limited. A constant value of 2.3, as

reported in Ref 10, will be used here.

14-12
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Evaluation of Eq lb for an isentropic expansi.on Leads

to

Ps= E/(U+1) * (V0/V)Q+1 -1]. (17)

The local speed of sound behind the Shock is

2 (-V2dp/dV)s (18a)
4-c

leading to

c =c 0 (V0 /V)Q/
2 . (18b)

The resulting expression tor (up + c) is

(up + C) =c 0L(V0 /V)Q/2 + (l-V/V0 )]. (19)

f~inally from Eq 15,

DP/DZ =(dp/dZ) I(Vo/V)Q/ 2 
-V/Vo] (2Ua) 7

where pH-o Po c0
2 (l-V/Vo). (2Ub)

Determination of the locus of peak pressures for the tirst

transit of the structural element depends on the initial

- ~ blast wave profile and the propagation distance. The locus

curve is

pj+l = j+ (DP/DZ),&Zj. (21)

* The value used for AZ must be small enough to assure

.4 resolution ot the pressure attenuation.
r4

* d. CONCRETE SPALLING: Several SPALLING models (11) have

* been proposed to predict the behavior of various classes of

14-1
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material. Unfortunately, insufficent data are available to

utilize most of these models. Perhaps the simplest known

model is used here; where, concrete spall occurs at the instant

a tensile stress greater than the tensile strength Su exists

at a plane in the concrete. The phenomena is thus treated as

a brittle process. The process under consideration is

illustrated in Fig 5. Fig 5a is a spatial plot showing the

incident compression wave within the concrete of peak

pressure P, and wavelength L at the time of first contact

with the back face of the concrete element. Fig 5b portrays

the situation a short time later when the interaction between

the rarefaction tail of the incident compressive wave and the

peak of the reflected rarefaction wave has created a tensile

stress at the plane shown. If p is greater than the tensile

strength, then spall occurs at the plane noted by AZ.

Material to the right of this fracture plane moves faster

than the material to the left. In the absence of any

additional restraining forces, material on the two sides of

the fracture plane will increasingly separate with time.

If the spall plane is located within the concrete cover

of the back face, no additional restraining forces arise to

prevent the relative motion of a spalled segment. If, on

the other hand, the spall plane lies between negative and *- 1

positive reinforcement, some restraint to the relative

motion on the two sides of the plane will eventually be

provided as stresses develop in the reinforcing steel. Even

more restraint to the relative separation would be provided

in those elements containing web reinforcement. Generally

blast-resistant concrete contains, as a minimum, both

negative and compressive reinforcement, and probably

temperature steel as well.

14-14
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For the preliminary calculations conducted here, specitied

.4" regions on the back face of the wall are evaluated for spall

only down to that depth corresponding to the innermost layer 9 S

of negative reinforcing steel. The containment provided by

the reinforcing bars is assumed sufticient to prevent

relative separations at possible fracture planes formed

between the negative and positive bars. Possible breaching p *,

is considered to be the most significant shear failure mode

for this area between the layers of steel.

Atter a specified region of the wall is first checked for

concrete removed due to fragment impacts on the front face

and spalling on the back face, that region is then evaluated

for possible breaching failure. This analysis includes

reductions in wall thickness as well as any "trapped impulse"

removed in a spalled layer.

If a spall plane is produced atAZ in Fig. 5b, then the

impulse trapped in the spalled segment is

i = (pL/a 2co) [(1-a + 2aZ/L)(e- 2a&Z/L)-(l-a)] (22)

and the velocity of the segment is

v = i/MAZ. (23)

The prediction of spalling for the model used here is .-. "

directly dependent on the values of concrete tensile strength

and spatial slope of the pressure wave profile. The slope is

sensitive to the value selected for 'a'. Quite often " O
insufficient data is available for a judicious selection of

'a' so a value of zero is simply used. This yields a -.

triangular wave shape.

4..- 1 -41
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Concrete spalling is the result of dynamic behavior. The

process has no static counterpart. The value for dynamic

tensile strength is certainly higher than the static P0
strength, but questions of absolute value remain. Kot(12)

reports evidence of a tensile strength equal to half of the

static compressive strength, whereas, other investigators use

values as low as 13% of the compressive strength. The p 'g

effects of variations in the decay constant and the tensile

stength are discussed in the results section.

KOT also found that spalling is dependent on the angle of

incidence of a compressive wave at a free surface. He

predicts that for typical concretes, spalling will not occur

for angles exceeding 45 degrees. This limiting angle will be

used in this analysis.

V. RESULTS: Only one test geometry is examined here with

the computational scheme developed in this report. Obviously,

a more complete parameter study is required to judge the

credibility of the assumed models but time was simply not

available. The test situation examined involves a 12-inch

thick reinforced concrete wall located near a cylindrical

explosive charge such as shown in Figure 2. The charge

weighs 100 pounds and has a length-to-diameter ratio of

three. Both bare and mild steel cased charges are
considered. The steel casing is 1/4-inch thick and contoured

* to the shape of the charge. The case weighs about 56.1

pounds.

The concrete wall is made of 5,000 psi concrete and has .

both 60,000 psi flexural and shear reinforcing bars at

densities of 0.5% and 0.25% repectively. Symmetric

distributions are assumed for the negative and positive bars.

The distance from the back face to the inside edge of the

* negative reinforcing steel is about three inches. This is

the depth at which concrete spalling is examined.

I| 14-16
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Results featured by the computational exercise are for

those standoff distances at which spalling and breaching are

imminent. Parameter variations include the cased vs the bare

charge and the exponential decay constant. These results are

given in Table I. The standoff distances for imminent

concrete spalling are functionally dependent on the value - -

used for tensile strength. A value of 2,000 psi was used. .,1

The average loading due to the blast wave over the 24-inch

diameter area was determined using an analytical solution for

the average pressure predicted by Eq. 4a and the

corresponding impulse predicted by Eq. 4b. Critical impulse

is determined from the methods of Ref 8 with the wall

thickness remaining after possible concrete spalling.

The results of Table I are consistent with recent

experimental data in that greater wall damage is predicted

for cased charges than for bare charges. Breaching is

indicated for a cased charge at about 1.6 times the distance

for a bare charge. This factor of 1.6 changes little with
variation of the exponential decay constant. The distanze

ratio changes from about 2.2 to 6.2 as the decay constant

varies from zero to five.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS: Several assumptions were necessary in

the analysis described. Some of these assumptions were

reasonable and require no further consideration.

Unfortunately, there were also relatively unsupported

assumptions made that were critical parameters for the

predicted results. These assumptions were made in the

fragment induced loading, the shock wave attenuation and

concrete spalling analyses. Additional analytical and

experimental work is recommended for these areas. The work 2
would include a parameter study of shockwave profiles and

14-17
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attenuation processes in concrete. Correlation of observed

spalling with measured shockwave geometries would be _

necessary. The analytical part of the study would include O

the development of physical models for attenuation and

spalling consistent with the experimental observations.

The physical models used here permit limited reductions

in effective wall thicknesses due to fragment penetration and '

* concrete spalling. This reduction in thickness directly

affects the remaining load capacity of the the wall.

* Additional work is necessary in this area to better estimate

reserve capacity after initial spall and fragement induced !..

damage.
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LOCUS OF PEAK PRESSURE (DP/oX)

lop

DX/C0 a Dzt'.IDX) (UP+ Co) 
.....

Dzt'/DX aI(Up + C) l-I

Opw (dP/4z) Dx'
DP/DX - CDP/Dz')(Dx9/DX) *--

x (dP/dI) (up+ C )

Fig 4. Evaluation of Hydrodynamic Attenuation

TPLAE~A.

P Co

Fig 5. Evaluation of Concrete Spalling
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FINITE ELEMENT PRELIMINARIES IN EMP ENVIRONMENTS

by

Jack E. Chatelain
Steven A. Roberts

ABSTRACT

The use of the finite element method is investigated to evaluate what

functional forms would satisfy boundary conditions and asymptotic wave forms.

It is shown that vector spherical harmonics used in conjuction with Bessel

functions or negative powers of r could be useful. The possibility of multi-

pole moments both in the source and wavefield as solution to the problem is

indicated. Suggestions for further research are offered.

"This document was prepared under the sponsorship of the
Air Force. Neither the US Government nor any person acting
on behalf of the US Government assumes any liability resulting
from the use of the information contained in this document or
warrants that such use will be free from privately owned
rights."
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I. INTRODUCTION: The calculation of the electromagnetic pulse (EMP) environ-
ment (electromagnetic field intensity) has been an equally difficult and im-..

portant problem since the threat was first recognized. The most complete

treatments of the problem have been based on finite difference analysis. The

non-linearity introduced by the field dependent conductivity is the culprit. 0

The finite difference method, while it does give answers, also has its short-

comings and perhaps a compromise between an analytical approach and finite

differencing might incorporate the best of the two methods.

The finite element method seems to occupy a "niche" between the

finite difference method and the analytical method. This is especially so

when one tries to anticipate a "natural" functional dependence, i.e. an

analytical solution to the homogenous equation. This solution should satisfy

the boundary conditions, if possible. In three dimensional time dependent

situations the usual procedure is to use finite elements on the space part

(with optimum analytical functions as coefficients) and finite difference the

time dependent equations.

We will direct our efforts towards the solution of the problem of a •

grounded "hemispherical boss" on an infinite grounded plane with current dis-

tributions outside of the "boss." We will indicate how Maxwell's equations

(inparticular the wave equations forE) can lead to an approximate solution.

I. OBJECTIVES: Our objectives are as follows:

a. To find optimal analytical functions to use in the finite element

approximation.

b. To investigate (if the functions in objective "a" are truly

optimal) how one might proceed to a series solution.

• . --oU'
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ITI. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM: The wave equation for the field strength is:

_ _ __ -__ (I). ..

Where is the current density. The free field will described by (1) with T

-= Q, and the radiation field with both 0-:V" -. We will apply equation (1) 7

to the problem of an infinite conducting plane with a perfectly conducting

hemispherical "boss" in the plane. The current distribution T is given by

tables (or other) and will be assumed to have azimuthal symmetry. With re-

spect to the center of the conducting hemisphere. The media above the plane

and sphere (the atmosphere) has an Edependent ionization level and is also

the source of a current (the compton current). So in general we put:

The problem is to find an F" which satisfys the boundary conditions for a given

and

IV. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS: The boundary conditions are such that:
A ~ A

a. E 17= 0 where k1 is the unit normal to the plane and sphere.

b. r- _. +a ->

• ' - s°

where - is the usual "position vector" of spherical polar coordinate system.

We will use spherical polar coordinates with the origin at the center of the

hemisphere.

A vector spherical harmonics description of a wave field emanating from

spherical distributions of charge and currents has been used by Blaff and

15-5
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Weisskopf(1) and others in conjunction with the description of gamma radiation

coming from excited nuclei. The various multipole modes of charge motion in

the nucleus are the source of the multipole radiation field described by vector

spherical haramonics. We will assume then that a multipole description of

source currents and charge in our problem is a viable approach.

V. VECTOR SPHERICAL HARMONICS: The vector spherical harmonics that we will

use are described by E.L. Hill(2) and a few of their properties which we have

used explicitly are as follow:

______ A 1 i. ..v.-

* - v. L . ', >> (7)

_.-T Vo["  (r) V~oJ - QVA)- F~ I/4e F9T  .(-:-')

.."L"d,_ -- -.-...-J.-

V..?( L, 4- (e Jec (16")"

0 F

WhrFe ) L o L -- t a-- -- ,6-
V- L r) V -- 0 & + - r L , ):::;

Y~~iste cla aroic are unit vecto~rs in the direction";['%-."

of ( and respectively. We have assumed azimuthal symmuetry and put 4=) ..-__.

a linear conbination of th- vector spherical harmonics.

• . . - .,o .. . .. .- - - ... .. . . . . . .
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VI. SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS: The choice of F'), depends primarily upon

satisfying the boundary conditions. Presumably one could accomplish this with 0

a variety of choices, i.e. Fb-)v r , F(H)Vspherical Bessel function etc,

however, the choice can also affect computational difficulties. The operator

(13) is strongly suggestive of differential form defining spherical bessel

functions, i.e. .

-..-- .e

The spherical bessel functions have an asymptotic limit,

/V,) - r.. -..-
and are also regular at the origin. One can also determine kqCso that/z'ekv)

0 0 to satisfy the boundary condition on the sphere. We have, therefore,

decided on the sperical bessel function to describe the radial dependence.

VII. THE ELECTRIC FIELD ASSUMPTION: Good approximations to the space de-

pendent functions to be incorporated in our finite element solution would be

those that satisfy the boundary conditions. We therefore put

F-= A ,. ' .,) Z7 A. + 7 ApJe ( ,) P0 e, (/) -

Ahere P, and are linear combinations of Vee, andweo . The combination,+  4- r) ::::"

is picked to give us a coulomb dependence in the t term. The limit in (15)

gives the radiation limit for large r. If we pick odd .1the radial Fvanishes -.

at - jand the field does not vanish at&) Finally if q is the
A

zero of e(k4 we will have the ,61component of C vanish on te sphere for.lodd.

The coulomb component involves/e~i r) where rand ki are distinct.

If, when (16) is substituted into (1), the result would separate, for

each order ofJ, into ordinary differential equations in time ( t) then the ex-

pansion would be a possible solution. Our preliminary calculations of V AC+

15-7
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vVC1-) indicated that, success depends, as one might presume on the behavior

of (" The orthogonality of vector harmonics, the scalar harmonics, the

bessel functions (both of orders and arguments) tend to lend hope to the series

approach. Perhaps a direct calculation of VX(Y70 sing equations (1o), (n1) and

(12) would be a more direct and simplier procedure.

VIII. FINITE ELEMENT METHOD: The "finite element" method starts with the so-

called "weak form" of the differential equation which is in the form of an in-

tegral. The finite element series which makes the integral vanish is, hope-

fully, an approximate solution. The differential equation is the Euler-La-

Grange equation of the integral. The usual procedure is to multiply the dif-

ferential equation by a parameter and integrate by parts to form squared terms.

In the Galerkin form the parameter is chosen to be the dependent variable. A

weak form for our problem is -- T

S(6 >Yi7X- (s'J~ ~~~4 IV 6 A--•=ox .:.:--:

which is the time derivative of the Poynting Theorem. One could substitute

(16) into (18) (which might prove to be fomidable) with each order of X,

being an element to approximate a solution.

IX. RECOMMENDATIONS: Our objectives in this project was to find a good ap-

proximate function to descsribe the space dependence for the EMP problem. A -

really "good" function might be used as the basis of a series solution to the

problem. .-..
The next step in the calculation would be to calculate VX(7')

with (16). This would reduce the left side of (1) to a linear combination of

Bessel functions and vector harmonics. The right sideF dependence would have

time derivatives of A We have not yet used all of the orthogonality in the "--
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Bessel functions, so at this point we cannot state that our amplitudes 4r..e

etc. will separate in a simple way, but they might. If they do we will have .

an ordinary differential equation in time which will be numerically integrated.

A conductivity dependence of say (7(6b4*s; looks hopeful but -.

higher powers ofi,9 will very probably lead to a mixing of different orders.

The finite element method has the potential of a more subtle deter-

mination of the amplitudes with, hopefully, less orders. We would substitute

(16) into (18) to get the ordinary differntial equations (in time) for the

S;"amplitudes.
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MULTIPLE COCKPIT COMBAT MISSION TRAINER NETWORK

by

John A. Cicero

ABSTRACT

The feasibility of a multiple cockpit combat mission trainer (CMT)

is investigated. It is shown that a cable network can be used to p.-.
connect together many CMTs over a large geographical area. The cable

channel is divided into a critical portion and a noncritical portion.

The critical portion uses a time division multiple access (TDMA)

technique to broadcast CMT position and attitude to all other CMTs in

the network. The noncritical data portion uses a random access protocol

to broadcast weather, threat information, etc., to all CMTs in the

network. An analysis technique is presented which easily evaluates the

random access protocol. Suggestions for further research in this area

are proposed.
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.'.. - I. INTRODUCTION

The Air Force has determined that large-scale combat simulations are

necessary to maintain force readiness for future armed conflict [1]. The

increasingly complex nature of warfare demands that difficult combat

missions be practiced regularly in a simulated hostile enviroment. It

is prohibitively expensive to stage large field exercises frequently

enough to provide the required experience for all players. Also, field .

exercises cannot provide actual threats such as surface-to-air missiles

and antiaircraft artillery.

A combat mission trainer (CMT) network will link together a large

number of simulators to provide the ability to practice major compaigns

. - without loss of life or equipment, at a greatly reduced cost. The

network will enable pilots to interact with all other aircraft in a

strike force, and to compete against enemy formations. This concept

requires a network that interconnects many CMTs over a large

geographical area. Individual CMT position and attitude can be

transmitted to all other CHrs in the network. Also, the latest digital

terrain data from the Defense Mapping Agency, threat information from

various intelligence sources, and satellite weather data can be

transmitted across the channel.

A central computer can be incorporated in the network to provide

S.firing status, and kill/damage determination to all the players. Also,

the central computer can be used to synchronize the individual CMTs and

to determine any network faults. Once such a network is established,

encrypted data transmission can be used to regularly conduct highly

II. OBJECTIVES

- The main objective of this project was to investigate the feasi-

bility of a multiple cockpit combat mission trainer (CMT) network which .-

could simulate air-to-air and air-to-ground combat scenarios. Specific

objectives included: 1) determining which communication channel best

satisfies the CMT network concept, 2) determining the maximum physical

separation between CMTs in a network, 3) determining how the available

channel could be used most efficiently, 4) finding and evaluating a

random access protocol that provides good delay-throughput charac-
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teristics for a channel with long delays, and 5) determining the effects

of security on message length and channel efficiency. •

III. Physical Communication Link and the CMT Network

A transmission medium which provides reasonably good security, large

signal-to-noise ratios and large bandwidth must be used for the CMT

network. Some possible mediums are coaxial cable, fiber optics, twisted

pair, microwave and satellite links. Twisted pair cable is susceptible

to interference at high frequencies and does not provide the signal-

to-noise ratios necessary for high reliability, large bandwidth com-

munications. With microwave and satellite links transmitted signals can

easily be intercepted by an unauthorized receiver. Also, it will be

shown that the transmission delay times for a satellite link are not

acceptable in the CHT network.

Coaxial cable and fiber optics are two good mediums for the CMT

network. Coaxial cable will be used as an example in this paper because

it provides good bandwidth, constant received signal strength, a high

signal-to-noise ratio, good isolation, and reliable components and

connection techniques. Also, it is commercially installed by many CATV

(Community Antenna Television) companies at competitive prices [2).

A typical CATV modem provides for point-to-point transmissions at

rates of 6 Mbps using a variety of modulation techniques. CATV supports

signal-to-noise ratios of approximately 40 dB which results in

9
uncorrected bit-error rates of better than 1 in 10 bits.

The CMTs can be arranged in any geographic distribution. (Fig. 1
shows an example of 18 CMTs arranged in three squadrons of six with a

stand alone central computer.) Therefore, the network will be designed

so that all CMTs can communicate across a single link. This allows any

possible geographic design to utilize the minimum number of links.

(i.e., If two squadrons are transmitting data in the same geographic

direction, they can share a common communication link instead of

requiring two separate links.)

The maximum response time, Td, from a pilot's action in one CMT to

that action being displayed in another CMT must be determined by

experiment. It is assumed to be 100 mSec for this paper. The time

required for sampling the pilot's action, Tpa, for processing the data

16-5



at the receiving CMT, Trdp, and for producing an image at each frame of

the CIG (computer image generator), Tc1 , Tc2, and Tc3 must be

measured in the actual system. Then, the maximum data transmission time

from one CMT to another, Tdt, can be calculated:

Tdt = Td - Tpa - Trdp - TcI - Tc2 - Tc3 ()

For example, if the following times are assumed: Tpa f Trdp = TcI =

Tc 2 Tc 3 1/60 of a second, then Tdt is calculated as 1/60 of a

second. Tdt will be considered one epoch. (See Fig. 2.)

IV. Possibility of a Satellite Channel

A satellite network would be desirable for long distance com-

munications or for communications over rough terrain. The propagation

delay, Tpd, must be calculated to see if the total transmission delay is

acceptable for the CMT network.

A geosynchronous satellite must have a period equal to that of the

Earth's rotations, a sidereal day of 23h 56min 4.09sec (mean value). A

geostationary satellite is geosynchronous with an equatorial (in the

plane of the equator), near-circular and direct (same diiectlon of

rotation as Earth) orbit. The period of an elliptical orbit is given by

[3]

period = 21T(A3/u)11 2  (2)

where A = semimajor axis of the ellipse and u = gravitational constant.Fo at .9x10532• ---

For earth u = 3.99 x 1k . Solving for A in equation (2),

2 1/3
A ((period/27T) u) (3)

3
Since the period is approximately 86,164 sec, A = 42.2xlO km. e"

that A (the semimajor axis of the ellipse) is the distance from the

center of the earth to the satellite. Assuming that the radius of the

earth, r, is approximately 6.4 xlO 3 kin, the altitude of the satellite,

h, (which is the distance between the surface of the earth and the

satellite) can be computed as
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h-A- r (4)

h = 42.2 xlO3km- 6.4 xlO3km = 35,800km

Finally, the single hop satellite delay (i.e., the time required to

transmit a packet of information from one earth station to another via a

satellite link) can be calculated as

• 0
Tpd (Single hop delay) - 2h/c (5)

Where c is the propagation velocity in free space (3x108 m/s).
Substituting c and h in equation (5) yields Tpd = 240 milliseconds.

This 240 millisecond propagation delay would replace the propagation

delay, Tpd, in Fig. 2, and would create a total delay from pilot action

to action displayed of approximately 1/3 of a second. A delay of this

magnitude is totally unacceptable in the CMT network.

V. Need for Synchronization

Synchroaization will be extremely important for two reasons. First,

the proposed communication link for this network is a single (expensive)

channel. To allow many CHTs to efficiently access a single channel, the

channel must be divided up into different time slots. Each time slot

occurs during a predetermined interval and each CMT transmits data only

during its uniquely assigned slot. This partition scheme which is

called time division multiple access (TDMA) guarantees the minimum

access delay for all the CMTs in the network.

During a CHT's uniquely defined time slot, the CMT broadcasts its

critical data (CMT position, attitude, etc.) to every other CMT in the

network. If two or more CMTs attempt to transmit during the same time

slot a collision (mutually destructive interference) will occur and the

packets will have to be retransmitted. Collisions can be avoided if the

network is well synchronized and the CMTs only transmit packets during
their assigned time slot.

The second reason for synchronization is that a CIG requires one -

epoch to process its data, and new data must wait until the current

frame is completed before it can be processed. The processing latency

can introduce an additional epoch of delay in the network response

16-7
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time. In a well synchronized network, data will always be presented to
the CIG just before the start of its current processing frame, thus

eliminating any additional delays. Note that the pilot's stick position
does not have to be sampled more often than once every TcI because the

- ... first frame of the CIG accepts new information only once every Tc I.

VI. Calculation of the Maximum Physical Separation between CMTs "

Before the maximum physical separation between CMTs can be computed,

several quantities must be determined. First a packet, length L, which

is used to transmit critical data must be determined. (This packet

length is independent of the packet length that will be used for

noncritical data.) Next, the bit or data rate, R, must be determined.

For this example, the bit rate is 6 Mbps and the packet length is 1000

bits. Then, the time required to transmit one packet, Tpack, is defined

as

Tpack = L/R (6)

For this exarr:e,, Tpack = .167msec/packet. The time required for N CMTs

to transmit e packet each is N x Tpack (or 3msec for N=18).

If the total length of the data transmission slot, Tdt, is known

then the transmission propagation delay, Tpd, can be calculated. The -. " .

data transmission slot is equal to the time required to transmit N

packets plus the maximum propagation delay from the transmitter to the

receiver. Therefore,

Tpd = Tdt - N x Tpack (7)

For this example Tpd 13.66msec, and the maximum physical separation

between CMTs is

Dmax = (Tpd - Dmax/Drepeat x Trepeat) x cM (8)

Where Drepeat is the average distance between repeaters, Trepeat is

the average propagation delay of a repeater, and cM is the

propagation velocity of the physical medium.

5 , - 16-8 .
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Solving for Dmax in equation (8) yields

Dmax = Tpd/(l/cM + Trepeat/Drepeat) (9) 6

If a repeater spacing of 1 km and an average repeater delay of 1 usec

are assumed, and a propagation velocity, cM, of 1/2 c (where c is the

velocity in free space) is used, then the maximum separation between any

two CMTs, Dmax = 1781km or 1107 miles (for the 18 CMT network).

VII. Synchronization Techniques

A synchronization technique [4] is described that is particularly

applicable to the CMT network. Synchronization consists of a coarse and

a fine search. The coarse search is applied only during the

initialization of the network while the fine search (or fine tune) is

continuously applied during normal data communications. (Note that

during coarse search no other data communication is permitted.)

Each one of the N CMTs is assigned a unique number from 1 to N.

(This same assignment is used for the unique TDMA time slots needed for

the critical data communications). The central computer generates

windows during the synchronization period, where a window (or a mirror),

Lw, is defined as a period of time (measured in bits) in which

everything that is received by the central computer is returned to the

CMTs. The length of the window is always smaller than the length of the

packet, (i.e., Lw< L). The bits at beginning and end of the packet, L,

which do not pass through the window, Lw, ( nd are not returncd to the
CMTs) are defined as gaps, Lg. The relationship between the window, the

packet length and the gaps is defined as

Lw = L - 2Lg (10)

If the packet is defined as 000 bits, and the window is defined as 950

. bits, then two gaps (one at the beginning and one at the end of the

0Z packet) must be 25 bits each. During coarse search only one window is

provided per epoch, but during normal operation N windows are provided

per epoch. The N windows provide guard bands between packets and are

used for the fine search.
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Coarse Synchronization begins when the central computer notifies the
network that it is going to provide a window corresponding to time slot

number one. During the coarse synchronization period the central com-

*' puter provides one window per epoch. This window is provided for X

epochs, where X is the number of epochs needed to guarantee coarse syn-

chronization. The first CMT will transmit a burst of Lw bits, then be

idle for 2Lg bits. This pattern of Lw bits transmitting and 2Lg bits

idle is repeated continuously for one epoch. Because the central com-

. puter provides only one Lw bit window per epoch, only Lw bits maximum

can be returned to the transmitting CMT. Actually, when all Lw bits are

returned :.o the transmitting CMT, the first phase of coarse synchron-

ization for CMT number one is complete. Normally, what is returned ... ,

during the first Lw bit window is a gap (of up to 2Lg bits maximum)

somewhere in the window. 1%"

In the next few epochs, Y, the CMT must advance or retard its Lw bit

bursts so that the gap is completely eliminated. At this point (which

is the end of the first phase of coarse synchronization), all but one of

the Lw bit bursts must be eliminated so that the unique time slot

reserved by the central computer for CMT number one can be identified by

CHT number one. The unwanted bursts can be eliminated by trial and

error without knowing the actual distance between the CMT and the "..-.-.

central computer. A binary elimination scheme provides an effective

elimination technique. Note that an epoch can be divided into Tdt x R/L '..'.

L bit slots. Therefore, the number of epochs required to eliminate the

unwanted bursts, W, using binary elimination is

W - log2 (Tdt x R/L) , and (11)

X Y+W (12)

In other words, a CMT should be able to coarsely locate its unique

time slot in X epochs. For this example, Y is assumed to be 3 epochs

and X is calculated as 10 epochs. Simulations showed that coarse

- synchronization is always completed in 10 epochs or less for the network

in this example.

-. After X epochs, the central computer must notify the second CMT to .
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prepare for coarse synchronization and It must move Its window to the

second time slot. This entire procedure is repeated for each of the N

CMTs. The time required to coarsely synchronize the entire network is

(N) x (X) x (Tdt). For this example, the network can be coarsely

synchronized in 3 seconds.

Fine Synchronization begins after coarse synchronization is com-

pleted. During normal operation, the central computer provides N con-

tiguous windows per epoch. Each window is Lw bits long with 2Lg bits

between windows. Fine tuning is performed to compensate for any drift

that may occur between the clock of an individual CMT and the clock of a

central computer. The fine search can be accomplished by designating

the first and last Lf bits of the Lw bit packet as a pseudo noise (PN)

sequence. This PN sequence will have a unique combination of l's and

O's. When a CMT transmits a packet to the central computer, the packet

is returned by the central computer to the transmitting CMT (in addition

to being broadcast to all other CMTs). The transmitting CMT can compare

the received PN sequence to the transmitted PN sequence, and thus deter-

mine the accuracy of the synchronization. If the sequences are not ex-

actly the same (due to truncation by the window) the transmitting GCT

can advance or retard the start of its transmission during the next

epoch to compensate for any error.

The PN sequence is used only for fine tuning and does not contain

any useful information. If some of the PN sequence does not pass

through the window, the data portion of the packet will not be adversely -

affected. The PN sequence should be constructed so that it can easily

be distinguished from the data portion of the packet. Also, it should

immediately indicate the amount of correction needed to maintain

synchronization. If it is assumed that a gap is interpreted as logic

O's the following might be a useful PN sequence:

GAP 1001000100001000001000000 DATA """-"----------- - - --

------- DATA 0000001000001000010001001 GAP

With this PN sequence there is a block of six logic O's separating the

data portion of the packet from the closest logic 1 in the PN sequence.

This block of logic O's is helpful in locating the start of the data

16-11
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portion of the packet. Also, the PN sequence gives a quick indication

of the amount of information that passed through the window. For

example, if 1000010 - - - is the first piece of the PN sequence that

passed through the window, the receiver can immediately determine that .

it must retard its timing by seven bits. Fine tuning continuously

resynchronizes the network without disrupting the critical data

communications link.

44 * 45- %%

VIII. Noncritical Data Communications

The data communications considered in the previous sections are ..

critical communications in the sense that every pilot's action must be

displayed at every other CMT with the minimum delay. If there is

excessive delay between CMTs, the network could not be used for air-to- ",

air or air-to-ground scenarios. However, other network communications ." -

are possible which could tolerate some delay. For example, weather

conditions could tolerate delays up to several hundred milliseconds -

without any noticeable degradation in network performance.

It is seen from equation (7) that there are Tpd seconds out of the ..

Tdt second data transmission slot in which no critical communications

can be performed. During this Tpd second interval (which is actually - .

*, the transmission delay of the critical data communications) noncritical .'
data communications can be performed. The noncritical data is not sent

to a CIG and is not concerned with the CIG processing time.

Random access schemes [5] provide acceptable performance if some .

delays in noncritical message transmisson can be tolerated. A random

access or demand access protocol will be introduced which utilizes the

channel efficiently for bursty (i.e., irregular) traffic in a network
with large transmission delays. The noncritical data communications

together with the critical data communications should utilize one
hundred percent of the data trans- mission slot in an efficient network.

This random access scheme requires a CMT to make a reservation

request before it transmits its noncritical data packet. The

reservation request slot, Lr, should be as small as possible to provide

the most efficient noncritical communications. Lr represents the

minimum number of bits necessary to accurately discern one reservation

16-12
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request from another. Given a physical communication link with a raw

bit rate, R, a bandwidth, BW, and a carrier-to-noise ratio of C/N, Lr

can be calculated according to [6] and [7) as

Lr = (2Br + Dc + Jl + Qt) x R (13)

Where Br - l/R, the basic resolution or bit time of the network,

Dc is the synchronizing clock drift, approximately 6 nsec, .:

Jl is the logic jitter in the network, approximately 5nsec,

Qt - 21(BW x (C/N)1/
2 )-

I.'.*..,

For example, if R is 6Kbps, W is 6101z, and C/N is 40db, then Qt P

3.3nec and Lr - 2.1 bits. A reservation slot of 5 bits will be used

in this example to provide an added margin of safety. Fig. 2 provides

an illustration of a noncritical transmission slot. The number of bits

contained in this Tpd interval is

Lpd - Tpd x R (14) .

The Lpd bit slot is divided into N Lr bit intervals and one Ld bit

interval where

Ld Lpd - N x Lr (15)

Ld is the noncritical data packet length. For this example, calcu- -. ,

lations yield Lpd - 82,000 bits, N x Lr - 90 bits and Ld - 81,910 bits.

In this random access scheme N CNTs compete for a single Ld bit slot

every epoch. Since each CNT will not have noncritical data to transmit

every epoch, this random access scheme is employed. The TDMA scheme

used for critical data results in excessive average delays when the

input traffic to the network is bursty.

Each OfT is initially assigned a number from 1 to N. During the

first epoch any CMT that has information to transmit makes a reservation

request during its assigned reservation time slot. For example, if CHTs

five and seven have information to transmit during the first epoch, they *. A

will each transmit a Lr bit reservation request during the fifth and

4. 16-13
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seventh reservation time slots, respectively. Note that the reservation

requests consist only of an Lr bit carrier burst (i.e., no modulated

informtion is sent during the reservation slot). At the beginning of

the second epoch, all CMTs examine the requests made during the first

epoch. The reservation request closest to slot one wins the right to '-

transmit its data packet during the second epoch. All the losers from

the first reservation epoch together with all the new messages generated

during the first epoch, make new reservation requests during the second . '

epoch's reservation slot.

In a priority reservation scheme, the reservation requests in

subsequent epochs follow the same priority assignments as the first

epoch. The CHT with the lowest fixed assignment will always win the

right to transmit its data first.

In a random reservation scheme, the priority of every CMT in the

second epoch will vary from the priority in the first epoch according to

the following algorithm: new assignment - (old assignment)NOD N + 1.

Similarly, the priority assignment of subsequent epochs is modified

according to this alogrithm. It should be noted that if a packet

collision is detected (possibly due to an error in synchronization) the

CKTs will revert back to their original assignments of a number from 1

toN.

With either scheme the reservation process continues in every

epoch. Requests are always made in the previous epochs for the right to

transmit data during the present epochs. CHTs continuously make reser-

vation requests until they win the right to transmit their packets.

Assume that every CHT has packet generations that follow a Bernoulli

distribution, and that packets cannot be generated by a busy CMT (i.e.,

C Ts contain a single packet buffer). A CHT generates a new packet with

probability, p, and remains idle with probability, 1-p. Also, assume

that a packet can be generated by the CMT only if the CMT's packet

buffer is empty at the beginning of the epoch. This transmisson scheme

can be modeled as a Markov process. Fig. 3 shows an example of the

possible states in which a four CMT network can be found during one

embedded Markovian interval. The designation, ui indicates that there

are i CNTs at the beginning of an embedded Harkovian interval waiting to .

transmit a packet to the network during the interval. Since time is -
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slotted (i.e., the network is synchronized) the system can be described

by the following Karkov chain

u(t+1) -A u(t) (16)

where t represents discrete time, u(t) - u0 (t), ul(t), ,uN()l.

Is the state probability vector, the sun of all ui equals one, and A

is the state transition matrix.

. The structure of Fig. 3, shows that ui cannot be decreased by more

" than one packet per epoch (since there is a maximum of one packet

transmission per epoch) and that the network cannot move from state u

*, to state u4 (i>O) because busy CHTs cannot generate new packets.

Noting that transmissions and arrivals are a function of the state of

the network at the beginning of the embedded Markovian interval, a

general state transition matrix, A, can be obtained

AT - [au 1  
(17)

where aij represents the probability of moving from state I to state j

during one embedded Markovian interval. A general formula for ail for

an N CHT network is

0, for k>N-i or i>j+l,
ti-a. k N-i-k

a K)p otherwise, (18)

The.steady where, k- j for i1, and k - J-i+l for i>l.

The steady state solution of equation (16), denoted as u*, can be

obtained by substituting (18) into (17) and (17) into (16) then solving

(16) iteratively until u(t+l)-=(t). The average steady state

throughput, S, is defined as the average number of packets transmitted

during one Narkovian interval. S is computed as

S - ui* (19)

The average number of busy CMTs in the network, G, is

16-15
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i ui* (20)

And the average delay time for packets to reach their destination is

Delay = (G/S+1)Tdt sec (21)

Solving equation (16) becomes increasingly difficult for large CMT

networks. For a 100 CHT network, a 100 by 100 array is required. To

eliminate this problem, an averaging technique was investigated. It was

shown in (8] that a stochastic system can be represented by a

deterministic averaged equation such as

y(t+l) - y(t) + (Parr(t) - Ptr(t))/N (22)

where (N)(y(t)) represents the average number of busy CMTs in the

network at time t, N is the total number of CMTs in the network, Parr(t)

is the average number of new packets generated during one epoch, and

Ptr(t) Is the average steady state throughput. It can be shown

mathematically that Parr(t) is equal to (l-y(t))(N)(p), where p is the

Bernoulli probability of arrival used in (18). It was determined

experimentally that Ptr(t) is equal to (1-exp(-y(t))). Then equation

(22) can be rewritten as

y(t+l) , y(t) + ((l-y(t))(N)(p) - (1-exp(-y(t))))/N (23)

From the definition of G and S it can be seen that G - (N)(y) and S-

Ptr. Simulations were run to verify the predicted results and average

errors of less than four percent were obtained.

IX. Data Security in the CMT Network

The effect of a security code (9] on packet length and transmission

delay will be presented. A data encryption algorithm can utilize

pseudo-random number generators, which generate uniformly distributed

random numbers over a period of time that is considerably shorter than

the period of the random number generator. The random number generator

is called "pseudo-random" because the next random number is generated by

. 16-16
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applying an algorithm to the present random number. In other words, the

sequence of numbers generated by the pseudo-random number generator p .

isn't really random, it just appears random over a period of time that

is shorter than the period of the generator. When the transmitting CMT

and the receiving CMT use the same algorithm in their pseudo-random

generators, the encrypted message can easily be decoded. (The encrypted

message generated by the transmitting CMT, does not appear to be random

at the receiving CHT since both CMTs follow the same deterministic

algorithm.) However, If an unauthorized receiver does not know the

encryption algorithm the received information will appear to be random.

A pseudo-random number generator requires an initial "Seed" (or

number) from which it can generate a random sequence of numbers. The

transmitting CMT and receiving CMT must use the same initial seed (and

the same algorithm) to properly exchange information. A problem with

this scheme is that the seed (or key) must be secretly transmitted to

all CXrs in the network before comunication can begin. The advantage

of this scheme is that with sophisticated encryption algorithms an

unauthorized receiver could know the algorithm but still not be able to

decode the received sequence because the seed is not known.

This random number is added (modulo two) to the original data at the

transmitting CMT and subtracted (modulo two) from the received message

at the receiving GlT. This encryption scheme does not increase the r -*..

length of the original data, (see Fig. 4) and the amount of delay added- "

to the network is negligible.

The feasibility of a multiple CMT network over a large geographical

area hinges on the question "how secure is a secure network?" Certainly

the sophisticated encryption codes available today could not be decoded

in real time without the afore knowledge of the encryption algorithm and

the initial seed. However, given enough time (i.e., possibly days,

weeks, months, etc.), most (if not all) encryption schemes could be

cracked. This means that the data transmitted during CIT combat

scenarios could be received and saved by the enemy and eventually

decoded (at which time the entire scenario could be re-enacted).

This problem of unauthorized receivers essentially eliminates

microwave, satellite and telephone links because there is easy access to

these channels. The cable network could be secured by enclosing it in 4O .

1 6 -1 7 -
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some type of protected conduit which must be capable of detecting a

break in the line.

X. NETWORK COST

The approximate network cost can be computed for a cable network

(excluding CHTs and computers). Assume that the network has a single

link connecting two nodes (each node may contain several CHTs). If a

maximum distance of 1100 miles (calculated earlier) is used and

connection costs of $200 per repeater and $5 per foot of installed

unsecured cable are assumed then the cost of the network is: 1100

repeaters (approximately one per mile) @ $200 each plus 1100 miles of

cable @ $5 per foot yields a total cost of $29,260,000.

Certainly, existing networks could be used for a fraction of the

cost, but it would be difficult to guarantee secure communications. It

should be noted that a cable of this type typically has 300MHz of

useable bandwidth. The 6 MHz bandwidth used by the CMT network occupies

only 1/50 of the total available bandwidth. Therefore, many channels of

audio and video could be added to this cable to make it more cost

effective. For example, the images seen by all the pilots could be sent --

to a central location to be evaluated by the instructors.

XI. RECOMMENDATIONS

This paper presented a two-fold result. First, the feasibility of a

CMT network was described. Second, a random access protocol for large

delay networks was presented and evaluated. The protocol was evaluated

using a traditional Markov chain and a simple approximation technique. "' -

Future work could include the actual implementation of this network. ,-

Several CHTs could be connected at a single site with delays introduced

to emulate an actual network. Response times could be measured and the

random access protocols could be tested. ...

From a theoretical point of view, the evaluation technique presented

in this paper should be extended to a CMT network with multiple packet

buffers. The approximation technique would produce M equations instead

of one equation, where M is the number of packets per CNT. Stability,

delay, and throughput could then be evaluated for any possible CMT

network with any size packet buffers.
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I.

THE USE OF A UNIQUE HEAT TRANSFER

PROBE TO MEASURE SPACECRAFT ROCKET 
"

PLUME CONTAMINATION

by.

Frank G. Collins

ABSTRACT

Hot wire probes have failed to find the same usefulness in rarefied

flows that they have found in continuum flows because the convective

cooling is masked by the conductive loss to the wire supports and, at

lower pressures, by the radiative loss. In the present work, a free-

molecule probe was constructed which had head thermistor heaters placed

at its ends to keep the wire at a uniform temperature, thus eliminating

the support conduction loss. The radiation loss was comparable to the

convection loss at high Mach numbers for n U < 10 2 4 /M2 s (n = number den-

sity, U = velocity). Under those conditions the probe was shielded, with

the inner radiation shield maintained at the probe temperature.

The probe was designed to measure the boundary layers inside a Mach

4 conical nozzle and the nozzle external backflow region. po = 10 Torr,

TO = 5000K and the gas will be CO These tests will be performed in the .-.- ,o.2

near future. .
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I. INTRODUCTION

The potential contamination of spacecraft surfaces and components

by the exhaust products from spacecraft thrusters is of considerable

concern to the spacecraft design community and, in particular, to the

U. S. Air Force. Contamination and subsequent degradation of sensitive

spacecraft optical and radiative surfaces and components can compromise

the mission objectives and lead to a reduced spacecraft life. Evidence

of spacecraft contamination from backflow from spacecraft thruster

plumes was provided by measurements made during flight STS-4 of the

Shuttle. Large peaks in water vapor were measured with a mass spectro-

meter that was positioned in the open cargo bay (pointed outward) each
Itime the PRCS thrusters were fired. These thrusters fire perrendicu-

larly to the Shuttle axis.

The concern for thruster contamination also exists because the

more sophisticated spacecraft systems are designed to perform multiple,

noninterferring missions for longer periods of time in space. However,

the thrusters can leave contamination clouds of great size which remain .

in space for the spacecraft to pass through on successive orbits. This % %

problem is demonstrated by the recent IUS 2nd stage burn at 23,000 miles

altitude. At the end of the burn the contamination cloud was several

hundreds of miles long. These examples clearly indicate that contamina-

tion from thruster rocket firings does occur. However, its fundamental

causes must be understood before it can be effectively controlled.

Some ground-based experiments of thruster contamination have been

performed in cryogenically pumped vacuum chambers. The mass flux pat-

tern of the exhaust from several rocket motors was measured with

quartz crystal microbalances (CCM). Significant mass fluxes were

found in the region beyond the theoretical Prandtl-Meyer expansion
2 o 3 %angle , even at angles up to 1400 from the nozzle centerline . It has

been-found that the back flow region is mostly populated by molecules e"

which come directly from the nozzle lip region and by the main flow
4molecules from very near the lip.

Bird '6 has computed the lip region using the direct simulation

Monte Carlo method. For two-dimensional Prandtl-Meyer flows, the

.1e.. , ,
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non-equilibrium effects were found to be confined to the gas which en

tered the expansion within about twenty mean free path lengths from the 

corner. For underexpanded axisymmetric flows, the sonic line in the 

boundary layer was predicted to interact the nozzle lip and the plume 

backflow regior. was primarily determined by the flow in the innnediate 

vicinity of the nozzle lip. Experimental verification of these predic

tions has not been made. 

A computer program, CONTAM, has been developed to compute the 
7 backflow from thruster firings • However, serious problems exist with 

this program when applied to low thrust motors which operate in rare

fied conditions. In this regime the code predictions do not compare 

with the observed physics of the flowfield. For example, the program 

assumes that condensation occurs in a plane at some axial distance from 

the nozzle exit plane but recent low density tests at AEDC indicate 

that condensation occurs on a conical surface which eminates from the 

nozzle exit8• On the other hand, the direct simulation Monte Carlo 

technique has the opportunity for incorporating in a direct wa~the 

best understanding of the physics of molecular phenomena involved in 

these low density thruster contamination problems. Such a Monte Carlo 

code already exists but a very carefully controlled experiment using a 

small model nozzle must be performed for validation of the predictions 

of this code. This is one of the goals of the experiments that are 

being performed at AEDC, under the sponsorship of the Rocket Propulsion 

Laboratory. 

The Monte Carlo code requires information upstream or the nozzle 
9 lip as starting conditions • This is a region of intense gradients, 

and, as discussed previously, is also thought to be the region from 

which the backflow molecules come. Nonintrusive measurement techniques 

cannQt be used to make measurements inside the nozzle but probes can. 

In the present study this region was examined with a specially designed 

hot wire probe and an impact probe. 

The hot wire probe had very good spatial resolution and was capa

ble of measuring the large gradients near the nozzle wall in the lip 

region. Very special design techniques had to be used to eliminate the 
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support conduction losses and to correct for the radiation losses. The

combination of the two probe measurements led to values of the speed V.

ratio, static temperature, pressure, density, velocity and enthalpy.

By special design the probe was also capable of making measurements in

the backflow region where the density was too low for some of the opti- :,'.-. ..-

cal techniques to be successful without excessively long integration

times.

The opportunity existed to compare the probe measurements with the

measurements of the other techniques in the isentropic core of the noz-

zle expansion. U V Raman was used to obtain an absolute measurement of

the number density and the velocity was obtained with a pulsed electron _

beam. An electron beam was used to obtain number density and rotation-

al temperature and the mass flux was measured with a quartz crystal

microbalance.

Jb II. OBJECTIVES

A thin heated wire in a rarefied flow can be used to measure the

heat transfer coefficient h, for the convective heat transfer to the

probe wire and the adiabatic wall temperature of the wire, T aw. It is

assumed that the wire is in free molecule flow and that the flow ap-
proaching the wire is uniform. h and Taw cannot be directly measured

because of conduction losses to the wire supports and radiation losses

from the probe. In addition, h and T are generally not independent.

However, a unique probe was designed and constructed which had the

capability for measuring these quantities accurately. These two quan-

tities, along with an independent measurement, can be used to obtain

complete information about the flow field. Previous investigators had

% either coupled the hot wire measurements with a)impact pressure mea-
10 1

surements or electron beam density measurements.11

The objectives of the work were:

(1) To determine the applicability of using a free-molecular hot

wire probe to measure the flow field within and downstream of

a conical supersonic nozzle, which is exhausting into a low

vacuum.

17-6
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(2) To examine all previous uses of free-molecule hot wire probes

and determine which design and operation would lead to the

most accurate measurement of the flow field properties, using

' .- O.%o

such a probe.

(3) To design and have a free-molecule hot wire probe constructed,

including necessary control electronics.

(4) To develop all operational procedures for the probe and mea-

sure all calibration constants that are required for its oper-

ation.

(5) To use the probe, coupled with an independent measurement, to

carefully measure the flow field inside the exit of the coni-

cal nozzle, especially in the high gradient region in the

,- boundary layer and near the nozzle lip.

(6) To use the probe, coupled with an independent measurement, to

measure the flow field external to the exit of the conical

nozzle, especially in the region of backflow outside the shock .. ,

wave system.

Due to a slip in the scheduled test of the rocket nozzle at AEDC

not all of these objectives were accomplished during the ten week

period when the investigator was at AEDC.

III. PREVIOUS USE OF FREE MOLECULE HEAT TRANSFER PROBES

The cross-stream cylinder was one of the first shapes to be exam-

ined theoretically in free-molecule flow19 and then these results were

almost immediately used to obtain flow-field properties from a heated

cross-stream cylinder. Sherman12 measured T for a very long unheated
aw

A'., wire that was passed through a plane shock wave and obtained the shock , :
13

wave profile and thickness. Wong developed a more traditional heated

wire that was used to make measurements of h and T in M = 4 and 6
aw

flows. Coupled with an assumption of isentropic flow he was able to

use the measurements to obtain the Mach number (speed ratio) and stag-

nation temperature. Theoretical expressions were used to make cor-

rections for conduction losses to the supports and radiation losses

were found to be unimportant [Taw ~ 345K, Tw - T < 1000K]. Laurman
aww
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14
and Ipsen used this hot wire probe to make flow field measurements

around two simple two-dimensional shapes. They use an 8 inch long wire

to get a very large length-to-diameter ratio to minimize the conduction

error and found that large overheat ratios were required to accurately

measure h and Taw
The conduction loss down the support prongs was the major problem

with the free-molecule heat transfer probe and prevented its adoption as
o.15

a standard measurement tool. Brown and Thomas pointed out that more

heat was conducted through the supports when the probe was in a gas than

when it was in a vacuum (while keeping the average probe temperature the
16

same). By ignoring radiation Rajasooria. and Brundin developed a tech-

S......

nique for directly determining the conduction losses by calibration in a

free stream and in a vacuum. The procedure eliminated the need for di-

rectly determining the probe dimensions or average material thermal con-

ductivity. Lord1 greatly extended the technique for determining the

conduction end loss correction, again ignoring radiation, and extended
18 10the corrections to fluctuating flows . Muthoo and Brundin used

Lord's correction technique and coupled the hot-wire measurements with A

those of the impact probe to obtain measurements of the speed ratio,

pressure, temperature, stagnation temperature, density, velocity and en-

* thalpy behind a sphere at a Mach number of 5.6. They resistively heated

the support posts to minimize the conduction loss.

A major advance was made by Gottesdiener 11who place small bead

thermistors at the ends of the heated wire and used the thermistors as

nonlinear heat sources in a temperature control system that essentially

allowed the entire length of wire to be at a constant temperature. This

eliminated the conduction loss and allowed the radiation corrections to

be measured under vacuum conditions and to be applied to each measure~ment.

He used the probe in a free-jet flow where M - 2, p -2 x 10~ Torr.

Coupled with electron beam density measurements, he was able to deter-

mine the flow speed ratio at the probe location. His design has been

basically copied for the probe that was constructed at AEDC. However,

radiation presented a much greater problem than was confronted by any

previous investigators and the probe was shielded for measurements in.
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the lowest density flow, for the AEDC experiment.

IV. ANALYSIS OF HEAT TRANSPAR TO A HEATED WIRE I

Consider the steady state heat transfer from a finite length wire

mounted upon supports which have heat sources attached to their ends.

Q Q

7% = *

611.

Inti iueQ aeo ovcieha rnfr k rt fcn

duto ettase ospot,. aeo aitv ettase1 9 4r

In tsrfnige is t rate of onvctiea heatngfr and Q-s rate faon

which heat is added by the end heaters (thermistors). The following as-

sumption will be made:

Therefore, conduction can be neglected and an energy balance gives

Q -Q + Q (2)
j c r

Introducing the heat transfer coefficient leads to the equation
QJ Qr

h = 2oA (T -T ) (watts/in K) (3)
5 w aw

where T is the wire temperature and A is the probe surface area. The
ii

wire temperature is related to its resistance by the relation

R R [1+~ a CT -T) (4)
a' w 0 r w o
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where R is the probe resistance at a reference temperature T and a iso o r

the temperature coefficient of resistivity. r is a function of the con-

dition of the wire and must be determined by calibration for each probe.

The method for measuring h and T will be described in Section VII.
aw

.4" 4,., "

V. FREE-MOLECULE HEAT TRANSFER TO AN INFINITELY LONG CROSS-STREAM

CYLINDER

The free-molecule flow over an infinitely long circular cylinder at

right angles to the flow field can be determined by assuming that the cy-

linder wall temperature is constant over the entire surface, that the

thermal accomodation coefficient is constant over the surface and that

each molecule carries J/2 kT units of internal energy, where

445- 
3 y .4

Y -1 (5)

The thermal accomodation coefficient a, is usually assumed to be the same

for all modes of energy transfer since experimental evidence is lacking

for information about the accomodation for interal energy. The flow is

assumed to be uniform. Then, the Stanton number and recovery factor are .

given by 19 "..-.
h Y + _1 as)

PC U .3/2 (6).
p 12 ---

Taw T 6 y f(s) - g(s) (7)
T- T 7+1 s g(s)

0
2 U2 ..

2 iU (8)2RT

"' The functions of f(s) and g(s) are given in ref. 20. Also,

T
' Taw f(s)

T g(s) (9)

10
Muthoo and Brundin combined these equations with the equation describ-

ing the measurement of an impact probe

Pi = pK(s) (10) " '

to get the result -, .... (10

h w cty+l 'f(s) a(s) % 1.

3 pV- \ -l/ 18n K(s)
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" For s > ".'"'
'p Y iY + , .

K(s) 'Ys - 2 2 Y-1 (12)
) ~Y s1 4s _ Y + 1

Thus, measurements of h, T and pi yield the speed ratio, if a is known.
aw

In contrast, Gottesdiener combined the hot-wire measurements with

an independent measurement of the density, using the relation

3/2f(s) C VTI.2 Y . "31 '"(V
s + 1 , p h (13)

The velocity was then determined from a plot of

U "
(14)

* V f(s)aw i:"
versus F.

Once the speed ratio is known plus either pl or p, the remaining

flow properties follow from equations (9), (10), (8) and assumptions of

a perfect gas, namely,

p p R T (15)

and

h= --- R (16)y-l

VI. DESCRIPTION OF FREE-MOLECULE PROBE

The probe is shown in the Figure. The heated element consisted of

a 50x10 -6 inch diameter Pt-10% Rh wire that was approximately 1/4 inch

long. This wire was manufactured by the Wollaston process and had a sil- V:

ver sheath that was removed by a 50% nitric acid solution. The wire was

attached to 0.003 inch diameter constantan posts which were in turn

mounted to 0.020 inch diameter chromel supports. Normally the wires are

attached to nickel supports but constantan has one-fourth the thermal

conductivity of nickel and its use minimized the conduction loss from the

ends of the wire. The constantan was silver soldered to the chromel with

a eutectic solder and the Pt-l0% Rh wire was attached to the constantan

posts with EPO-TFK H20S, which is a high temperature (300 K to 400 K)

silver-filled epoxy, manufactured by Epoxy Technology, Inc.
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Hot wire reprb

Typ K' 4-hale

TypeK cople.013 4'bead

thermistor

5011 in 4'Pt-l0% Rh

.003" 4' constantan-.-

Cu potential sense
wire

.020" 4' chromel

b) Detail

Construction of hot wire probe
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Following Gottesdiener 1
, the conduction losses were eliminated by

heating the ends of the wire. Thermistors were found to be useful as .

the heating elements because of their rapid variation of resistance with

temperature. The thermistors used were VECO 0.013 inch diameter bead

thermistors with a resistance of 1000 ohms and dissipation constant of

0.10 am/°C. The end temperatures were sensed with small copper-constan-

tan thermocouples. The thermocouples and thermistors were attached to

the posts with the epoxy.

The chromel supports and all other wires went to three small multi-

holed ceramic tubes which were mounted inside a 1/4 inch diameter stain-

less steel tube. This tube was supported on a mount vacuum chamber

that could be rotated and translated with respect to the plane of sym-

metry of the nozzle. The short length of the wire (1/4 inch) allowed

the probe to be positioned to within several thousands of an inch of the

nozzle wall. This was more than adequate to resolve the properties

through the nozzle wall boundary layer and its small size was more than

adequate to resolve the high flow gradients in the nozzle lip region. 4.

At very low values of the produce n U (number density times veloci- +. .

ty) the radiation heat transfer is much larger than the convection.

When the probe was used in these circumstances it was surrounded by a

double cylindrical radiation sheild. The first shield consisted of two

layers of copper wire (30 mesh, 37% open area) which were laid at 45° to .

one another. This shield contained a nichrome wire which heated it to

the wire temperature. If the shape factor of this shield, from the -

probe, had been 1.0 then heating the shield to T would have eliminated
w

the radiation error. However, the probe would no longer have been in

free molecule flow. Therefore, the wire mesh was used; the molecules

which struck the mesh were scattered in many directions, with little

probability of returning to the wire, and those that proceeded through

the mesh were pumped by the second cylinder, which was cooled with liq-

uid nitrogen (CO2 is effectively pumped at 770K). This shielded arrange-

ment allowed the probe to be used in regimes never reached by previous

investigators.
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The wire is in free-molecule flow (Kn > 10) if the number density
16 3

is less than 8xl0 /cm . The highest density in the flow examined was
15 3 -6 o5xl0 /cm . Other properties of Pt-10% Rh are: po= 18.4xl0- ohm cm(0 C),

01= O.017/°K, c < 0.1.21

The heat transfer also depends on the thermal accomodation coeffi- . -

cient of the wire. The accomodation of both the translational and inter-

nal motion must be considered. Very little evidence exists about the ac-

comodation of internal energy but that which does exist indicates that

the accomodation coefficients for CO2 for translational and rotational

-. energy are both equal to 1.0 while the accomodation coefficient for vi-

brational energy is small, so that the overall accomodation coefficient
22is 0.81. The possibility exists for nonequilibrium to occur in the

exhaust of the nozzle, especially in the boundary layer and the lip and

backflow regions. Since the lowest vibrational temperature of CO2 is
0961 K and the stagnation temperature is only 5000K, there will be very

* . little excitation of any of the vibrational modes and only rotational

nonequilibrium needs to be considered. Assuming equal values of the

translational and rotational accomodation coefficients, Sherman derived

the result
T =f(s) + 1 \(7aw r(7)
t%.w g(s) T"T-. t  

T3

which gives the same result as equation (9) when the translational static

temperature, Tt, equals the rotational temperature, Tr. Using this re-

sult, he calculated the difference in T downstream of a shock wave for
aw

a diatomic gas, assuming that T remained at the upstream temperature,
r

and compared it to the result that would be obtained for equilibrium

flow. Even at an upstream Mach number of 4, the difference in wall temp-

erature for the two cases was only about 2%. Thus, even in such a severe

non-equilibrium flow as a normal shock wave, the effect on the wire temp-

erature can be neglected as long as the accomodation coefficients for

translational and rotational energy are equal.

A greater error than that caused by the nonequilibrium flow is

IFW" caused by flow gradients along the wire length. Traditionally free-

molecule wire probes have been long (up to 8 inches) to minimize the
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conduction loss. The present probe is considerably shorter because the

conduction loss was reduced with the end heaters but it was felt that any

further reduction in length would compromise its performance.

VI. PROBE OPERATION

The hot wire probe basically measures the convective heat transfer .71

coefficient and the adiabatic wall temperature. These measurements must

be coupled with the measurement of another property to yield other flow

properties. It can either be coupled with measurements of the impact ..-

pressure or density, the latter from an election beam. The first method

is the only method applicable inside the nozzle while the latter is most

useful in the nozzle backflow region.

The procedure for using the hot-wire probe to measure h and T will . -aw
now be briefly described. For purposes of illustration consider the fol-

lowing wire circuit (R = wire resistance).
w

VwV

The following procedures are applied at each probe location and for each

flow condition. First, choose a value of Tw > T then R is given
w aw w

by equation (4). Vary R and the thermistor heating power until the wire .

is uniformly at Tw. Accurately measure V1 and R . The following equa-

tions then apply. (18) 4

Vw Vw (R+R) (19
Rw = l (R + R ) (19)• .. -"'--,-

2 Vw V1
Qj (Tw I2R w (R+R) (20)

The amount of the total heating power that is due to radiation is p .

determined by keeping the probe at T and the same location, turning off

the flow, and reducing the pressure to 10-6 Torr or so Then the above
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measurement is repeated, leading to

Qr(Tw) = [Vw V1  (21) '> .'

7R + R vacuum .:i'"

This procedure is repeated, for a given flow condition and probe loca-

tion, for at least four more values of T
w

h and T are determined from a plot of R versus (Qj - Qr) . The

intersection gives Raw and then T is determined from equation (4).
aw aw

From equations (3) and (4) the slope of the curve is

dR ar R(22= (22) ":
d(Q-Q) h A

Therefore, with accurate measurements of ar R° and A the heat trans-

fer coefficient can be determined from the slope of the curve. The

least accurate of these quantities is A , the surface area of the probe.
17The end correction method of Lord eliminates the need to measure As

but that method cannot be extended to circumstances where radiation must

be included.

Before the flow properties can be determined, the thermal accomoda-

tion coefficient of the wire must be measured. It can be determined " .

from static gas tests at pressures such that Kn > 10. For the present 1

probe, if the gas temperature is ambient, then the pressure must be less

than 2.5 Torr. This is in the range of the Baratron, which yields ac-

curate measurements of pressure. The above tests must be repeated at

various pressures to give a measurement of the heat transfer coefficient. "_"_'

The s = o limit of equation (6) gives

Qj - Qr T--+--1 -  
(23)

As(T-T) T

This equation can then be used to measure the accomodation coefficient.

At each probe location either the impact pressure or the density

was measured. If pi was measured then equation (11) was used to deter-

mine the speed ratio and if p was measured then equation (13) was used.

Once the speed ratio is known, the temperature can be determined from

equation (9). The velocity can be determined from the definition of the

speed ratio or equation (14). Perfect gas expressions then yield the

density or pressure, respectively, and the enthalpy.
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Radiation is a considerably greater problem for the present tests

than those of previous investigators because of the high stagnation temp- "

erature and corresponding adiabatic wall temperature (500 K and 583 K,

respectively) and because the walls of the chamber were cooled with liq-

uid nitrogen. A simple analysis would assume that the probe was sur-

rounded by walls at a temperature T and that all walls were gray. The

rate of radiative heat transfer would then be given by

Qr T A CT 4 - T 4 ) (24)

where c is the emissivity of the probe (less than 0.1 for the present
w

probe). P

A detailed analysis indicates the importance of radiation for the

present tests. The ratic Qr/Q increases as T departs from T , so mea-

surements in the backftaw (T = 77 K) are more affected by radiation than

those in the nozzle (T z 470 0K). This ratio is proportional to l/nU,

which means that Q /Q increases in the boundary layer where the veloci-r c
ty is low and in the backflow region where the number density is low.

Also, for a given value of nU, the ratio decreases as (T - T ) in-

creases so radiation is less of a correction at higher overheat ratios.

This discussion indicates that radiation cannot be ignored anywhere in

the flow examined and the radiation correction had to be made. In the

backflow region the radiation dominated the convection and the probe had

to be shielded, as described in the previous section.

To get a feel for the magniture of the heat transfer, the following

formulas apply for the following conditions: gas - CO2 , U = 815 m/s,

n = 5.85x1021/m3, s = 3.35, a = 0.9, cw = 0.1. I-

Q 1.47 x 10-5 [T -T watts
c * w aw

Q= 1.44 x 10 [Tw4 - T 4  watts (25)

VII. RESULTS

It was determined that a free-molecule heat transfer probe could be

useful for measuring the flow field inside and outside an underexpanded

rarefied nozzle flow field. It is the only measurement tool that can

make measurements inside the nozzle. At high stagnation temperatures it 7 1
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must be surrounded by a radiation shield when used external to the nozzle.

Due to an unavoidable change in testing schedule the probe was not

constructed but was being constructed when the research period ended and

the experiments are now being planned for early winter. The investigator

will be able to participate in these tests through a cooperative agree-

ment between AEDC and the University of Tennessee Space Institute.

VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS

The results obtained indicate that the free-molecule hot wire probe

offers great promise for measuring rarefied flow field properties. It

should be especially useful for measuring the flow inside a nozzle,

where optical techniques cannot be applied. Therefore, it is strongly

recommended that the probe designed be used in the planned nozzle ex- -.

periments. In addition, the following things need to be explored fur-

ther: determine the effect of non-equilibrium flow on the heat transfer

to a wire, caused by a change in the accomodation coefficient and deter-

mine if there might be some way to incorporate the radiation correction

in such a way that the probe surface area does not have to be measured
-' 17

(similar to the technique of Lord ). Also, it is recommended that fu-

ture probes be made of similar materials to eliminate thermocouple junc-

tion emf's (the first probe was constructed from available material!).

Investigators who make fundamental turbulence measurements in con- "

tinuum flow have recently learned that the non-uniform wire temperature,

caused by the conduction to the supports, causes errors in the results.

It is strongly recommended that this probe be used under these condi-

tions, to see if this error is eliminated. Also, the larger thrust

spacecraft nozzles have turbulent wall boundary layers and this probe

could be used to measure their flowfields.
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A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE AUTOMATIC GENERATION OF A TWO-DIMENSIONAL FINITE
DIFFERENCE MESH TO INVESTIGATE THE HEAT TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS ON
ARBITRARY HIGH-TEMPERATURE TURBINE BLADES

By

Richard V. Conte, Ph.D.

ABSTRACT

A program was undertaken to enable the utilization of advanced computer

codes to investigate the heat transfer characteristics of arbitrary high-

temperature turbine blades. The success of such a procedure begins with the

modeling of the region in space occupied by the turbine blade together with

the specification of appropriate boundary conditions. A computer code was

written that would accept an arbitrary set of turbine blade coordinates and

display them on a plotter. The blade data is then manipulated to achieve

the desired orientation and appropriate mathematical functions are fitted

between the blade coordinates. A cubic-spline, circle and straight line

were used as the interpolating functions. When all the data points are

satisfactory fitted, a two-dimensional mesh is fitted to the interpolated

blade coordinates. The grid generated is customized to the particular test

conditions being investigated.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The recent trend towards higher turbine inlet temperatures with the

resulting higher power output continues unabated. Unfortunately, the

thermal design of modern high-pressure turbines clearly represents one of

the more difficult engineering tasks in the design of the aircraft gas

turbine. The aerodynamic and thermal procedures currently available to the

turbine designer are insufficient in that they do not allow a priori design

that achieves design goals without expensive experimental development

iterations. Hence, a more refined procedure to determine heat transfer

characteristics on turbine components will be needed for the operating

environment to be encountered in the years ahead.

Stepka has reviewed the state-of-the-art and concluded that the

uncertainty of predicting the heat transfer rates from hot gas streams to

turbine blades was about 35 percent. Stepka, along with many others, were M

of the opinion that improved evaluation of the heat transfer rates is a

high-priority task in the high-temperature turbine technology improvement

program.

Research in heat transfer is invariably linked to research in fluid

dynamics. With an improved understanding of the fluid dynamical phenomena

in turbing cascades, a better understanding of the heat transfer

characteristic should follow. Factors affecting the heat transfer have been .

discussed by Graham2. The most dominant ones are acknowledged to include:

Lack of precision in the prediction of the inviscid flowfield
around the airfoil, particularly in the forward, high accelerated
stagnation region.
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Uncertainties regarding the surface location at which transition
is initiated as well as the surface extent of the transition zone.

Uncertainties regarding the influence of free-stream turbulence S
on local heat transfer rates in the laminar region as well as
on initiation and extent of the transition region.

Limited understanding of the role of airfoil surface curvature on
turbulence production/dissipation and boundary layer stability.

The complex environment described above suggests the need for an

improved design approach based on numerical methods and enlightened by

improved turbulence models to handle the influences described previously.

Conceptually, a computer code marches down the blade surface from the -.

leading edge toward the trailing edge in small increments. Along its way,

the fluid dynamical characteristics and heat transfer rates are computed

based on prior value of velocity and temperature. The effectiveness of the .-

various computer programs currently available has been examined by Daniels "-

and Browne3 and found lacking. A same conclusion was reached in a study
4q4

by Gaugler4 . The importance of continued heat transfer research for

turbine blade applications has clearly been demonstrated.

II. OBJECTIVES: -

The main objective of this project is to investigate the phenomena of

turbulent heat transfer on turbine blades. It was our intent to utilize

advanced computer codes which have not been previously used for this

purpose. It was not our intent to actually run the codes but to construct a

series of computer programs that will facilitate creation of the input data

to the codes. The specific objectives of the computer programs were:
-. . -.

(1) To accept arbitrary turbine blade data and display the results on a

graphics plotter; (2) To manipulate the raw data to achieve any desired

I.."--qp
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two-dimensional orientation; (3) To mathematically fit an appropriate

function between the turbine blade coordinates; (4) To generate a grid of

mesh points to describe the region surrounding the turbine blade.

The unique feature of the above project is that it will interactively

work on arbitrary turbine blade data. '

III. MODELING THE TURBINE BLADE DATA:

,-. .-,.

To achieve the first objective, a series of data files were created

which contained turbine blade data from a variety of sources. The data

consisted of the x and y coordinates of the turbine blade sequentially

numbered with the restriction of an odd number of data points. To

accommodate the odd requirement, the first and last blade coordinates may be

identical. If available, the file may also contain the leading and trailing

edge radius centers. Program GRD will ask the name of the data file, input

the coordinates and display the points on the plotter. Figure 1 is an

example of this plotted raw data.

To achieve the second objective, GRD provides a series of manipulating

options including y-axis mirroring, x-axis mirroring, translation in

y-direction, translation in x-direction, rotation in the x-y plane, and

aligning a two-blade coordinate with the x-axis. Using these routines the

raw blade data can be manipulated into any desired orientation. Figure 2 .

shows the raw data of Figure 1 manipulated into a completely different .

orientation. The data points inside the blade represent the leading and - ,

trailing edge radius centers, and the starred coordinate is the first

coordinate. The grid generating routine to follow requires the first

18-6 "1
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coordinate to coincide with the stagnation point of the blade. To

facilitate this requirement program NSNP will shift the coordinates to make

,;. the first coordinate the stagnation coordinate.

To achieve the third objective, GRD fits appropriate mathematical

functions between the turbine blades. A cubic-spline was selected as the ,

* . primary function since it is very successful in fitting the smooth data

,- encountered in turbine blade profiles. The theory of cubic-spline

functions is described in Hornbeck6. This procedure is quite sensitive

to the relative orientation of the data. In particular, problems are

encountered when the program tries to interpolate data "around a corner".

To remedy this problem alternative interpolating functions were included. ___

When asked, the program will fit either a straight line or a circle between

specific blade intervals (a blade interval consists of three consecutive

blade coordinates). The remaining blade intervals will continue to be

fitted with the cubic-spline. The circle was quite useful in fitting data .-

at the leading and trailing edges as these regions are circular by nature.

This part of the program is highly interactive, with the user selecting

which intervals are to be fitted with other than cubic-spline functions.

This procedure is continued until all the coordinate points have been

satisfactorily fitted. It should be mentioned that one input to th; program

is the number of interpolated (points between the original blade

- . coordinates) data points. This value will vary depending on the spacing of

the raw data. Figure 3 shows the blade of Figure 2 with the interpolated

functions plotted over the blade coordinates. To arrive at this figure,

eight intervals were defined to be non-cubic-spline. This is not always the

case. Figure 4 shows an example where all the blade coordinates were fitted

with the cubic-spline function.
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To achieve the fourth objective, program MESH was written. The

interpolated coordinates of GRD are saved in a file to make them available

to MESH. The program begins by computing a series of rays leaving the

interpolated coordinates normal to the blade surface. Three distinct

regions are defined: the boundary layer, the intermediate grid region, and

the course grid region. The boundary layer will contain the highest

concentration of points since it is the region where the velocity and

temperature gradients are most severe. The boundary layer thickness is

approximated at the mid-chord value for a given value of Reynold's number.

Since the stagnation point contains the region of greatest velocity and

temperature gradients, a higher concentration of grid points is allowed in

this region. Following the recommendation of Bradshaw7 , the grid points

are spaced closer to the surface with ever increasing intervals as they move

away from the surface. Each interval is a constant K greater than the

previous interval. If DELl represents the intergal spacing between the first

two grid points, then K(DEL1) will represent the spacing between the next

set of grid points. Once the fine grid is defined, a course grid is definedS: .. .+

by first finding an ellipse which encloses the blade. The intersection of

this ellipse and the rays define the beginning of the course grid.

Succeeding ellipses are so defined as to degenerate into circles before

terminating at approximately one chord length on all sides of the blade.

Again, the same interval spacing technique is employed as is used with the

boundary layer grid. With the fine and the course grid defined, the

intermediate grid is defined in a manner analogous to the fine grid: the

interval spacing technique is applied from the end of the fine grid to the

beginning of the course grid. The final computed grid values are stored in

a file for future use.

I°."1 8-12
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IV. RECOMMENDATION:

As mentioned previously, the broad area of which this project is part

has great practical value. With a successfully generated grid, the next step

would be to model the initial conditions of the flowfield. All these

results, together with information regarding turbulence, would then be

inputted in the advanced computer code and the numerical results can be

compared with the experimental data. This will ultimately lead to the new

design procedures mentioned in the beginning of this report.

My main recommendation is for follow-on research to complete the work

• "started by this project. In particular, the grid generated must be

supplemented with initial conditions and a description of the turbulence
4 - . .-

flowfield. These can be utilized by advanced computer codes to assess the

validity of this procedure.

'

11 -
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Raman and Infrared Spectroscopy of Extrinsic P-Type Silicon

by I

B. C. Covington

ABSTRACT

We present the results of a Raman spectroscopy study made at room and

liquid helium temperatures of silicon samples conventionally doped with one

of the Group IIIA elements boron, aluminum, gallium, indium, or thallium. , -

We attempt to observe a previously reported Raman electronic scattering

line in boron-doped silicon. The failure to observe this line at

approximately 23.4 mev is attributed to the type of laser used and perhaps .• - -.

to the quality of the sample. We report several temperature dependent

lines of unknown origin.

A detailed study as a function of annealing temperature is made of

neutron transmutation-doped silicon (gallium). Comparisons are made to a

previous study of neutron transmutation-doped pure silicon and silicon --

(boron).

Suggestions for additional research are made.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development and spectral characterization of high quality

extrinsic silicon material for fabrication of infrared detectors for use in .9.-j'.

missile, satellite, and aircraft imaging systems is of continuing

importance to the Air Force. This report provides additional data on the

spectral properties of silicon doped with one of the Group IlIA elements

boron, aluminum, gallium, indium, or thallium. The research effort

consists of two parts. ""

Part (1) Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy has been used extensively to study the phonon

spectra of pure silicon and silicon doped with p and n-type

impurities 1 6. Comparatively few researchers 7 "I have reported studies

of electronic Raman scattering by p and n-type impurities in silicon. Of

particular interest, is the report by Wright and Mooradian 7 of an

electronic Raman scattering line in boron-doped silicon located at 23.4 mev

from the 1.06P line of a Nd:YAG laser. This electron scattering line is

attributed to a transition from the boron P3/2 ground state of r8

symmetery to a higher excited two fold state. One such possible transition

suggested by Klein 12 is lSP3/2 (r+)-* ISPI/ 2 (r+). The presence

of this line in the spectrum of boron-doped silicon and the failure by

Wright and Mooradian and other researchers10'1 1 to observe a similar

line in gallium and aluminum-doped silicon is a theoretical and

experimental problem which deserves additional investigation.

Due to the extreme similarity of the Group IlIA acceptor

absorption spectra, it would seem reasonable to expect a transition similar

to the electronic boron transition to occur in aluminum, gallium, indium,

and thallium-doped silicon. To the best of our knowledge, attempts to

observe this transition have only been made in aluminum and gallium-doped

19-4



silicon. In addition, these previous experimental efforts were not made

within the past few years and therefore did not have the benefits of higher

quality silicon material and improved experimental apparatus. With this in

mind, we have attempted to observe the boron-type electronic Raman

transition in boron, aluminum, gallium, indium, and thallium-doped silicon. m

Part (2) NTD Silicon (gallium)

Most silicon contains boron in concentrations sufficient to

degrade detector efficiency and to require colder operating temperatures. p- ,

* In order to compensate (render infrared inactive) the unwanted boron,

neutron transmutation-doping (NTD), a process suggested by Lark-

Horovitz14 and discussed in detail by Tanenbaum and Mills 15 , is used.

The process employs the (N,Y) reaction to convert 30Si to 31P, which

then compensates the boron.

The major disadvantage of this process is that it produces

undesirable radiation induced defects in the silicon crystal. These

defects produce unwanted absorption centers as well as rendering the p

inactive. To cure the radiation damage and to activate the 3 lP the

crystal must be annealed at high temperature (900C) for 15 to 30 minutes. p
Covington16 and Watson and Covington 17 have done studies of

NTD pure silicon and NTD silicon conventionally doped with boron. We have-

extended the study to include NTD silicon conventionally doped with .:--."

gallium.

II. OBJECTIVES

The specific objectives of this research project were: -

(1) Attempt to observe the previously reported electronic Raman

scattering line at 23.4 mev in boron-doped silicon.

19-5



(2) Attempt to observe the boron-type electronic Raman scattering

line in aluminum, gallium, indium, and thallium doped silicon. 0

(3) Obtain high resolution infrared absorption spectra as a function

of annealing temperature for neutron transmutation-doped silicon --

(gallium).

(4) Make comparisons between the NTD silicon (gallium) spectra and

the previously obtained NTD pure silicon and NTD silicon (boron) data.

III. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Part (1) Raman Study

Samples measuring 5mm x 10mm by 1mm thick were cut from silicon

boules doped with one of the Group IlIA elements. The impurity

concentrations were: Si(B) - 1.6 x 1017 Bcm 3, Si(Al) - 5 x 1016 Al

-3 -3 16cm , Si(Ga) - 6.5 x 1016 Ga cm 3, Si(In) - 5 x 1016 In cm"3, and

Si(Tl) - 5 x 1016 TI cm-3.

For all scans, the samples were mounted so that the front surface

of the sample was at 900 with respect to the spectrometer entrance slits. -

The laser light was incident to the sample surface at an angle of

approximately 450. This procedure produced a backscattering configuration

for collecting the Raman signal. A Spex model 1401, 0.85 meter double

. monochromator was used for all measurements. The laser was a Spectra

Physics krypton laser operating at a wavelength of 6471 and at one watt

of power. The detector was an RCA photomultiplier cooled with. chilled

water.

For the low temperature scans, the samples were mounted to the

- cold finger of an Adonian dewar. The cold finger was at 4.2K but due to

the laser light the sample temperature was significantly higher. We had no

thermometer for direct measurement of the sample temperature.

19-6 --
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Part (2) NTD Silicon (gallium)

All infrared absorption spectra were collected with a Digilab FTS

Model 20 spectrophotometer operating at a resolution of 1 cm"I  The

spectral range was 4000-400 cm--

The two samples used were cut from a boule of gallium-doped

silicon grown by Virgina Semiconductor. The samples were irradiated at the

Texas A&M Research Reactor to phosphorous concentrations of I x 1014 P

cm 3 and 1 x 1015 P cm"3 , respectively. A third sample cut from the

same boule but not irradiated was used as a reference.

The annealing procedure consisted of 1000C annealing stages

beginning at 2000C and ending with 900*C. The samples were annealed for 30

minutes at each stage. The annealing apparatus consisted of a Lindburg

furnace, silicon annealing tube, silicon boat, and argon gas for purging.

IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Part (1) Raman Study

An attempt was made to observe the previously reported7

electron Raman scattering line in boron-doped silicon. A spectrum of Si

taken at liquid helium temperature is shown in Figure 1. The strong line ". -.

at approximately 103 cm l has not been identified. The same spectrum

with an expanded scale to enlarge the region greater than 100cm - 1 is

shown in Figure 2. As can be seen in these two spectra, there is no

evidence of the 23.4 mev (187.2cm) electronic boron line. We think the

absence of the electronic boron line can be attributed to either the

quality of the sample or to the wavelength of the Krypton laser. With

19- 7
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regard to the quality of the sample, it was discovered after using this

sample that the boron had been introduced by ion implantation which was

followed by a float zone treatment to distribute the boron. Therefore, it

is possible that the boron is not uniformly distributed throughout the

sample. With respect to the Krypton laser, it should be pointed out that

previous researchers observed the boron line using Nd:YAG lasers operating -

at 1.06P. We are not aware of any researcher who has observed the boron

line using a Krypton laser.

The zone centered optical phonon line located at approximately

520 cm-1 is shown in Figure 3. This spectrum was obtained at liquid

helium temperature and is indicative of the sensitivity and line position

accuracy of the Raman system we used.

The Raman spectrum for Si(In) obtained at 4.2K is shown in Figure

4. The lines at approximately 111 and 134 cm- I have not been identified.

The line at 304 cm-1 is a previously reported1'2 lattice phonon line.

It is evident from the spectrum, that no electronic line exists in the

spectral region around 187 cm1l  Depending on which Group IIIA element

is the dopant, it is possible that the boron-type electronic Raman line

would be shifted to higher or lower frequency. At this time, we think any

shift would be observable in the spectral region covered by Figure 4.

"he spectrum for Si(B) at 77k is shown in Figure 5. The steep
0

shoulder is due to the 6471 A krypton line. The features of interest in

this spectrum are three distinct lines located at 77, 138, 233 ,c-

"'- and the broad feature centered at approximately 190 cm- . This feature

was also observed in several other Si spectra obtained at 77K. Even though

* the feature at 190 cm-1 is close to the location of the boron electronic -

line (187.2 cm the relatively high sample temperature would seem to

rule out the possibility of this feature being produced by an electronic

*O,,. transition... S
Io .,19-10
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The spectral region from 153 to 253 cm- for the same Si(B)

sample at a temperature higher than 77K is shown in Figure 6. The

intensity of the line at 233 cm-  has greatly increased with the

increased temperature of the sample. At room temperature, the intensity of

this line has significantly decreased as can be seen in Figure 7. Previous

1 2... 2
researchers, such as Uchinokura et. al. and Temple et. al. have

reported a phonon line at approximately 230 cm- l but they do not report

the type of temperature dependence that we have observed. We have also

observed a similar line at 233 cm- in several additional samples doped

with other Group IlIA elements. We feel that a lattice line does exist in

this region, but at present we cannot explain the temperature behavior that

we have observed for this line. (See Addendum)

In order to avoid a lengthy presentation of spectra, we have ..

.

summarized all lines that we have observed in silicon doped with Group IlIA F.

elements into Table I.

Part (2) NTD Silicon (gallium)

The infrared absorption study of NTD silicon (gallium) is

yielding results that for the most part are in good agreement with the

16 17previous studies by Covington and Watson and Covington 1 The

divancies in the spectral region around 3000 cm- have been observed

prior to any annealing. After the 300*C, anneal essentially all of the

divancies lines have been removed from the spectrum. After the 500*C .
"= i014 - - -

anneal, gallium lines were detected in the sample containing lx 1014

-- P cm3. At present, spectra are being collected for the samples after

annealing at 600°C. A more detailed final report will be submitted in the

-. near future by the principal investigator John Kainer.

1. 14
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS

Part (1) Raman Study

We feel two research approaches should be taken with respect to

silicon doped with Group IIIA elements.

First, the room and liquid helium temperature spectral

characterization that has been initiated should be completed using the
0

krypton laser operating at 6471 A. This study should include the effects

- of different types of surface preparation upon the Raman spectrum. In

addition, several samples should be investigated using an Argon laser
0

operating at 4880 A. The comparison of the Krypton and Argon Raman spectra

should determine which of these lasers are best suited for studying

silicon.

Secondly, a Raman study of silicon doped with Group IIIA elements

should be initiated using a Nd:YAG laser operating at 1.06u. Previously

reported studies7 -9 '11  indicate that this particular wavelength is

advantageous for observation of electronic Raman scattering. We feel that

this particular study has the greatest probability for observing the

boron-type electronic transition in silicon doped with gallium, aluminum,

indium, or thallium.

Part (2) NTD Silicon (gallium)

We feel that the investigation of NTD silicon (gallium) should be

expanded to include samples containing varying concentrations of gallium

and phosphorus. A study of this type would provide additional information

about the interactions taking place between the gallium and phosphorus

atoms as well as the interactions between the impurities, the radiation

induced defects, and the lattice. This type of information is essential to

the continuing effort to improve detector grade silicon.

19-1p• . "<-. ;"4
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- -Addendum

We experimentally measured the position of the krypton laser lines that

occur in the spectral region of interest to this study. With respect to 6471

line, we found three lines located at 93, 233, and 313 cm-1. This compares . -

1 18

favorably with the positions of 92.6, 232.8, and' 308.5 cm- reported by Weber18. .

We feel that it is very probable that the 93 and 233 cm- lines we have

observed in the silicon spectra are due to these krypton lines. At this point,

we still do not understand the temperature dependence observed for the 233 '

cm- 1 line.
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HUMAN FACTORS COMPARISON OF TOUCH SCREEN AND

VOICE COMMAND DATA ENTRY ON A COMMAND,

CONTROL, AND COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

by

Peter M. Crane

ABSTRACT

Two data entry devices, touch sensitive screens and voice command, |. .,

were evaluated on a command, communications, and control (C3 ) simulator.

The simulator incorporated color coded, interactive graphics and required

subjects to acknowledge incoming messages, interpret them, and send out

summary reports. Data were collected on task performance from eight

subjects first using touch screen input and then voice command input. 
KAM

Subject preferences were also collected. Results show that both systems

worked well. The only consistant problem observed was that one word was

frequently rejected by the voice recognition system. Subjects expressed

a slight preference for voice input but both systems were acceptable. It It'

is recommended that both input systems be incorporated into the C
3 simu-

lator after the vocabulary set and screen positions are optimized.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In order to effectively direct and deploy forces, commanders must have

access to a wide variety of information. The function of a command, control •

and communications (C3 ) system is to provide this informatior quickly and to

provide it in a way that is useful to people making decisions. A complete

C3 system includes: the sensing devices, the hardware and software necessary

to transmit and present the information, the system operator, and the decision

makers. The operator's primary task in this high-information environment is

to receive information, evaluate it, and to choose an appropriate response. -.

A secondary task is to operate the C3 system per se quickly, accurately, and -

with a minimum of training. To assess how emerging technology may aid C
3

systems, the Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory has developed a Simulator

for C3 Operator Performance Evaluation (SIMCOPE) in which the operator is to

simulate the duties of a warning officer at an air defense facility; the

officer's task is to monitor incoming data for missile launches and to send

out reports on these events. The new technologies incorporated into this

simulator include interactive graphics, color coded displays, voice command

data entry, and touch sensitive screens.

Advanced technology simulators such as SIMCOPE allow at least four levels

of human performance problems to be studied under controlled conditions. The

most complex problems involve the quality of the operator's decisions (e.g.,

hit and false alarm rates) when all relevant information has been gathered

correctly. Variables such as ambiguous or conflicting data would be appro-

priate for studying these issues. A second level of problems involves

incomplete or incorrect collection of data which the operator fails to detect.

A third level concerns errors in system operation which are detected and

require backtracking and re-entry of data. The fourth level of problems

which can be studied using SIMCOPE involves system configurations which

discourage errors but are slow or tedious to use.

Mountford, North, Metz, and Warner1 describe an example of how the third

and fourth level of problems can be studied. Mountford et al developed

several dialogue alternatives for a voice data entry task. The dialogues

encouraged either rapid entry by using brief prompts and little feedback or

4. error-free data entry by using more expliit prompts and feedback messages.

It was expected that the briefer format would be completed more quickly but

prone to errors. It was found, however, that with little training, error
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rates were not significantly different and that subjects strongly preferred

the briefer dialogue format.

The present experiment investigated problems at this level using the

SIMCOPE task comparing touch screen and voice command data entry. Both touch-

screen and voice-command input modes are expected to encourage rapid, error-

free, and congenial operation, but like Mountford et al's dialogue alternatives,

they should be evaluated.

II. BACKGROUND
-. 2

Dunsmore reviews a number of studies which compared newly developed

input systems to the traditional QWERTY keyboard. In general, data entry

was faster and less prone to errors when a limited menu was used with a

positioning device such as a lightpen, joystick, or mouse than if data had
3to be typed from a keyboard. English, Englebart, and Berman found the light-

pen superior to a joystick in that the lightpen utilized a more practiced

response of pointing. One problem, though, was that extended sessions with

a lightpen produced arm fatigue and discomfort.
4

Pfauth and Priest review the advantages and disadvantages of touch

screen devices over other positioning systems. They report that touch screens

provide "direct visual to tactile control, ...fast data entry and control,

...minimal training, ...(and) high operator acceptance," (p. 502). Reported

disadvantages were primarily technical and included glare, parallax error,

and increased programmer time. When these disadvantages can be overcome,

touch screens used with menu-selection diai gues provide a powerful combina-

tion particularly for the naive user. Another positive aspect of touch

sensitive screens is that since the output display and the input device are

the same, considerable space can be saved in the workstation. Stammers and
5

Bird used touch screens for menu interactive data transfer and modification -

with experienced air traffic controllers. All subjects learned to use the

system without difficulty and were in favor of placing such devices in

operational use. Although little work has been done with touch screens and

interactive graphics, Beringer and Maxwell6 expect improved performance over

other input devices.

More extensive literature is available for voice data entry. Dunsmore
7

and Cochran, Riley and Stewart point out that voice command systems are

expensive, have limited vocabularies, require extensive training and are
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sensitive to ambient noise. However, where feasible, voice entry allows

hands-off operation, simultaneous use of eyes, hands, and voice, and simple

data entry. Funk and McDowell8 recommend that voice control be used only

where discrete commands are sufficient and some aid to short term memory is

available. Mountford and North9 found that keyboard data entry significantly

degraded performance on a simultaneous tracking task but that voice entry did

not. Finaliy, Gould, Conti and HovanyczykI0 report very high user acceptance

for a simulated listening typewriter in which a person would dictate text and '

have it appear on a screen.

III. OBJECTIVES

The present study compared operator performance on a simplified version P
of the SIMCOPE task using two data entry techniques -- touch screen and voice

command. In relation to the SIMCOPE task, both touch screens and voice

command data entry systems offer similar advantages. Since the operator's

task involves input of short strings of data and menu manipulation rather

than continuous tracking or text entry, both systems seem appropriate. Touch

screens will place more load on short-term memory while the limitations of

voice recognition technology may prove frustrating. The present study inves-

tigated how the operator can best interact with this system; the objective

was to evaluate how well operators can use touch-screen or voice-command input

in terms of data entry rate, response time, and user preference.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PLAN

a. Equipment. The SIMCOPE console at AMRL consists of two, color video

monitors with touch sensitive overlays (TSD Display Products, Model TF). A

Threshold 600 voice recognition unit (Threshold Technologies, Inc., Deltran,

NJ) was used for voice data entry with a headset mounted, close-talking

microphone (Shure Model SMIOA). A PDP 11/34 minicomputer controlled the

simulator and collected data.

b. Subjects. The subjects were paid volunteers, five males and three

females between 22 and 29 years old. All subjects had participated in other

research at AFAMRL but none reported any previous experience with touch "

sensitive displays or computer voice recognition.

c. Procedure. Subjects were tested individually in four separate

sessions. All sessions lasted from one hour to 90 minutes and were conducted
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on different days. The first session involved orientation to the experiment

and training on the simulator using touch input. The second session consisted

of two 25-30 minute periods operating the console using touch input only

separated by a five minute break. After the second period, subjects filled

out a brief questionnaire (described below). In the third session, subjects

trained the voice recognition unit to respond to their voices by speaking
each command ten times into the microphone. The training data was saved on

tape and reloaded at the start of subsequent sessions. The fourth session

consisted of two 25 minute periods operating the console using voice data

input. After the second period, subjects filled out a brief questionnaire.

d. Subject's Task. The following instructions were read to the subjects.

The basis of this simulation is two hypothetical countries, US and *- .F

THEM. You are the Warning Officer on duty at the Command Warning Center

facility in US. Your job is to monitor the data coming in from two

sensor systems. The Advanced Detection System (ADS) and the Barrier

Surveillance System (BSS). The ADS system can provide information about

possible missile launches quickly but with very little detail. The BSS

system provides much more information, but it takes longer to get that

information. Every time information comes in from one of these systems,

your job is to evaluate it and then to send a report to Command Defense

Center concerning the event. Since a missile might be on the way, it

is important that the report be completed quickly and accurately.

Look at the screen in front of you. Across the bottom of the

screen are a number of areas containing messages such as DETAIL MAP and

OUTPUT FORMAT. Activating one of these by touching the screen will P
bring that page of information into the area on the upper left part of

the screen. Try it with the DETAIL MAP. Look at the map. First you . .

will see US on the left and THEM on the right. Within US you will see

nine cities plus several other potential targets. WithinTHEM there

are five geographic regions. There are known launch sites marked with

white traingles and suspected launch sites marked with open, green

triangles. The two large circles on THEM indicates the coverage areas

of the two ADS systems: North and South. The smaller circles along the

coast of US are the coverage areas of the BSS stations.

An EVENT is the detection of something of interest by the ADS or

BSS systems; i.e., a potential launch. When an event occurs, you will

hear a beeping sound and see a flashing message on your screens telling
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you what type of event is occuring.

Subjects were further instructed that their job was to fill out three differ-

ent reports on incoming events; these reports were called ADS 1, ADS 2, and
0

BSS. All reports consisted of several fields to be completed by entering

information from a menu or from the image of a keypad displayed on the screen.

All fields could be completed from information available to the subject by '...'

looking at different pages of data on the screens; no inferences or decisions *._

were required. In voice data entry sessions, only responses to these forms . 0

(plus the acknowledge response to a new event) were input by voice command. -. "

Other interaction with the simulator such as changing pages or assigning

events required touch input.

e. Experimental Design. Data were collected on three dependent measures. . ._

The questionnaire asked subjects to report any physical discomforts experienced

at the end of a session including eyestrain, back, shoulder, or arm pain, and

stress. After the voice data entry session subjects also rated the ease of

use of the two data entry systems and their preference.

The remaining dependent measures concerned performance on the SIMCOPE

task. Incoming events generated both flashing message on the screen and an

audible prompt; these events had to be acknowledged before any other task

could be performed. Latency to acknowledge was therefore recorded as a base- -*

line measure of response time for touch and voice input. Forty-eight such

latencies for both touch and voice were recorded for each subject. Overall

task efficiency was measured by recording time to fill out reports. To

assure that fill out times reflected only differences between voice and touch

data entry, and not differences among events, only two sets of events were

used. Each set included eight events and required three reports per event

(ADS 1, ADS 2, and BSS). Subjects responded to both sets using touch input

and later using voice input. Data were analyzed using four way within sub-

jects analyses of variance (ANOVA): 2 input modes x 3 report types x 2 sets

x 8 events; events were treated as a random factor.

V. RESULTS

a. Questionnaire. After both data collection sessions, subjects were

asked to describe any symptoms of back, shoulder, or arm discomfort, stress

or eyestrain. A few subjects mentioned eyestrain and arm discomfort but most

reported no discomfort. These data were not analyzed further.
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At the end of the voice data collection session, subjects expressed

their opinions about the input devices on a set of five-point attitude

scales. Subjects answered the questions, "Did you find the touch screen/

3 = neutral, and 5 = very easy. Mean rating for touch screens was 3.6

(between Neutral and Easy) while mean rating for voice recognition was 4.1

(just above Easy); t(7) = 1.08, ns. When asked, "Which system was harder to .

use, i.e. slower, made more mistakes, or didn't do what you intended?", two

subjects rated voice "somewhat harder to use," four rated touch "somewhat

harder," one rated touch "much harder" and one was neutral, M = 3.5 (between

"neutral" and "touch somewhat harder"). Finally, subjects were asked, "Which

system do you prefer using?" Three subjects expressed "strong preference for

voice," two "moderate preference for voice," two were neutral and only one

expressed a "moderate preference for touch."

b. Latency to acknowledge and report fillout times. The distributions

" of these variables were highly skewed. For latency to acknowledge, skewness

8.04 and kurtosis = 100.21; for fillout time, skewness = 3.39 and kurtosis =

20.92. A reciprocal transform was therefore employed to reduce the skew:

reciprocal acknowledge time (x 100) skewness = 0.67, kurtosls = 0.50; reci-

procal fillout time (x 1000) skewness = 0.69, kurtosis = 0.27. Four way,

within-subject ANOVAs were performed on each variable with events treated as
0.1 a random factor. Using the procedure described by Winer14 , interactions not

significant at p = .75 were pooled.

For latency to acknowledge there were three significant main effects

and three significant two-way interactions. There was a significant differ-

ence among Subjects, F (7, 49) = 4.24, p < .01, and between Input modes, .-

F (1, 63) = 332.5, p < .01, with the mean for touch (M = 54.49) being faster

than the mean for voice (M = 32.41). There was also a significant difference

among events, F (7, 49) = 2.62, p < .05. The significant interactions were:

Subject by Set, F (7, 49) - 2.77, p < .05; Input mode by Set, F (7, 49)

8.64, p < .01; and Event by Message, F (14, 98) - 2.84, p < .01. ..

For fill-out time, there were three significant main effects, five

significant two way interactions, and one three-way interaction. These effects 41.0

are listed in Table 1. It should be noted that input mode did not produce a "

significant main effect, however, the Subject by Input mode interaction was .'.

significant, F (7, 49) = 5.61, p < .01."" - ..
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VI. DISCUSSION

The results of the ANOVAs on latency to acknowledge and fill-out time

seem to be contradictory. Although not statistically significant, voice 3
input was slightly faster than touch for report fill-out (Mvoice 25.35,

!touch = 22.51, F (1, 7) = 5.15, p = .057), but significantly slower for

latency to acknowledge. An analysis of the significant interactions plus a

discussion of problems with the voice recognition system will clarify the

results. Since the presence of significant interactions indicates that main

effects and lower order interactions are confounded, only the unconfounded,

significant interactions will be discussed.

There were three significant interactions for latency to acknowledge:

Event by Message type, Subject by Set, and Input mode by Set. The Event by

Message type interaction is of minor importance and was not analyzed in detail.

Inspection, however, shows that the slowest acknowledge time was for the first

message (ADS 1) for event 1. Acknowledge times were uniformly faster after

that. i

For the Subject by Set interaction, simple main effects test for set for
each subject showed that one subject significantly improved performance from

set 1 to set 2, F (1, 7) = 9.21, p < .05. The difference in latency to acknow-

ledge between sets was not significant for all other subjects. These two

interactions suggest that practice effects for latency to acknowledge were

limited to the first message for all but one subject. The Input mode by Set

interaction, however, shows that for touch input performance improved from

set 1 (M = 55.6) to set 2 (M = 59.33) while for voice input, latency to

acknowledge slowed from set 1 (M = 33.8) to set 2 (M = 30.9).

These effects can best be explained by looking at how the two input

systems operate. Both the touch screen and voice recognition systems are

serial input devices. Like a keyboard, these devices convert the operator's

action into ASCII code which is then sent to the host computer. Two types of

errors can occur with these systems. In a misrecognition, a code different

from the operator's intent is sent to the host while in a rejection, no output

is sent because the device could not interpret the operator's input. Mis-

q recognitions could produce strange results but were rare in this experiment;

rejections, however, occurred frequently. A subject using touch input only

had to press the screen lightly. When the system recognized an input, it

immediately responded with both audible and visual prompts. A rejection was

WK
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immediately obvious because the expected prompts would not occur. At this

point, the subject had to lift the finger and then touch or tap the screen

again. A subject using voice input spoke into the microphone and then waited

for feedback. When a rejection occurred, the voice recognition did nothing

for approximatley one second and then signaled the rejection with an audible

prompt. The subject had to then repeat the word until it was recognized.

When responding to an incoming message, the subject spoke the word,

"acknowledge". The choice of this word was unfortunate but enlightening. O

While input errors were not recorded, it was the experimenter's observation

that the spoken word, "acknowledge" was rejected more frequently than any

other input. Subjects often had to repeat the word several times before it

was recognized. Since Input mode did not affect report fill-out time, it was

the rejection of "acknowledge" that accounts for the slow latency to acknow-

ledge for voice input. Also, the Input mode by Set interaction shows that

practice did not improve performance for voice input. Due to the large number

of rejections, no conclusion can be drawn regarding which Input mode might be

faster to acknowledge a message. This portion of the experiment should be

repeated using pretested vocabulary items (see Section VII, Recommendations).

There are four unconfounded interactions for fill-out time. The Set by

Event by Message and Subject by Message interactions are of minor importance. "-'

Both interactions reflect differences in the time taken to fill out ADS 1, r

ADS 2, and BSS reports. These interactions do not reflect variations due to

Input mode and were not analyzed further.

The other unconfounded, significant interactions were Subject by Set and

Subject by Input mode. Simple main effects tests on each subject's response

times indicate that one subject showed significant improvement in fill-out

time from set I to set 2; the other seven subjects showed no change. The

most interesting effect was the Subject by Input mode interaction. Overall,

voice input (M - 25.3) was slightly faster than touch (M = 22.5) but the

difference was not significant, F (1, 7) - 5.15, p = .057. For five of the

eight subjects there was no difference between the two modes; two subjects

performed slightly better with touch but the difference was not significant.

Only one subject showed significantly better performance for voice, F (1, 7) =

9.21, p < .05. (It should be noted that the three interactions which were _

significant for only one subject involved three different subjects.)

The objective of the present study was to compare touchscreen and voice
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command input modes on a C3 task. It was expected that both devices would

show similar advantages and no hypotheiis was made regarding which would be

superior. The results showed that voice input was subject to recognition •

errors for some commands but otherwise neither input mode provided superior

performance. The SIMCOPE task is well suited for both input systems. The

task requires rapid manipulation of menus and inputing short strings of data;

it is not expected that C3 operators would be experienced typists. For this "

type of task and subject population, voice command and touch screen input

should provide significant advantages over more traditional data entry devices. -.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

The results of the present research should be considered when designing

future SIMCOPE studies. Three items which should be investigated are:

the use of touch and voice by SIMCOPE operators, b) changing the vocabulary

set to maximize voice recognition reliability, c) investigating the position

of the touch screens to minimize fatigue.

a. Voice and Touch Input. Although the majority of subjects in this -

experiment preferred voice over touch input the difference is neither strong

nor unanimous. One subject said that voice input required her to stay in one

position so she could see both screens and that this static work posture was

annoying. Subjects found voice entry occasionally frustrating when a word

would be rejected several times. I see no reason, therefore, why one system

should be preferred. Future SIMCOPE researchers may want to allow overcapping

voice and touch input particularly for longer sessions in which a single input

mode could produce boredom or fatigue.

b. Vocabulary Set. The voice recognition system can produce two types *

of errors, misrecognitions and rejections. When a rejection occurs the system .

was unable to match the utterance to a template and signals the operator with .,. .

an audible prompt. On a misrecognition, the system matches an'utterance to

a similar but unintended response, e.g., "known" for "no." In the present

study, this generally had no effect on the task but occasionally produced

unexpected responses such as entering the "edit" mode (not used in this study)

when the subject said "send". Although both types of errors occurred in this

study, neither was recorded. FrenchI1 presents a table listing correct

recognitions, misrecognitions, and rejections for a 50 word vocabulary set. .

Future SIMCOPE researchers may wish to collect similar data for the SIMCOPE j
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vocabulary set and then perform a factor analysis or cluster analysis to

determine the characteristics of commands which produce errors. Difficult

items could then be changed or eliminated to improve task performance. As --

an example, the word "acknowledge" was troublesome for many subjects; a

synonym or a unique pronunciation would have made their lives easier.

c. Touch Screen Position. As SIMCOPE is presently configured, the touch

sensitive screens are placed vertically with the top edges at eye level

approximately 16-18" from the operator's eyes. Although few subjects in the -

present study complained of hand or arm fatigue this has been mentioned in

the literature by Pfauth and Priest4 ; Beringer and Maxwell 6 cite arm fatigue

as a particular problem with vertical screens. While design guidelines exist .-.-

for placement of video display screens (e.g., Cakir, Hart, and Stewart1 2 ) no !.. -,

. standards are available for touch sensitive screens. The variables of screen.-

height relative to the eyes, declination angle, and distance from the operator

;. should be manipulated to minimize fatigue in the hand, arm, shoulder, and

neck. There may not be a single solution to this problem in that a screen

at eye level and a high declination angle may be easy to view but produce arm

and shoulder fatigue; a lower screen with decreased declination may produce

less arm fatigue but cause neck and upper back discomfort. Unfortunately,

task performance may not reflect operator discomfort (Beringer and Maxwell6). -.

Future research, therefore, should employ more sensitive measures of stress

e and fatigue than performance rate and self-reports o f discomfort. Physio-

- logical measures of muscle tension and detailed analysis of response times

-. may provide the best indicators of how touch sensitive screens should be .

placed.
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Table 1

Summary of Significant Effects for Report Fill-out Time

sum of F". '''
Source df Mean SquareSquares (or F')

Subjects 10163.72 7 1451.96 13.57 p > .01
Error 5241.29 49 106.97

Set 4456.89 1 4456.89 17.89 p > .01

Error (Quasi F Ratio) 10 (Est.) 249.73

Message 7484.81 2 3742.41 14.07 p > .01
Error (Quasi F Ratio) 19 (Est.) 266.05

Subject x Input Mode 2095.15 7 299.31 5.61 p > .01
Error 2614.76 49 53.36

Subject x Set 876.24 7 125.18 3.04 p > .01
Error 2017.06 49 41.16

Set x Event 1157.52 7 165.36 4.02 p > .01 .' -.

Error 2017.06 49 41.16

Subject x Message 2627.57 14 187.68 3.81 p > .01
Error 4826.19 98 49.25

Event x Message 1786.77 14 127.62 2.59 p > .01

Error 4826.19 98 49.25

Set x Event x Message 1634.81 14 116.77 3.31 p > .01
Error 3952.53 112 35.29

I.. -. , -
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PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION

IN A LOCAL AREA NEIWORK -

by

Carolyn J. Crouch

ABSTRACT0

Performance evaluation is of particular concern in a local area
network composed of nonhomogeneous mainframe nodes for which only
perfunctory performance evaluation statistics are known. This report
identifies performance measures that should be applied in such
circumstances, discusses modes of implementation, and investigates
approaches to and implications of performance evaluation in local area
networks. Recommendations are made for future research.
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I. INIKODUCTION
In order to measure system performance, tune a system to its

particular environment, or make decisions about the possible * *
reconfiguration of a system as its workload grows or changes, various
data items must be collected. These data are the parameters of the
measurement and evaluation algorithms which must be utilized in the
complex timesharing environments of current systems in order to measure
system performance effectively.

One of the basic principles of pertormance monitoring is that '
measurements and evaluations should be made throughout the life of the
system, beginning with its initial design phases, and continuing with
installation and throughout its daily processing activities.
Appropriate measurement tools must be provided through proper system
design to be most effective; i.e., to generate the data desired with
the minimum cost in terms of system interference and/or degradation.
Whereas system performance measurement techniques are incorporated as a
design feature in many systems of recent vintage, older systems may
possess only a subset of the desired features or lack such features
altogether. Interconnecting such disparate systems via various
topologies introduces an additional level of complexity; the
measurement and evaluation of network pertormance now becomes
increasingly ditticult, due not only to the additional complexity
introduced by networking but also to an inability to evaluate component
node performance satisfactorily. .'

There are three common purposes for pertormance evaluation, namely:

1. Selection evaluation - deciding whether a particular system or
system component, sold by a particular vendor, is appropriate.

2. Performance projection - estimating the performance of a system
(or a hardware or software component of that system) that does
not currently exist.

3. Performance monitoring - accumulating performance data on an
existing system or component, insuring that a system is meeting ,, .

its performance goals, aiding in estimating the impact of
planned changes, and/or providing the data needed by management
to make "strategic" decisions L11.

lhe emphasis of this discussion will be evaluation tor the purpose of
performance monitoring (item 3, above).
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Consider now the two methods of performance evaluation as defined
by Svobodova [2]: analytic and comparative. Whereas, as the name
implies, the comparative method is used to evaluate the performance of
one system relative to another, an analytic evaluation is made when the
performance of a computer system is evaluated with respect to the
various system parameters and system workload. Its purpose includes:
(1) improving performance of an existing system (i.e., performance
tuning) (2) maintaining performance of an operational system within
specified limits (performance control), and (3) the design and
implementation of new systems. For the purpose of this discussion, the
emphasis is on performance tuning and control.

II. OBJECTIVES
The purposes of this paper are: (1) to analyze the performance

evaluation techniques currently being used withing a specific local area
network (ECONFT); (2) to investigate alternate approaches to
performance evaluation in terms of measures, tools, and methods; and
(3) to recommend, on the basis of the aforementioned analysis and
investigations, guidelines or approaches to performance evaluation which
are appropriate for the current network topology and utilizable over
time as the network structure and topology change.

To accomplish these objectives, the following tasks are undertaken:
1. An overview of the techniques which are used for performance

monitoring, tuning, and control, as discussed within the literature, is
presented (Section III).

2. Performance evaluation measures which have been found to be of
value in similar systems, or which have been suggested and/or defined
within the literature, are reported (Section IV). these measures are
compared with those currently being used to evaluate specific LCUNET
components (see Section VII).

3. The contributions ot software and hardware monitors, in terms
of the types of data which can be measured, their advantages, and their
disadvantages, are discussed (Section VI).

4. Since performance evaluation techniques appropriate to the
individual components have been surveyed, the discussion is expanded to
include performance evaluation in local area networks (LANs).
Investigations of approaches which are currently being utilized are
reported (Section VII).

5. Conclusions are drawn and recommendations made (in view of
Sections III - VII, above) in terms of the current methodology of
performance evaluation and its applicability to ECONET (Section VIII).

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION TECHNIQUES
"Performance of a system can be discussed only in the context of

what the system is required go do."[2] Thus performance tuning and .

control are possible only in environments where the workload of the
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system can be analyzed so that an accurate reflection ot system activity
can be obtained. Since workload fluctuates constantly, over both short
intervals (in an interactive environment) and longer time periods (as *
the user population and the nature of the job mix change), continual
monitoring of the system is required.

Lucas, in his discussion of performance monitoring, presents an
evaluation of the techniques which have previously been used with some
degree of success for both hardware reconfiguration and sottware
modification [3]. A relevant portion of this analysis is reproduced in '
Table 1. These techniques can be generally characterized as system
models te.g., analytic models), workload models (benchmarks, synthetic
programs), and a combination of the two (simulation).

Table I

Performance Monitoring lechniques

Hardware Software

Reconfiguration Modification

1. [Analytic] Models insufficient not applicable

2. Benchmarks insufficient insufficient

3. Synthetic Programs insufficient insufficient

4. Simulation satisfactory satisfactory

5. Monitors (hardware satisfactory satisfactory
and software)

A brief overview of these techniques follows.
1. Analytic Models
Analytic models are mathematical representations ot computing

systems (frequently based on queueing theory). Although such models may
provide some assistance in hardware analysis, particularly for a certain
component (such as a disk unit), their development and revision is
"tedious and time-consuming," and they are frequently incapable of p.. .

accurately representing a complex hardware-software environment [3]. An
excellent overview of analytic models is given by Svobodova [2], who
recommends a combination of analytical and empirical modeling techniques
to produce the most useful results.

2. Benchmarks
Benchmarks are programs coded in a specific language with a variety- .

of instructions; when executed on a particular system they give
indications ot both hardware and software performance. Their value in a ...
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particular environment depends largely on how well they represent the
job mix or the typical workload of the system. They are of limited use
in pertormance monitoring except as before-and-after tests to monitor * q
performance following system changes LJ].

3. synthetic Programs
Synthetic programs (synthetic benchmarks) can be written in both

assembly and high-level languages and coded to cover a wide range ot
activities (I/O, file, operating system, computational). Such programs
have many ot the disadvantages of benchmarks; their value in
performance monitoring lies largely in their use as before-and-after

-' tests relative to system moditication [3].
These techniques (1-3, above) are considered by Lucas to give some

assistance in the area of performance evaluation, but each is in itself
insufficient for that purpose.

4. Simulation I . .
Simulation is a technique whereby a computerized model of the

system being evaluated (along with its workload) is developed. This
,* model is then run on an existing system to provide a reflection of the

system being modeled and its behavior in certain circumstances.
Simulators are of two basic types: event-driven (controlled by events
which are made to occur according to probability distributions) and

.. script-driven (controlled by empirically derived data, manipulated to
reflect anticipated behavior) [1]. Construction of models via
simulation requires considerable expertise on the part of the evaluator,
can be very expensive to run, usually produces large amounts of data
which must then be further analyzed either manually or by machine, and
must be carefully validated prior to use LIJ. The greatest drawback of
simulation is its relatively high cost; the simulation model must
usually be tailored to the specific environment.

The advantages of simulation are pointed out by Svobodova; he
considers it "the most general, most flexible, and most powerful
technique for studying and predicting system performance . . . a real
asset in system design and development."LZJ However, simulation is . \

viewed by Lucas as helpful but "not sufficient" in monitoring system
performance. He concludes that it is "unlikely that one would ever
construct a simulation just for the purpose of monitoring a system and
making changes, whereas the hardware and software monitoring techniques
[see 5, below] may be used fairly easily."[3]

5. Performance Monitoring
Performance monitoring may be defined as a method of "collecting

data on the performance of an existing system."[3] Monitoring is usually

used to locate bottlenecks when either reconfiguring the existing
hardware or attempting to improve the execution of software. It is also
useful in gathering system usage protiles [3].
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Techniques for performance monitoring are generally grouped into
two classes, software and hardware. Rose L4J and Svobodova [2] include
in addition a third type of monitor, the hybrid. , 0

Two basic policies govern the way in which data is normally
collected for performance monitoring purposes. An event trace monitor
records information at the time of a particular event, such as the

"" initiation of a job, task creation, (main) storage allocation, I/O
activity, supervisor interrupt, or job completion [4]. Sampling
monitors, on the other hand, initiate data collection activities based "
on the signal of the real-time clock over a (usually) constant sampling
period. Information collected by a typical sampling monitor would
include figures on CPU and channel utilization, the number of jobs in
execution, etc.[4J ihe large volumes of data collected via monitoring
must then be passed to data reduction routines for analysis and output
in appropriate forms.

(1) Software Monitors
A sottware monitor is a special program which is

incorporated into the software of the host system. As such it
competes with user jobs for system resources and usually
interrupts normal system processing so that the monitor can
collect the required information. In its simplest form, a
software monitor may be essentially a job accounting routine.

Software monitors can generally access and record
information that is available to the application program and/or
the operating system; the penalty paid is the overhead
(artifact) generated by the introduction of additional software
which competes tor resources with other processes. For more
intormation on software monitors, see Section V-.
(2) Hardware Monitors

Hardware measurement tools can be classified as internal or
external. Internal hardware tools (such as the "Monitor
Call(MC)" instruction on the IBM S/370, various timing meters, Nar.
counting meters, and traps) must generally be incorporated in the
system at design time. An external hardware monitor, on the
other hand, is defined by Svobodova as "a free-standing device
that senses electronic signals in the circuitry of the measured
system and processes and records them externally to the measured
system."[2] Such a device is a "non-interfering observer;" it

-- requires no assistance from the host system L2].
A simple hardware monitor consists of sensors to monitor the

state of the host, a logic plugboard for performing various
Boolean functions on the monitored state bits, a set of counters
that record event occurrences or the time durations of various
activities, and a display or recording device. More
sophisticated monitors may include data comparator features,
sequencers, random access memory, and associative memory [2].
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Some hardware monitors are programmable and include a mini- or
microcomputer for more elaborate processing. For further
intormation, see Section VI. r .
(3) Hybrid Monitors

Hybrid monitors combine the methods of both sottware and
nardware monitors; "measurement information . . . is moved by
the system software routines into special monitoring registers
and is then measured by hardware monitors."[4] Such an approach
may depend on the presence of specialized hardware for the
monitoring registers, which is infeasible unless such hardware is
included in the original design of the machine. As a result,
such monitors are seldom used [4]. The presence of external
rather than internal monitoring instrumentation makes this
approach feasible, but it is necessarily restricted in scope by
limits on the amount and complexity of information (per event)
that it can process L2].

IV. BASIC PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The term "pertormance" in itself is a relative term, meaning in

general "the manner in which or the efficiency with which a computer
system meets its goals." Whereas some aspects of performance are not
quantifiable (such as "ease of system use"), others, such as turnaround
time, response time, and system reaction time (as detined in Table 2),
are commonly recognized quantifiable measures of performance L1].

Performance evaluation starts with the selection of a proper set of .-

parameters upon which the evaluation is to be based, i.e., the
performance measures. Svobodova describes performance measures in terms
of ettectiveness (those indicating the capability to process a given
workload and meet the time requirements ot individual users) and
efficiency (which is measured by internal delays and utilization ot
individual system components vs. demand) [2]. lhe former are the
"prime performance measures" in his view; examples of both, including
the most trequently used measures as well as some "interesting" ones
used in one or very few studies, are seen in Table 2. For additional
references to these measures, all of which can be used for tuning kand
some for control), see [2].

Since, as Svobodova states, "Without understanding the workload,
performance analysis and prediction is at best inaccurate [and] possibly
completely invalid," examples of parameters utilized in workload
characterization are reproduced in Table 3 [2J. A "unit of work" is
herein defined in terms of a job (or command in an interactive
environment), task (i.e., a representative operation carried out by a
particular processor [CPU, channel]), instruction, or bit [2].

In an effort to measure the factors representing the quality or
quantity of interactive service from the user's viewpoint, Abrams and . .

Ireu identify and assess the implications of over thirty measures based
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Table 2

Examples of Performance Measures

Pertormance Measure Description p

SYSTEM EFFECTIVNLbS;

Throughput Amount of useful work completed per
unit of time with a given workload Lc]

Relative throughput Elapsed time required to rocess a -. "
q iven workload on system ?1/ elapsed
time required to process the same p
workload on system S2

Capability (capacity) Maximum amount of u~eful work that can
be performed per unit of time with a
given workload (a measure of the
maximum throughput) LcJ

lurnaround time Elapsed time between submitting a job [ ]
to a system and receiving the output [cJ P ' ',

Response time Turnaround time of requests and transactions
in an interactive or real time system LcJ

Availability Per~entjge of time a system is
available to users

bYSTEM EFFICIENCY

External delay factor Job turnaround time/job processing time Lc]

Elapsed time multi- Turnaround time of a job under multipro-
ryramming factor gramming./ turnar und time of this job

when it Is the only job in the system .
Gain factor lotal system time [b] needed to execute

a set of jobs under mu tiprogramming
total system time needed to execute the
same set sequentially

LPU productivity Percent of time a CPU is doing use1tu -
work kused a measure ot throughput) Lc]

Component overlap Percent of time two or more system
components operate simultaneously [c]

System utility Weighted sum of utilization ot system
resources LcJ

Overhead Percent of CPU time required by the
operating system

Internal delay factor Processing time for ajob under multi-
prnogrammin / processing time of this
joi wen i is the only job in the system ,

Reaction time Time between entering the last char- , "
N" 4cter on a terminal or receiying the ......-

input in the svstev and receiving the
first CPU quan um cJ th

Wait time for 1/0 Elapsed time required to process an 1/0 task'
Wait time for CPU Elapsed time required to process a CPU task

Page fault frequency Number of page faults per unit of time [c]
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Table 3

Workload Characteristics

WorKload Parameters Description

Job CPU time TQtal CPU time requested by a
single job LaJ

Job I/0 requests Total number of I/U operations
requested by a single job

CPU service time CPU time required to process a
single CPU task

I/0 service time I/0 time required to process a
sing e I/O task

. . Interarrival time lime between two successive
requests for a system service

Priority Priority assigned to a job
by the user

Blocked time Time a job is incapable of
receiving CPU service

Memory requests Amount of memory requested by
a single job

Working set size Number ot gages of.a single job
that must e kept in main memory7

Locality ot reference Times for which all memor'references made by a singie job
remain within a single page or
set of pages

User response time Time needed by a user at an
interactive terminal to generate
a nel request (think and type..-.-, time).-

User intensity Processing time.per request I
user response time

Number of simultaneous users Jumber of interactive users
logged in concurrently

Number in the system Number of jobs or tasks being
serviced or waiting in queues
for system resources

Instruction mix Relative frequencies of ditterent
types of instructions the
system must execute

[a] In an interactive system, each command issued from a user's terminal
is assumed to represent a new job.
J ,System timi is the time when at least one of the system's processors

*lu, channels) is busy.

LcJ Can be used for control as well as tuning.

Source: [2]
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on time, length and volume of transactions, rates of service, various
ratios, etc.[5] In terms ot user satisfaction (especially with reference
to interactive users in a database community), measures of online -
application availability (the percentage ot time that all operational ...

components, including the database(s), are available), partial service -.

interruption, and database currency may be of value [6].
Other indicators which may be used to evaluate performance are:

- CPU, I/u device, and channel mean service times [4] '

- Mean and variance of response time LZJ

- N percentile response time (i.e., the time limit that
guarantees that the response times ot N percent of all requests
are shorter than this limit) [2j KI"

- Utilization (in terms of the fraction of time the resource is
in use, e.g., CPU utilization in terms of the time spent in the
idle, supervisor, or program states) [2]

- Percentage interactive tasks (percentage of online tasks which
are completed with one swap) [7]

- time mix (ratio of compute-bound task time to interactive task

time) [7]

- translator utilization. [7]

Pertormance measures are usually expressed as mean values, which as
Svobodova points out are in many cases clearly inadequate measures of
system performance; e.g., even if the mean response time is short, a
user in an interactive environment will be dissatisfied it the variance
of the response time is large. Thus, if the exact distribution of the
response time is unknown, variance as well as the mean response time
should be considered as performance measures. Svobodova recommends N
percentile response time (defined above). Moreover, (percentile)
response time should be assessed separately for different classes of
requests, since trivial ("edit") requests can be expected to take less
time than involved ("compile") requests L2J.

V. SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE MONITORS
Although some aspects of performance evaluation (e.g., CPU

utilization) can be measured via either software or hardware
instrumentation, in most cases the domains of these monitors are very
different. Whereas sottware monitors usually record information
accessible to the operating system or application programs, hardware
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monitors measure the state of the computer (i.e., changes in the system
status, usually reflecting component utilization) via electronic
sensors, or probes.

Svobodova presents a cogent overview of both hardware and software
monitors. This analysis reveals the following strong points and
inadequacies LZJ.

Hardware monitors can record events (i.e., changes in system state)
at high rates of speed, can detect and process several events occurring
in parallel, exhibit high timer resolution, are machine independent,
operate asynchronously to the measured system, can monitor several
independent hardware units simultaneously, and require no system
resources. Such monitors cannot, however, directly monitor information
stored in memory (e.g., wait queues). They have limited decoding
capabilities and can deal with software components only in an extremely
limited way. A very significant disadvantage is that intimate knowledge
of the hardware is required in order to develop a probe point library
for a particular machine; such a library may not in fact be documented
for older systems. The physical process of probe attachment is also S- -
difficult, and the resultant load may cause system failure LMJ.

Software monitors have an input rate (the maximum frequency at
which events can be recognized and recorded) which is tied to
instruction execution rate and may be degraded due to monitor overhead.
They can detect and process events only sequentially; since timer
resolution is tied to the host, it may be low in older systems. They
are CPU and operating system dependent, may have problems if the timer
becomes synchronized with the monitored events, cannot monitor 1/0
device and switch events, and consume system resources as reflected by
the corresponding artifact. Such monitors can, however, access any main
memory data. They have powerful decoding capabilities and can monitor
software level components regardless ot their locations in memory.
Software instrumentation, however, also requires "intimate knowledge of
sottware operations."[ZJ

Hardwa-e monitors are superior to software monitors in measuring
the duration and overlap of system activities. Software monitors, on
the other hand, are "more powerful and flexible," but they may generate
significant overhead LZJ.

The role of simple software monitors in producing useful
performance data should not be ignored. Jain and Turner, for example,
find that "image accounting" in the VAX environment produces valuable
statistics on workload [8]; applying a statistical analysis package to
data extracted from accounting records has likewise been found useful in
characterizing workloads in a Univac shop [9].
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p . VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION IN LOCAL AREA NETWORKS ,.

The term "local area network" (LAN) is frequently applied to an
interconnection of nonhomogeneous systems or devices which is limited p

geographically (usually to a tew kilometers), has a specified range of
data rates, and is controlled by a single organization or group.
Pertormance evaluation methodology for such networks is currently in the
process of development as LANs themselves rapidly proliferate.

Performance data in LANs can be collected in much the same way as
for the component nodes, i.e., via nardware or software monitors. p '
(Software monitors, supplied by particular vendors, are system and/or
architecture dependent.) Terplan discusses the network monitor, a
microcomputer-based monitor designed to collect performance data
simultaneously over a large number of communications lines and
terminals. Typical monitors provide status intormation at the network,
application group, line, control unit, and device levels. Information
available within levels includes response time, transaction rate,
traffic counts, error rate, and component utilization. Terplan
evaluates hardware and software monitors in terms of their capabilities
to obtain performance data. He recommends combining hardware and
software techniques in a hybrid approach [10].

Herskovitz, in evaluating the performance of a specific iAN,
attempts to determine the performance characteristics of major subsystem
components (e.g., the host, network adapters, and interfacing channels).
The LAN in question uses NSC HYPLRchannel processor adapters for
communication support to transfer large volumes of data at high rates of
speed between various hosts (e.g., VAX 11/780, CYBER 130 and 74, PDP
11). The adapters, positioned at nodal points in the network, intercept
and forward communications and data transfers between hosts and serve as
focal points in evaluating network performance.

Network performance characteristics chosen for measurement by
Herskovitz include program-to-program network transfer time, data
transfer rates, network software overhead, effective data trunk transfer
rates, contention delays, network protocol timing measurements, and
network bottlenecks. Hardware monitoring, transparent to the network,
is the mode ot instrumentation. For further details, see LilJ. '* .- -

S. Multiple hardware and software tools are collected into a single "'
system for the analysis and measurement of performance data in the
complex LAN .it Los Alamos National Laboratory. The idea here is to

-. create a network performance analyst's workbench, supported by a single
host (VAX 11//80) that is allowed to communicate with any other element

S. in the network. A major objective is to isolate the tools and their

management from evolutionary changes in the network composition and
topology. One ot these tools is a relational database management system
which is employed to free personnel from data management details [12].

The National Bureau of Standards has detined nine general measures
for evaluating network performance: availability, reliability, transfer
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rate, accuracy, channel establishment-time, network delay, channel-
turnaround delay, transparency, and network security [13J. several more
specific measures are suggested above.

VII. CONCLUbIONS AND RECOMMENDATiUNS
ECONET, the local area network servicing the user community of

Eglin Air Force Base, connects a variety of nonhomogeneous systems; the
particular unique mainframes of current interest are the VAX 11//80, CDC
LYBLR 176, and CDC 6600. Some of these nodes are scheduled to change
over a several year period as the older generation machines are replaced
by newer ones. The network services a large number of users (i.e.,
customers) in a heavily interactive environment; most processing
involves scientific or database management applications (disregarding
all classified operations). Performance evaluation of the ECONET CDC
nodes revolves around several basic statistics (i.e., number of jobs,
CPU time, I/O time, memory utilization, disc utilization, and connect
time) which are gathered via simple software monitoring of the
accounting records. The VAX system's software monitor provides much
more detailed information (with respect to memory management, I/O, file
management, job scheduling, process management, and processor
utilization). (For a more complete description of ECONLI, including an
analysis of current performance evaluation techniques, suggested modes
of presentation for performance statistics, and an assessment of
specific hardware and software monitors, see [14].)

On the basis of the investigations detailed in Sections III - VII
of this paper, the following conclusions are drawn and recommendations
made:

1. Performance evaluation statistics for older ECONET components
are clearly inadequate. A basic statistic, namely the amount of CPU
time spent 4 the supervisor state (i.e., overhead), is unknown. lhere
is no in, -,ation (other than indications through an EIMF approach) on
response time, a tundamental aspect of performance evaluation which is
even more important in a highly interactive environment where user
(i.e., customer) satisfaction is of considerable interest. (Some
statistics on turnaround time would also be helptul.) Resource request
queues should be monitored in order to detect bottlenecks. There is no
information on component overlap. A number of other performance
evaluation statistics would be helpful in controlling and tuning these
systems (see Section IV).

Lonsidering the methods available for obtaining these data (via
modeling, or software or hardware monitoring), it is clear that unless
the expertise is made available tor constructing the model(s), the only
viable option is monitoring. Both software and hardware monitors would
be applied under optimal circumstances, but due to the scarcity of
commercial products, the factors involved in generating such a monitor
in-house, and concern for monitor artifact, a hardware monitor would
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provide the most readily available aid in producing meaningful
performance statistics. (Depending upon when older-generation
components are scheduled to be phased out, the expenditure of
considerable effort to develop models or software dependent monitors is

" questionable.)
" . 2. In order to obtain as accurate a picture as possible of a

system as it operates, all types of statistics must be gathered.
Neither hardware nor software monitors are sufficient in themselves for
this purpose. To be truly effective, a variety of performance
evaluation techniques must be applied -- analytic and empirical models,

% simulation models, and both hardware and software monitoring procedures.
A "Performance Analyst's Workbench," a set of tools for use in
evaluating the performance of each system, should be collected and
maintained.

3. The interconnection of nonhomogeneous mainframes in a LAN
greatly exacerbates the situation with respect to performance analysis
and evaluation. Performance analysis in previously independent nodes,
once not ot critical interest, is now essential for network performance
evaluation. io ameliorate this situation, a set of performance
evaluation measures common to the disparate nodes should be identified.
Methods for gathering the required metrics must be decided upon. A - 0
method for maintaining (and archiving) the resultant data, th. ugh the
design of an appropriate database and the application of DBMS
technology, should be constructed. When the performance of each node in
a LAN can be measured and evaluated, it is possible to turn one's
attention to network performance and know that obtaining a valid picture
of network activity is now possible.

4. Performance evaluation in LANs is still in its infancy.
Although some measures of network pertormance (and methods for obtaining
them) have been identified (see bection VI), network architectures are
so dissimilar that it is difficult to identify a common set of measures.
Networking introduces an additional level of complexity that makes the
approach taken at Los Alamos [12] even more appealing. It is through
the application of this type of approach and under the direction of a
properly lualified performance analyst who is responsible tor dealing
only with this complex aspect of the network that the best potential of "
local area networks can be achieved. As is indicated by these
investigations, much research remains to be done in identifying
appropriate performance measures and their modes of implementation in
specific local area networks.
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THE IMPACT OF ADA ON

USAF COMPUTATIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES

by

Donald B. Crouch

ABSTRACT

The feasibility and desirability of using Ada as the standard .

language for virtually all applications in the computational support .

organizations of the USAF are investigated. It is concluded that the

power and flexibility of the language make it ideally suited for use in

such organizations but that the programming environment of these ' -

organizations will have to be enhanced considerably before it becomes

feasible to adopt it extensively. Ada's impact on the existing *. * ,

environment is explored in detail. Suggestions for further research in

this area are made.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Air Force has embarked on a four-phase plan for the

introduction of the language Ada as the standard programming language

of the Department of Defense (DoD). The final phase of this strategy,

which occurs in the 1990's, will result in regulations making the use

of Ada mandatory for virtually all Air Force systems development [1].

The goal of this initiative is "to improve [software] productivity

while achieving greater system reliability and adaptability."[2]

Ada is being adopted as the standard language for the Air Force in

response to a growing concern over the high cost of software. The Air .

Force has estimated, for example, that by 1985 software expenditure .

will represent over 90% of total system costs [3]. The use of Ada in

software development encourages modern programming practices based on

the principles of software engineering. Adherence to these principles

reduces the overall cost and complexity of developing and maintaining

software systems by improving the clarity, reliability, efficiency, and

maintainability of the software.

The adoption of Ada alone is not sufficient to enable the Air

Force to reach its overall goal. The nature of the programming

environment (i.e., tools, methodologies, management policies, and '

operating conditions) in which software systems are constructed
generally influences the development of software to a far greater

extent than the programming language per se. To reap the full benefits

of Ada as the standard language, an integrated Ada programming

environment is also required.

This project focuses on the problems which Air Force computational

support organizations will face as a result of the mandated adoption of

Ada and explores emerging research issues brought about by such

language standardization. .

II OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH

The overall objective of this effort is to determine the

feasibility and desirability of using Ada as the standard programming . .%,"%
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language in the computational support organizations of the Air Force. .
Specific objectives are:

- To assess the impact that adoption of Ada will have on

computational support organizations.

- To define environmental attributes and conditions which support

successful incorporation of Ada into the organizations.

- To develop a strategy which organizations may follow in the p

introduction of Ada.

- To investigate broader areas of research which will emerge as a

result of the DoD's standardization of Ada.

III." APPROACH

In order to meet the designated objectives, we first must identify

the types of services provided by computational support organizations

in general and, more importantly, ascertain the environmental

conditions under which such services are performed. This information

is then evaluated to reveal potential problems which may exist in ''

current programming environments in relation to the major phases of the "-
software life cycle. The sources of all such problems are then

identified, and Ada is analyzed to determine whether it can lend

support to solving these problems.

This report draws directly on discussions with technical personnel

of the Computer Sciences Directorate of the Armament Division at Eglin

AFB, a review of the Directorate's planning documents, and a survey of

the literature.

IV. CURRENT PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENTS

Air Force computational support organizations differ considerably
in the extent of services they provide. The Directorate of Computer

Sciences at Eglin AFB is representative of the most comprehensive .- '

service organizatoni the services that it provides "include both
scientific and business computer systems operation and management,

real-time range control and support, test data analysis and reduction,

and systems engineering/consultation support of a wide variety of

computer applications." (4] Software development for computational
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scientific applications is done almost exclusively in FORTRAN; in some

cases, assembly language subroutines and/or language extensions are

utilized to implement certain aspects of a system. Regardless of the
.4. -. 4

range of services provided by such organizations and the languages

employed, we find that each organization exhibits similar environmental

conditions. (4,5.

Due to the universality of these conditions and the general design

objectives of Ada, the adoption of Ada as the standard language within

the Air Force will prove to be beneficial to computational support

organizations. To ascertain these benefits, we need to analyze in

detail the environment in which such organizations operate in relation

to the phases of the software life cycle support provided by the

organizations.

The phases of software life cycle support include the following:

- Problem requirements analysis

- Software solution specifications

- Software design

- Coding *''D.'

- Testing and acceptance . -

- Maintenance

- Correcting latent program errors

- Correcting deficiencies revealed through use .

- Responding to environmental changes

- Optimizing for more efficient operation.

These phases of software support are generally carried out in

programming environments operating under the following conditions:

- Shortage of software specialists

- Personnel migration ",

- Increased demand for software development

- Inadequate enforcement of documentation standards

- Inadequate software tools

- Rapid pace of technological advances.

Previous studies have concluded that these conditions lead to

"software that is nonresponsive to user needs, unreliable, excessively

expensive, untimely, inflexible, difficult to maintain, and not

22-6
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reusable."[6] A review of the environment of the support organizations

in relation to services provided indicates why these conclusions were

reached.

The inability to recruit and retain well qualified software

specialists is a major problem resulting from increased competition "- i
from the private sector for such individuals. In an attempt to

alleviate the personnel shortage, many organizations are hiring

engineers and mathematicians with only an introductory knowledge of a

programming language (usually FORTRAN). An engineer or mathematician

who "uses a computer" is not comparable to a computer engineer or

computer scientist (7]. "Users" are generally not knowledgeable of the

concept of software engineering design as it relates to all aspects of.- -

a computer system, the tools and methodologies supporting design and

implementation, and algorithms, language constructs and man-machine

processes necessary for effective and efficient coding.

To enable these junior level personnel to gain experience about

the organization's support service operations, they are generally

initially assigned to software maintenance tasks as opposed to software

development. Yet, previous studies have found that over the lifetime

of a software project, software maintenance exceeds in time and cost

all other phases of life cycle support [8]. Thus, maintenance, one of

the more critical areas of software support services, is relegated to T I
the less experienced employees. The potential ramifications of such

policies are immense. Consider the problems that confront the

maintenance staff:

- The original software design/development team for a project has

usually been dissolved and its members reassigned. Team members

cannot be assigned maintenance tasks due to the demand for

higher priority software development projects.

- Original requirements specifications and design specifications

are not available or the documentation is so fragmented as to be

of no use to the maintenance staff.

- Inadequate documentation exists for the code itself. .W

Documentation should be an integral and required part of each

phase of the life cycle, but in an environment of tight costs - -

- °-...-
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and schedules, documentation is deferred, ad infinitum.

- Prior maintenance tasks have not been properly documented.

- Software packages are poorly structured and therefore not easily

readable.

- The demand for modification to existing software is overwhelming

due somewhat to the changes brought about by advances in

technology.

These conditions when compounded create the i* ast bottleneck in

software support, that is, the inability of the intenance staff to

understand comprehensively the software system t .hich modifications

are to be made [9]. In general, these conditior r- a result of the

lack of use of appropriate techniques for controlli .nd measuring the

progress of software throughout its life cycle. Techniques are needed

which lead to better control over the work of the design team, improved

productivity of the software development team (via automation and/or

reusable code), and enhanced quality and timeliness of the tasks

performed by the maintenance team.

V. GENERAL SOLUTIONS TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS

The maintenance problem, and thus the problems which create it,

can be solved by improving the environment which pervades software

development and support. This improvement could be brought about

through a combination of technical and administrative changes.

Specifically, more emphasis needs to be placed on applying engineering

concepts to software development. Unfortunately, a gap exists between

software engineering technology as it exists within certain academic

institutions and as it is practiced by the (normal) professional

programmer 110]. As long as software developers continue to use archaic

tools and methodologies for solving complex problems, the software

development and maintenance problems will continue to exist. The use

* of Ada for systems development is seen as a starting point in the

solution of this problem, since Ada "encourages and enforces the basic

principles of software engineering."[11]

Software engineering implies the "disciplined and skillful use of

suitable software development tools and methods, as well as a sound

._ ,.'.- .-
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understanding of certain basic (programming) principles."[12) It

encompasses the design, development, implementation, test, evaluation,

and maintenance of software over its entire life cycle. The four

fundamental goals of software engineering in relation to the

characteristics programs should possess are modifiability, efficiency,

reliability, and understandability. The software engineering

principles that support these four goals are modularity, localization,

abstraction, hiding, uniformity, completeness and confirmability.

The principles of software engineering aid in decomposing complex

software systems into manageable entities. Several methodologies exist

for designing software systems by applying these principles in a .

diversified manner [13]. Methodology alone, however, is not sufficient

to solve the software problems. Software development tools are also

needed. At present, software tools range in complexity from simple

editors and debuggers to sophisticated programming environments [14]. .

Of all the available tools, however, the programming language utiltized

and the environment in which the software is developed are by far the

most important.

We will investigate specifically the benefits to be derived from

using Ada as one of the software tools in the programming environment

of USAF support organizations and the characteristics of other software... .
tools which enhance support services.

VI. THE ADA PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

The design of Ada is strongly influenced by the goals and

principles underlying software engineering. In fact, Ada encompasses

all the principles previously delineated.

The language is designed with three overriding concerns: "program

reliability and maintenance, programming as a human activity, and

efficiency."(15] Emphasis is placed on program readability over ease

of writing due to the established need for languages that promote

software reliability and simplify maintenance. In general, Ada is

a modern, high-level, strongly typed language with many
constructs similar to those in Pascal. Ada has special
features for controlling visibility of identifiers and
handling concurrent processes and errors efficiently. It
also allows control led access to the machine-level

22-9
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architecture, provides for data abstraction, and has special
constructs (generic units) for building libraries of routines
for various data types .... The language will be used for
operating systems, compilers, numerical analyses, 0
simulations, communications systems, real-time applications,
and a variety of multiprocessing environments [16].

The overall goal of the Air Force's adoption of Ada as the

standard language is to improve productivity while achieving greater

system reliability and adaptability. The intent is to provide

development and in-service support that is faster, less expensive and

more predictable, and results in software that is more powerful,

reliable and adaptable [2).

The power and flexibility of Ada make it ideally suited as the

language to be used by USAF computational support organizations. The

comprehensive set of applications that such organizations provide can

be performed well in this language, including its real-time

applications. Furthermore, Ada encourages utilization of software

engineering principles, a very desirable goal of any computer

organization.

The principal- advantage to be gained from using Ada as the

standard language is that it will eventually substantially reduce

software support costs. In particular, Ada's package construct will

expedite the software development process and simplify program

maintenance, since it is the means by which true software components

can be developed. Generics can also be used to reduce development time

by enabling programmers to build reusable components which can be

tailored to fit a variety of applications. Ada's strong typing

features will facilitate testing and debugging and lead to quicker

acceptance of software packages. Parallel tasking and intertask

communication support real-time programming. Exception handling

provides a uniform facility for defining, raising, and handling special

conditions; this ability is essential for real-time systems.

Generally, Ada is a highly structured language; this feature

permits one to comprehend more easily the scope and organization of

programs written in it. Furthermore, Ada's syntax is designed to be

very readable; emphasis is placed on the writing of visually appealing

code.
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The desirability of using Ada is sound. However, due to the

complexity of the language, various administrative practices will have

to be established and supporting tools acquired in order to manage this

complexity and to make the language feasible for use in computational. 

support organizations. Only then will Ada significantly reduce the "-"*

cost and enhance the reliability of software support activities.

VII. ADA'S IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT

In order for organizations to use Ada effectively, the environment

in which software development occurs and support services exist must be

enhanced considerably.

Personnel skills will have to upgraded. Improvement is needed not

only in the knowledge and use of Ada but also in the purpose and

concepts of software engineering.

Programming standards and methodologies must be defined and

enforced. An organizational-wide systematic approach to designing,

coding, and documenting software is essential in the use of Ada. Even

though organizational standards currently exist to help promote quality

and reliability and enable programmers to migrate among projects, the

complexity of enforcing such standards is overwhelming. Consequently,

they often are ignored.

Since development of standards and methodologies alone is not

sufficient, software tools must be defined, selected, and applied

correctly and consistently in an Ada programming environment to ensure

that standards are adhered to. Although many tools have been designed

to facilitate software development and maintenance, most current tools

focus on very narrow aspects of software development; in fact, a

comprehensive, integrated set of tools has not been developed for any

one particular programming language (17]. Thus, Ada is just the

beginning, the real challenge is to develop software tools to support

Ada software management tasks.

The essense of a software support environment is an integrated set

of tools that continuously aid the user in all phases of the software

support life cycle. Osterweil lists five characteristics that a true

"environment" must exhibit: breadth of scope and applicability, user
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friendliness, reusability of internal components, tight integration of

capabilities, and use of a central repository [17]. Some Ada support
tools will be provided by the Ada Programming Support Environment

(APSE).(18] Minimally, APSE will consist of a database reflecting

information about a project over its entire life cycle, tools such as

editors, debuggers, etc. to provide the desired support, and user

interfaces to provide access to the databases and the tools.

Specifically, APSE facilities will consist of the following:

- A self-contained Ada oriented environment which conceals the

host operating system from the user.

- Database facilities for the storage of information in various

categories relating to the project's life cycle. The purpose of

the database is to provide a central control point for project

management.

- Software tools such as text editors, linkers, set-use static

analyzers, control-flow static analyzers, terminal interface

routines, and a file administrator.

- A front-end compiler which provides separate compilation of

source modules into intermediate code. This feature facilitates

transportability of software and retargeting of software to

hardware other than the host.

Other tools that would be of particular value in an Ada

programming environment include those which ensure adherence to * .S

established managerial and technical policies, as well as documentation

assistance, style analyzers, and change propagation detectors (9]. Such

tools would permit the programmer to work more effectively by aiding in

the program structuring process, assisting in the creation, structuring

and maintenance of documentation, checking programs for predetermined

styles and guidelines, and analyzing and isolating effects of program

changes.

The trend in software tools is toward the development of

intelligent, knowledge-based workstations. Such workstations would -

provide its users the type of assistance that software specialists now

provide. Initial work in this area has focused on the software

acquisition manager's workstation, a microcomputer-based, interactive
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system designed with an easily understood user interface [19].

Ultimately, this type of workstation will provide expert software

acquisition knowledge covering the entire software life cycle. The

development of similar tools as aids in program design and development

would definitely increase programmer productivity and program

reliability.

This general area of knowledge-based expert systems and the impact

Ada will have on the development of such systems are explored in more

detail later. First, let us consider a strategy which computational

support organizations may follow in order to prepare now for the

adoption of Ada as the standard language of the Air Force.

VIII. INTRODUCTION STRATEGY FOR ADA

Computational support organizations need to begin to prepare now

for the integration of Ada and state-of-the-art software tools into

their environment. The following systematic approach is recommended..

for doing so:

- Establish immediately a small Ada support group (at least two

individuals) whose sole responsibility is to prepare for the

move to Ada. As a first priority, members of the support group

must become experts in software engineering concepts and the

language Ada.

- Contract for DoD-approved Ada compiler(s) for the organization.

- Establish organization-wide design and programming

methodologies.

- Define the minimal tools necessary for the Ada programming

environment. Develop or contract development of such tools.

- Review current application areas and define reusable software

components. Initiate development of generic packages.

- Establish training curricula in software engineering, Ada,

support tools, methodologies and policies for retooling of

existing personnel.

- Establish similar orientation programs for all new employees.

- Choose one or two new projects and designate their

implementation in Ada. Close supervision must be given to
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ensure that the capabilities of Ada are utilized and programming

policies adhered to.

- Gradually retrain existing employees and phase in Ada as the .. -

standard language.

- As appropriate, recode existing applications in Ada. This

involves more than a simple translation from one language to

another. A complete redesign is necessary to take advantage of ".

the features and capabilities of Ada.

- Continue to define and refine the Ada programming environment.

This strategy is a sytematic approach to the introduction and use "."'

of Ada which emphasises personnel skill improvement, modification of p
the existing programming environment to promote software quality rather

than "defect identification," definition and creation of reusable

software, and gradual integration of the language Ada into the system.

If such a strategy is followed in a dedicated, conscientious fashion -

over the next seven years, then the oganization will be well prepared o .

to adopt Ada as the standard language in the early 1990's, the time

designated for such standardization.

IX. ADA AND KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEMS

As previously indicated, a surge of interest is now being
expressed in the potential applications of expert systems technology. A '

rapid growth in the application of expert systems to a diversity of '

areas is anticipated during the next decade, especially in military

usage. Since Ada has been selected as the standard language for DoD -

applications, we need to explore the role it will have in this evolving

field. To do so, we need first to survey briefly the general area of

knowledge-based expert systems. , .

Artificial intelligence is the "subfield of computer science

concerned with the concepts and methods of symbolic inference by a . .

computer and the symbolic representation of the knowledge to be used in

making inferences."[20] Researchers in this area have discovered that

the ability of a computer to perform well those tasks indicative of

intelligence depends primarily on the quantity and quality of knowledge

that the machine possesses about the task [21]. Thus, due to the .'. -
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paramount importance of knowledge, research in artificial intelligence

has shifted its focus during the last few years from inference-based

models to knowledge-based models. The result has been a profusion of

so-called "knowledge-based expert systems."

Expert systems are "problem-solving computer programs that can

reach a level of performance comparable to that of a human expert in

some specialized problem domain."[22] Such systems render to their

users intelligent advice on the topics comprising the system's

knowledge-base. Thus, expert systems are generally used in

applications involving reasoning, as opposed to calculating. A major -. "

feature of such systems is that they are able to explain the lines of

reasoning that lead to the decisions. This is a particularly important

property since "the ultimate use of an expert system will depend upon

its credibility to its users."[20]

Current applications of expert systems include medical diagnosis,

engineering design, computer assisted instruction, structural analysis,

mineral exploration, identification of organic compounds, and systems

management [23]. The success of such systems has led many scientists

to conclude that knowledge-based expert systems will be the application

area for the 1990's.

This view is widely held by the Japanese, British and United

States governments. In April, 1982, Japan embarked on an extensive

research project with the aim of developing by 1990 a prototype

fifth-generation computer system -- a knowledge-information processing

system. This computer system will represent the culmination of four

research areas: knowledge-based expert systems, very high level

programming languages, decentralized computing and VLSI technology

[24]. Japan plans to invest 45 million dollars in the project during

the first three years; the total project cost may exceed several

billion dollars [25].

Britain, on learning of the Japanese project, initiated its own

research program in May, 1983, to develop a fifth-generation computer.

The government, in cooperation with the British electronic industry, is

investing 550 million dollars over a five year period in the project

[26]. The project is directed toward four key areas, namely, software
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engineering, VLSI, man-machine interfaces, and knowledge-based systems.
The British objective closely parallels that of the Japanese.

The United States Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency "plans

to do everything the Japanese have set out to accomplish and more."t271

It plans to push for advanced supercomputing and artificial

intelligence technologies that may cost as much as one billion dollars.

Although knowledge-based techniques are still only in their

infancy, the trend is obvious: the move is toward knowledge-based

%4 expert systems. These systems will be particularly beneficial in

military-defense systems. Several pilot projects are currently

on-going in this area.

1 The Navy has developed a medical diagnosis program to be used on-

J.-o.o.

* board nuclear submarines where physicians may not be available and

where radio silence must be maintained (28]. The Rand Corporation has

been investigating the possibility of applying knowledge engineering

techniques in the construction of an expert system for tactical

targeting (29]. Researchers atPthe university of Illinois are focusing

on in-flight fault diagnosis with the aid of an on-board intelligent

computer system [30]. In the not-too-distant future, expert systems

will be embedded in military systems as an integral part of their

operation.

Initially, Ada was. selected by DoD as the language to be used in

the implementation of embedded systems. As we have seen, the

flexibility and power of Ada are such that it can be used for most

computational support activities. Since the trend is ultimately toward

the incorporation of knowledge based systems into military systems and

the davlopment of knowledge based work stations for programming

environments, the question naturally arises as to the feasibility of
N Y &O

using Ada in the implementation of such systems.

At present, adequate software tools do not exist for building

expert systems [22]. The design of these tools involves many\

considerations, including issues of generality, completeness, language

features, database structure, and control methods. Suggested maxims#. .

for this design task are:

Provide a high-level representation language.
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- Provide built-iu, explanation and interaction facilities.

- Provide local operating system accessibility. O

- Provide a basic data representation scheme that is as general as

possible.

- Provide an accessible control mechanism if generality is more

important than efficiency.
Provide a constrained control mechanism if learning,

self-modification, or sophisticated explanation is required. [311

Functional and logic languages are generally used to program

expert systems because the complexity of expert systems dictates "a

rich, interactive editing and debugging environment."[21] In many .

cases, the rules and heuristics forming the knowledge base must be

treated as data to be reasoned about and in other cases as code to be

executed.

Research must be conducted in the area of programming languages to

ascertain the applicability of Ada to the building of knowledge-based . -

expert systems.

X. RECOMENDATIONS

The power and flexibility of the Ada language make it ideally

suited for use as the standard language of the USAF computational

support organizations. These organizations need to prepare now for the

implementation of Ada in order to minize disruption of their services

and to ensure and enhance their professional stature and leadership

role in the computing environment. Proper usage of this language will

lead to improved personnel skills and increased quality of software

support services.

To integrate Ada properly into the organizations, additional

research must be invested in the study and design of comprehensive

-.. software tools and techniques for future Ada programming environments. ..

*" This is a major research area of particular importance now. *. .."
S1%

Future embedded military systems and software tools for the Ada

environment will have to be implemented in the Ada language itself.

Since the trend is toward the incorporation of expert systems into

" military systems and into the programming environment, reserach needs
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to be directed toward the analysis of Ada as a language for

implementing expert systems. The properties of a language -for S

implementing such systems need to be established and the features of

Ada evaluated in light of these properties. If Ada proves to be

satisfactory for such applications, then the data structures,

functions, procedures, and parsing techniques needed to implement

expert systems in Ada need to be defined and implemented in Ada.

-4.
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A MOLECULAR ORBITAL STUDY OF OH--H20, H (CH 3 CN) k(H 20)

AND H
+ 
(HCN) CLUSTER IONS

by

Carol A. Deakyne

ABSTRACT

The structures, energetics, and charge distributions of OH--H2 0, H+(H 2 0)2,

H+(H20)(CH3CN), H+(CH 3CN)2 and H +(HCN) , n=1-4, have been investigated ab initio

at several basis set levels. Fully optimized geometries of symmetric and asym-

metric OH -H 20 have been obtained utilizing the MP2/6-31+G** basis with the

frozen core approximation. At this level of calculation, the asymmetric form is

slightly more stable Partial geometry optimizations have been initiated for the

H+(H20)m(CH CN) ions at the 3-21G level and compared with the 4-31G results.
2 m 3 k

Both basis sets yield a symmetric hydrogen bond in H+ (H 20)2 and asymmetric hydrogen

bonds in H+(CH CN) and H+(H 0)(CH CN). For the latter cluster, the proton is
3 2 2 3

positioned closer to the CH 3CN in accordance with the relative proton affinities of

H0and CH3 CN. Completely and partially optimized structures of the H+ (HCN)

n-1-4, clusters have been calculated using the 4-31G and 6-31G** basis sets with

and without inclusion of electron correlation. The ions are linear, and for n_.4
there will be mixtures of linear ions of nearly equal stability present at equili-

brium. Both of the dimers [HCNH... NCH]+ and (HNCH... NCH]+ may be in the system at

the lower temperatures at which the trimers and tetramers are formed. The computed

protcI affinities and solvation energies,/AE are in good agreement with experi-

ment, with the exception of &E2, 3. The theoretical data suggest that-& H°2,3
should be larger than the value reported. The structural changes, charge redistri-

butions and proton migrations obtained for these complexes at each successive HCN

is bound indicate that: 1) the central ion is HCNH+ , 2) there is a cooperativity j

effect among the hydrogen bonds, and 3) the first solvent shell is not filled until

two more HCNMs are added to HCNH+. Suggestions are made for follow-on research in

these areas.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently balloon-borne mass spectrometers have been utilized to 
determine the...,

1-7
ionic composition of the earth's ionosphere and stratosphere. These studies .

indicate that both the positive and negative ions are clustered species. Conse-

quently, the properties of some of these cluster ions, such as their structures,

energetics, and charge distributions have been under extensive experimental and
8-11

theoretical investigation. Information on these properties is needed for

several reasons. First, data on the structures of these complexes will 1) lead "

to a more complete understanding of the forces between ions and neutral molecules,

in particular the role of hydrogen bonding, which is believed to be significant,1 0 '12 '1 3

in the solvation of positive and negative ions and 2) provide information on the

number of solvent molecules which can be accomodated by an ion and on its inner and

outer solvation shells. This data is useful since the kinetic properties, electron

affinities, mobilities, and products of the ionic recombination reactions of these

14clusters are believed to be dependent on their sizes. Second, thermodynamics data

on clustering reactions is required in the theoretical development of aerosol form- ,. --

* 10ation and in the theoretical development of the chemical mechanisms involving - .

negative ions which cause radio and radar blackout, i.e. photodetachment and photo-
14

dissociation. Third, the calculated charge distributions will indicate whether

the positive or negative charge is relatively evenly distributed or whether it is

localized as is assumed in some electrostatic models used to compute bond energies.

The cluster ions investigated in this work, via ab initio molecular orbital theory

are OH -.H20, H+(H 2 0) n(CH3CN) and H+(HCN)n. The structure and reactions of OH-H 20

have received considerable attention lately. Paulson and Dale 15 have performed a

double mass spectrometer and SIFT study of some gas phase reactions of OH -H20 and

NO Three of the reactions they observed are: % A 1
OH-H2  + NO 2  HNO3 - + H0 (1)

NO + H 0 + OH (2)
2 2

OH-+ HO + NO (3)

2 2

In order to probe the accuracy of ab initio methods ir calculating energy changes

for reactions involving negative ions, this set of reactions has been studied in

: . -'..'...a
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16
this laboratory. However, reliable thermodynamic data cannot be obtained unless

17-19
the structure of OH -H 0 is known. Although several research groups have

2
carried out ab initio calculations for OH .H2 0, none of the calculations included

diffuse functions which are known to be important for a proper description of

anionic species.2,2

Two types of positive ions found in the stratosphere are proton hydrates, H+(H 0)
2 n

and H (H 20)mXk cations, where X has a mass of 41±1 amu and must have a proton affin-

Of+ + ity greater than 175 kcal/mole and an abundance greater than 7 x 10 4cm
- 3 

in order

to enter into the ion chemistry.
-4  

The identity of X in the positive cluster ions." ." MgO 22  2-•

is still uncertain. Two proposed candidates are MgOH and CH3CN, acetonitrile.2
23

Smith et al. have carried out studies using a selected ion flow tube (SIFT)

apparatus which indicates that CH3CN is indeed a viable candidate for X. In com-

parison, data on the height variations of the abundance ratios for H (H20)mXk and

H(H 20) n cations argue against 
X being MgOH.

2 4
a

The SIFT experiments
29 

have shown that CH CN rapidly replaces H 0 in the cluster
3 2

ions H (H 0) according to the following reactions.
20n

CH3CN CH3CN
+ 3 + 3 +

H (HJ 0) -H(HOCHC) ---- H (CH CN)
*20 2  H (H20)(CH3CN) 3 2  

(4)

CH 3CN CH3CN CH3CN

H ( 2 )NH)(H2 0 2 CH CN H (H 2O)(CH 3CN) 2(5)

CH CN CHCN

C N +3 + 3
3HH(H(H 0) ( H (H 0) (CHCN) 2 2 3CN) ' .

H H2 )4- 2 3 3 -2 H (H 0)(H 2N

H+(H2 O)(CH 3CN) 3 - (6)

An interesting result is that in reaction sequences (5) and (6) the last H 0 mole-
2

cule is not replaced.

These experiments demonstrate that the presence of CH 3 CN in the stratosphere

would lead to the rapid formation of H (H2 O)m(CH3CN)k ions and provide support for2 3• k.

the hypothesis that X is CH CN. Further support for this hypothesis is that ions
3

with masses equivalent to those of various H (HO)m(CH CM) ions are observed in
2 m 3 k

the stratosphere
2
'
3 ,

24a and that ions with these masses can be generated from H2
ions via clustering and ligand exchange reactions in laboratory drift tube experi-

24b
ments. Of course, these results do not prove that CH 3CN is X but they do strongly

suggest that it is a likely candidate. Additional evidence would be provided by
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finding an adequate source of CH3CN in the stratosphere. Although the kinetic data

indicate that the required concentration of CH CN is relatively small (I07 mole-
3

cules cm- 3 at - 35 km) no sources of CH3CN have been identified as yet. Feasible

possibilities are reactions of N and N3
4 with hydrocarbons such as CH4 , neutral-

% 4 23
neutral reactions between nitrogen atoms and carbon-containing molecules, and

25
reactions involving HCN which is known to be present in the stratosphere. In

addition, CH3 CN may be transported into the stratosphere 
from below.

2 4a

Meot-ner 26 has carried out gas phase studies of HNCH+ solvated with HCN and
H(CH CN) solvated with CH CN and has obtained enthalpy and entropy changes for

3 3
the clustering reactions. From a comparison of these data, Meot-ner has drawn

conclusions about the structures of the clustered species and on the number of
.,% %

solvent molecules accommodated in the inner solvation shell of these ions. Although "-.% .

thus far there is no evidence that H+(HCN) ions exist in the stratosphere (or in
n

interstellar clouds where HCN and HNC have been found in significant quantities

and HCNH is believed to be their immediate precursor2), more detailed information

on the structures, energetics and charge distributions of these clustered species

will aid in understanding and predicting these properties for observed clustered

spe c ie s . 28 +

Hirao et.al. have examined the structures and energetics of several H (HCN) n

cluster ions via ab initio techniques. However, their study is not as extensive' -

as this one and they made some assumptions about the structures of these pecies

which appear to be invalid.

In addition to the studies mentioned above, other theoretical investigations *.P-

of cluster ions include those on No3 _H 20), 29,30 NO2  29,30 3CO3 (20)

+(CO)n, and F(CH CN) 34. All of these calculations have been

found to be of considerable value in interpreting and correlating experimental

results and in yielding insight into the structure, bonding, stability and charge "

distributions of clusters. %, %.

II. OBJECTIVES

The specific objectives of this project were to use ab initio molecular orbital
theory to determine the following:

1) the optimum structures and calculated solvation enthalpies of H+(HCN) 2,"

H (HCN)3, and H+(HCN)4;

2) the optimum structures and calculated solvation enthalpies of H+(H 20)(CH3CN),.---

H+ (CH3CN) (H 20), H+(CH3CN)(H 0), H+(CHCN) and H+(CH3CN)(H20)3 223 2 2) 2 3 2 3
3) the optimized geometry of O-H 2 0;

23-6
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4) the most economical basis set which yields accurate results.

The results obtained will be analyzed to ascertain and elucidate:

1) the relative stability of straight-chain, branched, and cyclic structures;

2) why the last H20 molecule in the H+( H20)(CH3CN) , n = 3,4, cations is not

readily replaced;

3) the role of hydrogen bonding in the ion-molecule interactions and the

optimum type of hydrogen bond, i.e., linear or bent and symmetric or

asymmetric;

4) the amount of charge transfer through the hydrogen bonds and the nature

of the cooperative interaction between them;
5) the number of solvent molecules which can be accommodated in the inner

and outer shells of the cations;

6) the structural reorganization around the proton produced by the addition of

solvent molecules and the relationships between structure, charge transfer,

and energetics;

7) the importance of diffuse functions in determining the structures and

relative stabilities of symmetric and asymmetric OH• H20 species.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The calculations were carried out ab initio using the Gaussian 80 computer
35program on a DEC VAX 11/780 computer. The closed shell ground state wavefun.:tions

for the species investigated are described by single Slater determinants composed

of doubly occupied orbitals. The molecular orbitals are expressed as linear

combinations of atomic basis functions. Moller-Plesset perturbation theory
36

terminated at the second order (MP2) was applied to compute electron correlation

effects. The frozen core approximation, where only valence-shell orbitals were

correlated, was used.

Several different basis sets were utilized in the work. The 3-21G and 4-31G

basis sets are s,p split valence basis sets. 6-31G** is similar but includes also

polarization functions of d type on atoms other than hydrogen and of p type on the

hydrogens. When diffuse sp functions on atoms other than hydrogen are included

%4 in the basis, the symbol + appears in its designation, i.e., 6-31+G**.

Standard scale factors and exponents were employed for all basis functions

other than the diffuse functions. The scale factor for the diffuse functions was

1.0. The exponent for the diffuse functions added to oxygen was 0.068.20

Geometry optimizations were done by the force relaxation method (HF) or by
38the Fletcher-Powell method (MP2). Reported bond lengths represent convergence .- ,..

to 0.001A and bond angles to 0.10. The total energies (ET) obtained were then
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used to compute stabilization energies ( E )~ according to the following

equation.

4..'' .

)-' ABnI ET( - E (B) (7)

No zero-point corrections were made for any of the calculated energies.

4.Full geometry calculations were carried out for OH4 -H 0. symmetric and asym-

metric H4 (HCN)2  H +(HCN)3  H'(H O)(CH CN), H +(CH CN), and CH CN. Partial geometry
op'timizations were doefrasymmetric H'H 1 H+( HC)3,n aymti H+( )4

In the latter optimizations, the calculated optimum geometries of the monomers,

HCNH and HCN, were retained in the complex ion and only the distances R and r

(defined below) were optimized.

C A H.... B

t R 11

"- ...

In the above diagram AN is the proton donor and B is the electron donor.

There are some systematic errors, compared to experimental values, in the '

geometrical parameters and some other molecular properties computed via the 3-21G .

and 4-31G basis sets.. a3 4  Both basis sets generally underestimate bond

lengths and overestimate bond angles, especially those angles involving atoms with

lone pair electrons. The calculated dipole moments are often too large as are.-

the calculated solvatioin enthalpies, since no corrections are made in the latter

values for inaccuracies resulting from neglecting changes in zero-point energies,electron correlation, and a temperature term. (The computed enthalpies are for

T - 0K.) Nevertheless, relative values of these properties along a series of

molecules are well reproduced which warrants their use, particularly for qualita- '

% tive comparisons in related systems. Including polarization functions and diffuse

functions (for negative ions) in the basis set and calculating electron correlation

effects improves the results. This has been done when it was feasible. Further

improvement would be obtained by computing zero-point energies and carrying out

a molecular dynamics study of these species. However, these calculations were not

made because the required program were not available.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

OH - H 0. One point of interest with respect to the geometry of OH_*H 0 is
2_ _ 2

whether the ion is symmetric or not. Earlier studies have shown that calculations

110.. -.:. .--.-

carried out with a limited basis set171 and/or only partial geometry optimization41  .' *5
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are not sufficiently accurate to settle this point. Later work undertaken by

performing a global geometry optimization with a correlated wavefunction indicates

that this ion is symmetric. However, no diffuse functions were included in the

basis of any of these prior calculations, and diffuse functions are known to be

important for a proper description of anionic species.
20

,
2 1 

Consequently, optimized

geometries and energies of structures with both symmetric and asymmetric hydrogen

bonds were computed utilizing the MP2/4-31+G and MP2/6-31+G** basis sets. Calcula-

tions using the MP2/4-31+G basis were included to test whether this less accurate

but more economical basis set would yield reliable results. The optimized struc-

tures and total energies of OH--H2 0 and OH- and H20, for purposesof comparison, are

listed in Table I.

UBIZ 1. Structure and Energies of OH H20, H20, and OH.

Method r1a r2a r3a r4a a 4 Energy0 0 0 (hartrees)'V" ( ( ) ( ) ) ( ) () ( ) (). . .,

MP2/6-31G**(sym) 0.965 1.223 1.223 0.964 99.1 99.1 180.0 110.0 -151.82012

MP2/4-31+G(sym)c  0.976 1.244 1.244 0.976 112.2 112.2 180.0 130.8 -151.53350

MP2/4-31+G(asym)
c  

0.971 1.048 1.556 0.980 108.1 121.5 174.4 136.9 -151.53589

.* IP2/6-31+G**(sym) 0.966 1.222 1.222 0.966 105.2 105.2 180.0 110.9 -151.87531

NP2/6-31+G*(asym)c 0.964 1.085 1.420 0.967 102.4 108.0 177.4 111.7 -151.87574

NP2/6-31+G**(asym)csd 0.964 1.073 1.452 0.968 103.1 113.3 179.4 0.0 -151.87328

• , 2 /6 -3 1+G**(asy)cd 0.964 1.083 1.426 0.968 102.8 108.3 178.2 60.0 -151.87474

MP2 /6-31+G**(asy)c
'
d 0.964 1.087 1.415 0.968 102.5 108.1 177.7 90.0 -151.87557

MP2/6-31+G*e(esy)cd 0.964 1.080 1.430 0.967 102.9 111.8 177.1 180.0 -151.87526

-P2/4-31+Ge 0.969 0.969 111.7 -76.04841

!P2/6-31+G*** 0.964 0.964 105.5 -76.23042

M 2/4-31+e 0.988 -75.44139

..2/6-31+G**e 0.971 -75.60197

ase igure below for definitions. bRference 19. No stable asymmetric form could be

4 located. 
0
This work. dThe dihedral angles were fixed at the values given in the

table. All other parmters were optimized. *Reference 16.

* .. ,.- h..
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Examination of Table I shows that the MP2/6-31G** and MP2/6-31+G** optimized

geometries are very similar with the exception ofe0 ande This demonstrates

once again that including diffuse functions in the basis has very little effect on

optimized geometries at this level of calculation. (This is not true when less
16accurate calculations are performed.) The MP2/6-31+G** computed values of r1, r2,.

G1  andG0, 0.966A and 105.2*, respectively, in symmetric OH-•H 0 are very close to
1 2 2

the computed values of r, 0.064A, ande , 105.5*, in H20. Since the theoretical 9•

in H20 is 1* larger than the experimental angle, it is likely thate 1 and49 are

slightly too large as well. Nevertheless, 105.2* seems to be a more reasonable value

for these angles than 99.1-
% 19

Unlike the results of McMichael Rohlfing at al. , a stable asymmetric form was

located at the MP2/6-31+G** level. The following are some features of the asymmetric 1-

system. 1) The asymmetric form can still be considered as H20 + OH- although the *.

hydrogen in the hydrogen bond has moved 0.12A along the bond axis. 2) r1 is longer
1 - 16,

than r as expected, since the O-H bond in H 0 is shorter than the O-H bond in OH 6
42,43 42

r1 and r4 are closer to the 0-H distance in H0 than in OH. 3) The 0 .... 0
separation is greater in asymmetric than in symmetric OH -H 20. Other groups have

observed this lengthening, also.19 '4 1 4) The hydrogen bond is non-linear and 2 is1"2
larger thane , as a result of electrostatic effects. 19  The difference in e and
ID is larger for these calculations than for other calculations. 1 9  For this work W-.

e2 is comparable to the HFH angle in (HF)4 6) The asymmetric form is non-planar

as is the symmetric form. F'.-

19
In contrast to the MP2/6-31G** results, the MP2/6-31+G** results imply that

OH-'H 2 0 is asymmetric. However, McMichael Rohlfing et al. 19 carried out their MP2

calculations using all MOs rather than the frozen core approximation utilized in this

work. The near equivalence of the energies of the symmetric and asymmetric forms at

the MP2/6-31+G** level suggests that inclusion of all MOs in the MP2 analysis could

invert their relative energies, as could a CID calculation. Consequently, these

computations are now underway in this laboratory.

The closeness of the total energies of the symmetric and asymmetric systems

indicates a quite flat potential for transfer of the hydrogen within the hydrogen

bond. An examination of the change in total energy as the dihedral angle of asymmetric %

OH-*H 0 is varied shows that the potential surface for torsional motion is also quite

flat. The theoretical barrier height is 0.067 eV. McMichael Rohlfing et al. obtained

similar results. 
1 9

The MP2/4-31+G bond lengths and angles are too large compared to the MP2/6-31+G**

23-10 *'.
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% and mp2/6-31G** values, in accordance with trends observed for other molecules and

ions.16  In addition, the energy difference between the symmetric and asymmetric

forms is too large. However, the overall features of these systems are reproduced

quite well at the 1P2/4-31+G level.

The adiabatic electron affinity of OH.H20 can be computed from the MP2/6-31+G**

total energies of OH--H2 0, OH, and H20 by assuming that the bond dissociation energy
2. 2

(D) of OH-H 2 0 is negligible. The value obtained is 2.90 eV which is in good agree-
ment with the experimental value of 2.91 eV.1 5  The latter is derived from E.A.(OH)

and D(OH-.H 20) assuming D(OH-H20) is negligible. The calculated value of D(OH-H 20),

1.04 eV (corrected for zero-point energies) is also in good agreement with the experi-
45q 46

mental one, 1.08 eV. MP2/6-31+G ** atomic charges from population analysis for sym-

metric and asymmetric OH -H20 are given in the figure below.

(-0.957) (-1.192) (-1.086) (-1.086) H (0.288)
H (0.276)

0-H ##too 0-- Oil##H#1#"--- ..

H (0.568) H (0.597)

(0.306) (0.288)

asymmetric symmetric
Fig. 1. Atomic Charges for OH-'H2 0.

The figure demonstrates that there is much less charge transferred from the OH to

the H20 upon formation of the hydrogen bond in the asymmetric form(0.084 e) than in

the symmetric form (0.202 e). The electron density is transferred to the oxygen and

terminal hydrogen of the water. However, most of the gain in electron density on

these two atoms comes from the central hydrogen which has gained positive charge

compared to its value in water (+0.370). Similar charge redistributions have been .%, '
47

found in other studies of hydrogen bonded systems.

2 0) (CHCN) Ions. In order to study the charge redistributions and structure 
. %

changes which occur upon substitution of H +(H 0) (CH CN) ions, it is necessary to
2 n 3 k

know the optimum geometries and atomic charge distributions of CH3 CN, H+(CH3 CN),+ :-I '
H (H 0) and H2 0 for reference. In an earlier report, the optimum geometries and . .o

total energies of some of these species were determined at the 4-31G basis set level.4 8

This work has been repeated using the more economical 3-21G basis set (which was not " W

available earlier), since the results obtained are comparable to the 4-31G results

23-11
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40Thlatrwlbeepcal
yet considerably les CPU time is expended. The latter will be especially

significant when the larger cations are examined.

Wavefunctions for CH3CN, H2 0 and H30+ have been calculated 
at the 3-21G level

4 9

but, to my knowledge, 3-21G wavefunctions have not been computed previously for the

other systems. The 3-21G totally optimized structures of CH3CN, H20, H30 , and

H+(CN3 CN) and preliminary results for H +(H20)2 , H +(CN 3CN)2, and H +(H20)(CH3CN) are

presented in Figure 2. The 4-31G geometries (in parentheses, where available) are

included also for reference. Table II tabulates the calculated total energy (ET) of

each of the compounds and selected proton affinities (P.A.).

77JKJ II. Total Energies (a.u.) and Proton Affinities (kcal/mole)

System E (3-21G) E (4-31G) P.A.(calc) P.A.(calc) P.A.(expt)3-21G 4-31G

H20 -75 .5 85 96a -7 5 .908 6c 191.6 183.2 17 0 .3e

H30 + 75 .89 12 3 a -76 .2 006 c -

H+(H 0) -151.55916
b  -152.1770

c

2 2
CH3CN -13 1 .19 180a -1 3 1 .728 3d 198.9 198.6 187 .0e

H+(CH3CN) -131 508 75b -1 32 .044 5d

H+ (CH CN) -26 2 .7 56 53 b -

H+(H.0)(CHCN) -2 07 .1 59 09b -208.0040d

a Reference 49. bThis work. CReference 32a. dReference 48. eReference 51. j
In these computations, H (CH 3C) was assumed to be linear and N-protonated in

agreement with the 4-31G results. The structure of each of the dimers was part-

ially optimized according to the procedure described above in the Computational

Details section. All hydrogen bonds were found to be linear. This procedure is

reasonable as long as the hydrogen bond is not symmetric.4 7'48 It is clear from

the results that this conformer of H (H 20)2 has a symmetric hydrogen bond, and a

global optimization of this conformer must be carried out now. In addition, several

other conformations of H (H20)2  staggered H (CH3CN)(H20), and symmetric H+(CH3 CN)2 2P NH 203 2must be considered. No other conformers of H+(CH3CN)2 or H+(CH3CN)(H 2 0) need to be

calculated, however, since earlier results showed that the methyl hydrogen-methyl

hydrogen and methyl hydrogen-water hydrogen non-bonded interactions are negligible

and do not affect the total energy.
4 8

Examination of Table II and Figure 2 shows that the 4-31G relative energies along

23-12
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%: a series of molecules are reproduced quite well at the 3-21G level. Optimum bond

lengths and bond angles are very similar as well for the two basis sets. One

noticeable difference is the distance the hydrogen in the hydrogen bond is trans-

++l

ferred along the hydrogen bond axis in H+( 2OU)CH 3CN). The hydrogen has moved con-

siderably further along the bond axis toward the oxygen in the 3-21G calculation

than in the 4-31G calculation. This can be explained by comparing the relative

'proton affinities of CH CN and H20 at the two basis set levels. The difference in

3 O2

the values of the 3-21G computed proton affinities is much smaller than that of

the 4-31G values. Thus, at the 3-21G level, the H20 competes more effectively for

•, -'7

the hydrogen-bonded proton. Although the 4-31G result is closer to the experimental

result, the 3-21G computations do yield the correct order of the proton affinities.

An analysis of the structural changes and charge redistributions which occur

upon substitution of CH CN for 20 in the water cluster ions and a rationalization

for the number of water molecules that can be substituted in these complexes await

further results. U

r t(HCN) Recntatns 26 studied the solvation of HCNe4 by HCN via a pulsed
n

high pressure mass spectrometric technique. The general reaction is represented as

(HCN) H + HCN.$f(HCN) H (n-n-4). Temperature studies on the solvation reactions
n-i nierand&S Meot-ner the values

yielded values for n ,n n ,n compared n-i ,n

obtained for HCNH with those found for H0+ to gain some insight into the importance

of hydrogen bonding in the ion-solvent interactions. From this comparison, he noted

that the heat of solvation of HCMH+ decreases more in going from the (1,2) to the
(2,3) equilibrium. Meot-ner interpreted this larger decrease as evidence that HCNH+,

unlike H3 0+, has only one site for hydrogen bonding at the protonated center, i.e.,
+ 3~A

NH . This observation combined with the discontinuity found in the & &HO n 1 n

value going from the (2,3) to the (3,4) equilibrium led Meot-ner to predict that the
+H (HCN) ions are linear, with each one-dimensional analogue of a solvent shell con-

n
taining two HCN molecules. His overall conclusion was that hydrogen bonding is

an important factor in stabilizing ion-solvent complexes.

In order to obtain additional information on the structures, solvent shells,

and charge distributions of these complexes, wavefunctions have been calculated

utilizing the 4-31G basis set for the following ions: (HCNH...HCHJ, (HCN....H....NCH"

[HNCH .... NCHJ , (HCN ... HCNH ... NCH] , [HN..HN..HN I HCN .. HCH HN...HC
N N ' -

H [j H

[HCN... HCN...HCNH...NCHI CHCN...HCNH...NCH...NCHI [HCN...HCN...HCN...HCNH]
+ ,

23-14
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+ H +
HH
C C
N N

H N... HCNH and HCN.. .HNCH 4-31G wavefunctions for HCN, HNC, and HCNH+

-'. .N N_

C C

H H

were computed previously.52

L The effect of polarization functions on the geometries and relative energies of . ,.

these complexes was investigated by calulating HON. HCNH, (HCN. .... H.... NCH] ,

[HCN ...HNCH]
+
, and [HCN .... HCNH]

+ 
using the 6-31G** basis. Electron correlation effects

on the relative energies were determined by performing MP2/4-31G//HF/4-31G and MP2/

6-31G**//HF/6-31G** computations. (The notation MP2/4-31G//HF/4-31G designates that

the total energy of the ion was calculated at the MP2/4-31G level using the optimized

geometry obtained at the HF/4-31G level).

A partial geometry optimization was carried out for the asymmetric hydrogen-bonded

systems; a complete geometry optimization was carried out for the symmetric hydrogen-

++

bonded systems. (A global optimization of [HCN ... HNCH]+  [HCN ... HCNH]+ , and [HCN... %,..

HNCH.. .NCH]+ showed that the bond lengths and total energies of the partially and

completely optimized asymmetric ions are negligibly different.)

Hirao et al. 28 have also performed an ab initio study of H +(HCN) ions with then
4-31G basis set. However, their study is much less extensive than this one in terms

of both the number of basis sets used and the number of complexes considered. For

example, they did not consider any complexes involving (HNCH.. .NCH1+ , which is a

possible form of the dimer. The cor.vergence levels for their optimizations must have

been le stringent as well, since their fully optimized total energies are less

stable than my partially optimized ones and there are differences of as much as 0.25R

in the structural parameters. In addition, in Hirao et al'. 28 work, the geometrical

parameters were fully optimized only for the H (HCN) ions where n- 3. For the
n

linear H + (HCN) ions where n-4,5 the geometries of HCN and H+ (HCN) were assumed to ..
n 3

remain fixed at their calculated optimum values and only the distance between them -

was varied. This work shows that there are significant structural differences in

the linear trimer and tetramer; thus, the above assumption is not reasonable. Further-

more, in order to be able to compare total and relative energies, it is necessary to

use a consistent approach in computing them.

Figure 3 shows the HF/4-31G and HF/6-31G** totally and partially optimized

structures of the various co.plexes. All of the hydrogen bonds were found to be ,%

linear indicating that they are formed via the directed lone pair of electrons on ..

*1 23-15
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the electron-donating nitrogen rather than through the ITr-electron system. 5

Table III gives the total energies of the complexes together with calculated bLEO
adexperimental &H 0  data. Net atomic charges from population analysis 4 6 aren

n-i 1,n
presented in Figure 4.

H-C 0 C tN
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3 1(,- A 5
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Fig. 3. The 4-31G optimized structures of HCN, HNC, and HCNH are from reference 52.
as.28

Hirao et al's. optimized parameters are given in parentheses. All other
geometries are from this work. For each complex it is noted whether a partial
or full optimization was carried out.
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TABU III. Total Energies (E ) and Stabilization Energies (&E n_ and AH ) of

the H+(HCN) Ions. .-1,n.n

Cluster Method aT -&E -HO
Tn-1,n n-l,n

%(a.u.) (kcal,'mole) (kcal/mole)

HCN H/4-3-G(full) -2-

HF/6-31G**(full) -92.87714
c

MP2/4-31G(full) -9 2 .94 190c

MP2/6-31G**(full) -93. 16 17 6c

HNC HF/4-31G(full) -92.71678

H4CF
+ 

HF/4-31G(full) -9 3 .0 22 35b 182.2 174.5
d  

. . .*.'- ,

HF/6-31G**(full) -9 3 .16 5 30 180.8

MP2/4-31G(full) -93.22649
c  

178.6

MP2/6-31G**(full) -9 3 .44 515 177.8

HCN... H... NCH
+  

HF/4-31G(full) -18 5 .799 4 1e 28.3 30.0

(synmietric) HF/6-31G**(full) -186.08313
c  

25.5 ..

MP2/4-31G(full) -186 .22089
¢  

32.9

CISD/4-31G(full) -186.17081 30.3

MP2/6-31G**(full) -186 .6 5928c 32.9

HCNH... NCH
+  

HF/4-31G(full) -18 5 .80 01 2e 28.8

( asyuetric ) HF/4-31G(full) -185.80094 29.3

HF/4-31G -185.80080 29.2

HF/6-31G** -186.08436
¢  

26.3

MP2/4-31G -186 .22 089 32.9

CISD/4-31G(full) -186 .17 06 3e 30.2 .

MP2/6-31G** -186.65790 32.0

ENCH.. .NCH HF/4-31G(full) -185.79367
e  

24.7

HF/4-31G -185.79353
c  

24.6

HF/6-31G** -186.07655c 21.4

MP2/4-31G -186.20736
o  

24.5

MP2/6-31G** -186.64366
c  

23.1

HNC ... H... NCH
+  

HF/4-31G -185.78326. -

HNC .... HINCH
+  HF/4-31G -185.78262 -"

HC... HNCH... NCH
+  

HF/4-31G(full) -278 .56 20 2e 18.8 13.8

HF/4-31G(full) -278.56512
c  

20.2

HF/4-31G -278.56493
c  

20.1

MP2/4-31G -279.19423
c  

19.7
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TABLE III. (cont'd)

Cluster method a ET -6E 1

(a.u.) (kcal/mole) (kcal/mole)

H1..C.. .CNH... CNH H/4-31G -2 78.54789
c  14.0

MP2/4-31G -279 .16 4 32c 9.5

HCNH... NCH
+  

HF/4-31G -278.5469
c  8.9

11F/4-31G -278.54584 e8.7
NCH

* *CH. .. .NCH + HF/4-31G -278.54390c 11.6

NCH1

HCN.. .HCN.. .HCNH.. .NCH
+ 

HF/4-31G -3 7 1.31 66 0
c  

12.3 11.8

1HCN.. .HCNH.. .NCH.. .NCH
+ 

HF/4-31G -371.31813
c  

13.2

1F/4-31G -37 1 .3 169 9e 14.5

HCN .. .HCN.. .HCNH• . CNH* HF/4-31G -371.29906
c  

12.1

-I.

NCH

HCNH...NCH 1HF/4-31G -37 1 .29 146c 8.0

NCH

NCH

HNCH...NCH HF/4-31G -371.29227
c  

10.3

NCH-

aFull or partial geometry optimizations were performed using the HF/4-31G or HF/6-31G** "...

basis set and then this structure was used to compute the energy at either the HF or MP2

level. CISD denotes a configuration interaction calculation where all single and double
b c d

substitutions have been taken into account. Reference 52. This work. Reference 51.

Reference 28. .Reference 26.
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Fig. 4. Charge distributions for full optimized symmsetric and partially optimized

asymmnetric hydrogen-bonded systems. Charge distributions for HCN, HCNH,

and symmetric H4 (HCN) 2are from reference 28. All other are from this work.
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The HF/4-31G results for [HCNH.. .NCH] + and [HNCH... NCH]+ 
(Table III) show an

energy difference of 4.6 kcal for these ions. The [HNCH.. NCHJ dimer is less

stable since carbon is a poorer proton donor than nitrogen. Although the HF/4-31G

E1,2 for [HNCH...NCHI, 24.6 kcal, is considerably smaller than the observed

H°1, the large magnitude of the solvation energy and the relatively small dif-

ference of 4.6 kcal in the A.E values for these ions suggested that the H+(HCN)21,22
dimer observed by Meot-ner26 is a mixture of [HCNH ...NCH]+ and [HNCH ...NCH]+ . To

test this suggestion, it was decided to carry out more accurate calculations for these

systems to obtain more reliable energies.

" Adding polarization functions to the basis set (HF/6-31G**) lowers the computed

El 2 values but changes the difference in them very little (by 0.3 kcal). When

correlation effects are accounted for in the MP2/6-31G**//HF/6-31G** calculations,

the magnitudes of the A E 's increase agai' but, more importantly, AE for
..CN o ~. 2 + 1,2

[HNCH...NCH]+ is now -9.0 kcal less stable than for [HCNH... NCH] . Whether the MP2
28calculations reproduce the CISD potential surface was tested as follows. Hirao et al.

have reported CISD/4-31G total energies and AE 1 ,2 values for symmetric and asymmetric .

[HCNH ...NCH]+ . For comparison purposeS,the MP2 calculations on the monomers and dim-

. ers were repeated at the MP2/4-31G//HF/4-31G level. (This was also necessary since

it was not feasible to reoptimize the geometries of the trimers utilizing the HF/

6-31G** basis set.) The change in the relative energies of the symmetric and asym-

metric N.. .N dimer and the change in the magnitude of E when correlation effects
1,2N

are included by using configuration interaction were reproduced by using the MP2

method. Furthermore, the solvation energies obtained from the MP2/6-31G**//HF/6-31G** - ".

and MP2/4-31G//HF/4-31G computations vary by only about one kcal and the trends in - !

relative energies are the same. The reliability of the MP2 calculated energy differ- ".-"

ences is supported by this parallelism between them and with the CISD results. ..

The 9.0 kcal deviation in the solvation energies of the N.. .N and N.. .C dimers

£ ~ makes it unlikely that there is a significant amount of the N...C dimer present at

the temperatures at which only dimers are formed. However, it does not rule out the

presence of the N.. .C dimer at the lower temperatures at which the trimers and tetra-

mers are formed. The linearity of the van't Hoff plot for trimer formation obtained

by Meot-ner 26 implies that if there is a mixture of N.. .C and N.. .N dimers present, their

relative concentrations are essentially constant over the temperature range considered.

There is good agreement between the MP2 A.E and &E values and the experi-
0,1 1,2

mental a Ho, 1 and AH°1,2 values. The 3-4 kcal overestimation of the & E's has been

ascribed to the overestimation of the polarity of HCN at these basis set levels.2 8
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Taking the zero-point energies and the temperature effect into account should improve

the correlation between & E and A H'. An approximate figure for the overvaluation

of the MP2 trimer solvation energies is obtained by assuming that the temperature

correction ("-RT) and the zero-point energy correction are the same for each & E ,n

for n>1. 28,32

The results at all basis set levels demonstrate that the potential for proton motion

in the N.. .N dimer hydrogen bond is quite flat. In contrast, although the 4-31G com-
13

puted figure of 6.85 kcal is most likely too high, the energy required to transfer

the proton from the C to the N in the N.. .C dimer hydrogen bond is considerably larger. .,..

The potential for proton motion in the latter bond has a maximum value at the fully %

transferred position but more energy is needed to move the hydrogen from the carbon to ...

the midway point than from the midway point to the nitrogen. ..

Of the four trimers that could be produced from the dimers, only [HCN... HCNH... NCH]"

is likely to be formed. The total energies of the two T-shaped trimers and of [HCN...

HCNH.. .CNHJ + are too unstable compared to the total energy of [HCN.. .HCNH.. .NCHI+ to - -
28be present in any significant concentration. Hirao et.al. attribute the lower sta-

bility of HCN.. HNCH]+ to the repulsive interaction between the lone pair on the

NCH

third HCN and the W-electron density on the two neighboring nitrogens of the HCN... HNCH

group. A similar explanation applies to the other T-shaped trimer also. [HCN... HCNH...

CNH]+ is less stable due to the higher energy of CNH in relation to HCN. . " -,

At each basis set level considered, the &E values for the most stable com-
n-i,n rplexes are within 3 kcal of the Alen-i n values, with the exception of a E2 ,3 and -

b HO 2,3 which vary by O'6 kcal. There does not appear to be any intrinsic reason for

the energy of rHcN. ... HCNH. ... NCH] + to be overly stabilized compared to the other cal-
+culated energies. In fact on the basis of energy changes for (HCN... HNCHI and [HCN...

HCNH)+ when electron correlation effects are included, one would expect the most reliable

solvation energy, i.e., the MP2 computed & E2 , 3 , to be even larger than it is. The

difference in &E I ,2 of the C.. .N dimer with respect to that of the N.. .N dimer is ,Y

larger at the MP2 level than at the HF level, not because the C.. .N dimer is destabil-

% ized but because the N.. .N dimer is stabilized when electron correlation is incorporated.

Combining these effects leads to a larger predicted MP2 solvation energy than the one

obtained.

Although more accurate computations would be required for confirmation, the calculated

E values together with the estimated 3-4 kcal energy lowering due to zero-point
2,3

energy and temperature effects suggest that AH 0  is ~16 kcal rather than 13.8 kcal,
2,3 . "

as long as there is not a mixture of trimers present at equilibrium. The considerably
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5. higher energy of the trimers other than CHCN... .HCNH. .. .NCH] + and the probability of
rearrangement to the more stable complex should one or more of the other trimers be

formed (as a result of the excess energy generated upon complex formation and the

long-lived nature of the complexes54 ), make it unlikely that such a mixture exists.

Two of the possible tetramers, [HCN...HCN...HCNH...NCH]+ and [HCN ...HCNH... NCH..

NCO + , will be present at equilibrium. These two complexes deviate from each other

in that the fourth HCN has been added to opposite ends of [HCN... HCNH...NCH] + . Their

total energies vary by 0.960 kcal indicating that there is a small variation in energy

depending on which end of the complex is solvated. The more favorable situation is

the one in which the N.. .N hydrogen bond is centrally located. As noted above, the

calculated solvation energies are very close in magnitude to the observed solvation

enthalpies. [HCN.. .HCN... HCNH... CNH]+ and the +-shaped tetramers are less stable for

the reasons cited above for the corresponding trimers.

For the linear pentamers, and for higher values of n, there will be a mixture of

complexes with similar energies in the system at equilibrium, also. Again the com-

plexes will differ in the oosition of the N.. .N hydrogen bond and the HNCH+ group.

Several observations can be made regarding the data in Figure 3. 1) A partial

optimization of the asymmetric hydrogen-bonded systems is all that is required, since

there is very little difference in the fully and partially optimized structures. 2)

There are only small differences in the 4-31G and 6-31G** structures, although the '-

6-31G** C-H and N-H bond lengths are consistently longer while the CN bond lengths .*

are consistently shorter. The C.. .N distances ^re also longer at the 6-31G** level.

3) When the HCKH• .•NCH dimer is formed, the N-H bond length increases compared to its

length in HCNH+ but the remaining bond length change very little. The same is true

for the C-H (in the hydrogen bond) and other bond distances in the HNCH... NCH+ dimer.
* 32+

Newton and Ehrenson observed a similar O-H bond lengthening in H (H 0) conpared to2 2
HO+. The longer C...N distance than N...N distance in these dimers is consistent with
3 4
the weaker strength of the C.. .N hydrogen bond.4 7  4) Trimers can be formed by adding

an HCN to either end or the middle of the two possible dimers. The two linear additions

to the HCNH...NCH+ dimer, HCNH...NCH...NCH+ (1) and HCN...HCNH...NCH+ (2), yield the

same trimer, i.e. (2), since the hydrogen-bonded H migrates from the end HCN to the

central HCN in trimer (1). This hydrogen migration demonstrates that the core of these

complexes is HCNH+ and not H+ Therefore, the complexes would be more correctly de-
.e+ 28 Jsignated as HCNH (HCN) . This is less true in Hirao et al. 's structures. 5) Further

m
evidence for the above is obtained from one of the trimers yielded from the linear

addition of HCN to HNCH... NCH+. HNCH... NCH... NCH
+ 

becomes HNC... HNCH ... NCH
+
, as again

the hydrogen migrates to form the HCNH + core. The other linear addition to HNCH... NCH"
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produces trimer (2). 6) The hydrogen-bonded N-H and C-H distances are shorter and the

N... N and C.. .N distances are longer in the linear trimers than they are in the dimers.

These structural changes are also observed for the H 0 (H 2) (n=2 -5)ions and demonstrates
2nthe cooperative interactions between hydrogen bonds. Shorter N-H or C-H and longer

N.. .N or C...N bond lengths correspond to weaker hydrogen bonds. 32,47 Therefore, both

hydrogen bonds in the trimer are weaker than the analogous hydrogen bonds in the dimers.

The formation of the first hydrogen bond to HCNH reduces its capacity to act as a pro-
32 *~ton donor in the second hydrogen bond in the trimer. However, the second hydrogen

bond is not as weak as it could be because a compromise is achieved whereby the first

-.
hydrogen bond is weakened relative to its strength in the dimer to allow the second

hydrogen bond to strengthen somewhat. Thus, it is more favorable to form two moderately

strong, partially protonated, hydrogen bonds rather than one strong, essentially fully

protonated, and one weak, essentially neutral, hydrogen bond.32  7) The distance of the

third HCN from the linear dimer in the T-shaped trimers is' -0.3 less for the C.. .N

dimer than for the N... N dimer. The reason for this is that the C and N are farther

apart in the C.. .N bond than the N's are in the N ...N bond; consequently, the-l-elec-

tron density on the C and N atoms does not block the approach of the third HCN mole-

cule as much as it does on the neighboring N atoms. In the dimer portion of the T-

shaped trimers, the hydrogen-bonded C-H and N-H bond lengths are shorter and the N.. .N

and C.. .N bond lengths are longer than they are in the dimers. However, the changes

are not as large as they are for the linear trimers. 8) The cooperativity effect in

hydrogen bonding is exhibited in the tetramers in the following way. Bonding the

fourth HCN to one of the end HCN's in the trimer both lengthens the C-H bond of the

trimer HCN and makes its nitrogen atom a better electron donor. This in turn strengthens

the hydrogen bond between it and the HCNH+, which lengthens the C-H or N-H distance

and shortens the C.. .N or N.. .N distance in this hydrogen bond. By way of compensation,

the other hydrogen bond involving the HCNH+ is weakened and the opposite changes occur

for the hydrogen-bonded distances. 9) The C...N bond length for the last HCN added

is essentially equivalent for all three linear tetramers studied and is - 0.10R S :.4.

shorter than the C.. .N distance in neutral HCN.. .HCN, 3.2R.5 5  The other C.. .N bonds

in the complexes are considerably shorter than this. A similar correlation is seen

between the neutral 0.. .0 bond length in H20. ... HOH and the 0...0 bond length in the

outer solvation shells of the H30 (H 20)n ions.32 '5 5  10) For the +-shaped tetramers,

the addition of the fourth HCN causes the other HCN's to move away from each other,
28

thereby weakening the other three hydrogen bonds. 11) Hirao at al.'s structures " *""

have shorter N.. .N and C-H hydrogen-bonded distances and longer N... C and N-H hydrogen-

bonded distances than those reported here. There is also very little change in their
23-2.
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optimized bond lengths when the above groups are involved in a second hydrogen bond.

Their results are, therefore, less consistent with my conclusion that the central .

ion in these complexes is HCNH+ rather than H
+ . However, my conclusion is substan- ".4

tiated by the following facts. Their results are also less consistent with Newton
132 +

and Ehrensons observations on the H 0 (H 0) clusters, and the total energies calcu-3 2n 2
lated in this work are all more stable than those calculated by Hirao et.al. Never-

theless, the relatively small differences in the two total energies is additional

evidence for facile proton movement in most of these hydrogen bonds.

The HF/4-31G atomic charge distributions for the N...N and N.. .C dimers (Figure 4) - .

demonstrate that electron density is transferred from the electron donor to the pro- .. ,%

ton donor. In (HCNH. .. .NCH] +, 0.10e is transferred to the HCNH group; in [HNCH. .. .NCH] -..

only 0.0820e is transferred to the HCNH group indicative of the weaker strength of

the latter hydrogen bond. Most of the electron density lost from the electron donating

HCN moiety comes from the hydrogen and carbon; the nitrogen actually gains electron J

density. The charge loss on the hydrogen of the HCN group makes this group a better
53

proton donor in an additional hydrogen bond. Most of the electron density gained by

the HCNH is transferred to the heavy atom (N or C) and hydrogen not involved in the

hydrogen bond. The hydrogen-bonded hydrogen actually loses electron density when the

complex is formed. This charge redistribution makes the HCNH moiety a poorer proton

S3
-'. donor in a subsequent hydrogen bond. Similar charge gains and losses on the indi-

vidual atoms are found in the higher order complexes as well.

In the linear trimer [HCN... HCNH ... NC] + , the HCNH group now has an overall charge

of +0.843, the HCN participating in the N...N hydrogen bond has an overall charge of

+0.0870, and the remaining HCN has an overall charge of +0.0700. The HCNH has gained

more electron density than it did in the dimers but it still retains 84.3% of the

-. -.% positive charge. Both HCN's donate less electron density to the HCNH moiety than they

did in the dimers.

In the linear tetramers, [HCN ... HCN... NCH... NCHJ+ and [CN.. .HNCH... NCH... NCH] L.*

the HCNH retains approximately 83% of the total positive charge, the fourth HCN donates

0.045 - 0.048e the other singly hydrogen-bonded HCN's donate slightly less electron

density than they did in the trimer, and the doubly hydrogen-bonded HCN donates con-

/.- ~a ~siderably less electron density than it did in the trimer. The latter change occurs

because this HCN is acting now as both an electron donor and a proton donor.

Clearly there is no extensive delocalization of positive charge throughout the

complexes and the positive charge gained by each HCN decreases as more HCN's are added.

% -- %Similar charge redistributions were obtained by Desmeules and Allen 4 7 and Newton and

iEhrenson. 
32
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One point of interest with respect to the properties of the H+(HCN) cations is
n

whether the first solvent shell of HCNH+ is completed with one or two additional

26HCN's. To answer this question, Meot-ner compared the di.-ference -H
° = A° 1,2 ,

HO for H4-  ) (-12.1 kcal), (OHCH (-11.8 kcal), H+(HCN) (-16.4 kcal),

H+(CH 3CN) (-20.9 kcal), and H+(CH3OCH3 ) ( -- 21 kcal). From these data Meot-ner
concludes that the first solvent shell of HCNH is completed after addin9 one more

HCN, since he interprets the larger drop in A AH O for HCNH+ compared to H 0+ and
CN

CH3OH2+ as indicative of the absence of an unoccupied hydrogen bonding site for the
third HCN molecule. Hirao et al.

28 
agree with this conclusion because they believe

the core ion in these clusters is H , and they find that for n2 3 the central proton

is not the most reactive site for further clustering. However, on the basis of my

results, I deduce that the first solvent shell is not filled until HCNH+ has been .

solvated by two HCN's.

The evidence for my deduction is as follows. 1) The total energies, structural

data, charge distributions, and proton migrations discussed previously all indicate

that the central ion in these complexes is HCNH+ not H+ . 2) There is another possible

interpretation of Meot-ner's data. The first and second solvent molecules added to

H 30 and CH OH + form the same type of hydrogen bond, i.e., O-H...O. In contrast, they

form different types of hydrogen bonds with HCNH , i.e., N-H...N and C-H...N. The

fact that the C-H... N hydrogen bond is inherently weaker than the N-H... N hydrogen bond-. .-

accounts for the bigger drop in J AH ° regardless of whether the first solvent shell is "

filled or not. Furthermore, the calculations reported in this work suggest that Meot-

ner's value for this AAHO is too large. Since theA1H O value for H +(HCN) 2 falls

between the value for H+(H 20)2 and H+(CH 3OH)2 (incomplete solvent shell) and for

H +(CH3CN)2 and H+(CH3OCH3 )2 (complete solvent shell) and the C-H.. .N bond is inherently

weaker, I conclude that the first solvent shellis not filled yet in H+(HCN)2.

Further support for this conclusion is obtained by comparing the structural changes,

solvation energies, and charge redistributions found for HCNH (HCN) n with those found -.

for the inner and outer solvent shells of H0 2(H20) . When the fourth HCN is added to

the HCNH+(HCN)2 trimer, A E depends very little on which end of the complex is sol-

vated. This is not true for the formation of the trimers. The hydrogen bonds involving

the two CH groups in [HCNH.. .NCH]+ are not of equivalent strength. The calculations SO
show that when a third HCN is added to the above dimer to form JHCNH... NCH... NCH + ,

there is a proton migration to produce rHCN. .. .HNCH... .NCHI3 so that the HCN4 group is

solvated on both sides. This is consistent with the cooperativity effects cited pre-

viously between the hydrogen bonds in the HCNH+ and H 0+ complexes. This cooperativity
3
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yields two medium strong hydrogen bonds rather than one strong and one weak hydrogen

bond demonstrating that the inner solvent shell is not filled in the HCNH+(HCN) dimer.

For the two most stable linear tetramers, there are considerable differences in

the bond lengths of the inner three HCN's but the bond lengths of the fourth HCN's

are essentially equivalent. The N.. .N and N.. .C distances in the trimers and tetramers

are within O.A of their distances in the dimers, with the exception of the C...N

distance for the fourth HCN. This length is more than 0.20R longer than it is in the

* dimer. Analogous changes in the 0.. .0 bond lengths are observed when the inner (0.1 -

.alogouswaterssar e ngths 32
0.18) and outer (0.34R) shell waters are added to H 30+. Furthermore, the electron

density donated to the HCNH moiety by the last HCN bound in the tetramers is similar
+ 32

to the electron density donated by the outer shell water in H3 0 (H 20) . The inner "-

shell waters and remaining HCN's also show a similar pattern of charge redistributions.

* %' V. RECOMMENDATIONS

Specific recommendations for follow-on research include:

1) For OH- -H 0, carrying out CID and MP2 calculations for the asymmetric and
2

* . symmetric forms which include all MO's in the analysis of the electron correlation

e effects.

2) For H
+ 
(H 0) (CH CN) extending the 3-21G investigation beyond the H

+
(H 0)

2 m 3 k) 22'
H (CH3 CN), H+(CH3CN)2 , and if(H O)(CH CN) ions to higher order complexes in order to

3'. 3 2"2

gain some insight into their chemical properties.

" .9
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MODELS FOR EVALUATING THE VALIDITY AND

ACCURACY OF PERFORMANCE RATINGS

by

Terry L. Dickinson

ABSTRACT

Ratings are an important source of information about job performance. For

many jobs, objective measures of performance are not available or are .-

impractical to obtain so that ratings are the sole source of information.

Unfortunately, performance ratings are a distorted source of information.

The multitrait-multimethod and person perception designs have been used to

investigate the distortions in ratings. The purpose of using these research

designs is to isolate the factors that distort the ratings and to use this

knowledge to improve the quality of performance ratings. The goal of the

present research was to develop a design that combined both the ;".

multitrait-multimethod and person perception designs.

Each design was discussed, and examples were presented to illustrate that

design. The combination design was used to isolate the influence of rater,

ratee and context factors on the quality of performance ratings. Future

research was recommended to understand and utilize these factors to improve ,

% performance ratings.
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I• INTRDDUCTION

Performance ratings are an important method for measuring and defining

human attributes. They have been used in research and applied contexts to

describe a diversity of human attributes such as group leadership skills,

problem solving ability and interpersonal skills. In some contexts, performance I 0

ratings serve as substitutes for more objective but expensive methods such as

work sample testing, while in other contexts, ratings are the only practical

measures of attributes. I

Despite the utility of performance ratings, they must be interpreted with

caution. Since they require human judgments, performance ratings are fallible

measures. Several distortions in ratings have been identified that illustrate

their fallibility including leniency, halo, and similarity errors (Landy & Farr,

1980). Such distortions limit inferences about human attributes and the amounts

of those attributes possessed by the people who are rated.

The limitations to inferences have been addressed with research into the -

validity and accuracy of ratings (DeCotiis & Petit, 1978; Saal, Downey, & Lahey, .

1980). The validity of ratings is investigated with a multitrait-multimethod "

design (Boruch, Larkin, Wolins, & MacKinney, 1970). The purpose in using such a

design is to evaluate performance ratings against criteria that are logical O\'

requirements for measures of human attributes. In particular, variance

componentz and intraclass correlations are computed to evaluate the individual

differences in performance accounted for by the ratings. The accuracy of

ratings is investigated with a person perception design (Cronbach, 1955). The
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purpose in using such a design is to compare performance ratings against target

ratings that have been specified by the investigator for the research context.

In this design, accuracy statistics are computed to describe several

discrepancies between the performance and target ratings.

Research on the validity of ratings was stimulated by Lawler's (1967)

application of a multitrait-multimethod design. He emphasized that several

sources are available for obtaining ratings (e.g., supervisors, peers and the

* self) and that these sources may differ in their ratings of performance. Lawler

encouraged the application of a multitrait-multimethod approach to compare

ratings from several sources. Subsequent research has used a

multitrait-multimethod design to investigate formats for obtaining ratings

(Burnaska & Hollmann, 1974), the nature of human attributes (Borman & Dunnette,

1975), and rater training (Borman, 1978).

Research on the accuracy of performance ratings has focused on the effects

of rater training (Bernardin & Pence, 1980; Borman, 1977; 1979a; Hedge, 1982;

McIntyre, Smith & Hassett, 1983). Borman (1977; 1979a) introduced the person

perception design to assess training to avoid leniency and halo errors. He

found that an admonishment to avoid these distortions was successful, but

accuracy was not improved. Apparently, raters learned to avoid certain

distortions but not how to rate accurately. Other studies have addressed the

relationship between the accuracy of ratings and rater attributes such as

personality, interests and observational skills (Borman, 1979b; Murphy, Garcia,

Kerkar, Martin, & Balzar, 1982).

*..
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Although several factors have been investigated as determinants of the

validity and accuracy of ratings (cf. DeCotiis & Petit, 1978; Landy & Farr,

1980), no comparison has been made of their influence on both validity and

accuracy. The research has compared ratings against criteria for describing

individual differences in performance or against target ratings that specify

appropriate performance. The factors should be included in a research design 0

that assesses their joint influence on the validity and on the accuracy of

ratings. Such a design would employ a multifactor approach to investigate the

limits that the factors place on inferences about human attributes. I- "

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The goal of this research project is to develop a design to guide

investigations on both the validity and accuracy of ratings. The design will

combine the multitrait-multimethod and person perception designs, and it will

utilize the procedures of analysis of variance. Prior to the presentation of

the combination design, the multitrait-multimethod and person perception designs

will be described to provide a background. Examples will be discussed that

illustrate all the designs.

III. VALIDITY OF PERFORMANCE RATINGS

S..

Performance ratings measure attributes that are assumed to account for

differences between individuals in their performance. While the attributes are

identified and operationally defined through established procedures such as job

analysis and criterior development (McCormick, 1976; Smith, 1976), the
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assumption should be questioned in most ratings contexts. Job analysis and

criterion development are inexact scientific procedures. Some attributes may be

poorly defined, irrelevant, or redundant with other attributes, and the

performance ratings for these attributes will reflect no meaningful differences

in individual performance.

Multitrait-multimethod validation is a research strategy for assessing the

individual differences accounted for by performance ratings (Kavanagh, MacKinney

& Wolins, 1971). In this strategy, a rating measure is defined as a

trait-method unit. A trait is conceived as a human attribute that is

4 conceptually distinct from other attributes accounting for performance. Some

examples of attributes include ability to facilitate group discussions, define

acceptable work procedures, and provide negative feedback to others. A method

is a procedure for operationally defining traits. Some methods include forced

choice scales, checklist scales, and example-anchored scales. In sum, a rating

measure taps a particular trait with a particular methodology.

i%. .- .- .

The trait-method combinations in a research study are determined by the

rating context. This context is dictated by the interests of the researcher and

the nature of performance. For example, a researcher may use job analysis to -.

define the traits that determine performance of jet mechanics for a commerical

airline company, decide to measure that performance with two formats for

. ratings, and obtain ratings of the mechanics by their immediate supervisor.

Thus, the researcher "designs" the multitrait-multimethod investigation. "','"~

Basic Design. Analysis of variance has been used to analyze the ratings

from a multitrait-multimethod investigation (Boruch, Larkin, Wolins & MacKinney,

24-7
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1970). The basic design includes the three factors of ratees, traits, and .1
methods. As shown in Table 1, the variation in ratings is partitioned into

seven sources. The researcher is not concerned with all of the sources of .

variation in the analyses. The fixed effects of Methods, Traits, and Methods x

Traits are usually based on scales of convenience to the investigator and

provide no information about validity. For example, two methods may differ O

because one method employs five-point scales while the other employs nine-point

scales, and two traits may differ because one is more socially desirable. In

contrast, the random effects of Ratees, Ratees x Traits, Ratees x Methods, and

Error provide information about the validity of the measures. These sources

allow inferences about the individual differences among ratees.

Insert Table 1 about here

The Ratees source of variation indicates the ability of the measures to

order the ratees. This ordering can be due to either traits or methods, or

both. Of course, the more the measures agree in their ordering of ratees, the

more the measures describe individual differences between the ratees. The Ratee

source of variation is said to reflect the convergent validity of the measures.

The Ratees x Traits interaction indicates differential ordering of the

ratees by the traits. Since the traits should reflect different aspects of

performance, the interaction is desirable. In fact, the stronger the

interaction, the greater the number of distinct discriminations between the

ratees with the traits. The Ratee x Traits source of variation reflects the -. ,-

discriminant validity of the measures.
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The Ratees x Methods interaction indicates differential ordering of the

ratees with the methods. This differential ordering is undesirable. The

methods for rating should not influence the ordering of ratees. Only the traits

should determine the ordering of ratees. The Ratees x Methods source of .*

N
variation reflects the method bias of the measures.

The Error source indicates residual variation due to sampling and

measurement errors. The size of this effect relative to the remaining sources

of variation suggests the extent of differences between the ratees that cannot

be accounted for by the traits and the methods.

The Error mean square may be used to compute F-ratios to establish

statistical significance for the remaining sources. However, the F-ratios are

based on large degrees of freedom, and the critical values to establish ii!i
significance are frequently exceeded. A more appropriate strategy for assessing

the relative variation in ratings explained by the sources is to compare

variance components. These components provide a comparison of the relative

sizes of convergent validity, discriminant validity, method bias, and error,

while controlling for degrees of freedom. For a single research study, the

variance components may be compared directly. However, since the variance

component due to Error would differ from study to study, comparisons of the

variance components from several studies is not appropriate. Rather, ratios of

the variance components are formed to generate intraclass correlation ..

coefficients. These ratios are expressed as a source's component divided by the

sum of all variance components. Each ratio reflects the proportion of variance

accounted for by that source relative to the variation accounted for by all ___

sources.
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Computations. The computations associated with a multitrait-multimethod

design may be accomplished in several ways. First, the computations may be

conducted directly on the ratings that are obtained in the investigation. These

computations use the sums of squares formulas that are traditionally employed in

the analysis of variance (e.g., Kirk, 1968; pp. 239-240).

Another computational strategy involves the use of the variance-covariance

matrix among the measures (Stanley, 1961). This matrix can be used to compute

the sum of squares for the various random effects of interest in the

multitrait-multimethod investigation. This computational strategy has the

advantage of displaying the contributions of each of the measures to the

ordering of the ratees. It is directly related to the use of the correlational

matrix among the measures in a multitrait-multimethod investigation (Campbell &

Fiske, 1959; Kavanagh, MacKinney, & Wolins, 1971).

Example. An issue of research in performance measurement is the choice of

a method for obtaining performance ratings (Schwab, Heneman, & Decotiis, 1975).

All methods are not equally desirable. Methods should be compared in terms of

the individual differences that each summarizes in the ratings. One method is

preferred to others if the ratings that are obtained with that method display ..

more discriminant validity and less bias in ordering the ratees.

As an illustration, suppose an investigator needs rating scales for his

research on the performance of test administrators. The investigator has

defined the traits and collected the items for constructing the rating scales

(e.g., Dickinson & Zellinger, 1980). However, the investigator still needs to

specify his method for obtaining the ratings. He has narrowed his decision to

0 24-10
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be a choice between the two methods of example-anchored scales (Taylor, 1968)

and checklist scales (Landy & Trumbo, 1980). To aid his decision making, the
I 0

investigator has collected data in a multitrait-multimethod design. The data

are displayed in Table 2. The analysis of the data that were used by the

investigator in making his choice is presented below.

Insert Table 2 about here

The data were collected from a group of raters who viewed videotapes of ten

test administrators who were played by actors according to ten scripts of

performance. The tests that were given by the administrators were the same in

each videotape. However, the performance of the administrators on the

dimensions varied across the videotapes. The group of raters viewed each tape,

discussed the performance of that administrator, and rated performance on each -

of three traits using the example-anchored and checklist methods for rating.

The investigator employed a traditional formulation in conducting his

analysis of the variation in the ratings. A summary of the analysis is shown in I

Table 3. The variance components and intraclass correlation coefficients 7
indicate that the measures can be used to order ratees with substantial validity

and with little bias due to the method for rating. Convergent validity and

discriminant validity account approximately for two-thirds of the variation that

determines the ordering of ratee performance. The example-anchored and

checklist methods for rating have little influence on the ordering of ratees.

Both are equally desirable, and the investigator can choose either of the two

methods on the basis of the results. Additional research or practical

considerations must guide his choice between the two methods.
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Insert Table 3 about here

Beyond the Basic Design. The basic design for a multitrait-multimethod

investigation can be expanded to research the factors that distort the validity . 0

of ratings. Several theoretical models are available to guide such research

(DeCotiis & Petit, 1978; Landy & Farr, 1980; Wherry & Bartlett, 1982). The

models describe factors ranging from the ability and motivation of raters to

organizational policies concerning the use and purpose of the ratings.

To continue in illustration, suppose the investigator decomposes his

decision from a choice between two methods to a choice between two methods that

can be used to collect ratings for two purposes. The investigator has collected

data from two groups with the basic multitrait-multimethod design. One group is

told that the purpose for the ratings is to research the validity of the tests

for selecting new employees, while the second group is told that the purpose is

to motivate employees by rewarding or punishing them for their past performance.

Finally, the investigator only collected five ratings from each group. The

research group viewed videotapes one through five, while the motivation group

viewed the remaining videotapes.

A four-factor design was used to analyze the ratings that were collected by

the investigator (cf. Winer, 1971; pp. 539-546). The design has factors of

Purposes, Ratees nested within Purposes, Traits, and Methods. The psychometric

interpretations for the sources of variation are summarized in Table 4.
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Insert Table 4 about here

The expanded multitrait-multimethod design includes both fixed and random

effects. As with the basic design, only the random effects in the expanded .

design provide inferences about individual differences among ratees. For

example, the Ratees within Purposes effect represents the ability of the

measures to order the ratees with both purposes for the ratings. This effect is

a pooling of the Ratee effects available from the two purposes for ratings.

This pooled effect includes variation due to convergent validity and the

interaction of convergent validity with purpose for the ratings. Unfortunately,

the nesting of ratees prevents separating the variation due to convergent

validity from its interaction. The decision by the investigator to design the

research with ratees nested within purpose groups produces this confounding.

Similarly, the variation due to discriminant validity and method bias cannot be it. .-;A

separated from their interaction with purpose for the ratings.

A summary of the analysis is shown i -ble 5. The expanded research

design suggests that purpose for the ratings has little influence on the

multitrait-multimethod properties of the ratings. Convergent and discriminant

validity again account for substantial differences in the ratings of

performance. Little method bias is present; both methods of rating are equally

desirable. Purpose for the ratings only influences the raters use of the scales

"- to describe amounts of the attributes. In particular, the ratees were rated

higher on trait number two when the purpose fur the ratings was research than

*]. when the purpose was for motivation. Since the trait reflects the "warmth""
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versus "coldness" of the administrator, the investigator suspects that the

raters valued this attribute highly in test administrators. He believes that -

the raters were emphasizing high standards of rapport with the examinees for the

test administrators.

Insert Table 5 about here

IV. ACCURACY OF PERFORMANCE RATINGS *'

Accuracy statistics have been descibed as the most appropriate criteria for

assessing the distortions in ratings (Borman, 1978). While other statistics are

available, most lack a meaningful standard for defining distortions (Saal, et -

al., 1980). In contrast, the person perception design for investigating

accuracy requires the development of a standard. The standard is usually a set

of target ratings that specifies the performance scores of ratees on several

attributes.

Target ratings can be developed from the judgments of experts or other

decision-making groups or from objective measures. For example, psychologists

have rated the performance of actors as displayed in videotapes. These expert

ratings were averaged to define the target ratings (Borman, 1979b). Supervisory . -

ratings of performance have also been used to define target ratings in assessing

the accuracy of self ratings (Mabe & West, 1982). Finally, life history

information and paper-and-pencil tests have been used as objective measures to

develop target ratings for assessing the accuracy of ratings of interviewee

performance (Cline & Richards, 1960). .
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Cronbach's Formulation. The overall accuracy of a rater is defined as the

sum of squared discrepancies between the rater's performance ratings and the

target ratings for the ratees. Cronbach (1955) argues convincingly that overall

accuracy should be broken down into four statistics that are mathematically

indpendent components of overall accuracy.

Elevation is the component of accuracy due to the mean of the performance

ratings for the group of ratees and the set of attributes. The rater whose mean

is close to that of the target ratings will tend to rate the performance of the

ratees more accurately. Although Cronbach (1955) states that elevation

describes the way a rater uses the rating scale, this statistic is useful for

describing the accuracy of the rater in judging the overall performance of a

group of ratees (Murphy, et al., 1982).

Differential elevation is the component of accuracy associated with the

mean ratings that a rater gives the ratees the set of attributes. In some

rating contexts, a mean rating for the set could indicate the overall job

performance of a ratee. This component of accuracy reflects a rater's ability

to order ratees in comparison to their overall differences as specified by the

means of their target ratings. Murphy et al., (1982) suggest that this

component of accuracy is important for administrative decisions. For example, a ". --

supervisor is often required to nominate subordinates for training programs or

to choose one for promotion.

Stereotype accuracy reflects the accuracy of a rater in using the

attributes to describe the group of ratees. The mean ratings on the attributes

24-15
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given by the rater to the group are compared to the mean ratings given to the

group by the expert source. This component of accuracy is important in making

administrative decisions. For example, a supervisor may need to diagnose 0

relative strengths and weaknesses of his group of subordinates to choose

training programs or other developmental activities for them. These decisions

require accurate summary evaluations of subordinates on the attributes of 0

performance.

Finally, the most important component of accuracy is differential accuracy

(Cronbach, 1955). The target ratings for each ratee are compared to the

performance ratings given to them by the rater. Differential accuracy reflects

the rater's ability to rate accurately the individual ratee. In an " -

organizational setting, differential accuracy is important for research purposes

and for developing employees. Most research projects utilize the performance

ratings of individuals, necessitating that each ratee be described with little

distortion in the ratings. Employee development requires accurate feedback P -

about an individual's performance, so that changes that are undertaken for

improvement are appropriate to the individual.

Computations. The computations for the accuracy statistics were presented

by Cronbach (1955) in his seminal article. These statistics are oriented to the

descriptions of the accurary of each rater, and so, the underlying research '

design is not emphasized. Indeed, subsequent research studies have utilized the

accuracy statistics as measures of the rater's "ability" to perceive others

(e.g., Borman, 1979b; Cline & Richards, 1960; Crow & Hammond, 1957). As a

l consequence, little attention has been given to the basic design underlying

person perception investigations, and its extension to other areas of research.

U ~'4-16 ' *.
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Basic Design. Analysis of variance can be used to summarize the ratings

that are obtained in person perception investigations. The basic design

includes the three factors of rating sources, ratees, and traits. Table 6

displays the seven sources of variation in the basic design, and it summarizes --. '

the psychometric interpretations of those sources.

Insert Table 6 about here

The sources for ratings are the rater and the experts who provided the

target ratings. The variation in ratings accounted for by Rating Sources

reflects elevation accuracy. The larger this source of variation, the larger

the difference between the overall mean rating of the rater and that of the .2"-.

experts, and the more inaccurate is the rater.

The Ratees effect indicates the ability of the rating sources to describe

differences between ratees over the attributes. This effect can be due to the

rater, the expert source for the target ratings, or both. Since the

investigator will typically select the ratees to differ from one another on the

attributes, the Ratees effect should account for substantial variation in the

ratings. However, the more the rater agrees with the target ratings, the

greater the Ratees effect. The rater who is accurate in ordering the ratees

compared to the expert source enhances the convergent validity of the ratings.

The fixed effect of Traits reflects the relative amounts of the performance i2
attributes possessed by the group of ratees. The investigator designs this

effect into the research with the choice of the rating context and the selection

24- 17
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of the ratees. The rating context usually includes attributes that differ in

their social desirability, and consequently, some attributes will have greater

value to the rater than others. Furthermore, the ratees who are selected by the ,

investigator may be chosen to have unequal amounts of the attributes. If the

expert source for ratings provides target ratings that confirm the

investigator's intentions, then, the Traits effect is likely to account for

variation in the ratings.

The Rating Sources x Ratees interaction reflects differential elevation 0,

accuracy, and it indicates differential ordering of the ratees by the rater

compared to the expert source for ratings. This differential ordering is

undesirable. An accurate rater should order the ratees in a manner similar to

that ordering provided by the expert source. Since the expert source serves as

the standard for defining the differences between ratees, the effect can also be

considered a reflection of differential convergent validity. A rater may

describe more or fewer differences between the ratees in assessing their

performance on the set of attributes. The larger the interaction, the more

inaccurate is the rater in ordering the ratees.

The Rating Sources x Traits interaction indicates the stereotype accuracy

of the rater. An accurate rater should agree with the expert source in the

relative amounts of the attributes reflected in the group of ratees. The larger

this interaction, the more inaccurate the rater.

The Ratees x Traits interaction reflects the extent of individual

differences on the attributes perceived by the rater and expert source. Since

the researcher should select the ratees for the investigation, the differential

24-18
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ordering of the ratees on the attributes can be determined by the researcher.

Of course, this assumes that the target ratings are close to the intended

performanc scores for the ratees (Borman, 1979). For example, the researcher

can construct videotapes of actors who play ratees. Then, the performance of

ratees can be acted to represent scaled amounts of the attributes. If the

investigator selects ratees who differ in their ordering on the traits, then,

". discriminant validity will explain variation in the ratings. Moreover, the more

the rater's ratings match those of the expert source, the stronger will be the

" interaction, and the more accurate will be the rater.

The Rating Sources x Ratees x Traits interaction reflects the differential

accuracy of the rater. This is the ability of the rater relative to the expert

source to describe individual differences among the ratees. This interaction is

undesirable. The rater who is accurate should agree with the expert source on

the differences among the ratees. If the rater disagrees with the expert

source, the rater will possess more or less discriminant validity in his or her

ratings. Since the target ratings serve as a standard, this differential

discriminant validity is undesirable.

Computations. The sums of squares that are obtained from the analysis of

the variance in ratings are closely related to the accuracy statistics developed

by Cronback (1955). The accuracy statistics are contrasts between effects in

. the analysis of variance design. Each accuracy statistic is a contrast of

effects of the rater to those of the expert source for ratings. Of course, an

effect is a linear combination of means, and such combinations are used to

compute sums of squares in the design.
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Combination Design. The person perception design for the investigation of

accuracy can be combined with the multitrait-multimethod design. The combined

design includes the four factors of rating sources, ratees, traits, and methods.

In essence, the person perception design has been expanded to include more than

one method for obtaining performance ratings, while the multitrait-multimethod .- - -

design has been expended to include more than one source for the ratings. As.......0

shown in Table 7, the combined design includes the sources and psychometric

interpretations of each separate design as well as several other sources with

their psychometric interpretations.

Insert Table 7 about here

The Rating Sources x Ratees x Methods interaction reflects the differential

ordering of the ratees provided by the rater using the methods for rating

compared to the ordering provided by the expert source using the methods. This

differential ordering is undesirable. An accurate rater should order the ratees

regardless of the method for rating in a manner similar to that ordering ., '

provided by the expert source. Of course, the expert source for ratings may

order ratees differently depending on the method for rating. Since the expert

source serves as the standard for defining the differences between ratees, this

result can be considered a method bias in the target ratings. However, a

logical property for a standard is not to contain method bias. The target

,.... ratings should serve to evaluate the rater's ability to describe ratees .

regardless of the method for rating. Hopefully, the investigator can design the

research so that the target ratings are defined to have no method bias.

S 24-20 .
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The Rating Sources x Traits x Method interaction indicates the accuracy of

the rater in using the attributes to describe the group of ratees by the

methods. If the investigator designs the research so that the target ratings .

contain no method bias, this interaction suggests that the rater uses the

attributes to describe the performance of the group differently with each method

for rating. This interaction is again undesirable. No component of a rater's

accuracy should depend on the method for rating.

Finally, the Ratees x Traits X Method interaction reflects an influence of

the method for the ordering of ratees on the attributes summed over the rater
and the expert source. This interaction is also undesirable. The ordering of

ratees on the traits should not depend on the method for obtaining ratings. If

the investigator designs the research so that the expert source orders the

ratees on the traits in the same manner using the methods, the interaction is

determined by the rater's inability to use the methods similarily. This

differential use of the methods reflects differential discriminant validity by

the rater, and it indicates inaccuracy by the rater. The rater should order the

ratees on the attributes regardless of the method that the rater uses for making

ratings.

Example. Consider an extension of the issue of the choice of a method for

obtaining performance ratings. While methods should be compared in terms of the

individual differences that each summarizes in ratings, another aspect is the

accuracy with which the rater can use the methods to summarize individual

differences in the ratings. The multitrait-multimethod design assumes that a *.a

._. method is preferred if it influences the ordering of ratees less than other

. methods. The combination design extends the assumption to consider accuracy. A

24-21
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method is preferred if the rater can use it to obtain greater agreement with the

expert source for ratings.

To finish in illustration, suppose that our investigator developed the

scripts and videotapes in a series of workshops with a group of experts. The

experts were highly familiar with the performance of test administrators.

Scripts were modified and actors changed their performance until the experts S

were in high agreement in their ordering of the ratees with both methods for

rating. In sum, the investigator designed the target ratings to contain no

method bias.

The investigator employed the combination design to evaluate the accuracy

of several raters. The results of the analysis of the ratings that were

obtained from one rater are shown in Table 8. The data in Table 2 were used for

-- this analysis. Furthermore, assume that the investigator only collected five

ratings from each rating source. The expert source and rater each viewed and

rated the same videotapes.

Insert Table 8 about here

The results of the research indicate that the rater was fairly accurate.

Elevation and differential accuracy accounted for little variation in the

ratings; both were not statistically significant. The mean of the performance

ratings given by the rater for the group of ratees on the set of attributes

compared favorable to the mean provided by the expert source. Importantly, the

rater agreed for the most part with the expert source on the differences among -

the ratees. The Rating Source x Ratees x Traits interaction was negligable in

magnitude suggesting discriminations by the rater comparable to those by the

expert source.

400
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The results do suggest some inaccuracies by the rater. Differential

elevation accuracy and stereotype accuracy were both statistically significant.

For most ratees, the rater and expert source agreed on individual differences . 0

across the set of attributes using both methods. However, test administrator

three was given a much greater mean rating by the expert source. This ratee was -

the only female actor to play a test administrator, and the investigator

suspects that sex may explain the greater rating. Perhaps, the rater is

predjudiced against female test administrators. The Rating Source x Traits

interaction indicated that the rater did not perceive the relative importance of

the traits similar to the expert source. In particular, trait number two was

seen as significantly less important by the rater. This trait reflects the

"coldness" versus "warmth" of the test administrator, and the investigator

suspects that the rater is insensitive to that attribute of test administration.

The investigator was quite pleased that the method for rating had little

influence on the ratings. There was no method bias in ordering the ratees shown

by the rater or the expert source. The investigator was successful in

eliminating method bias in the target ratings, and the rater was able to order

accurately the group of ratees utilizing the set of attributes. At least for

this rater, the investigator is confident that either method for rating

performance can be used to obtain accurate ratings of performance. Nonetheless,

the investigator does recognize that the ratings obtained with the

example-anchored method cannot be compared in absolute size to those obtained

with the checklist method. The Trait x Method interaction suggests considerable

scale bias in measuring the attributes.

'0
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V. DISCUSSION

Several models of the rating process outline variables that influence the 0
accuracy of ratings (DeCotiis & Petit, 1978; Kavanagh, Borman, Hedge & Gould,

1983; Landy & Farr, 1980). However, none emphasizes the influence of logical

requirements for performance measures on accuracy. The research studies that
support the models have evaluated accuracy statistics against rater attributes .

such as personality and training experience. These studies illustrate a myopic

research strategy (Cronbach, 1955). They are not connected to meaningful theory

about the logical requirements for performance measures.

The combination design can provide a broader strategy for accuracy

research. It emphasizes the assessment of accuracy in the framework of logical

requirements for performance measures. The investigator can determine

conditions under which ratings are obtained including contextual factors,

ratees, traits, methods for rating, and sources for target ratings. These

conditions allow the investigator to design the amounts of

multitrait-multimethod properties into the target ratings. Such logical

requirements provide a rich framework for interpreting the accuracy of

performance ratings.

Target ratings should be designed to possess the multitrait-multimethod

properties found in practice. For example, criterion research consistently

shows that job performance is a multidimensional concept (Landy & Trumbo, 1980).

There are many routes to success in most work contexts, and so, several

attributes are necessary to describe performance. Consequently, the

investigator must design the target ratings to possess discriminant validity.

Several points are important to consider in the design. The discriminant

validity of the target ratings should be representative of the rating context so

that accuracy findings generalize beyond the particular research setting.. -,
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Brunswik's (1956) view of representative design underscores this point.

Unfortunately, representative designs are apt to be expensive. Most accuracy

studies have used videotapes of four to eight ratees who are each rated on six. 0

to twelve dimensions (e.g., Borman, 1977; 1979a; Hedge, 1982; McIntyre, et al.,

1983; Murphey, et al., 1982). Such small combinations of ratees and dimensions

restrict the amount of discriminant validity that can be designed into the '

target ratings, and subsequently the generality of the research findings.

The combination design can be expanded to consider the broad scope of

research on performance ratings. Multiple raters can be included in the Rating

Sources to consider rater characteristics such as sex, race, ability and

motivation. Effects coding of the raters against the expert source will provide

the statistics for each rater that are contained in the combination design

(Kerlinger & Pedhazur, 1973). Ratee characteristics can also be studied in the

combination design. Videotapes of actors can be constructed whose target

ratings are identical but who differ in characteristics such as age, sex and

race. Furthermore, manipulations of ratee and rater characteristics in the same

design address important legal questions about equal employment opportunity and

the quality of performance ratings (Cascio & Bernardin, 1981). Finally,

contextual factors can be evaluated for their impact on the accuracy of ratings.

Factors that can be studied include the intended use of the ratings (McIntyre,

et al., 1983), the content of the attributes (Kavanagh, 1971), and the feedback

given to raters on their accuracy (Ilgen, Fisher, & Taylor, 1979).

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

No research study has implemented the combination design to investigate

both the validity and accuracy of performance ratings. The design provides a

rich framework for understanding the distortions in performance ratings, and

24_2 .5
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thereby, it can identify factors to control or remove to improve ratings. To

date most research on the accuracy of ratings has focused on the training of

raters to become more accurate in their ratings. Several programs have been

used to train raters to make more accurate ratings. This line of research

should continue; however, it must be expanded to address the influence of

logical requirements for performance measures on accuracy training. For 0

example, a study could consider the impact of accuracy training on performance

measures that differ in their amounts of discriminant validity. The combination -

design developed in this report provides the research strategy for future *.~

studies.
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Table 1

Summnary Table for the Psychometric Interpretations of the
Basic Multitrait-Multimethod Design

Sources Psychometric Intrepretation

T rai ts (T) Trait Bias

Methods (M) Scale Bias

T xM Trait by Scale Bias
Ratees (R) Convergent Validity

R xT Discrim~inant Validity

R xM Method Bias

Error Sampling and Measurement Errors
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Table 2

Example Data for Basic Multitrait-Multimethod Design

Methods
1 2

K.Test T rai ts Traits
Admi ni strators 1 2 3 1 2 3

1 4 7 2 3 6 3

2 3 5 1 3 5 4

3 7 9 6 6 8 6

4 6 6 2 4 5 3

5 5 5 1 4 4 4

6 8 2 5 5 5 7

74 1 1 3 4 5

8 6 3 4 6 2 2

9 7 5 2 8 6 4

10 7 1 1 4 2 2 7
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Table 3

Summnary Table for the Analysis of the Data for the
Basic Multi trai t-Mul timethod Design

Sources df MS F-Ratio VC IC

Traits (T) 2 18.87 4.43*

Methods (M4) 1 .82 .55

T x M 2 8.47 7.84**-

Ratees (R) 9 9.57 8.86** 1.42 .24

R x T 18 4.26 3.94** 1.59 .38

R xM 9 4.26 1.37 .13 .12

Error 18 1.08 1.08 .26

* *p<.05 **p<.Ol
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One Factor Design Beyond the Multitrait-Multimethod Design

I *O

Sources Psychometric Interpretations

"' Purposes (P) Research Conditions

Ratees (R)/P Convergent Validity Within Research Conditions

Traits (T) Trait Bias.-.

T x P Trait Bias by Research Conditions

T x R/P Discriminant Validity Within Research Conditions

Methods (M) Scale Bias

M x P Scale Bias by Purpose

M4 x R/P Method Bias Within Research Conditions

T x M Trait by Scale Bias

T x M x P Trait by Scale Bias by Research Conditions

Error Measurement and Sampling Error

.. . ..y...-.-
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Table 5

Sununary Table for Analysis of Data for One Factor Design
Beyond the Mul ti trait-Multi method Design

Sources df MS F-Ratio VC IC -

Purposes (P) 1 3.75 .36 -

Ratees (R)/P 8 10.30 11.32** 1.56.4

Traits (T) 2 18.87 1O.14**-

T x P 2 23.40 12.58**

T x R/P 16 1.86 2.04 .48 .15

Methods (M) 1 .82 .54

M xP 1 1.35 .90

M x RIP 8 1.50 1.65 .20 .06

T x M 2 8.47 9.31** %

T x M xP 2 2.40 2.64

Error 16 .91 .91 .29

**P<. 01
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Table 6 .

Summary Table for the Psychometric Interpretations of the
Basic Accuracy Design

I O

Sources Psychometric Interpretation

Rating Sources (S) Elevation Accuracy

Ratees (R) Convergent Validity

Traits (T) Trait Bias

S x R Differential Elevation Accuracy
(Differential Convergent Validity
by Rating Sources)

S x T Stereotype Accuracy

R x T Discriminant Validity

S x R x T Differential Accuracy I
(Differential Discriminant
Validity by Rating Sources)

24-35
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Table 7

Summary Table of Psychometric Interpretations of the
Combination Design

Sources Psychometric Interpretations I "

Rating Sources (S) Elevation Accuracy >5.

Ratees (R) Convergent Validity

Traits (T) Trait Bias

Methods (M) Scale Bias

S x R Differential Elevation Accuracy
(Differential Convergent Validity by
Rating Sources)

S x T Stereotype Accuracy

S x M Differential Scale Bias by Rating Sources

R x T Discriminant Validity

R x M Method Bias

T xM Trait by Scale Bias

S x R x T Differential Accuracy (Differential
Discriminant Validity by Rating
Sources)

S x R x M Differential Elevation Accuracy by
Methods (Differential Method Bias by
Rating Sources)

S x T x M Differential Stereotype Accuracy by I. :r.1

Methods

R x T x M Differential Discriminant Validity by
Methods

Error Measurement and Sampling Error Am

24-36. .
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Table 8

Summary Table for the Analysis of the Data for the
Combi nation Design

Sources df MS F-Ratio VC IC

Rating Sources (S) 1 3.75 .40-

PRatees (R) 4 11.31 15.08** 1.19 ...

Traits (T) 2 18.87 8.50*--

Methods (M) 1 .82 .39 --

S x R 4 9.29 12.39** 1.94 .33

S SxT 2 23.40 15.60** - -

S xM 1 1.35 1.52-

R xT 8 2.22 2.96 .55 .09

R xM 4 2.11 2.81 .34 .06

T x M 2 8.47 7.92* -

Sx R xT 8 1.50 2.00 .62 .10

S Sx RxM 4 .89 1.19 .15 .03

S x T x M 2 2.40 3.20 -

Rx T xM 8 1.07 1.43 .34 .06-

Error 8 .75 .75 .13

*p < .05 **p < .01 p

tow -
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Searching for Precursors to Laser-Induced Damage

by -

Michael F. Becker

and

Fred E. Domann S "

Abstract

Several experimental techniques are investigated to

try to find a precurssr to permanent damage cat..sed by

laser radiation. These techniques include charge

emission, neutral particle emission, surface photo-

conductivity, and surface potential measurements. The

techniques are applied to a wide variety of optical ".**: -*

materials: diamond-turned copper, silicon, and various

dielectric films on fused silica substrates. Charge

emission was found to be a useful technique, and its

extension to multi-pal se experiments is recommended.

Neutral particle emission was too insensitive to be

useful. Photoconductivity data were gathered, but an

ultrahigh vacuum system in conjunction with photon

cleaning is probably necessary to gather meaningful

data. Suggestions for further investigations are offered,

including a surface potential probe.

4
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I. Introduction.

In the years that laser-induced damage has been

studied, two important, fundamental questions still remain

unanswered. 1  (1) What microscopic mechanism or mechanisms 7_

lead to laser damage? (2) Is there a reliable (non-

destructive) precursor to laser damage? These two

questions are clearly related, and an understanding of one
4 

*

will aid in understanding the other. In this summer

research project, we will concentrate on the second ..

question and seek precursor information in laser damage

using a variety of new techniques. The study is to be -.

carried out using a wide variety of samples, and the

results will be correlated with other commonly used

diagnostics for laser damage.
*t~'' .

I I . O b j e c t i v e s .

--

The problem of finding a precursor to laser damage

will be addressed using the following experimental

techniques: (1) charge emission, (2) neutral particle

emission (detected by rapid pressure fluctuations), (3)

surface photoconductivity, and (4) surface potenial

changes. The apparatus for each of these diagnostics is

to be constructed, tested, and applied to as wide a range

25-4
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of samples as possible. Ideally, samples should include -

metals, semiconductors, insulators, and dielectric thin

films. A description of the apparatus and the experi-

mental results for each of the four diagnostics will be

found in each of the four subsequent sections of this

report.

IIl. Charge Emission.

The emission of negative charge into vacuum during

laser irradiation was the first diagnostic to be studied

in this project. However, we will first describe the

characteristics of the laser system which are common to

all of the experiments which were conducted. '-

The laser was a Quantel Nd:YAG laser oscillator

amplifier system. The 1.06 micron pulses were 5.07 t 1.0

ns long and were produced -by passive Q-switching. The

pulse profiles were measured with a fast vacuum photodiode

and were always smooth Gaussians. After amplification,

the pulses passed through an attenuator consisting of a

rotating half-wave plate and a polarizer. At the sample

location, the laser beam was brought to a focus by a 2 m

focal length lens. The focal plane of the lens was ..

scanned with a narrow (,50 micron) slit in order to

-

..

25-5
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determine the beam spot size on the target. By this

method, the beam radius at the focus was found to be 180

microns. In addition, the beam profiles were reasonably

Gaussian. The laser energy in the focal plane was

measured by an energy meter which sampled part of the -

incident beam. This meter was calibrated against a second

meter placed behind the focal plane. Using all the

preceding information, the energy, the energy density

(fluence), and the intensity (power/area) of the laser .-

pulse incident on the sample could be determined for every

laser shot.
%
.%. .

A variety of samples were used in these expert- ...

ments: metals, semiconductors, and dielectrics. Diamond-

turned copper mirrors were tested as being representative

of the best metal optics. Single-crystal silicon wafers

polished on both sides represented the semicouducting

materials, and fused silica substrates coated with half-

wave thick dielectric coatings represented the wide band-

gap insulators. Two high quality coating materials were

tested in these experiments: Ta2 0S and A1203 . These __----

dielectric films were also tested for photoconductivity,

and these experiments will be described in Section V. -.

25-6
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* During the course of the work looking for precursors

to damage, the thresholds for single-pulse damage were

measured for all of the optics which we tested. These

results are shown in Table 1.

Single-Pulse Extremes of
Sample Damage Threshold Damage-No-Damage

Silicon Wafer 1.6 J/cm2  1-283ca2

Copper, Diamond- 2.1 3/cm2  2.0-2.4 J/cm2  -

Turned

Cr-26 Film 10.4 3/cm2  9.8-12.0 3/cm2

Ta0 5 Film - 10 3/cm2  9.4-10.8 "/cm2 -

Al20 Film Uncertain 50-125 3/cm2
203.

Table 1. Single-pulse damage threshold for

all the samples which were tested (except for"'-'

the photoconductivity samples, see Section V.)

The main emphasis of this section is on the relation
between charged particle emission and laser-induced

damage. The data were collected by placing the samples in

a vacuum of about 10- Torr. A charge collecting wire was

placed about 2 cm above and slightly to the side of the

sample surface. The wire was charged to +1,500 volts

(sufficient to collect all emitted negative charge), and

the negative charge pulses were amplified by an Amptek A-

. at- .

25-7
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203 and A-206 charge sensitive amplifier chip set. The

sensitivity was calibrated as 1.75 x 1013 volts/coulomb.

In practice, the ultimate sensitivity was limited by

induced noise to about 10-15 coulomb, and the dynamic

range was slightly more than two orders of magnitude. The

charge emission waveform was then acquired by the

Tektronics transient recorder and computer. We should

point out that Judging whether a sample is damaged or not

is a controversial subject. The criterion we used was

that damage occurred if any visible change could be

observed under an optical Normarski microscope at up to

400x. ,
A -

In general, the results of the charge emission

"* ' * experiments fell- into two categories: .,.'-,

(1) No charge emission is observed until the

material surface is damaged, or

(2) The surface emits charge prior to damage but

there is no obvious correlation between charge emission

and subsequent damage.

*. Silicon and the Cr-26 dielectr'c film fell into category

1, while copper and the remaining dielectrics fell into

25-8 -".'
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category 2. For category 1, the quantity of charge

emitted was always so great as to saturate the charge

collection electronics. --

Some experiments were conducted in which more thanIone pulse was incident on the same site. In this case,

all the materials in category 2 showed a "cleaning" effect

where the charge emission eventually became undetectable

after a sufficient number of pulses of the same energy

* were incident on the site. Presumably, this effect is due

to laser cleaning of surface contaminants by evaporation

and ionization. The quantity of charge emitted showed no

correlation with laser energy in all cases except one.

For copper, the charge emission prior to damage was noisy

but shows a monotonic increase with increasing laser " "

fluence. This result is plotted in Figure 1. Because of

the scatter in the data, there is no way to discriminate

between a power law dependence of emitted charge on .

fluence or an inverse exponential dependence. Theoreti- -.-

cally, the former dependence is associated with multi-

photon processes, and the latter is associated with

thermal emission over an energy barrier. . L

The morphologies of the damaged samples were studied .-4

using Normarski microscopy. In general, there was more

25-9
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Figure 1. Negative charge emitted from a diamnd-turned

copper mirror versus laser fluence. Eachi point

represents a single laser shot on a fresh~ site

at an energy well below damage.
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information to be gained from the more pure and ordered

materials; i.e., more structure was visible on single-

crystal silicon than on polycrystalline copper or on

glassy dielectrics. Emphasis was placed on near damage

threshold events only.

Typical results showed that the copper formed small

melt pits on damage with no apparent correlation between

the pits. At higher fluences, more uniform melting . '

resulted in ripple and diffraction ring formation in

addition to melt pits. Silicon showed a wealth of

information and gave distinctly different results for

si ngle-pulse and multi-pulse damage. For single-pulse

damage, shallow features are formed: grooves, ripples,

and diffraction rings. But for multi-pulse damage, only

correlated chains of pits are formed, and each chain

always contains more than one pit. This damage morphology

has been observed and models for it discussed for the case

of picosecond laser pulses. 2  The high quality dielectric

films damaged in what appear to be circular regions.

These regions are of high contrast under the Normarski. A

limited number of examples of the damage morphologies we

have observed are shown in Figure 2.
t-.. _40
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In conjunction with the experiments on silicon, the

nonlinear absorption of the 1-mm-thick wafers was measured ...

at fluences up to the single-pulse damage threshold. The

data are plotted in Figure 3 such that if two-photon

absorption is present, a linear plot will result. This 5 'O

effect shows clearly in the figure. Unfortunately, the

sample had very parallel faces, and 1.06 microns fell on

an etalon resonance. If this were not the cas( the

nonlinear absorption coefficient could be Oily

determined from the slope of the curve.

U.n

In summary, we find charge emission to be an

indicator of surface cleanliness only for the first laser

pulse. In some materials, it is a reliable indicator of

the first damage event. Work remains on the significance

of charge emission in the multi-pulse regime.

IV. Neutral Particle Emissi'on.

Neutral particle emission data were collected from one

sample each of copper and silicon. Neutral particles were p 4

detected with a fast ionization guage Model FIG-i, manu-

factured by Beam Dynamics, Inc. The operating principles

of the fast ionization gauge are identical with those of a

standard Bayard-Alpert ionization gauge, but the dimensions

25-13
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of the fast ionization gauge are significantly smaller,

thus reducing the ion travel times from the grid region

(where the ionization occurs) to the collector. The fast

-- ionization gauge was controlled with a Model FC-1 Control

Unit which regulated the emission current (continuously

adjustable, 5jA - 3MA) and provided a DC voltage output

signal (4mV - OV). The response time of the device was

3us, and the sensitivity was 1 x 10 volt Torr - 1 per mA of

emission current. During these measurements, the emission ...

current was nominally adjusted to 0.5 mA.

Figure 4 shows a typical output that was obtained when

a copper sample was irradiated with a 3.1 J/cm 2 pulse,

which is well above the single-shot damage threshold for

copper at 2.1 J/cm 2. The small neutral particle emission

in Figure 4a can be compared to the saturated ion emission :-

signal showa in Figure 4b. -.

Similar results were obtained for neutral particle .-,-.

"4 emission from silicon. .:

"4. The reason for the small signal was no doubt due to the
• 

.-. " .

small solid angle subtended by the fast ionization gauge,

together with its small ionization volume (330 mm3 ). This -p.

25..5
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Figure 4. Neutral particle and ton em~ission from copper.
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diagnostic was deemed too insensitive, based on the above

results, and was not used in subsequent experiments. -

V. Photoconductivity.

Photoconductivity data were collected for three samples

of A1203 and one of Ta205 - Gold on chromium conducting %
20 %-

strips 0.045 inches wide and 0.11m thick were vapor-

deposited on top of the dielectric coatings. The sample

was mounted in a ceramic (MACOR by Corning) holder shown in .'..

Figure 5 , and electrical connections to the conducting

- strips were made with gold-plated, electromechanical relay

contacts. The conducting strips were deposited such that

four different spacings between strips, called channels,

resulted. These channel widths were 0.08, 1.21, 1.65, and

2.03 mm. Voltages were applied to the conducting strips

such as to produce electric fields from about 5.0 X v 10 Vm

to 1.7 x 106 Vim. Charge flowing into the positive

electrode was sensed with the charge amplifier described in -4* '

Section III (Charge Emission). The output of the charge

amplifier was sent to the transient digitizer.

Since the noise level of the charge amplifier output

*. was approximately 0.020 mV and the digitizer saturated at

approximately 2.2 V, the dynamic range of charge detecting

25-17
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system covered about two orders of magnitude. It turns out

that this range was not adequate to measure the amount of

charge collected as a function of laser radiation for laser

fluences adequate to cause damage. For laser fluences that

* resulted in an unsaturated charge collection signal, an

attempt was made to find a functional relationship between

the charge collected and laser fluence. The results for
* several samples (A12 0 3 and Ta2 05 ) are shown in Table 11.

It was found that these data were uncorrelated on a linear,

*log-log, or exponential graph.

Laser Fluence 1.97 6.68 7.19 6.12 5.29 4.77 6.61 5.95 5.46 5.76 4.8
(J/cM2 )

Charge Collected 8.7 37.7 100 49.0 12.0 13.0 130 77.0 14.3 77.0 44.0

(xl1 S coulombs) . -

(a) "" " "

Laser Fluence 0.58 0.56 0.55 0.54 0.56 0.58 0.64 0.62

(J/cm2) - " * j"
Charge Collected 8.84 2.0 4.13 1.57 7.4 8.8 9.69 0.713

(xO14 coulombs) -_

(b)

Table 11. (a) Charge collected versus laser fluence

for A12 03

(b) Charge collected versus laser fluence

for Ta205  "

25-19
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The data in Table 11 show that for a given laser -

fluence, Ta2O5  conducts charge much more readily than

A1203 , and that for either type of sample the charge

conduction varied widely from site to site for a given

radiation fluence.

In fact, for one A1203 sample (which was irradiated at

1.0 Atm), there was no apparent predamage charge conduc-

tion.
S.:

it was also found that for those samples of A1203 that

were irradiated in a vacuum chamber (P a 2 x 10- 6 Torr),

predamage charge collection was readily apparent. This

raises the question of whether the charge collected was

actually due to the photoconductivity or charge emission.

Since no provision was made in the experiment to distin-

guish between the two, one must conclude that either could

have produced the observed signal.

V To summarize the photoconductivity experiment then,

several key items should be pointed out: (1) The dynamic

range of the charge collecting instrumentation was too
.,-..-..}:;.

small to determine if a relationship between collected ,...*.,

charge and laser fluence existed; (2) the data were very

a-..-: -
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site-specific, probably due to surface contaminants; and

(3) some experimental provision should be made to determine

whether the collected charge is due to photoconductivity or

charge emission (see Recommendations).

VI. Electrostatic Probe.

It is possible that the accumulation of surface charge

or surface dipoles or the change in surface potential might

be a precursor to laser damage. An instrument to measure

surface potential was researched, designed, and constructed ";--"v

during the course of this work. It utilizes a vibrating

capacitor probe to measure surface potential. A recent

,; method to do this is described in reference 3, and thi.s

type of device is reviewed in reference 4. Surface

potential is sensitive to surface charge, surface dipoles,

and adsorbed impurities. For this reason, it might be

useful in the study of laser damage.

The probe utilizes an electromagnetic drive coil with

probe tip I mm in diameter. The tip may easily be

vibrated from .1 to .25 mm excursion for voltages between 5 .C

and 12 Vrms. A plan view of the probe is shown in Figure

a...,-;

6.
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At the end of the project, the probe had not been

tested with a laser-damaged sample. The continuation of O

this investigation will be treated in Section VII.

VII. Recommendations.

Charge emission has been shown to be a useful

diagnostic in laser damage studies. Some improvements can

still be made, and we make the following recommendations:

a. It is recommended, of course, to raise the

Ssaturation level of the charge amplifier so that the

dynamic range well exceeds the level at damage threshold.

b. It is recommended that multi-pulse experiments be

- conducted to separate cleaning effects from damage and pre-

- damage phenomena.

c. it is recommended that an energy analysis system be

added to the system to facilitate photoelectron or photoion

spectroscopy. Data obtained from such experiments may be

very useful in determining the energetics of laser damage

and lead to useful microscopic models.

%
04.-.:. . .
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d. It is recommenmded that a sensitive mass

spectrometer be added to the vacuum chamber to help

identify the liberated species. The mass spectrometer

would also be useful to determine the cleanliness of the . -

surface.

It is still uncertain whether surface conductivity

will be a useful diagnostic for laser damage. Because

conductivity is significantly effected by surface

contaminants 5  it is recommended that conductivity

measurements similar to those described in Section V be

carried out in a vacuum chamber capable of reaching
pressures well below those achieved with the present

system. To estimate a reasonable background pressure, we W=I

may use the fact that tj is approximately 10-6 /P, where tI

is the time in seconds for one monolayer of a contaminant

to adsorb on an atomically clean surface and P is the

background pressure in Torr. Thus, for example, if one

assumes a perfectly clean surface in a background pressure

of 10- 9 Torr, one monolayer of con-taminants will be

adsorbed in approximately 103 seconds. At these pressures,

a sample could be cleaned via photon desorption while in
the vacuum chamber and afford the experimenter ample time

to collect data.

25-24
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Finally, we recommend that tests using the surface

potential measuring device be conducted as this technique

still looks promising.

.1

N ., %
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HYPERBARIC OXYGENATION (HBO) ALTERATION OF METABOLISM

AND CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION

DURING AND FOLLOWING EXERCISE CONDITIONING

by

James W. Dooley

ABSTRACT

Qualification for compression chamber operations was secured by
enrollment in and completion of the Compression Chamber Team Training
(CCTT) course, B30ZY9300-007, PDS code WS3. Since time and equipment
availability restrictions threatened the completion of the proposed
study, the scope of the study was expanded, and a new proposal was
developed for submission to the Advisory Committee on Human Experi-
mentation. The newly proposed project will be attempted in the Summer

, of 1984 and entails measurement and evaluation of acute and chronic
physiologic responses to eight weeks of aerobic exercise conditioning
performed at 2 ATA in hyperbaric oxygenation (HBO) conditions. Physio-
logic and metabolic variables include heart rate, ECG, impedance
derived stroke volume (ZCG) for cardiac output determination, blood
pressure, 102 max, serum lipids and lipoproteins, complete blood count
(CBC) and percent body fat.
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Title: Hyperbaric Oxygenation (HBO) Alteration of Metabolism and Cardio-

* ~vascular Function During Exercise and Following Exercise Conditioning. .

Project/Task/Work Unit: SUPTXXHM

Principal Investigator: James W. Dooley, Ph.D., SAM/HM (SFRP Fellow)/3281

Associate Investigators: Lt Col Richard A. Henderson, M.D., SAM/HM/3281

Chief, Clinical Investigations Branch

Loren Myhre, Ph.D., SAM/VNB/381i4

James C. Miller, Ph.D., SAM/VNS/3J6

Medical Consultant: Col Frederick S. Cramer, SAM/HM/3281

Statistician: Joseph R. Fischer, Jr., SAM/BRA/2818 *

Purpose/Objective of the Study:

The purpose of this prospective study is to determine the effects of

hyperbaric oxygenation (HBO) on the metabolism and cardiovascular function of

man during aerobic exercise conditioning. It Is the primary objective of

* this study to obtain data that will expand our knowledge of the physiologic

and metabolic responses to an HBO exercise conditioning regimen and to more

clearly define the roles of oxygen transport and oxygen utilization in the

limitation of human performance.
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Background:

Hyperbaric oxygenation (HBO) involves the use of 100% oxygen (02) as

a breathing medium while entirely enclosed in a hyperbaric chamber at a pres-

sure greater than one atmosphere absolute (1 ATA). HBO has been proven ef-

fective in the treatment of various trauma and disease conditions. The risks 7

of central nervous system (CNS) and pulmonary toxicity associated with HBO

have been minimized through adherence to treatment schedules that have been

developed from several decades of investigation into the effects of hyperoxic r '

. . and/or hyperbaric conditions on human performance.

In therapeutic use, HBO enhances oxygenation of previously ischemic

(hypoxic) tissue, thereby causing reduction or elimination of pathologic

hypoxia and acceleration of cellular metabolism. This increased tissue

oxygenation often occurs despite a reduction in blood flow, due to the

tremendously Increased 02 availability per volume of blood. The increased

blood 02 concentration is primarily the result of an increase in dissolved

02 during hyperbaric exposure. It is this characteristic of HBO that has

interested research physiologists who have attempted to determine the effects

of HBO on work performance.
-.'.-

Results of studies conducted on the effects of HBO on work

performance have indicated a definite acute alteration of both maximal and

submaximal performance parameters. The effects are directly related to the

magnitude of the pressure and the duration of the HBO exposure. Physiologic

variables studied include heart rate, 02 consumption (002) and minute

ventilation (VE)-
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During rest and/or submaximal exercise at pressures less than or

equal to 2 ATA, HBO suppresses heart rate, maintains or increases V02, and "

decreases E. In comparison to exercise response in normal air conditions,

maximal exercise under HBO conditions produces no change in maximal heart

rate; a slight increase in V02 max; and a decrease in VE max. Generally, HBO

enhances work tolerance if excessive pressure or duration of exposure is

avoided. .

Prolonged 02 exposure even at 1 ATA can result in pulmonary toxicity,

• . and at 3 ATA, even mild exercise while breathing 02 can elicit a convulsion "

* •(CNS toxicity). These toxic reactions vary with the individual, but guide-

lines have been established to minimize the risk of toxic responses. It is

considered safe to utilize HBO during maximal exercise at pressures of 2 ATA

(33 fsw) or less In the dry hyperbaric chamber. The wet (submerged in water)

environment is more stressful, and vigorous exercise performed in water at

pressures greater than 1.9 ATA (30 fsw) is contraindicated. Though 02 is

not recommended in extreme pressure conditions, 02 tolerance at lesser nies-

sures is generally improved when an intermittent 02-air breathing protocol is

employed.

Although submaximal HBO exercise studies have identified acute

physiologic responses, there is no documented evidence of chronic physiologic

(or metabolic) responses to HBO exercise conditioning. Since maximal

exercise at 2 ATA in dry HBO conditions is considered safe, a submaximal,

intermittent 02-air exercise conditioning protocol at 2 ATA appears to be a

safe, viable means of testing chronic physiologic and metabolic responses to -

repeated HBO exercise exposures. ...-- '..,
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Various non-invasive devices of established validity are available
I . '

and can be utilized to assess physiologic and metabolic changes including

those in heart rate, cardiac output, blood pressure, V02 max, body

composition, blood lipids and lipoproteins, and blood hemoglobin, hematocrit,

and red and white cell counts. The use of impedance cardiography provides

the means for determining acute and chronic responses of cardiovascular .

function to HBO exercise. Automated blood chemistry and complete blood count

analyses, open-circuit spirometry assessments of V02 max, and body volume

determinations provide valid means for determining metabolic responses to HBO
° p ..

exercise conditioning. '%- ...
. * * % •

Hazards: Possible hazards to human volunteers include:

1. Inherent cardiovascular risks related to exercise; heart rate and

blood pressure will be elevated well above resting levels. Though not

likely, the exercise may elicit abnormal heart rhythms or excessively - .

elevated arterial blood pressure, which could result in heart attack or

vascular lesion;

2. Possible toxic responses to oxygen (convulsion, pulmonary irrita-

bility) for HBO subjects. Convulsion (CNS toxicity) is not unlike the grand :

mal seizure of epilepsy. Injury may result from objects struck due to flail- -.

ing during the convulsion. Pulmonary irritability with its associated la- ...

bored breathing may develop from breathing 100 02;

op-
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3. Inability to escape in event of fire. Precautions have been

taken to ensure that possibility of fire Inside (or outside) the chamber is

extremely remote;

4c Ear and sinus problems related to pressure changes;

5. Decompression sickness (DCS) and air embolism from hyperbaric

chamber ascent following the pressurization period.

Precautions: Precautions to avoid the above possible hazards-

1. All subjects will be under 36 years of age who have passed a

Class III physical examination with no contraindications to exercise as

determined from an exercise stress ECG; '

2. The short duration of the HBO seasions virtually eliminates the

hazard of pulmonary toxicity. CI4S toxicity risk will be minimized by keeping

HBO conditions within the limits where there is no reported evidence of iu.. -sui-

convulsion:

a. Exercise will be performed in an atmospheric pressure not to

exceed 2 ATA (33 fsw). At 2 ATA there have been no reported convulsions in

"dry" HBO conditions;

b. Total oxygen breathing time will be restricted to a maximum

of 2I minutes (3 stages of 8 minutes each) for subjects in the KBO treatment - '

protocols;

26-7
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c. An intermittent work and breathing medium regimen will be

followed. For HBO subjects, 6 to 8-minute 02 breathing exercise bouts at a

submaximal work load are followed by 2-minute air-breathing, work-relief - -

(unloaded pedalling) intervals. So, not only is the 02 removed periodically, ..
S.-.. ,..-,-

but a simultaneous work-relief interval is provided. This intermittent

02-air protocol extends 02 tolerance in resting and exercising conditions;

d. Work loads, initially 49 to 98 watts (W) and increasing to a

maximum of l1d7 W, are light to moderate work loads for healthy young sub-

jects. Individualized work loads will be calculated not to exceed those that

elicit greater than 55 % of the pre-determined maximum oxygen consumption -

(V02 max);

e. During all sessions, observers will monitor and assist the

subject should any problem arise;

f. A flight surgeon (medical officer in charge) will be in the

immediate chamber area during all sessions and will be responsible for any

medical treatment should the need arise;

g. Subjects will be briefed on the usually occurring subjective

feelings of cycle exercise and will then be instructed to report any "unusual"

feelings at the time of occurrence. If these feelings continue following

a relief interval the session will be terminated and the chamber will be""

ascended to ground level;

3. Fire hazard precautions include:

a. Removal of jewelry, watches, and other items that may cause

sparking/electrical arcing;

b. Use of ventilated masks with breathing media intake and an

overboard dump exhaust that vents CO2 and expired 02 to the outside air during

hyperbaric dives, keeping the chamber air between 21 and 23 percent 02 .

S4...
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c. A fire suppression system (water sprinklers) and a hand-held

hose are located inside the chamber;

d. Protective flame-resistant dive suits will be worn by all

persons In the chamber;

e. Plumbing of electrical equipment is such that possible

spark-producing units are located outside the chamber;

4I. As an extreme protection against development of decompression sick-

ness, all persons will be advised not to fly for up to 24 hours following the

hyperbaric dive, and vigorous exercise will be contraindicated for 12 hours

following the dive (AFR 50-27, paragraphs 8b, c). As a precaution in the :

avoidance of air embolism, subjects will be instructed before and during each

dive not to hold their breath or perform the valsalva maneuver during ascent of

the chamber. .. S..-.-

5. Middle ear and sinus pressure equalization problems will be

minimized as follows:

ma

a. Subjects and inside observers will not be allowed to dive if

they have a severe cold or upper respiratory congestion; 5.

b. Chamber descent will not exceed one foot per second, and the

chamber operator will "level off", when directed by the inside observer, if

the subject has difficulty with pressure equalization. Descent will be slow

enough to allow equalization; *... -#

26-9 -"" .""
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% c. Subjects will be instructed in the usage of the valsalva

maneuver during descent to keep sinuses and airways to the middle ears pat-

ent;

d. Chamber ascent will be performed at three feet per minute to

minimize the remote possibility of air embolism;

e. Dry chamber dives will be restricted to 2 ATA (33 fsw) for a

maximum time of 38 minutes. At this depth and time exposure, the risk of

developing DCS upon ascent is virtually non-existent. Thirty-three feet is a

4' no-decompression dive depth.

Emergency Procedures: Should precautions fail, the following emergency pro-4

cedures will be followed.

1. Subjects complaining of any illness will be referred to the

flight surgeon (medical officer In charge) for appropriate treatment or

referral to the USAF Clinic Flight Surgeon.

2. Conditions requiring medical attention will be handled by the

- . -• . •

flight surgeon.-.

3. CNS toxicity, as evidenced by convulsion, obviates termination of

02 breathing and the use of "loose restraint" of the subject. Once the

seizure has subsided, the subject will be ascended to the surface. The

.. - 4-.
flgtsreon widire a lle theaesi c aretriotdtn2A.(3 ) o
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4. Hyperbaric chamber technicians will follow published USAF safety

guidelines (T.O. 43D8-3-4-61, paragraph 3-18; 21 September 1978 with Change --

1, 12 August 1981) for emergency procedures for fire inside or outside the

chamber. Emergency procedures are posted at the chamber operator location.

5. Appearance of symptoms of air embolism will call for initiation 0

of the appropriate treatment dive table (Table 6A) under the direction of the

flight surgeon (medical officer in charge).

Hazardous Duty Pay: Subjects will be selected from Brooks AFB personnel and

will receive hazardous duty pay.

Normal Physiological State: The effects of 100% 02 and exercise in a

hyperbaric environment of 2 ATA are not related to a significant departure of .,'

subjects from the "normal" physiological state. However, a 24-hour period of

non-flying should be observed following any hyperbaric exposure (AFR 50-27).

Equipment Malfunctions: Equipment malfunctions that would terminate the

experiment are as follows:

1. Long-term loss of functional availability of the hyperbaric

chamber due to loss of clean air and/or oxygen sources.

2. Structural damage to chamber, e.g., loss of chamber wall

integrity.

26-11
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Requirements for Human Volunteers:

"I

1. Numbers Required: Eight (8) experimental subjects are required.

Subjects will experience one of two exercise protocols. Four (4) control -

subjects will also be tested but will not participate in the exercise ..

protocol.

2. Date and Total Number of Days Required: All subjects will be

scheduled for an orientation session during which time the experimental "

protocol and subject responsibilities will be explained. Arranged

appointment times for conditioning sessions will be suited as closely as

possible to the optimal availability of the subject, between 0730 and 1630,

Monday, Wednesday and Friday during a 8-week conditioning period from

mid-June through August 1984.

3. Duties and Responsibilities of Human Volunteers: The duties and

responsibilities are as follows:

a. Inform principal investigator and/or flight surgeon of any

change in medical status, including the use of any prescription or

non-prescription medication.

b. Keep scheduled appointments for the experimental sessions or

reschedule in the case of unavailability for the previously scheduled

appointment time; -. ..
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a. Follow instructions regarding experimental protocol as given

by the principal investigator.

4. Special Requirements of Human Volunteers:

a. Subjects must have passed a Class III physical examination.

b. Subjects must be males under 36 years of age.

S;.-. ;

c. Subjects cannot be smokers.

d. Subjects must not be under, or on medication for, treatment

of a medical disorder.

e. Subjects may be recreationally active but must be untrained

(as determined by the investigators).

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Conditions of the experiment:

1. Drugs: 100% oxygen (02) will be administered intermittently as -

breathing medium to HBO subjects In the hyperbaric chamber at an ambient

pressure of 2 ATA (33 fsw). The dosage will be 100% 02 for six to eight

minutes at 2 ATA for three intermittent exercise periods with two minutes of

26-1-..3'1
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unloaded exercise-relief on air between loaded ergometer exercise periods.

Total maximum 02 administration time Is 26 to 32 minutes over a 32 to

38-minute total time period.

Grand mal seizure is the most apparent symptom of CNS toxicity.

Dosage Of 02 is set to a level below that considered sufficient to evoke

convulsion in exercising subjects in a dry hyperbaric environment. 02 will

be alternated with air to provide even greater protection against the toxic

effects known to occur at greater depths and/or greater times of exposure. :-'

2. Chamber Requirements: The chamber will be compressed to 2 ATA, a

i.,. "depth" equivalent to 33 feet of sea water (fsw). The descent rate will not

'.-.

exceed one foot per second. Time at depth will be 32 to 38 minutes:

a. 1 X 5-minute adjustment period (02) 5 minutes (rest)

b. 1 X 3-minute warm-up period (02) =3 minutes

- • '.7.

c. 3 X 6 to 8-minute exercise period (02) 18 to 24 minute (exercise)

d. 3 X 2-minute recovery period (air) minutes (recovery)

Ascent and descent time will take an approximate total time of 11 to

12 minutes. The time of descent (1 to 2 minutes) will be dictated primarily

by each subject's ability to equalize pressure in the middle ear and sinus

cavities. Ascent will be at a rate of 3 feet per minute and will require

-' approximately eight minutes.

2 6-14
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To maintain temperature, an Environmental Control System (ECS) will .

"air-condition" the chamber, keeping the temperature at approximately 230C

during all excursions. Temperature will be set and monitored by the outside

chamber operator.

All subjects and chamber technicians will wear vented noise

suppression ear covers. Lighting will be provided from lamps outside the #2

chamber or from electrically insulated lamps inside chamber #1.

Humidity will be kept at an acceptable level by the ECS and will be

recorded as percent relative humidity on a Bacharach SERDEX Hygrothermograph.

Since the exercise is of such low intensity and short duration and breathing

media are humidified by an in-line micronebulizer, no problem with dehydration

is expected.

3. Objective Measurements:

a. Electrocardiogram (ECG). A lead II appearing ECG will be . --

periodically recorded at rest, during exercise, and during recovery. The ECG - -

monitor is provided as a component of the Minnesota Impedance Cardiograph

used to simultaneously determine stroke volume. The ECG will provide heart

rate (HR) data.

26-15
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b. Impedance Cardiogram (ZCG). A tetra-polar thoracic impedance

cardiogram (ZCG) will provide stroke volume data simultaneous to the HR

0 0
recording for the EGG. This allows for calculation of cardiac output (GO).

Interpretation of the ZGG also provides for the measurement of ventricular

ejection time (VET), a measure of cardiac contractility.

c. Maximal Oxygen Uptake (V02 max). This measurement of maximal

aerobic power is provided by the open circuit spirometry determination of the

minute volume of the subject's expired air (VE) and concentrations of oxygen *"

(02) and carbon dioxide (GO2 ) in the expired air at maximal exercise on the

treadmill. V02 max will be expressed as milliliters of oxygen per kilogram

of body mass per minute (ml 02 kg-i mi.-1 ).

d. Serum lipids and lipoproteins. Cholesterol, triglycerides

and high density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol will be determined from valid

automated blood chemistry analyses of serum from blood samples drawn from

fasting subjects (12 to 15 hours post-prandial). The ABA-100 will be

utilized for determination of serum cholesterol and triglyceride levels. HDL

cholesterol will be determined by the phosphotungstate procedure.

e. Complete blood count (CBC). Additional blood samples will be

analyzed for red blood cell (RBc ) concentration, hematocrit (Hct), hemoglobin

(Hb), and white blood cell (WBC) concentration according to standard USAF

...--

Hosita labor rym procedurs.nlpp
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f. Blood Pressure (BP). Systolic blood pressure (SBP) and

diastolic blood pressure (DBP) will be taken and recorded at rest and, peri-

odically, during exercise, one minute prior to the recording of ECG and ZCG.

To avoid the hazard of mercury spillage from a mercury sphygmomanometer in

the hyperbaric chamber, and anaeroid cuff and gauge will be used. The cuff

will be wrapped and secured around the subject's arm throughout the exercise

session. The head of an anaesthetist's stethoscope will also be secured to

the subject's arm to maintain a constant oscultation monitoring site. DBP

will be recorded as that pressure reading (mm Hg) corresponding to the fourth

Korotkoff sound since the fifth sound is often difficult to distinguish dur-

ing exercise. Pulse pressure (PP) and mean arterial pressure (MAP) will be

calculated from systolic and diastolic measurements.

4. Research Design

&.. '%4,

a. Subjects: Twelve volunteer male subjects under 36 years of

age will be randomly assigned to one of three groups of four subjects each.

Subjects may be involved in recreational activities but will be untrained.

Informed consent will be obtained from all subjects.

b. Physiologic and Metabolic Assessments: Control and exercise

conditioning subjects will be tested for determination of V02 max, body

composition, blood lipids and lipoproteins, and complete blood count prior to

and following the experimental period. Additionally, exercise conditioning

subjects will be periodically tested for heart rate, blood pressure, stroke

volume, and V02 responses to submaximal work during the last two minutes of .- " -

each of the three 6 to 8-minute exercise bouts.

26-17
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c. Treatments

(1) Hyperbaric oxygenation (HBO). Following a 5-minute

resting hyperbaric oxygenation adjustment period at 2 ATA (30), each HBO

subject will pedal at a frequency of 50/minute on a cycle ergometer for three

minutes at a work load setting of 300 kgm min- (49w). Pedalling frequency .. -

" will be maintained by use of a metronome. Following a 3-minute warm-up pe-

riod, the work load will immediately be set to a calculated work load that

represents 55% of his previously determined V02 max. However, work loads

will not exceed 900 kgm mmn-1 (147w). Exercise bouts will last for six min-

utes during week one and will increase by one minute each week until week

three when exercise bouts last for eight minutes. Exercise bouts will remain

at eight minutes thereafter. The three successive exercise bouts will be

interrupted by 2-minute zero-load pedalling recovery intervals during which

time the subject's mask will be removed, and he will breathe chamber air.

(2) Normobaric air (NBA). NBA subjects will perform a

3-minute warm-up at 49w and will follow the same exercise protocol as the HBO
-. o-..

subjects, except NBA subjects will not be dived and will breathe room air.

-.l (3) Controls (c). Control subjects will not participate in

the exercise conditioning portion of the study but will be tested along with

HBO and NBA subjects prior to and following the exercise conditioning period. -

They will be instructed to maintain their routine activity and dietary

patterns throughout the experimental period.

26-18
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d. Statistical Analyses: Repeated measurements analyses of

variance (ANOVAs ) will be used to test for acute and chronic HBO effects for

each of the selected dependent variables. Tests of pairwise comparisons will

be performed on the mean values of variables exhibiting significant variance.

The .05 level will be accepted as statistically significant.

-- .z-. -

Support Personnel and Equipment: 4.-.

a. Equipment: .-

(1). The number 1 or number 2 hyperbaric chamber in the

Hyperbaric Medicine (HM) Division facility is available and will be utilized

for the study. The chambers are plumbed for ECG, ZCG and defibrillator

utilization and can easily accommodate an exercising subject on a cycle

ergometer and an inside observer.

(2). Two mechanically-braked Monark cycle ergometers will be

available. One each will be provided by HM and VNB of the USAF School of

. Aerospace Medicine.

(3). Two Marshall anaeroid sphygmomanometers will be util- . ,

Ized for blood pressure measurements.

(4). A Bird 500 cc in-line -:-ronebulizer will be used to

- humidify the 02 supply for the HBO subjects.

26-19
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(5) The 02 breathing medium will be supplied by a liquid

oxygen source and regulated (dialed to the "safety" setting) by a Diluter

Demand Oxygen Pressure Breathing Regulator, Type A-14, manufactured by

Firewel Co., Inc.

(6) An IFM/Minnesota Impedance Cardiograph (Instrumentation

for Medicine, Greenwich, Connecticut), model 304B, will be provided by

USAFSAMiVNS and utilized to obtain ZCG data for determination of left - 5

ventricular stroke volume. Eight silver-silver chloride spot electrodes will

replace the conventional aluminized circumferential electrodes on mylar

strips. The 304B provides ECG and heart sounds data as well as impedance

wave form data for stroke volume determination.

(7) A Perkin-Elmer 1100 Medical Gas Analyzer (mass

spectrometer) will be utilized to determine the percent 02 and CO2 in the HBO

breathing medium.

(8) V02 max will be determined from a stress ECG test per-

formed by the medical personnel in the Clinical Sciences Division of the

School of Aerospace Medicine according to a standard protocol.

.- 4

(9) A Scott Fire-Fighter clean vinyl face mask will be worn

by all subjects during exercise sessions. A tygon tube has been fitted to .

the exhaust port to provide an overboard dump of expired air for HBO subjects

during 100% 02 breathing periods. An intake hose receives 02 from Diluter j "

Demand Oxygen Pressure Breathing Regulator previously described.

2-'62,-"
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(10) A Bacharach SERDEX Hygrothermograph will be utilized in

the chamber to record temperature and relative humidity.

b. Personnel: The hyperbaric chamber team members have all

completed the Compression Chamber Team Training Course (B30ZY9300-007) and/or

hold the appropriate AFSC designation qualification.*

(1) Chamber Operator- has direct control of ascents and de-

scents of chamber as required; keeps close visual (T.V. monitor) and intercom

contact with persons inside the chamber; and selects appropriate breathing

medium. , .

(2) Recorder - monitors time, coordinates the the 02 -air

- - -.

breathing schedule, and records the collected physiologic data.

(3) Crew Chief - prepares the chamber for each dive; assures

equipment availability and proper functioning; checks and records percent 02

In breathing media; and Is available for troubleshouting during any emergency

or malfunction. -.. ...

(4) Inside Observer (Investigator) - keeps close personal

contact and communication with the subject; assures subject compliance with

experimental exercise protocol inside the chamber; takes and reports BP at

the appropriate times as coordinated by the Chamber Operator.

(5) Aerospace Physiologist - overall officer in charge of the

dive; may simultaneously act in any non-medical crewmember position outside

the chamber; assures that established procedures (AFP 161-27 July 1983) are

followed during compression operations.
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(6) Medical Officer, Flight Surgeon - responsible for all

therapeutic procedures in compression operations; functions as an advisor but

may act in any crew position previously described.

*Compression Chamber Team Member Duties and Operating Procedures (with

additionally specified duties for this project) AFP 161-27, July 1983,

Chapter 14.

Pertinent References

S'5SCP FTEPROBLEM

Recent publications (66, 72, 82) have documented the effectiveness

of hyperbaric oxygenation (HBO) therapy in the treatment of various trauma

and disease conditions. Carbon monoxide poisoning, osteoradionecrosis,

refractory osteomyelitis, burns, skin and bone grafts, gas gangrene,

decompression sickness, and gas embolism are conditions most commonly treated

in hospitals of this country (66, 72). Internationally, especially in the

Soviet Union, these and other conditions including chronic ischemic heart

disease, cerebral stroke, and bronchial asthma are routinely treated with HBO

(82)

Although results have been gratifying, development of HBO therapeutic

protocols has not been without controversy. Lack of reliable, objective

evidence of HBO benefits in earlier years (72) and the old and recent

documentation of the toxic effects of oxygen (02) in hyperbaric environments
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(8-11, 13, 18, 21, 24, 40, 41, 56, 68, 70, 88, 95) have understandably

required justification for the clinical use of HBO. But it is extremely " '

important to understand that the very studies that have documented the toxic

effects of 02 in hyperbaric environments have been invaluable in providing .. '..

the basis for the development of safe standards for 02 use in diving, medical

therapy, and future hyperbaric research (9,10). Safety and untoward effects

of HBO exercise protocols will be addressed later in this proposal.

The benefits of hyperoxia, in both normobaric and hyperbaric 'I

conditions, with regard to exercise or work conditions have been addressed

primarily In relation to cellular metabolism and cardiovascular function. -

Study of skeletal and cardiac muscle metabolism and the 02 transport that

*supports It has provided researchers with an ever increasing knowledge of the

mechanisms involved in the limitation of sustained physical effort. .r.*..

While normobaric hyperoxia has resulted in increased performance

times (2, 7, 14, 19, 25, 61, 84, 91, 92) there is a lack of agreement on the

causative mechanisms. Several investigators (25, 29, 43, 59, 86) have -

reported increases in oxygen uptake (V02 ) during 02 breathing, concluding

that 02 transport via the central circulation was the limiting factor for

maximal aerobic work. Others (2, 7, 14, 19, 61, 84, 91, 92) were either

unwilling to attribute V02 max increases to 02 transport or felt that the '.4

limitation of maximal aerobic work was controlled at the tissue level. Two4.. .. ,;

studies reported a decreased blood flow to working muscle either during (85)

or immediately following (71) submaximal work while breathing hyperoxic gas --...

26-23
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mixtures. Additionally, Welch, et al (85) reported no change in V02 during

hyperoxia and argued that a greater extraction of 02 from the diminished

blood flow was a reflex cellular adjustment to meet cellular demands.

Hyperoxia has been shown to reduce the energy cost of ventilation

(14, 25, 44, 91, 92) and control the hydrogen ion concentration (2, 19, 61)

during exercise. Increased muscle myoglobin storage of 02 (17) may also be a

factor in the improved work tolerance observed during hyperoxia.

• - o . ,

Interpreting cardiovascular, ventilatory, and metabolic data from

hyperbaric hyperoxia (hereafter referred to as HBO) studies is complicated by

the direct effects produced by increased ambient pressure. Air is composed

of nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon dioxide, all of which exert narcotic effects V

at increased atmospheric pressures (41, 46, 56). Disregarding narcosis, the

increased density of air in hyperbaric conditions poses a major problem by

increasing the ventilatory energy cost during exercise (17a, 27, 32, 33, 35,

65, 70, 73). When helium is substituted for nitrogen, there is a significant

decrease in the density of the breathing medium and a corresponding decrease

in energy cost of ventilation (16, 65, 73).

The decreased resting and submaximal exercise heart rate

(bradycardia) observed while breathing air at depth (17a, 26, 27, 32, 33, 65,

73, 93) is also observed when helium is substituted for nitrogen (16, 27,

32, 73), indicating that heart rate suppression is not a response to nitrogen

narcosis. In long "saturation dives", there are reports of an ultimate loss
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of the phenomenon of bradycardia (16, 78, 93), a phenomenon in itself.

Bradycardia and the eventual return to normal rate are without adequate

explanation (16, 33, 78).

When 02 is breathed in hyperbaric environments, resting and

submaximal exercise heart rates (and in one case (6), maximal heart rate)

continue to be suppressed, this suppression being somewhat greater than when

air Is breathed (6, 47, 79). There appears to be an 02-independent and an

02-dependent bradycardia effect.

Oxygen uptake (i02 ) during maximal or submaximal work in HBO

conditions has been reported to be greater than that observed in hyperbaric pt.

normoxic conditions (6, 31, 79). Others (47, 70) have reported no

significant differences in V02 during HBO exercise. One author (35) actually

reported a decreased v02 (submaximal) at 2 ATA. Whether or not V02 was

increased, the concurrent lowering of heart rate (relative bradycardia) has

resulted In an increased 02 pulse (ml 02 /heart beat), an indication of

increased 02 transport to and/or uptake by metabolically active tissues

despite a lowered heart rate (33).

Blood pressure and cardiac impedance measurements during HBO exercise

have not been addressed. Behnke, et al (11) reported a rise in systolic and .B

diastolic pressures in resting subjects after prolonged 02 exposure at 4 ATA.

A coincidental rise in resting heart indicated that the blood pressure and

heart rate responses were 02 toxicity responses. Transthoracic electrical

Impedance has been used to measure ventricular stroke volume in subjects

during resting conditions on saturation dives (78).

2..--'
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The development of an electrical impedance cardiograph (53, 54) has

permitted a passive, non-invasive determination of ventricular stroke volume

from which cardiac output can be calculated. Recent advances in technology

have enabled the development of automated impedance cardiography systems (34, --

64, 75) that provide valuable cardiac function data. Impedance cardiography

is not without limitations (48, 62, 74), however it has been established as a

reliable method of determining intra-individual changes in stroke volume in

healthy resting and exercising subjects (4, 12, 22, 28, 52, 58, 63, 77, 81).

Impedance cardiography provides less reliable data when used with cardiac |." ,.

patients (36, 38). Comparisons with other methods of cardiac output

determination (22, 28, 51, 62, 69) indicate that impedance cardiogram (ZCG)

correlation values range from fair to good with regard to inter-subject

variance, but are highly reliable with regard to intra-subject variance.

Although several authors (60, 89) found it necessary to use

intermittent pauses during exercise to reduce the effects of upper limb ZCG

movement artifacts, respiratory motion artifacts can be effectively screened,

and ZCG data can be automatically collected and analyzed (23).

Several medical studies have attempted to evaluate the effects of

hyperoxia and HBO on specific cardiac and cardiovascular function parameters .... . .

in dogs (20, 37, 50, 59, 76, 83) and humans (1, 15, 19, 87). Hyperoxia de- ; .

creased coronary flow and contractile force of the myocardium in open-chest,

anaesthetized dogs (20). Heart rate and blood pressure were unaffected. HBO

studies performed on resting dogs at atmospheric pressures ranging from 2 to

11 ATA (37, 50, 76, 83) indicated a decrease in heart rate, stroke volume (and
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thus cardiac output), coronary flow, and myocardial contractility. Myocar-

dial substrate utilization was not impaired (83), and heart metabolism at 3

ATA was the same as at I ATA (59). 100% 02 at 2 ATA provided protection

against ventricular fibrillation in dogs with induced occlusion of the main

left coronary circumflex artery (76).

Hyperoxia decreased heart rate and stroke volume in eight men with

irreversible chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) although no changes

in pulmonary, bronchial arterial, or pulmonary wedge pressures were observed P"-

(1). In ten heart disease patients, 100% 02 administration resulted in a

significant fall in heart rate and myocardial blood flow with no changes in

cardiac output, mean arterial blood pressure, or myocardial 02 uptake (49).

The maintenance of cardiac output despite a decreased heart rate indicates an

increased stroke volume with an unaltered myocardial 02 uptake.

HBO at 2 ATA produced decreases in cardiac output and stroke volume

(but not heart rate) and increases in mean arterial blood pressure and

systemic vascular resistance (15) in 10 male post-myocardial infarction

patients. In ten healthy male subjects (87), cardiac output and heart rate

decreased (but not stroke volume), and mean arterial blood pressure was

unaffected after oxygen inhalation at 3.04 ATA. An informative report by

Hitchcock, et al (42) suggested that despite reduced coronary flow, HBO

therapy may prove beneficial to patients with cardiac disease due to

increased oxygenation of cardiac tissue through "inter-coronary channelling".

° .,°
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UNTOWARD EFFECTS AND SAFETY

Bronchial irritability with decreased vital capacity and labored S

breathing (dyspnea) are symptoms of pulmonary 02 toxicity (18, 56, 68). Pul-

monary 02 tolerance can be dramatically extended when the 02-breathing peri-

ods are alternated with periodic air-breathing periods (40, 88). This

intermittent 02-air protocol is now employed by all USAF Hyperbaric Medicine

facilities in all HBO treatment protocols.

Central nervous system 02 toxicity is most dramatically manifested by

convulsion not unlike that of epilepsy (8-10, 21, 56, 68). Convulsion repre-

sents a more serious and a more likely threat to submerged divers than to

subjects in a "dry" hyperbaric chamber at the same barometric pressure (9,

10, 21, 56, 68). As cited by Dr A.R. Behnke (10), the U.S. Navy Diving Man-

ual (1973) states "the employment of 100% oxygen for breathing during working

dives is generally limited to shallow water operations because of the hazard

of oxygen toxicity." Adding credibility to this concern is the recent report

(13) of convulsion of a trained SCUBA diver during submaximal horizontal

" "cycling after 72 minutes on an 02-air breathing protocol (44 minutes on 02)

in 25 feet of sea water in a "wet-pot" facility. The subject had also expe-

rienced a convulsion earlier on a similar exercise protocol in 40 feet of sea

water.

Tolerance to 100% oxygen in the "dry" hyperbaric chamber is greater

than that in water. Several authors (6, 70, 79) have reported no untoward

effects of subjects performing maximal exercise at 2 ATA (equivalent to 33

feet of sea water) while breathing oxygen. At 3 ATA (66 fsw), one of seven
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subjects experienced convulsion while breathing oxygen during cycle exercise

to exhaustion (47, 70). In all reviewed cases of reported convulsion (9, 10,

13, 21, 47, 56, 68, 87), the CNS 02 toxicity symptoms disappeared upon

removal of the 02 source. No permanent damage from the convulsion was noted

in any report.

The reported convulsions occurring during "dry" HBO exercise (47, 70) -

were among subjects continuously breathing oxygen at maximal exercise. In

the literature reviewed, there was no report of intermittent 02-air

administration during maximal exercise or, perhaps more practical, during

submaximal exercise conditioning. The use of 02 during submaximal dry

chamber exercise conditioning at atmospheric pressures less than or equal to

2 ATA (33 fsw) appears to be safe for healthy subjects, especially if an

intermittent 02-air protocol is employed. The usefulness of hyperoxia (HBO)

was well-stated in the report of the 1976 Navy-Wide Workshop on High Pressure

Biomedical Research (68):

"...Although the toxic potential of hyperoxia should be

respected, the useful properties of this gas can be

exploited safely and effectively" (p. 13).

With regard to exercise risk in general, there were no reports I- -

heart attack or other untoward effects in any reviewed study. There were

also no reports of fire, decompression sickness or air embolism in the

review of related literature.
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CONSENT FORM

TITLE: Hyperbaric Oxygenation (HBO) Alteration of Metabolism and Car-

diovascular Function During and Following Exercise Conditioning.

1. 1 hereby volunteer to participate as a test subject in this exper-

imental study. The purpose of the study is to determine the effects

of HBO and submaximal ergometer exercise on cardiovascular function.

2. As a participant in this study, I understand that I will undergo the

following procedures:

a. Cycle Ergometer Exercise As an HBO subject, while inside the

compression chamber I will pedal a stationary cycle at a rate of

50/minute against submaximal work loads. I understand that,

following a 5-minute warmup, I will pedal for six to eight min- I..

utes for each of three exercise bouts. A 2-minute zero-load

pedalling recovery interval follows each exercise bout. I also

understand that I am to maintain the proper pedal frequency as

set by a metronome cadence. As an air-breathing subject I will

perform the same exercise outside the chamber.

b. Breathing Gas As an exercise subject, I understand that I

will breathe either air or 100% oxygen (02) during the exercise - -

sessions. The 02 will be delivered through a clear vinyl face

mask that will be worn during the exercise bouts; the mask will

be removed during the recovery intervals during which time nor-

moxic air will be breathed.
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c. Hyperbaric Exposure If selected as an HBO subject, I will be S

exposed to a hyperbaric pressure of 2 ATA, equivalent to a sea

water depth of 33 feet. As a subject on the normobaric air

protocol, I understand that I will not be exposed to hyperbaric

conditions and that I will breathe normal air.

•d. Physiologic Measurements I will be prepared and assessed for

the following physiologic measurements:

(1) An electrocardiogram (ECG) will be administered for the

purpose of recording rate and electrical activity of my

heart.

(2) The functioning of my heart will be assessed from the

administration of two tests. The impedance cardiogram (ZCG)

and a conventional gas analysis (CO2 re-breathing) method

will be used to determine ejection volume and contractile

force of my heart.

(3) My expired air will be collected and analyzed for

determination of maximal aerobic power (_02max) during a

p. treadmill exercise test before and after the exercise condi- ,.-*

tioning period of the study. An ECG will be simultaneously

recorded as I walk to exhaustion on the treadmill. I under- m-

stand that this is a test of maximal performance. Similar

tests will be performed to test aerobic power at submaximal

work during the conditioning period.

(4) An anaeriod pressure cuff will be attached around my

arm for the purpose of determining systolic and diastolic

blood pressures during the exercise tests and conditioning ..

sessions.
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cavities, with possible bleeding, may result. I have been briefed in

the use of various methods to help pressure equalization and to help

prevent the occurence of ear drum rupture or sinus bleeding. During

the decompression (ascent) at the end of each chamber treatment, I

have been instructed nt to hold my breath. If I do hold my breath, I

am aware that the air in my lungs will expand and may cause a rupture

of my lungs (pneumothorax) or the formation of air bubbles in my blood

stream (air embolism) that could interfere with circulation to my

brain or other vital organs. I have also been briefed as to the poss- *~. ,

ibility of convulsion resulting from oxygen toxicity on the hyperbaric .-.

treatment in which I will be breathing 100% oxygen. While extremely

remote, there is also a risk of fire in the chamber. The chamber is .- ,

equipped with a fire suppression (sprinkler) system as well as a hand-

held hose for use in case of fire.

d. Physiologic Measurements:

(1) ECG- the ECG is non-invasive and involves no unusual

risks.

(2) ZCG - the ZCG involves the application of a small magnitude -

(4mA, 100KZ) electrical current to my thorax. Electrical shock

potential exists, however, I understand that electrical shock is

not involved in the testing precedure, and technical precautions

have been taken to prevent its occurrence. r. .

(3) VO2max - during tests of maximal exercise the possibility

exists that problems arising from elevated heart rate and blood

pressure may develop. I understand that a physician and quali-

fied technicians administer and closely monitor the test for VO2

max and that the test will be terminated if indications of
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intolerance should arise. I also understand that this test

is intended to determine my tolerance to the exercise that will

,-. be performed during the conditioning sessions.

(4) BP - the inflation cuff, air gauge, and stethoscope used for

measurements of blood pressure involves no unusual risk.

(5) Blood analyses - I understand that the vena puncture tech-

nique of blood sampling carries with it some risk of infection

and hemorrhage. I have been informed that sterile, disposable

needles will be used by persons trained to draw blood samples and

no adverse reactions are intended or expected.

4. I understand that I will receive no direct benefit from my partici-

patlon in this study. Not participating in this study may be equally or

more beneficial to me.

5. 1 understand I must inform the principal investigator of any changes to

my medical status and include information regarding any medications I have

taken and any medical or dental care/treatment received since my last use

as a test subject.

6. The decision to participate in this program is completely voluntary on

*" my part. No one has coerced or intimidated me into participating in this

program. I am participating because of my interest and desire to be in-

volved with this experimental study. Dr. has adequately

* answered any and all questions I have about this study, my participation,

*.]]. and the procedures involved. I understand that Dr. .

will be available to answer any questions I have about procedures through-

* out this study. I further understand that I may withdraw this consent at
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any time and discontinue further participation in this study. I also

understand that the investigator of this study may terminate my partici-

pation in this study at any time if he believes this to be in my best

interest.

Volunteer's Signature Date

-. Printed Name, Grade, SSAN

Medical Consultant Date

Principal Investigator Date

Witness Date

Privacy Act of 1974 applies. DD Form 2005 Filed in Clinical/Medical

a., Records.

C-P
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NATURAL FREQUENCIES AND MODE SHAPES

OF UNIFORM BEAMS

by
P4.

George R. Doyle, Jr.

ABSTRACT

Most machinery contains rotating shafts that possess some unbal- .

ance. This unbalance results in a self-excited lateral vibration, which

reaches a maximum value when the operating speed is near a lateral

natural frequency. This report contains a summary of the derivation of

natural frequency and mode shape equations for uniform beams. In

addition to lateral motions, longitudinal and torsional vibrations were -.

also included. Each of these three modes of vibration were established

with various classical (fixed, free, and pinned) and nonclassical

(inertial and spring load) boundary conditions. Second order effects of

rotary inertia, shear deformation, and axial load were also considered.

Finally, a rigid body pitch plane analysis of a shaft supported by N

bearings was made.
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I. INTRODUCTION: The Aero Propulsion Laboratory's (APL) Compressor

Research Facility (CRF) has been under investigation and development

since the mid 1970's. Its task is to operate compressors up to speeds

of 30,000 rpm for the purpose of qualifying new designs and also for -""

research in various compressor operating conditions. Along with data-. -

acquisition, refiction and analyses, the drive train system (motor, 5 .

shafts, gear boxes, and bearings) have been the major areas of develop-

ment.

Since the drive train system will deliver 30,000 horsepower at "

16,000 rpm, its components are quite massive, e.g., the bull gear and

shaft in the low speed gearbox weigh over 24,000 pounds, and several "."."-

shafts range from 10 to 15 inches in diameter. The larger component

parts of the drive train naturally lead to greater unbalance, more

difficult shaft alignment, and potentially more bearing problems. All

of these difficulties can lead to large amplitude vibrations, and in

fact, that has been the experience of the facility in recent months. To

reduce the vibration, shafts have been balanced to a degree significant-

ly better than the manufacturer's specifications, shaft alignment has

been closely checked, and new bearings have been installed. All of

these improvements should provide a substantial reduction in vibration . .-

levels when the system becomes operational in the fall of 1983.

The work accomplished during the 1983 USAF-SCEEE Summer Faculty

Research Program was directly related to vibration problems associated " .

with high speed shafts. If any rotating component possesses an unbal-

ance (and they always do), the component will typically experience a

self-excited lateral vibration synchronous with its rotating speed.

Simple vibration theory predicts that the magnitude of the oscillation
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is linearly proportional to the unbalance, and to a transfer function

which depends on the damping ratio of the system, and more importantly, tp. 01
on the ratio of the driving frequency to the shaft's natural frequency.

If the operating speed occurs near the shaft's lateral natural

frequency, and damping is low (which would be typical of steel shafts),

relatively large lateral oscillations will occur. It is, therefore,

"" desirable to determine the natural frequencies of the system; and if

they occur within the overall operating range, provide damping or do not

operate in the restricted range near the natural frequency. A better

approach, if possible, would be to redesign the system so that none of

its natural frequencies occur within the operating range.

The determination of the natural frequencies of a system should be

properly done by considering the system as a whole. However, to do so

is, at best, difficult and costly. Therefore, a series of transcen-

dental equations were derived to determine the natural frequencies of

continuous systems. With each frequency equation, a mode shape expres-

sion was also derived. For completeness, the natural frequencies of the

pitch plane motions of a rigid shaft supported by N bearings (spring and

damper in parallel) were also derived. From these expressions, longi-

tudinal, torsional, and lateral natural frequencies of uniform beams
with various combinations of classical and nonclassical boundary con-

ditions can be obtained. These values can be used for a first order * .

approximation to some of the natural frequencies associated with the

total system, or they can be used to partially verify a more complex

model. The rigid body modes are also important and would be present in ki"

the results of any large scale computer program.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT: The initial goals of this

research effort were to understand the causes of large vibratory motions

of the drive train of the CRF. One of the primary causes was thought to

be operating speeds in the range of shaft natural frequencies. This

observation resulted in narrowing the goal to a comprehensive review and

further development of natural frequencies and mode shapes for uniform I '

beams in longitudinal, torsional, and lateral motions. Second order

effects such as rotary inertia, shear deformation, and axial load were

also investigated. Rigid body pitch plane motions of a beam on N g- -.

suspension systems were included for completeness.

III. MATHEMATICAL APPROACH: The development of the partial differential

equations of motion and their general solution is given in many

references 1 The derivation involves consideration of a small

element of the beam acted upon by internal forces and moments. Both

classical (fixed, free, pinned) and nonclassical (inertial and spring

load) boundary conditions are applied to each end.

Equations of Motion

o Longitudinal Vibrations

." .(1) ..-" "

where u = Longitudinal displacement

x - Longitudinal position

t = Time

c = Normal stress wave propagation speed = E/P

E = Young's modulus

P-Mass density

27-6
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. Torsional Vibrations

-64

-t L ( 2 ) " . -

where 9 = Angular displacement

= Shear stress wave propagation speed = O

-, G = Shear modulus

0 Lateral Vibrations

Y " + )2 Y ,(3) ,'..

where y = Lateral displacement

4-p =m/EI

m= Mass per unit length

I = Cross-sectional area moment of inertia

0 Lateral Vibrations with Rotary Inertia . . .

a +? ~ Y * (4)

~. -. -' t 1 "-

where J = Rotary inertia per unit length

o Lateral Vibrations with Shear Deformation

N: ..

where k'= Shape factor -

A = Cross-Sectional area

27-7
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" Lateral Vibrations with Rotary Inertia and Shear Deformation

,E, ) ." Y (6).

o Lateral Vibrations with Axial Load

)t- :; .x2
", 'Y - Y (7)

where T = Axial load in beam (positive if tension)

Boundary Conditions

o Longitudinal Vibrations

Boundary Conditions Left End Right End

Fixed t-O t 0

Free 2)(4 di4

Mass Load _ 2t ' A _.

Spring LoadK,1ZAE2 -AE&

o Torsional Vibrations

Boundary Condition Left End Right End

Fixed - - -

Free

Inertial Load r '.' 'P

Spring Load K91  K G1

* 27-8
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o Lateral Vibrations

Boundary Condition Left End Right End

Fixced X 0'= X=X'=

Free X 0X~

Pinned 0X L=

00

Translational Mass .1 01

EJTJ~~~. .. M =N 2

Rotary Mass 0= aX'=

EJXZ EIX IV 2 X

rtsational spring K" o~"=

Axia Load

* the Roatial ibring Prblms

The partial differential equations were solved using a separation

of variables technique in which the total solution was assumed to be a

* product of a function of time and a function of position. The time

function resulted in harmonic functions in all cases. The position

solution, which leads to the mode shape, was given by a harmonic func-

* tion for the longitudinal and torsional vibration problems. For the

27-9
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lateral vibration problems, the position solution included both harmonic

functions and hyperbolic functions. A complete derivation is given in

reference (7).

IV. RESULTS: Typically, an application of the boundary conditions

resulted in a transcendental equation, from which "n" eigenvalues could

be determined. The "n" eigenvalues were then related to the "n" natural .

frequencies through the time domain function. Also, knowing the eigen-

values completely determined the mode shapes through the position

function. With both the natural frequencies and mode shapes estab-

lished, all potential free vibration problems can be solved with the

" "additioa of initial conditions. For the present application, however,

- . the primary goal was to determine natural frequencies, for it :Ls at the

natural frequency that a component will respond with greatest amplitude,

especially in steel shafts, where damping is very low.

The actual transcendental frequency equations and mode shape

equations were, in many cases, very lengthy, and will not be given in

this report, except for a few examples. The total set of equations can

be found in reference (7).

o Longitudinal Vibrations

Natural Frequencies Mode Shape
Boundary Conditions rad/s (n=1,2,3...) (n=1,2,3...)

Fixed-Mass Load (/"
A /M

where L = Length of beam

n = Natural frequency

. r

27-10
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0 Torsional Vibrations (form is identical to longitudinal vibrations)

Natural Frequencies Mode Shape
Boundary Conditions (rad/s (n=1,2,3 ...) (n=1,2,3...)0

Inertial Load t(v,/)3W, ilLNC

-Spring Load G.& .~, q)G.

o Lateral Vibrations

Natural Frequencies* Mode Shape
Boundary Conditions (n=1,2,3...) (n=1,2,3...)

Pinned-

(Fixed/RotationalL

spring) K tmn

X&:2~ L) L S A

o Lateral Vibrations with Rotary Inertia

Frequency Equation* Mode Shapes
Boundary Conditions (n=l,2,3...) (n=1,2,3...)

Pinned-Pinned

27-
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where 60 = Natural frequency without rotary inertia effect
n

W) = Natural frequency with rotary inertia effectr

o Lateral vibrations with shear deformation (form is identical to

lateral vibrations with rotary inertia)

Frequency Equation* Mode Shape
Boundary Conditions (n=l,2,3...) (n=1,2,3...)

Pinned-Free L)L) " ""
L ~S-. ...

LLVe,. (ZL) -""

LV.2 Sit'(W 0

•V and are the roots of the characteristic equation of the positionn n , . .

function. Their expressions contain the natural frequency and other

system properties.

o Lateral vibrations with rotary inertia and shear deformation (form

is identical to lateral vibrations with rotary inertia).

o Lateral vibrations with axial load (form is identical to lateral

vibrations with rotary inertia).

The frequency and mode shape equations for the lateral vibration

with rotary inertia, shear deformation, and axial load appear to have -- ' .-

two sets of eigenvalues,*v n and hn Actually, each variable is a

rather complicated algebraic expression containing the natural frequency

and the system parameters. Except in the pinned-pinned case, a computer

program would be necessary to solve for the natural frequencies. .-..

V. SUMMARY: The results of this research program have been to estab-

lish a series of tables that itemize frequency and mode shape equations

for a large variety of boundary conditions associated with uniform I_- --.
2- - -
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beams. Some of these results can be found in other

references (l)-(6) As a result of this particular study, a

(7) "report has been written which details the derivation of the

equations and gives the above-mentioned tables. These tables can be

used to find natural frequencies of isolated components and to compare -

simple exact solutions to more complicated computer modeling. -

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS: Most of the frequency and mode shape equations

that were derived during this program can be solved by trial and error

manually, or on one of the more sophisticated modern calculators. But - .

those equations involving lateral deflection with rotary inertia or

shear deformation or axial load would require a small computer program

to be written. For those more complex expressions and even for the

simpler ones, a computer program that accepted system characteristics

and boundary conditions as input, and gave natural frequencies and ..

corresponding mode shapes as output, would be useful for individuals

dealing with that type of problem.

27-13
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TIME-DEPENDENT CALCULATIONS OF SWIRLING .. -.

NOZZLE FLOW

by

J. Craig Dutton

o .

ABSTRACT

The effect of swirl on the mass flow, thrust, and flowfield charac-

teristics of supersonic, converging-diverging nozzles has been inves-

tigated. A widely used and well tested time-dependent code (VNAP) for

predicting two-dimensional, compressible, internal flows has been modified

to include the swirl velocity component. The required modifications in-

volve the integration of an additional momentum equation, the inclusion of

addi.Aonal terms in the original equation set, and re-formulation of the NP

boundary conditions to reflect the addition of the tangential velocity com- .

ponent. The resulting modified code (SNAP) has been used to predict the

flowfield and performance characteristics of a converging-diverging nozzle

at various levels of swirl. The results indicate that for swirl numbers

of approximately 0.4 or less, reductions in the nozzle mass flowrate and

thrust on the order of 10 percent or less can be expected. The most

pronounced effect of swirl on the nozzle flowfield is to cause a large

increase in the axial velocity near the centerline as compared to the no-

swirl case.
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I. INTRODUCTION
'..-.

During the last several years the use of swirl to improve the per-

formance characteristics of integral rocket/ramjet combustors has been

investigated [1]. These studies have demonstrated that high combustion

* .. efficiencies, accompanied by significantly lower pressure losses, are

possible for swirled combustors relative to typical flameholder config-

urations. In addition, shorter combustor lengths are possible with swirl.

However, the combustor is not the only component of the ramjet propulsion

system. Immediately downstream from the combustor is the nozzle whose

purpose is to efficiently convert the random thermal energy of the

combustion gases into the directed kinetic energy of the high speed ex- f 7,

haust jet. An obvious question which arises concerns the effect of the

swirl generated in the combustor inlet on the performance of the nozzle.

It is well known that the qualitative effect of swirl is to reduce the

mass flow and thrust of nozzles at given stagnation conditions. However,

the magnitude of these reductions and the effects of swirl on the nozzle

flowfieldhave not been thoroughly investigated, particularly for config-

urations typical in ramjet applications. These configurations consist of

relatively short, highly curved nozzles with the swirl generated by fixed

vane inserts. As a result, the general purpose of this research inves-

tigation has been to study the effect of swirl on ramjet propulsion nozzles.

II. OBJECTIVES

In light of the preceding discussion, the specific objectives of this

4.,. research were:

(1) To conduct a literature review of previous work concerned with swirling,

supersonic, converging-diverging, nozzle flows;

(2) To become familiar with the "VNAP" computer code written by M. C. Cline

at Los Alamos National Laboratory for predicting two-dimensional, time-

dependent, compressible, internal flows;

(3) To modify the two-dimensional VNAP code as necessary to account for

swirl;

(4) To use the modified code to predict the discharge coefficient, thrust

efficiency, and flowfield characteristics of convergent-divergent

28-4
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ramjet nozzles with swirl.

As will be discussed in the following sections, each of these topics

has been addressed during the course of this investigation.
-..

III. PREVIOUS WORK

The topic of swirling nozzle flow has been fairly extensively studied

over the last 35 years with most of the work being done in the 1960's and I O

early 70's. The impetus for the work in this era was provided by spin-

stabilized rockets in an effort to determine the effects of spin on nozzle '--

performance. The majority of the publications on this subject [2-21] have

been quasi-one-dimensional theoretical investigations in which the effects

of swirl have been included in an otherwise conventional one-dimensional

nozzle analysis. Both analytical and numerical approaches have been

developed within the quasi-one-dimensional approach. However, these authors

generally employ different choking criteria and make different assumptions

about the radial distribution of the tangential velocity component. Hence,

there is little agreement among these investigators on the effects of swirl

'N on nozzle performance with the result that no clearly superior quasi-one-

.* dimensional theory exists for swirling nozzle flow. In addition, several

of the investigators overspecified the problem in the course of their

assumptions, and all of these studies confine themselves to certain classes

of swirl velocity profiles, thereby limiting their generality. However, -'

the most serious shortcoming of these theories is that they all ignore the""

radial velocity component and its derivatives. For the short, highly curved

nozzles typical in ramjet applications, such theories are therefore inade-

quate. Indeed, the computations performed during the present investigation -.

have demonstrated that over a large percentage of the nozzle flowfield, the

radial velocity component is of the same order or larger than the tangential

component.
In a series of reports Guderley et al. (22-25] have performed two-

dimensional calculations for inviscid, swirling, converging-diverging nozzle

flow. An approximate numerical solution for transonic throat flow with

swirl was obtained to provide a starting line for the method of character- 
-4

istics analysis of the supersonic diverging portion of the nozzle. Rao's

method was employed to determine nozzle contours for maximum thrust in the

28-5
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presence of swirl. This is the only known attempt at a two-dimensional ..

analysis of swirling nozzle flow, and it is to be noted that only the

supersonic portion of the flowfield is treated exactly. No consideration

is given to the subsonic portion of the flow, and the transonic region is

treated approximately.

Experimental measurements of swirling nozzle flow are extremely

sparse. Both Norton, et al. [11] and Dunlap [26] used a spinning test

apparatus to simulate spin-stabilized rockets. Norton measured the mass

flow reduction due to spin while Dunlap's investigation concentrated on the

flowfield in the simulated combustion chamber just upstream from the

nozzle. In related publications, Batson and Sforzini [27] and Sforzini

and Essing [281 experimentally investigated swirling nozzle flow by injec-

ting cold gas tangentially to a cylindrical chamber wall and then letting

it expand through single or multiple c-d nozzles. For the case of a single

nozzle, limited mass flowrate, thrust, and velocity profile measurements

were obtained. To date there are no known measurements available for

swirled nozzle flow generated by fixed vane inserts, as occur in the
ramjet application. A.

IV. THEORETICAL FORMULATION

As a result of the review of previous work, it is concluded that a

computational method for analyzing two-dimensional swirling flow through

nozzles is needed which correctly considers the entire subsonic-transonic-

supersonic regions of the nozzle flowfield. For non-swirling flow, the

most successful method for doing this has been the recently developed

time-dependent technique, e.g. [29]. In this method the unsteady form

of the governing equations is used to avoid the mixed, elliptic/hyperbolic

nature of the steady flow equations. An initial value surface for the

nozzle flowfield is guessed, the steady flow boundary conditions are ap-

plied, and the solution is advanced in time until it converges at the 7,.
steady state. A disadvantage of this method is the long computing times

which are sometimes required. If only the steady state solution is de-

sired, several hundred time planes must be calculated before this limit

is reached. On the other hand, its major advantages are its ability to

analyze mixed flowfields and its obvious ability to handle truly transient

flows.
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Based on these considerations, the approach adopted in this research

has been to modify a two-dimensional, time-dependent non-swirling nozzle

flow code to account for the effects of swirl. The program chosen for

use is a version of the widely-used and well-tested "VNAP" code [30-33]

written by M. C. Cline at Los, Alamos National Laboratory. This program

has been demonstrated to accurately and efficiently calculate non-swirling

nozzle flowfields.

In this analysis it is assumed that the nozzle contains the inviscid,

non-heat conducting, axisymmetric flow of a thermally and calorically

perfect gas. In this context, "axisymmetric" denotes that all derivatives

in the tangential direction vanish while the tangential velocity component

does not. Under these assumptions and using Cartesian coordinate notation

where x and y are axial and radial coordinates and u,v, and w are the axial,

radial, and tangential velocity components, respectively, the governing

equations can be written in nonconservation form as:

Continuity: pt + upx + vpy + pux + Pvy + f  (1)

Euler Equations:
P

Axial: ut + uux + vu + = 0 (2)t x y P
2 P

Tangential: wt + uwx + vw + =0 (4)

Energy: (Pt + uPx + vPy) - a2 (pt + upx + vpy) = 0 (5) -

where P,p,a,t are pressure, density, speed of sound, and time, respectively,

and the subscripts denote partial differentiation. p

The inclusion of the swirl velocity component, w, requires the integra-

tion of an additional momentum equation, (4), as well as the appearance of . -

the centripetal acceleration term, w2 /y, in the radial momentum equation (3). '

The result is a set of five coupled, nonlinear partial differential equa-

tions in the five dependent variables: u,vw,P, and p. Knowing these . --

variables and using the ideal gas equation of state, any other quantity of

interest can be determined in the flowfield. It is to be noted that the

tangential momentum equation can be integrated to:

D
Dt(yw) =0 (6)

i.e., the angular momentum of the flow is constant along pathlines. This

28-7
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integrated form could be used to avoid the finite difference solution of

equation (4). However, to obtain a solution which is consistent in time,

pathlines would have to be projected from each gridpoint on the current .

time plane to the previous time plane and a bivariate spatial interpola-

tion performed to determine w. Since there is no apparent numerical

advantage to doing this, and since equation (6) will not apply, for

example, if the code is extended to viscous flow, the tangential momen- I.. ...

tum equation has been solved using the same finite difference technique

as for the other four equations.

Before solution, the governing equations and boundary conditions are

further transformed from (x,y,t) coordinates to ( ,nt) coordinates where

the n coordinate is a dimensionless one which varies from zero at the

nozzle centerline to unity at the wall. In this way the calculations are

performed on a rectangular grid. For brevity the transformed equations

are not included here.

V. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE

The interior points in the flowfield are calculated using MacCormack's

[34] second order accurate, explicit, predictor-corrector method. First

order backward spatial differences are used for the predictor while first

order forward spatial differences are employed on the corrector step. At

the present time, this method is undoubtedly the most widely used tech-

nique for the time-dependent solution of the equations of compressible flow.

Even though the boundary points are far fewer in number than the

interior points, it is well known that an accurate evaluation of them is *

a necessity in obtaining valid time-dependent solutions. In fact, several

early attempts at using the time-dependent technique were plagued by con-

vergence, stability, and/or accuracy problems due to inaccurate treatment

of the boundary conditions. In the present work a second order reference- .

plane characteristics scheme is used at all boundary points. In this

,. method, spatial derivatives along the boundaries are approximated by finite

differences and are treated as source terms. The resulting unsteady, one-

dimensional problem normal to the boundary is then solved by the method of

characteristics.

e 28-8
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At the nozzle wall, the characteristics analysis shows that three

compatibility equations must be satisfied along the wall pathline and one

." compatibility condition must be satisfied along the right-running Mach

line. In addition, for inviscid flow, the wall tangency condition must

be applied. This, then, gives five simultaneous equations for the five

unknowns uv,w,P, and p which are solved at each wall point. The inclu-

sion of swirl requires that an additional compatibility condition be

, integrated along the wall pathline.

For subsonic flow at the inlet, only one compatibility equation need
be satisfied along the left-running Mach line. Therefore, four other

flow properties must be specified at each inlet point. There has been "

some debate in the literature [35,36] on the "best" choice for these

specified inlet conditions. However, it has been generally agreed that

a good choice for non-swirling flow is the stagnation pressure, Pt. the

stagnation temperature, Tt, and the meridian plane streamline angle,

0 = tan-'(v/u). For swirling flow another property must be specified,

and in this work the tangential velocity component, w, has been used. It

is to be emphasized that these properties need not be constant across the

inlet, but rather can vary arbitrarily. This is in direct contrast to

the quasi-one-dimensional theories which generally make assumptions about

the distributions of one or more of these properties. An iterative

technique is required to determine the five dependent variables, u,v,w,P,

and p, from the compatibility condition and the four specified properties.

For supersonic flow at the exit, five compatibility conditions must S
be simultaneously satisfied: three along the pathline and one each along

the left and right-running Mach lines. As expected, therefore, supersonic

flow at the exit is completely determined by upstream conditions. The

solution of the five compatibility equations yields the five dependent ,

variables of interest. The addition of swirl means that another compat-

ibility equation must be integrated along the pathline.

Once the theoretical formulation for the time-dependent calculation

of swirling nozzle flows was obtained, the required changes in the VNAP

code were made with the resulting program being named "SNAP". Initial O

28-9 " -
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results calculated using SNAP are described in the following section.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION O

The nozzle geometry used in all of the calculations described below is

shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a cylindrical inlet, a 35' conical conver-

gent section, a 0.475 in. radius circular arc throat section, and an 18.50

conical divergent section. The inlet, throat, and exit radii are 1.401,

1.145, and 1.833 inches, respectively. This nozzle is similar to the

baseline conical nozzle used by McDonnell-Douglas in their "Ramjet Nozzle

Technology Program" supported by AFWAL/PORT.

In addition to a nozzle geometry, inlet conditions must also be -"

specified before any calculations can be performed. As discussed in the

previous section, the inlet properties to be specified were chosen as

Pt' Tt, 0, and w. It was assumed that Pt) Tt, and 0=0 are constant

across the inlet and that the w distribution is as given in Fig. 2. The

rationale for this choice is that previous work il] has shown that the S. ¢

"constant angle" swirler gives the best overall combustor performance,

where the swirl angle is defined as tan-'(w/u). Assuming that the

swirl profile generated in the combustor inlet persists to the nozzle

inlet and that the axial velocity distribution at the nozzle inlet is

uniform, results in the w profile shown in Fig. 2. Note that w must

vanish on the nozzle axis by symmetry and that a radius ratio of 0.2

was chosen as the location where w reaches its constant, maximum value.

Results have been obtained for the discharge coefficient, CD, the

vacuum stream thrust efficiency, nN, and the nozzle flowfield as a func-

tion of the inlet swirl number, Si, where:

CD = -2fc6T~urdr
,CD = m =(7). ','

mideal (*u*R ) ideal

= Tvs 2f (P + u2)rdr (8)
Tvsideal [(Pe+peUe2 )Re2 ]ideal

R
i

R 0 Pu2rdr (9)

In this case the ideal conditions are defined as uniform, one-dimensional
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Fig. 1 Conical nozzle geometry (all dimensions in inches)
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values at the same stagnation conditions as the actual flow. Note that

the inlet swirl number can be interpreted as the axial flux of angular

momentum divided by the inlet radius times the axial flux of axial mo-

"- memtum and is therefore a measure of the level of swirl at the nozzle

inlet. It should also be pointed out that this swirl number is not

constant through the nozzle.

The calculations have been carried out for six swirl numbers on an O

81 x 21 grid, and Y = 1.4 has been used in all cases. For computational

efficiency each calculation was done in two parts: a 41 x 21 subsonic- 4..-

transonic computation followed by a 41 x 21 supersonic calculation. Obvi- N
ously a 41 x 21 grid will require less central memory than an 81 x 21

grid but, in addition, the supersonic calculations converged at least

twice as fast as the subsonic-transonic computations. Each subsonic-

transonic case had converged fairly well after 800 time planes and re-

quired approximately six minutes of CPU time on a CDC Cyber 74 while each

supersonic case was extremely well converged after only 400 time planes

and required about three minutes of computer time.

The results for the discharge coefficient and vacuum stream thrust

efficiency as a function of the inlet swirl number are shown in Fig. 3.

The effect of swirl at Si = 0.44, the highest value investigated, is seen

to result in approximately a 10.5% decrease in both the mass flowrate and

vacuum stream thrust over the no-swirl case. However, the thrust per

unit mass flow, i.e. specific impulse, is within 0.2% of being constant

over the entire range investigated. This result suggests that for a _-_

constant mass flow device like a ramjet, the introduction of swirl en-

tails essentially no loss in thrust but rather simply results in an

increased combustor pressure. This increased pressure can also be avoid-

ed by appropriately enlarging the nozzle throat. Note that the curves in

Fig. 3 become much steeper as Si is increased, so that proportionately

larger decrements in mass flow and thrust can be expected for swirl levels

above that investigated here.

Mach number contour plots for the no-swirl case, Si  0.0, and for

O Si = 0.3 are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The flowfield shown in Fig. 4 is ,

typical of that for an unswirled conical nozzle. Due to the relatively

O*'_ 28-12 -
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Fig. 3 Discharge coefficient and vacuum stream thrust nozzle

efficiency as a function of inlet swirl number
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2.0 MACH NUMBER CONTOURS AT Si =0.0
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Fig. 5 Conical nozzle Mach number contours at Si 0.3
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small wall radius of curvature, a strong expansion of the flow occurs

in the throat wall region which greatly leads the expansion occurring

along the nozzle centerline. The "wiggles" in the M = 2.0 and 2.25

contours are due to an oblique shock wave which originates at the tan-

gency point between the circular arc and conical divergent wall sections.

A discontinuity in the curvature of the wall contour occurs at this

point, leading to a weak compression of the flow in this region. Coin- ,

paring Figs. 4 and 5, the most notable effect of swirl is an upstream

shifting of the Mach number contours near the nozzle centerline. In

other words, the centerline axial velocity is much higher for a swirled

nozzle flow than for the corresponding non-swirled flow under the assumed

inlet conditions. A careful comparison of Figs, 4 and 5 also reveals

that the axial velocity along the wall for Si = 0.3 is slightly less than

for Si 0.0. At the highest swirl number investigated, Si = 0.44, a

fairly large region of supersonic inflow is predicted to occur near the

centerline at the inlet, as well as reverse flow along the wall near the

inlet. Since the actual physical occurrence of these phenomena seems

doubtful, it is hypothesized that the assumed inlet conditions are un-

realistic at this level of swirl.

The evolution of the tangential velocity profile through the nozzle

for Si = 0.3 is shown in Fig. 6. At both the throat and exit planes, the

w profile is similar in shape to the assumed inlet profile with a rounding

of the sharp corner, followed by a region of nearly constant w, and a slight

rise to the wall value. Based on the conservation of angular momentum, it

is expected that the general level of the swirl velocity should be inversely

proportional to the radius at a section. Referring to the dimensions given

in Fig. 1, it is seen that the profiles presented in Fig. 6 confirm this

expectation. '4..

It is to be remembered that the inlet swirl velocity profile shown

in Fig. 2 was chosen based on the desire to analyze the "constant angle"

swirl distribution and the assumption that the axial velocity distribution

at the nozzle inlet is relatively uniform. However, the results obtained

in this study show that the inlet u distribution is very nonuniform with __ -

high values along the axis and very low values at the wall. For Si = 0.3

6 28-15
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this results in the swirl angle profile at the inlet shown in Fig. 7.

Obviously, this profile is a poor approximation to a constant angle di- '
stribution. In order to obtain a better approximation, a swirl velocity

profile, w, which falls as the wall is approached would have to be assumed.

An even better approach would be to re-formulate the inlet boundary condi- , .-,J - ""-

tions so that the specified properties are Pt, Tt, 0, and } rather than ..

Pt' Ttv 0, and w.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

As a result of this study, the following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) A time-dependent finite difference technique for analyzing inviscid,

axisymmetric, swirling flow in converging-diverging nozzles has been

developed.

(2) The first known fully two-dimensional swirling nozzle flow computations

which treat the entire subsonic-transonic-supersonic regions have been

obtained for a particular nozzle with a particular tangential velocity . -

profile..

(3) Based on this limited study, it is concluded that for Si < 0.4, reduc-

tions in mass flow and vacuum stream thrust due to swirl are on the -

order of 10% or less.

(4) The effect of swirl on the nozzle flowfield is to cause a large increase - -

in the axial velocity near the centerline and a slight retardation near

the wall as compared to the no-swirl case.

(5) For the cases considered, little distortion of the swirl velocity pro-

file shape occurs as the flow progresses through the nozzle. The .

magnitude of w at a particular axial station is generally inversely

proportional to the wall radius at that section, as expected.

(6) For large swirl, physically unrealistic inlet flow properties are

obtained under the presently assumed inlet boundary conditions, viz. ----

supersonic flow near the centerline with very large swirl angles and . .-

even reverse flow near the wall. "-."

VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS

In order to complete and extend the work reported herein, the follow-

ing further investigations are recommended:

28-17
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(1) Additional testing and validation of the code should be done, e.g.

checking the constancy of angular momentum and stagnation temperature

along streamlines, conservation of mass at each axial station, effects
of grid refinement, etc.

(2) The calculations should be extended to consider other c-d nozzle

geometries and other tangential velocity distributions to determine

their effects on CD and nN as functions of Si.

(3) The code should be generalized so that exhaust plume calculations can

be made for converging nozzles and centerbody calculations can be

made for variable geometry nozzles.

(4) Investigation of the inlet boundary conditions should be carried out

including re-formulation in terms of specified (Pt. Tt' 0, p) and

(u,v,w,p). The latter set has been proposed by Cline [311 as an

alternative to the former, but its correctness has been questioned [35].

(5) A series of nozzle experiments which include mass flow, thrust, and

velocity profile measurements should be conducted both to verify the

numerical calculations and to determine realistic inlet conditions

for swirled and unswirled nozzle flows. No such measurements presently

exist for fixed vane swirlers.

(6) Long term goals are the inclusion of viscous effects, turbulence model-

ing, non-ideal gas, and/or reacting flow effects. In this way coupled

analyses of the combustor/nozzle system could be performed as opposed

to the present "patched" solution techniques. This method appears to

provide an attractive alternative to the incompressible TEACH-based

combustor analyses [37] which may be fundamentally inadequate for the

high speed flow occurring in ramjet combustor/nozzle systems.

28-18
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ABSTRACT

Work was performed on two FORTRAN programs used to model two

separate nuclear weapons effects problems. The first code, the widely

used HULL hydrodynamic code, was evaluated as to the possibility of

including the effect of dust scattering in the radiation transport

section of the code. It is our conclusion that considerable work

needs to be done with HULL before the scattering effect can be

included. Specific recommendations are described in detail.

The second code worked on was a family of FORTRAN programs used to

model fallout problems. We combined the programs AFIT, BRAVO3, and

SMEAR into -4,:gle interactive code named NCG capable of running on a

PDP 11/24 minicomputer. Specific attention was paid to including a

detailed wind field in the calculation of the distribution of fallout

particles.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Airborne dust is important in at least two ways in the study of

nuclear weapons effects. On the one hand, the dust may form from the

condensation of fission products and weapon debris. In this form it is

better known as "fallout;" although technically speaking, fallout

refers to the radioactive dust only after it has settled to the ground.

On the other hand, dust from the soil is lofted up into the air by the

early effects of the bomb. In this case it is useful to discriminate

between two regimes. In the first, the thermal pulse from the weapon

causes dust to be injected into a layer which lies less than three

meters from the ground. The presence of the dust in this layer then

attenuates the subsequent blast shock wave which soon arrives. This is

known as the thermal dust problem. The second regime is the dust which

is lofted up into the stem by the afterwinds, which may reach hurricane

force. This dust can become entrained in the rising fireball, and

subsequently carried to great heights. In the case of a surface burst,

the material from the crater can be thought of both as lofted dust and

as an integral part of the fallout cloud. Besides the radioactivity

which these particles emit, there is also the danger of erosion of

aircraft parts due to the dust lofted to such high altitudes.

At the Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL), two separate FORTRAN

programs maintained by two different groups are used to investigate

these two distinct dust problems. In the case of the thermal/lofted

dust, a large multi-dimensional radiation hydrodynamics code named

HULL is used. At AFWL, two versions of HULL are being maintained by
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the Nuclear Technology Engineering Division (NTED), Atmospheric

Phenomenology Group, under the direction of Major Raymond Bell. The

first, EPHULL 1, contains subroutines which permit the modelling of

elastic-plastic problems. This version also contains radiation

diffusion routines which allow inclusion of non-equilibrium radiation

flow in the problem. EPHULL has a serious deficiency; however, it is

a scalar code with a correspondingly slow execution speed.

The newer version of HULL is known as Vector-HULL2. This is a

stripped-down version of HULL which contains neither the elastic-

plastic ability, nor the radiation routines, but is fully vectorized

for operation on the CRAY-1 computer.

The modelling of fallout effects is done by a family of small

FORTRAN programs which originated at the Air Force Institute of

Technology (AFIT), under the direction of Dr. Charles Bridgeman. Three

of these codes were under study by our group:

1. AFIT 3 
- a program designed to calculate the activity which

an aircraft encounters flying through the fallout cloud.

2. BRAVO34 - a program designed to calculate the locus of

points which forms the curved axis of the fallout deposition ellipse,

or "hotline" as it is known, for the particular case of the CASTLE-

BRAVO shot.
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3. SMEAR5 - a program designed to construct the fallout

elliptical contour "footprint" from a statistical description of the

fallout cloud.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The three programs described above for the fallout problem were

each written with a different set of assumptions, and with different

computational objectives. Our goal was to merge them into a single

interactive program which will run on a small computer.

As regards the HULL code, our task was to investigate the

possibility of installing a dust scattering mode in the radiation

transport subroutines. The actual rewriting of HULL to include

scattering was expected to be a long-range project.

III. PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED WITH HULL

At the time our project began, the two HULL codes were undergoing

some conversion. Vector-HULL was being converted from the CRAY

Operating System (COS-a batch system), to the CRAY Time-Sharing System

(CTSS). This conversion was not completed until the eighth week of our

project, too late to enable us to use it.

The EPHULL code gave us difficulty from the beginning, because of

2 an unusual processing system. The processing system, called SAIL6

includes the following features:
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1. A source code editor - non-interactive batch only.

2. A library editor - containing a library of subroutines in

a non-standard format.

3. A redimensioning feature - permitting the redimensioning

of COMMON blocks, etc.

4. A file management system - based upon a previously used

magnetic tape system. (This system can be run independently of SAIL.)

We found the SAIL system to be a serious barrier to code

development, and we question its appropriateness in a time-sharing

environment. In order to understand our objections, we describe

the sequence of code development steps both under SAIL and under the

more widely used UPDATE system. Table 1 describes the conventional

code modification cycle. Table 2 describes our best guess as to the

SAIL cycle, "best guess" because we never did successfully master it.

One of us (JGE) has had more than ten years of experience modifying and

running large FORTRAN programs both in astrophysics and weapons design,

and yet the correct operation of SAIL eluded us.

Several additional problems were encountered using EPHULL, besides

attempting to edit it. When we tried to run it using just a single

material (air) the program crashed (or "sank" in the nautical parlance

of the code). Neither would the code work with two materials and the

equilibrium radiation diffusion mode set. This was a serious

difficulty. We had been expecting a fully operational radiation hydro

29-7
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TABLE 1

CONVENTIONAL CODE MODIFICATION

Create an UPDATE "ident" file7 detailing the changes

desired in the source code. An interactive editor such as

TRIX or FRED is usually used for this purpose.

2 Run UPDATE in Quick mode, selectively modifying just those

subroutines (decks) referenced by the ident changes. This

run results in a partial source (compile file).

3 Compile the compile file.

4 Link (load) the new object file to the older object file,

selectively replacing those subroutines which have been

modified.

5 Execute the modified program, using a prior dump file.

6 Analyze the results.
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TABLE 2

CODE MODIFICATION UNDER SAIL

1 Create an INPUT file for SAIL using special keywords to

instruct SAIL as to the modification and how they are to be

incorporated. Create a SAIL change file using TRIX.

2 Execute SAIL generating the library source code.

3 Compile the source code generated.

4 Use BUILD and/or LIB to modify the relocatable and absolute
libraries.

5 Execute SAIL in the BOW/PLANK mode, generating a HULL source
code.

6 Compile the HULL code.

7 Link the new object code to the HULL library files.

8 Execute HULL.

9 Analyze the results.

NOTE: If the vector version of HULL is being used, then additional or

replacement steps are to be added involving the use of UPDATE

and the problem POST, which accomplishes the extraction function

of SAIL.

I
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code. Instead, we discovered a processor system that, for the

uninitiated, is difficult to work with, and a radiation hydro program

which did not work.

The degradation in performance and efficiency which results from

operating HULL under the SAIL system cannot be emphasized too strongly.

At Los Alamos, probably some 25-30 hydro codes are presently in use

(derivatives of ICE, ALE, YAQUI, LASNEX, BIG MAC, etc.). Add to this

another dozen or so blast wave codes known to us from outside of

Los Alamos, brings the total to 40 + hydro codes. HULL stands by

itself in the exotic and arcane way in which it is maintained and

operated. SAIL is a perfect example of being "too clever by half."

Quite frankly, the SAIL system is a barrier to code accessibility, to

cost efficient code development by contractors and/or staff, and to

general and widespread use of HULL.

Note below the usual (and easy) sequence of operations by which

most hydro codes are used:

1. Run a set-up code to initialize the mesh. This code is

usually referred to as the "pre-processor."

2. Run the hydro code (the "processor").

3. Run a graphics code to obtain graphical output. This is

usually referred to as the "post-processor." In fact, at Los Alamos

there are several codes named POST (or CPOST, etc), which perform these

29-10
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tasks. Note that the POST code used by HULL is actually part of the

pre-processor. So much for having the name of a code denote its

function!

IV. AN EVALUATION OF THE RADIATION ROUTINES IN HULL

It was not possible to get a radiation problem to run successfully

on HULL even in the non-equilibrium mode. The radiation routines have

not been exercised for some time, and were in COS compatible format.

Lt Connell began the conversion of these routines into CTSS format for

us at about the fifth week of our project. This was continued until

the discovery that the opacity tables necessary for the radiation

routines have apparently been lost. We cannot judge whether these

tables were in the standard MAPLE format used by Los Alamos (and thus,

available from Los Alamos) or not.

The radiation routines presently in EPHULL were originally

installed by Alme, Westmoreland, and Fry 8 in 1976. These routines

calculated the radiation flux based upon a non-equilibrium diffusion

model, using a flux limiter to limit the radiation flow in optically

thin regions. An analysis of this model was performed by Fishbine 9 in

1980. Apparently, very little has been done with the radiation

routines since the Fishbine analysis.

Fishbine noted "several, quite serious coding errors," and

discovered that "two subroutines needed for radiation work were ...

missing from the HULL library." After correcting these deficiencies,
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Fishbine went on to state that "this, however, did not result in a

working code, suggesting that some additional errors remain to be

uncovered."

Fishbine also criticized the test problem used by Alme,

Westmoreland, and Fry, stating that "the combination of adhoc assump-

tions and the actual values of the mean-free paths chosen for the

geometries investigated in (their) examples ..., and a selective use of

the equation of state of air have, in effect, reduced (their) example

to a case in which the hydrodynamics and radiation transport are

decoupled. As a result, the non-equilibrium radiation algorithm (was)

not really being tested."

Like us, Fishbine "started with the assumption that, aside from

some possibly trivial coding errors, the DESHULL code was a working

code--even for radiation problems. When initial analysis of the code

showed that the coding errors were far from trivial, and when correc-

tion of these failed to yield a working code, an ab initio analysis of

the underlying theory was carried out (instead)."

If anything, our conclusion is that the status of HULL's radiation

routines have deteriorated even further since Fishbine's study.

As regards Fishbine's analysis of the Alme, Westmoreland, and Fry

equations and algorithms, we agree, for the most part, with his

conclusions. We feel, however, that it is necessary to emphasize the

difficulties inherent in modelling radiation hydrodynamics in an

Eulerian frame, as is done by HULL. Recall that the Eulerian frame is

29-12
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a fixed laboratory frame, and the fluid moves with respect to it; but

in the case of material opacity, the Lagrangian or local frame, at rest

with respect to the fluid, is the natural frame to use. Attempting to

impose these opacity terms in an Eulerian differencing scheme,

necessitates the inclusion of additional factors and terms repre-

senting the effects of the Doppler shift and aberration, as well as

fluid advection. All of these factors are missing from the HULL

equations. Thus, these equations might be described as .ive" set

of transport equations. It is possible that for some 1 ted class of

problems these equations might be sufficient.

Keep the following in mind. The theory of hydrodynamics is quite

simple. The principal difficulty in hydrodynamics is numerical (or

calculational). When radiation transport is added to the problem, the

difficulties double or triple (at least). It is the theory that is

considerably more difficult, and there is little agreement as to which

combination of radiation effects need to be included for a given

10problem . When scattering is added on top of this, the difficulties

increase by another factor of two or three. However, scattering is not

a difficult theoretical problem. Like hydrodynamics, its main

difficulty lies in the numerical calculations. Therefore, in a

radiation hydro code with scattering, one should expect to expend equal

amounts of programming time in the three areas: hydro, radiation, and

scattering. HULL appears to have had hundreds of man-years of work

done in the hydro, less than one man-year in the radiation, and none in

2
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the scattering area. The quality of the product correspondF closely

with this distribution of effort.

V. MODELLING FALLOUT PATTERNS: THE NCG CODE

The NCG code is a simplified merger of the three codes: AFIT,

BRAVO3, and SMEAR. NCG is designed to run interactively on a small

mini-computer such as the PDP 11/24.

We began by using the AFIT code as a base code. The AFIT code3

calculates the flythrough radiation dose to an aircrew caused by the

radioactivity of the particles in the fallout cloud. It divides the

fallout particles into 100 groups, based upon size. Each group has an

equivalent amount of radioactivity. The descent of each particle group

is computed by the code, particle by particle. Each particle starts at

a different altitude depending approximately upon the condensation

temperature of the material involved. In other words, particles which

are more refractory (i.e., higher vanorization temperature) condense

lower in the cloud and grow to larger size by thp time the cloud

reaches the stratosphere. AFIF uses a rather simple exponential model

of the atmosphere, and uses the Davies-McDonald model to calculate the

drag forces on the particle. According to this model, the drag force

is composed of two forces: viscous drag and aerodynamic lift. Once

the drag force is known, the terminal velocity of the particle is

then calculated. Knowing the altitude of the aircraft, and the time it

enters the fallout cloud, it is then a straightforward task to

calculate the dose rate at the altitude of the aircraft. The actual
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dose received by the plane depends upon the horizontal dispersion of

the cloud, which is calculated according to a standard model (WSEG-1O).

BRAVO3, on the other hand, was designed to analyze the hotline of

4radioactivity produced by the CASTLE-BRAVO shot . It computes a

detailed atmospheric model based upon the National Oceanogaphic and

Atmospheric Agency 1976 Standard (NOAA-76). The variable wind data of

Dean and Olmstead are used to determine horizontal transport of fallout

particles. The fallout is divided into 20 particle size groups. As in

AFIT, the Davies-McDonald model is used to determine the terminal

velocity of each particle group. The initial stabilization altitude is

calculated in the same manner as AFIT.

In the NCG code, BRAVO3 is a subroutine called by AFIT. This

subroutine calculates a more accurate atmosphere, and includes the

effect of wind on the particle transport. The 100 particle groups of

AFIT were retained. An executive (main) program determines whether a

flythrough problem is to be calculated or a hotline problem.

The third program, SMEAR, models the fallout in quite a different

way. SMEAR calculates the dose rate at a given point on the ground

(or determines dose contours). It assumes a dual-normal function to

describe the horizontal dispersion of the fallout cloud, based upon the

wind shear present (assumed to be constant).

We have several criticisms of the basic SMEAR model as described in

Reference 5. First, by assuming a Dirac delta function for the initial

vertical particle distribution, SMEAR is essentially assuming that all
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particles start at the same height. This is contrary to the assumption

of AFIT and BRAVO3, and seems to conflict with the evidence. Second,

the introduction of equation (10) as a new equation relating the

grounding function, jft), to the activity-size distribution function,

A(r), seems to imply that only a given sized particle reaches the

ground at a given time. If this is actually the assumption underlying

equation (10), then it should be stated explicitly. We question the

validity of this assumption, and therefore, equation (10). Third, an

even more serious flaw comes about by assuming that the grounding func-

tion is linear in time as implied by equation (31). This seems to

amount to some hypocrisy in view of the forceful criticism of the use

of an exponential function for g(t) by the canonical model (on pages

208-210). We strongly object to this linear approximation. None of

the data seems to support it. Finally, equation (32) does not seem to

follow from use of equation (31) as described in the text.

Besides these criticisms, there is an additional difficulty with

SMEAR. It uses an integral method to determine the grounding function.

Thus, it is not possible to extract the details of the particle

transport itself, such as is necessary to determine flythrough dose or

the effect of adding wind. The details of the transport are

essentially embedded in the tables of Laurent coefficients used by the

program. Because of these difficulties and criticisms, we did not

incorporate the SMEAR algorithm in the NCG program, except for its

contour generator.

2
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

As regards the NCG code and the calculation of fallout patterns,

we recommend that work continue on enhancing the code, particularly in

two areas: reducing execution time, and providing the code with the

ability to generate graphical output. In addition, the following areas

should be studied for possible inclusion in NCG:

1. Time-varying wind.

2. Overlapping footprints due to multiple bursts.

3. The effect of vertical winds, updrafts, etc., in retarding

the fallout descent.

4. The effect of rainout of fallout particles due to

rainstorms.

We note, also, that currently most fallout codes are calibrated

against just six nuclear tests: Johnie-Boy, Jangle-S, Small Boy, Koon,

Zuni, and Bravo. Four of these tests took place before 1956. Aside

from Bravo, which is the test that provides the most difficulty, the

most recent test was Johnie-Boy in 1962, which was a fission-only test

of very low yield. The design of nuclear weapons has changed a great

deal since these tests. Some thought should be given to performing a

detailed calculation of the fission products generated by the newer

fission-fusion-fission weapons. This might alter not only the total

amount of activity generated, but the activity-size distribution as

well.

2
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We also question the neglect of neutron activation products.

Approximately three neutrons are emitted for each fission. One of

these causes a fission with two fission products being formed. The

fission products will emit approximately three gamma-rays each. The

excess neutrons are captured by debris or lofted soil elements. These

activated products will each emit a gamma-ray. Thus, neutron activa-

tion products will be responsible for two of eight delayed gammas

emitted per fission, or 25 percent of the net fallout activity.

Finally, why have not the results of the Upshot-Knothole Harry

test been factored into the fallout calculations? This test was

designed to produce as much fallout as possible and has since been

referred to as "Dirty" Harry. This should be the proof-test for any

fallout code.

As regards HULL, we are convinced that it would be in the best

interests of all concerned if the HULL source code were extracted from

the suffocating clutch of SAIL. SAIL is an unnecessary obstacle to

efficient code development and more widespread use of the HULL program.

In a way, the question is similar to the debate over whether the U.S.

should adopt the metric system or not. In our case, the rest of the

world uses UPDATE; virtually, only HULL users use SAIL. Even if the

two editing systems were equally attractive, the economic advantages

(in software maintenance, training of staff, etc.) of switching to the

more widely used commerical system would be too strong to resist; but,

in fact, the two systems are not equally attractive. The UPDATE system

of using end-of-line identifiers is clearly superior to the jumble of
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in-line "skipto's" and "keepto's" of SAIL, which also violates ANSI

standards. Old habits die hard, but this is one that should be

forcibly retired.

Finally, NTEDA should assign a full-time staff member to care for

and resuscitate the radiation routines in HULL. Our opinion is that

Lt Connell is emminently qualified for this assignment both by virtue
k

of his interest in radiation transport, and because of his knowledge of

the codes. There is no simple or cheap way to get HULL to work on

early fireball problems (i.e., radiation hydrodynamics problems). It

is going to take a real commitment on the Laboratory's part to get the

job done.
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AXIAL VARIATION OF LOCAL HEAT FLUX ALONG THE

CONDENSER SECTION OF A DOUBLE-WALL ARTERY

HIGH CAPACITY HEAT PIPE

by

Amir Faghri

Christine L. Rainey

ABSTRACT

A new technique was developed to experimentally measure local heat

flux and heat transfer coefficient along the condenser section of a heat

pipe. This design consists of installing circular fins along the con-

denser section of a double-wall artery high capacity heat pipe. This

method allows for overall heat flux as well as the local variation. In

addition, a better cooling performance was achieved with this design

compared to conventional cooling jackets. The trend in local heat flux

and heat transfer coefficients are the same and show a high value at the

end of the adiabatic section and decreases toward the end of the condenser

section. The experimental result shows an overall energy balance. The

general behavior of the individual fin agrees with the analytical result

obtained from heat conduction analysis.
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I. Introduction

Since the invention of heat pipes in 1963 by Grover (4) a dramatic

growth in the development and research in this area has taken place.

Unfortunately the transport phenomena on condensation inside heat

pipes, despite thousands of papers on the heat transfer phenomena is

not well understood. Some of the questions still not answered are

the following.

1. The general trend of heat flux as well as heat transfer coef-

ficient for different wick structures.

2. Does the heat transfer (condensation) take place over part of

the wick, whole wick surface or at the surface liquid meniscus?

3. What does the role of interfacial shear have on the condensation

phenomena on conventional heat pipes?

4. What is the role of the surface tension on the condensation?

The majority of investigators have used a water circulating cooling

jacket in experimental evaluation of the condenser performance.

Using this conventional technique no information can be obtained on

local values. Other cooling systems such as droplet/forced air

evaporation or fins were used with heat pipes, but no cooling rate

in the condenser was measured.

In the early stage of heat pipe development, Nusselt theory (5) was

used to describe the condensation phenomena in heat pipes. Because

of liquid flow in the conventional wick (porous media) or axially

grooved wicks, as well as its interaction with the gas flow, this model

istoo simplified model to be used considering the fact that the heat

pipe is also a closed system. Seban and Faghri (6) considered the

reflux condensation in a closed two phase thermosyphon (gravity

assisted wickless heat pipe) for both constant wall temperature and

constant heat flux at the wall by accounting for the shear stress

at the interface due to vapor friction and suction. Theoretical

prediction was compared with experimental and shows a good agreement.

The theory of condensation was also extended for axially grooved
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heat pipes (7,8,9). In axially grooved heat pipe analysis, the

following assumptions were made:

1. Zero-gravity condition.

2. Vapor mainly condenses in the land area between the

grooves where the liquid film thickness is lowest.

3. Liquid condensed is sucked into grooves by capillary action

and then flows along the groove to the evaporator section.

In both the gravity assisted wickless heat pipe and the axially

grooved heat pipes the results were compared with overall heat

transfer coefficients which were obtained by a cooling jacket.

The problem of heat pipes with porous wick with an annulus liquid

flow between the wick and the solid pipe wall was considered by

H. Hwang-Bo and W.E. Hilding (10). Not only the assumption made in

solving the problems are not true, but because of the annulus liquid

flow and reduction of total resistance, it is not of practical

interest. An effort is now underway to analyze and make a parametric

study of the condensation phenomena in the condenser section of a

conventional heat pipe accounting for the porous media structure as

well as the variation of the contact angle along the axial direc-

tion.

It is interesting to note that for axially grooved heat pipes the

liquid thickness is decreasing along the axial direction toward the

end of the condenser. Therefore the heat flux,or heat transfer,has

an increasing effect in the same direction. The trend is complete-

ly the opposite for conventional heat pipes because the resistance

thickness is fixed by the thickness of the wick; however, the

effective thermal conductivity is decreasing toward the end of the

condenser.

II. Objectives of Research Efforts

The main objective of this project was to investigate the question

of the general trend of heat flux as well as the heat transfer coef-

ficients along the condenser section and propose a practical technique
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for obtaining this information for steady and transient heat pipes.

We did not attempt to obtain results for various types of heat

pipes. Instead our experimental result is limited to "double wall"

heat pipe leaving the other cases for later investigation. It

should be noted that the reason for choosing such a heat pipe (1,2)

first was the availability in the Thermal Energy Lab, Aero

Propulsion Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, and

secondly with this heat pipe design the effect of interfacial effect

is basically insignificant.

Advanced spacecraft thermal management requirement motivates the

development of high capacity heat pipes, and subsequently better

physical understanding of the condensation phenomena in the heat

pipe. This will lead to improved condenser designs. In general,

there is no guarantee that the overall heat transfer coefficients

obtained for one type of cooling system can be applied to other

types without understanding the heat transfer mechanism. Thus,as

a first step, the local heat flux was measured experimentally. It

should be noted that the capillary limitation on heat transport

rate Q can be derived from the heat transport factor (QL)cm

if the heat flux distribution along the heat pipe is known. In con-

ventional heat pipe analysis such as (3) the heat flux distribution

is assumed uniform for simplicity and because there is no information

available.

III. Experimental Design, Set Up and Performance

A. Heat Pipe Description

In 1982 R. Ponnappan and E.T. Mahefkey (1) reported on the

design and performance of a double-wall artery high capacity

heat pipe. This pipe incorporates two concentric copper tubes.

The inner tube has axial external grooves, the outer tube has

internal circumferential grooves, and finally, there is an

interannular screen-mesh wick. The pipe itself is 1.2m long

with 0.2m evaporator and condenser section.

There are several advantages to this design. First, from a
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manufacturing point of view the external grooves on the inner

tube are easier to fabricate than normal internal grooves.

Also fitting the pipe together and inserting the screen is

easier. Secondly, from a performance standpoint, the presence

of the inner tube nearly eliminates the entrainment limit be-

cause the liquid and ,apor flow interface are essentially

eliminated. The inner tube also provides for a permanent

contact of the screen with the grooves. In addition, the

grooves in the outer pipe increase circumferential wetting

and increase the film boiling limit. A cross sectional view

of the pipe is shown in Figure 1.

APPLIED HEAT FLUX
AT THE EVAPORATOR

CIRCUMIFERE TIAL-

CAPILLARY GROOVE

" A COI A R

HE AT REMOVAL

AT THE WO(NSER

Fig. 1. Cross sectional view of double wall artery high capacity heat pipe.
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B-I. Design of Cooling System

Since the overall experimental objective was to investigate the

behavior of the local heat transfer coefficient along the

length of the condenser section, we had to design a completely

new instrumentation package to measure the local heat flux.

Also, since most of the research efforts to date have used

calorimetric water cooling ,ystems, four out of five possible

designs were based on efforts to better instrument existing or

present state-of-the-art cooling systems.

These four water cooling systems basically measured the temper-

ature gradient of the water at certain points along the conden-

ser section. The first method was to use a water jacket with

teflon posts to hold the thermocouple in place. The second

method was to use instrumented circular fins inside of a water

jacket. The third method was to use a sliding thermocouple

harness inside a water jacket to allow for any number of

readings along the section. The final water cooled design

consisted of an instrumented ice bath around the condenser

section. The first three designs were based on the following

relationships:

Qx p !lin(Tout T in h x A (Twall sat

and
C 61. (T T
- n-T out in

x A (Twall - Tsat)

where Tou t is the average fluid temperature at that cross

section. The main disadvantage of these designs were twofold.

First, only an approximate local heat transfer coefficient could

be found. And secondly, the time required to fabricate each of

these designs would have been prohibitive.

The final method, and the method chosen, was to use circular fins

clamped to the heat pipe and instrumented to measure the temper-

ature gradient along the radius at the base of the fin. The heat
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flux for each fin was calculated using

=X K dTJ
r=0Iq x dr 0

where K is the thermal conductivity, and dT1 is the temper-
drr=O

ature gradient at the base of the fin. This temperature gradient

was also obtained analytically for a constant wall temperature.

It was shown that this temperature gradient was linear up to

.1" from the base of the fin for most metals and boundary con-

ditions considered. Then the local heat flux and heat transfer

coefficients are measured experimentally from the following

equations respectively.
(T wall T Tu )

q x K Ar

T -xT)

wall sat

where TWall is the wall temperature of the pipe, T is the temper-

ature at .1" from the base of a fin along the radial direction

of the fin, Tsa t is the vapor temperature inside the heat pipe,

and Ar = .1".

There were several advantages to this design. First was the

relative simplicity to manufacture the fins. Second was the

ability to measure an actual local heat flux. Energy balance

is the only method of checking the validity of the data. In

other words the power entering the evaporation section should

be approximately equal to the sum of the heat going out of each

fin. It was also shown theoretically, using fin effectiveness,

that the amount of power loss through the part which is not

covered with fins was negligible. A diagram of this method is

shown in Figure 2.

It is important to note also, at this time, that in order to ac-

complish the experimental objectives in the method proposed, we

had to design a way to measure the saturation temperature of the

working fluid. This was accomplished by using a steel sheathed
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T type thermocouple and inserting it approximately 3/4 of the

way from the end of the pipe through the condenser section. It

is also interesting that the wall temperature at the middle of

the adiabatic section was consistently within O.I°C of the

measured saturation temperature because of the long adiabatic

section in this heat pipe.

B-2. Design Analysis for Fins

The next question to be answered is what material should the

fins be made from, number of fins,and how the fins themselves

are designed. The three metals considered were copper, 2024

aluminum, and steel. In choosing one metal over another, several

criteria were kept in mind.

a. Give the required cooling capacity for a given condenser

length.

b. Need a relatively large AT = (T wall-T u) for a short distance

Ar.

c. Is there a linear temperature profile close to the base of

the fin?

d. Is the metal easy to work with considering good contact, and

the buckling problem?

e. Quick and easy to manufacture.

In order to answer some of the above questions, analytical results

for the temperature distribution, fin effectiveness and fin effici-

ency were obtained for a circular fin for constant wall temper-

ature at the base of the fin and a constant surrounding heat

transfer coefficient. The general differential equation describing

the temperature distribution along a variable cross sectioned

area fin is the following

d dT

dx (KA x- h p (T-T) = 0 (i)
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Fig. 4. A circular fin of constant thickness

The appropriate expression for the cross sectional area, A,

and the perimeter, P, are

A = 2r rt

P = 47 r

when the above expressions are substituted into Equation (1)

the applicable differential equation considering constant h

and k with the appropriate boundary conditions are the

following:

2
d2T + l dT 2h (T-T) 0

dr2  r dr Kt

at r = a T = T (wall temperature)
0

r = b dAT = 0 (adiabatic)
dr

Solution of the above differential equation for the boundary

conditions given are the following (11).
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(T-T) I o(jr) Kl(1ib) + KOv) 1(ib)1

T -T_ L10 0a) K1 (b) + K ('a) 11 b

where 112
2h)1/

The effectiveness and efficiency of each fin are the following:

=heat loss with fin
y= fin effectiveness 

= heat loss with fin
heat loss without fin

= 2 [ ,I( b) Kl(;,a)-Kl(iib) IiCja)1

I LI (a) Kl( b)+Ko( a) I lib)J

actual heat transfer from the fin
maximum possible heat transfer from

the fin

For design analysis, we considered an overall transport capacity

limit of 1500 W-m for the present heat pipe (2) which was used

for our investigation. Dividing this number by the total con-

denser section area, we calculated an overall heat flux to be

107.5 kw/m 2 . This is the maximum amount of heat which is re-

quired to leave the condenser section with the proposed cooling

system per unit area. Each metal was evaluated with fin size

ranging from 0.0625" to 3 inches and thickness from 0.025" to

0.167 inches to determine the optimum fin radius.

Since all of the equations used were based on the assumption of

one dimensional flow, this was obviously a very important design

criteria. Physically the longer the fin isrelative to the

width, the more accurate this assumption will be. On the other

hand, however, there are practical considerations such as

buckling limits and thermocouple attachments.

Based on these considerations and the fin efficiency calcula-

tions, we decided to use aluminum fins 0.125 inches thick and

3.0 inches in radius. This radius is defined as the distance

between the pipe wall and the tip of the fin. We also assumed
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that the effects of the steel clamp at the edge of the fin was

negligible.

The final question relative to the design of the condenser

section is, how many fins are required to cool the heat pipe

effectively? Using the equation, Qmax per fin' h ASA(Twall-T_),

where ASA is the total surface area of the fin, and knowing

the fin efficiency, n = 0.88 as defined previously, you can

solve for the actual heat flux into each individual fin by

assuming h = 2 Btu and, T = 400*F and T = 68°F.
hft2 .F wallhr ft 0F

Qmax per fin = 2 Btu 2 x 0.526 ft2 x (4000 F - 68*F)
hr0F ft

Btu
= 349.3-

'hr

Qactual Btu
then n = 0.88 Qmax Qactual = 3074

The above calculation assumes one dimensional flow and uniform heat

loss across all of the fins. The heat loss from the primary

surface, that area of the condenser section not covered by a

fin, is negligible relative to the heat lost through the fins

because the value of the effectiveness is about 326.

Now, using the assumed design total heat transfer capability

of the pipe as mentioned previously, 1500 watts or 5100 Btu/hr,

we can calculate the approximate number of fins required to

cool the heat pipe.

5100 Btu/hr = 16.6
# of fins required = 307.4 Btufhr

It should also be noted that this is an approximate number and

more or less fins may be required for different power inputs

and with or without forced convection. For this reason we

started with eight fins and went to fifteen. Another practical

limitation is the spacing on the condenser section not allowing

more than approximately fifteen fins.

r
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These prototype fins were fabricated. Two used integral screw

type clamps and the third used a steel ring clamp. We felt

that the steel clamp provided the best and most uniform tight-

ening and would provide the best contest with the pipe.

B-3. Instrumentation

Now that we've designed the cooling system and determined what

material to use, there are several more questions that arise

about how to instrument the fins to meet the experimental objec-

tives. These questions are, what type of thermocouple to use,

what size wire, where to place the thermocouples, and how to

attach the thermocouples.

There were several factors that led to the decision to use J type

(iron-constantan) thermocouples. The first, and foremost, reason

is that Omega Engineering Corporation had only J type wire in

stock in the size we needed. Type J was satisfactory in that

its temperature envelope included our projected operating range,

0-200*C. Type T (copper-constantan)was the first choice because

it has a narrower band and still included our range with lower

errors in thermocouples.

The size of the thermocouple wire was very important because of

the error in measurement. Because of the small distance between

the thermocouple and the small projected temperature gradient

the smallest wire,and the most accurate placement,was essential.

For these reasons we decided to use .005 inch thermocouple wire

and to place them at r=0, r=.l", r=.15". See Figure 3.

Initially we brazed several thermocouples and determined that

the process was not satisfactory. This was because It was too

time consuming, too tedious and too non-uniform. We then used

a Dynatech Model 316 TIG welder. This method was very satis-

factory resulting in uniform beads and the ability to keep the

wire insulation right up to the bead to prevent extra junctions.

The original design was to attach the fins along the split wall
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of the fin and put the head in a small indentation. The wires

would run out the side of the fin and to the digital thermome-

ter. The wall thermocouple would be glued to the fin and

clamped between the fin and the wall. Several problems arose

with this design, however. First, the beads were crushed

sometimes to the point of failure. Second, the wire was

flattened and hence weakened to the point of breaking. And

third, the contact fin-to-fin and fin-to-pipe, was obviously

poor. Initially we used Devcon F aluminum filled putty to

attach the thermocouples. This method failed because the

hardened putty caused gross contact problems. We also used

"super glue", but still ran into problems with breaking the

flattened wires.

Next we drilled each fin with .0225 inch holes. One was at .1

inch and .125 inches deep. The second hole was drilled through

the side of the fin to the wall of the heat pipe. See Figure 3

for the orientation of the thermocouple wells. The thermocouples

were dipped in Glyptal to provide extra insulation to prevent

extra junctions. These were then held in place using either Dow

Corning Silastic Silicon Rubber. This silicon rubber was also

used to anchor the wires along the side of the fin. This aided

immeasurably in handling the fins and wires. And finally,Dow

Corning 340 heat sink material was used between the fin and the

pipe to improve thermal contact.

And lastly, we discovered while calibrating the thermocouples

using an icebath and a boiling water bath, that at least 100 feet

of the thermocouple wire was bad, i.e. the temperature readings

consistently ran higher than O'C and lower than 100*C by about

IOC. Only twelve wires were satisfactory and were used for

temperature measurements.

Another very serious problem with this whole design concept is

that the accuracy of every temperature reading depends solely on

the contact between the fin and the copper tubes. It is very

important to note first that the pipe itself has inconsistencies
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in its shape. These are due to the manufacturing process.

Several actions were taken to account for and to alleviate this

potential disastrous problem area. First, the inner diameter

of each fin was milled to 0.870 inches. This is 0.005 inches

smaller than the nominal outer diameter of the pipe. Second, a

steel clamp was used to hold and clamp the fins to the tube.

Third, each fin, when installed, was rotated in an attempt to

get the best fit possible. And finally, we used Dow Corning 340

Heat Sink Silicon compound to further establish an assured

thermal contact.

C. Experimental Set Up

The heat pipe experimental set up consists of three main com-

ponents. These are the heat pipe itself, the power supply and

monitoring equipment, and the instrumentation and data collec-

tion devices. The basic set up is the same as that reported by

R. Ponnappan and E.T. Mahefkey (2). The only difference is in

the design and instrumentation of the condenser section.

Each fin thermocouple is connected to a Fluke 2100A Digital

Thermometer tied to a Fluke 2150A multi-point switch box. The

thermocouples attached to the pipe itself were fed into a

Instruments 8000 datalogger. This system provided for a real

time check on the performance of the heat pipe and the ability

to read the final temperature of the fins.

A large 20 inch box fan was used to provide a relatively uniform

cooling air flow over the fins when required.

D. Experimental Procedure

Testing was initiated on the heat pipe as it was configured for

previous experiments by R. Ponnappan. His experiments were

duplicated to establish an experience base and to verify perfor-

mance of the heat pipe. Procedures for equipment startup, data

collection, and shutdown were established. Once these objectives

were met, the heat pipe was reprocessed to eliminate the pos-

sibility of gas generation within the pipe. Experiments were

.1
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run again to confirm proper performance.

The heat pipe was then fitted with eight fins. Several tests

were made to establish credibility of the fin thermocouple

readings. Tests were performed with and without cooling air.

In addition, in an attempt to increase the thermal contact, Dow

Corning 340 Heat Sink Silicon Compound was put between the fin

and the pipe.

After these tests were completed, nine additional uninstrumented

fins were attached to the pipe. Tests were conducted with air

and with and without heat sink material. In addition, in order

to establish reliability in the thermocouple readings, the order

of the instrumented fins were reversed. Also one set of experi-

ments was conducted moving one fin to different locations along

the condenser section. This was attempted to remove any possible

error resulting from thermocouple error or spacing differences

between the thermocouples.

IV. Results

The initial experiments were accomplished on heat pipe (2) exactly

as left from experiments conducted by R. Ponnappan in late 1982 by

a spray cooling system. As shown in Figure 4 our experiments close-

ly matched previous results. Slight variances were observed due to

the fact that we had no way of measuring the air or water flow

exactly to duplicate previous conditions. As seen in the figure (4)

we were able to attain a better spray cooling which gave us a near

straight line on the graph. It can be seen, however, that the

trends all correspond closely in shape. The only questionable

areas in the temperature readings are at the end of the condenser

section. This lower reading could be due to an increase in the

spray cooling rate. Water was also observed to flow over the end

of the pipe where the last thermocouple was located which would

decrease the temperature. In addition, at lower spray cooling,

previous trends were duplicated more exactly.

30-17
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There were other possible explanations for this downward temperature

reading. One possibility was that of internal noncondensible gas

generation. For this reason we felt it necessary to reprocess the

heat pipe before continuing the experiment. As can be seen in

Figure 4 for the reprocessed heat pipe, the trends follow closely

that of previous results,notably the condenser section temperature

profile flattened out considerably and, in fact, reversed to an

upward trend.

Throughout the remaining experiments the fin design was used as the

cooling system, and several general trends were observed. First,

the overall temperature profile across the pipe was somewhat higher

than previously reported by spray cooling. However, the temperature

profile is clearly more constant across the pipe. This is dramati-

cally shown in Figure 4 where previous tests approached burn-out

conditions. Using slow spray cooling by previous investigations (2)

a AT of 62C was approached for a power input of 900 watts. The

most common failure in heat pipe is burn-out which is created by

excessive power input at the evaporator section. It is brought

about by the inability of the wick to feed sufficient liquid to the

evaporator, and is characterized by a rapid rise in evaporator temper-

ature compared to other regions of the heat pipe. Under normal spray

cooling conditions the previous tests have a AT of 16°C which is still

above the recommended AT. On the other hand, the fin design with air

had a AT of only 3*C for the same power input. The spray cooling

capacity is not as efficient as that of the fin design, for under

normal cooling conditions a AT of 12C was only seen at power in-

puts less than 750 watts. This figure also shows that perhaps with

better fin contact, more fins, different fin material and a more

efficient forced air system, there are possibilities for more ef-

ficient and better heat pipe performances.

The most important general trend is shown in Figure 5 for the

variation of axial variation of local heat flux and heat transfer

coefficients. From these graphs it can be seen that a general

trend from high value to low value of the heat flux and heat

3
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transfer coefficient exists. There is about a 10% drop in energy

at the end of the condenser section compared to that at the begin-

ning of the section. This seems to be a valuable conclusion since

it existed for each power setting and shows a basic characteristic

of the condenser section for this cooling method. It should also

be noted that the total heat loss calculated from all the fins are

within 5% of the energy input in the evaporator. This energy

was shown both for eight and fifteen fins.

V. Recommendations

Several recommendations can be made with regard to the attachment

of the fin to the pipe. Of course the least amount of resistance

would occur if the fins were attached during the actual fabrication

of the heat pipe. Molding the fins and pipe as a single piece of

metal should be considered. Since the variability in the OD of the

pipe itself created bad contact between the pipe and fin, it is

recommended that the pipe itself (irrespective of the type of fin)

be specially molded. If this were done then the routed fins would

fit anywhere along the condenser section.

Some of our problems resulted from the small thermocouple wires we

selected. By using duplex insulated wire a bending and breaking

problem can be somewhat eliminated. This would also eliminate the

problem of the thermocouple wires making contact with themselves

and giving bad readings. Using a Silastic adhesive/sealant to

attach the thermocouples tended to eliminate many of the problems

one encounters using such fine wires.

It is of interest to study the effect of the surface tension within

the heat pipe itself by the use of a nonfoaming surfactant. In

prior studies different types of liquids have been used to study

the effect of surface tension, but they also changed other

properties of the working fluid. By using the nonfoaming sur-

factant, we are holding every property constant except reducing

the surface tension.
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More thermocouples should be instrumented on the fins so that the

heat flux at the beginning and end of the condenser section can be

evaluated. This will also allow us to evaluate the local heat

transfer coefficient along the entire condenser section.

Research should be undertaken to study the conventional heat pipe

and the thermosyphons (gravity assisted wickless heat pipe) with

fins attached to the condenser section in order to study the axial

variation in the local heat flux along the condenser section. This

is a simpler and more classical approach to the problem.

It is also felt that a theoretical investigation of the local heat

flux and heat transfer coefficient for the conventional heat pipe

is needed. In this type of analysis, the effect of shear stress

at the interface, axial variation of the radius of curvature of

meniscus and the effect of porous medium should be accounted for.

I
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WINDSCREEN HAZE CHARACTERISTICS STUDIES

by

Hans G. Fellner

ABSTRACT

Bird impact resistant aircraft transparencies manufactured from

laminated plastics exhibit considerably poorer optical properties than

the glass windshields they are replaciny. After being in service on

aircrafts their quality decreases even further as their surfaces

become pitted and scratched. This study reports the first measure-

ments of the angular dependence of the haze level in new and

deteriorated F-1ll aircraft windshield material samples. The

measurements were used to successfully predict the loss in contrast

(visibility) of a target when it was viewed through the windshield

materials, which were oriented in several ways with respect to the

design eye position.
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I. Introduction and Objectives

it is the purpose of this pro3ect to quantify haze in F-Ill

airplane windshields. The surface of this windshield type is a

section of a cone, and the interior consists of laminated sheets of

polycarbonate, separated by flexible interlayers, for a total

thickness of .8 inches. This construction makes the windshield bird

impact resistant at high speeds. To insure durability, the outer

layers are most often stretched acrylic. The thickness and the use of

plastics significantly deteriorate the optical quality compared to

conventional glass windows.

A transparent substance which is perfectly homogeneous (also

nonexistent) would not scatter light, and as a consequence, be

invisible. This condition is illustrated by a He-Ne laser beam

traveling through the air in a dust-free room. It is virtually

impossible to see that beam. Howevei if inhomogeneities are

introduced into the air, for example by blowing cigarette smoke or

stirring up dust, then these inhomogeneities in the air will scatter

light from the beam in all directions. Some of this scattered light

will enter the observer's pupils; only then is the laser beam seen

clearly.

In general, gases and liquids scatter the least amount of light,

but even highly purified and dust-free samples exhibit some

scattering. It is due to the local variations in some parameters

(such as density or temperature) of the substance. The blue color of
the sky is due to this type of mechanism. In solids the presence of

imperfections, impurities, and other irregularities gives rise to a

comparatively large amount of light scattering. If the solid happens

to be a windshield or other transparency, the light scattering is

referred to as haze. The scattering of light from "point"

irregularities within the volume of a transparency gives rise to

volume haze. Physically we expect that this scattering behaves very

similarly to the diffraction patterns due to minute circular
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apertures, and the aggregate volume haze is due to the noncoherent

superposition of the intensity patterns of point scatters at random

locations, with random sizes. Furthermore, an initially smooth

surface of a windshield becomes pitted and scratched with use. This

gives rise to surface haze. We expect that the light scattering from

scratches is similar to the diffraction patterns from "thin slits".

of course these line sources are again of random depth, width,

orientation, and location. When an intense beam of light illuminates,

in a darkened room, a section of the windshield, the "slits" due to

surface deteriorations are not straight lines, but form parts of

concentric circles within the area illuminated by the beam. The

surface haze generated by both scratches and pits will eventually

increase to such a level that it interferes with a pilot's ability to

effectively operate the aircraft. Determining that level will be the

ultimate aim of this project.

One possibile way to describe the contrast (visibility) of a

simple target composed of a black area adjacent to a white one is by

the formula:

Lmax - Lmin

Lmnax + Lmin

where Lmax is the luminance due to the white portion of the target and

Lmin is the luminance due to the black portion of the target.

Unfortunately this formula does not consider background illumination

and thus neglects one very important aspect of the problem. To

compensate, experimental conditions have to be arranged so that Lmax

and Lmin conform to realistic lighting conditions encountered by

pilots. It will be assumed that no degradation of the target occurs

due to scattering by the atmosphere.
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When a windshield is placed in the optical path between the target and

the observer, the most important processes that can diminish the

visibility of the target are (1) Not all the light emitted by target

is transmitted by the windscreen, but some of the light is scattered,

reflected and absorbed by the transparency. The entire process is

characterized by t, the transmission coefficient of the windshield.

The reflected portion is simply due to the difference in the index of

refraction between the atmosphere and the windshield; but the

scattering and absorption can be reduced by improving manufacturing

techniques. (2a) A veiling luminance is introduced as the windscreen

will scatter direct sunlight and other daytime illumination incident

on it into the observer's eye, (2b) and primarily at night, a portion

of illumination originating on the observer's side of the windshield

is reflected back to his eye.

A'C/XAi' .S i11/Zl,//F
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The definition for the contrast now becomes

C1=(t[ma + veiling luminance) - (min.+ veiling luminance)
(tLmax + veiling luminance) + (tLmin + veiling luminance)

tImax - tLmin  Lmnax - Lmin

tLmax + tLmin + 2 (veiling luminance) Lmax + Lmin + 2 klIinc

t

Assuming that the veiling luminance is due to scattered sunlight only,

we can write the veiling luminance as that fraction of the incident

light which is scattered at the angle , by the transparency.
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Reflection may be treated identically, but will not be considered. By

determining k,, the fraction of the incident beam scattered at a given

angle, one obtains a direct measure of the haze, which in turn can be

used to predict the loss in visibility.

II. THE EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF k.

Standard photometric light scattering techniques were used to

determine k r A collimated beam of white light illuminates a small

area of the sample. To determine what fraction of the light in the

incident beam has been scattered into a solid angle in a direction

(.I,o), a luminance meter with a 10 acceptance angle and a spectral

response corresponding to that of the standard human eye is placed,

always at the same radial distance, at the angular position of (,)

with respect to the illuminated area of the sample. The luminance in

foot-lamberts may be read directly on the display of the luminance

meter. The illumination incident on the sample is obtained by

replacing the sample with a lambertian surface (e.g. BaSO4 screen)

which reflects the same amount of light into all directions. The

luminance meter aimed at the lambertian surface will then directly

record the incident illumination in foot-c2ndles. Theoretically, for

the measurement of the illumination the position of the light meter

relative to the BaSO4 screen is arbitrary, if the incident beam has a

uniform illumination across its entire surface. From these two direct

measurements the ratio of luminance to illumination is computed, which

is k .

All of the data in this study were taken with the polar angle j

equal to 900, i.e. in a plane parallel to the floor. The incident
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beam was usually normal to the illuminated area, and unless specified

otherwise, this may be assumed as the experimental arrangement.

However in actual use the angle between the incident beam and its

surface may be far from 900.

Since the distribution of light scattered by "points" and "slits"

of random location and size in the Fraunhofer approximation is a non-

coherent superposition of and (44 'Y functions, both of which

are strongly peaked in the direction of the beam, it is desirable to

obtain data as close to O and 1800 as practicable. On the other

hand, the pilot looks at the windshield at an angle of 680. Our data

were taken between 50 and 600 in the forward direction and between

1200 and 1750 in the backward direction, on both sides of the light

beam.

A. THE LIGHT SOURCE

On short notice we found it difficult to obtain an intense, well

collimated, white light source, whose illumination is constant across

its entire beam. Several alternatives have been examined but we

finally settled on a slide projector with a 500 watt lamp, 7 inch

focal length lens, into which a slide that has a circular aperture of

3.5 mm at its center was inserted. The beam was well collimated, its

divergence being less than 10. With the intensity switch in the Lo

position, a 350 ft-cd beam at the center is obtained. The diameter of

the illuminated sample area was 6 cm. This is adequate for most

measurements, however backscattering luminances, when the sample was

inclined at 400 and larger, were less than 1 ft-lambert, thereby

yielding only 2 digits on the 3 digit printout of the luminance meter.

The major drawback is the nonuniform illumination over the area of the

beam. At small scattering angles the luminance meter at a radial

distance of lm will collect light emitted from a roughly circular area

of the sample with a diameter of 1.7 cm, but at large angles, e.g.

600, it collects the light emitted by an elliptical area with major

axis of 3.5 cm, minor axis 1.7 cm. Unless the illumination is uniform,

the amount of light emitted by the additional area will not contribute
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as much as that from the center, producing a fall off. This, of

course, assumes that the same spot can be located for each measurement.

To be able to compensate for the fall oft we have measured the

illumination of a BaS04 screen as a function of scattering angle, which

should be independent of the scattering angle. The assumption is then

made, that the luminance from a sample exhibits the same angular

dependence as the illumination. A sheet of aluminum painted flat white

gave results similar to the BaSO4 .

B. ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE

At the approximate center of the laboratory a vertical axis has

been established with a plumb bob to determine 2 of the 3 coordinates

for the location of the sample. The plumb bob is suspended from the

ceiling and can easily be raised and lowered. The sample height was

chosen (an inconveniently low) 1.23m above the floor. A second point

surrounded by concentric circles is marked directly on the wall at

the far end of the room, also 1.23m above the floor. The light source

is then positioned at the opposite end of the room so that the center

of the beam passes simultaneously through the center of the sample

position and the point on the wall. To aid with that, a small poster

board with a 1.3cm diameter circular hole surrounded by concentric

circles precisely located the sample position.

A l.OOOm radius, circular scale has been marked on the floor with

6- 60 o' , * fo
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its center underneath the sample position and 0° and 1800 coinciding

with points 1.23m underneath the principal axis from the light source

through the sample position to the far end of the room.

windshield materials of area less than 1 ft 2 were mounted in a

vice that adjusts to any angle about the vertical; appropriate height

adjustments could be made by a lab jack on which the vice rested. To

assure an incident beam normal to the illuminated surface, the

reflection of the beam was centered onto the light source. For curved

samples this reflection is broadened vertically or horizontally to

about 100, depending on whether the cone axis is oriented

horizontally or vertically. The sample had to be rotated about an

axis parallel to the beam to accomplish that. A reasonably sensitive

method for centering vertically extended reflections is to place a

black screen with an aperture slightly larger than the beam diameter

in front of the source. A horizontal index pointer at 1.23m above the

floor is introduced into the beam between the source and the sample,

and the shadow of its reflection is centered on the aperture. To

center horizontally extended reflections onto the light source it was

found convenient to use another plumb bob, which had been suspended

from the ceiling above the principal axis between the light source and
the sample position. Similarly, the shadow of the plumb bob string's
reflection was centered on the aperture in the screen covering the

light source.

This additional plumb bob was necessary anyhow to properly

position complete windshields to obtain light scattering data at

various points on the windshield. Because of their weight, the

windshields were suspended from the boom of a hydraulic lift.

Whenever the boom interfered with the primary plumb bob we used the

secondary plumb line and measured back to the sample position. A

nylon rope was attached to the holes in the metal frame of the

windshield in such a way that they hung as vertically as possible when

suspended freely. Whether the cylinder axis was horizontal or

vertical the windshield was adjusted normal to the incident beam by

repositioning 25 lb bags filled with shot, which were tied to the

frame. Additional care had to be taken to move the crane and shot
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bugs towm:d or away from tho liyht source until the center of the 

illuminated area was directly underneath the primary plumb bob. To 

rotate thn windshield about an axis [)Hrallel to the beam, the point on 

the nylon rope in contact with the hook on the boom was readjusted 

until the reflection was horizontal or vertical. The string was then 

secured with maski.ng tape in that position. Because the hydraulic 

valve of the crane leaked, the height of the boom had to be held 

constant by clamping an aluminum channel between the boom and the 

floor. At times the sagging of the boom shifted the sample slightly 

during a set of measurements. Half an hour settling time was allowed 

before beginning to take data. 

C. DATA TAKI~ 

One set of measurements consists of positioning the luminance 

meter at ±5, ±7.5, ±10, ±12.5, ±15, !20, ±30, ±40, ±50, and ±60° for 

both forward and back scattering angles. The radial distance between 

the center of t'fte sample and the luminance meter was held constant at 

l.OOm. For this a third plumb bob was suspended to mark the front 

surface of the objective lens of the Minolta luminance meter. The 

meter itself has been mounted on a reasonably sturdy photographer's 

tripod. The pumb bob just misssed making contact with the floor at 

some positions, at other positions it hung several mm above it. This 

unevenness of the floor caused the luminance meter to sample regions 

at various heights within the illuminated area of the windshield. .~.3 

the illumination across the beam was not uniform this built a small 

systematic error into the data. 

The positioning procedure is tedious, since we attempted to keep 

the plumb bob to within 2mm of the marks on the floor and simultane

ously aim at the center of the illuminated area. TO improve on the 

accuracy in locating a 1.7cm diameter measuring field at the center of 

a 6cm diameter ill•~inated area, data were taken by first aiming at 

the shadow of the string of ~he secondary plumb bob. Due to the 

thickness of the windshields, two shadows were expected, however, the 

shadow on the side of the windshield away from the light source was 
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almost impossible to detect at angles much larger tha. 203. Aiming

only at the dominant shadow of the plumb line, instead of the middle

between the two, causes too much of a parallax error. This rather

cumbersome procedure of introducing the plumb bob, stabilizing it,

positioning and aiming the luminance meter, removing the plumb bob

from the beam, extinguishing all room lights, making and recording the

observations, required at little more than two hours for the 40 data

points per illuminated area. The results obtained, based solely on the

experimentersz udgement as to where the center was, and those obtained

by accurately aiming at the shadows were not all that different.

Nevertheless, accurate aiming and positioning of the photometer is

absolutely necessary. For instance, at the 5 position, with a high

quality quartz flat as the sample, placing the photometer at t-he 4.50

mark and aiming .80 to the right of the center of the sample produces

a result which differs by 150% from the 5.5° position and aiming .80

to the left of the sample's center.

The illumination has been recorded at least at the beginning and

the end of each set of measurements, but more often it was measured

four times. A 6cm x 6cm BaS0 4 screen was placed directly in front of

the illuminated area and the luminance meter was consistently

positioned at a radial distance of 1.Om at the 1700 position.

Although continuous monitoring would have been more desirable, our

procedure was sufficient, since the illumination was found to be

reasonably constant.

To avoid erroneous readings due to stray light, the room was kept

dark, and absosrbers and light shields were placed wherever needed.

As the results with a single, clean quartz flat indicate, stray light

was not a problem.

To measure the loss in visibiiity of a target when it is viewed

through a windshield material, compared to when it is viewed directly,

an apparatus was set up outside, with the sun as the light source.

Windshield materials of surface area less than 1 ft 2 were mounted in a

frame that enabled them to be oriented perpendicular to the incident

sunlight. Entire windshields were held by a wooden frame in the same
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position as when they are installed on a levi airplane. The

windshields faced directly into the sun, with tne luminance meter at

the cycloptic 'design eye" position. Black velvet was draped over all

sides and the bottom to eliminate stray light and reflections. A

black and white target, each area about Ii x 8 iLi2 , was located on the

ground lm from the luminance meter. The apparatus was continuously

adjusted so that the photometer, target, sun, and iwr-esight (or center

of the fragment) were in the same p'ane.

With the windshield material removed trom the holder, the

luminance meter wis aimed at the black, subsequently at the white area

of the target. From the resulting luminancus io it-[ the unobstructed

contrast C could be computed. The transparenc-y was then interposed

between the target and luminance meter and the contrast C' was again

measured by determini; LMax and Imin*

To be able to predict C' from t:) lioht scattering data coliected

in the laboratory, the transmission coefficient of the windshield, the

illumination at the windshield due to the sun, and the altitude of the

sun had to be determined. The laboratory -eometry is rotated by 900

about the principal axis compared to the outside geometry. So that the

illumination remained constant for a set of data, the measurements were

made on a cloudless day.

In a related set of experiments carried out indoors, the

windshields were mounted in an adjustable frame that held them in the

same position as thac in which they are in the installed position on

an aircraft. The luminance meter was again fixed at the "design eye"

position and looked at the target through (0,0). A 450 watt aircraft

landing light, 13 ft. away from the (0,0) position at 40) above the

horizontal, constituted our artificial, but stationary sun. An 8 ft.

high circular Frame covered with black cloth served as background on

which 7 white targets could be mounted. When the windshield was

rotated, the luminance meter aimed at the targets at -25 ° , -150, -5° ,

O, 50, 150 and 250. Another scan was then taken with the targets

raised, so that the contrasts could be computed. Repeating this

procedure with the windshield removed allowed us to determine the
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contrasts of the unobstructed targets. When the luminance meter was

refocused from the target to the windshield, data could be obtained to

predict the contrast loss with the windshield in place compared to the

unobstructed view. Two light levels on the targets were utilized.

The transmission coefficients for various geometrical

arrangements were measured by first measuring the luminance of a

diffuse light source for a particular geometrical arrangement and then

measuring the luminance of the same source again, but with the

windshield between the meter and the light source.

III. MEASUREMENTS COMPLETED

During the 10 week period we measured the angular dependence of

the amount of light scattering by

(A) a 1 ft 2 "commercial grade" sample of windshield material. Care

had been taken to preserve it in the same "new" condition in which the

manufacturer had furnished it. It had a yellow tint, was laminated,

nearly flat, and .75 inches thick. Surface haze was assumed to be

minimal.

(B) a 1 ft2 "select grade" sample of windshield material. Care had

also been taken to preserve it in the same condition in which the

manufacturer had furnished it. It had a yellow tint, its radius of

curvature was 78cm and it was .625 inches thick (1/8 inch less than

the companion commercial grade). Surface haze was assumed to be

minimal.

(C) three "coupons" labeled A, C and D, approximately 5 x 5 in2 which

had been cut from discarded F-ill windshields. Sample A was greyish,

with a radius of curvature of 92cm, samples C and D had a yellow tint.

The visible surface scratches on all three samples were predominantly

parallel to the cone axis.

(D) three F-ill windshields removed from airplanes for reasons other

than haze. Two of these windshields were rejected for unacceptable

levels of birefringence, the other for distortion.
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(E) three F-ill windshields which had been removed from airplanes

primarily for being excessively hazy.

Measurements on windshield fragments (items A, B and C above)

were taken in their approximate centers. On the windshields rejected

for reasons other than haze the measurements were taken on areas

located in the pattern of the dots of the five side of dice, whereas

on the windshields rejected for haze the pattern was that of a cross,

the center area coinciding with the boresight. For the commercial and

select grade sample materials, as well as sample A, data were obtained

with the cylinder axis both horizontal and vertical, and the center

of curvature both toward and away from the light source. For samples

C and D, and the three hazy windshields the center of curvature was

always away from the light source, but the cylinder axis was oriented

both horizontally and vertically. Finally, for the measurements on

the three windshields rejected for reasons other than haze, the cone

axis was always kept vertical and the center of curvature away from

the light source.

Visibility measurements of a target with the sun as the light

source were also taken on the three windshields rejected for haze, the

commercial and select grade fragments, and the three coupons. A

related set of measurements on eight new F-ill windshields was

performed indoors with a 450 watt aircraft landing light at 400 as the

light source. These data primarily establish a baseline so that the

extent of the surface deterioration may be quantified after the

windshields have been in service for a certain amount of time. Graphs

of most available results are included in the appendix.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

1. The light scattered by bird impact resistant windshield

materials is peaked very sharply in directions parallel and

antiparallel to a light beam incident normally on the material. At

small angles the scattering from "hazed" materials is 3-6 times larger
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than that from undejraded materials.

A mathematical expression which describes the relation of the

forward scattering as a function of angle (with a correlation

coefficient larger than .98) is L = a:,- n (1.7 <n <2). However,

both the coefficient and exponent varied for different samples and for

different areas on the same sample. Worse yet, the same function did

not fit back scattering data as well. The correlation coefficient

dropped to about .8 (r 2  .7). Curve fitting backscattering data to

the mathematical expression L 
= a + b -1 produced results with r

2

also equal to .7. This is somewhat of a puzzle since we would expect

the same angular distribution for light diffracted from either a

reflection or transmission grating. It will be an interesting

exercise to noncoherently add and ! -- functions for

point and "circular line" scatterers of random location and size to

determine if the assumed model is realistic.

2. Only for normal incidence is the backscattering reasonably similar

to the forward scattering. If the normal to the plane is at angles

larger than 100 above the incident beam the luminance due to

backscattered light is constant with scattering angle. We have no

plausible explanation.

3. The data we have obtained were frequently plagued by an asymmetry

between the amount of light scattered into a solid angle at (+ , )

compared to the same solid angle at (-¢, 0 ). It is not difficult to

imagine processes that would cause that. For instance the

nonuniformities on one side of the illuminated area could scatter more

light than those on the other. Let us construct a model which

attributes all the excess scatter to single slit. If this slit were

ii~~ ~ ~ ~ ' - -r&~' l A t'j,1fY
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located on the principal axis we expect equal intensities at the

observation points P1 and P2' However, if the slit in the sample area

is moved 1.5cm to one side of the principal axis, the luminances at P1

and P2 will no longer be equal. Choosing = 5000A, the slit width

d = O.imm, and the distance between the slit and observation plane

equal to 1.00m then at P1 the intensity will be .65 of the

3 -,.'- p7JjV.7' - ---. 3 -o

intensity at the center, whereas at P2 the intensity will be .81 of

the intensity at the center.

Wedginess in the windshield will produce a similar effect. For a

local apex angle of 10 the diffraction pattern

will be deviated by 1.50 with respect to the

,I o ~ principal axis if an index of refraction of 1.5

- -' is assumed. It, however, is disturbing that the

data were predominantly too large on the same

side of the apparatus.

We are confident that for uniformly scattering samples with

parallel surfaces the reproducibility of the data is about 10%, even

through the asymmetry between right and left hand scattering was as

high as 35% on occasion. Considering that these measurements are the

first of their kind and our equipment consisted of a luminance meter,

string, duct tape, a slide projector, a hydraulic crane, plumb bobs,

25 lb shot bags, a vice, an index pointer, lab jacks, and angle

finders we have taken the accuracy to the absolute limit of the

i
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available apparatus.

4. It makes no difference in the amount of scattered light whether

the center of curvature of the windshield points toward or away from

the light source.

5. Almost all windshield materials we examined that had been in

service on aircraft exhibit much more scattering, in an observation

plane parallel to the floor, when the cone axis is perpendicular to the

floor compared to the arrangement in which the cone axis parallel to

the floor. That is, they seem to behave very much like diffraction

gratings with rulings predominantly parallel to the cone axis. On the

wall opposite the slide projector one observes in essence the

Fraunhofer diffraction pattern due to vertically oriented slits when

the cone axis is approximately vertical. That pattern rotates by 900

when the cone axis is oriented horizontally. But how the cone axis is

oriented on the F-Ill windshields is not entirely clear. For instance,

when the windshields are suspended so that the reflection of the

incident beam is accurately horizontal, the dominant diffraction line

observed on the wall is usually at some (small) angle to the

horizontal. In addition, secondary patterns were present. The

"rulings" could be due to abrasions by particles hitting the windshield

during flight, abrasions due to cleaning, or to stress cracking. On

the select and commercial grade material the data are not sensitive

enough for us to claim a difference.

6. We have used light scattering data gathered in the laboratory to

predict measured visibility losses due to the haze of windshields.

Even though the predicted losses are somewhat less than the actually

measured losses in visibility, agreement is acceptable and tends to

follow the experimental curves. This project merits continuation

simply to refine these measurements. They certainly are of interest

to pilots. See appendix.

Because in the laboratory the incident beam was normal to the

illuminated surface, the surfaces of the fragments were kept normal to

the sun's rays and with the passage of time the surface of these

windshield materials had to be tilted from the vertical at an angle

Sl l
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equal to the altitude of the sun. We only had the facilities for 

entire windshields to be mounted in the installed position, 

consequently only a single measure~ent per entire windshield was 

feasible with the sun's rays at 90° t•J the windshield. 

7. The current industry standard to determine haze levels is the 

Gardner Haze Meter. The data obtained from measurements developed 

during this project and measurements we took with the Gardner Haze 

Meter follow the same trends. our methods simply furnish much more 

detailed information and more adequately suit the geometrical and 

physical requirements of performing measurements on airplane 

windshields. 

V. RFXXM1ENOATIONS 

1. continue and extend the study initiated this summer. A 

description of a sturdier, more convenient, and automated apparatus 

will be included in the minigrant application the author intends to 

submit. Now that the measurement techniques are developed arrl 

general trends in the data are known, the design of that apparatus 

should be rather reliable and final. Among other things we suggest 

that the luminance meter be mounted on a 20-24 inch machinist's index 

table and the wirrlshields be suspended from a lead screw mounted in 

the apex of a metal spider. Solving the problems outlined in the 

conclusion section of this report will take some ti~e. It will be 

worthwhile to examine the results of buffing the windshields with 

various lapping materials and waxes or to examine the effect of 

different types of light sources with different intensities. 

An approach different from ours would be to replace the luminance 

meter with the 1° acceptance angle by a photomultiplier that examines 

the illuminated sample area through a suitable pinhole. This way the 

light scattered from the entire illuminated area is gathered, but 

shielding becomes much more important. We chose our method since that 

corresponds more closely to the conditions under which pilots make 

.H-1') 
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obsorvutions. 

2. It is our opinion that to construct a ~rtable haze meter based on 
reflected, scattered light from a windshield, a narrow pencil of light 
should be incident normally to the windshield. The backscattered 

light can then be collected simultaneously by 4-6 detectors located at 

some small angle, e.g. 20°, with respect to the incident beam. The 
detectors will have to be shielded properly from stray light. What the 

acceptable levels of scattered luminances, with reference to a standard 

are, remains to be determined. 
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I. 50 COMBINED DATA
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TJUNE 27. 83
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JUNE 30. 83

SAMPLE A. GREY POLYCARBONATE

RATIO OF LUMINANCE AND ILLUMINATION
VS. SCATTERING ANGLE

2.4
CYLINDER AXIS VERTICAL
FORWARD SCATTERIN.
BACK SCATTERING 0 ---- J

CYLINDER AXIS HORIZONTAL
FORWARD SCATTERING ...

BACK SCATTERING 0 .... D

u,

w
1.6

In

z
ui o

-z

0.8

N (

SCATTERING ANGLE (DEGREES)
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2. 6 JUNE 30. 83

SAMPLE C. YELLOW POLYCARBCNATE

RATIO OF LUMINANCETO ILLUMIN'ATION
VS. SCATTERING ANGLE

2.4 CYLINDER AXIS VERTICAL

FORWARD SCATTERING
BACK SCATTERING 0 -----

CYLINDER AXIS HORIZONTAL
2.0 FORWARD SCATTERING

BACK SCATTERING 0

- 1.6

zw 0

U -
Z 1.2

0.4

~'

0., o"i .... .. ....

ANGLE (DEGREES)
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JUNE 30. 83
2.8,

SAMPLE D. YELLOW POLYCARBONATE

RATIO OF L'J!INANE TO ILLUMINATION
I VS. SCATTERIN, ANSLE

2.4-- CYLINDER AXIS VERTII:AL

FORWARD SCATTERING

BACK SCATTERING 0 ----

CYLINDER AXIS HCRI:'3NTAL
2.0 FORWARD SCATTFKIN, -.BAK SCATTERmNG 0

ICYLINDER AXIS AT +45 DEGREES LOOKING
TOWARD LIGHT SOURCE

w FORWARD SCATTERING

S .6 BACK SCATTERING1 (FOLLOWS CYLINDER AXIS HORIZONTAL)

z

1. 2

9-1

4I

0.4

L~ ,. 01....3

to a to
ANGLE (DEGREES)
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1.8 ]JULY 13. 83
RATIO OF LUMINANCE TO ILLUMINATION

VS. FORWARD SCATTERING ANGLE

INCIDENT BEAM NORMAL TO SURFACE
1.6

WINDSHIELD E016-453
CONE AXIS VERTICAL .....

HORIZCNTAL
1.4

SELECT GRADE MATERIAL (#2)

AXIS VERTICAL

HORIZONTAL 0-

1.2

1.0

zcu 0.8

, w -

z

0.6 i
0.4

tQ

FORWARD SCATTERING ANGLE
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JULY 13. 83

RATIO OF LUMINANCE TO ILLUMINATION1.6
VS. SCATTERING ANGLE

WINDSHIELD E016-453

INCIDENT BEAM NORMAL TO SURFACE

1.4

CONE AXIS VERTICAL
FORWARD SCATTERING *...

BACK SCATTERING 0 -----

1.2

COE AXIS HORIZONTAL

FORWARD SCATTERING ......

BACK SCATTERING 0 ......

D
< 1.

w2 08
II

0 .

ui

0.41

0.2

N tD

ANGLE (DEGREES)
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1.4

AUGUST 2. 93
RATIO OF LUMINANCE TO ILLUMINATION
VS. SCATTERING ANGLE

1.2
INCIDENT BEAM NORMAL TO SURFACE

WINDSHIELD 507

CONE AXIS VERTICAL. FORWARD SCAT .....
1.0 HORIZONTAL

CONE AXIS VEPTICAL. BACK SCATTER -

HORIZ 0-

0.B

z
W o

i 0.6

_j-J

0.2

e.a10

SCATTERING ANGLE
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2.8, AUGUST 2. 83
RATIO OF LUMINANCE TO ILLLM.'NATION

2.6- VS. SCATTERING ANGLE

INCIDENT BEAM NORMAL TO SURFACEI 2. 4 WINDSHIELD E016-484

22CONE AXIS VERTICAL. FORWARD SCAT ..
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MIREM AND MISSION PHASING

by

Robert D. Foley

ABSTRACT

MIREM was developed to analyze the reliability of the ICNIA

avionics system during single-phase missions. In this paper, we develop

a way of extending MIREM's capability to analyzing multi-phase missions.

During the development, several questions about the existing

implementation of MIREM arose. Specifically, MIREM uses two

approximations, at least one of which works poorly on some test

problems. Thus, it is recommended that MIREM's accuracy on realistic

problems be evaluated. A method for testing MIREM is developed which

could be incorporated into MIREM if MIREM is insufficiently accurate on

realistic problems.
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I. INTROUCTION:

The Air Force is currently developing an integrated communication,

navigation, and identification avionics (ICNIA) system to be used in

tactical aircraft. One of the most attractive features of ICNIA is

fault-tolerance or graceful degradation. For the ICNIA system,

fault-tolerance means that even though some of the avionics components

have failed, the system can reconfigure itself in order to perform all

of the critical avionics functions. In other words, the system can

degrade gracefully by preserving the ability to handle all of the

critical functions in spite of diminished abilities. The design of the

ICNIA system greatly affects the ability of the system to degrade

gracefully. Hence, design engineers to be informed of the amount of

fault-tolerance in proposed designs for the ICNIA. MIREM (MIssion

Reliability Model) was developed as a tool to inform design engineers of

the extent of fault-tolerance in proposed designs. Specifically, MIREM

has the ability to determine the reliability of the avionics for a

single phase mission, i.e., a mission in which the set of critical

avionics functions does not change during the mission. I was requested

to determine whether MIREM could be enhanced to handle mission phasing,

i.e., to handle the fact that different avionics functions are critical

during different phases of a mission. In the first part of this paper,

some of the possible drawbacks of the current version of MIREM are

C.' analyzed. Most of these possible drawbacks are not a problem with the

possible exception of some approximations used in computing the

reliability. On some artificial cases, the approximations perform

poorly. On realistic cases, the approximations should perform better -

32-4



however, this needs further investigation. The approximations are

discussed in Section IV.

The next two sections describe methods for determining the

reliability of multi-phase missions. The first method involves little

effort and yields upper and lower bounds to the reliability, but it

requires MIREM to be able to accurately analyze single-phase missions.

The second method accurately analyzes multi-phase missions; however, it

involves a large amount of computation and should prove to be

computationally infeasible on realistic problems. The best approach

appears to be using the first method provided that MIREM can analyze

single-phase missions accurately. Hence, " c develop an alternate method

for accurately analyzing single-phase missions which should be

computatlonally feasible yet does not involve any approximations. This

alternate method can be used to determine if MIREM is sufficiently

accurate on realistic problems. If MIREM is not sufficiently accurate,

MIREM can be modified to use the compromise alternate method.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT.

The objective of the research effort was to determine if the

reliability of the avionics system could be determined for multi-phase

missions. In particular, it was hoped that MIREM could be enhanced to

analyze multi-phase missions. In order to obtain this objective, the

existing version of MIREM needed to be studied in some detail.

III. SOME POSSIBLE DRAWBACKS WITH THE EXISTING MIREM:

In this section, we review some of the possible shortcomings of

MIREM as described in (11, which we assume the reader is familiar with.

32-5
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Overall MIREM seems to be a well thought out approach to estimating the

reliability of the ICNIA system. Some possible difficulties are:

a) exponentiality assumption

b) independence assumption

c) imperfect switching

d) interconnection failures

e) undetected failures by BIT

f) detected "failures" by BIT

g) approximations in MIREM

h) absence of mission phasing

We will briefly discuss all of the possible shortcomings, but we

will be most concerned with g) and h).

a) exponentiality. The distribution of the lifetime of each

component is assumed to be exponentially distributed. This assumption

should be and probably has been tested. If the lifetimes are

exponentially distributed, some reference should be made to studies

supporting this assumption. If the lifetimes appear to be IFR

(Increasing Failure Rate) or DFR (Decreasing Failure Rate), it should be

determined whether the exponentiality assumption causes the system

reliability to be over or underestimated. The exponentiality assumption

does not seem to be a serious drawback.

b) independence. The component lifetimes are assumed to be

independent. Assumptions a) and b) greatly increase the possibility of

obtaining analytical solutions. If there are studies justifying the

* independence assumption, they should be cited. In reality, the

lifetimes are dependent, and probably positively correlated. For

32-
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example, if one component is damaged by a projectile or a power surge,

other components are also likely to be damaged. Positive correlations

should lead to overestimating the system reliability. It is conjectured

that the dependence between components is sufficiently small so that the

independence assumption is not a serious drawback.

c) imperfect switching. MIREM assumes that the switches work

perfectly. Rumor has it they don't. The seriousness of assuming

perfect switching is directly related to the extent that the switching

is imperfect.

d) interconnection failures. MIREM assumes that the wiring, etc.

interconnecting the components doesn't fail. Similar comments to c).

e) undetected failures by BIT. BIT (Built In Test equipment)

determines whether each component has failed. MIREM assumes that BIT

detects all failures. In reality some failures go undetected. Again

the seriousness of the assumption depends on how often the assumption is

violated.

f) detected "failures" by BIT. Note that BIT may also claim that

a component has failed when the component is fine. To get a rough idea

of the magnitude of this problem, some recent studies have shown that

approximately 30% of the electrical equipment identified as faulty and

removed from the aircraft pass the retesting procedure at the

intermediate repair shop and receive no corrective maintenance.

g) approximation in MIREM. On pp. 63-64 of the Appendix in [1],

two approximations are used while computing the system reliability. It

is not clear that the approximations are sufficiently accurate. Note

* that a) through f) are simply assumptions upon which the model is based.

32-7
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However the approximation is not a problem with the model, it is a

problem with the analysis of the model. We will discuss the

approximation more thoroughly in Section IV.

h) absence of mission phasing. The absence of mission phasing

causes problem in determining the system reliability for a mission.

Different functions are critical at different phases of a mission as

shown in Figure 1.

function 3
function 2
function 1

start finish

Fig. 1. Figure showing which functions are critical and when.

MIREM assumes that critical functions are critical throughout all

phases of the mission. Basically this corresponds to extending each of

the black bars in Figure I from the start until the finish of the

mission. Clearly this will cause the reliability to be underestimated

MIREM alleviates this problem slightly on page 61 of [1] by treating

contending pools as noncontending if the functions are not required

simultaneously. For example, suppose all of the functions in Figure 2

need to use a single preprocessor from a particular pool of

preprocessors.

Since none of the functions are critical at the same time, the pool

of preprocessors can be classified as noncontending. Thus the pool

needs to have only one working preprocessor in order to support these

five functions. Now suppose that function 2 is critical from time zero

32-8
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function 5 "
function 4
function 3
function 2
function 1 Z , t!

0 1 2 3 4 5

Fig.2. Example of a contending pool treated as noncontending.

until time 2. Since functions I and 2 are both critical from time zero

until time 1, the pool must be treated as contending. Since the pool is

ccntending, MIREM will require at least five working preprocessors from

time zero until time 5 to support these five functions. In reality, the

system needs only two preprocessors working from time 0 until time 1,

and only I preprocessor working from time 1 until time 5. Thus MIREM is

suited only for determining the reliability of the system during a

single phase of a mission. In Section V, we introduce a

quick-and-dirty method for extending MIREM's capability to a multi-phase

mission assuming that MIREM can accurately determine the reliability of

a single phase. Before that we look at how accurately MIREM analyzes a

single phase.

III. MIREM's APPROXIMATIONS:

If one accepts the assumptions upon which MIREM is based, it would

seem that one must accept the results MIREM yields, at least for single

phase missions. However, there are several approximations used in MIREM

which akes it questionable whether the results of MIREM should be

trusted. The approximations cause MIREM to overestimate the system

reliability. The magnitude of the errors may be significant.
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The approximations are described on pp. 63-64 of [1). The authors

wish to obtain

1 2 1+2 1 2  2

p(X ,x)=P{UP (C)IX =x, X =x

which is the probability that the contending pools of the two chains can

handle all of the critical functions conditioned on knowing which

functions can be handled by which chains with respect to the

noncontending pools. This can be rewritten as

p(xl,x 2 )= P{, s.t. 1- 2 4 y x 1; r C 1 r C 2

for i = 1,...,n) (2)

where i indexes the n pairs of contending pools. Equation (2)

corresponds to equations (A-7) of the appendix to [1).

The approximation used in (11 for p(xl 2 ) can be derived as

follows:

p(x 1 2 n < xI; rC 1 r2 2 (3)

and the r.h.s. of (3) is

n j 1 1 2
I Pfri (l-x) C for j = 1,2; r1(1) < Ct + Ci,

max uij < max{Ci,C P). (4)
J ECF

Equation (4) corresponds to (A-8) of the appendix to [1]. Note

that there is a typo in equations (A-8a), (A-8b), and (A-9): (x

should be replaced by (1-x 2), and (x 2 ) should be replaced by (1-xl).

The error incurred in going from (2) to (3) is that instead of

having a single allocation of functions that must simultaneously satisfy

all pairs of contending pools, we only require that each pair of pools
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has some feasible allocation. For example, suppose we have two

functions, two chains, and two contending pairs of pools with the number

of working components as shown in Figure 1.

Suppose that the first function requires 3 components and the

second function requires 1 component from each pool in the chain that

the function is assigned to. Note that the example in Figure 1 cannot

chain 1o ©
chain 2

o 0
Fig. 3. An example with two chains and two pairs of contending pools.

support these two functions since function 1 cannot be assigned to

either chain. However MIREM would conclude that the system can support

these two functions. According to (3), MIREM looks at each pair of pools

in isolation. In the first pair of pools, MIREM says that function 1

can be assigned to chain 1 and function 2 to chain 2. Then MIREM looks

at the second pair of pools and says that function 1 can be assigned to

chain 2 and function 2 to chain 1. Since both functions can be

supported at each pair of pools when considered in isolation, MIREM

erroneously concludes that both functions can be supported. Clearly,

looking at pairs of pools in isolations results in overestimating the

system reliability.

t
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The second approximation occurs while going from (3) to (4). The

probability that there exists a feasible allocation at the ith pair of

pools is approximated by (4). As the authors point out, this is only a

necessary condition; the r.h.s. of (4) overestimates the r.h.s. of (3).

To see this, consider the first pair of pools in the example in Figure

3, but assume that each of the functions needed two components. Clearly

there is no feasible allocation of the two functions even when a pair of

1 2
pools is considered in isolation. However if x = x = 1, we can assign

one function to one chain and the other function to the other chain, and

all of the equations in (A-8) are satisfied (don't forget to correct the

typo in (A-8) mentioned earlier). Thus MIREM would erroneously conclude

that the system in the example could support the two functions.

The error in the first approximation gets worse as the number of

contending pools increases and as xI + x2 approaches 2. The error in

the first approximation occurs only if there is more than one pool. The

error in the second approximation occurs only if ome of the u ij are

greater than one. Of the two errors the first is more serious The

first error seems to be sufficiently serious based on the following

example to warrant further investigation.

Each pool in the example has one component. The reliability of

each component is .9. There is a single function which needs one

component from each pool in the chain that it is allocated to. In Table

I, we compare the true system reliability with the results that MIREM

would produce for various sizes of n. MIREM produces the correct answer

for one pair of pools. However, even with two pairs of pools, MIREM is
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not close to the true answer. As the number of pools Increases MIREM

becomes worse and worse. All of the error is due to the first

approximation. Thus it is unclear whether the existing version of MIREM

accurately determines the reliability of realistic systems with

contending pairs of pools. In Section VI, we present a direct approach

to computing the system reliability. Unfortunately, the direct approach

will probably be computationally infeasible on realistic sized

problems.

chain I

i 0 0 .
chain 2

0 * ...
first second nth
pair pair pair

Fig. 4. Example with n pairs of contending pools.

Table 1

MIREM True
system system

n reliability reliability

1 .9900 .9900
2 .9801 .9639
3 .9703 .9266
4 .9606 .8817
5 .9506 .8323
10 .9044 .5758
15 .8601 .3694
20 .8179 .2284
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V. A QUICK-AND-DIRTY EXTENSION OF MIREM TO MISSION PHASING:

In this section, we propose a simple method for extending MIREM's

capability from single phase to multi-phase missions under the

assumption that MIREM accurately analyzes a single phase mission. Based

on the previous section, this assumption is a little shaky. It is hoped

that the modification to MIREM proposed in Section VII will allow MIREM

to accurately analyze a single phase mission.

Define a mission phase to be an interval of time in which the same

set of functions are critical. Then the entire mission can be divided

into m phases. Phase I is the first interval, i.e., take-off, then

phase 2 follows, etc., as shown in Figure 5.

function 5 [/////////H// l/i///////////////
function 4 VI/IIIIIII1
function 3 1111111//////////////144/1 /1
function 2
function I

phase phase phase phase phase

1 2 3 4 5

Fig. 5. Graph showing which functions are critical and when during a
five phase mission.

Let PHi denote the event that the ith phase is successful. The

Weapon System Reliability (WSR) is

WSR = P(PH1 ,PH2,...,PHm}

= P{PH }P{PH2 IPHI) ... P{PH IPH1,...,PH lI

£
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Let Fk denote the set of critical functions during phase k. In the

example shown in Figure 5,

F, = {1,3} and F4 = f2,3,5).

Corresponding to each phase, we define two other mission scenarios:

one long, and one short. Let PH be the event that a single phase

mission is successfully completed where the mission has the same

critical functions as the kth phase of the original mission and the

length of the long mission is the length of time from the start of the

original mission until the end of phase k. Let PH be the same event

except that the length of the mission is exactly the same as the length

of phase k.

We claim that

P{P 4} f P{PHkIPH k I ... ,PHl} 1 PP.}. (5)

Using (5), we can get upper and lower bounds on the system

reliability:

P{PH1 }P{PH1 } "°" P{PH 9 WSR 4 PfPHalPfPH) . P{Ps. (6)

1 2 m 1 2 Hm

The second inequality in (5) can be Justified intuitively as

follows. The probability that phase k is successful given the previous

phases were successful must be smaller than

P{ PH} (7)

since (7) corresponds to the probability that phase k is successful

given that we fix all broken components at the start of phase k.

3
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The first inequality in (5) can be justified by realizing that

PP

is the probability that phase k is successful without knowing whether

the previous phases were successful or not. But conditioning on the

previous phases being successful increases the probability that phase k

is successful because the components are more likely to be working if we

know the previous phases were successful. A formal proof could be given

but does not seem necessary.

Thus we have upper and lower bounds on the reliability of a

multi-phase mission based on the reliability of a single phase mission.

It is conjectured that the lower bound is quite good. In some cases the

lower bound can he improved. If there exists some phase I and a later

phase j with all of the critical functions in phase I being critical

in phase j, i.e.,

F FiFi F.,

then PPH can be deleted from the l.h.s. of (6). Thus in the example

shown in Figure 9, we originally had

PfPH Z)P PHe - Pi PHq I WSR PIPH s PIPHs IHa.
1 2 9 1 2

Now, since

F F9  and F2 - F4 ,

we have

rPHX JP{PHk1 4 WSR < PtPHI1PtPH! P .PH'I
4 5 1 2 9
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VI. A DIRECT APPROACH:

In this section, we present a direct approach to accurately computing

the reliability of a multi-phase or single phase mission. The

disadvantage of this method is that it becomes computationally

intractable for real sized problems. In Section VII, we propose an

alternate method which is hopefully both accurate and computationally

tractable. The direct approach does have several advantages. In

particular, it provides a check on more sophisticated algorithms and

their implementations.

Let C t be the vector whose components describe the number of

working components in each pool. C t is a Markov process. Let E denote

the state space and Pt the transition matrix for fC ; t > 0. Assume

that the mission has m phases and define

1 if all critical functions of phase

k can be handled in state I,

0 otherwise.

Let tk denote the length of phase k and yk(I) denote the probability

of successfully completing phases k through m inclusive given that the

state at the beginning of phase k was i. Then

-Ym(i)= r P (i'j)'PM(j)

jEE t m

and

Yk(i) JCE tm )'k(J ) Yk+l(J)•

Thus the y's can be iteratively computed since Pt and P k are easily

determined.

?32..
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The major disadvantage with this method is that it quickly becomes

computationally intractable.

VII. ALTERNATIVE METHOD:

The purpose of this paper is to present a method for analyzing

single-phase missions which is both accurate and computationlly feasible

on realistic problems. Hopefully the method can either be used to show

that MIREM is sufficiently accurate or be incorporated into MIREM and

allow MIREM to accurately determine the system reliability.

MIREM seems to work well except when computing

1+2 x',X =x
2 } (8)

P{UP (c)Ix' = -2 -X=

which appeared as equation (A-5) in the appendix of [1]. Hence, we will

concentrate on developing a method to compute (8). Assume that we have

two parallel chains as described in the appendix to [1]. We will be

concerned only with the contending pools. Assume that there are n pairs

of pools numbered 1,...,n, and a set of critical functions. Each

critical function must be allocated to one of the two chains although

some critical functions may be restricted to one of the chains. An

allocation completely specifies which critical functions are allocated

to which chains. A possible allocation satisfies the constraints at the

noncontending pools; however, a possible allocation may or may not

satisfy the constraints at the sharing or contending. Assume that there

are p possible allocations numbered 1,...,p. Now a feasible allocation

is a possible allocation that satisfies all of the constraints at the

contending pools. To compute (1), we simply need to determine

Pfthere exists a feasible allocation). (9)

32-18
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Let Ak denote the event that allocation k is feasible. Equation (9) can

be restated as

PfA I or A2 or or A p (10)

which can be rewritten as

P{A 1} + P{A 2} +••'+ P{Ap} (1I)

- P(A1A21 - P{AIA 3} P{ApIAp

+ P{AA2A3 } +••' P{Ap_ AAp 3
1 IA2 A3 P{Akp_1 p-2 Ap-31

+ (- I)P+Ip[AI1A 2..A p}

Thus we need to be able to determine the values of the terms in (11).

Let Ci be an ordered pair representing the state of the ith pair of

contending pools at the end of the mission. Since the pools within a

pair are mutually independent, we have

P{C i > (s,t)} = Gi(s)Hi(t).

The functions Gi and Hi are easy to determine since each is the

complementary distribution for a binomial random variable.

Let gW(k) denote the number of working components needed at the

chain 1 pool of the ith pair of pools by allocation k, and let hi(k)

denote the corresponding quantity for the chain 2 pool. Then the

probability of allocation k being feasible can be computed as

32-19
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P{Ak} P{C 1 > (gl(k),hl(k)).... Cn > (gnC(k),hn(k)))

n= l P{C1  (g i(k),h (k))!

n
= G (g (k))H (h (k)).

More complicated terms such as P{AjAk' can be evaluated as follows:

P{fAAk} = P{C, > (gl(j) - gl(k),hl(j) - hl(k)),...

Cn > (gn(j) - gn(k),h n(j) . hn (k))}

n Gi(gi(J ) g(k))H (h (j) hi(k)).

where "=" denotes "maximum of." In general, we have

P{A ... I = inG,( j 1 g(kj))H(jl h (k1 )). (12)k m I

The method can be outlined as follows:

1) determine the functions Gi, Hi, gi, and hi.

2) Evaluate (11) using (12) to evaluate each of the terms.

The alternate method does not use any approximations; hence, it

determines the correct answer. The method has the same advantage as the

existing version of MIREM since it analyzes each pair of pools

separately and then combines the information. However, the alternate

method involves more computational effort since more information must be

* computed at each pair of pools and the combination of the results is

more involved. In the alternate method, the computational effort grows

with the number of possible allocations which in turn grows roughly

exponentially with the number of critical functions. However, for the

number of critical functions needed in realistic problems, the method

3
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appears to be computationally feasible. The computation effort may be

reduced by several means if necessary. For example, (4) can be

truncated at various points yielding either upper or lower bounds to the

system reliability. Thus the method appears to satisfy both criteria.

The alternate method yields the correct answer, and appears to be

computationally tractable.

VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS:

The original task was to determine a method for enhancing MIREM to

permit analyzing multi-phase missions. The method outlined in Section

IV appears promising; however, this method relies on MIREM accurately

analyzing a single-phase mission. Section III shows that MIREM can have

trouble with some artificial problems. Hence it should be investigated

whether MIREM accurately analyzes realistic problems. If MIREM is

sufficiently accurate on realistic problems, the MIREM can be left

unchanged. However, if MIREM performs poorly, MIREM should be modified

to use the alternate method described in Section V. Thus, the important

point needing investigation is MIREM's accuracy on realistic problems.

The alternate method should be implemented in order to have a standard

against which MIREM can be tested.

[i] Veatch, M. H., Calvo, A. B., and Myers, J. B. Logistics
engineering design techniques for fault-tolerant avionics. The

Analytic Sciences Corporation. TIM-4128-1.
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ADDENDUM

A draft of this document was discussed by the developers of MIREM

and myself. In Section III, I have given two examples showing where

MIREM makes approximations. Due to some other features, MIREM does not

make approximations for the two specific examples I gave and is able to

accurately analyze the two examples. However, the approximations

described are representative of the type of approximations occurring in

slightly more complicated examples. Rather than construct more

complicated examples, it is better to understand the spirit of the

approximation in the simple examples. The developers of MIREM are

confident that MIREM will be sufficiently accurate on realistic cases.

This should be verified by checking it against the alternative method

described in Section VI. If MIREM performs poorly, the compromise

method should be incorporated into MIREM. If MIREM performs well, it

might be preferable not to incorporate the alternative method since it

is computationally more work than the existing version.

3
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HEMP VULNERABILITY/SURVIVABILITY OF COMPUTER NETWORKS

by

Dr Eddie R Fowler

ABSTRACT

This report presents an analytical approach for quantifying the

message traffic through-put degradation of a computer network in a

high altitude electromagnetic pulse (HEMP) environment. The ARPANET/

DDN is characterized to provide information as to which attributes to

incorporate in a computer network simulation model. Plots of the HEMP

generated E-field are presented. An E-field strength contour map

superimposed on orthogonal projection of the USA for one height of

burst (HOB) is presented. Finally suggestions for further research

in this area are presented.
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1.0 Introduction And Research Motivation. The USAF operational capa-

bility is dependent upon its C4 systems and computer networks have be-

come an integral part of these C4 systems. Thus to process and commun-

icate C31 information during nuclear hostilities, these computer networks

must be high altitude electromagnetic pulse (HEMP) survivable. To be

HEMP survivable, computer networks must be designed, constructed, and

operated according to standards based on quantified through-put degradat-

ion for all possible threat and friendly generated HEMP. Presently this

degradation has not been quantified empirically because of the ban on all

exoatmospheric nuclear tests. Thus analytical techniques usinq simula-

tion modeling is the only feasible approach to quantify through-put de-

gradation. Based on this, there is motivation for a research effort to

develop an analytical technique that evaluates and quantifies computer

network through-put degradation resulting from HEMP.

1.1 Research Objectives. The present research objectives are long

term and short term. The long term research objective is to develop an

analytical technique that utilizes a simulation model to quantify the

through-put degradation of a computer network in a HEMP environment.

Presently the primary C31 computer network candidate for analysis is the

packet switched Defense Data Network (DDN) whose design philosophy is

being evolved from that of the Advanced Research Project Agency Network

(ARPANET). The short term objectives have been to: develop the necess-

ary background understanding by accomplishing a HEMP literature survey,

and gain a familiarization of EMP phenomenology and of the ARPANET/DDN
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packet switched network characteristics; and, develop a description of

an analytical technique and simulation model that can be used to quantify

the through-put degradation of a computer network.

1.2 Previous and Present Work. Several agencies/organizations have

been interested and involved in research and development of EMP phenome-

nology and the susceptibility/vulnerability and survivability of commun-

ication networks illuminated by EMP. Also several authors have been

working with the design and analysis of computer communication networks.

This section will briefly discuss pertinent work and documentation asso-

ciated with EMP phenomenology, computer network analysis, and HEMP

effects on networks.

1.2.1 EMP Phenomenology. EMP phenomenology has been a topic of major

interest for the past 20 years at both the U S Air Force Weapons

Laboratory (AFWL) and the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA). Early work at

AFWL led to a basic classified EMP handbook (69) that contains

descriptions of EMP phenomenology associated with system and weapon

environment and environment confidence. A second AFWL design hand-

book (63) provides major concerns for system protection against EMP

effects, with recommended practices and procedures. There is also a

time domain and frequency domain mathematical description of electric

field strength. The AFWL Nuclear Criteria Group Secretariat (NCGS) has

published the latest approved version (71) of these mathematical descrip-

tions. DNA has likewise collated descriptions of EMP phenomenology and

published these data in six volumes (70). The DNA volumes contain:

information on system evaluation and system design that are hardened to

EMP; formulas for calculating EMP coupled currents and voltages in cab-

les; information for assessing equipment and component susceptibility to
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EMP and damage due to EMP; information on nuclear induced EMP into sys-

tems in flight; a 3400 entry EMP bibliography; and, Information on com-

puter codes for analyzing EMP effects problems. Bell Laboratories is the

one civilian industry that has published an EMP handbook (4). This docu-

ment contains a description of the EMP phenomenology concerning the gen-

eration and characteristics of the EM field, its intensity contour map,

EMP coupling and shielding of structures and facilities, and component

susceptibility. The latest AFWL document (40) is a thorough discussion

on EMP interaction principles, techniques, and reference data. The

combined information in the above documents provide a rather complete

discussion on EMP phenomenology.

1.2.2 Network Characterization. Computer network characterizations and

associated through-put degradation analytical techniques have been a

topic of research in isolation from EMP considerations. However this

work is directly applicable to through-put degradation resulting from

nuclear effects. There has been a flood of interest in analyzing the

packet-switched ARPANET. It has produced ample research in such areas

as: adaptive routing and flow control (3,6,8,10,12,13,17,18,25,26,30,38,

44,46,47,48,52,56,62,64); computer-to-computer protocol (8,17,18,26,34,

35,36,44,46,56,61,62); communication processor hardware and software

design (8,13,17,18,26,44,46,56,62); line protocol (8,17,18,26,44,46,56,

61,62); network reliability (8,13,17,18,25,26,44,46,56,62,65,66); net-

work topological design (3,6,8,12,17,18,25,26,30,44,46,48,56,62,65);

and, packet switching concepts (8,13,17,18,25,26,44,46,56,62,66). The

link transmission media of the ARPANET/DDN are designed and operated

in accordance with AT&T policy(5). Any analytical techniques and/or

computer network simulation models should be based on the previous work
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documented in the above references.

I.?. -- ffects. HEMP effects on computer and communicatiu..........

has been a Department of Defense (DOD) concern since the nineteen-

fifties. The communications network that supported the anti-ballistic

missile system, SAFEGUARD, was analyzed for EMP survivability and the

resulting documentation (72) presents EMP coupling, with resulting volt-

age/current transient, predictions and equipment/subsystem EMP suscepti-

bility. This study also included the AT&T long haul lines in the commun-

ications sub-system analysis. DNA has conducted studies (73,74,75) on

the nuclear susceptibility and survivability of the Automatic Digital

Network (AUTODIN), Automatic Voice Network (AUTOVON), and the communicat-

ions facilities for the Pacific Command's C4 system. These studies have

analyzed and assessed the nuclear EMP effects on the C4 system's land-

lines, wireless and satellite links, and terminal facilities. The

Defense Communications Agency (DCA), Strategic Air Command (SAC), and

USAF Air Staff have pursued programs to analyze and assess the nuclear

vulnerability and survivability of communications/computer command and

control networks which each will use during hostilities. The most com-

plex of these is the Defense Data Network (DDN) which is evolving from

the ARPANET, World Wide Military Command and Control System (WWMCCS)

Intercomputer Network (WIN), and Movement Information Network (MINET).

The nuclear vulnerability and survivability analysis of the DDN is pres-

ently being conducted under the supervision of the DDN Program Office

(20, 29, 58) DCA has used the network simulation model (54), GRINDER/

ROUT, in some of its studies and suggested that it might be useful in a

nuclear vulnerability and survivability study of DDN. Likewise the Air

Staff has used the SIMSTAR model (14) and AFWL the PNAC model (49). Both
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are functioning models and candidates for any analytical study of commun-

ications/computer networks. The civilian contractor company, XRI,

McLean, VA, is studying the nuclear vulnerability and survivability of

the DON node facility equipments. XRI has just initiated work on this

study. Bell Laboratories, Holmdel, NJ, has recently organized a Nuclear

Weapons Effects Group to study the EMP effects on the Bell System long

haul trunk lines and the node facilities and equipments. It must be em-

phasized that this group is not a continuation of any previous EMP study.

Due to the enormous facility size requirement for EMP testing, the only

known testing presently is that being done by Harry Diamond Labs on bur-

ied cables. However the cable length used in this testing still limited

to less than 10 km. An unabridged report (68) of this survey contains

an appendix with all of the above references with a synopsis of each.

2.0 General Discussion. The research objective of developing an analy-

sis technique and simulation model to assess nuclear vulnerability and

survivability of a packet switched computer network requires character-

izing in writing such a network, e.g., ARPANET/DDN. To get a general

idea on how the DON works and therefore the number of network charact-

eristics that must be considered for a simulation model to characterize

the DON, one must first have a good understanding of how a packet-

switched network functions.

2.1 ARPANET/DDN Characterization. A characterization study was done of

the ARPANET/DDN and is included in the unabridged report (68). The

following topics are discussed in that report; messages, Interface Mess-

age Processor (IMP), packet descriptions, positive acknowledgement (ACK),

host, source and destination IMP, error detection and retransmission,

3
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packet delay, ALLOCATE, sliding window protocol, and routing algorithm.

Figures that show the geographical location of the ARPANET and DDN nodes

and their logical interconnections are given in (68).

2.2 AT&T Dependency. Both the ARPANET and the DDN use AT&T leased lines

(20). Therefore, for purposes of computer simulation, a database con-

taining the exact geographical location and orientation of each AT&T link

is necessary for degradation purposes. Figures showing maps of the 1972

AT&T long haul lines are given in (68). After referring to these fig-

ures, one immediately notes the extreme dependency of the DDN on the AT&T

lines. The vulnerability/survivability of the AT&T lines is of critical

importance to the vulnerability/survivability of the DDN.

3.1 Model Survey. There have been simulation models previously devel-

oped which analyze packet-switched computer networks, but none

will fully characterize the ARPANET/DDN. The four simulation models

surveyed were the Propagation Network Analysis Code (PNAC), the ROUT

module of GRINDER (Graphical Interactive Network Designer), SIMSTAR,

and a connectivity program. These are discussed in detail in the

unabridged report (68).

3.2 Network Connectivity Program. A connectivity program was gener-

ated during the course of this research in order to get a better

understanding of the problems associated with the modeling of a

computer network. In this simulation model the maximum number of

nodes allowed is eight, all nodes are fixed, and the links may be

either directed or bidirectional. Two of the problems identified in

generating a program to characterize a network with a large number of

nodes are computer run time and memory. Both of these factors are dis-

cussed in detail in the unabridged report (68) and the computer code

S
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for the connectivity program is also included.

3.3 Network Simulation Model Description. The development of any

simulation model should be in a top down structured manner. Since the

purpose of a simulation model is to analyze some system aspect with

respect to a measure of effectiveness (MOE). This MOE must be well

defined because it is the basis/foundation of the system's simulation

model attributes. Therefore candidate MOE and attributes for a packet-

switched computer network simulation are given below.

3.3.1 Measures of Effectiveness (MOE). A list of candidate MOE that

quantify some aspect of through-put degradation are: connectivity of

input/output (I/O) devices; transmission delay per bit error rate;

availability of I/O devices; and, through-put of message traffic,

which can be a combination of all of the above plus other MOE.

3.3.2 Model Attributes. Based on the listed MOE above, candidate model

attributes are: analog and/or digital transmission signal format;

nodes; links; message traffic; incident times; link degradation; node

degradation; and, process degradation. These are discussed in detail in

the unabridged report (68).

3.4 HEMP Effects Analysis. The EMP attributes discussed above that are

of interest to this report are the induced voltages and currents that

are coupled into the network links and nodes from the incident EM field.

This EM field can be characterized by the electric field (E-field), in

both the time domain and frequency domain, at each observer (coupling)

location (link/node) within the illuminated area. This EMP coupling

characterization is necessary to determine the voltage or current in-

duced in the links and nodes. This coupled voltage/current is input

into the network simulation model to determine if there is any resulting

3
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memory upset or component burnout of link, node, and/or facility equip-

ments. And upset or burnout determination is the ultimate objective of

HEMP effects analysis, because it is used in the designated MOE function

to determine through-put degradation. Thus a detailed discussion con-

cerning the characterization of the E-field, resulting EMP coupling to

the links and nodes of a computer network, and candidate HEMP effects

attributes are presented in the unabridged report (68).

4.0 Analytical And Simulation Problems. The analytical techniques,

presented in (68), have a number of problems that need individual attent-

ion before they will re resolved. Some of these problems are inherent to

the scope of the task. They are: parameters uncertainties; AT&T propri-

etary information; simulation model run time; magnetohydrodynamics (MHD)

effects; MOE development; and, computational techniques. These are dis-

cussed in detail in (68). However at the risk of sounding flippant, this

anonymous quote is appropriate, "With enough infusion of money, any pro-

blem can be solved!"

5.0 Suggested Research Problems. The research problems that have become

apparent from this study are: network simulation model development; com-

putational techniques; MOE development; and, MHD effects. These research

problems are discussed in detail in (68).

6.0 Summary. A summary of accomplishments reported in this document

and the unabridged report (68) are: a literature survey; technical per-

sonnel survey; E-field computations and plots; E-field strength contour

maps; computer network characterization; connectivity program; and,

vulnerability/survivability analytical techniques.
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AN APPROACH TO THE DESIGN OF AN ADAPTIVE

SPREAD SPECTRUM MODEM

Abstract

The capability to reprogram spread spectrum (S.S.) modems on a short

term basis to reflect changes in the environment will soon exist. An adaptive

S.S. modem (ASSM) would insure maximum instantaneous link performance and

graceful degradation of the overall system performance. This report outlines

an approach to the design of an ASSM. The major design issues are identified

and a research plan to address these issues is presented.
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1.0 Introduction

For many years spread spectrum (S.S.) systems have provided the solution

to military communications problems(l-5). As technological advancements

lower the cost of spread spectrum systems their use will become more ubiguitous.

S.S. modems (modulator/demodulator) are used for jamming protection, multiple

access, multipath protection, ranging, and to avoid detection by unauthorized

listeners. The primary applications of S.S. systems of interest here are

antijamming (AJ) and low probability of intercept (LPI). S.S. systems achieve

AJ and LPI capabilities by pseudo-randomly distributing the transmitted energy

over a wide range of alternatives. These alternatives include carrier frequency

(known as frequency hopping, FH), phase (known as direct sequence, DS or

pseudonoise, PN) and time (known as burst or time hopping, TH). Error correcting

codes and diversity can be used in addition to pseudo-random transmissions to

further increase the AJ and LPI capability of the modem.

Traditionally modems have been designed to operate in one environment.

In most designs worst case assumptions reguarding the environment are made

resulting in a fixed system configuration, i.e., fixed levels of FH, PN, TH,

error control coding, and diversity. In the design process trade-offs between

important system parameters are made to accommodate the fixed scenario.

For example, to achieve a specified-level of AJ in a fixed radio frequency (RF)

bandwidth limits on the link data rate must be imposed. However, the environ-

ment in which these modems must operate is highly volatile and the design

assumption and trade-offs may not always match the environment resulting in

a link performance that may not always be optimum. The link performance

can be measured in terms of information rate, intercept range or other

criteria as will be discussed later. Therefore, there is a need to develop

adaptive S.S. modems (ASSM). An adaptive S.S. modem would estimate the

environment and modify its configuration to optimize the link performance. A

network of ASSMs would accommodate time-varying user loads and allow for

the reallocation of network resources to counteract link degradations.

The capability to modify a S.S. modem's configuration as a function of

time will exist with the production of the VHSIC AJ dedicated-function-chip-
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set currently under development at Hughes Aircraft Co.(6) A programmable

common equipment core which can accommodate both AJ, LPI, and error control

features is the basis for the Hughes design. (See Reference 6 for a detailed

description of the Hughes VHSIC programmable modem). In the near future it

will be technically feasible to adapt a modem configuration to reflect changes

in the environment.

The research questions that need to be addressed are how can the modem

estimate the environment and then given knowledge of the environment, how

can the modem select a new configuration. These problems become more

difficult because S.S. modems do not operate alone. They are part of a larger

network so each link of the network must coordinate its transmission modes.

Further, the feasibility of adapting the modem configuration does not imply

that such a capability could be justified in terms of an improved overall link

perfomrance. The purpose of this report is (1) to identify some potential

advantages and disadvantages of an adaptive S.S. modem (ASSM), (2) to propose

an aproach to the design of such a modem, (3) to discuss the major issues

involved in implementing the proposed design, and (4) to develop a research

plan for addressing the major issues in the design of an adaptive S.S. modem.

In the following section the objectives and scope of this report will be

defined. The advantages and disadvantages of an adaptive S.S. modem will be

identified next. An approach to the design of an ASSM will be presented in

section 4. Based on the approach the major issues which must be addressed in

the design of an ASSM were identified and are discussed in section 5. This

report concludes with the presentation of a research plan for determing the

feasibility of an ASSM.

2.0 Objectives.

The specific objectives of this study were:

1) To define the concept of an ASSM.
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2) To identify the potential improvement in system performance

using ASSM.

3) To identify potential problems with the ASSM concept.

4) To develop a design approach for an ASSM.

5) To define the major questions which must be resolved before

ASSM can be developed.

6) To outline a research plan for addressing these questions.

It is expected that an ASSM will operate as part of a network. Using

adaptive links in a network poses problems in the coordination of each link's

transmission mode. For example, which user setL the transmission mode and

how is that information to be distributed among all the network users. Similar

problems have been encountered in the development of adaptive routing algorithms

for computer communications( 7, 8, 9, 10) networks. The scope of this discussion

will be limited to the analysis of one link, i.e. the networking problem will not

be addressed. The networking problem is important and interesting; however,

if an adaptive link connecting two users is not feasible then obviously there is

no need to consider a network.

3.0 The Potential Benefits and Problems of an Adaptive Spread Spectrum

Modem.

Military S.S. systems are designed to meet set AJ and LPI specifications.

Given that current systems operate with fixed waveforms and error control

coding trade-offs between the AJ, LPI, data rate,. capabilities of the system

must be made. For example, to achieve maximum AJ you want to transmit

the maximum power possible, however, for LPI the minimum transmitter power

is the optimum choice. Thus, adaptive control of the transmitter power in an

intercept environment, i.e., no jamming, would be desirable while if the system

is operating in a jamming environment then the maximum power should be

transmitted. Consider the data rate trade-off. Both LPI and AJ capabilities

3
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of a system are enhanced by reducing the data rate. Clearly a reduction in the

data rate degrades the link performance. In a network environment the network

data rate is reduced by removing users from the system. However, it is highly

desirable to design the system to degrade gracefully, i.e., if the link can not

support one data rate, then communications should be possible at a lower rate

with degraded quality as opposed to not being able to use the link at all.

Suppose at data rate rl the voice quality is such that the listener can recognize

the talker and clearly understand the signal, at data rate r2 the listener can

understand the signal but does not recongize:talker, at r3 the talker has a

limited vocabulary and synthetic speech is used. Clearly the data rate can be

changed as a function of time to insure that some communications capability

exists in many different environments. Only in the worst signal environment

would data rate r3 be used. If the link can adapt its data rate as a function of

the environment then the user is assured that his instantaneous performance is

raximized.

The above examples are intended to illustrate some of the benefits that

can be derived from an ASSM. Summarizing an ASSM would provide: 1) maximum

instantaneous link performance (2) graceful degradation of the system performance

and 3) the ability to change the relative importance of different performance

measures e.g. AJ or LPI as a function of the scenario.

The potential problems with an ASSM are significant. As previously

discussed, there is a question as to how the ASSM can be connected in a network.

Estimating the environment is not a trivial task. The development of receiver

structures to estimate the characteristics of different jamming signals is needed.

Given a receiver for intercepting and analyzing the jamming signals the technical

question becomes can the estimation be accomplished fast enough to help the

link performance. Knowing the signal environment an algorithm must then be

developed to select the optimum link configuration. Further, would the addition

if this extra receiver structure d rive the cost, power, or space requirements

beyond practical limits. Finally, if an ASSM is feasible, does the improvement

in the average link performance gained through its deployment justify the

extra cost incurred.
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The potential benefits of ASSM definitely justifies futher study. Even

though some aspect of an ASSM might be currently unrealizable advancements

in technology could be expected to overcome those problems.

4.0. An Approach to the Design of an Adaptive Spread Spectrum Modem.

An ASSM offers the possibility of changing many modem parameters e.g.

power, diversity, or error control coding is a function of time. An approach is

needed to specify how each parameter should change as a function of the observed

environment. Such an approach is outlined below.

The initial steps in the approach are to define, 1) the modem parameters

of interest, 2) the classes of jamming signals of interest, e.g. tone jammers,

3) the important characteristics of each class of jamming signal, e.g. power

and frequency. Next modem performance measures, e.g. AJ margin are defined.

The definition of S.S. modem performance measures is an important problem

by itself. For each class of jamming signals a relationship between the modem

variables, the jamming signal characteristics and the modem performance

measures is established. The relative importance of each performance measure

is then defined and an overall link quality metric found. A baseline link quality

is established. A sensitivity study is then used to define the adaptive algorithm,

i.e. given that the jammer class is known as well as its characteristics, the

modem variable which will cause the biggest change in the link quality is adjusted

so that the baseline link quality is maintained. If the baseline quality can not

be achieved, then the next most sensitive modem variable is adjusted. After

all the modem variables are exhausted then the relative importance of each

performance measure can be changed and the procedure repeated. For example,

a modem might initially weight LPI more than AJ then after the jamming

reaches some critical level AJ would become dominant. The algorithms will

be stored in the modem as a lookup table; the sensitivity analysis and variable

selection will be done offline. It will be assumed that we can infer the modem

performance from the jammer parameters; it will not be necessary to actually

measure the modem performance.
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The above procedure can be described mathematically as follows. Define

a vector of modem variables-V as

where

= ith modem variable.

A list of potential modem variables is shown in Table I.

chip rate

hop rate

transmited power

data rate

level of diversity

level of error control coding

level of source coding

time hop patterns

duty cycle

length of sync symbols

accquisition algorithm

code tracking algorithm

number of adaptive array elements

length of adaptive filters

Table I

Potential Modem Variables

A matrix can be used to define the jamming environment. The rows of the

matrix correspond to classes of jamming signals while columns define the
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characteristics of each class; that is, the matrix J has the form of

where

y z jth characteristic of the ith

jammer class

Not all classes of jammers have the same number of parameters so those

elements of the matrix not needed can be set to zero. Suppose we are only

considering single tone and partial band jammers, then the matrix J could have

the form

where

Y11 = power in the tone jammer
'112 = frequency of the tone

\/21 = power in the partial band jammer

Y22 = center frequency of the partial band jammer

Y23 = bandwidth of the partial band jammer

Table II contains a list of potential jammer classes and their characteristics.

34-10
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Jainner Class Characteristics

Single tone power, frequency

Multiple tone power, number, frequencies

Partial band noise power, center frequency, bandwidth, noise type

Swept power, center frequency, bandwidth, sweep rate

Pulsed power, center frequency duty cycle

Table II

Potential Jammer Classes and Their Characteristics

The next step in the design process is the specification of a vector of

modem performance measures, M, as

M=

where
rYeS= ith performance measure

Many different performance measures can be suggested(ll) for S.S. systems. A

potential list is shown in Table III.

Communications Range

Intercept Range
Data Rate

Bandwidth

Time-to-achieve Synchronization

Table III

Potential S.S. System Performance Measures
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Each performance measure is a function of both the modem variables,

and the jamming environment J, i.e.

M=

This function must be found so that the appropriate trade-offs can be made.

The relationship between J,-Y-, and M is in general very complex. There are

some cases which can be solved analytically, however, it is expected that

computer simulations will be needed to completely define this funciton.

The overall performance of a S.S. modem is difficult to assess because of

the diveristy of system parameters as well as the wide range of operating

environments and user requirements. However, some individual performance

measures can be easily identified, e.g. communications range, intercept range,

and data rate. The difficulty occurs in weighting the importance of each metric.

That is, some metrics are more significant depending on the scenario. An

overall link quality can be defined as a function of the performance vector as

Q = g(= ).

It seems reasonable to assume the function g(t) to be linear so

L

:~)"Vi rn i

where

V!/i importance weighting on the

ith performance metric

The vector W = • -. provides the mechanism for assigning a number to

the overall link quality. Note that W may also be a function of time, i.e. as

the environment is changed the importance of different matrices is also likely

to change, i.e. W(J).
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Now we can write the overall link performance as

Q = (f, , W) (- (--, J), W(J))

The goal of the ASSM is to maintain Q at some specified level as J changes.

The adaptive algorithm must be designed to meet this goal efficiently. Note

that the performance metrics are not directly measured, rather they are

predicted from the jamming environment and the modem variables. One such

algorithm would consist of performing a sensitivity analysis on the link quality

Q relative to the modem vector V and then assigning the new V by choosing

those variables which yield the greatest change in Q.

This design procedure is best illustrated using a simple example. The

scenario consists of a single tone jammer at the S.S. system's carrier frequency.

The S.S. system uses only PN modulation. The adaptable modem variables are

the bit rate and transmitter power, i.e.

V = 2r1, C\

where

transmitter power

/r2  bit rate.

The jamming matrix is given by a single number, the jamming power so

J

Y = Jamming power

The performance measures are the square of the communicating range for

fixed probability of error, the square of the intercept range and the data ratt

i.e.
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M= ml, m2, m3

"2.ml=

dR = communications range
m2= i

d= intercept range

m3 = rd

vd : data rate

Notice that each performance measure must be scaled before the importance

weightings are applied. One convenient scaling is to normalize each metric by

its minimum value that is

m imi  = /'mimin

To establish these minimum values the range of the modem and jamming parameters

must be known. The range of there's will be known while the range of the

s must be assumed. Also note that this form of normalization removes all

multiplicative constants. For this example let the range of these variables be

I 1, 100

~5 : 1, 10

I 1, 1000

The performance measures can now be written as a function of the modem

variables and the janmer characteristics as

'4

m2 =

m3 =

The overall link performance is then

Q
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Notice that weighting on the intercept range is negative, this insures that as

the intercept range (m2) increases the link performance measure decreases.

Next assume that the LPI function should be initially favored so we set

Wl = .25

w2 = .5

w3 = .25

and the link quality becomes

Q

A baseline link performance can be found by setting(2 =1 < = and 1/=l00 0, this

performance level is 2.25.

The information now available allows us to specify how the modem should

change its variables as the jamming power is increased. Through a sensitivity

analysis, it is found that the bit rate, !2, should be changed first, i.e. Q is most

sensitive to C(,. Figure 1 shows how the bit rate should be changed in response

to increasing jammer power with the transmitter power fixed at 1. It is this

function that would be stored in the modem and the adaptive algorithm would

simply measure the jammer power then set the bit rate. This process would

probably be done in steps rather than continuously.

As the jammer power exceeds 1000 the link performance can no longer be

maintained at 2.25. This might indicate that the jammer is directing all of his

resources directly at the receiver and thus weighting LPI more heavily is no

longer valid. In this case the weighting vector should be changed and the

procedure repeated. A new function would be stored to tell the modem how to

adjust the transmitter power as y increased further.

In this section a procedure for designing an ASSM was presented. A

mathematical framework was developed to describe the procedure. A simple

example was presented to illustrate the approach. Based on the framework
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developed here the major issues which must be addressed in applying the design

procedure have been identified and are discussed in the next section.

5.0 Adaptive Spread Spectrum Modem Design Issues.

The purpose of this section is to clearly define the major points of concerns

regarding the development of an ASSM.

1) What does short term adaptability buy?

The point of concern here lies in the possibility that a prudent S.S.

modem design can be developed which will achieve the desired link performance

given all possible scenarios. The overhead and cost associated with an ASSM

would then become unnecessary. It is known that to maintain LPI power control

isessential so some level of adaption will be needed. Whether power control

can be best handled manually or automatically is unknown.

2) What are appropriate S.S. modem performance measures?

There are a wide variety of performance metrics for S.S. modems.

These range from voice quality which is subjective to probability of a bit error

which is quantitative. The set of metrics which are appropriate for ASSM

design is unknown. Further, the question of S.S. modem performance evaluation

is unresolved in general.

3) What classes of jammers need to be considered and what are their

critical characteristics.

There are many different kinds of jammers, each with different

parameters. To sufficiently characterize the environment for an ASSM which

classes can be combined. Or put another way should the environment be perceived

not as a composite of independent jammers, rather as one signal with certain

properties.
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4) How can the characteristics of the environment be estimated?

Jamming signals operate well above the noise so conventional

spectrum analyzers or compressive receivers can be used for detection. Once

detected what receiver structures are needed to estimate the parameters of

the jammers? The development of an intercept receiver for jamming signals

with feature extraction capabilities is essential to the ASSM concept. Many of

the components of an intercept receiver are contained within the VHSIC chip

set under development by Hughes. It would be of interest to investigate the

capability of the chip set as an intercept receiver for jamming signals.

Independent of the ASSM design, a network of inexpensive intercept receivers

for jamming signals would provide an important global view of the jamming

environment.

5) How can the relationship between the modem variables, jamming

parameters and the performance metrics be found?

This will be the most difficult aspect of ASSM design but these

relationships will have applications beyond the ASSM. Understanding these

relationships is essential to prudent S.S. modem design in general. Theoretical

analysis can provide these relationships in some cases. For example, the case

of multiple tone jamming has been analyzed for direct sequenct systems(12).

However, the complexity of the S.S..waveforms will hinder analytic analysis

and in some cases totally preclude the theoretical approach. In these cases

computer simulation will be used to obtain the needed relationships. For

example, figure 2 shows the result of a simulation study where a time-to-

intercept was related to the S.S. modem's input (S/N) for the case of a

scanning radiometer intercept receiver. A complete description of this

simulation study is presented in Appendix A.

6) How can the overall link performance be defined?

Within the context of the developed approach this issue becomes a

question of how to select the importance weightings, W.

In the following section a research plan is presented for addressing these

issues.
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6.0 Recommendations.

This section describes a study which addresses the issues raised in the

previous section. Refer to figure 3 for the relationships between the various

tasks.

6.1 Adaptive Spread Spectrum Modem Feasibility Study.

A set of tasks are outlined below whose goal is the determination of the

feasibility of an ASSM.

6.1.1 Review Spread Spectrum Performance Measures.

There are many performance metrics used for S.S. modems. Some of

these are redundant while others are not applicable to ASSM design. The

purpose of this task is to catalog all S.S. performance measures and to develop

any relations between them. A common framework for S.S. performance

metrics will be the result of this task.

6.1.2 Evaluation of Performance Metrics

The goal of this task is the determination of the suitability of the S.S.

performance metrics for ASSM design. It is expected that some performance

metrics will naturally fit into ASSM design while others will not. The result of

this task will be a list of performance metrics for use in ASSM design.

6.1.3 Development of New Performance Metrics.

From the review and evaluation of existing S.S. performance metrics it

is possible that new metrics can be developed. The goal of this task will be to

propose new performance metrics for S.S. modems as needed. These metrics

will be suitable for use in ASSM design.
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6.1.4 Catalog Spread Spectrum Modem Variables.

The purpose of this task is to compile a list of S.S. modem variables that

can be used in ASSM design. This list will be analyzed and only those suitable

to ASSM design retained. The result of this task will be the list of S.S.

modem variables that will be used in the ASSM design.

6.1.5 Development of Relationships Between the Modem Variables, the

Jamming Environment and the Performance Metrics.

The goal of this task is to develop the relationships needed to infer

the S.S. modem performance given the modem configuration and the jamming

environment. For simple scenarios these techniques exist. For more complex

environments, e.g. combinations of different jammers, computer simulation

wi4l be used to obtain the desired relationships. The result of this task will

be a set of design curves relating the jamming environment to the modem

performance given a set of modem variables. (See figure 2 for an exmaple).

6.1.6 Development of the Adaption Algorithm.

Given the design curves developed in the previous task an adaption

algorithm will be developed. In th'is task the procedure for updating the

modem configuration will be developed. As discussed previously this

development will require a sensitivity analysis.- The result of this task will

be a set of look up tables in which each set of jamming characteristics

indicates the appropriate set of modem parameters.

6.1.7 Test and Evaluation of the Adaptive Spread Spectrum Modem Design.

This task has two goals: first, to test the ASSM algorithms to verify

they perform as expected; second, to evaluate the benefit of ASSM. That is,

the improvement in overall link performance gained through the use of an

ASSM over a non-adaptive S.S. modem will be determined. The result of this

task will be a recommendation as to the feasibility of the ASSM concept.
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6.1.8 Required Facilities and Expertise.

To successfully complete this feasibility study, expertise is required in

spread spectrum systems and their operating environment. Further, several

aspects of this study rely on computer simulation of S.S. systems and jamming

environments. Thus a communications system simulation capability with emphasis

on S.S. systems is needed. Assuming the above requirements are net minor,

effort should be devoted to the development of additional analysis and

simulation tools.

6.2 Development of Efficient Receiver Structures for the Analysis of Jamming

Signals.

A set of tasks is outlined below whose goal is the development of

efficient techniques to estimate the jamming environment in which the ASSM

must operate. The emphasis of these tasks is on the exploitation of VHSIC

technology for estimating the jamming environment.

6.2.1 Catalog Classes of Jammers.

The goal of this task is to analyze different jammers and to separate

them into classes. Each class will generate signals with common charac-

teristics.

6.2.2 Analysis of the Signal Characteristics of Each Class of Jammers.

The purpose of this task is to identify the characteristics of each class of

jammers. It is these characteristics which the ASSM must estimate. The

product of this task will be a list of signal characteristics for each class of

jammers.

6.2.3 Analysis of The Interference Environment.

Another way to approach the problem of analysis of jamming signals for

ASSM is to focus on the interference environment as a whole instead of attempting
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o pick out individual jammers and their parameters. The goal of this task is

o determine characteristics of the interference environment which can be

sed to infer modem performance. For example, a complete power spectral

isity of interference environment might be sufficient to infer the modem

: rformance. The result of this task will be a characterization of the

interference environment sufficient to predict the S.S. modem's performance.

A similar analysis for line-of-sight microwave links has recently been

performed(13).

5.2. 4 Development of Receiver Structure for the Estimation of the Jammer

rlass and its Characteristics.

The purpose of this task is to develop signal process structures suitable

for estimating 1) the type of jammers present in the environments and 2) the

Darameters of those jamners. Standard intercept techniques will be considered.

These receiver structures should take advantage of the fact that the jamming

signals will be operating well above the noise floor. The receiver structures

will be developed with capabilities of the Hughes VHSIC programmable modem

in mind. The result of this task will be a set of receiver structures.

6.2.5 Test and Evaluation of the Proposed Receiver Structures.

The goal of this task is to evaluate the performance of the proposed

receiver structures. This evaluation will be performed using analytical

techniques where appropriate. Howev-, because of the complexity of the

environment it is expected that computer simulation will be needed to completely

test these receivers. The result of this task will be verification of the per-

formance of each receiver structure.

6.2.6 VHSIC Implementation of the Receiver Structures.

The purpose of this task is to evaluate the feasibility of implementing

the developed receiver structures using the Hughes VHSIC programmable modem.

It is expected that this programmable modem will have the flexibility necessary

to implement some of the proposed receiver structures. The product of this
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task will be a VHSIC implementation of receiver structures for analyizng jamming

signals.

6.2.7 Required Facilities and Expertise.

To successfully complete the VHSIC design of receivers for this analysis

of jamming signals expertise is in the area of intercept receivers and the nature

of jamming signals. Again computer simulation will be needed to evaluate the

proposed designs, so experience in the simulation of intercept receivers and

jamming signals is also needed. Familiarity with the capabilities of the Hughes

VHSIC programmable modem is also required. It is expected that new tools in

the form of new simulation software will be needed to complete these tasks.

7.0 Conclusions.

The possibility of adapting the parameters of an S.S. modem to changing

jamming environments has been explored. The possible advantages and problems

with an adaptive S.S. modem have been addressed. An approach to the design

of an ASSM was presented and the major design issues discussed. Finally a

research plan was proposed for determining the feasibility of an ASSM. Even

though significant difficulties can be foreseen in the development of an ASSM,

the opportunity to insure optimum link performance in a very wide range of

environments justifies its study. Further, many of the issues which must be

addressed in this development also apply to other aspects of S.S. systems

design and analysis.
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Quantization Error Analysis For The DeAnza image Prcessor

Patrick Garrett

ABSTRACT

The prevailing time-amplitude step-interpolator A/D quantization

process offers a quantitative basis for relating the DeAnza image

processor system specifications to image accuracy through derivation of a

quantization levels/noise relationship. It is shown that significant

noise is generated by system quantization which is deterministic, and

that pixel detection and measurement are influenced accordingly.

Independent frame averaging is shown to be equivalent to increasing tlie

number of quantization levels available from higher sample rates with a

corresponding reduction in quantization noise. The DeAnza obtains 1.7

samples per pixel for a 512 x 512 pixel frame which is inadequate for

reliable threshold detection until four frames are averaged to provide

1-bit resolution. Thirty frame averages are determined to provide 4-bit

resolution which is necessary to resolve the 10 grey levels from an

image-intensifier equipped Vidicon. Further, averaged resolution cannot

exceed the A/D converter wordlength because of data quantization

truncation at the LSB value, but for the DeAnza resolution is limited to

7 bits following 256 averages maximum for a 512 x 512 pixel frame. This

analysis demonstrates one element of a total system error budget whose

investigation is recommended.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

A goal in the design of signal processing systems is tc achieve

transparency with regard to the hardware elements of the system. The

process of A/D conversion in a sampled-data system is characterizeo by

the step-interpolator representation of Figure 1. Developing an

understanding of this process in the context ct the DeAnza image

processing system, primarily evident as &Lditive quantizatior noise,

provides the limits within which data can be meaningfully interpreted.

This was chosen for analysis because it represents a significant error

source in a major system component, and demonstrates the value for one

element of a total system error budget.

2.0 OBJECTIVES

The requirement for modularization in signal processing systems

frequently results in cascaded implementations each with individual in-

put/output subsystems. This has demonstrated the need for quantitative

accountability to enable improved system identification and design opti-

mization. Required is the development of comprehensive system and compo-

nent models with methods for combining them which advance the

understanding of computer data acquisition- ccnversion- recovery

functions.

This specific investigation is limited to analysis of the data quan-

tization process and the influence of sampled-data pararieter selection

upon it. Benefits from extension of this task to a total system error

analysis include the determination of accurate system characterizations

useful for the specification and audit of computer interfaced systems,
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and indication where system improvement is most productive in achieving

the overall performance of interest.

3.0 DETECTION VERSUS MEASUREMENT

The detection of a signal in noise is concerned with the selection

of a threshold value which minimizes both false alarm and false rest

probabilities (signal and noise confusion). Closed-form expressions for

these probabilities are well known, such as those of Neyman-Pearson, and

provide useful decision criteria concerning the presence or absence of

the signal. The process of estimation is more complex than detection

because more information must be acquired in decisions between many

alternatives to measure the value of the amplitude or phase of a signal

in noise. In practice, this requires a substantially higher

signal-to-noise ratio than detection with results predictable, for

example, by Bayes' Rule.

Both detection and estimation theory are historically limited to

classical communications applications where noise is external and

generally uncontrollable. In the case of digital image processing,

however, substantial noise is also generated by the system quantization

process and will influence results depending upon selection of the

sampled-data parameters. This deterministic relationship applies whether

detection or measurement of signal parameters is of interest and may be

viewed as a matter of degree. Consequently, an understanding of the

quantization process is essential for prediction of system performance.
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4.0 QUANTIZATION DEFINITIONS

Spatial resolution is a measure of the number of individual

quantities which can be separately determined, and amplitude resolution a

measure of the smallest amplitude value to which a quantity can be

determined. In a data-conversion system the latter is influenced by the

effect of the conversion period T on amplitude quantization.

Quantization of a sampled analog signal involves the assignment of a

finite number of amplitude levels corresponding to discrete values of

voltage increasing from zero to some full-scale value VFS. For an A/D

converter having an n-bit binary wordlength, there exist 2n assignable

levels between 0 and VFS each of spacing q= VFS/2n volts. Although an

n-bit A/D wordlength is necessary for n-bit resolutior, it is not

sufficient. This is a consequence of each specific application and the

dynamic signal conditions which the hardware encounters. Actual A/D

converter output resolution is determined by the following

considerations.

The step-interpolator is the way data are handled internally in

digital processors, whereby the present sample is current data until a

new sample is acquired. Equation (1) illustrates that a peak-to-peak

signal will acquire a xV amplitude quantization during each conversion

period T, where the input signal rate-of-change dVs/dt is proportional to

its bandwidth BW. Equation (2) is an extension of this quantization

relationship and describes the actual number of uniformly spaced

quantization levels VFS/ .V realized between zero and the full-scale
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signal amplitude value VFS in a binary encoded system. Resolution in

binary-bits n follows from the argument of 2n.

With the prevailing uniform quantizing algorithm and an input signal

value between any two levels, which spans q volts, then the specific

value is encoded as the digital equivalent of the closest level with a

quantization error which can range up to + q/2 volts. This error

constitutes an irreducible quantization noise of q2/12 watts added to the

digital output signal, which may be characterized as a normal probability

density function similar to Gaussian noise. A signal-to-error ratio

(SER) is defined by equation (3) which expresses this quantization noise

in terms of output power dB, and describes the maximum achievable output

quality for an A/D converter with a noiseless input signal. This

rms-signal-power-to-rms-noise-power ratio and its relationship to

quantization is tabulated in Table 1 for several binary resolution

values. Significant are the equivalents between quantization SER in dB

describing digital image quality, and the average number of amplitude

levels describing the accuracy with which the data may be interpreted in

digital form. Together these quantities offer a quantitative basis for

relating system specifications to image accuracy.

Binary AmplitudR Amplitude Output
Bits (n) Levels (2") Error (% FS) SER (dB)

1 2 50.0 8
2 4 25.0 14
3 8 12.5 20
4 16 6.2 26
5 32 3.1 32
6 64 1.6 38
7 128 0.8 44
8 256 0.4 50

TABLE 1. Binary Quantization Relationships
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5.0 DEANZA APPLICATIONS

When sweep rates are coordinated with Vidicon granularity the

minimum pixel may be defined as 130 nanoseconds in width. The DeAnza

samples this video data with a conversion period T of 78 nanoseconds and

acquires 1.7 uniformly spaced samples per pixel for a 512 x 512 pixel

frame. Although each sample is encoded with an 8-bit A/D wordlength, the

relationships of equation (2) provide an average signal quantization of

only 2n = 1.
7/1 levels per pixel between 0 and VFS as described in Table

2. This is so because of the high rate-of-change of the video signal,

which in fact must be sampled 2567 times its bandwidth to achieve true

8-bit resolution. However, 1.7/7 levels is inadequate for detection

purposes and must be raised to at least 2 levels, or I binary bit, for

reliable threshold determination.

If the DeAnza were partitioned into 256 x 256 contiguous pixels per

frame, then 7/T levels would be available per pixel and the minimum

requirement for reliable pixel detection met. However, this improvement

is at the expense of spatial resolution. Clearly, increased resolution

is required to provide reduced image uncertainty, and methods for

achieving this are of interest.

Digital signal averaging provides a finite geometric series in the

time domain which is the equivalent of sinusoidal interpolation in the

frequency domain. Data averaging can effectively improve signal quality

if the necessary a posteriori signal processing delay is permissible.
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Independent frame averaging provided by the DeAnza is eouivalent to

increasing the average number of quantization levels which are available

from a higher sample rate. This improvement is evident as a

correspoding reduction in quantization noise whose value may be

determined by substitution of equation (2) into (3). For example, four

averages of a 512 x 512-pixel frame provides 1-bit resolution and is the

minimum necessary for reliable detection.

Averaging thirty 512x512-pixel frames provides a per pixel

resolution of 4 bits from 16 average quantization levels (30 times 1.7/-

levels per pixel). This enables a 26 dB image quality from Table 1 which

is adequate to resolve the 10 grey levels available from an image

intensifier equipped Vidicon. Note that this process is entirely

deterministic instead of stochastic, and that signal averaging improves

image accuracy by a factor equal to the sum of the specific values of

equation (2) for the number K of pixel/frames averaged as illustrated in

the model of Figure 2. Further, the averaged resolution cannot exceed

the A/D converter wordlength because of truncation of data quantization

at its LSB value. For an 8-bit A/D converter the LSB is proportional to

0.4% of VFS. Therefore, an K equal to 467 512x512-pixel frames is

required for the limiting resolution of 8 bits. however, since the

DeAnza is limited to 256 averages the maximum achievable resolution is 7

bits.
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FIGURE 2. DeAnza Quantization - Averaging Model

PIXELS WIDTH BW SER LEVELS RESOLU. 4 AVE 30 AVE 256 AVE

512x512 O.13ps 7.8MHz -4dB 1.7/r 1/4 bit 1 bit 4 bits 7 bits

256x256 0.52ps 1.9MHz 8dB 7/n 1 bit 3 bits 6 bits 8 bits

128x128 2.Ojs O.5MHz 20dB 24/7 3 bits 5 bits 8 bits 8 bits

TABLE 2. DeAnza Quantization Per Pixel
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6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

Improvement in quantization can also be effected by an appropriate

transformation of the input signal using a preprocessor. Even spacing

between amplitude levels is not necessarily ideal for the requirements of

image processing. For example, input signal compression prior to A/D

conversion increases the number of quantizing levels at lower signal

amplitudes, resulting in a decrease in quantization noise at these

levels. This is a practical option for signal statistics whose amplitude

frequency of occurence is not uniform over the 0 to VFS input range, but

instead concentrated at specific amplitude values.

Future system designs could benefit from such nonlinear quantization

as illustrated in Figure 3, which compares a conventional linear with a

Gaussian characteristic. Benefits include maintaining output SER nearly

constant over a 100/I input signal range if the match to signal

statistics is reasonably accurate. This corresponds to approximately a

2-bit resolution improvement without averaging. Implementation would be

by an analog logarithnic function prior to A/D conversion. However, an

antilog operation is required to restore signal linearity following

signal processing.

Table 3 describes a recommended partitioning of modeling and

analysis methods for total system error determination. Each element

included in this error budget is represented by an appropriate model, as

demonstrated for quantization, which by value of its contribution also
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indicates where performance improvenent is beneficial. The principal

concerns of these aralyses are: (1) signal quality and its necessary

upgrading due to interference, (2) electronic devicE errors, and (3) the

merits of various system desion cptions ICeSlting fron choices 0t.cr,c,

available alternatives.

aia I iair

//

./ h) tau.'hi,

quantiit ion

i uanfi,aflion

F1,

,--J

i~

FIGURE 3. Linear and Cau.ssian Quantization
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Subsystem Model Error Description

Acquisition Analog Components a Sensor, aplifier, f iltr,
multip] exer errors.

Signal Quality b Error following sigaI
conditioning upgradmr. -

Conversion Digital Components rc  Sample hold, A/D,

computer errors.

Sampling Ld Quantization, aliasing,

aperture, sin X/X errors.

Recovery Output Components ke D/A, output interpoator

errors.

Reconstruction Cf Resolution following
output signal sroothino..

Uncertainty Combined RMS Total e'FS One standard deviation o

Table 3. Total System and Device Error Budget

II
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PILOT WORKLOAD AND G-STRESS 

by 

Dr. Richard T. Gill 

ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to assess the effects of G-stress, in particular 

+Gz, on pilot workload. However, due to time constraints the actual 

experiment has not yet been completed. It will be conducted in 3 phases 

(static training, dynamic training, and data collection) and will employ two 

different techniques (primary task performance and subjective ratings) to 

assess the impact of G-stress on pilot workload. In the static training 

phase, subjects will practice solving two-dimensional mazes in a normal +lGz 

environment. For the dynamic training phase, subjects will continue to 

practice solving two-dimensional mazes but in a +Gz environment ranging from 

+lGz to +6Gz in the AFAMRL human centrifuge, the Dynamic Environmental 

Simulator. The data collection phase will be a repeat of the dynamic training 

phase with an additional experimental condition wherein the subject will be 

provided with the optimal maze solution and merely have to trace the cursor 

through the solution path. Both the time required to solve a maze and 

subjective ratings will then be used to assess the effect of +Gz on pilot 

workload. In addition, comparisons of maze solution times, both with and 

without the solution provided, between the various levels of +Gz, will provide 

a measure of the effects of G-stress on the pilot's cognitive abilities, 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Technological advances in recent years have considerably increased the

complexity of fighter aircraft cockpits. The number of individual parameters

which the pilot must monitor and control has increased dramatically. A

fundamental consequence of these advances has been to significantly alter the

pilot's role from primarily a skilled manual control operator, to being more

of an executive manager or decision maker.

Such alterations in the pilot's tasks have created an additional

constraint or problem for design engineers, namely pilot workload. As pilot

workload increases, not only does he become fatigued more readily, but his

performance begins to deteriorate. Excessive pilot workload can result in

some piloting tasks not even being performed with the potential consequences

being catastrophic. Clearly, pilot workload is a crucial parameter which must

be addressed in the design of modern fighter ircraft.

Concurrent with the advances in aircraft avionics have been major

advances in propulsion, aerodynamics, and airframe materials. As a result,

the modern fighter aircraft is capable of maneuv-rs with considerably higher

G-levels and G-onset rates. For example, the F-4 is rated at approximately

7.5 C's with an onset rate of approximately 2-4 C':; per second; while the F-16

is capable of 9.3 G's and 6 G's per second. These excessive G-levels and

G-onset rates have been cited as the cause of numerous F-16 accidents due to

pilot loss of consciousness. This problem will become even more acute with

the next generation fighters which are expected to exceed the C capabilities

of the F-16.

Although the increased G environment of modern fighter aircralt may

appear to be independent of the pilot workload problem, it probably is not.

First of all, in order to maintain an adequate field of vision and/or

consciousness at higher G levels, pilots must perform an M-I or 1-1 -training

maneuver. This coordinated muscular activity is an additional piloting task

which requires some mental attention thus the potential for increasing pilot

workload. In addition, the G-induced, reduced blood flow to the brain could

impair higher level mental functioning or cognitive activity. This in turn

would decrease the pilot's mental processing efficiency, thereby making it

more difficult for him to adequately complete all the necessary piloting

tasks.



Pilot workload and pilot (-stress are two very important issues in the

design of modern fighter aircraft. Although the physiological effects of

G-stress have been studied for years by both the aerospace and medical

communities, little is known about the psychological effects or costs

associated with G-stress. An issue of immediate concern is the potential

interaction of G-stress with pilot workload.

I. OBJECTIVES

The objective of this research effort was to develop an experimental

design to empirically assess the effects of acceleration on pilot workload.

Since a preliminary literature review had revealed that little or no research

had been conducted in this general topic area, the primary goal was to

determine if G-stress does, in fact, significantiy effect pilot workload, and

if so, to establish the relationship between C-stress and workload. It was

decided to limit this initial investigation to +Gz only, since it is the most

severe acceleration environment in which pilots must function.

In pursuit of this primary goal of assessing the relationship between +Gz

stress and pilot workload, the following subgoals were identified:

(1) Adapt a technique recently developed at AFAMRL/HE, two- dimensional

maze solving, as the primary means of assessing workload.

(2) Investigate alternative workload assessment techniques with respect

to the feasibility of using them in a high G environment and in conjunction

with the maze solving technique.

(3) Determine the experimental G profile, including maximum G- level and

durations, to be used.

(4) Develop the experimental protocol including the details of the

experimental design.

(5) Conduct pilot study, as necessary, to finalize the experimental

design.

III. APPROACH AND RESULTS

G-Stress: A literature review on the effects of acceleration was

conducted. Since this is such a broad topic area, the literature review was

restricted to research involved in: (1) determining human tolerance limits

to high-sustained G; (2) assessing the effects of G-stress on pilot workload;

and (3) determining the effects of G-stress on the human's higher mental

functioning or cognitive abilities. No attempt was made to review the

literature with respect to the physiologic effects of G-stress. Although such

I-,
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effects are extremely important, and represent a significant proportion of the

literature, it is not directly relevant to this research effort.

As noted above, one of the objectives of the literature review was to

determine human tolerance to G-stress. More specifically, tolerance to +Gz

was desired since this investigation would only involve acceleration in that

direction. There has been considerable research effort focused on this

specific area. For example, a 1974 paper entitled "Man at High Sustained +Gz

Acceleration: A Review" (1), cited over thirty references; a more general

review by Collyer (2) referenced over sixty sources. Even with such extensive

research, absolute human tolerance limits cannot be specified.

There are numerous contaminating variables which prohibit specifying

absolute human tolerance limits to +Gz acceleration. Obviously both within

and between subject variance is a major problem. Additional contaminating

variables identified in the literature were: (1) seat tilt back angle [i.e.

00, 13° , 300, etc. (3,4,5)]; (2) subject posture [i.e. feet down vs feet

horizontal (5,6,7)]; (3) use of G- protection [G-suit, M-1 or L-1 maneuver,

positive pressure breathing, etc. (6,8)1; (4) degree of subject experience or

training at high sustained G (1,9,10); and (5) how tolerance is operationally

defined [peripheral light loss, central light loss, loss of consciousness,

etc. (5,6,9)].

Since the specification of a reliable +Gz tolerance vs exposure duration

curve was infeasible, an alternative approach was taken. As noted earlier,

one of the goals of this research effort was to use two- dimensional maze

solving as a technique for assessing pilot workload (the details of this task

will be discussed later). Previous research (11,12) had shown typical

solution times to be approximately one-minute in a nominal IG environment. It

was then estimated that subjects should have a minimum of two minutes solution

time available to them while under the influence of high sustained G. Thus

the approach taken was to identify the maximum likely G-level which subjects

could endure for two minutes with the C protection techniques of the modern

fighter aircraft (i.e. 300 seatback angle, C-suit, and M-I or L-1).

A detailed review of all the specific papers that influenced the

determination of the maximum G-level that could be used in this research would

not be fruitful. Rather, the interested reader is referred to the most

relevant ones (1,2,4,5,7,8,9,13,14,15). Typical tolerance limits reported

ranged from +5Gz for 240 seconds (14) to +9Cz for 45 seconds (15). It was

concluded that only very highly trained subjects would be able to reliably
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sustain +7Gz for two minutes, thus, +bGz was selected as the upper limit for

this research.

The second and third objectives of the acceleration literature review

were to address the effects of +Gz on pilot workload and more specifically its

impact on the pilot's cognitive abilities. No literature was found that

specifically addressed the issue of G-stress on pilot workload. in fact, very

little work has been done which addresses the effects of G-stress on the

pilot's cognitive abilities. In Collyer's very thorough 1973 review ( ), he

cited several studies (16,17,18,19,20) which suggested increased G-stress has

a negative effect on pilot's cognitive abilities. However, he concluded that

knowledge in this area was quite incomplete, and little has been done since

them. Given the increased cognitive demands and C-stress being placed on the

pilot's of modern fighter aircraft, this area demands thorough investigation.

Before leaving the topic of G-stress, two other issues should be

addressed. First, several studies (7,21,22) noted the problem of vertigo

experienced by centrifuge subjects and how it would induce a spurious decrease

in their initial performance at a given G-level. This effect would be

minimized if the G-onset rate was limited to .75G/sec or less. Secondly, it

was noted that many subjects suffered from anxiety/ apprehension just prior to

a high G run (22,23), thereby decreasing their subsequent performance.

However, after several runs their anxiety would subside and thoir performance

would improve. Thus it is desirable to allow for some training runs at high G

prior to any data collection.

Workload: The workload literature was reviewed with the focus of :he

effort on two specific topics. First of all, what modifications, if any,

would be needed to use the maze solving paradigm (11,12) as a reasure of pilot

workload. Secondly, identify any other workload measurement technique that

would be used in conjunction with the maze solving paradigm to assess pilot

workload in a high G environment.

As noted in the literature (24,25), there is no one definition of

workload. Rather it is a hypothetical construct that must be operationally

defined in each specific instance. The basic notion of workload is that the

human is a limited capacity processor. That is, the human is capable of

processing only a limited amount of information and/or performing a limited

number of tasks in any given time period, If the human's channel capacity is

exceeded, then clearly the workload is too high.

io-7
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To fully comprehend the workload measurement problem, one must first

become acquainted with the fundamentals of human intormation processing.

Recent research (26) has suggested that human attention or processing

resources are comprised of three mutually exclusive categories, perceptual,

cognitive, and response resources. if the subject's tasks demands exceed his

capabilities in any one of these three areas, then he would be unable to

adequately perform the tasks due to excessive workload. If a workload

measurement technique is to be reliable, it must be sensitive to variations in

all three areas.

In the maze solving technique developed by Ward and her colleagues

(11,12), subjects are presented with an unfamiliar two-dimensional maze via a

CRT and are required to move a dot thru from one side to the other as rapidly

as possible. The dot moves at a constant speed and direction, but subjects

can change the direction with discrete central inputs via a trim tab button on

a joystick. The subject's score is computed as the ratio of the optimum

solution time to his actual solution time.

Clearly, this task demands processing resources from all three major

categories, and they should be a reliable workload measurement technique.

There is, however, one way in which it might be improved. That is to replace

the discrete control with a continuous control thereby demanding more response

resources. However, there are several problems associated with such a change:

(I) the maze solving task has been validated in a nominal +IG enlvironment with

the discrete control input but not for the continuous control mode; (2) motor

coordination is very difficult under high G and excessive response demands can

obscure more subtle changes in the perceptual and cognitive areas or even make

the task impossible to perform; and (3) it would require extensive software

modification which probably could not be completed within the ten week time

period of this research effort. Thus for this investigation it was decided to

keep the task as is with the discrete mode of operation.

The second objective of the workload literature review was to identify

any other potential workload assessment techniques that could be used in

conjunction with the maze-solving paradigm under sustained high G. In a

comprehensive reivew of the workload literature including over 400 references,

Wierwille and Williges (25) identified twenty-eight specific techniques for

assessing operator workload. In the same paper, they also presented a method

for selecting the most appropriate technique for any given context. Following
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their guidelines, it was decided that a subjective assessment would be the

most viable alternative.

Recently, Eggemeier, Reid, and their colleagues at the Air Force

Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory have developed a generic subjective

technique called the subjective workload assessment technique or SWAT

(27,28,29,30). In short, it combines subjective ratings on three different

levels, via the mathematical technique of conjoint measurement, to produce an

interval scale of workload. It has been shown to be both a sensitive and

reliable measure of workload. One significant advantage of SWAT is that it is

a relatively simple and unobtrusive technique which could be easily

implemented jointly with the maze solving technique in the high G environment.

Thus, it was decided to use SWAT as an alternative workload measure.

To complete the discussion of workload, a common misnomer in the

literature should be noted. Generally speaking if an experimental

manipulation, for example changing from manually to vocally activated

switches, resulted in improved operator performance it was deduced that such a

manipulation decreased the operator's workload; alternatively, if an

experimental manipulation (i.e. increased vibration) resulted in a decrement

in operator performance it was concluded that operator's workload had

increased. Strictly speaking, however, operator workload did not change in

either of these cases. Rather, it was a change in the operator's processing

efficiency or ability to produce work, or more simply a change in his channel

capacity.

This misnomer does not invalidate such previous research, nor does it

impair the use of the various workload measurement techniques that have been

developed. But it does emphasize the need for care and precision in

interpreting experimental results. For example, in this study two alternative

workload measurement techniques will be employed to investigate the effects of

G-stress. It is anticipated that increased C-stress will result in an

"apparent" increase in pilot workload, yet the correct interpretation would be

a reduction in pilot channel capacity.

One final clarification concerning the concept of workload should be

made. In this particular experiment, the subject's task of maze solving will

remain unchanged throughout, thus his overt or "external" workload will remain

constant. However, a consequence of increased G- stress is an increased

difficulty in performing motor-coordination tasks as well as the necessity to

perform an M-1 or L-I straining maneuver. These increased demands on the



pilot can be thought of as an increase in his "internal" workload. In short,

it is anticipated that G-stress will cause a decrease in pilot performance.

This decrement will be induced by either or both an increase in the internal

workload an/or a decrease in processing efficiency. Currently, workload

measurement techniques cannot discriminate between either of these sources.

In summary, to be consistent with the referenced literature, the generic

term of workload has been used throughout this paper. However, the correct

interpretation of workload is that it is a combination of both internal and

external workload, as well as processing efficiency. Or, alternately,

workload can be thought of as being universely related to amount of unused

processing resources. That is, as the amount of available or unused

processing resources decrease, the workload, by definition, has increased.

Experimental Design: As noted previously, due to the scheduling backlog

on AFAMRL's dynamic environmental simulator (DES), the actual experiment has

not yet been completed. Thus, only the experimental design and its rationale

will be presented. Recall, the objective of this study is to analyze the

effects of +Gz stress on pilot workload. It will be conducted in three

phases, Phase I - Static Training, Phase II - Dynamic Training, and Phase III

- Data Collection. Pilot workload will be measured using both primary task

performance, via the two- dimensional maze solving task, and subjective

ratings via SWAT.

The DES facility will be utilized to provide the G-stress with a modifed

ACES II or F-16 seat. Flight suits, standard issue helmets, oxygen masks, and

anti-g suits will also be used.

There are two tasks which will be accomplished in the static training

phase. Subjects will perform a card sort or ordering of the subjective

ratings that will be used in Phase Ill. In addition, subjects will practice

solving two dimensional mazes similar to the ones which will be used as the

primary task in Phase Iii. All work conducted in Phase I will be in a normal

+1 Gz environment.

Each subject will participate in four one-hour training sessions with

each session occuring on a different day. The purpose of the first session is

to perform a card sort on the subjective ratings to be used in the SWAT

portion of Phase III. The subjects will b2 provided with a deck of 27 cards

placed in random order. Each card will represent one of the 27 possible

combinations of three categories (time load, mental effort load, and

psychological stress load) with each category at three different levels (slow,
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medium, and high). I e subject's task will be to sort these cards so that all

27 combinations are rank-ordered with respect to the degree of subjective

workload imposed by each. These rank-orderings will then be used to develop

an interval scale of workload for evaluating the subjective ratings to be

obtained in Phase Ill.

In the remaining three static training sessions, subjects will practice

solving two-dimensional mazes. Figure I depicts a typical maze that will be

used throughout the experiment. All mazes will consist of the basic 10 x 10

grid as shown, but will differ in the placement of the maze barriers. For

each trial, a given maze will be displayed on a CRT with a dot at the entrance

of the maze. The subject's task will be to move the dot thru the maze as

rapdily as possible. The dot will move at a constant speed; the subject can

change its direction (left vs right or up vs down) by moving the trim tab

button, on a joystick controller, in the appropriate direction.

The trial will conclude as soon as the dot has been successfully guided

thru the maze to the goal. The shortest possible solution time divided by the

actual time to complete the maze will be used as the measure of performance.

After solving the maze, subjects will then be asked to do a SWAT rating on the

maze. Once the SWAT rating is completed, they will be provided feedback

concerning their maze solving performance. If the subject fails to complete

the maze within two minutes (typical solutirn times are approximately one

minute or less), the trial will terminate and a message will be displayed

indicating that the subject ran out of time. The subject's score will then be

computed as the ratio of the shortest possible solution time, multiplied by

the percent of the maze solved, and then divided by the actual solution time

(two minutes).

The purpose of the dynamic training phase, which will be conducted

entirely on the DES, is to reduce the experimental variance in Phase Ill by

permitting subjects to practice maze solving while under G-stress. Each

subject will practice in two daily sessions of approximately one hour each.

The specific G-profile, number of runs/sessions, duration of each run, etc.

will be identical to those which will be used in the data collection phase and

are discussed in detail in the section below entitled "Phase Ill - Data

Collection". Different mazes will be used in each of the three phases to

prohibit learning effects from the subjects becoming familiar with any

particular maze.
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The data collection phase will also be conducted on the DES. Each

subject will participate in five daily sessions of approximately one hour

each; each session will be comprised of eight runs. A typical run will be

comprised of four parts:

(1) Positive Onset: Starting at a baseline level of +1.5 Gz, the

subject's Gz level will increase (or decrease) at the rate of .25Gz/sec until

the desired level of Gz for that run is attained. Four levels of +Gz (1,3,5,

and 6) will be employed. The slow onset rate and the baseline level of 1.5Gz

were chosen to minimize the problems associated with vertigo.

(2) Test: Once the desired level of +Gz is attained, the subject will

be presented with a maze, via the CRT monitor, and required to solve it as

rapidly as possible. The maximum time allowed for solving the maze will be

two minutes.

(3) Negative Onset: Immediately after the successful completion of the

maze or the two minutes time limit, whichever occurs first, the subject's Gz

level will decrease (or increase) at the rate of .25hz/sec until the baseline

level of +1.5Gz is attained.

(4) Rest: The subject will then rest at the +l.5Gz level for a minimum

of one minute before initiating the next run. However, this rest period can

be extended for as long as desired by either the subject or the medical

monitor. During this rest period, they will be required to rate their

perceived workload during the previous run via SWAT. This technique consists

of rating each category (time, mental effort, and psychological stress load)

as being either low, medium, or high. After the SWAT rating is completed, the

subject will be informed of his maze solving score.

During each daily session, subjects will receive two runs at each of the

four Gz levels for a total of eight runs. Subjects will also be provided with

an additional mandatory three-minute rest period after the first four runs ire

completed. The order of the runs and the specific maze presented will be

counterbalanced across subjects and +Gz levels.

The first four daily sessions of Phase Ill will be identical to that ,d

Phase II. One the fifth day, each maze will have the optimum solution path

identified on the CRT. Thus the subject's only task will be to maneuver the

dot along the path. Comparisons of solution times between mazes with and

without the solution path being shown will give a direct measure o the

cognitive effects of G-stress.

*1
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Figure 1 summarizes the experimental design of Phase III. (Recall, the 

same basic design will also be employed in Phase II). The design 

construction/rationale is as follows: 

(a) A balanced 4 x 4 Latin Square was used to determine the order of 

presentation of the G-levels. Thus each G-level (represented by the numbers 

thru 4) will be preceded and followed by every other G-level an equal number 

of times. This counter balancing will eliminate the effects of training and 

more importantly fatigue. The same Latin Square will then be repeated, after 

ten-minute break, to complete each eight-run daily session. 

(b) Eight different mazes (represented by the letters A thru H) were 

employed. One maze was randomly assigned to each run with the following 

constraints: 

(l) Each maze could only be used once within any given daily 

session. 

(2) Each maze had to be used exactly four times at each G-level. 

(3) The average run-number for each maze, over all four daily 

sessions, had to be approximately equivalent. 

Finally, a minimum of four and a maximum of eight subjects will be used. 

Each subject will be presented with each one of the four daily sessions, but 

in a different, randomly determined order. 

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is quite evident that technological advances in fighter aircraft have 

produced a work environment in which human capabilities can and often are 

exceeded either in terms of workload or G-stress. Although both of these 

topic areas have been addressed quite extensively by the research community, 

little if any effort has been focused on the interaction of these two crucial 

flight parameters. Clearly, this is a problem which warrants immediate and 

thorough investigation. 

The primary purpose of the proposed experiment (which is currently 

underway) is to test the hypothesis that +Gz stress does in fact increase 

pilot workload. Or more correctly, +Gz stress will decrease the processing 

resources which are available for the various piloting tasks. Assuming the 

hypothesis is supported, the next step should be to quantify this effect. 

That is, to determine :he pilot's available channel capacity as a function of 

his G-stress. In addition, the effect on pilot workload of G-stress along 

other axes should also be addressed as well as the effects of high G onset 

rates. 2 The maze solving technique appears to be a very promising method for 
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assessing workload. There are, however, several arcas which warrant further

investigation. One is to address the previously mentioned change from

discrete control to continuous control. Additionally, the development of an

algorithm that would quantify the number ot bits ot information required to

solve any given maze would be invaluable since it w,.uld allow direct

quantification (i.e. number of bits/second) t1 human proce;sing capabilities.

Finally, efforts should be made to reduce maze solution times (for examp I, by

increasing dot speed or decreasing maze size m, complexity) so that this

technique can provide a more instantaneous measure of workioad.
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IDENTIFICATION OF RAPID EYE MOVEMENTS BY COMPUTER

DURING DISCRETE TRACKING TASKS

by

John P. Giolma and J. Evans Lyne

The identification of rapid eye movements (saccades) and the

extraction of performance parameters by digital computer is des-

cribed. Algorithms written in Fortran are described that use

signal noise estimates, main sequence relationships and the digitally

derived eye velocity waveform to locate saccades of a half degree

and larger. Recommendations are provided for future applications

under other tracking conditions and for the improvement of the infra-

red eye movement recorder.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Oculomotor responses of humans to vestibular stimulation and

to the displacement of visual targets is of interest to neurophysio-

logists who seek to understand basic oculomotor function and to the

Air Force in the development of additional measures with which to

predict pilot performance. One aspect of the visual response to

these stimuli consists of rapid eye movements called "fast phases",

"saccades" or simply "rapid eye movements". This type of movement

consists of the most rapid change in position of which the eye is

capable and serves to keep the fovea on the desired portion of the

visual field. Extraction of information concerning the performance

of the eye in executing rapid movements is a tedious task if performed

manually, and the resultant measures of velocity and acceleration

are questionable.

II. OBJECTIVES

The principal objective of this project was the development of

an automated technique for the location of rapid eye movements or

saccades from sampled measurements of human eye position. The algorithms

developed to locate saccades were specifically intended to identify

rapid movements that occurred in response to discrete stimuli, i.e.,

the sudden jump in position of a spot of light in the subject's field

of view. These discrete stimuli were generated by displacing a spot

of light more rapidly than the eye could follow. The subject fixated

on the light, attempted to follow its change in position and thus

generated saccades.

A second objective of the project was to provide sufficient

generality in the software to permit its application to saccade
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identification under other tracking conditions (e.g., tracking a

target that moves smoothly and saccades elicited by optokinetic or

vestibular stimuli).

A third objective of the project was to provide computer algorithms

to extract measures for various parameters of rapid eye movement in-

cluding latency, duration, amplitude, maximum velocity, maximum ac-

celeration and deceleration, and overshoot. These algorithms have

been implemented on the laboratory PDP-11/34 at the Neurosciences

Function, NGNS, USAF School of Aerospace Medicine (SAM). The output

calculations are provided in tabular and graphical (histogram) form

for analysis. These routines will be used by the Neurosciences Func-

tion Labaoratory in studies of the physiology of normal human oculo-

motor function.

Finally, operating characteristics of the existing eye movement

recorder system were examined. These characteristics will be considered

for future development of location algorithms, and form the basis for

recommendations concerning improvements to the measurement system.

III. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

The system which was used for visual stimulation and for data

acquisition consisted of a Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-11/34

minicomputer with A/D and D/A capabilities, an array of light emitting

diodes (LEDs) and an infrared reflective eye movement recorder. The

computer provided the desired stimuli by controlling the sequence of

" LEDs turned on for the observer. The voltage output of the eye move-

ment recorder was also sampled by the computer. Nine LEDs were posi-

tioned in a linear array placed in the horizontal plane with respect
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to the observer, providing visual targets of five degree increments

ranging from -20 to +20 degrees from the center. For the current

project, the sequence of target (LED) movements consisted of short

(2 to 3 seconds) intervals with the center position diode on, after

which the center diode was turned off and one of the off-center

diodes turned on for .75 seconds. During this interval, the output

of the eye movement recorder was sampled by a 12 bit A/D at 1000

samples per second. The sampling rate was chosen to permit the appli-

cation of digital filtering techniques if required, although about

half that rate should be adequate for the signal bandwidth and the

algorithms employed in the present work.

The eye movement recorder consisted of infrared sources and

detectors mounted on eyeglasses that used the reflective properties

of the sclera and limbus to derive horizontal eye position.2 In bench

tests, the system had a design 3db bandwidth of 150 Hz, was linear

to 0.1 degree in the range of -25 to +25 degrees and could be aligned

in practice to better than one degree.

Computer generated plots of sampled eye movements appear in

Figure 1. Position was calibrated by static measurements of sampled

signals from each eye following a gaze to the left of 10 degrees and

to the right of 10 degrees. The derivative plots were obtained using

a two-point central difference approximation with a step size of

four to provide some filtering consistent with the expected frequency

content of both saccadic movements and the 1 kHz sampling rate.
3'4'5

The four-point step size provides a 3db bandwidth of 56 Hz for velocity

and 40 Hz for acceleration.
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i"'| Figure 1: Computer generated plots of eye position, velocity and

acceleration obtained during a response to a 15 degree
:i ~ stimulus to the subject's left.
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r
To determine noise levels of the eye movement recorder, the

system output was sampled both with and without a human subject. A

frequency averaged digital Fourier transform was generated for each

condition. In the "no subject" case, (Figure 2a) the system noise

was predominately random (i.e., it assumed the shape of the system

transfer function) with a single coherent peak at 60 Hz. The 60 Hz

peak corresponded to millivolt levels of signal at the resolution

limits of the A/D. The origin of the noise was determined to exist

primarily in the infrared emitter/detector end of the recorder.

In order to characterize the "oculomotor noise" levels, eye

position signals were collected when a subject was fixating a sta-

tionary target. Small eye movements that were present during fixation

(microsaccades and tremor) can be expected to display the amplitude

levels (minutes of arc) and frequency range (up to 150 Hz) that are

present in the plots of Figures 1 and 2.6 In Figure 2b (subject present),

the low frequency region of the spectrum changed markedly due to the

presence of small saccades and to occasional slow drift movements of

the eye. Total rms values of the position signals with the subject

not present indicated an average value of 8 millivolts rms (system

noise alone) while the subject present condition resulted in 20 milli-

volts rms (system noise plus "oculomotor noise"). If calibrated to

eye position, these levels correspond to .066 degrees (4 minutes) for

system noise and to .16 degrees (10 minutes) for system plus oculo-

motor noise. Measurements of positional noise for five subjects ranged

from .05 to 0.2 degrees rms. The limits that this noise placed on

the ability of the system to locate saccades of small amplitude will

be discussed in the following section.
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IV. DEVELORAIN OF THE SACCADE IDENTIFICATION ALGORIT-M

The curves of Figure 1 suggest that saccades might be identified

from the characteristic shape of the position curve (a ramp-step

change of position) from the peak of the velocity curve or from the

peak and valley of the acceleration curve. Some investigators have

reported techniques for saccade location based on the peak of the

velocity curveT',8,9 while others have used acceleration ind matched

filter techniques to identify saccades.10 Tole and ng-0 define

a matched filter which was designed to be sensitive the accelera-

tion characteristics of a saccadic motion. The filt ( put was

compared to a threshold derived from noise estimates. The matched

filter approach may require separate filters for saccades of differing

amplitudes since there is a roughly linear relationship between relation-

ship between saccade amplitude and duration. I

From a signal-to-noise ratio point of view, the position waveform

is the best choice. In the curves of Figure 1, the signal-to-noise

ratio defined by peak signal to rms noise declined by about 10db for

each derivative. For more generalized applicability, we considered

that the derivative served as a filter to separate slow or pursuit

eye movements from the fast components due to saccades. Based on the

signal-to-noise characteristics of the eye movement recorder system,

a velocity peak detector was selected as part of the location algorithm

used in the present work.

For large voluntary saccades, the intercept of plots of duration

versus amplitude appeared to be in the range of 20 to 30 milliseconds.
9'12

Main sequence relations indicated that durations of this magnitude

would be appropriate for rapid eye movements of about 0.5 degrees with
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peak ielociti. )i about 50 degrees per second. Since the positional

noise leveL, for the eye recorder system and oculomotor system were

in the range of 0.05 to 0.2 degrees nms, we could not expect to

reliably locate movements of that order of magnitude, or movements

whose main sequence duration would fall in the corresponding time

range (much less than 20 milliseconds). Due to this limitation, a

minimum duration criterion of 15 milliseconds was selected as a part

of the identification criteria. We chose to define duration as the

time between zero crossings that bound the local peak in the velocity

curve.

Initial observation of laboratory data resulted in a fixed

threshold of 80 degrees per second coupled with the 15 millisecond

duration criterion. This approach worked well with noisy EOG re-

cordings but did not identify saccades of the order of one degree or

less with the infrared recorder. Th- variable threshold suggested

by Tole and Young1 0 led to the application of a variable velocity

threshold for saccade identification based upon measurements obtained

during steady fixation. Rms noise determination were obtained from

five volunteers to determine possible threshold levels for peak detec-

tion in the velocity signal. The rms values were obtained during

short (100 millisecond) periods of stable fixation following each

discrete stimulus. These values ranged from 9 to 20 degrees per second.

The threshold value used in this work was obtained by determining

the rms velocity noise level as described and choosing the lower of

the values: 80 degrees per second or three times the rms value.

Using this criterion, saccades above about 0.5 degrees were found

reliably. We then observed that periods immediately following large
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saccades, especially those with large overshoots, contained higher

levels of "oculomotor noise" than did the steady fixation periods.

Therefore, a lower bound was placed on the velocity threshold (30

degrees per second) to reduce the incidence of false selections

while maintaining the appropriate amplitude, velocity, and duration

relationships of the main sequence.

In summary, saccades were identified by:

1) defining a variable velocity threshold;

2) searching through the velocity signal for peaks that ex-
ceeded the threshold; and

3) requiring a minimum duration of 15 milliseconds.

V. PERFORMANCE OF THE ALGORITHM DURING DISCRETE TRACKING

The routines for identification of saccades were tested using

laboratory personnel as subjects. Miltiple sessions were conducted

with some subjects. The responses to each discrete stimulus were

reviewed using a graphics terminal (VTll). Saccades identified by

the algorithm were then compared to those identified as saccades by

the reviewer. Of the 640 stimuli in the tests (either eye counted

separately) the reviewer identified 720 large saccades (greater than

one degree) and 356 small saccades (less than one degree). All large

saccades were identified by both reviewer and algorithm. Based on

small saccades, the algorithm missed 13.5% (48 false negatives) and

incorrectly identified 19 events (5.3% false positives). Almost all

saccades missed were missed only for one eye and were 0.5 degree or

less in magnitude. In addition, almost all erroneous selections

were in the time period following a large saccade with overshoot and
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subsequent increase in "oculomotor noise". Significant improvement

in performanc.e might be achieved by using the locating of a saccade

in the record from one eye to assist in locating a saccadic response

in the other eye by reducing thresholds. Figure 3 illustrates the

concepts of thresholding, rms noise calculation, and selection errors.

VI. MEASURES OF EYE MOVEMENT PERFORMANCE LURING SACCADES:

GRAPHICAL OUTPUT

An emphasis was placed on latency, duration, amplitude, maximum

velocity, and maximum acceleration and deceleration in the saccadic

location algorithm because of the desire to calculate these oculo-

motor parameters in normal humans. Amplitude was the net position

change from onset to the steady state following the response, while

the maximal velocity, acceleration and deceleration were absolute

values found within the saccadic boundaries. Overshoot was defined

for all saccades as the net position change between the end of the

rapid movement (zero crossing in velocity) and the next zero crossing

in the velocity. This approach searched for the next saccade only

beyond the end of the overshoot even though the recovery from over-

shoot may itself meet the main sequence criteria for a saccade.
9

Visual stimuli consisting of 10 degree discrete displacements

of the target to the left and right of center were presented to the

five volunteers used for the development of the algorithms. The

saccadic parameters were calculated following the signal acquisition

and were output in a variety of forms: raw calculations for each

saccade found, means and standard deviations for the primary (first)

response, and the histogram form shown in Figure 4. This last approach
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Figure 3: Computer generated plot of eye velocity during response
to 15 degree stimulus. Velocity threshold for peak de-
tection is indicated with horizontal lines. RMS derived
threshold is indicated and is calculated from the first
100 msec. of the response (see text). Waveform is from
same response as Figure 1.
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Figure 4: Histogram of latency for primary saccades from responses
to discrete ten degree stimuli. LL indicates the left
eye moving to the left and LR the left eye moving to the

g1 right.
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was felt to be especially useful in developing techniques for com-

paring normal human oculomotor function under monocular and binocular

tracking conditions.

VII. RECCtvvIEDATIONS

This work has provided a technique for the automated identifi-

cation of rapid eye movements that occur during a discrete tracking

task. In order to apply the algorithms to other oculomotor tasks,

such as sinusoidal target movements or optokinetic stimuli, the

algirithms must be preceded by appropriate manipulations of the eye

movement signals to separate the slow pursuit movements from the

rapid movements. In some cases, the digital derivative alone will

provide this, but in others further work may be required to success-

fully identify saccades and correctly obtain performance measurements.

When no period of fixation occurs during the oculomotor tasks, the

noise estimates used for threshold detection should be determined

under fixation conditions before the tracking task begins.

At present, this laboratory (Neurosciences Function, NGNS USAFSAM)

has in place a series of tests that extract useful information from

the smooth pursuit capabilities of subjects. Our algorithms could be

used in discrete tracking tasks, sinusoidal tracking tasks and opto-

kinetic stimuli and when combined with the present tests would pro-

vide a significant advance in the understanding of human oculomotor

and vestibular function. The combined battery could then be used to

provide measures of pilot performance for the Air Force and to assist

in explaining the 'space sickness' syndrome experienced by some

astronauts. I would propose the further development of the saccade
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identification techniques to include sinusoidal tracking and opto-

kinetic stimuli which will provide a data base of normal human

oculomotor performance.

The infrared eye movement recorder developed in this labora-

tory offers a significant improvement in signal to noise ratio

and in drfit to traditional EOG methods of eye movement recording.

Experience gained in using the system during this work indicates

that further improvements are desirable and possible in both the

noise and drift characteristics. Studies should be performed to

isolate the principal noise sources in the emitter and detector

components of the system. Further refinement of the syncronous

demodulator, filters and amplifiers should essentially remove the

drift in the output signal, which now is as large as one degree in

a four minute recording session. Finally, system modifications are

necessary to increase the signal level available to the A/D converter

* Iwhile maintaining an appropriate level for the strip chart recorders

often used in conjunction with the computer.
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Samuel 8. Green

ABSTRACT

The purpose of the present research was to evaluate the

measurement system employed by the Leadership and Manage-

ment Development Center (LMDC) for the assessment of their

consulting efforts. A number of changes were recom.Aeued

after reviewing the literature pertainent to the medsure-

ment problems encountered by LMDC. Recommendations were

made regarding the theory underlying the measures, their

psychometric properties, and proper methods of iuterpretd-

tion. Throughout the report, emphasis was piaceu on the

analysis of organizational units ratner thdn illILvidutis

within the units. Finally, some suggestions were made con-

cerning possible future research.
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I. INTRODUCTICN

Consultative services are otferred by the Lewerisuip aud

Management Development Center (LMDC). The goals or these

services are to improve the leadership and mai.ajemenet

skills of Air Force personnel and, in the loaj Lu, to

enhance combat etfectiveness through increased motivdtion

and productivity. The consultative process used to achieve

these goals involves five steps.

(1) A major unit commander or agency chier provides a

written request for the services.

(2) LMDC consultants make a tirst visit to tae unit or

agency to measure characteristics of that urganiza-

tion. A primary measure is the Crganizatioaai Asiess-

ment Package Survey (OAP), an attitudinal juestion-

naire completed by a stratified saApie t all

personnel in the unit or agency. Al litionaL oeasures

include (a) the Executive's Impressions Questionnaire

(OI) , containing open-ended questions answered by

senior supervisors as designated by LMDC consultants&

(b) Supervisor'6 Impressions Questionnaire (Si I),

containing open-ended questions answered u, al1 otuer

supervisors; and (c) Objective Data Perfozwdnce lia-

cators (ODPI), which includes file data such as juai-

cial and disciplinary summaries, sortie ratei, ana

inspection reports.

(3) The LIDC consultants determine the strenuthb dud
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weaknesses3 of the or'lani~ation based or. tile dIjtd col-

lect--?d iii the prior step.

(4) when the consultant-; return to tile base oil tiieit

:econd visit, they provide feedback to su,,eviiur:,

a out the dita and offer assistance to implrove ieuaiJ:-

--hip aind ;aa-ialemneat skills. Specifi.-ally, ai sUt.e:VA.-

3or obtains d written rePort ttuat jives -ULwii,dry afa-

lyses of the OAP'si completed hy the respujideit- wliuw

he/she SIpervises. A lso on the Yasi., of tile collectea

data, con.s'iltint-i :;elect individuals who coa.d LDeLetit

from i more intensive consultinj effort. 'tile tL'CLIII-

qies aiseI in this ettort ace tailored to tile i~eeai ot

tlie inlidLU3lS. Finally, workShop-i and/or semiuudrs

may~ be scheluled on particular tipics ia ieuleLsii

and anagemeiat.

(5) On tae thinl anI final visit, ddta - jt~ ~ i to

those collected in step 2 -ire aqjain obta.iuej to Lo-

Vitie an updAte on the unit an-i assist LMUC in L.i

the consult-itive pr.cess.

I . JJECTIVES

The moijoL pijrpo.3e for the Idita--collecti.)n sttks (tte!j 2

and] 5) iii to provile feedbac:k to supervisiors, about tsiei.L

unit3 so that weiknersjes in thp or~janizitioni caii be reineul-

a tel. However, A s'-COndarY 40al is to q.Lve LeeujdkcJk to

LMDC about the Pftectiveness of the couisuiltative Ser'Lvice QU



that it may be improved. The distinction between these two

purposes for data collection is important. The ddejuacy oL

the data to fulfill one goal is conceptually *i.stinct trom

the adequacy of the data to fulfill the other. Tue oujec-

tive of this report is to evaluate procedures u.ea by LMbLC

to meet these two goals. However, this briei reeort can

neither evaluate all procedures used by the LdJiC nor con-

siier all issues in the evaluation of any sin jle procedure.

Consequently, those aspects of the neasurement process

which seemed to present the 4reatest jroblems to LMJC were

discussed in greater depth. Admittedly, almost all issueS

received much less attention than they deserve.

III. MEASUR.EMENT OF THE ORGANIZAi'lUN

The LIDC metsurement process may be divided acbitraLily

into five components: (1) organizational measures in jeu-

eral, (2) OAP Survey, (3) choice of respondents, (4) iata

analysis of pre-measure, and (5) data anaylsis ot eost-

measure. Each of these components will be reviewea beiow.

ORGANIZATIONAL MEASURES IN GENERAL

LIDC consultants must have availaole to them ai, accurdte

view of an organization in order to make interventions that

might lead to positive changes. Such a picture ca" De

obtained only if the measurement process is quiued by a
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well-defined, comprehensive organizational aodei. Ai,

appropriate model should include multiple facets and

clearly fefine the relationships among facets and between

facets and behavior. Within sucn a framework, the goal of

measurement should be to assess each facet precisely. n

order to achieve this goal, each measure of a tdcet should

yield reliable information. In addition, multipie measures

using varying methods should be available to assess eacL

facet. For example, a unit's productivity may De aetei-

mined by (1) askinj the individuals in the unit about their

proluctivity, (2) asking the supervisor about the unit's

performance, and/)r (3) computing indices of productivity

based on file data. Each of these measures has strenytUs

and weaknesses. Only by obtaining all three tyees of meas-

ures (and perhaps others) can the facet be fairly evalu-

a ted.

Of course, all of these measures are useless unless tue

consultants actually review the result. and have availdbie

a frame of reference to make an interpretation of tneL.

The consultants are more likely to do so it theie adta are

presented to them in an easy-to-digest manner. For exaoA-

ple, a busy consultant is more likely to review and unaer-

stand a computer-generated profile of scores that presents

how a unit is doing in comparison with similar units taaU

10 individuals' responses to 15 open-ended guestilon.

;,, I . _ * , " - .. ....



LMDC has attempted to develop a set of measures that

assess the multidimensional nature of the organization,

including multiple measures of some facets, ana to package

the measurement results so that the consultants mai LIna

them beneficial. For example, the DAP assesses the percep-

tions of the workers on a number of aspects reLatea to

work, such as organizational climate, work characteristics,

supervisor characteristics, and job satisfaction. This

information is obtained by asking close-e ded iuestions on

a self-report measure (OAP), and, to some extent, by asiin4

open-ended questions of supervisors (EIQ and SIV) ann Lay

consultants' conducting interviews with selected supezvi-

sors during the second visit (step 4). For anotaeK exam-

ple, performance is assessed using both selt-report aud

file-data measures. LMDC also has made some of the inform-

ation easily accessible to the consultants. The )AP data

are computer-scored and the results for any work unit are

compared with those of similar units trom bases previously

consulted. The consultants receive computer printouts ot

these analyses.

Although the measurement system employed by L~i )C ha., a

number of strengths, it could be improved. LMDC seems to

be using two ditferent organizational theories: (1) a con-

tingency model of leadership and (2) a systems model of

organizations. The contingency model was advocated by Hen-

drix (1976) and served as the basis for the development ot
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the OAP. On the other hand, a general systems model with

its components -- input, process, and output-- is advocdted

currently. For example, in all the recent descriptions of

the OAP, its factors are grouped on the basis of these

three components. Even though this literature suggests

that the specific systems model employed is ah adaatdtion

of cGrath's model, in practice some generic form seems to

be in use by consultants. A well-defined theory is needed

to produce better integration among measures, to insure

that all important facets are being assessed, and to nave

greater continuity between the consultative and the evalua-

tive efforts within LMDC.

Without a theory, it is difficult to evaluate dhether

the present set of measures adequately assesses a oase's

organization. However, some comments that are more limited

in scope can be made. Because the data from the JAP are

computer analyzed while the results from the otner measures

are not, LMDC tends to emphasize the findings from tue uAP.

An attempt should be made to enter data other than the UA?

on the computer. For example, Feild (1982) sug@estea some

performance indices that could be routinely collected.

These indices may differ somewhat from unit to unit devend-

ing on the function of the units. However, if the same

measures could always be obtained on units with the compa-

rable functions, the data could be computer scored and a

data base create4 for them. Similarly, a chanje in tormat
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on the EIQ and SIQ would permit the resulting data to be

stored on the computer. Some of the open-ended questioas

included on these quesionnaizes for supervisors could be

rewritten so that a limited-response format like tue one on

the OAP could be employed. With such a system, a consult-

ant could more easily determine, for example, not only how

individuals within a work unit view their own productivity,

but also how supervisors evaluate their performance, as

well as their effectiveness as assessed with tile ddta.

The results would be of interest not only it they were xu

aqreement, but also if there was a lack of cotiruence

among them.

If the the EIQ and the SIQ were revised to incluue

exclusively close-ended questions, some information would

be lost; therefore, a revision of these instruments might

still contain some open-ended questions. Alternatively,

the OAP, EIQ, and SIQ could include only close-ended jues-

tions. Based on the results from these measures, consult-

ants could determine which supervisors should receive o±y

standard feedback of the data from these measures and wuich

supervisors need a more intensive consulting effort. Tuere

is no need to obtain any additional data from the tormer

group of supervisors. However, for the latter jroup, the

information that could not be acquired from the ciose-enaed

questions might then be obtained during interviews with

these supervisors.
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OAP SURVEY

Given the emphasis on the OAP by LMDC, it is impoLtdut

to consider the quality of this measure in greater depth

than the others. Although Feild (19d2) evaiudteu the

reliabilty of some of taie perform-ince indices, dimost dil

the evidence on the psychometric quality of the measures

has been devoted to the JAP. This evidence wili oe arietiy

revievel and soike sujgestions will be made tur ruture

reseirch.

The OAF survey contains 109 items that are diviaea into

seven modules: (1) Background Information (16 item ), jz)

Job Inventory (34 items), (3) Job Desires (7 itemsi, (4)

Supervision (19 items), (5) Work Group Effectveness {

items), (6) Organization Climate (19 items), and j7) ;ou

Related Satisfaction (9 items). Except Lotr te items oh*

the first module, rerspondents give their attituies by

responding on a sevei.-point scale, most trequenty ancuored

at the extremes by "strongly disagree" -ina "stronylj

agree." Computer analyses of thp OAF give mean scores on

the 109 items, as well as mean scores on 20 factors vasea

on a factor analysis of the items and 7 factors based on a

non-statistical, ritionil clustering ot items.

Hendrix and !Halversoa (1979) report the resalts of the

factor analysis which determined how the survey should be
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scored. The larne number of factors that they Lound .ug-

gested that orqanizations withiin the Air Force aLe very

multifaceted; however, lAter factor aralyses (Hi jitoveL aud

Short, 1982; Hiqhtower, 1982; Conloni, 1982) inudcatel tlat

fewer factors were necessary. One explanation Lor tie air-

ferences in results i. that the nature ot the onlar.lzdaton

has changed within the Air Force. Alternatively, taey mad

reflect the iiilterent metho-l. employed by the iactor ana-

lysts. The latter explanation seems mcre plausible De±au.e

(1) the analyses were all conducted within suca a 6aurt

period of tine (three or four years) ai&,J (2) at ieast some

of the analyses were conducted on overlappiu, 6awe±es.

S iven that statisticians have differing opinions as to

which method is best for determining the number ot factors,

it is not surprising that applied researchers witjat disd-

gree in their approaches to this problem. NOL is tae

choice purely an esoteric argument among academicians:

differeat methods do produce different solutionas wtiel

appliel to real data.

Some methols for letermininq the number or ractors

include the followinl: eijgenvalue-qreater-tha-one crite-

rion (Kaiser, 1960), parallel analysis technilue (mota-

nelli and Humphreys, 1976), scree test (Catteii, 19uo),

minimam averaqle partiil method (Velicer, 137b), the i&elil-

hool ratio criterion employed with mLximum liklihoud tacto

£ analysis, and interpretability of the factor solutioa. iIke
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one method that his beeit applied most frequently ai t-DC

researchers is the eigenvalue-greater-than-one criterio.

'rhi- choice is a logical one in that it is by Lar the wo t

popular method in ipplicatio, the detiult option loL mot

ftactor Inalytic coaputer pro jrims, straijIttowrd in

application, tnJ supporte1 by somo research witi, iaulatea

dita (Hakstiia, Rojprs, and :,ittell, 1P32). JIL tne otheL

hand, it is the approach tha t has heen aost telUel, til

ittacked in the factor inalytic literature (-J., ALIrL,

196d; Browne, 1I48; ,orsuch, 1974). Zwick ad CeilCeL

(19 2) recently wiia e the followi.g recomwenlativit aout

this alproach (referrin to it ds the K1 rule ill tLe±LL

article): "Based upon the results of this stual, wAic ,

included samples drawn from simple, well defined eipuidtio,,

correlation matrices, we can conclude taere i Uo CVidellce

-iupporting the continuel use of the KI rule."

, hen Conlon (1332) appliel the eiigenvale-jreateL-tuan,-

one criterion in his factorinq of the OAP, he ZoUUJ1, 14 Lc-

tots, but chose to interpret only nine of tue factos. he

droppel the rexaininj five factors on the basi.; it tneiL

lack of interpretaility. This julgment is ih anLeeMeht

ditii that portion of the literature that sujjests tmat the

ei: envalue-4Jred ter-than-one criterion yiel:is all overesti-

mate of the true nxlmer of tactors (e.I., Zaic& ania Veii-

cer, 1982). It seems justified to conclide tiat t.e oAi

may bp represented with siaqnificmntly fewer tnhau the twent,
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or more factors currently scored and available to couut-

ants on computer printouts. In future analyses, LIDC

should not use the eiqenvalue-greater-than-one criter.Loa,

but rather use two or more of the other methoa that were

previously listed to determine the number or tdctor.- to

retain.

Tae above, rather theoretical discussion probaDij over-

dramatized the importance of the judgment involvL-j tue

number ot factors underlying the OAP. Factor-i tLom dina-

lyses with a large number of factors do not differ inter-

pretationally all that much from those with a tewer numner

of fictors. What typically has occurred when tou many Aac-

tors were extracted was that a well-definei factor seiits

into a number of small, poorly defined factors. kor ekam-

ple, Hiqhtower (19a2) reported a factor called Taa& CLdadc-

teristics in her analyses which yielded 13 tactors. This

factor actually subsumes (with the exception oi one LtewJ

four of the factors (OAP factors numbered 600, dO, d1i,

and 804) from the original factor analyses (iie.lrix and

Halverson, 1979).

A few additional comments can be made aaout the Lactor-

ing of the OAP. The reported factor analyses were based on

correlation matrices computed from individuals' responses

on the OAP items. The choice of the individual as tne uLit

of analysis needs to be reconsidered. Sociologists nave
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been aware of the difficulties associated with selectLhy

the inappropriate unit of analysis since Robinson's classic

article in 1950. He showed how correlations computed ou

aggregated data yield biased estimates of correlatioas that

woull have resulted if they had been calculated oa individ-

uals' results. Within the psychological and educational

literature, riqorous discussions on the unit-ot-analysis

problem have occurred only recently (e.g., Burstein, IV7:;

Sockloff, 1975; Knapp, 1977; Sirotnik, 1980; Ndrknaa, Laa-

sereau, Alut to, and Dumas, 1983). Perhaps siae ot tiae

issues from this literature can be most easily understood

with a few illustrations.

A researcher is interested in computing correlations

between items on the Supervision module on the jAe. These

items are completed by 50 groups of subordinates, with 10

subordinates per group. Each group is led by a uiriereat

supervisor. The researcher could compute three types or

correlations between items:

(1) A total correlation could be computed by ignoring

the groupinq factor and basing any correlatiou o" tiue

500 pairs of raw scores.

(2) A between-group correlation could be calculated by

obtaininq a mean score for each group and computiLg a

correlation on the 50 pairs of mean scores. Alterna-

tively, a between-group correlation could be computed

£ on weighted pairs of mean scores, with the weights

38-15
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being the number of paired observations used to cadcu-

late the means for each group. These two veriioni of

the between-group correlation yield the same va4.ue i.

the group sizes are eqnal.

(3) A within-group correlation is calculatei by sub-

tracting from each individual's score the mean score

for his/her group and computin4 a correlation ou tue

500 pairs of leviation scores.

The three types of correlations have quite Jiffereat

interpretations:

(1) In general, researchers have arjued that the totes

correlation is difficult to interpret because it con-

founds the between-group and within-group correla-

tions. Specifically, the total correlation can be

shown to be a function of the within-jroup correla-

tion, the between-group correlation (if group sizes

are unequal, the between-group correlation oh weijated

means), and the magnitude of the mean dixrereLces

between groups (Robinson, 1950).

(2) The between-group correlation does address a reLe-

vant research question: Is there a tendency ror super-

visors who are perceived by their subordinates to show

more of one characteristic also likely to be perceivea

as displaying more (or less) of another characteristic

and are other supervisors who are rated as inowin4

less of the first characteristic likely to be rated as

38-16
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displaying less (or more) of the second cA&aracteris-

tic?

(3) Because the within-group correlation is computed

on deviation scores, the distinctions among sueervi-

sors have been eliminated (or, more accurately, mean

differences among supervisors have been eliMlhdtea).

Consequently, variation on an item indicates that sub-

ordinates have different perceptions oL tne iame

supervisors. They may reflect (a) difterent interpLe-

tations of the same behavior by different suboLai-

nates, (b) different behavior displayed by the same

supervisor toward different subordinates, and/oL jc)

stylistic differences among subordinates iLl respondini

to survey items. The within-group correlation

addresses the following research question: is there a

tendency for subordinates who perceive their supev±-

sor to show more of one characteristic also likely to

perceive their supervisor as displaying more (or less)

of another characteristic and is there a tendency tor

other subordinates who rate the sale supervIsoL as

showing less of the first characteristic liKeiy to

rate him/her as displaying less (or more) ot the sec-

ond characteristic?

The logic used in the above example generalizes to more

complex organizations. If the 50 work groups had come Lom

10 different squadrons, the total correlatiou could be
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shown to be a function of three rather than two types oL

correlations, as well as the magnitude ot mean lLterences

amon; the organizational units (KnapF, 1977). Tne tiaLee

types include within-work-group, between-work-rou-w ita-

in-squadron, and between-squadron correlations. £ne wit"-

in-work-;roup correlation is identical to the ditni j-roup

correlation with the simpler organization.

bet ween-work-group-within-squadron, correlation is calcu-

latel as follows: (1) compute item mean 'coLes tor the

fifty work groups, (2) compute item mean scores Lor the 1U

squadrons, (3) subtract the mean score tor a suauroiA trom

the mean scores for work groups contained within that

squadron, and (4) compute a correlation coefficient Detweea

the deviated mean scores for work groups toptionaiiy

weighted by the number of individuals in a worK jLoup).

This index is an alternative to the Letween-group correld-

tion, which ignores squadron effects. Fiadlly, the

between-squadron correlation is computed in tne sdae waj

that the between-group correlation was tor tue simpler

organization, but means and sample sizes foL sjuaddoias

replace those for groups.

The number of coefficients that couli be conLouted

increases for organizations with a greater numutr oL hier-

archical levels. A different correlation cab De coakuted

for each level within the hierarchy. Also at day level

within the hierarchy, a researcher has to decide whetaer to
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control for or to leave uncontrolled the differences awuku

divisions at the next highest level within the orjaziiza-

tion. To control for differences, the degree ot cuvaria-

tion is computed on scores which are derived by subtractinj

the higher level means from the mean scores of interest.

which type of correlation should LMDC choose wue, com-

puting a correlation matrix among OAP items as iniput to d

factor analysis? Althoug]h many of the different types ot

correlations might be interpretable, the choice i. deteud-

ent on the focus of the items, the use of the test, ana the

objective of the analysis. For example, it items pertaits-

ing to supervisors are factored in order to develop scales,

the choice is relatively clear. LMDC consultants pt.1afla.l.i

focus on differences among work groups wita ditrerent

supervisors, not individual group members' perceptions ol

the same supervisor. Althoulh consultants Are instructea

to evaluate the distribution of scores tor any worK JroUP,

most consultants undoubtedly pay closest attentioii to the

mean score for a group in comparison witn other work

groups. Also, LM DC has a limited numter of consuitants who

visit a base and they must decide who should Leceive more

intensive consulting efforts by evauldtinj OAP scares of

any supervisor with those of other supervisors witai tuat

base. Consequently, because between-work-jroup-witar-ade

correlations are based on covariability among work jrouk

means within a base, they would appear to be the statis.tic
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of choice. Even though the factoring of these corre~atiols

may be most appropriate for the develcFent ot scaie.5, the

factoring of other types of correlations, such a6 the with-

in-work-qroup correlation, may yield further iasigjts izto

the Supervision items.

On the other hand, a different type of courelation

should probably be computed between items on tue JoD

Desires module. These items ask whether the Leiuaent

would like, for example, an easy job or work that can De

done independently. Because they inquire about a re6,on-

dent's personal neels, individual ratner than orjahiza-

tional variables would seemingly underlie the responses to

these items. If this hypothesis is correct, organizational

level does not need to be controlled and a factoL auailsis

of the total correlations would appear to be SdtiSLdCtJL4.

Hiowever, it would be possible to evaluate emuiricaili tais

hypothesis (Markham, Dansereiu, Allutc, and Dumas, 19bj).

if organizational variables did affect the Le attiisalp

among these items, a coefficient could be chosen trIdt Wad

congruent with these empirical results.

A final example ight be useful to illustrate further

how a correlational index should be chosen. Tne uLJd1anza-

tion Climate module on the OAP contains items which

describe characteristics of the respondent's or anizatiou.

The General Information section differentiates between a
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work group, ",All persons who report to the same supervisor

that you do," and the organization, "your Squddroik." uia

this case, the choice among types of correlations L6 a di-

ficult one because the respondents are makinj 3uJ. j e[.ts

about one level of the organizatiou, the squaaLon, Whi±e

the consultants aLe trequently evaulating at aiotLer level

of the organization, e. q, the work group. ii LMDC Ole

particularly interested in differences among s, iaiioiiA, d

factor analysis of the between-s juadron correltLionlz could

be performed. Since the consultants do evaluate most oitei,

mean scores of work jroups, a factor analysis or tie

between-work-group-within-sJuadron correlation.ni WijUt De

more appropriate tor scale deveiopment. The betdeea-WuoL&-

group correlation, which does not control for ditferences

among squadrons, would probably be less appropriate tnan

either of the other two correlations because or tne antici-

patel impact of squidron variables on the correlutioin

Among the items from this module.

3ased on the above example, it would seea pretecaoie to

evaluate the factor structure of the CAP items witiin eacn

molule rather than perform a factor analysis acro6s all the

,ittitulinal items on te survey. Using this alteraative

ippr)ach, a tactor analyst miy choose a correlation coetti-

cient that is most appropriate for each modile, infsted or

assuming the applicability of a single type of corLe.atio."

tor all pirs )f items. Also, factorinj wit in Mifoadies is

I



in line with the theory underlying the developaeat or the

OA?, in which the modules were conceived of a e.LL-curi-

tainel sets of items (1enirix inl Halverson, 191i).

A final note cn be made about the fictor aaidly~ei uz

the OAP items. Researchc-rs in the social scLeazes nave

frequently had difficilty replicatinj tactor =naljtic

results. L ike All uitivariite statistical tecanipies,

large sample sizes are required tor stable results acrossi

replicites. Also, because small chanjes in tue corieia-

tionil pattern may proluc- alterations in the factor oLiu-

tion, consistency in results has to be evalaateu UCLo-

different se.jment.i within a population and/or acrojs tite

periods with the same population of subjects. -dC

researchers have recoqnizei the importance ot investijatiu,

the replicability and jenerilizability of tae JAi' lactoL

structare. lliqht:)wer ind Short (1982) have evdluateu cou-

sistency of results icross different population .epuents

SimiLarity in structure was found tor litferent JLouLI of

individuals who perform different functions and ICLOSS Vak-

ious demographic groups. In addition, they showed COn.isLt-

ency in the OAP structure between results obtaineu before

an intervertioi mnl tnoir obtained after the i;teiveitiuo.

iiightower (1982) investigated even more extensively tacto:

stibility over time. rf the OAP is revised, L.AJL snoiLu

evaluate the ta-ctor .tability with as ach care.



Tlll~ consistr~ncy of thn OAP factor structur~J .Jc;ru.::;::; t~lill;! 

1.:> conceptually LnderendP.nt of thP. consistency or relidL~l-

ity of th~ survey's sc~le scores. In pirticuL.t.L:, th..: pat-

ter~ of correlations a~onq items ~~y be simiLdr tu~ two 

testirqs, but a COI:'1:t?lation betwe:en responsu:.;; uu -J.n item 

toe the two te:..>tirqs ru.1y be high or low. Short ,inJ ria.;u~l-

ton (1981) investicptP.u the test-retest reli.=tbJ.lity u1. tHe 

OAP scale scores. The test-retest correlations, 

five-w~e~ interv~l between testings, 

nituJe. seventy-five percent of the values ran~ed tram .7u 

to • JO. However, the sample size for this study Wd~ verj 

small {1f3 or 19 subjects). They also reportPd results w~th 

a much larger Sdmple. These test-retest reliaoility coer-

ficients iiere o~tdinerl with a six-month interv.:1l oet.wet)n 

testinqs. rhe y were 

cients exceeJed .~0. 

uniformly low; none of the cuetl~

S-hort anJ !ldmilton co-mputc\.1. on the 

same samples a s~conJ type ot reliaoility coettici0nt, 

Cronbach'.:. al~hrl. As cxpPcted, thc alphas wer~ ruidtively 

high tor factors with a lar]e number at items dnJ suu~tafi-

ti<llly lo...,er (below • 60) tOI:' factors with a t~w uuwoer or 

item.>. The3e results supported the commonsensica~ notion 

tlhtt iwo or: three item scale cannot adequately ret'rE:s8nt au 

item domain. 

Of the c;o~fficients reported Ly Short and Hdmilton, the 

test-retest reliability coefficients with d six-month 

interval betwEen testings were the most medninytul. 1hese 
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results indicated that OAP scores may markedly diifer on

two occasions, even when no intervention occurs between

testings. The implication of this conclusion is 4uite uis-

turbing: changes in scores on OAP factors oetween te

first visit and the last visit by the LIDC consultants may

be due to instability rather than due to an interventiou

effect. However, these reliability estimates inaicate a

lack of stability in the OAP factor scores for iLdividuals,

while LMDC makes judgments on the basis of mean scorei. A

mean score is typically more reliable than a score Lur an

individual. Consequently, the low test-retest estimates do

not accurately reflect the reliability of mean OAP scores.

Reliabilities of means might be computed on the data aina-

lyzed by Short and Wilkerson. With the larger sample, mean

scores for a work group could be calculated on both the

test and the retest. These means would be correlateU to

yield test-retest coefficients on mean scores. Alterna-

tively, reliabilities of mean scores could 6e estimated

using qeneralizability theory (Brennan, 1983). A& advan-

tage to using generalizability theory is the ability to

estimate the reliability of mean scores for difterent size

work groups.

Alditional research also needs to be conducted to estab-

lish the validity of the OAP. To LMLC's credit, the con-

struct validity of the GAL has been investigated quite

extensively using factor analysis. This body of research
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has already been discussed. In addition, Short and dliker-

son (1981) have investigated the OAF's construct validity

by evaluating mean differences among different zuctiourat

groupings within the Air Force. rmey tound tnat tne pat-

tern of mean difference across groups generally were ia

agreement with expected differences. More validity studies

need to be done. The OAP scores need to be Le.Ldted to

measures external to this survey and, particuldri1 , meas-

ures of observed behaviors.

CHOICE OF RESPONDENTS

LMDC selects respondents to complete the OAP ai.inj a

well-devised, stratified random sampling plan. A sufti-

cient number of respondents are selectel to estimate Voj~u-

lation means accurately. Of course, not everj iniUvi Udl

who is selected to participate can complete the suvey aiA,,

therefore, the resulting sample is non-random. No cuadnqe

in method is recommended. However, the percent or ilndivi.a-

uals who were selected, but did not participate should be

routinely calculated and recorded so that potential degree

of bias in the sample can be assessed.

DATA ANALYSIS OF PRE-MEASURES

A major part of the consulting effort by LMDC is tne

feedback of subcrdinates' attitudes and opinions about work
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to supervisors. The feedback is based almost exclusively

on computer analyses of the OAP results. The analyses

include descriptive statistics, which summarize the

responses of individuals within the same work jroup, and

inferential statistics, which evaluate if a work group's

mean differs significantly from the mean of individuals who

have previously taken the OAP and who belong to work groups

which perform a similar function. The descriptive statis-

tics are not stressed in the feedback of the OAP data

because the raw scores from the OAP are not very interpret-

able. On the other hand, the results of the signiticance

test are invariably included as part of the feedback pact-

age. A supervisor is told whether his/her group scored

significantly lower (or higher) than individuals from com-

parable work groups. Although referring raw scores to a

normative data base does give them greater meaning, the

significance test currently in use has some drawbacks ana

alternative methods should be considered.

The significance test is an independent t-test. It is

designed to evaluate if two population means are different

from each other. The assumptions underlying the test are

(1) that the population distributions are normally distrio-

uted, (2) that these distributions have equal variances,

and (3) that a sample be obtained from these populations

through random and independent sampling.
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The data from the OAP do not appear to meet the require-

ments of the test. The third assumption appears to be

untenable: the observations within the two samp~es drdwn

from their respective populations are not indepenaeat. une

sample consists of the individuals from the worK group of

interest, while the other sam le includes inolivIduai. Lzom

similar work groups. Although the observatioil wetween

work qroups are independent, the observations ot individu-

als within a group are dependent. In other woras, the

probability of a supervisor receiving a high ratinj Ly a

subordinate would increase given that another iudividua in

the same group rated the supervisor as excellent. This

dependency makes the statistical test inappropriate. LT'e

test is also inappropriate for a number of other reasons.

Some of these will become apparent in later discussion.) A

slightly different perspective of this problem is taat

t-test currently in use is inappropriate because tne unit

of analysis, the individual, is incorrect aid tue more

appropriate unit is the group.

A possible remedy to this problem might be to aerine a

group factor, with each group (incuding the one ot inteL-

est) representing a different level of a factor. A t)lcnned

comparison could then be performed to evaluate it te groui ,

of interest differs significantly from the average o tue

other groups. The problem with this analysis is tadt it is

unclear what null hypothesis is being tested. !ie yroue
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factor must be defined as a fixed-effects factor in oraer

to perform a planned comparison. If it is a fixed-eztects

factor, LMDC evaluators must restrict their conciusions

from the significance test to those groups included in tue

analyses. However, given such a restriction, no inferen-

tial statistics dre necessary because the groups in the

analysis are the population.

Alternatively, the levels of the factor could represent

a sample of all possible groups; that is, the group Lactor

might be defined as a random-effects factor. Au f-test say

be calculated to evaluate if the variance across al.L possi-

ble levels of the group factor is equal to zero. Post-noc

comparison tests are inappropriate following a significant

omnibus f-test of a random-effects factor. dowever, it

clearly is meaningful to determine where the group at

interest stands in comparison with all possible groups, not

only those that have been assessed up to this point in

time. Any method that would obtain an accurate estimate ot

a group's percentile rank would be appropriate. These pro-

cedures are reviewed in standard texts on esycLometric

methods (e.g., Thorndike, 1971).

It should be noted that the f-test on the ranom-eftects

factor is not really necessary. Everybody would probazly

agree that the hypothesis of no differences among worA

qroups has to be incorrect. Also, the f-test tells us
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almost nothing about the work group of interest. Conse-

quently, only the percentile ranks really need to be com-

puted.

DATA ANALYSIS OF POST-MEASURES

After the third visit, LMDC analyzes the chauges oa te

OAP factors from pre-intervention to post-interveutiou. A

computer program calculates independent t-tests oetween tne

two sets of observations for each work group. As discussed

in the previous section, an assumption underlying tais test

is independence among scores. In particular wita the

change score analysis, the pretest and the posttest data

must be independent of each other. It is not likely that

this condition is met with the LMDC data and, couse4uentiy,

alternative statistical methods should be consideted.

Before exploring the difficulties encounterea witii the

LMDC data, it might be preferable initially to discuss the

implications of performing the inappropriate analysis on

data from a less complex example. A researcher ias per-

formed an independent t-test on data in which the same

indiviluals took both thp pretest and the posttest. It

seems highly unlikely that the independence assumption

would hold for these data. The standard test that is usea

to evaluate pretest-posttest change scores is the depetdent

t-test. By inspecting the equations for the iudeenuenit

3
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and dependent t-tests, one may conclude that no constant

bias exists. In some cases, misapplication of independent

t-test might yield an overly conservative test dad with

others, an overly liberal test (Green and FeLld, 197oj.

With the LMDC data, only some respondents comeiete Doth

administrations of the OAP; other respondents compLete

either the pretest or the posttest. Although tne degree of

dependency between the pretest and the posttest tor these

data is not likely to be as strong as in the previous exam-

ple, the partial overlap in subjects for the two testin 9

sessions is still likely to distort the results of au inue-

pendent t-test. Unfortunately, no alternative test is

available with this type of data and, therefore, a signii-

cance test is not recommended.

LIDC researchers could refer a work Iroup's mean to :ior-

mative data to obtain a percentile rank. This alternative

is similar to the one suggested for the analysis ot the

pre-measures. However, with the posttest data, a percen-

tile rank for a mean score could be obtained in reference

to the pretest data or the posttest data. jitticuities

exist for both statistics.

With the first statistic, a report could incluue the

following description:

At the time of our first visit to your base, the
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supervisor received a mean rating by his/ner suLooui-

nates which placed the supervisor at the iLzteenth

percentile in comparison with all other mean ratinys

received by supervisors who have not received consui-

tation. At the time ot our last visit, the supervisor

had raised his/her mean rating so that he/sue 6touj at

the seventy-fifth percentile in res pect to supervisors

who have not received consultation.

The implication is clear: consultation by LMDC raised the

score sixty percentile points.

Unfortunately, LMDC consultants did not necessarily

cause this increase. It might have been due to a ;.uaoeL or

influences such as a change in personnel within tue wozK

group, reactivity to the pre-measure, measurement eLror,

and a change in regulations. Of course, this criticisw is

not peculiar to change;: in percentile ranks, but is true o

change scores in general. A second difficulty is tuat

transtarming riw scores to percentile ranks produces scores

which are not on an interval scale. If the underlyinj ais-

tribution is approximately normal, a change of 'k' percen-

tile points in the middle of the distribution is easier to

achieve than a 'k' change at the extremes.

If i posttest score were referred to a posttest dis-

tribution, the resulting percentile rank is not very mean-

ingful. A report could include the tollowing ;tateaent:
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"The supervisor's ratings placed him/her at the torty-Lifth

percentile in respect to all other supervisors who have

received consultation from LMDC." The statement is not

very informative.

All the options considered for the analysis or poit-

measures appear to have difficulties. One option is to

report both types of percentile ranks and to iindcate tuat

any change _n percentile rank could te due to a wultitude

of causes, only one of which is the LMDC con.ultative

effort. The problem with this statement is that it na the

same connotation as the health warning that is attached to

cigarette advertisements: "I do not want you to believe

this cautionary note."

One final possiblity is worth considering. PEopeLly

designed, experimental studies could be conducted to evalu-

ate the effectiveness of consultation. An iaprovenent

score could then be developed on the basis of these studies

that corrected for at least some of the irrelevant intiu-

ences that affect change scores.

IV. ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTIVENESS

In a recent report, Conlon (1982) described a series o

analyses that attempted to determine the effectiveness of

the consultative effort by LMDC. He reached tae toliowiny
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conclusion:

The use of the current procedure for evdluating the

ongoing impact of consultation on a workshop basis tor

feedback purposes is questionable given the regression

effects and the dangers of trying to estimate dand con-

trol for such effects based on limited control group

data. I encourage LMDC to seriously weijn tne Deue-

fits of continuing the present evaluation ettort

against its cost and to consider alternative evalua-

tion strategies. As an alternative to the ereseut

evaluation methodology, it is suggested that LMDC con-

sider a series of controlled studies which would

investigate, by plan, the effectiveness of particaiar

types of consultation efforts across various func-

tional specialties in the Air Force.

In actuality, the analyses by Conlon represent the onl i

effort by LMDC to formally evaluate the consultative serv-

ices. Because I generally agree with Conlon'. assessment

of the evaluation system, I will restrict my discussion on

this topic to a few comments about his analyses and to a

consideration of another alternative approach to suppieaent

his suggestion for a series ot controlled studies.

On the basis of anecdotal evidence, he assumed that "tae

intensity of consultative efforts would systematically vary

as a function of the pre-score." He suggested that aium-

inq this relationship between the pretest scores and the
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intervention eftort lid exist, a curvilinear relatiUnship

would exist between the pretest and Posttest scores. the

changes in the posttest scores with a unit chanje ill tue

pretest scores would be greater with larger preteit scurei.

in addition, for individuals with low pretest cores, the

amount of chanqe in the posttest per unit chduhe L;. the

pretest should be greater for lita thit are collected at

Lases in which feedback to supervisors is jive,. a: oiL~oied

to bases in which no feedback is jiven (control DJasesj

The results did n'jt contirm his expectation6 a ua, o.A tue

basis of the data, he revised his ideas a,)out the cjisu.t-

inq process.

I tound this analysis to be creative anA Littormative.

Conlon formulated a model of the consultative service,

empirically tested the model, and formulated . revied

model which adaits testinq. In contrast to Coniou, I

believe that continued analyses of this type wouid be

fruitful; however, the approach could he imwkroveu UoU bj

tormulating] a more precise, mathematical model. alsu, such

a molel should include a sufficient number of variabie . to

-xplain the consultative process. The molel could tnen be

evaluatedi followinj 'uilelines contained withih the cdu~z

analysis literiture. (For an initial exposure to tiiib lit-

erature, see Pedhazur, 1982.)

Currently, LMOC coull not easily Ferform such aaalyses.
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A I ita bas-: must bo createdl that iA-i (esiqnl t,), . Uu di.&-

I yses. It. woul d C.ontjuIr pre-iiitervt ion anj '~-ItC

vent ion mean--; tor ce rtain types or work Jrouj'.s. A jOU,)

W011l I he i %,clIu I e I i t I t r epor 0sen t ' a type JrL WULK JLJUe

thit WIS 011 d numnber of bases. This data base could al~o

z;erve as the norindtive Aatt t,)u the calculation jr. tile cL-

centile ranks necessary to interpret the OA? scoi:,s.

V. iFCO)MENDATICNS

1. A ujl ini rjaaizdtim,.il theory i.; nu-e uei to

pro-luce !)-t ter iaite(lrition amfor] I easuroii, to i.11-uLe ti.at

a 11 i mpor t in t tadc -etsa L're be in j se d, a It L to nd V t

., rcater c.oritiru ity between. the consultii~j ii~d Ui,~ evaA'ua-

tion efforts uitlli- L IDC.

An attemipt sh~'tilJ bc- maAP to entter: I ta otuor ttadn

t h(7, QA 2 i t h t co~ m pUt QL [. For exampl~e, ce rtt in L.eL1u.'):±1i.Ce

ifldice.; could !)e Loutino'Iy collected anki stored or, tue com-

puter. A I-o , a chjiiqt in formnat o;, tner EIQ ai,.d 3A., wou.Ld

permit the tesultinq lata to be stored in thle computzzL.

3. Tb JA En mxy be represented with si jnifticdnt~y Lewei.

t han thp two nty )r Morn faCto~rS currenItly .Co Led ad

available to consultintt, on computer printouts.

4. In flit. 'ire Analyses, LADC ,tould riot use tue -i taava-



lue-Ireater-than-one criterion, but rather use two or aure

of the other methods that were previously listed to aeter-

mine the number of factors to retain.

5. Rather than perform a factor analysis dcross all

attitudindl items on the OAP, it might be preieraDie to

evaluate the factor structure ot items within each aodule.

If this approach is taken, the tactcr analyst may cLioose

the correlation coefficient that is most appro,)riate LOL

that module.

6. LMDC should continue to evaluate the factur .tauiiitj

of the OAP with as much care as they have stiown ii the

past.

7. Reliability of me(ai OAP scores should be e.tiuiated L.

addition to tne reliibility of individual scores.

8. The OAP scores need to be related to measures exter-

nal to this survey and, particularly, measures ot oserved

behaviors.

9. LMDC selects respondents to fill-out tne UAL' USIL a

well-levised, stratified random samplinq plan. lue percenit

of individuals who were selected, but did not iartcicLate

should be routinely calculated and rccorded so that eoteii-

tial deqree of bias in the sample can be assessed.
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10. In the feedback of subordinates' attitudes and opi r -

ions about work to supervisors, the computer analyses of

the OAP results includes a t-test which evaluates it a work

group's mean differs significantly from the mean of inai-

viduals who have previously taken the OAP and who beloug to

a work group which p-rforms a -iimilar function. This sig-

nificance test is inappropriate for a number of reasons

and should not be performed. In its place, a percentile

rank for a work group should be calculated and given as

feedback to supervisors.

11. LMDC should discontinue using a significance test to

evaluate change scores from pre-intervention to post-inter-

vention. Other analyses of the post-intervention measures

were considered, but none were endorsed.

12. A data base should be created that would allow LMDC

researchers to test empirically consultative models. it

would contain pre-intervention and post-intervention means

for specific types of work groups.
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ARTHUR GUTMAN

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this report is to interface a major applied issue

in Air Force technical training with basic research issues in the

area of Learning and Memory. The final product is a proposal to

conduct four basic research experiments relating to the deleterious

effects of positive reinforcement on incidental learning and transfer

of learning on a sequential learning task. The long-range purpose of

the proposed research is to create a more general program of research

to investigate the more global conditions that produce and, more

importantly, prevent these deleterious effects.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this proposal is to interface problems in

Air Force technical training with current research findings in the

area of Learning and Memory. My interest in technical training

stems from my tenure as a Summer Faculty Research Fellow at Lowry

Air Force Base (from 20 Jul 83 to 26 Aug 83). During this

interval I interacted with a team of research psychologists and

training officers who dealt with issues of training on a daily

basis. I attended their planning sessions and,in addition, read

technical reports and training manuals. On the basis of these

experiences, the major theme that emerged was the question of

need (or lack thereof) of classroom Residence Training (RT)

programs for Air Force technicians.

It was interesting to note that a number of the training

officers (and research psychologists) felt that RT provides

little, if any advantage for ultimate job performance. In other

words, the feeling wa that most jobs can be adequately learned

on lte job site. Entering as an impartial observer, I had no

stake in the truth or falsity of this belief. I did note,

however, that most of the evidence favoring the belief is anecdotal.

Clearly, the belief i .jidely held by the job site supervisors.

My own literature search (by computer and hy hand) turned up

only a single study that bore directly on the issue. The study

(Black and Bottenberg, 1970) dealt with Category-B skills, and

the results of it showed a myriad of ineractions. In essence,
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the results showed that some skills benefit from prior RT training,

some benefit from on-the-job (OJT) training, and some benefit from

neither.

I seems clear that the belief that RT is ineffective is not based

as much on evidence as it is on hea-ay and anecdote. Moreover, it

would appear that the Air Training Command (ATC) is committed to the

development of curriculum to be taught in the classroom setting.

Thus far, the major efforts have been on software for computer

assisted instruction (CAI), and on delivery systems such as the

Unit Mastery approach. Given this, the relevant question becomes how

to maximize transfer from the classroom to the job site.

The issue of transfer of training is itself complicated by two

additional factors. First, with technological advances, the requisites

of a joo are often changed. Thus, what a technician is required to do

on the job may be different from what he/she was trained to do in the

classroom. Secondly, at the point of training, the trainee's

ultimate job site is as yet unknown. Thus, even in the absence of

technological changes, it is unlikely that the technician will end up

doing (exactly) what he/she was trained to do. Given either of these

factors, th important point is that if classroom education is to

justify itself, it must produce flexible students.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

From the point of view of the Learning/Memory leterature, there

are a number of topics which interface with the training issue dis-

cussed above. These include curriculum development, method of
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instruction, issues of transfer (e.g., organization of material,

state dependency, overlearning, etc.), and a host of others. But to

this investigator, the single most relevant issue would appear to be

that of positive reinforcement, per se.

Positive reinforcement (or rewa is used in any CAI program,

particularly when the emphasis is on Unit Mastery. Although a large

body of evidence suggests that rewards do strengthen the specific

behaviors to which they are applied, there is a more current body

of literature suggesting that this may be achieved at an undesir~able

cost (see Lepper & Greene, 1)78 for a complete review). Given this,

the objectives of this proposal are twofold:

). to review relevant literature on the deleterious
effects of positive reinforcement on initial

learning and subsequent transfer; and

(2). to outline a proposal for initial research on the
effects of positive reinforcement on initial learning
and subsequent transfer in sequential learning tasks.

III. DEFINITION OF TERMS

(A). Reinforcement: A reinforcer is any stimulus which when

presented or removed increases the probability or frequency of the

behavior it i, contingent upon. The positive reinforcer (or reward)

is the presented stimulus (e.g., a pellet of food for the rat's lever

press response), and the negative reinforcer is the removed stimulus

(e.g., termination or prevention of painful electirc shock contin-

gent upon the rat's running response). In the present research, the

emphasis will be on positive reinforcement.
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(B). Transfer: Transfer occurs when either present learning

alters future learning (i.e., proactive transfer), or when present

learning alters past learning (i.e., retroactive transfer). In

either case, transfer is positive when the effect is to facilitate

learning, and negative when the effect is to retard learnirg. In

the present research, the emphasis will be on negative proactive

transfer.

(C). CAI and Unit Mastery: The Unit Mastery system was

formally proposed by Keller (1968). The most important feature of

this system is that large units of material (e.g., a textbook) are

broken down into much smaller, and presum/ably more managable units.

The student then proceeds unit by unit (usually at his/her own pace)

until a mastery criterion has been reached on each unit. As the

student is proceeding, there may be proctors (e.g., students who

have previously taken the course) who aCminister tests and who offer

help. Often, the role of the instructor is changed from the

traditional lecture role to more of a motivating role. In more

recent years, the tendency has been to create uinits for use on

mainframes and microcomputer- (hence the label "CAI").

IV. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

As noted earlier, the ATC is committed to classroom education,

and much time and resources have already been spent on CAI software.

On face value, this is not a bad idea. Inspection of the various

Job Description rianudls reveals that most jobs are depicted in steps.

For example, a report by Elwood, Warm, Thocher and Hritz (1933)
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breaks down the job of refueling the B-52 into 36 distinct steps

(i.e., from the review of safety precautions (#I) to disconnection

of the LOX Cart Grounding Cable (#36)). From the Unit Mastery

perspective, this job, and jobs like it, can be viewed as a sequence

of units, each of which is mastered separately, and at one's own

pace.

From the Learning/Memory perspective, there has been, since

Skinner's (1938) initial proclamation, well over 40 years of evidence

to support the contention that positive reinforcement strengthens

specific behaviors. Skinner has always been a strong proponent of

rewarding desireable and extinguishing undersireable behaviors (he

argues in several places that punishment is not necessary). It is

this belief that led Skinner (1968) to develop the teaching machine,

and influenced Keller to develop the Unit Mastery system. But

despite numerous documented successes (see the most recent issues of

the Journal of Personalized Instruction), there is a qrowing body of

literature suggesting that extrinsic rewards produce undesirlable

side effects. In particular, the evidence suggests three things:

(1) Extrinsic rewards reduce intrinsic motivation
to perform.

(2. Extrinsic rewards for specific behaviors retard
learning of nonreinforced, but related behaviors.

(3). Extrinsic rewards for specific sequences of
behaviors retards learning of new and/or different
sequences of behaviors.

The implications of these possibililities are truly profound.

From the point of view of CAI and Unit Mastery, extrinsic rewards

(usually in terms of grades and/or points) are the cornerstone of
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the teaching system. From the point of view of the job descriptions,

it is sequential behavior that is the goal of technical training

(i.e., from step #1 to step #N). Thus, if the aforementioned

possibilities are true, then students may be learning very specific

jobs and skills at the expense of more generalized knowledge needed

in the field.

V. REVIEW OF THE RELEVANT LITERATURE

(A). Extrinsic Rewards: According to Skinner (1968),

successful learning generates intrinsic rewards. That is, properly

arranged programs of instruction (i.e., designed for student success)

have built-in incentives for contir ed effort to achieve.

Unfortunately, in most educational settings, there are always

extrinsic rewards (e.g., grades or points), and it is the

explicitness of these rewards which seems to create the undesireable

side effects. The most basic finding in the literature is that when

extrinsic rewards are provided for behaviors that are alreay preferred,

the rewarded behaviors become less preferred.

For example, in a study by Lepper, Greene,and Nisbett (1973),

children were first given the opportunity to choose among a list of

attractive activities at playtime. Later, they were explicitly

rewarded for engaging in the behaviors they most preferred. Relative

to a nonreward control group, the reward group ultimately showed

a marked reduction in preference for the initially preferred task.

This is a common finding that is not limited to children or type

of task. But the important question relates to the mechanism by
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which reduced incentive interferes with behavior. Is it simply

a reduction in motivation to perform which affects any and all

behaviors ? Or is there an interaction between extrinsic reward

and information processing ?

Although early theorizing favored the simple notion of generalized

decline in motivation, more recent evidence suggests that extrinsic

rewards do, indeed, affect the manner in which information is processed.

This evidence suggests that extrinsic rewards produce subjects who

tend to choose easier problems to solve (Maher & Stallings, 1972).

Also, they tend to focus on only those aspects of the problem they

perceive as being related to the solution (Condry & Chambers, 1976).

The implications of such findings for Unit Mastery learning are

obvious. Given a choice (which students often are), challenging

problems will be avoided so that points may be built up. And, even

if the system allows for no choices, students will limit their

attention to what they believe is relevant to point production. This

latter point relates to phenomenon called "Incidental Learning", which

will be discussed next.

(B). Incidental Learning: The incidental learning paradigm is

important b (Ase it reveals a dciinction between what is known vs.

what is done (i.e., learning vs. performance). Peformance is

directly observable, but learning must be inferred from performance.

We tend to assume that good performance reflects good learning, and

that poor performance reflects poor learning. However, given what is

known about incidental learning, the implication of poor performance

is not clear at all.
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The demonstrative study in this area is by Tolman and Honzik

(1930). Rats that were rewarded in the goalbox of a complex maze

took ten sessions of training to reach asymptotic performance

levels (as measured by time to complete the maze and by number

of errors made). In comparison, nonrewarded rats showed random

performance across the same ten-session interval. However, when

given reward after 10 sessions, the previously nonrewarded rats

took only a single session to reach the same asymptotic levels as

the rewarded rats. Thus, despite nonreward, and despite random

performance during nonreward, these rats had to have learned

pathways to the goalbox during nonreward in order to do in

one session, what rewarded rats did in ten sessions.

The implications of incidental learning are therefore twofold.

First, learning is a cognitive process separable from performance;

and secondly, reward, though seemingly necessary for good performance,

is not necessary for learning.

In a surprising extension of these early findings with rats,

more recent fidnings with humans suggest that nonrewarded subjects

not only learn in the absence of reward, but also, may learn more than

their rewarded counterparts.

In the demonstrative human study, Bahrick, Fitts, and Rankin (1952)

asked adult subjects to track spatial events under reward vs.

nonreward conditions. Peripheral stimuli unrelated to reward were

occasionally turned off. Rewarded subjects not only performed more

poorly on the target task, they also missed the incidental event with
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greater frequency than the nonrewarded subjects.

This is clearly not an isolated finding (see also Bahrick,

1954; Davis & Lovelace, 1963; Johnson & Thomson, 1962). Moreover,

it relates to the general issue of intrinsic vs. extrinsic motivation

discussed earlier. If reward focuses attention on only those

elements of problem solving that are directly related to reward, it

makes sense that incidental tasks should be overlooked in the pursuit

of the target behavior.

Returning to the classroom, the implication is that students

will not attend to information unless it is an implicit part of the

learning objectives. The danger here is that course objectives may

not cover all the material that needs to be learned. If so, what is

not covered explicitly, needs to be learned incidentally.

(C). SEQUENCES OF BEHAVIOR: The final relevant point in the

literature is that sequential behavior, when explicitly rewarded,

tends to fixate, or stereotype the response sequence. The origins

are once again in the animal literature.

In a study by Schwartz (1980), pigeons were required to peck at

either of two response keys. Rewards (access to grain) were presented

after eight total responses, but only if an equal number of pecks were

made to both keys. It is important to realize that in this procedure,

specific order is not important - any sequence which leads to four

pecks at each key is rewarded (and there are 70 such sequences in

this particular task). Despite this, pigeons invariably pecked a

given sequence 60-9W' of the time.
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More recently, Schwartz (1982) obtained the same effect with

college students pressing either of two keys on a modified terminal

keyboard (for money rewards). More importantly, once the subjects

showed this stereotypy, they were retarded in learning new rules

relative to control subjects who had never experienced any original

training. It must be stressed that the experimental subjects showed

negative transfer even though many of the component parts of the

transfer tasks were present in the original learning task.

Once again, there are important implications for classroom

education, particularly for the Unit Mastery system. If the goal of

training is to obtain performance of one and only one task, and the

performance requirements of this task never change, there is no

major problem. However, if the nature of the task changes (e.g., due

to technological changes), or if the student is asked to learn related,

but different tasks, reinforcement induced stereotypy stands as a strong

potential contributer to negative transfer.

It should be noted that there are also potential negative

implications for the one-task/no-change situation. Suppose the task

involves 30 or more steps, and suppose the performer loses his/her

place ? The literature on stereotypy suggests that the performer

must start from the beginning (see Herrnstein, 1961).

There are other important implications, as well. For example,

many applied researchers (particularly in the military) believe that

overtraining induces greater long term retention of originally learned

tasks. The evidence in the basic research literature on this point is

3
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almost irrefutable. Nevertheless, incidental (but related) tasks 

should be equally as retarded as the originally trained sequence of 

behavior is stren~thened. 

VI. PROP0SED EXPERI~1ENTS 

As noted earlier, the purpose of this proposal is to initi_ate 

J pro~ram of research. The point of initiation is Schwartz's (1982) 

~rocedure. 

In SchwJrtz's procedure, subjects were instructed to accumulate 

as many ~oints as possible hy emitting sequences of left (L) and 

right (R) on two response keys. Points were accumulated on a counter 

as they were earned, and they were later converted to money rewards. 

Trials were ad~inistered in blocks of 50, with a 3-sec intertrial 

interval, and a 2-min rest period between successive_Qlocks. A white 

li1ht signalled the start of a given trial, and a red light signalled 

that puints 1vere earned. Durin~ a trial, sul">jects faced a matrix of 

liJht ~ositions. As a left response was made, a light in the left 

column was turned off, and one under it was illuminated. As a right 

res~onse was made, a light in the rightcolumn was turned off, and one 

under it was illuminated. Thus, a total of four presses to each key 

moved the illumination from top left to bottom right, at which point 

the red reinforcer light was illuminated, and the counter was 

incremented. In most of Schwartz's experiments, the reinforcer was 

d::livered on only so·~ of the correct response sequences (i.e., any 

of 70 possible sequences of four responses to each of the two keys). 
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A major concern with this procedure is that is limits response

output. In a true learning situation, students must choose responses

from a much wider set. In terms of the theoretical issues involved,

factors such as incidental learning and cognitive vs. motor interference

are difficult to study under such a restriction. Thus, the first task

is to broaden the procedure.

(A). Experiment 1

All subjects will face a 2x2 matrix of keys. Each cell in

this matrix will contain a L and R key. ThLs, there will be a total of

eight possible responses. In one condition, 50% reinforcement will be

contingent on a sequence of Left/right responses (4 of each in any order)

within the top left cell (i.e., Schwartz's condition). In the second

condition, 50' reinforcement will be contingent on a sequence of

left/right responses (4 of each in any order) across the top two cells.

In other words, in this latter condition, a L response is defined as

either of the two responses in the upper left cell, and a R response is

as either of the two responses in the upper right cell.

The purpose of this procedure is twofold. First, it will allow

systematic replication of Schwartz's procedure, and secondly, it will

allow the creation of a Schwartz-like procedure that will allow testing

of a number of theoretical issues. Given Schwartz's findings, there is

every reason to expect equal amounts of stereotypy (i.e., a given

sequence on more than 50. of the trials) in these two conditions.

(B). Exeriment 2

One of the important broader issues is incidental learning.

The second condition of experiment 1 permits a simple test of the
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effects of reward vs. nonreward on incidenLal learning. In this

cross-matrix procedure, a number of different response ouputs may

be defined, including:

1. Left/right within ce 1 1

2. Left/right across cells
3. Top/down across cells
4. Diagonal .cross cells
5. None of the above

Tore are other ,, of course, but these five will serve as basic

concepts". Ccncent il will be reinforced on tne 50" contingency, but

witi a slight :iiodification. If a correct sequence I- made on a

sc ,eduld nonreintorced trial, another nonreinforced trial will he

programmed. In other words, in at least 50L of the trials, rionreinforced

seqaenwes will be forced to occur. Each of the aforementioned concepts

will produce a different colored light on the monitor. In the reward

group, points will be accumulated on reinforced rials only. in the

nonreward grouo, point3 will accumulated randomly. The dependent

measure here (oth.r than degrrde of stereotyp.) w'll be ability to

recognize sequences other than the reinforced one (i.c., incidental

learn in-).

(CL). L ri'e n t --3

A second broader issue concerns the degree to which Schwartz's

interference effect is motor and/or coqritive. Schwartz's major findin(;

is t)t once a suboiet shows scereotvpy, he is retarded i;i a transfer

task relative to a naive subject (who never experienced the initial

learning condition. or example, the initial conditon is fotur of

each of L di _R in iny sequence, and the new cond:tion may be a more

pe; i, ic requirem l.t such ,s d doubie alternation (i e.. two of ,0e
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two of the other, two of the first, two of the second). The compelling

factor here is that the experimental subject is retarded relative to a

naive control even though the transfer condition involves the same

motor elements as the original learning condition. Given the simplicity

of Schwartz's task, it is entirely possible that the source of negative

transfer is primarily motor. In experiment 3, both of the experimental

groups will receive the left/right within ,cell condition as original

learning, and one of them will be transfered to a double alternation

within the same cell, whereas the other will bc transfered to a double

alternation across the top two cells of the matrix (i.e., two responses

in one cell, two in the other, two in the first, two in the second).

Cognitively, these tasks have the same requirements - an initial

general left/right sequence followed by a more restricted left/right

sequence. However, motorically, the peripheral interference should

be much greater in the within-cell condition. The two experimental

groups will be compared to two naive control groups which will learn

the trarsfer tasks without prior training.

(D). Experiment 4

Finally, in experiment 4, there will be a test of a third

broader issue, namely overlearning. As noted earlier, overlearning

should strengthen retention an initially learned task. But at the

same time, there is every reason to expect that this increased

retention may occur at the expense of incidental learning, and also,

new learning. Thus, with stronger initial learning, there should be

weaker incidental learning, as well as weaker transfer.
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Operationally, criterion on original learning will be defined as

two consecutive 50-trial blocks in which a stereotyped sequence

occurred in 50 , or more of the trials. Thus, 100", overlearning will

be defined as two additional 50-trial blocks to the same criterion.

Using these criteria, there will be two experiments.

Experiment 4a will replicate the experiment 2 incidental conditions

with criterion vs. lO0' overlearning, and experiment 4b will replicate

the experiment 3 conditions, again with criterion vs. I00- overlearning.

'111. CONCLUS IS AND IMPLICATIONS

To reiterate, the main purpose of the proposed experiments is to

initiate a program of research. The questions asked in the proposed

experiments are important in their own right, and hopefully, will lead

to a large body of publishable dLata. But, in the longer run, if

successful, they open the door to a series of important studies on

the conditions which produce and prevent negative transfer in more

generaliz,2d sequential learning procedures. In other words, the longer

range purpose o; the proposed experiments is more than just to demonstrate

that reward imp V)s learning and transfer. Rather, it is to investigate

the conditions under which negative transfer may be prevented. Schwartz

attempted to determine some of these conditions, but failed to find an

"innoculation". The author thinks that this failure is due to the

simplicity of the procedure, particularly as it confounds cognitive vs.

motoric inputs to negative transfer. It is only after these two factors

are separated that a true search for innoculation can begin.
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A TWO-DIMENSIONAL AEROELASTIC SYSTEM

by

Terry L. Herdman

ABSTRACT

In the classical formulation the aerodynamic load. depend on the

instantaneous motion of the vehicle. That is, for example the lift at

time t is modeled as a function of the velocity components at time t

but not on any previous values. However, it is well known that the

aerodynamic forcet depend to some extent on the flow in the wakt

behind a lifting surface so that some '"memory" effects are expected. The

inclusion of these effects in flight-mechanics problems leads to a

model including functional differential equations. A complete

dynamic model is formulated for a two-dimensional system in which the

elastic motions of a structure are coupled with the motion of the

surrounding fluid. Suggestions for further development of a well-

posed state space formulation are offered.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The development of state space modEls for aeroelastic systems in

unsteady aerodynamics is an important problem. For the Air Force in

particular, the formulation of control and identification methods and the

evaluation of potential designs establish the need for mathEmatical

models that faithfully predict the dynamic behavior of the aeroelastic

system.

The present project concerns the development of a state space

model for motion of an airfoil in two-dimensional, unsteady flow of an

inviscid, incompressible fluid and the examination of the well-posedness

of the model. Although the actual model involves three-dimensional,

unsteady, viscous, compressible flow we choose, as a first step in the

development of a realistic mathematical model, to consider the simpler

two-dimensional problem.

It is well known that aerodynamic forces depend to some extent

on the flow in the wake behind a lifting surface so that some "memory"

effects are expected (See [1,2,3,5,8]). The inclusion of these effects

in flight-mechanics problems leads to a model which includes functional

differential equations. Recent advances in the area of functional

differential equations make it reasonable to include hysteresis in the

model.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The main objective of this project was to develop a useful mathematical

model for the two-dimensional problem discussed above. We made no

attempt to address the three-dimensional problem. Our specific

objectives were:

(1) Develop a mathematical model that faithfully predicts the

dynamic behavior of an airfoil in two-dimensional, unstead flow of

of an inviscid, incompressible fluid.

(2) Determine an appropriate state pace so that the functional

differential equation and the associated initial condition

obtained in (1) is well-posed.

It is to be remarked that (2) above is essential for the

development of efficient numerical apfroximating schemes.
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III. Model

The physical situation is pictured in Figure 1. The functions

h(t), a(t), 6(t) denote the plunge, pitch angle and flap angle

respectively.

3 (t)

FiGURE I - TYPICAL SECTION GEOMETRY

Let x(t) = [h(t), a(t), (t), h(t), ,(t), 3(t), 7(t), (t)]

where V(t) is the circulation function. The mathematical model is

given by the functional differential equation

0

d {Ax(t) + ;0A(s)x(t+s)ds) = Bx(t) + fB(s) x(t+s) ds,

d t -- -

and thE initial condition

x(s) = [h(o), o((o), C(o), h(o), (o), B(o), (o),( s)] T

Note that the initial condition depends on the past history of 7 on

(- ,0]. For a more detailed development the reader is referred to

references [1,2,3,8] and especially [4]. For a function x: R+R 8

we define the function xt by x t(s) = x(t+s) and define operators

D and L on L A L, by

Dp = Ap (o) + ; A(s) ¢(s)ds

znd

L 
= B (o) + rB(s) ( Cs) ds

Our model now takes on the form of a neutral functional differential

equation

dd Dt = Lxt , x 0
ct t
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where t, is a predetermined funltion. It is to be noted that the matrix

A is singular (see [4]) and thus the operator D is non-atomic at

s = o. Consequently the recent results [7] concerning atomic operators

can not be applied. At this time very little is known about the well-

posedness of such problems (see [7] and [9] ). In addition to the

matrix A being singular (last row zero), the matrix function A(s) is

weakly singular, A8 8 (s)=vTs-2 , where U denotes the stream velocity.

s
We point out that the singularity in A is at precisely the right position

to be "cancelled" by the weak singularity of A8 8 (s) at s=O.

It is to be remarked that our model differs from those of Edwards

and Balakrishnan [1,2,8] in that the states in our model are directly

related to the physical states (i.e. pitch, plunge, circulation, etc.).

IV. WELL-POSEDNESS

The intent of our research effort is now to determine an appropriate

state space so that the neutral functional differential equation of

Section III is well-posed. The well-posedness is to be examined via

semigroup theory for neutral functional differential equations with

infinite delays. In particular, we wish to determine a state space Y of

the form R8 x L (--,o;R 8 ;g) so that the system of Section II inducesP

a dynamical system on Y. The abstract dynamical system corresponding

toADx= Lxt x0~ is conjectured to be
d

d y(t) = A*y(t)

with

y(o) = (q,¢)E D(A*)

where the operator A* is defined on

D (A*) = {(,.)cy [r Wg' p , D ,=T

by

A* (n, ) = (L¢,,)

where WI ' p is the usual Sobolev space with measure g. The problem
g

now becomes the problem of showing existence, uniqueness and continuous

dependerce on initial data of the solutions for the corresponding dynamical

system given above. Based on earlier work [7, Section IV] for finite
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delays it appears that the value of p (appearing in the state space Y)

will have to be strictly less than two.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

We have developed a mathematical model (Section III) for the motion

of an airfoil in two-dimensional, unsteady flow of an inviscid incompressible

fluid. Although the analysis is not complete at this time (Section IV)

it appears that a state space can be determined so that the problem

will be well-posed.

I propose to extend the results of Burns, Herdman nd Stech [6,7]

concerning the well-posedness of neutral functional differential

equations with finite delay to include infinite delay equations and

functionals that are not necessarily atomic at zero. In particular,

the well-posedness of the model of Section III should be established.

A second recommendation for follow-on research is the study of efficient

numerical approximating schemes. It is to be noted that the well-

posedness must be established before numerical schemes can be developed.
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AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TU INTERFACE DESIGN

by

Stuart H. Hirshtield

ABSTRACT

The question of how to design software systems requiring

sophisticated user interfaces is investiyated. Current

systems have been evaluated and have been found wanting in

terms ot a va ri ety of performance criteria. It is

postulated that these shortcomings are attributable to (1)

the lack of a formal design methodology which addresses

properties idiosyncratic of such systems, and (2) the fact

that two of the most sought-after performance criteria

("friendliness" and "domain independence") are to a certain

extent incompatible. A semi-formal design methodlolgy

based on data flow techniques is proposed which represents

an integrated approach to design wherein the extended

interface and the tool are attended to equally.

Furthermore, the methodology provides a trameworK for

addressing the atorementioned incompatiblity. Finally,

suggestions for continued research in this area are

offered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The computing community as a whole is investing a

growing percentage of its resources in studies of what Ihas

come to be called "man-machine interaction." Many of these

are research efforts which investigate the nature of such

interactions and ultimately, when formalized and

implemented as machines or programs, affect hardware and/or

software design. Nowhere is the relationship between

investigation and implementation more obvious than in the

study of $user interface" - i.e., that aspect of

man-machine interaction which focuses on the interface

presented by an application program to its users.

In particular, much attention is being directed toward

developing "friendly" interfaces. An interface is friendly

to the extent that it facilitates and enhances

communication between the users and application it mates.

As recently as two years ago, an interface providing a

high-level, 2-way communication channel was considered

friendly. Studies have since extended the notion of

friendliness to describe systems that are "graceful" L8j,

"robust" L4,7j, "cooperative" L12j, "adaptive" L15] and

"efficient" LIdj - almost human! It is, thus, no

coincidence that researchers are now bringing manj

artificial intelligence theories and programming techniques

to bear on the design and implementation of such

interfaces.

Neither is it a coincidence that such research should

be of interest to the Air Force. The more sophisticated a

tool is, the more it stands to benefit from a sophisticated

interface. As the number ot computer controlled systems

increases, so increases the demand for interfaces which can

be used effectively in real-time situations with a minimum

of specialized training.

The modest success of current friendly systems has

spawned two independent, but related research thrusts. The
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first concentrates on formalizing the notion of al,

interface. A number of abstract models have been proposed

LII, 14, 20j which attempt to spell out all of the

desirable properties of interfaces and organize them intU d

coherent whole. The common theme is all such models is a

recognition that to completely specify an interfdce, one

must take into account a model of the user - i.e., a

description of a potential user in terms of his intentions,

goals and training with respect to the application. Such d

description is referred to as a "conceptual model". There
is now a consensus that the degree to which an interface is

friendly is reflective of the adequacy of its conceptual

mode l .

Concurrently, other researchers have addressed the

interface problem from a software management point of view.

Friendly interfaces, particularly those endowed with

natural language capabilities, tend to require large,

complex programs which incorporate a great deal of

application dependent information. In the interest of

designing systems that lend themselves to effective

implementation, studies have been conducted Lb,6Z.  which

focus their attention on the notion of domain independence.

That is, they nave attempted to decompose their systems

into components which distinguish informiiacion that is

generic in nature from that which is specific to the

applicacion program. The common goal of these efforts is

the development of an application independent natural

language processing component.

The notions of domain independence ad friendliness

are clearly realted in that both are desirable properties

of an interface. Yet, most studies have pursued one at the

expense of the other. Systems which have exhibited the

greatest degree of friendliness (typically, natural

language interfaces to database systems) nave been the most

difficult to decompose. There is little consenstj as to

what constitutes generic information, what constitutes

domain dependent information, or the relationship between
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these components. On the other hand, certai n of the
abstract interface models have clearly isolated the

communicational aspects of a system from the application

itself, but have mentioned natural language processing only

in passing. In such systems, friendliness is achieved by

means of complex conceptual models. Conceptual (iodels have

yet to be explicitly addressed in the context of natural

language database systems.

I . UBJECTIVES

The main objective of this project was to investigate

these research trends in an attempt to specity more

precisely both the relationship between friendliness and

domain independence, and the implications of this

relationship to the design of user interfaces. Wnilt ,

limited time prevented us from implementing a prototype

system, it was our intention to oefine a composite model

which incorporated the critical aspects of each property.

More specifically, a representative collection of

interface systems was assembled some of which concentrated

on natural language capabilities, others on domain
independence, still others on representing conceptual

models. Each was evaluated in terms of (1) its nethoa for

defining conceptual models, and (2) the degree to which it

achieved domain independence.

In the process of these evaluations, two additional

objectives emerged which relate to all of these issues and,

ultimately, became the focal points of this effort. One of

the more striking common features of the evaluated systems

was the arbitrariness with which they were designed, as

indicated by their decomposition criteria. There seemed to

be no method underlying their organization. One feature

that was markedly different for every system was the

notation used for representing it. Some were expressed in

pseudo-English, others in frame-like formalisms and some in
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code. I thus turned my attention to not only identifying

the salient features of a composite interface model, but

also to identifying a methodology and an associated
notation for representing its features.

I11. INTERFACES AND FRIENDLINESS

As the application domain of computers grows, so too

grows the number of people who (otten unwittingly) becoine

computer operators. It is no longer the case that

operators are highly-trained computer special1sts. More

often, they have some familiarity with the task they are

putting the machine to, but are relatively unfamiliar and

unconcerned with the workings of the computer itself. This
generic class of user has been dubbed "naive" by the

computing community whose task it is to provide friendly

systems for this new clientele. Ideally, such a system

would make transparent to its users that they are

communicating with a computer at all and thus allow them to

concentrate on the task at hand. Furthermore, the users

should be able to communicate their needs and intentions to

the system in as natural a way as possinle - e.g., in

naturai anquage.

rhe value of providing natural language interfaces to

a variety of real-world applications has been demonstrated

beyond a doubt L3, 9, 18 . These successes, all of which
restrict their domains so as to establish a "shared

context" between the user and the tool, have shown that it

is not enough merely to provide high-level access to a

tool. A growing group of interface designers who share a

psychological orientation now believe that this shared

context must include not only information about the tasK

domain, but also a model of the user - i.e., a conceptual

model. This belief is based on the recognition that users

take it upon themselves to construct models of systems they

use. Such a model is thought to reflect the user's

interpretation of a system's organization and functional
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capabilities. The more closely the user's model

corresponds to the system's underlying organization dod

capabilities, the more effective the communication between

them.

Moran L1 4 j defines a conceptual lno0el as bein%

composed of task ievel and semantic level information. Tne

task level information represents the us r's reeds dOrd

demands on the system in terms of a hierarchy (It

user-conceived operations. These operatilns are redefineO

at the semantic level so as to coincide with the hish-leve-l

operations actually provided by the systeir. The tass level

information is the part of the conceptual model brought to

the interface by the user. The semanti level relates the

user's view of the system tu the system's functicoc,]

capabilities. The other components of Moran's 'tertcce

model, a communication component and a physical compone r t,

are seen to refine successively the conceptual [mlodel i ntil

a user's view of a par'ticuar tas is Happed into a

sequence of actions for carrying that tas out. (See Morar

for a complete description of Command Language brawiiar ,

What is of practical interest abctt Morar's mo.el is

that it establishes a new "top" level of an interface - the

conceptual model. Theorists such as Moran have recog:ized

that, as the top level ot a system, the conceptual model

shoud be useful in guiding the design process. It sh ouui

be defined first and should be allowed - even forced - to

influence the design of the rest of the s)stes. As Young

L20J states, "One of the motivations for exploring the

question of the user's conceptual model ... is that it

provide a heuristic tool to the designer."

In practice, this has yet to come about. In fact,

today's natural language interfaces make no explicit

mention of a conceptual model, et seem to pert orm

reasonably well. This is attributable, in large part, to

their common domain of application - database query.

Within the realm of database theory, the importance ol a
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user model has long been recognized as critical to the

interface. Date L2J defines an "external model" as "the

view of the database presented by the transactions that may

be invoked." For the user, this view is defined

operationally - i.e., it is embedded in the logic of his

transactions. The kinds of transactions that can occur are

severly restricted and the contents of the database is

well-known prior to implementation. The tasks that a user

can ask of a DBMS are expressed in terms of the information

in the database and the DBMS is designed to implement those

tasks. Thus, the DBMS itself embodies an implicit

conceptual model in the Moran sense.

Things are not so straightforward if we speak of

designing natural la-guage interfaces for other domains

wherein we are faced with having to define a conceptual

model explicitly. A user may approach an interface to a

programming environment, for example, with an algorithmic

description of his goals - i.e., they may be defined in

terms of a structured sequence of operations. It is

difficult at best to elicit from the user a conceptual

model in such a relatively unconstrained case. Only

recently have people come to recognize this as a more or

less standard problem of systems analysis. Templeton and

Burger L17j go as far as to say, "It is necessary to have

extensive interaction with cooperative users in order to

characterize the kinds of dialogues they will have with the

system ... The importance of this interaction between

potential users and system developers should not be

underestimated as it is the basis for defining much of the

knowledge base needed by the system."

Still, in a majority of cases, the developers of

operational natural language interfaces go through no such

interaction. Instead, they choose to design interfaces

that interact with DBMSs (so as to take advantage of their

implicit conceptual models) and then fortify the interface

with an assortment of advanced reasoning and expert

capabilities which reflect further assumptions about the
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user's view of the application domain. It is precisely

this tendency that clouds the issue of domain independence.

IV. INTERFACES AND DOMAIN INDEPENDENCE

A great deal of work has been invested in attempting

to design natural language interfaces that are domain

independent. Attempts have been made to identify a generic

component that is distinct from those that describe domain

specific information. The hope is that such a yeneric

component could then be combined with descriptions uf other

domains to produce a variety of interfaces - i.e., it would

be transportable. Current efforts toward this end, while

commendable in practical intent, are tantamount to puttiny

the cart before the horse.

Domain independence as espoused in the software

engineering literature is not a guiding principle for

design. It is but one byproduct of a rigorous, top-down

design process based on the principle of modularity. If a

system is designed to be highly modular, it tends to be

relatively easy to code, debug, test, maintain and adapt to

other domains. It is difficult, though, to render a system

domain independent unless it was designed according to the

rules of modularity in the first place.

This approach to attaining a transportable interface

can be explained on two historical grounds: (1) most

natural language interfaces are in fact "add-ons" - i.e.,

they have been appended to the front end of a pre-existing

piece of code so as to afford a more facile means for

communicating with it, and (2) software systems have

traditionally been decomposed according to the

Input-process-output paradigm; in this case, natural

language capabilities (input) being distinct from database

query (processing). The early projects to address domain

independence invariably distinguished the domain

independent from the domain dependent information, or the
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linguistic from the non-linguistic. More often than not,

domain independent information was considered synonymous

with linguistic (syntactic) information, while domain

dependent information was regarded as primarily

non-linguistic, or semantic.

A number of more recent studies have shown the

distincitons to be quite arbitrary and, worse still,

misleading in their impact on the design process. The work

that ultimately led to the development of semantic grammars

has demonstrated the relationship between semantic and

syntactic linguistic information. More recently, Kaplan i
L12] and others have recognized that certain lexical

information is in fact domain dependent. Hayes and Reddy

L8i include both lexical and syntactic information in their

tool description component. Ginsparg's "data base

connection" L4 and Grishman's, et. al., "domain

information schema" L5i both are intended to capture domain

specific semantic information considered useful in

processing natural language requests.

In addition to making evident the complex

relationships between various types of information, these

systems point to the prospect of an increasingly dominant

domain dependent component. Grosz' work L6j is seen to

further reduce the proportion of domain independent content
by hypothesizing that much of the information needed to

adapt an interface to a new domain can be obtained by using

systems analysis techniques on users. rhat is to say, if

the user is now considered part of the interface, much of

his conceptual model is certainly domain dependent and thus

must be adapted to each new application, as must all of the

domain dependent linguistic information. Given the

implicit nature of the conceptual model in most natural

language interfaces and the complex relationship between

linguistic information and the application domain, it is no

wonder that attempts at domain independence (and thus

portability) have been only moderately successful. In

fact, this phenomenon is quite consistent with the trend to
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make natural language interfaces "expert" in a particular

domain.

V. AN INTERFACE METHODOLOGY

What, then, would we expect from a methodology for

defining interfaces in order that it address the issues

associated with friendliness and domain independence? Most

generally, the methodology should embody an integrated

approach to design which fosters modularity. Specifically,

the methodology should: (1) be based on the assumptions

that it is the responsibility of an interface to project a

model of itself and the responsibility of the user to

assimilate that model - i.e., it should recognize the user

as part of the interface, (2) facilitate the attainment and

description of a conceptual model describing the user's

view of the system, (3) allow this conceptual model to

influence the design of the interface and, when possible,

the tool itself, (4) base its decomposition on formal

criteria for modularity, and (5) be capable of specifying

the complex interrelations between components of current
"expert", or "knowledge-based" systems.

Such a methodology would address the concerns of both

the psychologists and the software scientists. To the

extent that these issues are addressed today, they are

addressed only after the fact. What I am proposing is a

methodology that not only addresses them, but allows them

to influence the resulting design. Data flow analysis as

described by Yourdon [21] is such a methodology.

Data flow analysis techniques were founded on the

belief that most users can best describe a system in terms

of its data and the transactions that affect this data.

Such a data-oriented description often corresponds most

closely with a naive users view of his job and, thus,

enhances communcatlon between the analyst and the user.

Guidelines exist for transforming a data-oriented
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description of a system into a hierarchical collection of

processes. In the context of interface design, these

techniques afford us a means for eliciting and representing

a user view of the system, in addition to the design tools

for systematically converting this information into a

highly modular design.

Equally appealing is that it provides what I call an

"informalism" - i.e., a less than formal, but still

structured approach to designing a complex interface

svstem. As an informalism, data flow techniques fall

somewhere between the attempts of Woods L19j", Reisner L16.

and others to apply BNF-like formalisms to interface

languages and the efforts of human factors researchers who

apply behavioral criteria to the more physical components

of an interface. Despite their informality, these

techniques have been demonstrated to provide many of the

advantages normally associated with the more formal methods

as regards their impact on the design process itself.

Most interesting to me is the apparent correspondence

between the data flow methodology and certain longer range

issues that are due to impact the state of the art in

natural language interfaces. The first issue is the as yet

unspecified relationship between an interface and its tool.

Recently, researchers have begun to investigate the

possibility that both the interface and the tool can be

enhanced if they are designed in concert - i.e., an

integrated approach to design. The second, certainly

broader in scope, is the relationship between data flow

techniques and the so-called "fifth generation" computers.

Both are based on data flow descriptions and make use of

multiple, parallel, specialized (or, "expert") processors.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

The salient features of a composite interface model

have been identified and a method for defining these

features has been proposed. The value of incorporating a

conceptual model of the user into the interface model and

allowing this picture of the user to influence the design

of the application itself is seen to outweigh the proposed

advantages of domain independence. This result is seen to

be consistent with both psychological and software-relatea

threatments of interfaces. A strong case is made in

support of data flow analysis techniques as a means for

identifying and representing conceptudl models. In tnat

this approach supports an integrated, top-down design, it

is anticipated that many of the benefits associated witih

domain independence may in fact be realized.

Still, the value of a model or a design methodoloU)

lies in their applicability to real problems. Also, value

in this context is relative - i.e., it is not enough that

such descriptive techniques apply to Air Force problems,

they must compare favorably with other techniques according

to some prescribed criteria. The criteria of most interest

when discussing the design of interfaces include the

performance of the interface and the ease with whicn the

system was designed.

I propose as follow-on research to evaluate these

methods by applying them to the design of an interface that

4 has been developed by more traditional means. It is only

by redesigning a system that we will be able to compare the

approaches and the resultant designs and, thus, to evaluate

the methodology. When comparable designs have been

generated, they can be evaluated based on their

friendliness and domain independence, as well as according

to other formal design criteria.

The implications of this work are profound. As

computer controlled systems become more soph:sticated, the
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need for equally sophisticated interfaces - as well as a
methodology for their development - will continue to grow.
Such work would overlap and further relate the areas of

Artificial Intelligence and Software Engineering.
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MESSAGE ROUTING METHODS FOR A TACTICAL AIR

CONTROL SYSTEM COMMUNICATION NETWORK

by

Craig S. Holt

ABSTRACT

An investigation is made of possible routing methods for use in a

communications network linking Tactical Air Control System Command and

Control centers. Important qualities for the routing method are assumed

to be ability to work in a distributed, amorphous network, ability to

adapt reliably to frequent changes in the network, and ability to take

advantage of one-way communication links. Previous routing methods are

reviewed and a new method is proposed. In the proposed method each

nodal unit reports the status of its inward links to all other units.

Through these "updates" each unit is able to construct its own "model"

of the system, and develop routing tables. A preliminary comparison of

the methods is made, and areas for future research are recommended.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In order for a deployable Tactical Air Control System (TACS) to

perform its functions, reliable communications must be assured among

the TACS command and control (C2 ) centers in the face of enemy counter

action.

This report considers schemes for message routing within a TACS

communication network. "Routing" refers to the process of directing

each message through the proper communication links so that it ulti-

mately arrives at its destination. The "routing algorithm" of a network

is the collection of procedures used by elements of the network to

accomplish the routing task.

In general, one desires a routing algorithm which adapts reliably

to network changes, which provides the greatest possible throughput with

the least possible delay, and which minimizes use of network resources

(bandwidth, storage, and computation time) for routing "overhead".

Routing algoritms have been widely studied (see [1] for a survey).

There are, however, some distinguishing characteristics of the distri-

buted TACS network that make its routing requirements different from

the requirements in most studies.

(1) The network is amorphous (has no specific structure) and is subject

to rapid changes in its links and units. Links and units may be added,

deleted or moved frequently. Multiple simultaneous failures are not un-

likely.

(2) It is particularly important, in the TACS network, that when damage

to a link or unit occurs there be as little disruption of service in the

rest of the network a'. possible. The times when damage occurs are likely

to be the times when proper operation of the network is most essential.

(In some other networks, a temporary severe degradation of service,

while the network recovers from failures, is acceptable.)

(3) Due to expected jamming effects, some directive communication links

may work in one direction only. The requirement that the network main-

tain maximum service for as many units as possible in the face of jam-

ming implies that the routing scheme should take advantage of one-way

links as well as two-way links. (In most other types of networks, any

communication path that works in only one direction is considered

totally out of service.)
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Though a number of routing algorithms satisfy requirements (1) and

(2) to varying degrees, very few satisfy requirement (3).

11. vo iiVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The main objectives of this project were:

(1) to investigate existing methods for routing in amorphous networks

containing one-way links,

(2) to propose a routing method which meets the requirement of a TACS

network to the greatest possible degree, and

(3) to compare the proposed method to other methods.

III. PROBLE24 STATE24ENT AND DEFINITIONS

A. The Routing Problem

We assume an abstract network which consists of a set of nodal

units and a set of links connecting pairs of units. A unit represents

any intersection of communication paths where the routing algorithm

must determine which link to send a message out on. Links may be either

one-way or two-way. The units at the ends of a link are referred to as

the "link sender" and the "link receiver". Each unit refers to its own

links by means of internal "port numbers" which are unknown to other

units. It is assumed that units initially have no information about

the network topology.

The routing algorithm must provide every unit with a "routing

table" that tells the unit what port it should use to send a message

destined for any other unit in the system.

B. Other Assumptions and Terms

The following notation will be used:

y is O(x) -- (read "y is of order x") standard notation to indicate

that the growth of quantity y is proportional to the growth of function

x.

n -- the number of units in the network.

e -- the number of links in the network.

d -- the maximum number of links attached to one unit.

Due to hardware limitations in the TACS network, it is expected

that d will be a small number, independent of n. Thus in assessing the

complexity and communication load of each algorithm, it will be assumed

that d is 0(1), and e is 0(n).

4
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"Flooding" refers to a special procedure which provides a fast and

reliable way to get data to every reachable unit in a network. When a

unit wants to flood a network, it begins by sending copies of its mes-

sage to all its neighbors. A unit receiving a flooded message first

checks to see if it has already received another copy of the message.

If no other copy has been received, the unit accepts the message, and

sends copies out to all its neighbors (except possibly the one from

which it was received). If a previous copy has been received, the new

copy is discarded. Thus copies of the message spread rapidly outward

from the originating unit, but the spreading stops wherever the message

meets other copies of itself. Since each link is used at least once

and no more than twice, the total network communication load involved

in the flood is O(e x message length).

Finally, a "directed message" is a message which has a particular

destination, as contrasted with a flooded message. A directed message

moves from unit to unit, each unit using its routing table to deter-

mine the next move.

IV. APPROACHES FOR DISTRIBUTED ROUTING

All the distributed routing algorithms of which the author is aware

are based upon one or more of the following three methods:

Delay-Table-Passing: Each unit computes its delays to every other

unit based on the delay tables passed to it by each of its neighbors.

The neighbor showing the shortest delay to a given destination is used

as a route to that destination. Changes in network conditions ripple

through the network from neighbor to neighbor. Techniques have been

developed to prevent certain "looping" instabilities that can occur

with this type of algorithm [2, 3].

Flooded-Path-Searching: Flooded messages are used to discover the

"best" paths from unit x to another unit y. When a message is flooded

from x, the first copy to arrive at y is assumed to have taken the best

path from x to y. If links are assumed to have the same delay in both

directions, then y can record the port on which the message from x

arrived and use the corresponding output port for sending messages back

to x. (This is sometimes called "backwards learning".) If one-way

links are involved, then y must somehow send the path information back
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to x so that x will know the best route to y. In effect, a round trip

from x to y to x is used to inform x of its path to y.

Model-Building: Each unit collects information about the operating

links and units of the network, and uses this information to build its

own "model" of the system, i.e. its own (possibly incomplete) view of

the system topology. Once the system model has been constructed, an

analysis is done to generate the routing table. There are a variety of

methods for gathering information about the network and for analyzing

the model to produce the routing table.

V. PAST WORK

In this section, several algorithms for routing in systems with

one-way links are briefly described. For fully detailed descriptions of

the Warner-Spragins and Brayer methods, see references [4) and [5]. The

The Wech algorithm has not been published.

A. Warner-Spragins Methods

Warner and Spragins described several routing algorithms, all of

which are extensions of the Plooded-Path-Search approach, using Back-

wards Learning. In these methods, flooded search messages are sent

periodically from every unit. An extra bit, called the Non Reciprocal

Path Bit (NRPB), is added to each flooded message. The NRPB is ini-

tially zero, but is set to one if the message traverses any one-way

link. By performing Backwards Learning using only those messages that

arrive over two-way paths, units are able to determine the best two-way

path to every destination (if one exists).

In the "Rapid Reciprocal Path Search" method, if a directed message

must be sent to some destination to which there is no two-way path, then

the message is flooded to all neighbors. The flood spreads only over

those units that have no two-way path to the destination. With this

method, a directed message will always arrive at its destination if any

path exists, but if one-way paths are involved then multiple copies of

the message may arrive.

In another W r and Spragins method, the "Reciprocal Path Search

Algorithm With 7tors", an extra Delay-Table-Passing mechanism is

added to find ie-way links. The unit at the receiving end
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of each one-way link periodically floods out a special message contain-

ing:

- the location of the one-way link and

- a table of its own delays to all other units, each augmented by

the one-way link delay.

This special message is called a "delay vector".

A unit receiving a delay vector can determine its delays to every

destination through the one-way link by combining its own delay to the

sending end of the one-way link with each delay vector value. Units

keep track of not only the best two-way paths but also the best path

through one-way links. The shortest path is used for routing messages.

Entries in the "one-way path" table expire if they are not renewed

within a certain time limit.

B. Wech Method

0. Wech has proposed another algorithm of the Flooded-Path-Search

type. The algorithm will be presented first as two distinct steps (al-

though we will see that the two steps are really performed by itera-

tions of a single procedure).

First, each unit floods out an exploratory message to the network.

The flooding process used differs from normal flooding in the following

important detail: As the flood origin issues a message, it labels each

copy of the message with the port on which it is being sent. Only the

flood origin does this.

When the first copy of such a flooded message is received by any

unit, the receiver records both the originating unit of the flood and

the port used by that unit. After one round of floods, each unit y has

a record of what port every other unit should use to send to y. This

data is called the "experience vector" of unit y.

In the second step, each unit floods its experience vector back to

all the other units. When a unit x receives the .experience vector of

unit y, it finds its own entry, which indicates the port x should use

to send to y. Unit x enters this data in its routing table. By the

end of the second round of floods, all routing tables are complete.
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Though the above explanation treats the initial "exploratory"

flood and the second "experience vector" flood as different steps, a

single combination procedure is actually combines both steps. Every

set of flooded messages contains both the first step data (sender and

port number) and the second step data (sender's experience vector).

Thus each flood from x both explores paths away from x, and at the same

time distributes the current experience vector of x.

Each unit continues periodic flooding so that any changes in the

network will be sensed. To promote faster adaptation to network changes

an immediate flood is sent whenever a unit detects a change in its

experience vector. Routing table entries expire if they are not renewed

within a certain time limit.

C. Brayer Method

The Brayer method is a Model-Building type method. Each

unit's information about the network links is contained in its n x

n "connectivity matrix". An entry of 1 in position cij of the matrix

indicates that unit i has a link to unit j. An entry of 0 indicates no

such link is known.

The connectivity matrix is constructed by means of path records

appended to all messages. The path record is a list of all the units

traversed by the message so far. Every time a unit handles a message,

it examines the message's path record and adds any new links to its

connectivity matrix. Then it adds itself to the message path record

before sending the message onward.

Each message is routed along the best path that can be calculated

from the connectivity table. If the connectivity table indicates no

path, the message is randomly sent to any other unit which it has not

already visited. Such "wandering" messages help explore new paths. If

a message acknowledgement is not returned to the sender within a preset

timeout, the sender will try again. After a certain number of failed

attempts to send a message, the sender will conclude that the destina-

tion is unreachable.

So that failed links will be detected, each link is kept active by

its sending end. If a unit stops receiving traffic on a link, that

unit issues a "bad link" message. The "bad link" message is randomly
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routed to all other units, informing them that they should remove a

certain link from their connectivity tables.

The routing table is computed from the connectivity matrix by an

algorithm of complexity 0(D.e.n), where D is the network diameter (i.e.

the maximal number of units in a shortest path between two units).

VI. PROPOSED ROUTING METHOD

In this section the proposed routing algorithm is informally pre-

sented. A more detailed description of the algorithm is given in ref-

erence (6].

The method proposed here is a Model-Building type algorithm, based

on the idea that the unit which first notices the failure or establish-

ment of a link is best suited to inform the rest of the network of the

change. In the proposed scheme, each link is kept active by its sending

end. If there are no messages to send, the link is kept active with

dummy traffic. Each unit constantly monitors the traffic on its input

ports, and if a change is noted, floods an "update" message to the rest

of the system. Update messages contain the identity of the source unit

and information about the set of links on which that unit is receiving

messages. Link information includes the identity of the link sender

and the port number used by that sender.

From the updates received, each unit is able to construct a model

of the part of the communication network accessible to that unit. This

model is stored in graph form (unit records and link records, attached

by pointers) so that the memory requirements are 0(n+e) = 0(n). An

algorithm of complexity 0(n+e) = 0(n) is used to generate the routing

table from the graph model. (See Section VI C.)

The proposed routing algorithm is quite similar to the one cur-

rently used in the ARPANET (7]. Both are Model-Building altorithms in

which each unit distributes information about its own links. The pro-

posed algorithm, however, is designed to make use of one-way links,

while the ARPANET algorithm is not. Some major differences between the

algorithms are:

- In the ARPANET each unit reports the status of its outward links,

whereas in the proposed method, units can only report the status of

inward links; outward link status may not be known.
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- In the proposed algorithm, special methods are provided for

adding and deleting nodes from the system model in the presence of one-

way links.

- In the proposed algorithm, special measures are taken to avoid

dependence on periodic updates from all units.

- The proposed algorithm for generating the routing table from the

system model is different from the one used in ARPANET.

A. Adding Units to the Network

A problem arises when a new network (or a new single unit) is

added to an operating network. The new connections will trigger up-

dates informing the entire network about the new links along the border

of the two networks. However, units on one side of the border will not

find out about units on the other side unless those units experience

some change that causes them to produce updates. This difficulty can

be handled through use of the following four techniques:

1) A straightforward approach used by ARPANET is to require that

all units issue periodic updates even if they experience no changes in

their links. Such reports could be at relatively long intervals (ARPA-

NET uses one minute) so that these extra flooded messages would not

impose a large load on the network.

2) In the case of a single unit making its first connection to the

network, the new unit could request a copy of its new neighbor's entire

system model. Once the model was obtained, the new unit could keep up

with future system changes like any other unit. Copying the model from

a neighbor is an attractive method in that the generation of update

floods from every unit is avoided.

3) It is often possible for units to detect the presence of new

subnetworks and trigger their own updates using the following method:

When a unit "x" receives an update from a unit "y" that was previously

unknown to x, x issues a new update. The presence of new units thus

stimulates the reporting of the entire system. These are referred to

as "stimulated" updates, as contrasted with the normal "voluntary"

updates.

In the case of two subnetworks joining, each unit would receive a

rapid sequence of updates from previously unknown units. Rather than

responding each time with unnecessary copies of the same update, the
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unit should only respond to the first, then inhibit further simulated

updates for a certain timeout period.

4) When two networks join by first creating a link in one direc-

tion, and then later creating a link in the other direction, then

method 3 is not sufficient. This situation can be handled in the fol-

lowing manner: If a unit "x" receives an update reporting a link to a

previously unknown unit "y", and if no update arrives from y within a

short interval, then unit x floods the network with an "all report"

message, asking all units to generate an update. Other units receiving

the "all report" request are inhibited from generating their own "all

report" requests for a short time.

The four methods just described can be combined as follows: When

a single node enters a network it would use method 2 (i.e. inform the

network of its presence and get a network model from a neighbor). The

first update from the single new unit would have to include a special

"no stimulate bit" so that all the other units would not respond with

stimulated updates. When two networks each containing more than one

unit combine, methods 3 and/or 4 would cause all units on both sides to

produce updates at the proper times. Finally, a unit which senses no

network changes would, after a relatively long delay, generate an update

on its own. This is to assure that any routing information which is

somehow lost or garbled will eventually be corrected.

B. Deleting Units From the Network

A second problem arises from the fact that ,nly inward links are

reported. Suppose some unit y becomes disconnected from the network.

Unit y will flood an update indicating that its inward links are not

working, but this update cannot reach the rest of the network. Hence

the main network will not find out that unit y can no longer receive;

it will only find out that unit y can no longer send. If no special

action is taken, units could continue to try to send messages to unit y

through broken links. The same reasoning holds if an entire subnetwork

becomes disconnected.

This difficulty can be solved through use of some extra checking

whenever an arc is removed from a system model. Whenever unit x re-

ceives an update which causes it to delete some arc from its model, the

node representing the arc sender is checked to see if it still has a

path to x. If not, the node is removed from x's model, along with any

4
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arcs attached to that node. Removal of these arcs may, in turn, result

in the removal of still more nodes. The entire process is accomplished

by an algorithm of complexity 0(n+e) = 0(n).

C. Algorithm for Computing Routing from a System Model

A simple algorithm is used to compute routes. This algorithm

mimics the action of a flooded path search. The unit in which this

algorithm takes place is referred to as u. Let M be the set of all

nodes in u's current system model. For each node x in M, the set of

nodes that x has arcs to is referred to as SWx (successors of x).

For each node x in M there is also an entry in the route table,

referred to as ROUTE(x). It is assumed that whenever u receives an up-

date listing a link from u to some node x, ROUTE(x) is filled in with

the port which u used to send to x. These entries provide the initial

data for the REROUTE algorithm.

The algorithm is given in a psuedo-code form (similar to Pascal).

In the algorithm, Q is a queue (first-in-first-out list) of nodes.

Procedure REROUTE

for each node x in M - S(u) do ROUTE(x) = null;

Q = S(u);

while Q is not empty do begin

remove a node x from Q;

for each node y in S(x) do begin

if ROUTE(y) = null;

then begin

ROUTE(y) = ROUTE(x);

add y to Q;

end then

end for

end while

end procedure;

VII. COMPARISON OF ROUTING METHODS

In this section some observations are made about the expected over-

head and performance of the various routing methods. These comments

£are intended to assist in future research by pointing out possible
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strengths and weaknesses of the methods. Before any conclusions should

be drawn about the "best" method for a particular application, empirical

data must be obtained comparing the performance of the various algor-

ithms under realistic conditions. Without such data it is difficult to

assess the relative significance or insignificance of particular fac-

tors.

The comments in this section about the expected behavior of the

proposed routing method are completely unconfirmed, since no simula-

tion tests have yet been done with the proposed algorithm.

A. Communications Requirements

The Warner-Spragins methods and the Wech method require each unit

to flood messages to all other units periodically. In both of the

Warner-Spragins methods these flooded messages are of length 0(l),

resulting in a total communication load of 0(n 2 ). In one of the

Warner-Spragins methods, directed data messages are flooded out when no

two-way path to a destination can be found. This flooding can represent

an extremely high load when it occurs. In the other Warner-Spragins

method, additional "delay vector" messages of length 0(n) are flooded

out by every one-way link receiver, increasing the order of the load to

some value between n2 and n3 .

In the Wech method the periodic messages are of length 0(n), re-

sulting in a communications load of 0(n 3 ).

In the Brayer method the communication load is mainly in the form

of path records which are attached to all messages. Whether a given

path record represents a large or small overhead in a given system

depends, of course, on the comparative size of the rest of the message.

The average size of path data is proportional to the average path

length of a message, which qrows very slowly as the number of units

increases. (For a network with uniform connectivity and uniform traf-

fic, the average path length increases roughly as log n [7].) When

changes occur in the network, loading becomes larger due to the longer

path lengths of messages randomly searching out new paths or taking

nonoptimal paths. These effects, however, are difficult to quantify.

In the proposed routing method, initial model building requires

flooding an "update" message of d items from every unit. This is a

total communication load of 0(n2 ). After this initialization, however,

repeated frequent flooding by all units is not necessary. when links
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or units fail, only the direct neighbors of the failure need to generate

updates. Flooded updates from all units are essential only during ini-

tial system start-up, or when two networks are joined. (Periodic

updates may be used as an extra reliability measure, but intervals

between these updates can be very long.)

B. Storage Requirements

The Warner-Spragins and Wech methods require tables in each unit of

size 0(n). The proposed method requires more space (since a system

model must be stored) but the size order is still 0(n+e) = O(n). The

matricies used in the Brayer method are of size O(n 2 ).

C. Computation Requirements

The algorithms used in the Warner-Spragins methods are of com-

plexity 0(d) = 0(1), except for the algorithm for accepting delay vec-

tors, which is of complexity O(n). The complexity of the algorithms

for the Wech method is 0(l), for the Brayer method approximately 0(n
2

log n), and for the proposed method 0(n).

D. Performance in an Unchanging Network

Warner-Spragins Rapid Reciprocal Path Search method always uses

the shortest two-way path if one exists. If no two-way path exists,

the message is flooded out until it reaches units which do have a

two-way path (if any). These policies can cause unnecessary congestion.

Warner-Spragins' "Delay Vector" method, the Wech method, and the

proposed method all use the shortest available path, be it one-way or

two- way.

The Brayer method has not been tested in systems with one-way links,

and there is reason to suspect that the performance of the algorithm

will be significantly degraded in such networks. Since each unit gath-

ers network information from paths of arriving messages, each unit

mainly finds out about the paths leading towards itself. If these can-

not be assumed to be two-way paths, the information is of little value.

The only way a unit x can find out about paths leading away from itself

is through randomly routed messages which happen to traverse a path

away from x, and then wander back through x. It may take considerable

time for randomly routed messages to loop back to x, and it seems

unlikely that such messages would ever give x a complete map of the

system.
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E. Response to Network Changes

In both the Warner-Spragins and Wcch methods, the time re-,11i - ,

adapt to network changes is governed mainly by the rate of the periodic

updates. In the Wech method the time to determine unit x's route to

unit y includes an additional factor related to the round-trip message

time from x to y and back to x.

The ability of the Brayer method to adapt to changes is difficult

to predict. Large delays are possible if it becomes necessary to seni

out a randomly routed message looking for a path. It is also possible

that, due to incomplete random exploration, lnits will not always take

advantage of new paths when they appear.

The proposed method is expected to adapt to network changes very

quickly. The units first detecting network changes flood the new infor-

mation to all other units. Thus the time before unit x adapts to a net-

work change is limited only by the message transmission time from the

damaged unit or link to unit x. This is a fundamental limit regardless

of routing method.

The proposed method is expected to produce minimal overhead traffic

when network failures occur. After a failure, units never send out

flooded or wandering messages to search out new paths, since each unit

already has all the current information about alternative paths in its

model. Upon being informed of a failure, a unit will either derive a

new path from its existing system model, or conclude that no path

exists. The system-wide information gathered by each unit before fail-

ures effectively reduces the unit's need for new information immediately

after a failure. This may be an important advantage in TACS applica-

tions.

Another possible advantage of the proposed method is its minimal

dependence upon time-outs. The methods of purging old information and

adding new information to the system model do not depend upon messages

arriving within critical time-out intervals.

VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS

A number of aspects of routing need further work. Most of

the routing algorithms studied here include, or can be extended to in-

clude, methods for adapting routing to local traffic loads. The effec-

tiveness of these mechanisms needs further study. Policies for flow
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control and task scheduling should be studied along with routing, since

these mechanisms interact [81. For routing in very large networks,

some sort of "regional" routing scheme might be considered, wherein

messages are delivered first to the proper region, then to the proper

unit within the region.

As previously mentioned, empirical data is needed in order to make

meaningful comparisons between routing algorithms. Such data could be

obtained through careful computer simulations. It is important in such

simulations that representative size, topology, data rate, traffic pat-

terns, and damage patterns be used. A simulation program partially

constructed for this project could serve as a starting point.

Many larger issues involved in the design of a distributed TACS

network also need to be addressed. The following are only a few: -

Routing methods deal mainly with the task of delivering a message

to a specified nodal unit. The problems of determining the unit in

which a particular destination process resides also needs attention.

(Brayer has considered this in his routing scheme.)

- The quantities, types, sources, and destinations of information

to be sent are of critical importance in designing a communication

system. Better characterization of future TACS communication loads are

urgently needed.

- Possible network control methods (store and forward, packet

switching, broadcast, etc.) for the TACS network need further study.

The different types of information involved in TACS command and control

impose conflicting demands on the network, making these design decisions

very complex. Hence, appropriately focussed research in all of these

areas seems indicated.
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ATTITUDE CONTROL ISSUES FOR

LARGE FLEXIBLE SPACE SYSTEMS

by

K.C. Howell

ABSTRACT

Attitude control for large, flexible systems involves the on-orbit

functions of disturbance cancellation, pointing, maneuvers, stationkeeping

and shape control. The auxiliary propulsion system, although not solely

responsible for these activities, will certainly interact with all of

these functions. It is necessary to understand these interfaces in order

to effectively design a control system. This work considered some of the

issues involved in control/propulsion interactions. In particular, three

methods, at various stages of development, were examined which attempt

to determine the optimal number and distribution of actuators for effec-

tive attitude control.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Large space systems are expected to be deployed sometime within the

next two decades. They will significantly change the way in which the

space environment is utilized. For analysis of these large, lightweight

structures, some "old" forces will have increased importance, such as

aerodynamic drag and gravity-gradient forces in lower orbits and solar

pressure forces at higher altitudes. Combine these with the flexible

nature of a large space structure and it is apparent that the on-board

propulsion systems may also be vastly different from those on the rela-

tively small, dense spacecraft of today.

With work proceeding on the design of primary propulsion systems to

move large, flexible vehicles, interest is growing in the area of auxiliary

propulsion. The interaction of the secondary propulsion system and the

structure will be of major importance in performing the on-orbit functions

of attitude control, which includes cancellation of disturbances, pointing,

and maneuvers, as well as shape control and stationkeeping,

To design auxiliary propulsion for the use of the attitude control

system, it is necessary to understand the control problems faced in large,

flexible systems and areas of control theory still under development.

Actual implementation implies matching interfaces and determination of

specific requirements. It is appropriate then, at this time, to examine

control law design for these systems and to consider the impact upon

propulsion system development. Preliminary work indicates that for elec-

tric systems, in particular, this is an attractive application. Ultimate

understanding of exactly how to make that happen is a key.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

This work was concerned with examining the attitude control system

for a large, flexible space structure, in particular the questions involving

auxiliary propulsion. Effort was to be directed at one aspect of the

problem. The chosen area involved the number and distribution of

actuators, which will include mass expulsion devices to some extent,

Initially, some of the work done to date in this area was to be collected

and summarized to indicate not only the state of progress in this subject

but also to bring forth areas that have yet to be examined, The goal

4 -
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was to find a method by which the selection process could be done.

Because optimal choices were desired, the control law design was the

determining factor.

III. LARGE SYSTEM CONTROL/PROPULSION

A. CLASSES OF STRUCTURES

The control of large, flexible space systems is a huge area of research

that has been getting a significant amount of attention only in recent

years. Contributing to the complexity is the fact that there is an infi-

nite variety of vehicles in this category. Although the ultimate goal,

of course, is to handle any configuration, it is common at this stage of

analysis to consider generic classes usually with subdivisions. The

following three classes show a popular grouping:

1. Planar Structures

a. large flat arrays (plates)

b. cross structures

2. Single Antenna Systems

a. box structures

b. modular antenna systems

c. maypole or hoop/column

3. Multiple Antenna Systems

a. Modular antenna systems

b. multiple antenna systems (series of antennas)

These are the types of structures which will require on-orbit control,

Structural models can be obtained to aid in the control design, None

of the models includes a particular secondary propulsion system,

B. CONTROL PROBLEM

In order to integrate the auxiliary propulsion system in the control

design, it is necessary to understand the scope of the control problem,

When on-orbit control activities are discussed under the title of
"attitude control", it can be very misleading. Even for the small, dense

spacecraft flown to date, the control problem included not only attitude

but stationkeeping functions as well. Much useful information was obtained

from analysis considering simple rigid bodies sometimes with flexible

appendages and the control functions themselves could frequently be decoupled.

I
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Moving to large, lightweight, flexible systems implies meeting stiffer

performance requirements in the face of increasingly complicated vehicle

characteristics. The control functions now include not only attitude

control and stationkeeping, but also the complex problem of shape control.

The complications combine a totally flexible vehicle with subsystem

interactions, imperfect knowledge of the structural characteristics,

disturbances related to large vehicles, inadequate passive shape control

approaches, and drastic changes in the dynamic characteristics during

the life of the vehicle. With the control system of a large, flexible

structure asked to do a significantly better job than those in the past, in

spite of the added complexities, we have added tremendously to the demands

on the system.

C. CONTROL/PROPULSION INTERACTIONS

Some of the interfaces between the secondary propulsion system and

on-orbit control functions can be understood by constructing a sensitivity

matrix as seen in Fig. 1. It has been truncated for simplicity. Attitude

control has been broken down into the three primary functions of distur-

bance cancellation, pointing, and reorientation maneuvers, Also listed

are five significant propulsion system characteristics, not necessarily

in order of importance, which will interact with the control functions,

The strongest interactions are indicated with an X. Actually, at various

levels of design, a good case could probably be made to mark all possible

spaces. Also, of course, there are additional considerations which will

be coupled with the items already listed such as structure size, lifetime,

stiffness and strength, thermal effects, coordination with other forms

of actuation, sensing, etc. It is obvious that the development work in

this subject has barely begun.

Given the problem and the huge number of areas needing development,

I chose to examine a particular piece, knowing that in reality it cannot

be isolated. Implementation prompts three fundamental questions:

1. What types of sensing and actuation are required?

2. What is the least number required?

3. Where should they be located?
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Many people in a number of different groups have asked the same questions.

How the problem is approached depends upon the goal of the study group.

IV. TYPE OF ACTUATION

In efforts to design a secondary propulsion system, studies, most

notably by Boeing and Martin-Marietta, concentrate heavily on type of

actuation. They are particularly interested in comparing chemical and

electric systems in an effort to guide future development efforts.

Assumptions made in such studies include perfect knowledge of the state,

perfect knowledge of disturbances and distributed propulsion. In one

case, it was assumed that mass expulsion devices would do the whole control

job which is unlikely. Although the optimal number and location of

propulsion units is acknowledged as a key characteristic, they appeared

to be selected more from an intuitive feel for rigid body motion and

symmetry than from any optimizing procedure.

Such studies have been very beneficial in detailing some requirements

for an auxiliary propulsion system design. They have shown this to be an

extremely promising application for electric systems especially at

geosynchronous orbit and electric propulsion is being pursued on the

strength of that promise. There are, however, additional issues which

will need to be addressed in more detail,'most of which, while not

necessarily being unique to large, flexible structures, are certainly

much more significant for such systems. The following should be included,

although there are certainly others, (i) Contamination may affect type

and placement of a unit and/or any auxiliary equipment, (ii) Mass and

volume penalties for any extra power requirements will certainly be a

tradeoff, particularly with electric systems. (iii) Reliability and

life considerations will determine the need for "back up" capability,

(iv) Ultimately the number of propulsion units may be limited, perhaps

due to volume limits during storage and deployment, Gimballing ability,

not the current norm for attitude control, may help to offset such a

constraint. (v) There will most certainly also be limitations on

locations. Propulsion equipment can only be located, for example, on

structural members which are stout enough to support it, But also

£
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affecting location will be deployment methods. Not only must it be

possible to store the units before deployment, there must be no interfer-

ence during the exercise, which also means no cable interference. (vi) The

subject of location overlaps with inertia considerations both during and

after the spacecraft is deployed. Although large moment arms are desired

for fuel conservation, the dynamic characteristics are affected. This

is one of the issues in centralized versus distributed propulsion and may

affect shape control. (vii) Not only location of the propulsion unit,

but also its associated equipment for long term operation, is to be

selected. There naturally are tradeoffs such as distance to the power

source versus electric losses; kind and amount of cabling for least

interference; number and distribution of fuel tanks. Clustering of units

and/or equipment has been discussed as a way to maximize the system.

On the unit itself there are characteristics which are currently ill-

defined, as far as their effect on shape control is concerned, Even if

a mass expulsion device is not actually a part of the control loop for

shape control, the shape interactions of a propulsion unit may overcome

the abilities of the chosen actuator. Modulation would affect all

control functions, but transients involved would particularly impact shape,

For example, the minimum impulse bit capability with no extra impulse

added. Thrust level has an obvious effect on the structure, but even

start up activities may require a damper between the structure and

propulsion units. It follows that start up delays and "clean" shutdowns

may also be important.

V. NUMBER AND DISTRIBUTION OF SENSORS AND ACTUATORS

Of the research efforts of those most interested in the control design,

a few have addressed the questions listed in Section III, But concentra-

tion has been on number and distribution of "generic" sensors and actuators.

(Sensing and actuation are intimately related and completeness is lost

without consideration of both.) The effort is directed to development

of a method which will produce the optimal number and locations, The

different methods will frequently produce different results. There are

some common assumptions used frequently. The desired sensors may be

assumed to be available although much work is currently being done to
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develop the sensing information which is required. Perfect actuation

which insLu,Laneously produces the desired control history may be assumed,

but it is certainly not a reality. This translates into no time delays

and no mass included for the control system. With no discrimination

between types of actuation, it is unclear exactly what roles are to be

played by traditional momentum exchange and mass expulsion devices as

well as new types of actuation. Electric systems can be considered "new"

as well as some non-mass expulsion ideas for which some initial designs

are being tested in a few places. Of course, without differentiating

type, no actuator dynamics are being included in system models. It is

quite possible that this is a significant source of error. The most

immediately available way to determine the sensitivity of control design

to type of actuator, is to include the dynamic model of, for example,

an electric propulsion system, in the total system model. Then determine

optimal locations.

In preparing to do such a test, let me first review some of the

technology areas upon which the methods for selection of sensors and

actuators are based. First, there are different ways of modelling for

distributed control and distributed estimation. For writing differential

equations of motion, design options include the following, (i) Partial

differential equations produce control and estimation procedures developed

on continuous models. It is useful particularly for early control concept

design. (ii) Modal analysis retains physical insight by considering the

vehicle dynamics in terms of the natural modes. (iii) Finite-element

models produce local controllers where each actuator command depends only

on the nearby sensor measurements; currently the most widely used method,

Any disturbance models should at least include radiation pressure, gravity

gradient, aerodynamic forces and orbital perturbations, Magnetic and

thermal effects do not appear significant at this stage.

Second, some amount of model order reduction is necessary for a

realistically usable model, usually done in steps. It is certainly

not arbitrary, the significant characteristics must be recognized and

retained. Seen in Fig. 2, from the actual large structure is produced

a ground evaluation model which still may contain as many as 10,000 modes.
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A major step in model reduction one which is included in all the distri-

bution methods discussed ahead is that of linearization. On-board

computing capability will limit the model still further. It is desirable

to delay model reduction as long as possible in the design process.

Third, the last area to be mentioned is model error estimation, It

is very important, particularly for sensing, to be able to detect defi-

ciencies in our models. They may originate from unmodelled external

disturbances, truncated dynamics, neglected nonlinearities, parameter

uncertainties, etc. The currently popular studies of spillover are in

this area. It is also a basis for the development of adaptive control

techniques.

Using models developed from advances in the above areas, the three

most popular methods of determining optimal number and location of sensors

and actuators are

1. Degree of Controllability/Observability

2. Independent Modal Space Control

3. Modal Cost Analysis

I will briefly discuss each one.

V. DEGREE OF CONTROLLABILITY/OBSERVABILITY

Separately calculating degree of controllability and degree of

observability is based on steady-state solutions of the optimal control

and optimal estimation problems. In particular, it involves minimizing

the steady-state optimal cost function and state estimation error.

Both the control and estimation problems use the same reduced order model,

represented by the vector equations

x Ax + Bu

z =Mx + v

where x is the state, the elements of z are the measurement (sensor)

information available, and v represents errors in the system model. In

the control problem, u indicates inputs to the control system and it

represents dynamic model errors in the estimation problem,
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A major step in model reduction one which is included in all the distri-

bution methods discussed ahead is that of linearization. On-board

computing capability will limit the model still further. It is desirable

to delay model reduction as long as possible in the design process.

Third, the last area to be mentioned is model error estimation. It

is very important, particularly for sensing, to be able to detect defi-

ciencies in our models. They may originate from unmodelled external

disturbances, truncated dynamics, neglected nonlinearities, parameter

uncertainties, etc. The currently popular studies of spillover are in

this area. It is also a basis for the development of adaptive control

techniques.

Using models developed from advances in the above areas, the three

most popular methods of determining optimal number and location of sensors

and actuators are

1. Degree of Controllability/Observability

2. Independent Modal Space Control

3. Modal Cost Analysis

I will briefly discuss each one.

V. DEGREE OF CONTROLLABILITY/OBSERVABILITY

Separately calculating degree of controllability and degree of

observability is based on steady-state solutions of the optimal control

and optimal estimation problems. In particular, it involves minimizing

the steady-state optimal cost function and state estimation error.

Both the control and estimation problems use the same reduced order model,

represented by the vector equations

x Ax + Bu

z =Mx + v

where x is the state, the elements of z are the measurement (sensor)

information available, and v represents errors in the system model. In

the control problem, u indicates inputs to the control system and it

represents dynamic model errors in the estimation problem,
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To examine the procedure, consider first degree of controllability.

The control problem can be defined as bringing the system from an initial

state x(t0 ) to a terminal state x(tf) using acceptable levels of control

u(t) and not exceeding acceptable levels of the state along the way.

There are slight variations in how this is achieved, but the following

is a representative example from Rodriquez. ile choose to minimize the

quadratic performance index

J { If (xTQx + uTRu)dt

t

t0

Q and R are weighting matrices which indicate relative importance of

vector elements. Their values must be assumed. The optimal steady-state

cost function is found as the solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman

equation, and is

jo -Z xT(to) pox(to )

where the initial state, x(t ), is a random variable and PO is the solution

of the steady-state Riccati equation. If we define as the actuator

locations, then the expectation of J is a function of E through P'.

Let &b indicate the optimal locations. Then

E[Jo( b)] E[JO(E)]

or the optimal location of actuators is where the absolute minimum of the

expectation of the optimal cost function occurs. As an example, use a

simply supported beam as seen in Fig. 3. One actuator, located anywhere

along the beam (Fig. 3a), is to be used to control the first mode (Fig.

3b). If the degree of controllability is calculated and plotted versus

location, Fig. 3c results. The minimum value, or optimal location of the

single actuator, is at the midpoint. This coincides with our intuition

for this simple example. Skelton and Likins use a similar, although

much more complicated method to produce degree of controllability on a
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two dimensional surface. Their results is shown in Fig. 4. It should

already be clear that all possible combination, must he tested to produce

a complete map. This would be a severe complication for a large complex

structure.

The degree of observability is calculated in the estimation problem

in a similar manner. The estimator for the reduced order model is

x = (A - KM) x + Kz

where x is the estimated state and K is the Kalman gain. The estimation

error inherent in the process is c(t) or

c(t) = x(t) - x(t)

The error is, of course, dependent on the model errors which can be seen

through the differential equation for ,

= (A - KM)1 + Bu - Kv

The solution for the state error from the above equation requires know-

ledge of the model errors. Because specific knowledge of u and v is

not available, they can be approximated as zero mean processes with

covariances. Then the optimal location of the sensors will be where the

absolute minimum of the state estimation error occurs. Plots can be

produced which are similar to those shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for degree of

controllability.

There are pros and cons to using the concepts of degree of controlla-

bility/observability to determine optimal locations of sensors and actuators.

This method does give some intuitive feel for "how controllable" or "how

observable" a system is. The plots, at least for simple systems, do give

physical insights. The results are consistent with the generally accepted

trend that increasing the number of actuators will always reduce the

overall deflections of the structure. However, the disadvantages are

many and include the following points. This method treats actuators
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and sensors as separate issues. In reality, determination of actuator

positions requires use of sensor information. One way of including

uncertainty in the control problem is by adding process noise which does

not appear here. Of course, no actuator dynamics are included which have

previously been mentioned as possibly significant, This means there is

no distinction between methods of actuation. Even with all the simpli-

fications, the method is complex in practice. All combinations of

locations must be checked individually which is unweildy for a large

structure with many actuating units. Finally, the result produced is

for a possible arbitrary selection of the weighting matrices Q and R.

The best choices may not be obvious for a large, complex structure.

VI. INDEPENDENT MODAL SPACE CONTROL

A second method of control design which is less developed but getting

more attention recently is independent modal space control. The state

space representation of the reduced order system is similar to that

detailed above with one significant difference,

i(t) = A x(t) + W(t)

The term previously containing information or actuator location, B u(t),

has been replaced by W(t), the "generalized controls"., This formulation

is presented to emphasize that control laws can be determined without

regard to actuator location. Of course, ultimate implementation means

that some method still must be used to determine the locations which

will produce the "generalized forces" that are the result of independent

modal space control. A modified performance index is still being minimized,

i IMSC = I (xTQIMSCx + wTRIMSCW)dt

0

where the new weighting matrices QIMSC and RIMSC must again be chosen,

with a less "physical" representation. It has been shown possible,

however, to decompose this into n 2nd order decoupled optimal control

problems which makes it much easier to solve.

4
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So independent modal space control does introduce the advantages of

smaller computational requirements. Also the control law and actuator

distribution problems are decoupled. The major disadvantages again

include a separation of control and estimation. In addition, assuring

a physically realizable control means a careful selection of actuator

locations by some other method. Also, in that selection, at least one

actuator is required for each mode to be controlled. (Significant

progress on removing that constraint is being made at Columbia by

Longman.) To date, no actuator dynamics have been included in this process,

so no differentiation between type of actuation is available.

VII. MODAL COST ANALYSIS

The third method which I considered was modal cost analysis. It also

uses a linearized reduced order model, but the goal is to find sensor/

actuator combinations to meet output specifications by minimizing the

sum of normalized input variances. The model is written as

x = Ax + Bu + Dw
D = [B D ]

y = Cx

z = Mx + v

where y has been added as the vector of outputs to be regulated. D0w

represents unmodelled system behavior and Bw is the unmodelled actuator

noise. v again indicates unmodelled or noisy sensors, and u the actuator

signals. Recall that the noise term in the differential equation did

not appear in the previous models. The unknowns x(t ), w, v are all

assumed as random, zero mean processes. To keep the outputs and inputs

(controls) within the specified ranges,

-oi f yi(t) f 0i

-Ili < ui(t) -i
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the following variance constraints are placed on the variables throughout

the pro'cedure,

Ey1
2 (t) 2

Eui
2(t) < 2

E is the expectation operator. The selection problem then becomes, in

the simplest terms, one of using m out of m possible actuators and 1

out of 1 possible sensors, to find the combination which produces the

smallest values for

kE 2 /ai2 subject toEui = 
2

i=l

in the input constrained problem or

m Eu2- 2 .2 2

E ui 2 subject to Ey i = 2
=l

in the output constrained problem with the following definition,

2 A 2
lim E yi (t) =Fyi

lim E ui2(t) E ui

The values m, m, 1 and 1 must all be specified. One of the keys in using

this method, however, is use of effectiveness values from component cost

analysis (developed primarily by R. Skelton). Rather than calculations

for each possible combination of sensors and actuators, each unit can be
sen acassigned a component cost, Vi and Vi act It can be interpreted as the

cost to the system of using the unit at that particular location, Total

system cost, V, is again quadratic,
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V = E(y TQy + uTRu)

In the process of calculating total cost, the best values of the elements

of the weighting matrices are selected as well. It is a very novel approach

to the problem with some surprising results.

A large positive contribution of this idea is the treatment of control

and estimation as one problem. They are indeed coupled and this confirms

such thinking. Second in significance only to that general philosophy

is the contribution of component cost analysis, that is, the elimination

of locations without testing individually all possible combinations. A

surprising result of work done to date with this method stems from the

addition of process noise. When it is added, a "best" number of actuators

emerges. No longer will an increase in number of units always result in

a decrease of deflections. In other words, unmodelled behavior may have

a significant effect on the system. Other advantages of this method include

the fact of starting with "possible" locations so only physically realizable

locations are even considered. Also, this technique has potential use in

component failure analysis. Eliminating a unit from operation may be similar

to eliminating it from consideration. Modal cost analysis does have

disadvantages as well. It shows unmodelled behavior as important but

currently includes no actuator dynamics and so does not distinguish

between types of actuation. Inclusion of an actuator model appears to

be the next logical step here. The relative importance of that information

can be tested. A disappointing aspect of this analysis is that the final

selection may or may not be optimal. Theoretical attempts at a proof

continue but have yet to be successful. However, I belicve that modal

cost analysis is the most unique approach to sensor/actuator placement

and has showed the most interesting results so far,

VIII. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The information presented above summarizes development in some areas of

research necessary for design of an effective attitude control system for

a large, flexible space system. Its purpose was twofold. First, some areas

of concern in the implementation of control system elements were highlighted,
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which had previously required little attention in small, dense spacecraft.

Their effects on the dynamics and stability of the vehicle is largely

unknown, although a number of theories have been offered. Answers to such

questions will certainly have a bearing on the selection of mass expulsion

devices as part of the secondary propulsion system, as well as the use of

non-thrusting units to perform a given task. In the second part of the
report, the currently available theory in one particular area is explored,

i.e., the placement of actuating and sensing units. The methods most

prominant in the literature in recent years are summarized. The details have

been examined and are ready for use in follow-on work in this topic area.

In the control theory used for determination of "how many" actuating

units and "where" to place them, no mention is ever made of the particular

device employed to perform the control function. The next phase of this

work would involve incorporating a model of an actuator, such as the actual

dynamics of a low thrust electric unit, in the dynamic model of a vehicle.

Currently accepted practice is to use a generic actuator which performs

perfectly in producing required forces at precisely the right instant of

time. Untidy elements such as cabling are usually neglected as well. It

would be very valuable to know if such approximations are always justified.

A test case comparing the required actuator placement to control a given

vehicle both with and without actuator dynamics in the model is suggested.

Should the inclusion of this information prove to be important, it may lead

to further investigation of the effects of different devices.
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A Scanning Electron Microsopical Study of Periosteum from Rat and monkey

by

Gwendolyn B. Howze

Abstract

The normal or unstimulated structure of the periosteum has been studied

by scanning electron microscopy. In the two species studied, rat and Rhesus

monkey, five distinct morphological regions can be discerned. The top-iost

fibrous layer is a coherent layer of fibers in an interknitted array.

Intermixed with the fiber bundles are many blood vessels. Below the top

layer is a second fibrous layer in which the fibers are more loosely

arranged and mixed with a few cells. A third region contains cells, fibers

and blood vessels in an apparently randan innominate distribution. Cells

are plentiful in this region. The fourth layer is highly cellular. In the

monkey, the cells are stratified in layers, with each layer separated by a

network of fibrils. The fifth region, "juxta-matrix" is apparently one cell

layer thick, in which the cells are strongly attached to the subjacent bone

matrix.

In both species collagenous fibers are most plentiful and are composed

of fibrils in parallel array. The fibers characteristically are covered

with a meshwork of fibrils which usually contain particulate structures of

unknown composition. The collagenous fibrils appear to differ in the two

species. In both species the majority of the cells contain numerous

cytoplasmic processes.
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I. Introduction

In a live human, a bone such as the femur, for example, is a living

organ. It has three main compartments: the matrix, which contains a

labyrinth of channels; the periosteum; and the periosteal appendages, the

osteocytes, which derive from the periosteum but reside in matrix channel

spaces called lacunae (1,2).

When most people speak of bones they have the matrix in mind. It is

the most obvious and massive portion (3). The bone matrix, however, is a

nonliving secretion product of the periosteum (I, 2). By contrast, the

periosteum is a thin unobtrusive tissue which covers the outer surface of

the matrix of a bone. In fact, except for the articular surfaces at the

joints, the exterior bone surface consists in the periosteum. 7hough in

conspicuous, the periosteum is composed of livinq cells and their secretion

products, the most prominent ot which are the collogenous fibers (1, 2).

The living periosteum and its appendages, the osteocyles, manufacture and

maintain the non-living bone matrix (1, 2).

Interestingly but distressingly, most of the research on bone has been

and, even now, is devoted to the characterization of the bone matrix. See

for example references 3, 4, and 5. Thus only a minor portion of the

massive literature on bone is concerned with the periosteum. This point of

view is changing, however, as more and more scientist realize the need for

an intense effort to uncover the o oplete story of periosteal influence on

bone function.

Many normal essential Air Force activities place human bones under

considerable stress and risk of injury. For example, the three main bone
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functions in humans; protection, support and calcium homeostasis; are placed

under stress by such activites as: parachuting and ejection from aircraft,

and space flight. Bone injury is usually diagnosed and understood in terms

of changes in the matrix. Accordingly, the Air Force has a considerable

involvement in the study of bone matrix. In light of the evidence that the

periosteum and its appendages, the osteocytes, manufacture and maintain the

matrix (1, 2), it is clear that a profound understanding of the periosteum

is essential to a successful program of bone health, injury prevention, and

repair.

This project is concerned with the structural organization of the

periosteum as revealed by scanning electron microscopy. It adds to the

information obtained by light microscopy transmission electron microscopy

and other methods.
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II. Objective

The original goal for this project was to investigate the possibility

that the osteogenic region of the periosteum plays a significant role in

bone demineralization which is inuaced by hypokinesia. A search of the

literature, however, indicated that the available information about the

periosteum was not sufficiently detailed to generate a description of normal

periosteum which could serve as a baseline for our studies.

Therefore, the immed iate purpose of the project was to produce a

detailed scannirg electron microscopical (SEM) description of the

organization of the periosteum in the normal or unstimulated state. A

secondary aim is to combine the SEM information with the published

information in order to synthesize a description which can serve as a

baseline picture of the normal periosteum.

4
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III. Summary of Methods

In order to achieve the stated objective, standard scanning electron

microscopical procedures (4, 8) have been slightly modified to suit the

periosteum. The sequence of steps in summary are the following: 1)

obtaining the specimen. 2) preservation of native state by fixation. 3)

dehydration. 4) preparation for SEM. 5) observations and producing a

permanent record.

Obtaining the specimen: The rats were sacrificed and the femurs were

dissected o'it and washed in buffered saline. The rhesus monkey periostea

were obtained by biopsy. They were not washed before fixation and

unfortunately were contaminated by adhesing red blood cells.

Fixation: The specimens were fixed in 2% glutaraldehyde in pH 7.3, 0.2 M

phosphate from 3 to 24 hours.

Dehydration: A graded series of ethyl alcohol was used in the dehydration,

35%, 70%, 95% and 100%.

Preparation for SEM: Normally after the dehydration, specimens are

transferred to iso-amyl acetate in preparation for the critical point drying

procedure. Carbon dioxide was used for the critical point drying. Next the

specimens were attached to the stubs with a conductive cement and covered

with a gold coat estimated to be 20 nm thick. The observations were made

on an ETEC Autoscan Scanning Electron Microscope. Uniformly, the

accelerating voltage was 20 Kv. A permanent record was obtained upon

Polaroid 55 P/M film. The negatives were used to make the prints exhibited

in this report. The printing process resulted in an additional enlargement

of 2.21X. This factor should be used in estimating the total magnification

in the prints. This procedure was modified slightly for rat specimens.
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Modified procedure for rat femur: This procedure was developed for the rat

femur, but it probably should be used uniformly since it eliminates certain

artifacts, e.g. dissection injury and shrinkage artifacts due to fixation

and dehydration. The sequence is as follows: 1) the whole femur is fixed.

2) the dehydration was the same as above, but a subroutine to separate the

periosteum from the matrix was inserted before the critical point drying

procedure. 3) isolation of the periosteum by enbedding it in a collodion

membrane. The details of this procedure are listed below. 4) critical

point drying and continuation with the standard SEM procedure.

The details of the procedure for isolation of the periosteum are the

following:

1. The bones were placed in a 1:1 mixture of absolute ethonol and

omyl-acetate, two changes, 15 min each.

2. Next, the bones were placed in 1.5% collodion (dissolved in the

ethonol/uyl acetate solvent) for 15 min.

3. They were next transferred to a small container of 5% collodion for

5 minutes.

4. The top of the containers were then removed as the solvent

evaporated for 5 min.

5. The bones were removed and held in the air for a minute or nore

until a definite solid film could be seen, and the smell of solvent had

decreased. Caution: do not allow it to dry completely, rotate to insure a

uniform film.

6. The semi-dry sample was placed in a container of distilled water

for 5 min.
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7. A circular cut (through the film down to the matrix) was made at

ead end. One longitudinal cut extending between the two circular cuts was

made.

8. The bone was split along the longitudinal line.

9. The membrane was peeled off the split bone, either as one or two

pieces.

4 -
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IV. Results

The exterior surfaces (of the periostea) in the two species are

similar, consisting of a coherent interlocking array of collagenous fibers.

Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 are from rat specimens. The rhesus specimens are very

similar, except that the adhering red blood cells obscure the details at low

power magnifications, Figures 5 and 6. The fibers are actually bundles of

fibrils aligned in parallel array. Measurements of the fibrils range from

60 nm to 100 nm. (the thickness of the gold coating was subtracted.)

Series A, Figures 7, 8, 9 show an example of the fibers as seen in rat

specimens. In Figure 7 a bundle of fibers is shown. There are also

numerous cells associated with the bundle. The cells are possibly

fibroblast. Figure 8 shows a region from figure 7 in higher magnification.

The magnification progression is continued in Figure 9. The expected

oollagen bending is not detected in the fibrils possibly due to the use of

ether in the processing regimen. The fibers are often in bundles as shown

in Figures 7 and 31.

An unexpected finding was the presence of a network of fibrils covering

fibers, blood vessels and cells. The network can be seen very easily in

Figures 7 and 8 and most clearly in Figure 10. Also in Figure 10 can be

seen particulate structures which are often seen associated with the fibril

network. Figure 11 also shows the relationship of the network to the

particles, which seen to be inorganic in composition.

Series B, Figures 12 through 15, shows an increasingly magnified view

of a fiber located on the exterior or fibrous surface of a periosteal sample

from the monkey. This series is actually an enlarged view of a region in

Figure 5. The red blood cells are an unfortunate contaminant. The fibrils

within the fiber can easily be seen to be in parallel array. The covering
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network is most obvious in Figure 12. The particulate structures are

abundant. The fibrils show a periodic decoration which are either buldqes

or exogeneous accretions. These are belived to be projections of the

collagen banding. Figures 16 and 17 shows a blood vessel and nerve entering

the periosteum. The top or fibrous surface of the periosteum contains many

blood vessels.

As one proceeds interiorly and downward toward the bone matrix, fibers

are more loosely arranged and are accompanied by more cells, see Figures 18,

19, 20. These are from the rat. The fiber bundle seen in the center of

Figure 20 is an enlargement of a region in Figure 7.

As one approaches the interior or "juxta-matrix" surface the tissue

becomes more cellular, Figures 21 and 22 which are from the rat. The cells

seen in Figure 21 are shown magnified in Figure 23. Figures 24 through 28

show the result of teasing fixed monkey femur periosteum to reveal the cells

which are associated with the fibers. This series shows an increasingly

magnified view of the cell type commonly associated with the fibers. They

are approximately kidney shaped containing many cytoplasmic processes and

they are enclosed in the ubiquitous fibril network. A similar cell type,

but smaller in size, is shown in Figures 29 and 30, from rat periosteum. A

portion of a red blood cell is shown for size comparison. Figure 30 is a

magnification of the scene in Figure 29.

Figure 31 shows a high power view of a free-hand median section through

the monkey femur periosteum. An admixture of cells and fiber bundles are

visible. Figure 32 shows part of a bundle of fibers and the cell types

which are characteristic from the mid region and downward toward the bone

matrix. As shown in Figure 33, the deeper layers are oomposed of the sheets

of flattened waxy looking cells. Figures 34 and 35 show increasingly
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enlarged views of this same type of cell. This cell type is predominate in

the region immediately above the matrix. It corresponds to the osteogenic

layer visualized by light microscopy (1, 2).

In the rat the deep region, presumably the osteogenic region contains

more fibers than the similar region in the monkey. Some of the fibers in

the rat might be elastic fibers, they are non-banded and exhibit branching.

See Figures 36 and 37. Figures 38 and 39 show examples of cells and fibers

in the deep region (rat). The series figures 40 to 43 show a close up

enlarged views of the cells shown in Figure 39. The cell type shown in this

series, Figures 39 through 43, are shown in their presumably normal

confluent configuration in Figure 44 which apparently shows the surface

which lies directly upon the matrix or more likely upon a one cell thick

layer of osteoblast which are firmly attached (6, 9) to the matrix. Figure

45 is another view of the inner surface at lower magnification.

The cells on the inner surface exhibit many cytoplasmic processes,

which seem to anastomoses to form a network. There is the definite

perception that the cells form the meshwork of fibrils.

The "juxta-matrix" surface of the monkey periosteum is seen in Figure

46. The lighter material at the lower border of the micrograph is seen with

regularity. A higher magnification examination shows that it consists of

cells. The cells are probably osteoblast from the "one cell thick layer of

osteoblast which adhere firmly to the matrix. The putative osteoblast are

shown in greater detail in Figure 47 and 48. These cells appear to be

mineralized. Presumably the visualized cells were in the process of laying

down bone matrix.
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**Note to the reader: Because chotograohs do not copy well, they are not

included in the report. A set of photographs are available for loan fro

the author.
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V. Recommendations

The observations presented in the results section of this report will

be used in conjunction with the published literature to produce a detailed

description of the structural organization of the periosteum. Before this

is entirely practical, however, two additional studies are necessary. It

should be determined that the organic solvents used do not nodify the cell

surface. The current conclusions about periosteal stratification should be

challenged by a freeze fracture study.

The proposed detailed description can serve as a baseline for studies

of changes in periosteal structure coincident with various experimental

conditions which cause change in the bone matrix. In particular, it can

serve as a guide as to which components are likely candidates for

observation when looking for periosteal changes coincident with bone matrix

demineralization induced by hypokinesia. On the basis of the present study:

1) the possibility of changes in the number of contour of the cytoplasmic

processes on the cells in the "osteogenic" layer should be considered. 2)

the ubiquitous fibril network is a likely specimen for study. 3) changes in

the cell population associated with blood vessels, should also be studied.
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CYCLOCONVERTER MODELING FOR VARIABLE SPEED DRIVES

by

Medhat A. H. Ibrahim

ABSTRACT

A mathematical model of the cycloconverter was developed. The model

would accept a variable voltage variable frequency supply. The output

frequency and SCRs conduction angle can be controlled. A three-phase

static load made of resistance in series with an inductance was used

for testing the model and results of the simulation were given. A

model of the brushless dc motor was suggested for the dynamic loading

of the cycloconverter. Suggestions for further research in this area,

are offered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The constant speed drive represents the lowest installed cost, but may

not provide the flexibility or operating efficiency which can be

attained from an adjustable speed drive. Adjustable speed drives are

needed in aircraft systems as well as countless industrial applica-

tions. 1-6 An adjustable speed drive can be accomplished by prime

movers such as: I) gas turbine, 2) constant speed electric drive with

slip coupling, 3) dc motor with adjustable voltage or adjustable field

control, 4) ac motor with adjustable voltage or adjustable frequency

control. The dc commutator machine is suitable for variable speed and

variable torque operation; but due to the brush maintenance and other

problems, the machine is not suitable for aircraft application.

Fortunately, the brushless dc motor offers the same desirable speed-

torque characteristics as the dc commutator machine without the

disadvantages. The most common configuration of brushless dc motors

is the polyphase permanent magnet synchronous motor with power supply

conditioning circuit which is capable of bidirectional power flow.

This circuit is a static frequency changer which converts a source

frequency to another frequency corresponding to the motor rotation and

is called cycloconverter.3-7 Through the use of the cycloconverter

the speed of the motor can be changed by the triggering frequency of

the SCR set, and the motor torque is controlled by controlling the

length of on-time of the SCRs. The use of cycloconverter as the power

conditioning circuit is preferred compared to the use of a dc link.
5

From the above it is obvious that a good model for the cycloconverter

is needed for the simulation of, steady state as well as transient

behavior, a generator-motor set coupled through a cycloconverter

circuit.

II. OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this project was to develop a model for repre-

senting the cycloconverter circuit which is linking a variable fre-

quency variable voltage supply to a passive load made of a resistance
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and inductance elements or a permanent magnet brushless dc motor. Due

to the research period frame, the loading with the brushless dc motor

and the variation of the conduction angle, in wider range, was left

for further studies in the future.

The specific objectives that were pursued are given:

1. To choose a mathematical model to represent the

cycloconverter.

2. To write a computer program to represent the mathematical

model.

3. To load the cycloconverter by a passive load.

4. To suggest further studies to be conducted.

Ill. MATHEMATICAL MODEL USED FOR THE SIMULATION OF THE CYCLOCONVERTER

The cycloconverter is a nonlinear device made of switches, SCRs or

transistors, which are either closed or open according to a prescribed

function to shape the output wave from the input wave. If the SCRs

are triggered and have forward bias, it conducts and continues to

conduct after the trigger signal is removed until comwutated.

With this in mind, the cycloconverter works like a conditioning

function which transforms the supply wave into a desired output; or in

mathematical terms

v = i (1)

where Vm : the output wave from the cycloconverter

Vs: the input wave to the device

im: the output current from the

cycloconverter, i.e.; currents

in the different SCRs

F: the cycloconverter transformation function

which depends on the triggering function and

commutation in the SCRs.
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Because of the large number of SCRs used in the cycloconverter,

36-SCRs as in Figure 1 or 18-SCRs as in figure 2 for the three-phase

input three-phase output case, the use of matrices in the formulations

is very useful. For the case 36-SCRs shown in figure 1, the

transformation function F given in equation I can be represented by

the matrix D as follows:

d11 d1 2 d13 d14 d15 d16

d21 d22 d23 d24 d25 d26

d3 1 d32 d33 d34 d35 d36

D = d41 d4 2 d43 d44 d45 d4 6  (2)

d51 d52 d53 d54 d55 d56

d61 d62 d63 d64 d65 d66

The elements of this matrix are related on a one to one basis with the

SCRs In the circuit of figure 1. Assuming that the SCRs are ideal

switches, the elements of the matrix dii are either set to "I" when

conducting or "0" when not conducting or open.

The state of each element in this matrix depends on three factors

which are:

1) that the trigger signal is on or off

2) that the bias on th SCR is positive or negative

3) the commutation state of the SCR after the trigger signal is

removed.

Thus it follows that the matrix D can be written as a function of

three matrices, D, D2, and D3, which are dependant on the three
criteria listed above by the equation.

0 - DI * 02 + 03 (3)
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In equation 3 the (*) designates corresponding terms multiplications

of the two matrices. The elements of these matrices are either "0" or
n 1w only and the values are set according to the following rules:

Matrix DI: The elements of this matrix are set to "1" if the

corresponding SCR in the cycloconverter is triggered, and

"0" if there is no trigger signal applied.

Matrix D2: The elements of this matrix are set to be "1" if biased

in the forward direction and to be "0" otherwise.

Matrix D3: The elements of this matrix for which the corresponding

SCRs are still conducting, after the trigger signal is

removed, are set to "1". These elements are then set to

"0" following commutation.
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The values of the elements of the matrix D, at any given time, are

determined by the prearranged control signals to give a specific

output voltage wave. From the matrix D and the knowledge of the

circuit, a matrix C could be formed:

1I = in (4)

where Is: represents the input current to the cycloconverter

Im: represents the output current from the

cycloconverter

C: the connection matrix which is constructed of the

elements of the D matrix

From equation 4 and the power equation the output voltages

can be obtained:

Vn CT (5)

where Vm: the output voltage

Vs: the supply voltage

C T :  the transpose of the matrix C.

The matrix C formation will be demonstrated in the next section for a

particular cycloconverter circuit.

IV. CYCLOCONVERTER LOADING AND SIMULATION

A. System Description - A 36-SCRs cycloconverter shown in figure I

was simulated by means of a Fortran program. In this simulation all

the SCRs in one group are simultaneously triggered for a certain

portion of the wave. By this method a three-phase output voltage

waves, which are 120 electrical degrees apart, were produced. The

output voltage frequency and magnitude are determined by the control

signal and the input voltage.
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B. Cycloconverter - For the circuit shown in figure I the matrix

C could be written as follows:

d11 -d l 4,d 2 1 d24 1d3 1 -d34

-d4 1 d4 4( -d 5 1 d5 4 1-d 6 1 d64
- --- 4- -t--

C d12 -d151d22 -d25 1d32 -d35  (6)

-d42 d4 5
1 -d52 d55 1-d62 d65

d13 -d 16I d 3 -d2 6 Id33 -d36

-d43 d46 1 -d53 d56 1-d63 d66

To demonstrate the choice of values for the d.i of the matrix C:

for motor angle o~em< L (conduction angle) the elements

d j - I for j = I - 6, in the matrix D and all the other elements

are zero. Also for a generator or supply angle of 1200 j g 4 180',

vB is the most positive and vC is the most negative, d12 = 1 for

i - I - 6, and d16 = I for i - I - 6 in the matrix D2. From this

information the matrix D can be obtained which indicates that d12 =

d16 , I or 1B = Ib, IC = -
1b and va = vB - VC,

C. Static load - The load in this case was made of simple

resistance and inductance in series connected to the three phase

output as shown in figure 1. This system is a nonlinear system

because of the switching operation by the cycloconverters SCRs. The

load could be represented by three first order differential equations
which are written in the vector form

I -(Ri - v)/L (7)

where i: the current in the load

R: the resistance in ohms

L: the inductance in heneries

v: the voltage applied to the load in volts
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A fourth-order Runge-Kutta method, with fixed increment, was utilized

for the numerical integration subroutine.

D. BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR LOAD MODEL - The model for the brushless dc

motor per phase would be represented by induced emf in series with

resistance and inductance as shown in figure 3. Also in this case

similar to the static load case, a set of first order differential

equations of the currents are given by the vector form in equation 8:

di [A ( i i+ [B~w ) ~ 8

where

i: the current in the motor phases

v: the motor terminal voltages

e: the motor phase induced emf

w1, w2 : the supply and load frequency

respectively

L R

Figure 3 - BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR CIRCUIT
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In figure 3, the flow of and the direction of the current in the

different lines will depend on the cycloconverter's SCRs connecting

the source to the motor lines at a particular time. For this reason

the motor angle between 0 - 360 electrical degrees should be divided

in six or more segments, depending on the conduction angle, for the

purpose of the simulation.

E. Simulation Results - Due to the time frame of this work, only the

static load simulation case was performed. The brushless dc motor

case is left for future study. The resistance in the load was taken

to be 2.6 ohms and the inductance to be 0.175 mH. The ratio of input

to output frequencies was varied and also different values of

conduction angles were considered. The simulation results are shown

in figures 4 and .5. The output of the simulation proves that the

model is correct and the program is working. Figures 4a, 4b, 4c are

for the case of input to output frequency ratio of 4:1 and conduction

angle of 59. Figures 5a, 5b, 5c is for the case of input to output

frequency of 2:1 and conduction angle of 30'.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

In order to expand the application of the computer program, several

augmentation and refinements are suggested.

1. Adaptation of the program for dynamic loading by brushless dc

motor.

2. Modification of the program to simulate the 18-SCRs

cycloconverter model.

3. Extention of the conduction angle range for angles above 600.

Also additional research is recommended regarding the following

topics:

A. To study the effect of parameter veriation on the steady

state as well as the transient behavior in case of the
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brushless dc motor loading.

B. To fabricate a model and verify the test results against the

computer simulation.

C. To study in detail the control circuits needed for the

cycloconverter, including the microprocessor selection or

design to best suite the purpose.

D. To investigate the conditions which mfght create a

discontinuity in the output current of the cycloconverter

feeding the dc brushless motor.
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A NOVEL MODULAT7ON TECHNIQUE FOR FDM

FOR OPTICAL FIBER CCMMUNICATION

by

Charles S. Ih

University of Delaware

Newark, De. 19711

ABSTRACT

A new laser beam modulation technique suitable for FDM

(Frequency-Division-Multiplexing) for Optical Fiber Communication

(OFC) is described. Two methods for implementing this new modu-

lation technique have been studied. One uses a SWAOM (Standing-

Wave-Acouto-Optical-modulator) and the other employs a Mach-

Zehnder interferometer with an AOM and injection-locked lasers.

The first is simpler in operation and can operate to several GHz.

The second is more complicated but is capable of operating to

several tens of GHz. A fairly detailed experimental investiga-

tion was made for the first. We also studied the characteris-

tics of the second, including some experimental techniques. The

FDM system using this modulation technique is suitable for

multi-channel simultaneous analog and digital irformation

transmissions.
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I. Introduction

Since its inception in 1966 Fl], Optical Fiber Communica-

tion (OFC) has been progressing very rapidly in recent years.

Fibers with an attenuation of less than 0.2 db and transmissions

distance over 100 km without a single repeater at speed more than

400 mb/s have been demonstrated [2],[3]. In a coherent OFC sys-

tem in which the laser diode operates essentially in a single

frequency and the fiber in a single mode, the system bandwidth

can exceed 100 GHz-km [4]. Fiber systems have been largely used

for long haul communication using digital techniques. The advan-

tages of light weight, security, immunity to EM interference and

lower per channel cost make them also very attractive for mili-

tary and other applications. For many of these applications,

simultaneous transmission of digital and analog signal without

elaborate signal processing is often very important. A flexible

FDM (Frequency-Division-Multiplexing) system will satisfy this

need. The current technique of direct modulating a laser diode

with a frequency multiplexed electrical signal is less desirable

for the following reasons. First the the intermodulation distor-

tion between channels is very severe due to the non-linearity of

the laser diode. This can be minimized by using FM modulated

channels. Secondly it is difficult to transmit digital and ana-

log signals simultaneously. Thirdly the maximum frequency that

can be used is limited by the laser whose frequency response is

currently about a few GHz.
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We investigated a rather novel modulation technique suit-

able for FDM for optical fiber communications. This technique

was originally demonstrated by the author using a He-Ne lpser.

In this novel technique, the baseband signal is directly modulat-

ed on the laser beam and the carrier is later added on externally

and separately using an AOM (Acousto-Optical-Modulator). In our

investigation during the summer, we discovered that the system is

potentially capable of operating at very high frequencies, to

several tens of Ghz. Therefore this new technique can extend the

fiber system's information bandwidth beyond the frequency

response of the laser.

There are several variations of the basic system r5,6]. We

investigated two configurations which offer a greater potential

for practical use. The first uses a SWAOM (Standing-Wave AOM) to

insert the (sub)carrier. The second incorporates a Mach-Zehnder

interferometer with a TWAOM (Traveling-Wave AOM) and injection-

locked lasers [7]. The first has the advantages of being rela-

tively simple and can be used for multimode fiber systems.

Current technologies limit its operation to several GHz (3 - 5

GHz) which is already equal or better than the direct modulation

method. The freqvency may be extended to several tens of GHz

possibly using magneto-striction and optical interactions.

The second configuration requires extensive preparation for

specially designed equipment. Intricate operations are necessary

when discrete components are used. The operation would be great-

ly simplified when it is opto-electronically integrated. The
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second configuration offers the advantages of very high operating

frequency and the possibility for fiber dispersion compensating

(6]. The second configuration is most effective in a coherent

optical fiber system operating at very high frequencies.

We did an in-depth investigation for the first configura-

tion using a SWAOM and studied the requirements and characteris-

tics including some simple experiments for the second. Unlike

the previous demonstrations [5,61, we used semiconductor lasers

instead of a He-Ne laser for these experiments. This would ex-

tend this technique toward practical applications.

II Objectives

The objectives for my 1983 USAF-SCEE Summer Faculty

Research Program are to investigate related issues of a new modu-

lation technique suitable for FDM for optical fiber optical com-

munications. Different implementation configurations will be

studied. Specifically the objectives are:

I. Investigate the new modulation technique suitable for FDM

for optical fiber communications using a SWAOM and GaAIAs

lasers.

2. Study the feasibility of using a SWAOM to modulate an in-

coherant light source, such as an LED.

3. Study the requirements and characteristics for

injection-locking of two single-mode GaAlAs lasers with a



frequency shift between the two. The required

frequency-shift is accomplished by a TWAOM.

III. System Description and Experimental Results.

A. Laser Modulation Using an SWAOM

The optical layout is shown Fig. 1. The operation of the

system is the following. The pulsed laser beam (digital modula-

tion) is first collimated by the lens LI. A wavefront-

correction-optics (WCO) may be used to correct the wavefront dis-

tortion of the laser diode and thus improving the coupling effi-

ciency to the optical fiber. The collimated laser beam is then

passing through a standing wave AO modulator (SWAOM) at the Bragg

angle. The diffracted beam is focused by lens L2 and coupled to

an optical fiber for transmission. If the SWAOM is driven (CW)

at a frequency (l/2)fc, the diffracted beam then contains two

frequency components, one at f + (1/2)fc and another at f -

(l/2)fc, where f is the frequency of the laser. A photo-detector

which is a square- detector will detect the beat frequency

which is fc. Therefore this system is effectively a DSB modula-

tion with the carrier being suppressed. We shall call this tech-

nique the DBM (Double-Beam-Modulation). Therefore the (digital-

ly) modulated laser beam (in the baseband) is automatically put

on a (sub)carrier. The (sub)carrier frequency is equal to twice

the frequency input to the SWAOM. Even the system has been

4o- 7
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described for digitally modulation, it works equally well for

analog modulations.

We first used an RCA laser diode, Model C30130. It was a

multimode and CW laser with a maximum output of 15 mw and an un-

kown radiation pattern. The laser was operated at an output lev-

el of 4 mw. A 0.5-km multimode fiber with an attenuation of 5 -

6 db/km at the .83 um was used for the experiment. Because of

the multimode of the laser, the coupling was estimated about only

20% or a 7 db loss. No attempts were made to improve the cou-

pling efficiency, since our main purpose of these experiments was

to investigate the characteriestic of the modulation technique.

The use of an anamorphic lens will improve the coupling efficien-

cy. Using this modulation technique, we can simultaneously send

many channels of digital and a z2c~g =,ignals. Since these signals

ate separated by the different RF carriers, the exact wavelengths

of the optical waves are unimportant and can be very close to-

gether.

We later used a single mode laser, Model number ML--3101,

supplied by Applied Invention. Because the radiation pattern is

nearly a gaussian, the coupling efficiency was improved to about

50%. The Intra-Action Model SWM-40 modulator (SWAOM) was used

for all the experiments. The driving frequency was 40 mHz and

therefore the carrier was 80 mHz. The modulated laser beam

transmitted through the same 0.5-km multimode fiber and the

detected signal had an excellent SNR. The results arE shown in

Fig. 2. The laser was modulated up to 2D Mb/s, therefore there
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were 4 cycles in each pulse.

B. DBM of an LED

Since a SWAOM produces the frequency up- and down- shifted

beam with exactly the same optical path length, it was sugg*sted

that the SWAOM can be used to modulate even an incoherent source

as such an LED. We used an LED with a fiber pigtail in place of

a laser diode. The modulated beam was indeed observed. However,

because of the inherent large beam divergence of the LED, the

modulation efficiency (or depth) was very low. The SNR was

therefore also low and estimated to be only 5-to-l.

C. Investigation of Injection-Locked Laser Modulator

The modulator is schematically shown Fig. 3. Basically

this modulator is a Mach-Zehnder interferometer incorporating an

TWAOM (Traveling-Wave-Acousto-Optical-modulator) and two

injection-locked lasers. The laser LRI is directly injection-

locked to laser LR3 but LR2 is Injection-locked to the

frequency-shifted beam of LR3. The frequency is shifted by Fc by

the TWAOM. Therefore the recombining of the two beams produces

the same effect as DBM. The laser LRl and LR2 are modulated

directly and simultaneously by the modulating signal. A complete

implementation of this modulator requiring many specially

designed equipment was therefore difficult to do for the short

time. We tempted only to study the characteristics and require-

ments for injection-locking of two lasers at different frequen-

cies. The experimental set-up for this study is shown in Fig. 4.
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The output of laser LRl was frequency-shifted by the TWAOM. The

frequency-shifted beam was then used to injection-lock the laser

LR2. In order to have an injection-locking to take place, the

frequencies of the two lasers must be within a few GHz of each

other. The frequency of a laser diode can be controlled by

changing its temperature and the injection current. Two lasers

(Model ML - 3101) of nearly identical frequencies are individual-

ly mounted on two thermal-electrical coolers. The wavelengths of

the lasers were monitored by a high resolution holographic grat-

ing and a TV camera. This simple monitor was capable of resolv-

ing 0.05 nm and more than adequate to reveal the mode structure

of these laseers. The two laser beams were displaced slightly so

that they can be seen simultaneously on the TV screen. The moni-

tor was first calibrated (relatively) using a beam splitting ar-

rangement to simulate the two beams from a single laser. After

calibration, the two laser beam were then displayed on the TV

screen. Their positions which represent their frequencies (or

wavelengths) can then be compared on the TV screen. By adjusting

the laser temperatures and the injection currents, the

wavelengths of the two lasers could be brought together. Injec-

tion locking of the two lasers were attempted. However, we could
%-

not positively confirm even a short term locking because we did

not have at hand the necessary monitor equipment. A longer term

locking, say only a few minutes, was not expected because the

current and temperature were not automatically controlled. How-

ever, during the experiments, the changing of the laser mode due

to the temperature and injection change was observed. The laser
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mode shifted slightly before jumping rather quickly to another

mode when the current was changed. The temperature could change

the the position of the lasr mode gradually over a much larger

range before jumping to the next mode. Therefore by changing the

temperature and the injection current, the wavelengths of the two

lasers were brought together. The laser mode changing due to

optical feedback and interaction between the two lasers were also

studied. Two optical isolators were assembled so that the opti-

cal feedback from the second laser to the first was eliminated.

This is an important step toward injection locking of two lasers.

IV RECOMENDATIONS

The modulation techniques demonstrated during my 1983

USAF-SCEEE summer research program offer many possible practical

applications particularly for multi-channel and two-way short

distance communications. Since the communication channels can

operate essentially independently, analog and digital information

initiated and received at different locations can simultaneously

be transmitted through an optical fiber using an FDM system em-

ploying this modulation technique. Since the baseband informa-

tion is modulated on the laser beam directly and the (sub)carrier

is added secarately, very high carrier frequency is possiblc and

not limited by the laser. Also separated lasers are used for

each channel, the Intermodulation due to non-linearity of the

laser modulation characteristics is less important. Even though

the Injection-locking of two or more lasers offers the potential

of operating the carrier frequency to several tens of GHz, the

.9 46-11
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simpler modulator using a SWAOM with a carrier to several GHz

is sufficient for most applications. The operating characteris-

tics of an FDM system using the new modulation technique, such

as, cross-talk, intermodulation, SNR, etc. can all be learned at

lower frequencies.

I proposed to study the FDM system for optical fiber com-

munication using the new modulation technique operating at car-

rier frequencies near 1 GHz. Several analog and digital channels

will be operating simultaneously so that their transmission

characteristics can be studied. I intend to submit a proposal

for the RISE program which replaces the Mini-grant this year. If

time and funds permit, I intend to continue some of the experi-

ments for injection-locking of two lasers.

I
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SOFTWARE FAULT-TOLERANCE/DIAGNOSTICS FOR SINGLE-USER SYSTEMS

by

Gregory W. Jones

ABSTRACT

The rapidly increasing use of microcomputer systems by isolated,

relatively inexperienced Air Force personnel puts a severe strain on

software. Programs must be designed to handle routine errors without

user intervention and to give maximum support to the user when errors

occur that can't be handled automatically. Failure to do this causes

frustration, resentment, error and even rejection of the software.

This report covers the basic concepts underlying fault-tolerance

in software and diagnostics for users, as well as describing the

general techniques for implementing them. The report then focuses on

detailed, specific techniques for supporting the goals of error

-avoidance, -handling and -investigation. Hardware considerations are

basically ignored.

The Air Force has contracted for an Instructional Support System,

modeled on the current Advanced Instructional System. This software

will be widely used by non-experts in remote locations, and the report

describes current and projected diagnostic needs for the AIS and ISS.

Suggestions are made for specific changes and additions to ISS, as well

as for additional research in the general area of fault-tolerance and

diagnostics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The failure cf a computer system to perform as expected can be

caused by hardware or software faults or by mistakes of the user.

These failures are manifested in lost or corrupted data, wasted time

and effort and incorrect results. The secondary effects are frustra-

tion, anger and distrust of the system. Since the user's feelings

about a computer system play an unexpectedly large role in the decision

to utilize it after its installation, the perception that it is unreli-

able can cause an expensive and useful system to be an unused ornament

and a waste of money.

These problems are compounded when a relatively inexperienced user

in a location remote from any expert help is given use of a modern

microcomputer system. These systems are generally capable of perform-

ing an astounding variety of nomplex operations. However, their com-

plexity leaves them open to serious mistakes, which possibility hangs

like a threatening cloud over the head of the user. Having little

experience, he or she reacts to any failure as if it were a disaster,

even when it can be easily corrected. There is no one to help and they

fear that any effort to fix things up could lead to worse damage.

In this situation, the user could be helped by a nu.-ber of common

resources. They are, in order of usefulness: expert advice, good

operating manuals, descriptions by the system itself of what has

gone wrong, and subsidiary software to allow investigation of the cur-

rent state of affairs. Given today's shortage of trained personnel,

expert advice is often unavailable; it may be automated, though it

rarely is, in expensive software "expert" systems. Manuals are often

automated in the form of "help" packages; in fact, these are one of the

hallmarks of well-designed software. Error messages, dumps, debuggers,

etc. represent the last two resources, but it is difficult for an

inexperienced person to use them effectively.

The Instructional Support System being developed by McDonnell

Douglas and AFHRL/ID is a very complex piece of software which will

eventually be available to the Air Force, Navy and Army. It can be

used for training purposes wherever needed by personnel with a minimum
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of experience in computing. ISS is based on an existing system, AIS,

which has been used for years, but has always had available experts to

handle problems. It is foreseen that ISS will suffer from decreased

utility and acceptance unless additional efforts are made to provide

inexperienced users with sufficient diagnostic aids to support them.

II. OBJECTIVES

The objective of this research was to provide strategies for

supporting user management of failures of ISS.

The specific goals were to:

1) Analyze the operational history of AIS and the design of

ISS with regard to failure and failure management;

2) Investigate the general principles of fault-tolerance

and diagnostics in the light of the needs of ISS; and

3) Develop a set of suggested procedures for diagnostics

for ISS.

III. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS OF FAULT-TOLERANCE AND DIAGNOSTICS

There are three levels of response to the possibility of failure

in computing systems. The first is termed "fault- intolerance" and

represents the well-known effort to ensure that hardware be so depend-

able and software so well-designed that failure simply does not occur.

It is appropriate that this should be the first line of defense, and

that perfecting design should be always in the mind of the designer.

But perfection requires a great deal of talent and a huge expenditure

of resources; realistically, designers must be aware of the possibility

of failure in their systems, and must provide for that possibility.

The second level of response is "fault-tolerance". It represents

design which attempts to deal automatically with faults that may origi-

nate in the hardware, software or operation of the system. Examples of

this are: retry when an I/O operation is in error; alternate routes to

avoid "divide by zero"; and "end of file" conditions.

The third level is that of diagnostics. It provides the same kind

of failure management that fault-tolerance does, but under user

control. These three techniques form a spectrum in terms of user-
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friendliness, cost, value and necessity. It is up to the system

designer to determine where on the spectrum his software should sit.

The decision usually balances reliability and ease of use against cost.

Occasionally a designer, through :'ghtlessness or laziness, decides

not to provide even the bare minimum of diagnostics. 1

In terms of software, accepted terminology distinguishes

between a fault, which represents incorrect design (a bug), an error,

which is the manifestation of the fault within the program, and a

failure, which is the irrevocable action taken by the software which

affects the user. Fault-tolerance comprises the set of techniques

used to automatically correct errors and avoid failures, while diag-

nostics aid the user in managing failure after the fact. The goals of4,12,14I
fault-tolerance/diagnostics are:

to detect errors quickly and perhaps categorize them;

to confine the effect of errors so as to minimize damage;

to correct the error in a way invisible to the user;

to restore the system to a consistent state when correction is

impossible;

to make a permanent record of errors, their effects and correction.

Detection of errors is vital to localization and elimination of faults,

but the latter is an activity of the designer, not the user.

IV. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR FAULT-TOLERANCE/DIAGNOSTICS

Specific techniques promoting the above goals will be covered in

section V. It is hard to find any overall structure in the details,

perhaps inevitably so, since the problem is serious, forcing designers

to use any tool that comes to hand. On the other hand, the prin-

ciples of software engineering demand a coordinated, methodical

approach to the design of programs. So it is desirable to impose some

general organization on the specific techniques. Two are possible.

The first is obtained by dividing the methods into backward and

forward procedures. Backward procedures rely on the detection of an
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error and the ability to back up to a consistent past state and either

retry the same path or choose an alternate path which will avoid the

fault. Backward procedures have the advantage of being general; that

is, they can be implemented in the form of software tools, applicable

in a wide variety of situations with little customizing. This allows

for great savings in time and effort on the part of the software

designer. The disadvantage of backward techniques is their lack of

intelligence. They fail to solve problems that could be solved by
11,14

thoughtful consideration of specific details

In the other category, forward procedures involve steps specific

to the particular circumstances. They cost more, but are more effi-

cient in the long run. However, the additional design complexity

required by forward techniques may outweigh the long-term savings

unless the software will be very widely used. Forward procedures

should generally be the second choice of the designer.

The second organization of specific techniques is based on their

different general approaches. Of course these are rather crude

umbrellas, but they do point out similarities in techniques which are

used in widely varying circumstances. In the following section, these

groupings will be referred to by the single-letter codes used here:

R -- Reduncancy

D -- Double-checking

L -- Localization

S -- Restoration

A -- Analysis

C -- Reconfiguration

There are other, very complicated techniques used for multiprogrammed

or timeshare systems, where backward procedures are much more diffi-

cult to implement. Since most microcomputers are single-user systems,

this question will be ignored here.

Redundancy techniques refer to those which provide spare parts:

duplicate hardware components, alternate software modules, multiple
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copies of data, etc. Double-checking procedures require extreme

caution in making decisions. Some examples of double-checking are

handshaking routines, special privilege requirements and parity.

Localization is the design method which groups processes and data

and isolates the groups from each other. This has the purpose of

avoiding unintentional interference and confining damage. Restoration

is a combination of backup and procedures to correct damaged data.

Analysis techniques attempt to examine data, software and hardware

logically and locate errors. Finally, reconfiguration is used to

return the system to a known (and perhaps restricted) state.

Software designers are typically practical and optimistic. This

creates a willingness to accept "anything that works" and a belief

that there are no faults in the product. Consequently, formal design

techniques are not usually palatable to software designers, particu-

larly those which have failt-tolerance/diagnostics as their goal. The

lack of methodology in software design has long been recognized as

a significant part of the "software crisis", but failure management

techniques, when they appear at all, are usually ad hoc and not
6

adequately tested. Anybody who has tried to cope with error mess-

ages in a typical program has a feeling for the quality of work that
3,11,12

designers put into diagnostics.

Stuctured, modular programming promotes localization, and all

standard design techniques (modular & top-down, data flow, Jackson,

etc.) promote fault-intolerance. Consequently, some such technique

should always be used. . If it is justice that the punishment fit the

crime, then designers who fail to use a design methodology or to

consider fault-tolerance/diagnostics should be imprisoned together and

condemned to 10 years of using each other's software.

V. DETAILED TECHNIQUES FOR FAULT-TOLERANCE/DIAGNOSTICS

The methods outlined here are organized into categories, essential

and recommended and sophisticated. Since the introduction of fault-

tolerance and diagnostic capabilities requires considerable expenditure

of time and effort, the designer must balance cost against value.
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There is, however, a minimum capability which should be provided in all

cases. This is represented by the essential category here. Throughout

this section specific techniques are tagged with the letter code of the

"umbrella" under which they fit (see Section IV).

ESSENTIAL

12

Documentation (A) - It is necessary to provide planned, well-

written information which includes all operating procedures, examples

of input and output for actual use of the procedures, structure of all

data, defaults, assumptions and restrictions. A famous computer

scientist has suggested one way to improve reliability is to decrease

user optimism, so that performance is in line with expectations.

While this seems somewhat cynical, documentation should give reason-

able estimates of system performance. Documentation, in common with

the other analytic techniques, is forward.

Consultation (A) - This of course amplifies the function filled

by documentation and provides expert guidance based on experience in

the search for the cause of failure.

Duplication (D) - There should be a provision for creating

duplicates of data (backup files) and of software. Hardware dupli-

cates are more expensive, but might sometimes be worthwhile.

File Access (A) - Users should be able to determine the presence,

creation date and time of update of update of files, as well as to

transfer files from one medium to another. Believe it or not, there

are packages provided by respectable companies that do not permit this.
1,4,8,11,12 (C) - The user should be able to suspend orRestart()-Thusrsolbealtossndr

abort execution of a package, as well as restart it with a new disk

image loaded into main memory or reboot the entire computing system.

All these gradations of action should be available. While restart

usually involves significant losses, it does return the system to a

predictable state. Separate reset should also be available for peri-

pheral devices like printers and terminals. Restart techniques do not

generally reset files, but other techniques for this purpose will be

discussed later. This is obviously a backward and general procedure.
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8

Startup diagnostics (A) - Programs, often ROM resident to protect

them from failure, can be used to test the integrity hardware, software

and data. A well designed program will depend at any point only on

those capabilities which have already be verified by the program.

Screen feedback (A) - Software should never be designed to allow

the user to spend more than 5 seconds looking at a static screen after

specifying some action. During long procedures a blinking figure will

reassure the user, while a line visibly growing toward a termination

point will give greater information. It is advisable that the I/O

filtering routine be set to respond to a control character (like the

^T in VAX VMS) to determine asynchronously to the executing procedure

whether the CPU is still responding to the terminal and whether the

executing procedure is halted.

RECOMMENDED

3,11
Low coupling and high cohesion (L) - Accepted standards of

structured, modular programming promote the grouping of code and data

which is closely related into a module (high cohesion) with a minimum

of interaction between modules (low coupling). This has the effect of

containing errors and making detection of errors and location of the

underlying fault easier. If communication between modules is restrict-

ed to carefully designed interfaces, there is decreased likelihood of

unwanted side effects (the kind produced by using global storage like

FORTRAN Common), thus containing errors.

Generalized error procedures5 '7 ''12' 14 (L) - It is desirable to

separate error detection, which is carried out in applications modules,

from error handling, which should be carried out by general purpose

handling routines. Communication of the detected error should be by

means of a set of integer error codes that has a well-designed struc-

ture. The handler can decide whether to fix the error and return to

the signaling module or exit to a higher level in an attempt to backup.

It may be that the applications module itself will transmit this deci-

sion to the handler, rather than allowing it to make the decision. One

advantage is that the handling routines can be table-driven software
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7, -

tools, thus lowering cost. Another is that testing of handling proce-

dures, always a great challenge, can be facilitated by this uniform

treatment. ,10, 12, 14

Verification (A,S) - Values should be checked upon receipt

or creation and when returning to them after an absence. This means

that all input data (whether from a peripheral device or as parameters

in a procedure invocation) and all calculated data should be checked

for reasonableness before being acted upon. The error handler can

either request retransmission or recalculation of the data or, where

this is impossible, replace the data by some default value if this will

not compromise the correct working of the system. Modules should also

verify the correctness of internal data structures which were created

earlier as the first step when the module is invoked again.1,41

Retry and voting CR) - It is sometimes profitable in the case

of bad input to attempt the same action again. It is possible in the

case of multiple attempts to utilize the data which resulted most

often. Vital systems may sometimes benefit from parallel execution of

identical processes, proceding only when they agree.12,141
Backup and checkpoints (S) - In the case that no correction

of an error is possible, the error handler may decide to back out of

the current situation till a point is reached from which the program

can safely procede. Backing out may require the undoing of any changes

in the values of variables that occurred after the safe point. This

can be facilitated by creating checkpoints at which the values of var-

iables are stored so that they can be easily restored when backing up.

Handshaking (D) - This is a technique which requires that all

communication of information be a two-way process. In other words, it

is not sufficient to tell somebody something, you must be sure he or

she heard what was said. Handshaking tends to insure that decisions

made on the basis of incomplete information and mistaken identification

are avoided. In computing systems, this may involve the reverse

transmission of data ("Did you really say to delete all files?"), the

comparison of the key stored in a record which has be found via a table

with the original key sought or the avoidance of "ELSE" cases in CASE

structures.
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8,10
Error messages and logs (A) - The systen must provide clear,

accurate error messages in the case of faults which can't Le handled

automatically. These should provide sufficient information to allow

the user to correct whatever error may have occurred. High quality

error messages are another hallmark of a well-designed system. Still,

it would be a mistake to inform the user of the errors that were auto-

matically dealt with, thus causing an interruption in the flow of

information on the screen. It is important to have a record of

these events, so as to be able to isolate and eliminate faults. For

this reason, a disk file is used to log the time, place, results and,

if possible, cause of each error. This log can be examined periodi-

cally for diagnostic purposes.

Help facilities (A) - These represent the automation of documenta-

tion. A well designed help package will aid the user in determining

the correct procedure to follow at any point. Different help menus

should be available at different points in the program, so that the

user is only burdened with the information which is currently

applicable. This technique can be expanded by addition of intelligence

to the package, thus turning it into an expert system.

Standard file methods (S,D) - One of the standard diagnostic

techniques for files is the use of checksums, cyclic reduncancy checks

and parity to aid in the detection of errors. Most hardware implements

one of these methods in its circuitry. Fault-tolerance is often ob-

tained by the use of grandparent, parent, child file versions together

with a separate audit file which documents the changes made since the

time when the backup file was current. The backup files can be created

by the user at times that seem appropriate, or can be created automat-

ically by the system. The latter method has historically been

detrimental to system throughput, since backups are created more often.13
Differential files and careful replacement (L,D) - These are

somewhat similar techniques involving the avoidance of inplace replace-

ment until it is deemed safe. Careful replacement is often used in

database management systems, where it delays the recording of changes

in a record until all changes are present and verified. Differential

4
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files involve marking of records in a file as "not current", but

writing the updated record to another file. These are merged into a

single updated file when it is safe to do so.
13

Salvation programs (S) - These programs are used when a file

has been corrupted and needs to be restored to a consistent state

suitable for further use. They generally allow the user to automat-

ically or manually follow the structure of the file, determining the

data stored and possibly altering it or reinitializing it. It may be

necessary to flag all records which have been altered so as to

broadcast to future processors that they are suspect. Such "data

editors" are generally designed so as to be able to trace the

structure of the file in terms of logical records and linked lists,

where these are used. A well-designed salvation program can be used

as a software tool.

Cross-connection (A,R) - It is desirable, when economically

feasible, to provide the possibility of cross-connecting different

components so as to diagnose failures in hardware or software. This

may be done by, say, replacing a suspect terminal by another one

located at the same place, or by use of remote components via

telephone or other data communication lines. Ideally, it is possible

to use a remote computer to test each individual hardware component of

the failing system, as well as the software and data stored on it.

These diagnostic tests should involve heavy use of the various compo-

nents and comparison of results with the known behavior of a correct

system.

SOPHISTICATED

Layered design (L) - The use of layered design, in

which each level sees the next one down as a virtual machine, is

common in large software packages, including ISS. As regards fault-

tolerance and diagnostics, the designer must be careful to remember

that the interfaces between modules at the same level are standard

communication interfaces, but between modules in different levels they

are abstraction interfaces. Error-handling at a lower level should be

4
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completely transparent to modules at higher levels. When lower-level

modules are ignorant of the implications of an error, they must pass

it to the upper-level invoking routine as an exception. The invoker

in turn may cancel the operation (possibly including the transmission

of a reset message to the lower level) or call on a standard error-

handling routine for help. The errors most correctable at any level

are those which involve parameters passed to or from a lower level and

the corruption of data structures local to this level.6,10,11
Standby software (R,S,C) - When an error is detected, one

way of handling it is to obtain the desired results using a differ-

ent method. The new method should be orthogonal (that is, totally dis-

tinct from) the previous method. In the case of further error, another

way of obtaining results may be tried. Good design techniques should

be used to avoid increasing the complexity of the system. The general

trend should be to use the sophisticated but efficient method first,

then procede toward the simple-minded and brutal. These alternate

modules, the main and standby software, can be grouped into a "recovery

block", a kind of "IF it works THEN send results to invoker ELSE IF

the first alternate works THEN send out those results ELSE IF... ELSE

punt* structure. Checkpoints must be established so as to reprovide

the initial data each time a retry is made.
1

Soft failure (C) - It may sometimes be appropriate to handle an

error by shrinking the system to an essential core. This has the

effect of avoiding those processes which have been found to be

faulty, but still carrying out the most important duties of the

system. Future expert analysis may be necessary to restore the system

to full function, or it may be that when operating on new data, the

system can return to full capacity.

Statistics (A) - Information about the efficiency of a running

system, CPU time and frequency of calls to routines, can locate faults

which do not result in outright failure, but still impair function

because of repeated but tolerated faults. While statistical analysis

capabilities usually accompany larger systems at the time of purchase,

these functions have to be specifically designed for micro systems.
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2,3,9

Tracing and debugging (A) - Tracing is the process of

allowing the user to know the order in which elements of the software

are executed. For diagnostic purposes, it is good to allo. the user

to specify the granularity of the trace: first, nodule by r.odule, then

whet, tLc tar:ct rnodulc is identified, structure by structurc, and

finally source linc by 3ource line. Tracing can involve a great deal

of overhead cost, so it should be possible to cut it out until it i-.

requested. The use of trace traps triggered by the call interrupt

handler or for each instruction may cut down the overhead. At the

module level, trace overhead may amount to no more than 11%, and in

this case it may be worthwhile to constantly trace the software,

putting the output into a disk file in case of a failure. It is

important to provide actual module names, source line text, etc. in

order to make the trace meaningful. Debuggers are general tools vhich

provide the trace capability and additionally give the user access to

the values of variables at each moment. They also allow the user to

control execution in real time. Debuggers should be chosen so as to

provide data in an appropriate format, which may even include the

ability to define special formats to represent complex data structures.5,7,9,1i4

Language capabilities (A) - In choosing the source

language for software, it is possible to make the implerjentation of

some of the above techniques easier. Where possible, a source lang-

uage should include: ESCAPE (go immediately to error handler and don't

come back), NOTIFY (go to error handler but return here afterwards),

SIGNAL (let error handler decide what to do), ENDED (what to do in

end-of-file type situations) and the ability to pass the identity of

the error handler to be used by an invoked procedure as a parameter to

that procedure. The compiler for the language should provide the hooks

and symbol table information necessary to implement traces at the

module, structure and statement levels, names of modules or structures,

text of source code for the traces and variable names and types for the

debugger. 
6 8 1

Time-out protection (D) - When entering a procedure that has

the capability of looping indefinitely, it may be wise to schedule an
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asynchronous interrupt after a given amount of time unless the proce-

dure has been exited. 41,7,14~

Self-identifying structures (D) - This technique associates

with each internal data structure a key or name, much like the primary

key or ID found in file records. It is useful for procedures wandering

lost in core, enabling them to avoid making updates in the wrong place.

This is particularly important in the case of pointers and descriptors.

In this form, self-identifying structures represent an extension of

handshaking techniques. It is possible to store, along with the key,

a set of codes to indicate which procedures are authorized to alter

the structure. This makes it easier for the procedure to determine

whether it is in the right place. Self-identifying structures are just

as useful in the case of a user who is using a debugger to run through

main memory in address order.

Recovery stacks**** (S) - These data structures are used to store

the information required by recovery blocks for retry by standby soft-

ware modules. Certain specialty languages have recovery blocks as a

syntactic element, while the compilers provide for the automatic

creation of recovery stacks.

VI. THE AIS AND ISS ENVIRONMENTS

AIS has been used for 10 years in one form or another. It has

undergone continuous debugging, so that it is relatively fault-

intolerant. However, it has never really escaped from the development

environment; that is, it has not achieved true status as a distributed

product. Instead, it remains a one-of-a-kind package subject to

constant tinkering. In its design it benefits from good verification

checks, a good help package and good modular structure. The overall

design structure has little logic, making study of the system somewhat

overwhelming. The greatest number of failures seem to occur because

of alteration of the operating system on the CYBER 73-16 on which it

runs. These modifications have done an end run around the failure

management resources of the operating system in many cases. The major

failures of the system involve structure corruption (traceable to the
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operating system modifications), terminal hanging and bad reaction to

control characters (traceable to lack of tailoring of the software-

hardware interface), buffer overflow (a design fault) and the ability

of naive users to bring the system down (again, the operating system

modifications).

The vast majority of ISS is the result o. a mechanical transla-

tion of AIS, which is written in CAMIL, into Ada. For this reason,

ISS suffers from the same lack of overall design as AIS, and suffers

further from the fact that the Ada code, having been created automat-

ically, is not always comprehensible. Add to this the fact that

internal documentation of AIS is sparse and that the translation

effort does not include documentacion, and the re:ult is a pLckaqc t!w.t

will be very difficult to work with if it is to be modified.

If ISS is distributed for extensive use throughout the armed

services, as is currently anticipated, then it will be used by inex-

perienced people in remote locations. They will certainly have great

need of help in failure management. There will also be pressure to

provide versions of ISS to run on equipment which has already been

acquired for some other purpose and may not be very well adapted to

ISS. The current paucity of documentation and apparent insufficiency

of error messages will be frustrating to users. The problems AIS has

had due to operating system modification, however, should not propagate

into these small ISS installations so long as the current decision is

kept, not to install ISS except where there is a full Ada support

environment.

Current plans are to continue to involve McDonnell Douglas person-

nel as expert consultants in order to provide the bulk of failure

management. This in turn will tend to keep the software shackled to

the development environment, so that it will still be in a constant

state of flux. Installation and control of the software is supposed

to be in the hands of a separate entity, but this will be difficult if

the users are in constant communication with the developers.
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VII. SUGGESTIONS

The Air Force should pay to have NcDonnell Douglas provide a con-

siderably expanded documentation for the ISS 3ystem, one that will pro-

vide some structure to the system as a whole. Then ISS should be taken

out of the development environment so for as distribution, installa-

tion, failure management and update are concerned. Careful coitrol of

the systems on which ISS is installed r:ust be used to insure that there

is no tendency to try to run it on hardware that can't support it ade-

quately.

ISS distributed materials should include:

a trouble-shooting manual

instructions on how to use the Ada debugger in the ISS context

a good salvation program for files

a file and disk directory structure verifier

an automated file backup procedure

an automatic error logging system.

The hardware should provide:

automatic I/O retry

trace traps

time-out checking

freedom from unwanted control-code interaction

separate access to components for remote diagnostic programs

reset and screen feedback capabilities

RON-based startup diagnostics

Checksum, parity or CEC capabilities.

The software should be augmented to include:

an expanded help package

better error messages

screen feedback

trace capabilities.
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There should be a separate ISS facility to handle consultation, remote

diagnostics, distribution, installation and update.

Under no circumstances should ISS be installed in systems that require

operating system modification to make the package run, or whose

operating system is inadequate.

In the case that a major modification of ISS is undertaken, this

should additionally provide for the use of a layered design with

general error-handling routines, recovery block structure, careful

replacement and statistics.

There should also be continued research for the purpose of further

clarifying the general principles of fault-tolerance/diagnostics, pro-

viding a sound method for weighing cost versus worth in failure manage-

ment, development of a design methodology for failure management,

creation of templates for promotion of failure management in modular

programming and evaluation of the prerequisites in the host environ-

ment for failure management.

1I
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A THERMAL EVALUATION OF THE "LSSI" LIQUID-COOLED

SYSTEM: AN ENGINEERING PERSPECTIVE

by

Amir Karimi

ABSTRACT

The thermal performance of each component of the "LSSI" (Life

Support Systems, Inc.) liquid-cooled system has been investigated.

The cooling system consists of a vest-hood arrangement, a heat

exchanger unit, and a control display unit (housing a pump and a

temperature control valve). This study covers the evaluation of

the freezing time of the ice cartridge, determination of the

thermal efficiencies of the vest and heat exchanger units, and

evaluation of thermal gains of the working fluid from the environ-

ment. Comments are also made on the reliability of the control

display unit components.

This study suggests that the vest, in its present configuration, is

not satisfactory to meet demands of the groundcrew personnel.

Several recommendations are offered to improve the present

system. Additionally, it is suggested that further investigation

be conducted to improve the vest and the heat exchange unit.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

To provide the USAF groundcrew personnel protection against chemical

warfare agents, they must be placed in a completely impermeable envi-

ronment. It is more effective and less costly to encapsulate one man

(micro-environment)than to encapsulate the entire operational environ-

ment (macro-environment). For this purpose, in the event of chemical

warfare, groundcrew personnel are expected to perform their combat

duty wearing chemical defense attire.

While the recent design improvements have increased the chemical

resistance of the chemical defense (CD) clothing, it has also placed

additional thermal stress on the groundcrew personnel. Results show

that the insulation and impermeable material used in the construction

of the CD ensemble severely limit the body's evaporation/heat

dissipation.

To alleviate the thermal stress, three (3) methods of heat removal

have been suggested: a) evaporative cooling by circulating a flow

of ambient air close to the body;

b) convective cooling by circulating a flow

of conditioned air close to the body; and

c) conductive cooling by circulating a cold

liquid through a vest placed in contact

with the body.
1,2

The studies have shown that of the three (3) methods of cooling,
the liquid cooling (conductive) is superior. In this method, the

heat absorbed from the body must be stored in a "heat sink".

There are a number of heat sinks available which can be used with a

liquid-cooled system. For example, a small refrigeration unit,

operating from a vehicle power or an aircraft power source, can be

used to cool the working fluid circulating in the system. The use

of ice packs as heat sinks provides a novel "portable" cooling system
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that can be used by groundcrew personnel who must move freely to per-

form their combat duties.

In general, the portable-cooling systems consist of a vest, a pump

and a heat exchanger unit (HEU). The working fluid is pumped through

the vest and removes heat from the body. The warm liquid then enters

the heat exchanger unit where it comes into indirect contact with the

ice (The warm liquid may be circulated through a bladder in contact

with an ice cartridge or it may be passed through a tubing coil that

is in contact with melting ice.).

II. OBJECTIVES:

In recent years the efforts of investigators in the U.S. Air Force

and the Royal Air Force have been concentrated on evaluating the

effect of cooling of humans by three (3) available portable cooling

systems. These included the cooling system designed and manufactured

by the Engineering Physics Department of the Royal Aircraft Estab-

lishment (RAE) in Farnborough, Hampshire; ILC Dover; and Life

Support Systems, Inc. (LSSI), Mountain View, California. The

majority of the studies conducted on these systems have dealt with

the physiological effects of cooling on humans.

Scientists at the Defense and Civil Institute of Environmental

Medicine (DCIEM) in Canada have rejected the use of the ILC cooling

system as a viable source of cooling3 since "the unit could not be

configured to work beneath the outer layers of clothing necessary

for [man's] protection, next to the skin." In addition, the ILC

ice cartridges cannot be recharged without removing the CD over-

garment.
4

Currently the USAF is in the process of reevaluating the LSSI liquid-

cooled system, for design improvements. The objective of the present

study is to conduct an engineering thermal evaluation of the LSSI
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liquid-cooled system. In the present effort, no attempt was made to

redesign the entire system, nor have we completed the thermal evalua-

tion of the system in depth. Because of time limitations and the

experimental equipment available to us at the time, we tried to keep

our methods of evaluation as simple as possible. We left the

detailed and complicated experiments and the task of evaluating the

effectiveness of the alternate designs for future studies. In order

to accomplish our objectives, the study was divided into the follow-

ing tasks:

(1) evaluation of the cooling capacity of the LSSI system;

(2) evaluation of the freezing time of the ice cartridges;

(3) determination of the thermal efficiencies of the vest and the

heat exchanger unit (HEU);

(4) conent on the reliability of the components (pump, tempera-

ture control valve) in the control display unit (CDU);

(5) evaluation of the thermal gains of the working fluid from the

environment; and

(6) reconmendations and suggestions for further studies.

III. A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE LSSI LIQUID-COOLED SYSTB11

This is a closed-loop system consisting of three (3) main units:

heat source (the vest and hood); heat sink (heat exchanger unit); and

the control display unit. The cooling system is shown in detail in
5Fig. 1

The vest consists of two layers of "flexitherm" heat exchanger panels

which have been heat-sealed to form a 36 m channel network through

which the working fluid circulates. The outer layer of the vest is

covered by 0.5 cm of insulated quilted nylon5'6 . The vest covers
2

approximately 0.209 m of the body. A hood, made of the heat

exchanger channels, is also attached to the vest. The hood covers

approximately 0.056 m of the heat surface.
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Fig. I. The basic components of the complete system are the Control.

Display Unit (4), Heat Exchanger Unit (6), Power Supply (rechargeable)
(7), The Garment (Headliner, vest, or heat-vest) (1 & 2), the Suspen-

sion System (belt or suspension vest) (3), and Cooling Cartridge (5).

Each heat exchanger unit contains a one-quart cartridge filled with

a solution of 5%(by weight) Isopropyl alcohol and 95% (by weight)

water. The frozen cartridge provides a heat sink which renoves the

heat (from the working fluid) stored in the vest. The cartridge's

outer surface is in contact with a flexible heat exchanger bladder

through which the working fluid flows.

The control display unit houses a pump which circulates the coolant

fluid from a distensible reservoir through the vest. The coolant

operating pressure (through the vest) is in the range 0.07-0.1 MPa
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(10-15 psig). A magnetic clutch in the CDU disengages the pump when

the operation pressure across the vest exceeds the 15 psig limit.

This ceases the flow of coolant fluid into the vest.

A temperature-control valve is incorporated into the CDU to control

the supply temperature of the vest. The valve, in theory, should

regulate the amount of working fluid that passes through the HEU.

The remaining portion of the flow bypasses the HEU. Therefore, when

the valve is in the full open position, it provides the lowest possi-

ble temperature into the vest.

The system is powered by a 6-volt rechargeable battery. It provides

two (2) hours of continuous operational power. Twelve (12) hours

are required to fully recharge the battery.

The coolant fluid recommended by the manufacturer is a solution of

20% propylene glycol/80% water. A schematic description of the

system's operation is sketched in Fig. 2.

TEMP. CONTROL VALVE

HElW
VEST

Fig. 2. A SCHEMATIC DESCRIPTION OF THE LSSI LIQUID-COOLED
SYSTEM
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IV. COOLING CAPACITY OF THE SYSTEM,

The cooling capacity of the system is determined by the amount of ice

present in the heat exchanger unit. Each cartridge in the HEU con-

tains approximately 1.05 kg of an isopropyl/water solution. When

frozen and subcooled to a temperature (for illustration purposes) of

0
-15 C, it has a potential of absorbing 484 kJ of heat if the tempera-

ture of the melt is to reach 250 C.

Heat can be added to the cartridge in three (3) modes (See Fig. 3).

(1) To increase the temperature of the ice from -150 C to the

melting point (-20 C), 29kJ of heat are needed.

(2) The ice can absorb 341 kJ of heat (heat of fusion) to complete

the melting process.

(3) Finally, 115 kJ can be added to the melt to increase the

temperature from the melting point to 300 C.

In practice, however, the cartridge will probably absorb 30 kJ of

heat from the environment during the charging of the heat exchanger

unit. Furthermore, when the entire ice in the cartridge is melted,

the cooling system will not operate efficiently. Therefore, for

all practical purposes each cartridge will provide 340 kJ of cooling.

phase change

HEAT

Fig. 3. A TYPICAL PHASE DIAGRAM
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A C T I V I T Y RANGE OF HEAT OUTPUT, W

1. Sedentary - Asleep, lying, 82 - 117

relaxed, sitting at rest

2. Light Activity - writing, 126 - 161

drafting, rapid typing

3. Light Work - slow walking, 205 - 352

ironing

4. Medium to Heavy Work - swimming, 440 - 703

cycling (10-12 mph), digging

climbing stairs

5. Very Heavy Work - wrestling, •879 -1407

running (8 mph)

TABLE 1. TYPICAL HEAT OUTPUT OF HUMAN ADULTS6 - Typical

heat output for young, healthy males of 150-lb. weight,

according to their activities.

Considering that the groundcrew personnel perform duties that fall

in the range of medium to heavy work,the system (with 2 HEU) will

provide between 16 and 26 minutes of cooling. This determination is

based on the assumption that the heat gained from the environment is

minimal and, furthermore, that the system is highly efficient,

allowing removal of all metabolically-generated heat. In practice,

we find that the present system cannot remove heat at this rate.

V. TIME REQUIREMENT FOR FREEZING THE ICE CARTRIDGE:

The time required to fully freeze the ice cartridge (dimensions:

17.2 x 11.4 x 5.7 cm or 6-3/4 x 4-1/2 x 2-1/4 in.) creates a logis-

tic problem in support and maintenance of the liquid-cooled system.
3Terrian and Nunneley have suggested that nine hours, at a temperature

of -23° C, is required to freeze an ice cartridge.
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When a liquid-filled cartridge is placed in a sub-freezing environ-

ment, a layer of ice will form on the inner surface of the ice

cartridge. The temperature gradient between the liquid and the

environment results in heat flow from the liquid towards the sub-

freezing environment.

The removal of the latent heat of solidification, at the liquid-ice

interface, is equal to the heat transferred to the environment if

we consider the heat capacities of the container wall and the ice to

be negligible and further assume the liquid to be at freezing temp-

erature. The removal of latent heat results in the formation of con-

tinuous new layers of ice. This process proceeds inward until the

entire cartridge is solidified.

A simple one-dimensional steady state heat flow model through compo-

site walls can be employed to approximate the freezing time of an

ice cartridge. A layer of ice formed against the wall of a container

is shown in Fig. 4. The temperature distribution in the wall and

through the ice layer is also illustrated in Fig. 4.

d

wall TO

liquid

s 0

T ice

Fig. 4. TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN AN ICE-FORMATION

PROCESS
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If only the two (2) largest surface areas of the cartridge are

introduced to subfreezing environment (insulating the other four

surfaces)the freezing problem reduces to a one-dimensional heat flow

problem.

To simplify the analysis further, let's assume that the outer sur-

face of the cartridge is maintained at a constant temperature, Ts p

and the liquid is at freezing temperature.

It can be shown that the time, t, required to form a layer of ice

of thickness, , is represented by":

khi k 21
(To T s

where:

= the density of ice

hif = the latent heat of fusion

k. = the thermal conductivity of the ice1

k c the thermal conductivity of the container wallc

T = the freezing point temperature0

T = the surface temperature of the cartridges

d = the wall thickness of the container

The characteristics of the ice cartridge (wall thickness, thermal

conductivity), with (T - T s ) as the parameter, was used to illus-
trate the time/ice thickness relationship of Equation (I). The

results are presented in Fig. 5.

The physical properties of the ice are considered to be uniform

throughout the ice layer.
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ice thickness, in.

Fig. 5. TIMIE -ICE THICKNESS RELATIONSHIr NAONE-DIMENSIONAL
FREEZING PROCESS [Equation MI
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For a given temperature gradient (T - T s), Fig. 5 displays a sharp

increase in freezing time with an increase in ice thickness.

Therefore, the use of thinner ice cartridges in the liquid-cooled

system will reduce the logistic problems of freezing time. To

achieve this result, either the HEU must be redesigned or a number

of thin cartridges can be combined to accommodate the present HEU

configurations.

VI. THERMAL EVALUATION OF THE VEST

Procedure: A large cylindrical tank was used as a heat source for

thermal evaluation of the vest. The vest was placed around the tank

and both the tank and the suit were thermally insulated from the

environment. The surface of the tank was maintained at a uniform

temperature by circulating warm water (27 - 400 C) at a relatively

high flow rate (6 I/min). Mean surface temperature was measured

by means of three thermisters placed on various locations on the

tank. To ensure adequate mixing, water was supplied through the

bottom and outleted at the top of the tank.

A closed-loop system was used to supply the vest with liquid

coolant. The system included the vest, a pump and the heat exchanger

unit. A valve and a flow meter were placed in the loop to regulate

the flow. Two thermisters were used to measure the inlet and the

outlet temperatures of the coolant.

From the first law of thermodynamics for open systems, the rate of

heat removal by the vest was calculated, using the relation:

dT (2)
p out -in p dt

where

S= the rate of heat removal

= mass flow rate

48-14
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c = specific heat of the coolantp

Tin' T o = inlet and outlet temperatures, respectivelyTnTout

m - mass of coolant within the vest

dT/dt = variation of average temperature with time

Results: For various coolant flow rates, the observed values for

the rate of heat removal are plotted in Fig. 6 against the tempera-

ture gradient, (Ts -T), where Y and Ts are the average coolant and

surface temperatures, respectively. The results indicate that the

rate of heat removal on these coordinates is virtually independent

of the coolant flow rate. They also suggest a linear dependence of

the heat removal rate, q, on the temperature gradient (Ts -). The

maximum rate of heat removal (116 W) by the vest corresponds to an

average coolant temperature of 220 C and a surface temperature of

40.40 C.

Fig. 7 exhibits the behavior of the observed data on q - (T s-T in)

coordinates. Again it indicates that the rate of heat removal is

independent of the coolant flow rate. In order to improve the rate

of heat removal of the vest, Fig. 7 suggests either increasing T
s

or decreasing Tin. There are, however, limitations imposed on

these two temperatures in practical situations.

The minimum possible operational temprature for T. is the meltingin
temperature of ice in the HEU. (This corresponds to a temperature

0
of -2 C if direct mixing of the coolant fluid and the ice occurs

in the HEU.) In the present configuration, the inlet temperature for

the "LSSI" vest is always much greater than this value. Harrison
7and Belyavin have argued that in human subjects when the skin

temperature drops below 30°C, the blood vessels contract, reducing

the blood circulation, and hence reducing the rate of heat removal

from the body's core. Thus, to maximize the coolant effect, the skin

temperature should be maintained in the range of 30-37° r In
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general, the skin temperature is influenced by both the coolant tem-

perature and the rate of metabolic heat generated inside the body.

In this work, we did not attempt to determine the relationship which

might exist among the above factors. This task has been left to

future studies.

It may be concluded from the above discussion that it is unlikely

that the present system operates at a temperature gradient (Ts - T),

over 250 C. Hence, Fig. 6 suggests that the vest (without the hood)

is capable of removing only up to 170 Watts of generated body heat.

To improve the rate of heat removal, the area of contact between the'

tubing in the vest and the skin, must be increased.

VII. THERMAL EVALUATION OF THE HEU:

Procedure: A closed-loop system, shown in Fig. 8, was designed to

evaluate the efficiency of the heat exchanger unit.

The system includes one heat exchanger unit, the control display,

p,, ower

supply

,/ //
7/..".-I/he a ting

/ element

/ ISU /
/ /

HEU

Fig. 8. SCHEMATIC DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM USED IN

THE THERMAL EVALUATION OF THE HEU
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and a heat source unit.* The heat source unit consisted of a small,

cylindrical container, into which an electrically-heated element

was inserted. The entire heat source unit was thermally insulated

from the environment. Two thermisters, located near the inlet and

outlet of the HEU, provided the measure for the average temperature

of the working fluid. The fluid was circulated through the system

by the pump, located in the CDU (control display unit).

Our experimental system limited the HSU heat input to a maximum of

200 W. This input is insufficient to effectively evaluate the

thermal efficiency of two heat exchanger units. Therefore, our

evaluation of the system was based on a single HEU.

An energy balance on the closed system determined the rate of heat

removal in the HEU. The following relation was used to evaluate the

rate of heat removal:

dT (3)•n •qHEU = HSU - p dp

where

HEU = the rate of heat removal by HEU

HSU = the rate of heat input in the HSU (heat source unit)

m = the mass within the system

c = specific heatp

dT/dt variation of the average temperature with time

Results: The observed rates of h'at removal, HEU for a single

heat exchanger unit, as a function of time, with heat input HSU

as parameters are plotted in Fig. 9. This figure indicates that

a cooling system with a single heat exchanger unit can completely re-

move the heat gain in the vest if this gain is below 100 Watts.

• The heat source unit was designed by Mr. Chen and constructed at

The School of Aerospace :edicine/Brooks Air Force Base.

s
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For values above 100 W, only partial removal is possible. This

results in an increase in the average temperature of the coolant

fluid and thus reduces the heat absorbed in the vest.

One problem that hinders the performance of the heat exchanger unit

is the melting process in the ice cartridge. As the melting process

proceeds, a liquid forms between the ice and the cartridge wall.

Because of the low thermal conductivity, the melted ice acts as

thermal resistance to heat transfer. Therefore, for a constant in-

let temperature, the rate of heat removal in the HEU decreases with

time.

A simple heat conduction solution, such as that obtained for the

freezing process (see Section V), does not provide an accurate means

for evaluating the heat transfer rate. In this case, such factors

as natural convection between the liquid-solid interface and the

degree of agitation become important considerations. Therefore,

further studies must address themselves to such problems.
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VIII. EVALUATION OF THE THERMAL GAINS OF THE WORKING FLUID FROM

THE ENVIRONMENT

Assuming that chemical defense attire are perfect insulators, the

coolant within the vest should have no thermal gains from the envi-

ronment. We therefore attempted to evaluate the thermal gains

through those components of the system exposed to the environment.

The components tested included the HEU (excluding the ice cartridge),

the CDU, and tubing and connectors exposed to the atmosphere.

These items were arranged to form a closed-loop system. The pump

in the HEU circulated the working fluid throughout the system.

Two models were tested. In one model the components were exposed

to the atmosphere; in the other, they were enclosed by a special

covering that prevents penetration of chemical agents into the sys-

tem. Both models were placed in thermal heat chambers.

The thermal gains of the working fluid in both models were calcu-

lated using the relation:

Sm c dT (4)P d3t

where

m = the mass of liquid within the system

c p aspecific heat of the working fluid

dT/dt = the variation of liquid temperature with time

The results are presented in Fig. 10 on q - (Tamb - T liq) coordi-

nates, where Tamb and Tliq denote the environmental and the liquid

temperatures respectively.

The data for the older model is presented with open symbols and

that for the new system is shown with solid symbols. Fig. 10 ex-

hibits no evidence to indicate that one model is superior to the

other. It does indicate, however, that the thermal gains are in-

fluenced by the relative humidity of the environment. In fact,
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during the experiments condensation on the tubing and connectors

was observed when the relative humidity in the thermal chamber ex-

ceeded 90%. The heat released by condensation would be absorbed by

the working fluid. Although the thermal gains from the environment

decrease the thermal capacity of the cooling system by less than

5%, the insulation of the exposed compoents (particularly the

connectors) would be an improvement.

IX. RELIABILITY OF THE CDU COMPONENTS

During the course of our experiments, the following observations

were made:

Pump: When the operating pressure within the vest exceeds the limit

of 15 psig (due to kinks or bends in the tubing), the magnetic clutch

provided in the CDU disengages and causes the pump to terminate the

circulation of the coolant. This causes a logistics problem because

there is no warning to the user that coolant circulation has ceased,

other than the sensation of increased heat.

Temperature Control Valve: Two models were tested by placing a flow

meter between the CDU and HEU. In the older model the flow indica-

tor dial which regulates the flow into the HEU had a 1200 range bet-

ween the fully closed and fully open position. (0 referring to

fully closed and 1200 referring to fully open position) Between

00 and 650, we did not observe any flow into the HEU. At 950, the

maximum flow position had already been reached. In short, the range

of control was actually about 300 of rotation on the valve.

The indicator on the newer model, which was a modification of the

above, displayed a range of 650 (rather than 1200) between the fully

closed and fully open positions. By turning the flow indicator dial,

the flow meter indicated either no flow or maximum flow, with no

intermediate flow. Therefore, the valve on these units should be

modified to allow the user to regulate the temperature.

Battery: After two hours of operation, the coolant flow rate dropped
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by 14%, indicating a decrease in power output by the battery.

X. RECOMMENDATIONS

The results of this study suggest two sets of recommendations be

pursued. The first deals with design improvements of the existing

LSSI system and the second requires further investigation prior to

implementation of the system.

1. Design improvements of the present LSSI unit -

a. Thinner ice cartridges to reduce the freezing time. This

requires design modification of the HEU.

b. A warning system to be incorporated into the CDU to alert the

user to failure of the system supplying coolant to the vest.

c. The temperature control valve to be replaced with one that

provides the user a wider range of control.

d. The exposed tubing and connectors to be insulated, thereby

reducing environmental thermal gains by the working fluid.

e. A single strap securing the vest, to be replaced by multiple

straps, thus providing a snugger fit of the vest.

2. Further investigation is suggested in the following areas -

a. We have shown that the vest in the present configuration can-

not provide adequate cooling in the range of medium to heavy

work (Table 1). Therefore, further investigation in this

area is necessary.

It has been established that the liquid condition cooling is

more effective in the proximity of large blood vessels (neck

and head). 4'7 To identify such areas, it is suggested that

cooling liquid units be placed at various locations on the

body. It could then be determined which areas provide the

greatest rate of heat removal.

Further studies should be made to determine the effect of the

following on the cooling rates:inlet temperature, skin
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temperature and surface areas of the vest in direct contact with

the skin.

b. We suggested that the efficiency of the HEU for heat removal

decreases with time because of the melting process occurring

in the ice cartridge. Further studies should be conducted to

establish the relationship that might exist among the following

parameters: the rate of heat removal, inlet temperature, degree

of agitation, time and amount of ice remaining in the ice

cartridge.

By following the above recommendations it should be possible to

implement compatible improvements in the vest and the HEU, thereby

creating an optimal working system. It should be reiterated that

the heat absorbed in the vest must be completely dissipated in the

HEU to ensure an ideal system.
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A STA I STII CAL I.THOt)I) FOR T111: SR I AL.

':I',\R I SON 01' V' 'CTOR CAR)I)I 1 (; ,'

tWv

Jerome t1. Kcat in,

AB STRACT'

In the absence of clinical standards to dctect noria1 chanes in

cardiograms, statistical procedures are proposed ais an alternative.

These procedures are al preceded by a dimcnsion reducing orthonormal

transformation of the original digitized cardiogram into a lower dimen-

sional feature space. in feature space, multivariate test criteria are

given for the detection of changes in covariance matrices or mean vectors

of the cardiograms. The flexibility is provided to compare the cardio-

grams of the same individual pairwise or simultaneouslv. In addit ion,

a peripheral test of independence of beats within a cardiogram is given.

Some pertinent remarks are also made about controlling the overall level

of significance and its impact on the application of these techniques

to cardiograms of USAF pilots.
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I. Introduction

For the last decade the School of Aerospace 'ledicine (SAM) ;t

Brooks AFB has been involved with programs for the aitomated processing

of vector cardiograms (VC(,'s). Recently the School licis Laken an interest

in the serial comparison of VCG's. In this effort, cardiologists hope

to develop an automated process which would detect serial chanpos in

cardiograms (i.e., is there a significant clinical (liffUrence between

the initial and current cardiogram of an incdividiuil ,ilot?). From Tolan

(1982) it is clear that cardiologists have great difficulty in nluanti-

fying clinical standards for serial changes in cardiograms. Thus, the

use of statistical methods for detection of serial changes is an alto(r-

native approach in the absence of clinical standards.

In the statistical sonse, a serial change in two cardiograms --11

be present if there is a statistically significant difference in the

individual covariance matrices or subsequently the F-Lean vectors of the

respective cardiograms. The statistical tests of hypotheses for

equality of covariance matrices and mean vectors presented in this

paper are based on certain intrinsic assumptions, which should be

listed for those wishing to use this approach.

1) Rate compensation of cardiograms to a common dimension

does not distort or lose pertinent statistical information.

2) The distribution of a single beat from a cardioqram has an

approximate multivariate normal distribution.

3) Consecutive beats within a cardiogram mav be effectively

treated as a random sample.

4
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Violation of assumption 2 can be tested statistically by methods

given in Malkovich and Affifi (1973). Since the population of interest

in this study consists of 40,000 almost exclusively very healthy USAF

pilots, the practical observations of Day and Ferrildge (1967) seem

appropriate. They note that in medical applications variables are

often aiproximately normally distributed in control patients but

definitely skew in the abnormal group. Although this note does not

imply that the detection of nonnormality in a variable is cause for

clinical oncern it does support some belief that the population of

cardiograms of healthy pilots will reasonably approximate a multivariate

normal distribution. A test for multivariate normality is not conducted

on each sample but the robustness of all subsequent tests to nonnormality

is addressed for completeness.

Violation of assumption 3 can also be tested statistically and is

given in section IV. There is no statistical significance test for the

violation of assumption 1. However, there is medical evidence that

both the duration of the QRS complex and the locus of the QRS complex

are heart rate invariant. These results are established by Simoons

and Hugenholtz (1975) and Rataharju et al (1973). Thus the resolution

of the digitizations of all cardiograms to the same dimension is

crucial and reasonable in this multivariate approach.

In section Ill some practical issues are given for any method

which uses the Karhunen-Lotve expansion (or principal components) as

a method of dimension reduction. The test for homogeneity of covariance

matrices is given in section V and the conditional test of equality of
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mean vectors, given that homokeneity is present, is presented in section

VI. Finally the computation of exact critical values of W~ilks' A dis-

tribution is given in section VII due to unusual levels of significance,

small sample size and large dimension. Recommendations for further

studies in the analysis of cardiograms are given in section VIII.

I[. Objectives

The objectives of this paper are the presentations of exact statiS-

ica1 tests for three multivariate hypotheses. The three tests are:

1) a test of independence of rate compensated heartbeats -ithin

a record;

2) a test of equality of covariance matrices from two different

cardiograms;

3) a conditional test of equality of mean vectors from two

different cardioiranis given that homogeneity of covari 2ce

matrices is present.

The aspects of power and robustness to nonnormalitv of the tests in

2) and 3) are investigated.

1I1. The Karhunen-Lo6ve Expansion as a Technique

in Dimension Reduction of VCG's

The process of applying the Karhunen-Lodve exp. ,sion as a method

of dimension reduction in VCG's/ECG's has been a recurring topic in

the literature in recent years. Young and Huggins (1963), Womble et al

(1976, 1977), Tolan et al (1981), Hlsu et al (1981) and Tolan (1982)

have all applied the Karhunen-Lo~ve expansion in the presence of an
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estimated training set covariance matrix, S. Since S is the basis

from which the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 2 are estimated, it

is crucial for n, the sample size to be sufficiently large so that

the asymptotic properties of S are applicable. Thus the following

question naturally arises. How 1. ge must n be for the asymptotics

of S to hold? The answer to this question is predicated on which

asymptotic property is being met.

Suppose X. - N (u, Y) are independent for i = 1, ... ,n. N (iX)-i p -p -

denotes a p-dimensional random vector having a multivariate normal

distribution with mean vector, p, and covariance matrix, T. the

maximum likelihood estimator (mle) of Z is S where

n n
nS= Z (X. X)(X i -X)' and X= X. /n. (1)

i'=l 1 -- i=l

It is well-known (see Anderson (1958)) that nS - W (Z, n-i), where
p

W (E, n-l) denotes the distribution of a random p x p matrix having
P

a p-dimensional Wishart distribution with covariance matrix, F, and

degrees of freedom, n -1.

In most advanced textbooks on Multivariate Analysis (e.g.,

Srivastava and Khatri 1979) one can find the following distributional

result that
p

Insl - III i u. (2)
i=l 1

where the u. 's are independently distributed X2 random variables with
1

degrees of freedom n- i. Since the ui 's are independent then it follows

that

E(InSI) = JY 7 E(u.) = L i (n- i).
i=l i=l
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Taking logarithms ind rearranging; terrms vields

P P

, Ie( s{ )!! 1 - -p (p41)/2n.
il j~l

Equ ivalent ly,

E(ISI) , exp(-Ip (p+l)/2n). (3)

Using this inequality, the .5* (in ,xpectat ion) le ,ins to aT)i)roach

when n >>p(p+1)/2. Thits result iF Ls'1sible beCClWe p(p+l)/2 is

precisely the IIIMber o- unknown taramot C-s in the Covar ilne matrix

itsel f.

For the purposes of thbi VCG study, the dim'n sion p is on the

order of 750. Thus from (3) it follows that

n > > 750(751)/2 = 281,625. (4)

For the IS to be approximately 95/" of Yi requires that

n - 20(281,625) = 5,632,000. (5)

From the size of the numbers in (4) and (5) it seems absurd to assume

that this asymptotic property will hold for the covariance matrix of

the training set based on 10,000 VCG's. Notice that in this case

E(jSj) - HE.exp(-28.1625) = 5.9 10- 1 3 ' . (6)

These results are no doubt related to the entropy maximizing property

(see Keating et al (1983)) of the KG and thev reveal that the estimated

KL may be in tremendous violation of this property. However, the K.

transformation matrix, ., derived from an estimated covariance matrix,

S, is still orthonormal (i.e., i< I but 1 I ).
r

Some preiminarv siru lation rtdies conducted by Dr. James T. Rileyv

indicate that the mean sotiared error minimization .ropertv of the 1I.
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may in fact be valid for significantly smaller values of n than those

given in (4) and (5). Thus all asymptotic properties do not require

numerical values as large as (4) and (5).

The previous remarks highlight the importance of accurate estima-

tion of V when n is not sufficiently large. In a recent lecture (see

Lin and Perlman 1983), Perlman presented results on comparison of

estimators of F. In this lecture he heavily referenced the Seattle

Lectures (1982) and Reitz Lectures (1975) for which we have been unable

to find published proceedings.

It is well-known that the sample covariance matrix, S, can be

extremely sensitive to atypical observations (outliers). Atypical

observations from multivariate data sets can be treated through robust

M-estimators of the mean vectors and covariance matrices. From

Campbell (1980) the robust estimators of the mean vectors and covariance

matrices are as follows:

n n n n1
w = w.wiaX - X)'/( w. - 1), (7)
ii =1 i=l i=l 1

where wi = q(d)/d. and d. 2 (X. - X)' S (X. _-). 4 can be any one

of a set of bounded influence functions (see, Hamnel 1.974) whose argu-

ment is based on the Mahalanobis distance of the i th observation. X

and S in (7) are found iteratively.

Huber (1964) and Hampel (1973) have given very popular and prac-

tically useful forms for the influence function. Maronna (1976) has

established the results on the existence and uniqueness of M-estimators

of the covariance matrix in addition to the properties of consistency

and asymptotic normality. Hiber (1977) gives a thorough discussion of
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robust covar iance est imn)t ion, flt k-es t int ol' can ;I! so be used in t le

sense of robustnesS to n1on' ,rma I it v by f- irst t r;Itl:IOrr inV the Mk It i-

variate data to achi eve .mIpr(. imatL' t svTnet rv (see C( ,'1Iide.4ik;ii P )77)

and then applving, the robust -, st i nItor Dr(o editre

The estimated KI. trawnsf,,n;it ion matrix, hosi4ed on S or S, still

satisfies the property of ort bonormal itv. In diiension redtction it

seems reasonable to expect more of a d imension rcduc ,iin t ransformat ion

than just the property of ort onornialitv even ill the est imated case.

Recent works on the topic of dilensioll reduction are tiven in Krishnaiab

and Kanal (1982).

In the subsequent tests for serial chanses, under an orthonormal

transformation, there are three statistical tests to perform, one each

for independence, hiomogeneitv of covariances and equality of mean vectors

given that homogeneity is present. Let -i, 'I and n be the levels of

significance of the respective tests. The overall level of signifi-

cance, o, can be bounded by Bonferroni's ine.ualitv (see e.g. .Johnson

and Wichern (1982)).

P[all null hypotheses are true] > 1 - (a1 + a, + a 3) (8)

Actually in this case a tighter bound can be obtained for a than

a < ctI + a 2 + a3 since the test for homogeneity of covariance matrices

and the test for equality of mean vectors (given that covariance matrices

are equal) are actually independent (see Anderson 195S). Thus

t a I+ a2 where a2 = I - (2 02( -a )

Tolan (1982) warns that for the purposes of clinical practice one

should maintain a relatively small value of a(i.e., a = .001). He

explains that the USAF has 40,000 pilots (a population which is extremely
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healthy) and at an x level of .05, 2,000 aviators would be cited for

false positive serial changes. Since catherization is a distinct possi-

bility for an individtlial cited for serial cardiogram change, the cardi-

ologist would become skeptical of repeatedly performing an unnecessary

and somewhat dangerous test. Moreover, if the pilot is falsely diagnosed

as having a serial change his career can be adversely effected until the

discrepancy is resolved.

In the sections that follow a test for homogeneitv of two covariance

matrices and subsequently for k covariance matrices is given. The first

test allows the clinician to compare the covariance matrices from two

different cardiograms (e.g., the first and the last) w-hereas the second

test of homogeneity allows one to compare the current '.G to all previous

cardiograms. It is apparent from Tolan (1982) that the flexibilitv to

perform either test is desirable from the clinician's viewpoint. Like-

wise, the capability is provided to test the equality of two means

vectors given that homogeneity of covariance matrices is present.

Differences in mean vectors would also be indicative of serial change.

This test is also extended to test the equality of k mean vectors in

light of Tolan's (1982) remarks.

IV. Independence

Consider the consecutive beats X, ... , 2n to be the digitizations

of the first 2n beits taken from a single VCG record. If the data pass

a hypotheses test for independence then the recordings of consecutive

beats can be treated as a random sample. However, it has been suggested

that since the recorded beats are recorded consecutively a time dependence
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will exist between consecut ive heats and X I ... 2n W i I not Ierm in

independent set of random vectors.

Assume that X. -N (ti, Y), for i - 1 ...... 2n. Inur h i, ll

- 1 p -

hypotheses, HO , X] ..... .... X are independent wherea;s i:d(r he aIt rAa-

tive, H1 , they are dependent. Since the tests for i ndtDt-indciice irvove

an estimate S of I, which can be guaranteed to be Tnsini.l ,u 1 r il- p > p,

the test of the null hypotheses in p dimensional not tern spat- would

require approximately 13 minutes of cardiogram inItorma-ttiot st to be

able to run the test. Consequently, an orthone rmal dinusi ,n redoction

technique is employed. L.et T be an r - p tr:insftlrrat iotn ;it ,ix suich

that TT = I but T'T t 1 . This generalization away fr,,m the Kirhnen -r p

Lodve transformation is in keeping with the findings of section 111.

However, all the results presented here will he applic i0l e to th' !-,J,

expansion as a special case.

Consider the vectors Y. = TX. for i = 1,... 2n. (learlv, it- -1

follows Y. - N (T, T Y T'). Under H0 Xi and X ,ire indlpendent for- r - 0- -i

i j. Consequent ly

Cov(Y i , Y.) = T F[(X i - )(X" - t)']T' T Cov(X., X.j)T' =0. (9)

Hence the independence of .X1 ..... 2n implies the independence of

Y1 ..... ' -2n" Since it is impractical to conduct the test of indepen-

dence on the p-dimensional Xi 's, we shall conduct the test on the r-

dimensional Y,'s.
-1

In the ordering of the beats of the cardiogram it is anticipated

that the greatest dependency with Y, will come from Y andY-' -i -I i1

Thus, separate Y .... -? into two sets. Z n nd

49-12
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healthy) and at an x level of .05, 2,000 aviators would be cited for

false positive serial changes. Since catherization is a distinct possi-

bility for an individual cited for serial cardiogram change, the cardi-

ologist would become skeptical of repeatedly performing, an unnecessa-ry

and somewhat dangerous test. Moreover, if the pilot is falsely diagnosed

as having a serial change his career can be adversely effected until the

discrepancy is resolved.

In the sections that follow a test for homogeneitv of two covariance

matrices and subsequently for k covariance matrices is given. The first

test allows the clinician to compare the covariance matrices from two

different cardiograms (e.g., the first and the last) whereas the second

test of homogeneity allows one to compare the current VCG to all previous

cardiograms. It is apparent from Tolan (1982) that the flexibility to

perform either test is desirable from the clinician's viewpoint. Like-

wise, the capability is provided to test the equality of two means

vectors given that homogeneity of covariance matrices is present.

Differences in mean vectors would also be indicative of serial change.

This test is also extended to test the equality of k mean vectors in

light of Tolan's (1982) remarks.

IV. Independence

Consider the consecutive beats XIl .... ,2n to be the digitizations

of the first 2n beats taken from a single VCG record. If the data pass

a hypotheses test for independence then the recordings of consecutive

beats can be treated as a random sample. However, it has been suggested

that since the recorded beats are recorded consecutively a time dependence
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will exist between consectivt le heIts 'Ind _ I . 2n will i1,t form 510

independent set ot randmll vectors.

Assume that X. N (p, X) , for i 1.. . tu'dor the mi I-1 p -

hypotheses, HO, X . X ire Wi~nepcnen' when; lltr tie :I ttrn'l-

tive, H1, they ;ire dependent. Since the teists for ilnde-pendl, enc'e ilivolve

an estimate S of ', which can be guaranteed to he nonsingillr i!i > T),

the test of the nul hypotheses in ) dimensionia I It teril space woolI

require approximately 13 mimtes of cardiogram intorm: tinii just to be

able to run the test. Consequentiy, an orthonormal imension reduction

technique is employed, let T be an r p trans format ion matrix such

that TT = I but VT T l This generalization away from the Karhiiunen-
rp

Lo~ve transformation is in keeping with the findings of section II.

However, all the results presented here will le applici, lle to thie KI.

expansion as a special case.

Consider the vectors Y. = TX. for i = I ,... 2n. Clearl\, it

follows Y. N (T, T Y T'). Under 1i X. and X. are independent forr -r I) -i -. ]

i J .. Consequently

Cov(Y i, Y.) T E(X i) (X. -i 'IT' = T Cov(X., X.)T' =0. (9)

Hence the independence of X, . X.. X2  impli es the independence of

Y1 . . 2n" Since it is impractical to conduct the test of indepen-
-l alI-2netonter

dence on the p-dimensional X. 's, we shall conduct the test on the r-

dimensional Y.'s.
-1

In the ordering of the heats of the cardiogram it is anticipated

that the greatest dependency with Y. will come from Y ;nid Y

(1) Z( l ) ad
Thus, separate Y1 .. Y. Y into two sets. Z 1  n and
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z( 2 ) z (2) where Z = Y and 2(2) for. .. -n -i - i-1 -i = -2i r i = 1. .. n

Once again independence of Xl .... X2n implies indupendence of the

ZM s. Now, a test can be employed to see if -1), .... (.) are
(2) . (2).independent from X(2)....z n

-l .. .- n

The likelihood ratio test (see Anderson 1958) for testing the
independence of the Z ) 's and Z(2) ' s is such that

-i -J

2/n = IAl /(Al11KIA 221), ('0)

where (1)

A = (u. - u)(u- - 01 
1  1. (

i=i - A 21 A 221 1 [Zi2

Under the truth of the null hypothesis

2/nA2/ - A(r,n-l-r, r) (11)

where A(p,m,n) represents Wiiks lambda distribution with dimension

p and degrees of freedom m and n (see Mardia et al 1979). Thus for

small values of X 2/n , reject the null hypothesis that Z( ) ... Z(I )
-1 -n

are independent from Z 2) , n if

IAI/(IAII].IA 221) < A (r, n-l-r, r) (12)

where A (p,m,n) is the 100O% Doint of Wilks' lambda distribution. The

distribution in (11) was originally derived by Hoteling (1936) and

Girschick (1939). A discussion of computation of the percertage points

in (12) is given in section VII. Unfortunately the well-known

asymptotic approximations to the distribution in (11) are not applicable

for our purposes because of small values of n-l-r, large values of r

and extreme values of rt.
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Rejection in (12) does imply that X 1  X are not i ndependent.

However, acceptance of the null does not incessari i i mplV thle indepn-

dence of X1...... X This is an al sivOry aspct of this test but if

the ZM Is are independent of the Z)'s this is :i pitty ,o,,,)d indication
-1 -J

of independence.

Pil lai and Hsu (1979) have compared four mult ivariite t(.ts

independence on the basis of robust ness to noniiornial it v . '[hev co, Ilade

that slight nonnormalitv does not effect Wilks' criterion serionu<'.

However, their numerical work is only complete tor r = 2. DIVis (1 98{0)

delineates the effect of deviations from nOrma litv on Wiilks' criterion.

The effects of nonnormal ty may be specified in terms Of >hirdia's

(1970) measures of multivariate skewness and kurtosis and an additional

skewness measure, whose effect seems to be nepli vible. He notes th at

increases in kurtosis tend to lower the true a-level, whereas increases

in skewness tend to raise it. However, hin only supplics numerical

results for the case r = 2. Unfortunately, there is basically no

literature on the case of large r.

A second aspect of the tests of independence deals with segmenting

the signal in the P wave, (RS complex and T wave. Keating (1982) showed

that forming the KL transformation matrix from the individual covariance

matrices 2, 2 and >3 of the P wave, ORS complex and T wave,
11' 22 33

respectively, was meaningful if and only if the overall covariance

structure is of the form

VII 0 0

Io -22 0 (13)

0 0
L 3 3
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Fortunately there exists a test of such a structured covariance

matrix. The test given here can be generalized from 3 to m blocks

(see Anderson 1958). Suppose that X 1 ... X N (w,).) are indepen-

dent. Under the null hypothesis, HO: = ) and the likelihood ratio

test statistic is given by

2/n 3

/ = IA I I IAii (14)
i=l

F 11 A12 A13

where A = nS and A A 21 A22 A23 Anderson (1958) shows

A 31 A32 A33

2/n 3 i I
that A 7 i where the X 's are independent beta

i=2 =pIl

random variables with parameters (n-pi- )/2 and P/ 2 where

+ ... + pi-i and E,. and A.. are p, x p, matrices.

This distribution can be found directly from the work of Mathai

(1971a) and Nandi (1980) and is explained in greater detail in section

VII. Fortunately, in this case, n is quite large relative to p so that

an intermediate approximation to the distribution of w = X2/n by Box

(1949) is suitable. Box's expansion yields

Pr{-a Zn W < w }= 2 (w) + 2- (w) - X2(w) + O(a - ) (15)fa 2 f + 4f II

where Xf(w) is the cdf of a chisquare random variable with f degrees of

3 3
freedom where f = [p(p+l) - pi an-3/2- (p3 _ p )/6f

i_ i=l1

and yp2 = (p4 p 4 )/48 - 5f/48 - (p3 _ p )/144f. Narain (1950)
i=l 1 i=l

has shown that X 2/n is strictly unbiased.
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V. Homogeneitv of Covar iance mat ri(e,;

In keeping with the thoughts of Section I we shall detect a serial

change in two cardiograms if ) I Y2"' Hlence,test the null hypothesis

H10 : F= 2 versus the alternative H , I 112 All tests will he
0 2 1 2'

carried out in the r-dimen sional Space (known in pat t cti recognition

studies as feature space) as opposed to the p-dimensional space of the

observed cardiogram (known as pattern space).

Let Yt" - Nr(pi, M.) be a random sample of size n . for each

i = 1,2 and j = , ... , n . . Moreover, suppose that the two samples

are independent. It then follows directly that niS i = Ai - Wr (Ei, n i - 1)

and are independent for i = 1, 2. S. is the mle of Zi and
] 1

min(n 1 - 1, n2 - 1) >, r. Since A. .2 - W (I, n-i) are independent
1~ 2 1 r

for i = 1,2 then under the truth of H0 it follows that

1Al / 1IAI+A 21 - A(r, n1 -1, n 2 -]), (16)

(see Mardia et al 1979). Thus if lAI; / JA1 + A2 1 is very small or

very large we would reject l Hence, we accept H 0 if

Aa / 2 (r,n l- l,n2-1) < A1I / A1 +A 2 1 < A,-1 /2 (r,nl-l,n 2 -1) (17)

and we reject H otherwise. This straightforward test of homogeneity
0

of covariance matrices is known as Wilks' criterion. The issue of

determining the exact critical values of the test of homogeneity of

covariance matrices depends upon percentage points of Wilks' A- distri-

bution.

The test in (17) was chosen over the modified likelihood ratio

(mlr) test (see Anderson (1958)) on three basic reasons: robustness

to nonnormality, simplicity of calculation of critical values and power.
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The mlr test statistic is given as

= rwl r w 2  w w
B2  (w1  )(w2  )IAJ A2

w / A1 + (18)

where w= v./V, vi = n.i - I and v = v1 + v 2 . Thus reject H0 if

B2 < Ca (p,nln 2 ). The critical values are usually 'found through

Box's (1949) approximation.

It is well-known that (18) is extremely sensitive to changes in

Mardia's measure of kurtosis (see Mardia et a] 1979) whereas (16) is

relatively robust to slight deviations from normality according to

Davis (1980). The exact critical values (17) of Wilks' criterion can

be determined from the methods described in section VII. However, the

calculation of exact critical values of (18) are only alluded to in an

article by Nandi (1980). The calculation of exact critical values in

(18) is important since the necessary assumptions for good convergence

of Box's approximation is that each ni > 20 and r < 5. Sugiura and

Nagao (1968) give the proof that the mlr test is unbiased. Srivastava

et al (1978) also show that the power of the mir test of H: I = 2

increases if X1 increases from 1 and X decreases from 1, where1 r

X > ...'> X >0 are the distinct ordered nonzero eigenvalue of EIIr 1 2

If p = 1, (18) reduces to Bartlett's test (1937). For this simple case,

Dyer and Keating (1980) have made available con'Duter programs for the

calculation of exact critical values in the unequal sample size case.

Chu and Pillai (1979) compare six tests of homogeneity of covariance

matrices against two-sided alternatives with the finding that Roy's (1945)

largest root test is the test of choice. The numerical work of Chu and

Pillai is restricted to the case r = 2 (the bivariate normal) and is
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therefore by no means colicIusive for our Si tuatiolu turth r, in this

power study (t8) has grca test ,ower if K1 <1 and 2< I or I <1 and1 2 1

A 2 > 1 or X > I and 2 <1 subject to the con:,traint that 1 + Ao < 2.

In the case when both XAI > I and X 2 > 1, Wilks' criterion does not per-

form appreciably worse than Roy's largest root test. In the casCs when

the mlr test is preferred, Wilks' criterion does not perform unsatis-

factorily in comparison with Roy's largest root test based on the summary

of Chu and Pillai (1979). Moreover the exact nonnull distribution of

Wilks' criterion can be calculated exactly as a mixture of beta distri-

butions (see, e.g., Tretter and Walster (1975), Walster and Tretter

(1980) and Nagarsenker (1979)). These results although exact in

distribution do not readily lend themselves to simple calculation of

the power function. In general all the eigenvalues of 1 1 must be
1 2

specified in order to obtain a power calculation (i.e., the exact form

of the alternative hypothesis must be stated). Secondly, the calcula-

tion of the coefficients o. in the beta mixtures are nontrivial as they

involve the calculation of certain zonal polynomials. Unfortunately

Wilks' criterion is not generalizable to test the hypothesis

H0: Ei ... E k versus the alternative H1: i * E. for some i t j.

The mlr test is generalizable to the following form:

k rwi k ii/!A (19)

k i 1wi i = i

k
where w. = v.I/v, v, = n. -1, v = v i , Ai = n i S i and Si is the

i=1

mle of the covariance matrix of the i th sample. Nandi (1980) alludes

to a method for the calculation of the exact critical values of (19).

Chmielewski (1980) has shown that (19) is exactly robust to test
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H = ... = Ek within the class of elliptically symmetric distribu-

tions. Critical regions and powers developed under a multivariate

normal assumption automatically extend to thc largcr class. The class

of elliptically symmetric distributions coJt;iins the variance mixture

of multivariate normal laws and the symmetric stable law, as special

cases.

As an alternative to (19), the traditional approach is the use of

multivariate nonparametric tests of hypotheses. Hawkins (1981) proposes

a distribution free test of multivariate homogeneity through a modified

measure of Mahalanobis distance. Under the assumption of multivariate

normality and homogeneity of covariance matrices

T2= v (Y.-Y )'S* - (Y -Y)/n vrF(r, v-r+l)/(v-r+l). (20)

** *

Y. and S* denote the mean vector of the i th group and the pooled

covariance matrix resulting from the removal of Y. . from the sample.

2,
Denote that the T. .'s are definitely dependent. Furthermore n. will not11 1

be substantially larger than r so that the asymptotics needed for the

2V
independence of the T 's is not present. Hawkins relates that this

phenomenon is the Achilles heo4 of his approach.

Puri and Sen (1971) derive a class of rank order tests for

H0 = " Ek (not assuming that o 1 = "'"=ik) versus H 1

for some i # j. The class of rank ordered tests is derived by centering

the observations at the respective estimates of the location parameters.

The centering of the observations once again violates the assumption

of independence. The test advocated by Pur and Sen is valid when

large sample properties are considered. Since this is known not to be
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the case for our problem the nonparametric tests of hypotheses fail to

fill the void.

In the nonparametric framework, the sample covariance matrix, S,

is not considered a viable estimate due to its suscept ibil ity to

atypical observations. In Section 111, sot,me alternative estimators of

S were suggested based on M-estimators which are less ,;ensitive to

atypical observations. Furthermore, the conditions of the test of

homogeneity by Puri and Sen are quite similar to the conditions of

elliptic symmetry. It seems worthwhile, therefore, to see if the

two sets of conditions are equivalent.

A last point to note is that one can test the hypothesis that

the transformation matrix dictated by the KL basis of Z does indeed

diagonalize the covariance matrix of Y. Test If 0 = diagjfl ...,)rI

versus H1 : ij t 0 for some i * j. The likelihood ratio criterion

for testing HO, that the covariance matrix is diagonal is given by

2/n r (21)

n

where n is the sample size, V - Z (Y.- )(Y i-Y)'
i=l --

n

V kij (Yik--i)(Yjk-j) and Yij is the j th component of Y.,

for j = 1, .... , r. The exact null distribution of (21) is given by

Mathai and Saxena (1973) and the exact percentage points of (21) under

H0 are given by Mathai and Katiyar (1979). Unfortunately, for the

obtuse values of a recommended in Section III, the large values of r

and small values of n-r, the exact percentage points of (21) are not

tabled. However, Professor Mathai of McGill University has graciously

provided computer programs for the calculation of such critical values.
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This test, although valid in the statistical sense only conditional

on S, does give some mcal;ure of how close the estimated KI, comes to

diagonalizing Z.

VI. Equality of Nean Vectors

If the test of homogeneity of covariance matrices is passed then

a serial change will be detected in r-dimensional feature space if the

mean vectors differ. Thus, test H0 : IP =2 given that = Z, versus

H 1: u t *2" This test is well-known in the literature as Hotellinv's T
2

test. Let Y. N r(Wi, ') be independent random samples for i = 1,2 and

j = 1, ... , n.. Johnson and Wichern (1982) (pages 467-8', Gravbill (1976)

(page 357) and Mardia et al (1979) (page 77) all give the crit ical ruion of

this test as W > Fa;r,n 1 + 2_ r-l (22)

where F is the 100(l-a)% point of an F distributed random variable
a;m,n

with m and n degrees of freedom and W is given by
(nl+n 2 - r-lnn

1 nI+ 2 -I-)n 1 n 2  (Yl S-1 (23)r(n 1 - n n2-2)(n I+n 2 ) ( 1 2 ) S- (Y- 1  2 )

ni

where Y- = -ij /  
' 11 = nlS + n282 / (n I + n 2 - 2) and Si is the

mleofE D2 1 2Is - -
Y-1 -

) is the sample Mahalanobis distance

between the populations in feature space. Likewise A 2= (l - -22- 22

is the population Mahalanobis distance. The quantity D2 plays an

important role in classification problems, which Lachenbruch (1975)

thoroughly discusses.

Mardia (1970, 1974) has shown that the size of Hotelling's T test

is overall robust to nonnormality. In fact if nI = n2 the two sample

test is little influenced by the skewness or kurtosis of the alternative
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distribution. It is also worthwhile in this tast to dhktermiqe the power

of the test in (22). Under tie truth (if H it fol ,lows th't the di:itri-

bution becomes

(n + n - r-l)nIn 2-- -- _ D - v I.' ( 24
r(nI+n 2 )(nI +n 2) r,n + n, - r-i

where F (6) represents the noncentral F-distribution with m and n
m,n

degrees of freedom and in (24)

nln 2  (nl+n2) (25)

Thus the power, which is the probabilitv of reject ing the null

given that it is false is

P(A 2,n ,n2,a) = P(W > F. 2 r-l li)

= I - F(F "+ r, - r-I ,) (26

where F(;m,n,6) is the cdf of the noncentral F distribufion with non-

centrality parameter 6 and degrees of freedom m aind n. Po,,er is

especially sensitive to the size of 5 and the denominator dez.rees of

freedom, nl+n 2 - r-l. In fact Graybill (1976) oives a theorem that

power is

a) monotonic increasing in 6 for fixed values of nl, n.21 r and .t,

b) monotonic increasing in n1 + n 2 - r-I for fixed values of

a, r and 6

and c) monotonic decreasing in r for fixed values of ni, n,, a and 6.

Thus for the purposes of good power it is not oniy important for n and

n2 to grow large but for them to grow large relative to r, the dimen-

sionality of feature space.
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Once again Wu light of Tolan's (1982) remarks lLt Hs extend t h

theory to test H0 : I . =L~k given that = aainst

H I: iI. ji . for soe i 4 J, i,j = 1, ... , k. The likelihood ratio
-1 -1

test of this hypothesis once again leads us to 14ilku ' A, criterion.

Suppose that Y. N (pi. , ) constitutes a random samn)le trom the i th
-11 r

population of size i. for each i = I, ... , k and = 1 .... .. en

the 1 ikel ihood ratio test is derived (see Mardia et al 1979) as

2/,1 = W1/ 1nS (27)

k
where W = ) hS is the "within-groups" sum of squares and products

k

(SSP) matrix, n = in. and T nS is the total SSP matrix, derived by

regarding all the observations as if they composed a single sample.

Define the matrix

k

B - T - W ? n.(Y. - Y)(Y. - Y)' (28)
i -1i - - -

which is the "between groups" SSP matrix. It follows that W -W14 (, n-k)r

and B - W (T, k-I ) are independent so thatr

A A(r,n-k, k-l). (29)

Consequently we reject H . . . = L given that I = ... = k if

N14 , InS > A (r,n-k,k-1). (30)

Thus the determination of percentage points of Wilks' A distribution

becomes ever more important.

The robustness of Wilks' criterion to slight deviations from

normality has been documented by Davis (1980). The power of the test

is however decidedly more complicated to settle than the issue of

robustness. It is clear that under H0 or H1 W = .r (E, n-k). However,

0912r
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under HI B has a noncentral Wishart distribution with - h ,rti of

freedom, associated matrix Y and nonctnt rai itv matri ' wlt. r

k
-i - -17_ )

For a derivation of these result se Kodlit-r4i r (1972), 4e A9. 'A'1en

HI is true the distribution of B3 and hen L [11 . t / ')I B .,T de'pTnds

upon the nonzero eigeuvalues,#. ,1 q of to nolinnt ,i I it: . trix

Y-  A where q < min(r,k-1) . TMs to spoc'ilv tiht' nl! , Iist ribut 01

jW I/ W+B one must specify ...if " Howt vr il 1h, ii ,i.: I C

where there is only one group which is di ,, it IiI-- t he (,t 1,,5 r i

groups then Z 2BE 2  W(1,k--,,') where " i t I i i,,. ir :ioncnt it itv

parameter. Hart ,ind Money ( 19) 'V dri'' tv ,i -ti i ni. ni / ': -[ +

tinder these conditions anid givL' so)me, t.b I I'S ! ,eII- , I I "aii1: : it i ,ns.

For the purposes of conscrvgit inm, s;erJ i1 i,, ', w.i c f i ned t c

any statisticalv significant change in ti n 'oevir inc. ::: ! -c C or

mean vectors of cardiograms. However, in pr i c iii. i he too con-

servative. For example suppose we def ine a :;or iii c bait . e a L a atis-

tically significant difference in the mean ,tectrs cnlv. Andt'rson (! 9(,)

gives critical regions for testing the hVpoth.-is : " =

(regardless of equality of covariance matrices). iiiso n rt i 3- roblem

is known as the Behren's-Fisher problem.

VII. Critical Values of Wilks' . Distribut ion

Kshirsagar (1964) has written an article on thc r'anv ip:Iicaitions

of Wilks' A criterion. The tests of hypotheses mcnt ioned in this paner

heavily depend upon the percentage points of tin W.1ilks' . dii;tributiin.

A representation of Wilks' ., distribution that has b en exploited
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directly for the purposes of the calculation of percentage points is

n

.'(p,M,n) -- 7 U. (32)
i=l 1

where u1 , ..., Un 1re independent random variables and u has a beta

distribution with narameters (m+i-p)/2 and p/'2 for i::l . n. This

result can be found in Andterson (1958), Kshirsa:ciar ( 1972) , Mardia et al

(1979), etc.

Of course Wilks (1932) introduced the di.;sribut ion in a slightly

more complex form. He (1935) was able to state the exact null distri-

bution as a p- I fold incegral, which lie evaluated for p= 1,2, for p= 3

with n = 3,4 and 1) =4 with n = 4. Emphasis on the calculation of the

percentage points of (32) then shifted to asymptotic expansions. Bartlett

(1938) gave a chisquare approximation to -n Zn(.'A(p,m,n)) whereas Wald

and Brookner (1941) gave an asyaMptotic expans ion of the cdf of (32).

Rao (1948) extended the asiymptotic expansion of Wald and Brookner and

determined a more rapidly convergent series for the cdf of

-[m- Box's (194q) approximation, which was

given in section IV, yielded approximations to the cdf of A(p,m,n) that

were not as bounded to the asymptotic situations. Rao (1952) qave a

further approximation to the cdf of (32) as a series of beta functions.

Rao (1951) also gave the following approximation through the F-distri-

but ion

I/s

[m+n - (p+n+l)/2]s + 2x I - [A(p,mn)] F
2r [A(p,m,n)/ Is 2r,[m+n -(p+n+l)/2]+2N

(33)
2 2 2 p2

where r = np/2, = -(np- 2 )/ 4 and s = (n2 p -4 / (n + - 5) 2 .
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M4ard ia and Zemroch ( 1978) have also given all a op r-ox mat nl to t he cd

of A(p,m,n) Which involves t he F-d istrihut ion ithnejter 'ea

of freedom.

With the advent of tile corilter in Stat st istseer:!I stlt iat joh~ns;

began working on techniques tOr tite cii lcuilit ion of e xit I - it, ica I vnio.s

of A(p,m,n) through numerical methods. Kahbe ( 1962) wtual11v stairt od off

the new surge in f indiug simpler- expressions, for till- cxaict (I ihat iho~t ion

of A (p,m,n) by in verting the characterist ic !InoTIt ion1 of -2 sQ1 ( (n)',I I

and obtaining a mul tip] e in-f inite series rero t tion of It cdtF

However, this result improved Ii tt le on tleo or-iginl Ian wor o,4' I ks (1 1) IV~

in terms of numer ical compu tat ion. Consu I (1906),n i npljj thle coc n f

inverted Mell1in transforms, obtained the lis-t ribit ion of .A(p,:i, n) for a

few special Ccases. Schatzoff (1966) and lil l:ii ind (;ijlt:i (h99) toulnd

explichoit expressions of the cdf of A (p ,m ,n) 1'V OXDIrsa in

n[ '(p ,m~n k n(U.) and determining. thel con1vol st ion Of thle itndepen-

dent variables, n i-I ) However, thej r caIL n] t i0InS are- I ilnit ed to SmI I

values of 1) and even valuies ot n. Whlen both- p :iIiid a :re old tin- convo-

tion involves infinite series. Lee (1972) was, aihi to i rcuEv(nt: these

problems for odd valuies nf p ,n - 9 by reduc ingi tle iproblc 1 tao the

numerical computaition of certain iinivanriate interrai .

FollIowing Consul , se(-veralI auLItho)r S be ga psr1sTsI II c14 1, th Il dki s r it)i t ion 1

of A(p,m,n) through inverse Mel 1 in transformns. MelI lii tra1;in sforms -oin-

yen ienit ly l end tboemse 1 yes t o theit do t Lrmina t ion o f t lie. (l ist r i holt i or o t aI

prodiuct of indepenident random var iabl1es . Mait hai (10973) g i eS anl

excel11ent discuss ion of the variens techniques , whii ch are Ilsefin in

determining the d istribut ions of many miii ivairiateL de(C ision rulles. Thle
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technique of Mellin transforms ultimaitely leads to the( expresSiOn of the

pdf of A(p,m,n) ini terms of Mei jer 's (;-function. Mathaii and Saxena (1973)

and] Springor (I 979) give cxce ii ct di sculssions oil thle app 1lea tions of

Meijer's G-funct ion in Statist ics. Using the Xel I in t ranslorni teehuinue,

Mathai (1971a) aild NMthai and Rathic (1971) firSt gaVe thle pd" of

A(p,m,n) as

(m / (11,0 (mFIl) /2 - I.....(m+nl/ I

h(u) = ' P(nl+i-)' n + 1) 2-IU 1 (34)

where C of c our se repT)re sen ts Mc i ~er 's C- funlctLi onl. Nandi (1977) gaive a

simplification of (34) b%, oht a in ug a spec iail ide'il it y for 'Me ijerls

G-funct ion. This identity leads one to tihe result that the cdf oif

A (p ,m ,n) can bec epressed as ain in fin it e sum of incomplee bet a fu netions.

Mathai (1971Ib) atO I o ohaiTIed the di st ribut ion Of A(m n)in terms ofI

Psi and Riemann-7.eta functions, whereas Kahe (1971) gave a miulti ple

infinite sum representat ion for the cdf of (p,~)through thle not ions

of ordered random variables.

Tretter and Waister (1975) had previously recognized that the cdf

of A(p,m,n) can be expressed as a mixture of incomplete beta functions.

However, the Computation Of the coefficients of eaich incomplete beta

function is far from trivial. This difficuiltv led Daviis (1979) to

actually solve for the cd f through a fundamental solumtion of 1 d if feren-

tial equation related to e ljer 's C-function. Richards and Gupta (1979)

have also expressed the pdf of A(p ,m,n) throuph iniverse Mell in trains-

forms. Gupta and R~i chards (1979) obtained the d istr ibuition of

- ,(A(p~m,n)) by ident ifying the distribution as a slim of independent

gamma random variables . 'lucy fict her express thle cdf of -~ A( m
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as an in in ite sum of i'ncomplete gamma func t ions.

Matha i (197 La) and NaIId i (980) actualy I give a more ,.10rt I u it'in

to the distribution o 1 (3?) by con: .idCring the orodduct o! :tnv n1 icdpon-

dent beta variate:;. U ing Nalnd i (1lugh) thek cdf of . ,(p ,n ,n) I,.'W11S

F(u;p,mn,n) C(o  . B ((m+n-p)/2, Tpi? )I k(m+n-,)/2,nci.+i) 15)
j = o l

where B(A,g) is the beta fut io d (,,) i; the d I I It

variate evaluated i t x w it h p iter; .in; . The(- ti' -, TIL Ii I

ad,.greatly s imtfl i-, fvti the catse Vi I Uika+

n -1
Co  { H B( (m-i+p) /2, p/2) acid

i-I

B1(p/2,ip/2 + i ())
n-1 1=1

J 1=1 ((p+l)/ 2 +i(i) I t((p+l)/2,j(i)+])

where 7 denotes the snm over all sequences i, J = 11)......(n-I) fur
J

which j (i) is a nonnegative integer and j(1) + . (. . - (n-1

Thus A (p,m,n) can be calculated through (35) by determir in: II

such that F(u;p,m,n) cc. Glaser (1980) outlines a procedure, for the

construction of an interval (A , B q) containing the crit ical v, Inc

A (p,m,n) . The length of the interval decrcases nionotonical lv to 0 as

q - - so that in practice one may choose the proner numiber q of

coefficients that achieves a specified degree of accuracv. The q t-h

partial sum in (35) is ouch that

S (u) < F(u;p,m,n) < S (u) + , h ( ) (37)q q q

q

where h (u) = I (np/2+q+l , (m+n-p)/2) , i = - r. and
q U q 0 = 1

r. = Cot j B(np/2+j, (m+n-p)/2).
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Thus it follows that (35) may be used to obtain v.alues of A(p,m,n)

to any specific degree of accuracy through (37). In addition, Professor

Mathai of Mc(il Universitv has graciously provided a computer program

to calculate A (p,m,n) for integer values of m,n and p and levels of

significance, a.

VIlI. Recommendat ions

In Section TIT, doubts were raised about the use of the Karhunen-

Loive transformation based on the sample covariance matrix when large

sample properties are absent. However, the techniques described in

Sections IV - VI depend only on an orthonormal transformation matrix, T.

As a candidate for a more fitting transformation matrix, the eigen-

functions from the solution of the differential equations describing

the "dipole" effect in the heart should be considered. In this approach

the electrical dynamics of the heart actuallv assist in the selection of

an appropriate set of eigenfunctions, which in turn can be diitized

into eigenvectors. The subsequent eigenvalues and nuisance parameters

could be estimated by statistical methods.

A second avenue for new research is the application of repression

approaches to the digitized vector cardiogram in spherical coordinates.

Time series techniques could then be employed to model the subsequent

residuals.
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Apparent stress intensity factors, are r'ound f or short f at , ,,,e

cracks emanating f rom: fastener hc- eL. by I tl Arderson-Jam~,e s

backcalculation technique. Empirical formulas "or the Stress inl ensity

factor as a function of crack length are also, derived. For cra-k

lengths of 0.01 inches (0.25 mm) to 0.2 inches (1 mrm), the emnpIrical

formulas agree well withn accepted solutions of' cracks radiating frurr

holes. For cracks lengths of' less than C.01 isfe G.Z5 mm) the

accepted solutions diverge from those derived herein It s foUnd tat

the stress intensity factor is independent of the crack location and

load trans fer through the fastener. Also, she 11hcir- crack effect"

reported by other investigators was not corroboratied. Sugges tions for

follow up research to this pro. ct are offered.
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The principal cause of failure of aircraft structural components

is the fatigue growth of a microscopic crack to a critical crack size.

Most fatigue cracks originate in regions of high stress concentrations

that are caused by sudden changes in geometry or notches. The most

common stress raiser in aircraft vehicles is the fastener hole, 250,000

of which exist in a General Dynamics F-16 fighter.

The fatigue growth of flaws is a function of several variables and

is usually expressed by an empirical formula similar to:

dNdIN = C(AK)n (1)

where da/dN is the crack growth rate, C and n are material parameters,

and A K is the difference between the maximum and minimum stress inten-

sity factor (SIF). Because of the exponential nature of flaw growth, it

is important to know how the SIF changes during flaw growth in order to

predict the growth of flaws in aircraft structural components, and to

set inspection schedules and maintenance criteria. The SIF is dependent

upon several variables (crack length, loading conditions, crack

location, etc.) and is expressed in a generic form as:

K = a1' " (2)

where a is the remote stress. a is the crack length and 6 is a

correction factor for free surface effects, flaw shape and other

variables.

Because a major portion of a componentis fatigue life occurs during

the formation and growth of short cracks, considerable attention has
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been recently directed to the study of this kind of crack (1-4). These

studies suggest an irregularity in the growth of short cracks. This

anomaly is manifested as an apparent high rate of growth at the onset of

crack propagation, which is then followed by a period of decreasing

growth rate. The flaw growth rate is then seen to increase

monotonically, and thereafter normal flaw growth is observed (figure 1).

The prevailing explanations for the short crack effect (SCE) are:

1) The crack length is smaller than the associated plastic zone around

the crack tip. Thus, linear elastic fracture mechanics is not

applicable (2,3,4).

2) Crack closure causes retardation in the growth rate (1,2,4).

3) The crack length is of the same order of magnitude as the grain's

dimensions, and violates the continuum mechanics requirements (3).

Although the above studies (1-4) indicate a SCE, there is evidence

that this may be a fictitious effect. Noronha et al (5) obtained data

for cracks emanating from filled fastener holes under a 0 and 15% load

transfer across the fastener. Because the flaw that caused the failure

was fractographically traced to its origin, crack lengths of 0.001

inches (.025mm) were routinely observed. It should be noted that the

fastener holes in these specimens were not preflawed. Thus, the flaw

growth behavior in the above study represented the growth behavior of

flaws found in service. In a subsequent study using the data from

Noronha et al (5), Potter and Yee (6) showed that the flaw growth rates

from the above data were smooth and monotonic; thus exhibiting no SCE.

The goal of this project was to investigate the behavior of short

g fatigue cracks emanating from fastener holes. The objective of the
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study was attained by answering three questions:

1) How is an apparent SIF extracted from fatigue crack growth data?

2) How do the load transfer and crack location influence the apparent

SIF for short cracks?

3) Do short cracks exhibit abnormal growth behavior and what is an

explanation to the short crack effect seen by other investigators?

11,L METHQDOLOGIo

The basic crack growth data used in this study was documented by

Noronha et al (5). In the Noronha study, fatigue tests were performed

on a 7475-T7351 aluminum alloy using a random load spectrum based upon a

fighter load history. At fracture, the flaw causing the failure was

fractographically traced to its origin. Crack lengths were determined

at intervals of 400 flight hours, and the origination of the failure

flaw was recorded. From the above tests, flaws initiated from one of the

following sites: the bore hole, the chamfer corner, the radius corner,

or the mating surface (see figure 2). Potter and Yee (6) observed that

the tests showed a high degree of reproducibility, and an exponential

relationship existed between crack length and flight hours.

To answer the first question of the objective, the Anderson-James

(7) backcalculation technique was used. The principal assumption of this

technique is that the crack knows nothing of the gross specimen

boundaries. Therefore, at any given instant the flaw growth rate is

associated with an unique value of the SIF. Hence, it is necessary to

obtain the material constants C and n under the same conditions as the

fatigue tests performed on the specimens. These constants were obtained

previously by Wilkinson and Potter for a similiar aluminum alloy under

-" 50-7
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the same fighter load spectrum (8).

Since the raw data is in terms of crack length and flight hours,

the crack growth rate was found in terms of these quantities using the

ASTM seven point incremental polynomial method (9) and is denoted by

da/dF. Hereafter, the crack growth rate refers to da/dF.

With the growth rate constants C and n, and a crack growth rate

da/dF associated with individual crack lengths, the quantity A K for

each crack length was calculated by:

A og da - log (3)LK = 10 n I F 1(3

The apparent SIF (Kapp) was defined as

K = AK (4)app 1-R

where R is the load ratio Omin / amax based upon a root mean square

average of the load spectrum. For tests run under constant amplitude

loading, Kapp is equal to Kmax.

The second problem of the objective was solved by determining a

relationship between crack length and Kapp for the various cases of load

transfer and crack location. Upon examination of log-log graphs of Kapp

versus crack length (figures 3, 4, and 5), it was apparent that the

fl. following relationship existed:

Kapp  = A(a)b (5)

The constants A and b were determined by a least squares analysis. The

- above equation provided a means for comparing the effects of crack
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initiation site and load transfer on the apparent SIF.

The final question of whether short cracks grow differently than

long cracks was resolved by examining a plot of crack growth rate versus

flaw length. Normal crack growth should appear as smooth, continuous

and monotonically increasing in the above graph. The short crack

phenomena was explained by examining how studies that reported the SCE

would have handled the data by Noronha et al (5).

M RESULTS ad D/rIS SIO

Figures 3, 4, and 5 show how Kap p varies with crack depth for

specimens from three test series, WPF, XWPF, and YWPF respectively. The

WPF series were a 0% load transfer through the fastener. The '"W stands

for a Winslow Spacematic drill, the "P" for proper drill speeds, coolant

and feeds, and "F" for fighter load history. The XWPF and YWPF series

were 15% load transfer; the YWPF specimens used an improved drilling

assembly. With the exception of 9 out of 92 tests, the data for each

series (WPF, XWPF, and YWPF) fall within 10% of the mean behavior.

These figures indicate a high degree of repeatibility. With the

exception of 2 out of 11 cases of crack initiation sites, coefficients

of correlations for the fitted lines are 0.95 or higher.

To determine the influence of crack location upon the apparent SIF

solution, crack length versus apparent SIF was plotted for the various

cases of initiation sites (figure 6). While these results are for the

YWPF, tests they are typical of the results for the XWPF series. The

solid lines are empirical relations for distinct cases of crack

initiation site between crack length and Kap p calculated by a least

squares analysis. Coefficients of correlations are 0.90 or higher. The

dashed lines indicate ±5% deviations in Kapp from the empirical
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solutions for all the specimens of the YWPF series. A maximum

difference of' 9% in Kapp occurs for the cases of chamfer and radius

corner initiations. Based upon these observations one may conclude that

for short cracks (a! 0.200) the initiation site does not affect Kapp,.

The effect of load transfer through the fastener and the influence

o1 the drilling procedure is summarized in figure 7. The figure shows

that. the derived solutions of WPF, YWPF, and XWPF al) lie within 8% cf

each other for the range investigated. Thus, one may say that neither

the 15% load transfer through the fastener nor the driliing technique

affect the apparent SIF solution.

Table I tabulates the apparent SIF for each series and case of

crack initiation site as an equation of the line of best fit and the

corresponding coefficient of correlation (r). The simple power

relationship of equation 5 was used to fit a line through the data.

Because coefficients of correlations greater than O.90 were obtained, a

strong exponential relationship between crack length ard apparent SJF

exists.

Three analytical fastener hole SIF solutions are compared with the

results of this study (figure 8). One should noue that the present.

solution was multiplied by 4.35 to achieve agreement of the apparent SIF

in the range of crack lengths of 0.01 to 0.1 inches (.25 to 2.5 mm).

The justification of this correction lies in the ambiguity of the

effects of random amplitude loading on the load ratio P. However, thizs

correction does not alter the general trend seen in this study. At

crack lengths less than 0.01 inches (.25 mm), Grandt's solution (10),

Tweed's and Rooke's solution (11), and Bowie's solution (12) for crackE

at holes begin to diverge from the present solution and underpredict
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8 Bowie's Solution (12) ,~

Tweed's and Rooke's Solution

Crack Length, inches

Figure 8. Comparison of Various Solutions for cracks emanating from
from a hole

4-,

LMl

.~ -Thi Stuy ++ Grandt's Solution (10)
;0 ThsStd

+.

+

IAK, ksiofinch7P
2

Figure 9. Short Crack Effect predicted by Grandt's Solution (9) for
Noronha et al data (5).
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Kapp by approximately 45% for a crack length of 0.001 inches (0.025 mm).

This underprediction of Kapp for short crack lengths may be the cause of

the SCE seen by many investigators. For example, using the data from a

typical test from Noronha et al (5), Grandt's solution indicates a

presence of a short crack effect (figure 9).

An unanticipated result from this study is that the apparent SIF

is independent of crack initiation site and load transfer for short

cracks. One possible explanation for this unexpected behavior is that

short cracks cannot feel the presence of the boundaries of the specimen.

Thus, all short cracks behave the same regardless of the crack location

or load transfer through the fastener. Although this explanation is

satisfactory for cracks having lengths of less than 0.01 inches (.25 mm),

it does not explain this behavior for flaws with lengths of 0.20 inches

(5 mm).

Since the cracks studied in this report indicated that the SIF was

independent of crack location and load transfer, the comparison of two

dimensional solutions with the derived solutions of this study is

justified even though the cracks in this study were part-through. Also,

to compare the results of this study accurately with three dimensional

solutions, it is necessary to know how the flaw shape continuously

changes throughout the flaw growth. For the cracks studied in this

report only the final flaw shape was known.

_V, C AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

The following conclusions were drawn from this study:

1) The SIF varies as an exponential function for short fatigue cracks.

2) For short fatigue cracks emanating from fastener holes the SIF is

independent of load transfer through the fastener hole and the

50-17
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location of the crack initiation.

3) For specimens examined in this study, no short crack effect was

seen. However, it was found that fastener hole SIF solutions

similiar to Bowie's solution (12) underpredict the SIF for, crack

lengths less than 0.01 inches (0.25 mm). This underprediction of

the apparent SIF causes a short crack effect to be seen.

Two questions are proposed for follow up research. First, is the

apparent SIF dependent upon higher or lower stress levels? All the

tests examined in this study were performed with a maximum stress level

of 34 ksi and these results may be biased in this respect. Second, what

is the effect of pin clearance on the apparent SIF? Since the load

transfer through the fastcner is dependent upon the clearance between

the fastener and the hole, pin clearance may indeed influence the

apparent SIF. Thus, to fully answer the question of' the effect of load

transfer upon the apparent SIF, the effect of fastener fit must be

examined.

I.
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AN EVALUATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL PROCESS AND FORMULATION FOR

CASE MOUNTED DISPLACEMENT SENSORS

by

James Kirkpatrick

Susie A. Hobbs (Graduate Student)

ABSTRACT

A review of the data Analysis Principles of case mounted displace-

ment sensors are validated relative to their algebraic significance and

derivations from the standard equation of motion.

Some basic properties of fourier series and transform are discussed.

We are primarily concerned with the recapture of f from f if additional

information concerning f is known. The proof relies basically on

Cesaro Summability, Planchereal Theorem, and the Lebesque Dominated

Cenvergence Theorem. Meanwhile, we can relate the fourier transform to

the prominent Paley-Weiner Theorem in the theory of entire functions,

that is an entire function is analytic throughout the finite complex

plane. This gives the assurances for symmetric inversions formulations

for the recapture of f from f.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vibrations occur frequently in the physical world. These defor-

mations caused by forces acting on mechanical systems, electromotive

forces in electrical circuits, etc. are not simple periodic functions

but represent discontinuous functions. Under investigation at the

Arnold Center is the vibratory stress of rotary blade deflections in

turbomachines which represents these kind of functions. The program

is designed to use case mounted optic sensors as the source of data

collection and eliminate the excessive maintenance cost of the present

Strain Gage Method. The problem with these functions is to find a

mathematical system that will provide the analysis necessary to repre-

sent the periodicity accurately. The Fourier Series function and

Transform named after the French Physicist Jean Baptise Fourier is

the mathematical duality selected to give the desired results. The

mathematical theory clearly indicates a mirror image recapture of the

system if suitable Symmetric Inversion formulas are applied.

II. OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this report is to analyze the mathematical princi-

ples for blade tip deformation, in turbomachines through the use of dis-

placements sensor. Secondly, verify the algebraic summations, approxi-

mation, derivations, and substitutions based on the classical equation

of motion to detect the tangential and axial deflections of rotary blade

for nonintegral and integral order vibrations. Finally, to justify the

existance of Fourier Transform and verify the analysis of the spectra

that will provide the recapture of the original function. Our speci-

fic objectives consist of:

(1) Analysis of basic vibratory formulas to determine the validity
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of data analysis principle for case mounted stationary optic

sensor measurements for turbo machine engines.

(2) To determine if the equation for tangential deflections gives

solutions to the problem, suitable interpolation for rules are

sought to establish the uniqueness of the solutions.

(3) To determine if the euqation for axial deflections are derivable

from standard equation of motion and are alegebraically sound.

(4) To show that the existence of Fourier Transform is the tool to

recapture the original function.
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FOURIER TRANSFORM AND APPLICATIONS

We will now discuss the fourier transform, first for Liand then

for L2 by the Plancherel Theorem.

Given a periodic and integrable function, it is possible to define

fourier coefficients and then try to recapture the function from its

fourier series. We shall do a similar thing here except that the start-

ing point is not a periodic function but simply a function integrable on

the whole real line. The motivation comes from formally considering

fourier series for functions of period 2-y.- and letting IC tend to

infinity. The fourier coefficients for such a function f is given by

j.)-- c. ,I .S_ L .N ~ d 1.0

Assuming the validity of all operations, we have for the fourier series

of f at x

Taking Ay : and letting C-4- ,the sum approaches formally the

integral

coo7~co
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I k( t), L,

We thus get a formal analogy with fourier series, and so define the

fourier transforms of fELLI( -EL , ) by

c<~~(-hCJ~d ~1.2

other definitions of f(y) are also in use, primarily) 7,r -C' it D--- s. 4

t .- t cii -L \

We will now show that the form in 1.2 leads to a systematic in version

A

formula between f and f when certain conditions are satisfied. If f

is even, then

= 2' J~, ~tdt1.3

if f is odd we get

for functions defined on(O,L=a),( 1.3) and (1.4) without the -i and

called the cosine and sine transforms of f. Theorems from advanced

calculus can be used to assert the existence of f from certain f.

If there are intervals (-o.,,-a) and (a,o') on which f is continuous

and f x) tend to 0 as x-- + - , then the cosine integrals
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exist, and similarly for the sine integrals.

if e, , e.. -x3 O's)If 6 x.hev f(j) ex,s / L (1,5)

Integration by parts .%) fj

Let f(x) = a-ax for x > 0, where a is some positive constant. Then

the cosine and sine transform are respectively,

If f(x) = e-( -al ) , then f (y)= ae- "

Note that if a = 1, then f = f

Consider the functions measurable in L1 [a,b]

If fLl , then(FT means Fourier Transforms)

a. FT of f(x + h) is eihy (y)

-ih A
b. FT of ehx f(x) is f(y + h)

c. FT of f( ax) is~a-)i(y-) , a 0 1.6

d. FT of is

f ( -x) (y)

e. SuPy !I(y)ll5f~lfll
A

If fEL , then f is uniformly continuous on the veal number line

by part a in (1.6) we have for all h

( - . ( "At. dt
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L- (- i +t) ct 1.7

Now the integrand is bounded by the integrable function 21f(t)L;

so letting h-->O through a sequence hn allows us to use the Lebesque

Dominated Convergence Theorem to conclude that

~ A( + ) AYj~\ 0) ''NC, ~n .

h -> 0

We get uniform continuity since the last term in (1,7) is independent

of y.

By the Rie-mann-Lebesque lemma if fEL1 (-co ,oo) then

-L 0 we may show that

O~: .~L 0c-Ii{ ~~ -

it follows that

LL-) ((D,~) 1.8

We thus see that if f is integrable, then ? is uniformly continuous and

tends to 0 as its argument becomes arbitrarily large. However f need

not be integrable.

We define the convolution of f and g by

(47~ )(4)I 7- ) 9 t d{

if f and g are both integrable, then (f * g)^ (y) = 'f(y) 'g(y)

also if f and g are both integrable, then
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each integral exists by (1.7) and (1.8) using Fubini's Theorem gives

directly

\ 6 DJU) dt d 4" C -kI

CESARO SUMMABILITY AND UNIQUENESS AND INVERSION

A
In attempting to recapture f from f, it would be natural to

follow (1.1) and try to show that

____~'~'1.9

although we do not know whether the integral converges, we do know from

(1.7) that f is uniformly continuous on the real number line. Hence

for every A,

I C\A g - -- .. exist

Guided by the Fejer-Lebesque Theorem, we consider the mean value of

(1.9) considered as a function of A. The results will be given later,

first we must define (C.1) Summability in general for the continuous

case. Instead of working with '\ j(),t , we look instead to averaging

_(()dj over the interval 0 < T < A. The mean value, which is the

limiting case of the arithmetic mean is by definition

51-10
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A A )(t )( d

- -A 0j

we say that S__ J, is summable (C,l) to S if

-J-A A )

thus (C,l) summability is discrete.

We now show that (Cl) sum nability in the continuous case just as in the

discrete case is a regular method of convergence.

If g 1  - )then )() dt is summable (C,l) to .(qL) dt 2.1

Let gA(t) be (I - -) g(t) if JtI4 A and 0 otherwise.

Then by the Lebesque dominated convergence theorem

I~ M A --> ,:,-( d t = S 0-
which implies the results.

Consider one form of the inversion formula (1.9) which is the parallel of

the Fejer-Lebesque Theorem.

Let fELl (-oo,,). Then for almost all values of x

A- A( I- e d ? dr-- (X) 2.2

Using the definition of f and fubini's theorem, which is justified since fELl

(-",cz) implies that the double integral is absolutely convergent we may

write the integral in (2.2) as

C• -"- C,(L( ( -<(
. 3-Y,- A 2 ci"L j <

51-11
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Writing the inner integral as and using exp(it) + exp(-it)

= 2 cost to calculate the inner integral, then integral in (2,2) becomes

Itil/-S:~ fAt dc.zL d

A 44'

But

, A At- (93Ac,,

= i-c3,W dw- 7_/_,:, W ,;W

denoting the integral in (2.2) by I, we have

The argument now proceeds as in the Fejer-Lebesque Theorem and is valid

for any point x in the Lebesque set of f.

To conclude the conversion theorem

(a) if fEL1 ( and f is continuous at x, then (2.2) is valid

(b) if f and f are both in Ll(-,o ), then 1.9 is valid

(c) since fEL1 (-o, . ) (1.9) converges; in fact it converges absolutely,

for each x, however by (2.2), (1.5) is summable (C,l) to f(x).

[b] above is one form of the so-called inversion theorem which expresses

a duality between f and f, namely

,, ._ -I.L d
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The L theory presented so far is proper but unsymmetrical. For

A 
1 -example, if we define T by Tf = f for fEL - C0 , the latter being the

space of continuous functions which tends to 0 as .x-, Also, the

exact image of T in C is not known. Further, most of the ideas presented
A

so far have different hypotheses for f and f. We shall show that there is

a more satisfactory symmetrical theory for L2.

2In order to do so, the first thing we must do is to define f for feL

(-oo , ,,). Suppose we had L2 [0 ,2 ] C_ L1 [0,2,,], but on the real line we

have neither this conclusion nor the reverse one. In fact f(x) = 1 for IxI>__
X

and 0 otherwise defines a function in L 2 but not in L (- - ' )),

while g(x) = x sin x for IxI>Iand 0 otherwise defines a function in L

(-o, ,) but not in L2(-oe,.). In order to begin our definition of f

for f in L2 , we first suppose f is in both L and L

If fELlCn L2, then ?cL2 and 1f1 12 = I iI 12. In this case, the

definition of f is free since fcL1 . Let g(x) = TFx and h = f*g. Since

21f and g are in L , h is continuous and since f and g are in Ll , we also

have hcL I
. By (2.2) is valid for x = 0, which means

n - h(o)
A---' "-  V4[rr. \ \' AJ A 2.3

Nowh(y) f (y (y) = (y)j> . Define HA(Y) = (1-1YI/A)h(y) for jYj A
A

and 0 for lIj > A, so that HA(Y) increases monotonically to h(y) as A oo.

The Lebesque Monotone Convergence Theorem applied to (2.3) gives

i7i

A 2V( j 2.4v

in particular, cL 2 . Also by definition

hK) K f" .5J %'. -- ( ) C' - 1 2.
.l d_2.5
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(2.4) (2.5) -i-

combining 2.3 and 2.4 gives the desired results.

Our next step in the definition of f is to eliminate the requirement

that fcL

Let fcL 2 and fA(x) = f(x) for lxi <A and 0 for xi> 0, then fA cLl L2,
A 2 A . 2
fACL , and fA converges in L

Since IfA(x) < If(x)I clearly fAeL 2. By Holder's inequality

.1PAL 11f
Te last t i A t t 0a A

A

AThe last two integrals tend to 0 as A and B tend to infinity since fcL

so L2 being complete implies that there is a unique function T(f)AL2 such

that J Tlf) f 0 as A
AThis allows us to define f given any f'..L2 . We simply let f = T(f) as

^ 2given. In case fcLltn L2 , we now have two definitions for f, one for L

, ~ ~~~and previous for L .  Since JIT(f) -f'A112 ,teei usqec k

such that

TM.j= L ; -Y e- ady-

2.7
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The last equality being true since feLI . But the last term is just f(y)A

as defined previously, so the notation f is consistant for fcLlt L2. The

main results may be stated in the form

K ~cw __ __ ) 2.8

In Plancherel's Theorem we aim to show among other things, the inversion

counterpart to (2.8), namely

AA,~t -'°  , ,; ^  (3-j - 4 tE- 2,9

To do this, first we need the following

If feL 2, then If1112 IIlfl 2
f f 2

Since lim fA = f and fA and f are both in L2 , then the Lebesque Dominated

Convergence Theorem implies that Ir, I I .q .; . But by( 2.3), if

, ; v' lin IA I =11 11 .  By definition,

1, o li1 ~ fl~l I as expected.

If f and g are in L2, then
CIO f~ t) ( )c{ -= -, L) A.rc, - 3.0

Define fA and g as in (2.6), then each function is in L , so by definition

f A3.1

We let A -0 in both sides of (3.1). For the left,

| I eL-z11  ,- o

As A - , where we have used Holder's inequality and the definition of f.

We act similarly to the right side using - K - .
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Thus after letting A * , 3.0 becomes
A fx

L_ o j)(t)dt = \ Ci' t -t letting B - __

Now produces the results in exactly the same way as above.

_______ e 2  Te thforrtanomsA A 2(Plancherel) Let fcL2 . Then the fourier transforms f exist. feL (2.8)

J ~ i 1lV sinc ?L2, thenand (2.9) Hold. Further =since cL then fcL and also
S2.

(f) 
A L 2 

A ANow j4-(r') A

-+ - ,\

The second term on the last line by (3.1) is = \ k
So by (2.9) the first two terms cancel, the last two also.

Therefore f = (f) . The definition of the fourier transform of f now

yields \A

UK J~-A ~ d t

A

So using (f)4= f and taking conjugates gives (2.9)

2 ASince feL is the fourier transform of f(-x), we see that Tf = f defines

T. L 2 _ L-2 as a one-to-one onto norm-preserving transformation. T also

preserves inner products. The results may be extended to Lp , Jp< 2,

by similar techniques, but to allow p>2 require the theory of generalized

functions.

AA

From the definition of f', we know 11f A - f112 -0 , and so some subsequence

fk . f. It turnes out that whether or not fA f is equivalent to Lusin's

Conjecture about convergence of the fourier series of a square summable

function. Carleson's theorem thus shows that indeed fA f .
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Finally we relate the fourier transform to the Paley-Wiener Theorem.

If f(z) is entire, then it can be expanded in a power series of z,

convergent for zEc. If further

I ~'- CAIZI3.2
In order that (3.2) hold it is necessary and sufficient that the fourier

transform f(t) in L2(-COO of f(x) vanish almost everywhere for

xl > A.

51
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ALGORITHMS
APPLIED TO THE FOURIER TRANSFORM

Systems which facilitate in a vibrational motion have some degree of

noise that affects the perfromance of the system. The noise can be measured

through a process called Cross Spectral Analysis. The noise spectrum is com-

puted from a time series that has been through an inversion process where

discete coefficients are formulated. These discrete coefficients are known

as transform. An analysis is applied on the transform to develop the original

wave form or signal through an inversion process.

The power spectrum identifies the spectrum of signals measured at different

points in the system with the cross-spectrum measuring a relationship between

the signals. The noise spectrum is useful in detecting the frequency ann

amplitude of various components of the noise signals. The power spectrum is

used to give information concerning the phase o the spectrum.

When a single signal is being analyzed, we consider a complete series of

functions, x(t) and y(t); the basis forward Fourier Transform is:

F[x(t)] = Sx(jw) = a+jb
F[y(t)] = Sy(jw) = c+jd

that is examined at its real and imaginary parts.

For many application of random signals of systems, the amplitude

is not meaningful as the power spectrum contained with in the given frequency

band. The power spectrum density or the power spectrum is the function:

Gxx (w) = Sx (jw) • S*x (jw) = a 2 + b2

Gyy (w) = Sy (jw) S*y (jw) = c2 +d2

which is calculated by taking the product of a Fourier transform signal

£ and the complex conjugate of the same Fourier transform, or by adding the

51-18
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squares at the real and the imaginary parts of the Fourier transform. Where

several signals are involved, the cross-spectrum of the two date signals is

defined as follows:

Gys = Sy Sx*

= (c-id) • (a-jb)

= (ab + bd) + j(ad-bc)

= co + j quadrant

this is formed by taking the product of the Fourier transform of one

signal and the complex conjugate of the Fourier transform of a second signal.

An allocation is made to enhance the signal to noise, at the same time signals

are eleviated which are not mutually ocntainec in the input.

In determining the gain and phase characteristics the transfer

function is defined,

H(jw) = Output = transfer function

Input

Consequently the transfer function is the ratio of the Loplace

transform of a driving function and response function. However a relation

between the Fourier transform output signal to the Fourier transform of the

input signal implies that:

H(jw) = S

=Sy(jw Sx*(jw)
Sx(jw) Sx*(jw)

- Gyxjw)
Gxx(jw)

= i;rosi-spectrum_
nI~u re apcctrum

51-19
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Since the relationship between the transfer function is know

the validity of the cross-spectrum is offset by the validity in the input

power spectrum where the phases are identical and gives smooth deterministic

transfer function measurements.

The Fourier transform of the original signals produce the complex

quantities Sx and Sy, the forward transform operation can be followed by

the inverse transformation

F- 1 [Sx(jw)] = x(t)

F-1[Sy(jw)] = y(t)

A time domain signal is successively transformed and then followed

by an inverse operation, the original signal is retrieved.

Hamming window function is used to eleviate inaccuracies in retrieving

the original waveform. This windowing affects gives an accumulation in preventing

leakage of the original waveform or signal after it has been retrieved through

the inverse process. There exit several types of windowing functions, they

are: the rectangular window, hamming window, and Kaiser-Bessel window.

Hamming window function is used because of its relatively simple im-

plementation and it can be repetively employed. The application of this

method is done by taking the time series and multiplying by the weight

function before transformations take place. The windowin g affect reduces

the varience of the power spectral estimations.

Since we know that power spectral analysis is used in the recapturing of

the original waveform. Different types of methods are used in determining

the estimations, for example auto correlation method and the direct variance

method, which reduces the resolution of the wave forms and gives statistical

stability for the power spectral estimations. The convolution process is

relationship between the source and the impulse response of the waveforms

or signals.
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IV. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

While the inversion and uniqueness theorems show a duality between

f and ? and leads to a symmetric inversion formula between f and f when

certain conditions are satisfied, the problem that remains is the ab-

solute recapture of f from f.

The present literature has an excellent set of Algorithms that

definately seems adequate in the analysis of the Fourier spectrum.

However, the writers recommend that a continued search for additional Al-

gorithms be considered until an absolute recapture is assured.
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TEM MORFHOLOGY STUDY OF MOLECULAR COMPOSITES OF POLYMERS

by

Dr. Stephen J. Krause

ABSTRACT

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is used to study 30% FBT / 70%

ABFBI fibers to determine if a composite has been formed at the molecular

level. It is concluded from dark field images and diffraction patterns

that micron-sized aggregates rich in FBT crystallites form within an ABFBI

rich matrix when fiber is spun or film is cast from solution above a

critical concentration. However, when fiber and film was processed from

solution below a critical concentration, the FBT is dispersed as crystal-

lites no larger than 30 A in size. Thus, the existence of a molecular-level

composite has been confirmed by TEM.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Concept of a molecular composite

A molecular composite can be defined as a material consisting of two

or more components which are interspersed at the molecular level. The

two components studied in this investigation are poly(p-phenylene

benzobisthiazole), referred to as PET, and poly-2,5(6)benzimidazole,

referred to as ABPBI. PBT is a rigid rod, extended chain polymer of high

strength, high modulus, and excellent environmental and thermal resistance.

ABBI is an aromatic heterocyclic polymer like PBT, but ABPBI has a

flexible-coil structure in contrast to the rod-like PBT structure (see

Figure 1). The purpose of forming a molecular composite of these two

polymers is to reinforce the coil-like ABPBI with the rod-like PBT.

Processing of PBT in the molecular composite form allows its orientation

to be controlled so that mechanical properties can be custom-tailored.

The composite has been processed in the form of vacuum cast film, spun

film and spun fiber. The study examines the 30% PBT / 70% ABPBI

fiber spun from two concentrations of solution, as well as the two

component homopolymers as fibers.

Related studies

The major techniques which have been used to study PBT, ABPBI, and

the 30 / 70 blend are mechanical testing, wide angle x-ray diffraction

(WAXD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and, here, transmission elec-

tron microscopy (TEM). A table summarizing the "vpes of data and infor-

mation available from these techniques is given in Figure 2.
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Figure 1: Schematic of PET and ABPBI molecules

TECHNIQUE RAW DATA INFORMATION

modulus, tensile strength,
Mechanical testing stress-strain curve % elongation to break

Wide angle x-ray flat plate photo, d-specing; line breadth:
diffraction (WAX])) equatorial line scan cryst. size & orientation'

SEM liquid nitrogen 500X - 500OX fibrillarity, ductility,
fractwe surface picture size & shape of phses

dark field iage, crystallite size, shape,TEM selected area electsa ndointto

diffraction pattern orientation

Fe 2s Information obtained from various techniques
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The morphology of PBT has been intensively studied; major references

include Thomas et 1 ., 1980 (1), and Minter, 1982 (2). The first of these

employs a variety of techniques, including TEM, to characterize the

crystalline structure of PBT fibers. The latter is a dissertation which

compehensively surveys and analyzes previous PBT reports, and uses

techniques such as TEM to determine structural features. It also con-

veniently gives an extensive set of titled references on the subject.

ABFBI has not been studied as much as PBT. X-ray diffraction patterns

of as-cast and stretched films of ABEBI which were used to determine

d-spacings were published in 1980 by Price (3).

The fabrication of molecular composites of polymers first received

attention in 1978 by Helminiak (4). Preliminary work on molecular

composites was reported by Husman St &I. in 1980 (5). The study empha-

sized various PDIAB*/ABPBI composites with discussions of how morphology

(observed with SEM) and mechanical properties were related to processing.

The same relationships with respect to PBT/ABPBI composites were discussed

n 1983 by Hwang S1 Al. (6).

In the study of Hwang eta &., different weight compositions of

PBT/ABPBI were mixed in various concentrations in a solvent. It was found

that above a critical concentration (Ccr) of PBT/ABEBI in solvent, the

solution stopped being optically isotropic and became biphasic-that is,

liquid crystalline domains appeared within an isotropic phase for C>Ccr*

Scanning electron microscopy photos showed that films prepared from C)Ccr

PDIAB is poly(p-phenylenebenzodiimadazole)
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solutions retain the phase separation. SEM backscattering indicated that

the domains are composed chiefly of PBT.

This phase separation has important consequences in terms of a

parameter known as the "aspect ratio." The aspect ratio is defined as

2L/D, where L is the length and D is the diameter of the reinforcing phase

within a matrix phase. For efficient reinforcement, mechanical theory

states that the aspect ratic should be about 100 or more.

Phase separation as observed in C>Ccr fibers and films results in

a low aspect ratio (see Figure 3a). When fibers and films were processed

from C<Ccr solutions, no aggregates were observed with SEM to its resolu-

tion limit of 500 A (6,7). By studying the equatorial reflections in WAXD

patterns of C<Ccr fibers, it was concluded that the PBT molecules were

dispersed at the molecular level among the ABPI molecules (6). If the

PBT molecules are indeed dispersed singularly or in small bundles in an

ABPBI matrix, then a high aspect ratio is achieved (see Figure b). The

mechanical testing results show that the C<Ccr fiber has significantly

higher modulus and tensile strength than the C>Ccr fiber (see Figure 4).
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0 J M~ABPBI MATRIX \

PBT CRYSTALLITE

0~*--AGGREGATE

fj&=L.,&t Phase separted aggregates yield a low aspect ratio

SABI MATRIX K
BUNDLES OF PET

4 lMOLECULES 2L/D--100

Fi~e b Well-dispersed PET molecules yield a high'er aspect ratio

MOULS TENSILE % ELONGATION
IIWS STRENGTH TO BREAK

PET fiber 265 GPa 2800 MPa 1.1%3 38 Mpsi 400 ksi

I 36 GPa 1090 MPaAP3I fiber 158 ksi 5.2 %

30 PBT / 70 ABPBI 11 GPa 310 MPa 13 %
C>C, fiber 1.6 Mpei 45 ksi3

30 BT / 70 ABPBI 117 GPa 1270 Ga 1.4%
C<C. fiber 17 Mpel 184 ksiL

Fixure 41 Mechanical testing results for PBT, ABPBI, and the blends
above and below the critical concentration
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II. OBJECTIVES

The goal of this study is to directly examine the morphologies of

30% PBT / 7C% ABPBI blends, and to verify that molecular level composites

have been achieved. This is done by using TEM (in dark field and selected

area diffraction modes) to examine the C>Ccr and C(Ccr fiber forms of

30% PET / 70% ABPBI along with PBT and ABPBI homopolymer fibers. The

morphologies of these 4 fibers as determined by TEM techniques are

compared in this paper. After a review of experimental procedures, the

PBT and ABPBI results are given; then results and comparisons of the

blends are given. Finally, conclusions and recommendations for future

work are presented.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Materials mrocessing

The details of processing are given in Hwang et al. (6). A partial

summary is presented here.

The molecular weights of PBT and ABPBI were estimated at 41000 and

100000 g/aol respectively. A mixture of 97.5 vol% methanesulfonic acid

(MSA) and 2.5 vol% chlorosulfonic acid (CSA) was used as the solvent.

Fibers were produced by extruding solution through a spinnerette into

water, then drawing between rollers and winding onto a water-immersed roll.

The fibers were neutralized in NHL4OH overnight, rinsed, and heat treated

in air with an additional drawing.

Films were vacuum cast as described in Husman et al. (5). Solvent

from C(Cr solution was removed in a sublimator, resulting in C>Ccr

films; they were then dried in a vacuum oven.

TEM saM le preparation

In order to use TEM, the sample thickness must be less than 1000 A,

with thinner samples giving better results. The main technique used to

achieve this was detachment replication. Ion thinning (of cast films) and

ultranicrotomy were used as auxilary techniques- since these are standard

machine processes, they will not be described here.

For detachment replication, a solution of about 20% collodion* in

ethyl acetate (a "syrupy" consistency) is used. A layer of this solution

*obtained as Parlodion from Ted Pella, Inc.
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of about 20 x 10 x 2 mm is placed by pipette onto a clean glass slide

and allowed to dry for 20 to 40 minutes until it is tacky. Then pieces

of the sample about 1 cm long are laid on the collodion solution with a

few m overhang (to facilitate later removal); the sam-ie should displace

a little collodion without being completely embedded (see Figure 5).

After drying overnight, the sample is carefully peeled from the collodion

with the hope that some microscopic fibrils remain stuck in the grooves.

This can be observed under an optical microscope at a magnification of

about 500 (see Figure 6). Grid-size (3mm) squares containing these

fibril-filled grooves are cut and lifted off the slide. They are placed

onto holey-carbon grids on a mesh screen inside a covered petri dish

which is filled with ethyl acetate to the level of the screen (see Figure

7). The ethyl acetate dissolves the collodion overnight, allowing the

sample to settle onto the grid. After a brief drying on filter paper, the

grid is optically inspected to make sure some sample is in place and is

ready for TEM study.

It is necessary for a holey-carbon film to have been formed on a

copper mesh grid (see Figure 8). The carbon film provides extra support

and prevents charging of the sample by the electron beam. The holey-

carbon grids used in this study were prepared by Eric Matheson of Arizona

State University. Typically, the film had 0.5 to 5 micron holes on a

100 to 200 mesh (per inch) copper grid.

Detachment replication works well on samples with a fibrillar

nature. For less fibrillar samples such as C>Ccr fiber, ordinary detach-

ment replication gave little success. Roughing up the surface of the
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sample with a razor blade improved the chances of detaching a thin

section.

Eguliment and operation

TEM of the samples was carried out on a JEOL lOOCX using an accel-

erating voltage of 100KV or 120KV. Micrographs were taken on Kodak S0183

film.

Polymers such as PBT and ABPBI are susceptible to beam damage by the

transfer of energy from the electrons as they pass through the sample.

The most pronounced effect of beam damage is a loss of crystallinity.

Special Th21 observation techniques must be employed so that results are

obtained from minimally damaged samples. The two main strategies are to

keep both the beam intensity and the time the sample is exposed to the

beam as low as possible.

The grids were scanned in bright field with the beam spread out at

a low magnification, typically 2600X. When a promising section was

located, it was examined at a higher magnification with the beam slightly

converged. The selected area electron diffraction (SAED) mode was then

engaged using an SAED aperture, and the sample was searched for a clear

diffraction pattern. A prominent reflection of the SAED pattern was

placed so that the rest of the pattern was masked by the objective aper-

ture, and the dark field image was observed with the SAED aperture re-

moved. In most cases the sample was translated to obtain a fresh area

for dark field imaging.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

PBT

Figure 9 is a representation of the SAED pattern of PBT heat treated

spun fiber (AFTECH II). The pattern shows sharp and well-arced equatorial

(hkO) spots, and high orders of meridional (001) reflections. The sharp-

ness indicates large crystallites, and the arcing and high orders indicate

a high degree of orientation. PBT dark field images show crystallites

typically 200 A by 100 A aligned along the fiber axis.

S(001) reflections

.. . (hkO) reflections

Figug9: SAED pattern of PBT fiber
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A.BPBI

Figure 10 represents the SAED pattern of ABPBI heat treated spun

fiber. The equatorial reflections are broader and the arcing is spread

more than in PRT; there are also less meridional orders. These faetz

indicate that there are smaller crystallites and they are less oriented

than in PET. Dark field images confirm that ABPBI crystallites are less

than 40 A.

4,. 0e

Fig 1: SAED pattern of ABPBI fiber
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30% PBT / 70% AE | :

In 30 PBT / 70 ABPBI heat treated fiber which has been spun from

C>Ccr solution, the SAED patterns vary from those with diffuse rings

characteristic of anoriented polymer (Figure lla), to those with many

close meridional reflections which appear to be overlapping PBT and

ABPBI patterns (Figure lib). Similar patterns are obtained from the

vacuum cast film form. Dark field images of both fiber and film show

aggregates containing crystallites within another phase which may contain

small (-25 A) crystallites. This inhomogeneity causes the variation in

diffraction patterns. These results are consistent with previous SEM

results which found 20000 A aggregates rich in PBT within an ABPBI-rich

pase.

(a) (b)

Fim 11 SAED patterns of 30 PET / 70 ABPBI C>Ccr fiber
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30% MT I 7C% AIPIIICC

The SAED patterns observed for the C<Ccr heat treated fiber blend

vary from distinct diffuse rings (Figure 12a) to patterns with (001)

reflections that indicate both PBT and ABPBI (Figure 12b). The diffuse-

ness of these patterns imply there art small crystallites. Dark field

images shows features less than 30 A in size which are probably PBT

crystallites; however, no larger aggregates are observed. The dispersion

of PBT throughout the ABPBI is much more complete in the C(Ccr fiber than

the C>Ccr fiber.

(a) (b)

Fiwme 12 SAED patterns for 30 PET / 70 ABPBI C(Ccr fiber
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V. CONCLUSIONS

TEM dark field images and SAED patterns show that there are 20000 A

aggegates containing PBT crystallites in 30 PBT / 70 ABFBI fiber spun

from C>C c solution. When fibers are spun from C(Ccr solution, the FBT

is dispersed as crystallites less than 30 A in size. Thus, a molecular

level composite has been achieved with this fiber, which should result

in higher strength and modulus than the C>Ccr fiber. These TEM results

are in agreement with previous SEM, WAXD and mechanical testing results.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

A major technique which has not been used to study these blends is

scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). STEM allows for

precise control of the area of sample irradiated by the electron beam,

so beam damage to the sample can be controlled. In combination with

energy dispersive x-ray analysis and electron energy loss analysis,

STEM could be used to analyze the composition of phase separated regions.

The orientation and texture of crystallites could be obtained by using

microdiffraction in STEM.
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ANALYTICAL REPRESENTATION OF AFTERBQDY SURFACE

OF X-24C-IOD REENTRY VEHICLE

ABSTRACT

As a first step in the generation of three dimensional

grid for the X-24C-10D reentry vehicle the afterbody

surface is represented analytically. The coordinate

system is constructed by a series of coaxial cross-

sections. A computer code is developed,which can be

easily adapted for use with new generation of

computers.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The understanding and analysis of three-dimensional

fluid behavior around reentry vehicle like X-24C-10D is

of considerable importance for flight applications. A

vehicle like this can produce very complex flow fields.

The flow is inviscidly dominated at small angles of atta-

ck. The flow field changes radically with lee side of the

vehicle becoming dominated by large regions of crossflow

separation, when the angle of attack is increased.

Vehicle designers need pressure, heat transfer and
shear distributions to support design activities. Traditi-

onally these have been obtained by experimental data.
Significant reduction in design costs can be obtained if

the calculated results based on finite difference proce-

dures are used to verify and supplement the experimental

results. Experimental results are available for X-24C and

X-24C-1OD models1 ,2,7 .

The forward section of X-24C-10D is same as that of

X-24C. The flow field grid for the forward section of X-24C

has been developed3 for use with parabolized Navier-Stokes
code that already exists. The object of this project is to

represent the aft section of X-24C-1OD analytically as a

first step in the development of three-dimensional grid

for the vehicle. The available grid for the forward section

of X-24C can be combined with grid for the aft section of

X-24C-10D for use with Navier-Stokes code using MacCormack's

explicit-implicit method4 .

The grid generation process must achieve the follwing:
1. Develop accurate surface definition 2. Distribute grid

points on the body surface 3. Generate a clustered smoothly

varying interior mesh. In this project the surface of the

aft section of the vehicle is represented analytically

using a blueprint supplied by Martin Marietta Corp.,Denver,

Colorado. The coordinate system is constructed by a serieL; of
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coaxial cross sections. In each cross section plane a two-

dimensional grid system can be established between two cont-

rol surfaces. The inner surface is to depict the body contour

and the outer surface should depict the enveloping shock

wave. The field points may be generated by an interpolation

function. The computer code for the body surface is written

such that it can be easily adopted for use with the new

generation of computers such as Cyber2O5,Cray XMP,Cray 2.

II. OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this project was to define the

afterbody portion of the surface of X-24C-1OD model analy-

tically and to write a computer code. We did not attempt to

generate the complete three-dimensional grid. This is left

for later investigation. In order to define the body accu-

rately,it is split into seven sections:

1. Top wing

2.F-lat top side

3. Round top of the crown

4. Middle side wing

5. Flat side

6. Side Strake

7. Bottom surface

Equations that define the surface explicitly in the

blueprint have been used. Portions of the surface not def-

ined are fitted with cubic or quadratic splines wherever

necessary. Transitions from one section to the next are made

smooth using filler circles to depict the surface accurately.

A computer code that defines any section normal to the body

axis is developed.

III. AALYTICAL REPRESENTATION Q THE BDY

Analytical representation of the afterbody surface of

the vehicle is started by choosing X axis along the body axis.

The X = Constant plane in which Y and Z vary is chosen as a

plane normal to the body axis. The afterbody of the vehicle

53-5
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is described from X = 432 inches to 641 inches.

1. T NwRn
The center vertical plane of the top wing is described by

Y = 4 . An ellipse is fitted to match the curve in the round

part of the top from X z 502 to X = 582.88.

Slope of top = 0.6750742( Figure 1 )To

= 34.022271 z
x2 = 4.8261375 Center line,

x = 1.50998721 X intercept

Figure 1

Intercept of 4 inch circle with side occurs at (Y,Z)=(4,4)

This corresponds to P = (4,1.5099872) on the ellipse:

z2 + Y2 ()
a2 b2  = 1

with a= 4.8261375. Coordinates of point P are used in Eq (1)

to determine b. Equation of the ellipse is found to be
Z2  + y2 = 1 ... (2)

23.291603 17.73623538

Equations of the top and the center of the ellipse are fou-

nd using points (502,72.4) and (582.88,127), and the point

slope form of the equation of a line. The equations are:

ZTop = 0.6750742 X - 266.48724 ... (3)

ZCenter = 0.6750742 X - 271.31338 ... (4)

Using equations (2),(3) and (4),Z as a function of Y for

the top of the wing from X = 502 to 582.88 is found to be:

z = j23 .2 9 1603 11- 2 3 4.8261375 + ZTop
\ 17.73623538 ... (5)

The top wing starts to round off at X = 579.5 and has flat

section at the top. The ellipse is decreased into a filler

circle of radius 1.5 inches at X = 582.88 and also its center

is moved out simultaneously. A subroutine(QUADS) is used to
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find the coefficients of the quadratic equation which repres-

ents the top of the wing. QUADS subroutine uses two points

and the slope at one point to fihd coefficients for quadratic

equations.Equation of top and center of ellipse are:

ZT = -0.044309851 X2 + 51.69794 X -14954.15 ... (6)

Y = 3.7702448 -(-0.6716701 X + 393.00304) *. (7)

Zc = -0.3240281 X2 +377.8226 X -110013.3 ... (8)

Equation of the ellipse is:

_ 2 + 2 1 ... (9

A2  B2

with A = ZT - Zc

and B= -0.6716701 X + 393.00304

Z= 1- 2  A2  +Z .. (10)

B2

from X = 582.88 to 620.975, Z = 127.0
00o

19.

0-X\ ,, X z II

Figure - The op Win

r3-

0 L, 0 T A I.

C.) N
X

Figure 2 -The Top Wing
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2. at Side
The height of the top is given by:

Z = 72.4 from X = 432 to 525 ... (11)

Z = -0.0033274 X- 3.4937205 X - 844.70162

from X = 525 to 538.105 ... (12)

Z = -0.09308 X +121.91537 from X = 538.105 to 582.88 ...(13)
Equations (11) and (13) are from the blueprint, coefficients

of equation (12) are calculated.

Intersection of top with crown from X = 432 to 538.105 was
found with the help of subroutine(ICSICU), that computes an

interpolatory approximation to a given set of points by cubic

splines with arbitrary second derivative end conditions. To-
ints used were defined at X values: 432,455,480.4,502,525
and 538.105. Intersection of top with crown from X = 578.105

to 582.88 is a line given by:

Y = - 0.0326626 X + 40.733813 *.. (14)
Inner side intersection started either at Y = 0 or at Y = 4
the top wing - flat top intersection.

Y=O Top wing-top side intercept

X=538-105 line (14)

Cubic spline

Figure 3 - Top view of Flat Top Side

3. Round Crown

From X = 432 to525 the curved crown was defined using

cubics generated by a subroutine(IQHSCU). This subroutine

computes the coefficients for a set of cubic polynomials

to be used to interpolate a set of points from a single

valued function. The spline produced is continuous and

53-8
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has continuous first derative, and does not have a continu-
6

ous second derivative

Four constant Y curves are first defined by IQ-SCU rout-

ine with values at X = 432,450,468,485,503 and 525. Then
the same routine is used again at the X location using six

points, the four constant Y curves( Y =40,50,60 and 70) and

Z at 49.271 and 72.4. Thus a cubic in the Y-Z plane is obt-

ained. Points used to get the curvature are listed below.

X Y z

432 70 116.3158

60 60.6316

50 67.7895

40 71.3684
450 70 52.2105

60 63.1579

50 69.0526

40 71.7895

468 70 54.9474

60 64.2105
50 69.4737

40 71.7895

485 70 56.6316
60 64.2105

50 68.8421

40 71.3684
503 70 58.8947

60 64.00
50 67.7895

40 70.7365

525 70 58.7368

60 62.9474

50 66.1053
40 68.6316

From X = 525 to 602 the crown is defined differently. The

flap and flat region of the crown was represented in the

blueprint by the equation:

53-9
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Z = -o.o96364 X - 0.26795 Y + 130.11 ... (15)

The region where crown was still curved was not defined in

the blueprint. Subroutine IQHSCU was used again to fit the

area that went flat. This area was split into two regions

denoted by 'Top' and 'Bottom' in figure-4. Points used

in the IQHSCU routine to fit the TOP and BOTTOM curve are

listed below.

Top: X Y

523.78947 40

524.2105 36.2105

528.42105 30.0

557.87474 26.526316
556.5 25.473684

Bottom: 523.78947 40.0

524.21053 44.631519

525.2 48.631579

534.0 58.526316

545.47368 66.947368

549.05263 69.684211

550.275 72.031579

Coefficients of cubic representing Y as a function of X are:

Top flap Curve-

X Coefficients

< 524.2105 -12.76363 2.2911569 15.77820

124.2105,528.42105) -2.441058 0.2060667 5.5511636E-03
C528.42105,537.89474) -0.4105266 -1.6316578E-2 2.210993E-3

537.89474,556.5) -0.1243674 -1.0461481E-3 2.5206586E-4
Bottom flap curve-

X Coefficients

B24.2105,525.2) 6.098326 -1.363094 -0.7221882

525.2,534.0) 1.279444 8.6709168E-3 -2.9874141E-3

D34.0,545.47368) 0.7398423 -1.224276E-3 7.5754062E-5

E545.47368,549.05263) 0.7398423 5.4589706E-3 4.1642934E-4

[549.47368,550.275) 0.7949184 1.970840 -0.5306804
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556.6 Flap

TOPb

525

' Bottom '

550.•275

Figure 4 - Top view of Round Crown

Subroutine QUADS is used to fit quadratic curve to smooth

together the flat top-crown intercept to the area where

the crown goes flap.The same Subroutine is used to fit a

quadratic curve to the area where flap curves down to

the side or the middle wing, shown in figure 5 by arrows.

Flat area

Figure 5 - Cross section showing the flat area of crown

4. Middle A
Inner portion of middle wing was defined using five lines

marked A,B,C,D and leading edge in figure 6. For a given X,

the Y and Z values were input into the subroutine IQHSCU,

so that a cubic spline could fit the shape of the wing.

The points used to define the five lines are measured
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off the blueprint. The equationc of the five lincs are:

FUA T: C::

Y z .24 2702 X. - .833

.67j323 7X - 284.30)53

- .24727r2, X 3.9 L,1I37

- .67825 1 - 287.02176
b ": : . >L :,- let 10526

-.854642 1 X - 381.7142>

C .5143541 X - 210.b21i
-Z - A 'a- : :0. 89

Y = 1.4475684 / - 753.7867

Z = 5.125 X - 2882.5447 ... (1,)

Inner surface of the middle wing from line D to the trail-

ing edge is calculated using points on the trailing 6dge

whose equations are:

Z = 5.125 X -3055.5

Y = 1.4473684 X - 794.52652 ... (16)

Equation of this portion ( X> 581.91 ) of the inner surface

was found to be:

Y = .2401745 X .2355575 [ - 74.83715

= -1.0196263 X + 4.2453961 Y + "17.56601 ...(17)
o find where the mid-winC i th by a a

subroutine was used. Equations of segrments of the intercept

denoted by QI,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5 and 6 in figure 5 are given below.

2
Qi Y = .0026577541 X- 2.80692 v812. -+

Q2 7 = .001240315 X- 1.26764 X +5q4.O114

Q z= -0.012609578 X2  1 .20499 X -5398.32

Q4 : = -0.0045087412 X2 +4.848958 X -1244.25

Q5 : Y = 0.0013911215 X -1.520870 X + 388.714)

Q6 : = : 2.426139289392 X2 -2417.252517199 X + '0,18-.155098

The mid-wing outer surface and side surface intercept is

found by solving their equations.

Outer Surface of wing: Y = -0.06993 X +0.26795 2 + 29.0

(19)
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Rear side plane: Y = -0.36397 Z + 94.3 ... (20)

Solving equations (19) and (20) equation of side-mid wing

intercept was found to be,

Z = -0.1106627 X + 103.33587 ... (21)

For the outer top curved part of the wing an ellipse that

was rotated 20.11681 degrees and offset by 0.6 inches was

used. The equation of ellipse was found to be,

z2 + y2 1

a2 b2  ... (22)

with a 4.1448197 and b.= 3.12791.55

Outb'd Vertical
Theor. Root

Fin Body L
Intersect LE

Fin Theor.
Tip profile

Outb'd Vertical
outb'd Plane

G Fin Body Intersect

Figure 6 - The Middle Wing
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The mid wing rounded off like the top wing and a rout-

ine similar to the one used for the top wing was used. The

round off region is from X = 565 to 571.5. For the inner

side the leading edge equation changed to a quadratic and

IQHSCU was used to connect all points as before. The outer

top ellipse turned into a 1.5 inch filler circle linearly

and top began to flatten off. From 571.5 to 616 the top

was flat with two 1.5 inch filler circles.

5. 2f Bod
From X = 432 to 525 the side is assumed to be straight

and is determined by using two point intercept form of equ-

ation for a line at each X cross section. Points at Z = 49.271

line and the side strake intercept are used in writing the

equation of lines. From X = 525 to 580.5 an equation is

given in the blueprint for the side:

Y = - 0.36397 Z + 94.3 ... (23)

A three inch filler circle is used to connect the side and

the strake. A subroutine D2CR ( which finds the intersection

of two lines using Cramer's rule) is used to get the side-

filler circle intercept, top of the strake-filler circle

intercept and the center of the filler circle. When X is

less than 440.99833 a cubic is used to fit the side and the
strake together.

6. Strake

Equations that define the strake are provided in the

blueprint.

TOP:

440.99833 4 X !550.275 ,Z=0.15831 X+O.36397Y-104.28213

se . (24)

550.275 < X 641 , Z=0.06993X+0.36397Y-55.64883 ... (25)

Bottom:

Z = 0.06993 X + 0.57735 Y -94.60861 ... (26)

Bottom surface-strake intercept:

432 X. 485 Y = -0.2213388 X + 188.69938 ... (27)
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485 X 4 580 Y = -0.1211223 X + 140.0944 ... (28)

580; X < 641 Y = 69.84348 ... (29)
A cubic spline was used to connect the side to Lop of the

strake using !CSICU routine, when X is not greater than
440.99833. A quadratic curve was used to connect side to

strake using QUADS routine when X is inbetween 440.998333

and 447. A three inch filler circle was usea wXtn : is
greater than or equal to 447.

7. Bottom
Bottom surface is flat and varies in the X direction

only. Its equation is supplied in the blueprint:
X < 485 Z = -0.05786 X + 14.337 ... (30)

485-X - 593 Z = -13.72514 ... (31)

IV CONCL.UDING IR FA R- S
As a first step in the grid generation process the

surface of the body is represented analytically. A compu-
ter code has been developed. The program defines the Aft
section of the body from 432 to 641 along the X axis. For
a given X location the crogram defines the profile of

the body in the Y-Z plane. A few sections of the boay

defined by the rroCram are presented in figure 7.zT

.-0

Figure 7(a) Body profile, X 475.
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Z~ 0T~ Figure 11(b), X=550
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS

Design costs of a complex body like X-24C-1OD can be

significantly reduced if the available experimental results

are verified and supplemented by finite difference procedu-

res. In this project we have description of the body surface

for the Oft section. This can be combined with forebody

description which is available. A three-dimensional grid

can be generated with the bow shock as the outer surface

and body surface as the inner surface, for the entire body

using (1) Algebraic Method or (2) Method of Conformal grid

generation. The grid generated by one of these methods can

be used with Navier-Stokes code using MacCormack's explicit-

implicit method. The code generated should be such that it

can be used with the new generation of computers.

It is advantageous to divide the configuration into a

number of circumferential segments and then grid each seg-

ment to satisfy its own particular requirements. I propose

to consider one circumferential segment and generate a two-

dimensional grid for that segment to demonstrate how an
algebraic grid can be generated.
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~·::_t:~~~;~!_l_;_.\L Cli./J\ACTCHllJ,TIUr; OF c;,;!_:.!_;_~~-Ct:i\hON 

CU:ti'OSITJ::S FOR TUKBir:Y: EhGJ:-iL lJCSlG!~: - -
A STJI.TE-OF-71IE-AJ\1 RE:VJE'..I 

by 

A revl<?\" of th€: s:::t.:.-of-thc.-art of the :;J<'Chanical characterization of 

c3:-bo:.-c-1rbon co::.?osi tcs for adv.:.:v.:ea ~as ~urbi:1e cn:.;ines lo.'.lS conductE.-d, Tnc 

~u:-?osc of the review ~as to est~blish a basis for cl~fining areas of potential 

:-2se;,:-ch 1n the :':l<~chanical ch.Jracterization of carbun-carbon materials. The 

=~~~in~ ~n~:ne ~r~lica:ion 1s pr~sen:ec as the context for identifyin~ 

·r:-,c ,;cn~:-2l concl·Jsio:1 ~:-a1m fro~ this review 1s that there are insufficient 

,,at~ri~l p:-opcrties anc an in.:~de~uate ~a:a base for conducting r~liable stress 

..J:-:2lys .. ~s ci c,as tu:-b:ir,L: en~ines. Further, it 1s observed that the conputer 

C·2<;c:s cu:-rent ly in usc to generate prelin.in.::;ry properties n~quire experi:7lt~ntal 

Fin.Jlly, areas of research are identified. 
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